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ABSTRACT
Two exotic forms of singing in

Swedish folklore are presented, ko'lning
and jojk. Data on tuning of scale tones,
formant frequencies, and articulatory
characteristics are presented for two
representative examples of each of these
singing styles. The substantial differences
from Western operatic singing are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The voice is an important music

instrument in Sweden. Sweden has
produced a number of great international
singers in the operatic tradition, e. g.,
Jussi Bjorling, Birgit Nilsson, Ann Sofi
von Otter, Gosta Winbergh and Hakan
Hagegard. This style of singing has
generated a considerable amount of
research during the last decades.

Apart from this, choral singing is
exceptionally common in Sweden. Of the
Swedish population a total of about 5 to
10% is or has been a choir singer. My
colleague Sten Temstrom has analyzed
acoustical aspects of choral singing
extensively and has published the result
in a great number of articles (for a
review, see [1]).

The acoustic voice characteristics in
speech and singing differs considerably.
1n the case of classical operatic singing
the main reason for these differences is
reasonably well understood; the need for
being heard over a loud orchestral
accompaniment without straining the
vorce.

Also in the folkloristic subcultures in
Sweden the voice is commonly used as a
music instrument. It is used not only in
folk songs, but also without a text, with
vowel sequences or nonsense syllables,
more like an instrument. In some
Swedish subcultures very peculiar styles
of singing have evolved. Two examples
will be presented here. Both offer
interesting examples of differences
between singing and speech.

Kolning
My first example is an exotic kind of

herding song practiced by the maids in
the province Dalecarlia during the
summer, when the cattle was brought up
to the woods in the mountains to graze.
The type of singing is called kolning, a
derivative of kalla (call) and has been
described elsewhere [2]. The
extramusical function of kolning was
mainly to collect the cattle in the evening.
but kolning was also used by the maids to
communicate with their colleagues on
other mountains.

The structure of these songs is a
sequence of short melodic patterns, some
of which are repeated. Kolning is
typically performed on sustained vowels
without interleaved consonants. The
acoustic and articulatory characteristics
of this type of voice use were
investigated some time ago [3]. Next,
typical results from these investigations
will be reviewed and compared to
Western operatic singing as studied in
another, similar investigation [4].

The subject was a woman, born 1909,
who had learned this singing style from
an unbroken oral tradition. She was also
a choir singer, so her kolning technique
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Figure I. Mean F0 values, determined
by means of histograms, for the scale
tones in Mining as deviations from just
tuning. The unit is cent, i. e., hundredth
ofa semitone.
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Fi ure 4. Jaw opening relative to clinched jaws and vertical position of the larynx
reliitive to the resting position in the subject's ko‘lnmg and singing (left and right
panels).

example of the restricted applicability of
the tunings used in traditional Western
music.

The sound level in kblning was
measured in an anechoic room. It was
quite high and dependent on F0, as
shown in Figure 2. In normal singing at
F0:500 Hz the subject produced 76 dB
@ 1 m distance, on the average, and the
mean increase was about 16 dB/octave.
ln kolning. the sound level at 500 Hz was
about 13 dB higher and the increase with
F0 was only 7 dB/octave.

As expected, these high SPL values
were paid in terms of high subglottal
pressures as illustrated in Figure 3. The
mean pressure at F0=550 Hz was 10 cm
H20 and increased linearly with
fundamental frequency by about 7 cm
H30/l00 Hz. This clearly exceeds the
maximum 20 cm H20 which the subject
used when she sang in a more traditional
style.

Articulatory characteristics were
studied from tracings of lateral X-rayimages of the vocal tract taken atdifferent moments during kolning. Thus,a material of 14 radiographs werecollected from a representative choice ofpltChCS'Wfihln the relevant range. Forcompanson 5 radiographs were takenwhen the subject sang a melismatic partof a folk song, using different vowels.The pitch associated with each imagewas measured from an audio recording.In addition._ the kblning data can becompared with corresponding data froma professronal soprano singer, thetechmque of whom was studied in adifferent investigation [4]. This subject

___¥#_JI—k—

sang the vowels [a:, i:, u:] at three
different pitches, F0=240, 480, 960 Hz.

There were clear articulatory
differences with regard to e. g. tongue
shape, jaw opening, and larynx position.
The jaw opening and the vertical position
of the larynx tended to increase linearly
with F0, particularly in ktSIning, but also
in singing, as illustrated in Figure 4. The
larynx was above resting position in both
singing styles, and the rise with F0 was
quite substantial in kolning, about 23 mm
between F0=400 and F0=1000 Hz. In a
corresponding study of a professional
soprano the larynx was also found to rise
with pitch, but the larynx was constantly
below the resting level, touching it only
for the top F0. During both singing and
kolning the subject‘s distance between
the upper and lower lip showed a linear
increase with jaw opening and the
retraction of the mouth comers was
linearly related to this distance. In
kolning the tongue shape varied with F0
so that similar shapes were found for
vowels produced at similar F0.
particularly in the upper part of the pitch
range, see Figure 5a. The tongue was
pharyngeal with a frontal position of the
tongue tip. With rising pitch the tongue
root and the dorsum were substantiallyraised because of the increased jaw
opening and the raised larynx. In operatic
srngrng, by contrast, the tongue shape
was different for different vowels except
in the top part of the range, as can be
seen in Figure 5b. '

_ e summed effect of all thesearticulatory changes with pitch on vocal
tract length was substantial, as can be
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Figure 5a. Tongue shapes relative to the contour of the lower mandible observed in theF0 ranges indicated during the subject's ko‘lning (left panel). Figure 5b (right panel)shows the corresponding data for a professional soprano singer at the F0 valuesindicated (data from Johansson & al., I 985 [4]).

expected. On average, the tract was
shortened by 35 mm between F0=300 Hz
and F0=800 Hz, saturating at about 130
mm for higher F0 values. A more
moderate decrease was found in the
subject’s singing.

The formant frequencies were
estimated from area functions derived
from the radiographs. Lateral tracings of
the mid sagittal vocal tract contour were
made and these tracings were then
converted to area functions by means of
the method described by Lindblom &
Sundberg [6]. The area functions were
then realized in terms of tubes consisting
of piles of Plexiglas washers with center
holes of different sizes. The resonance
frequencies of these area functions were
determined by sine sweep excitation by
means of the ionophone sound source
[7]. The resulting formant frequencies are
shown in Figure 6. In kblning, Fl tended
to match F0 rather accurately while F2,
F3 and F4 remained at about 1700 Hz,
2500 Hz, and 3000 Hz throughout the
pitch range studied. Also in the
performance of the folk tune, Fl tended

to track F0, but the other formants
showed more variation with F0. In the
same Figure corresponding data collected
from the professional soprano singer are
shown, revealing a different pitch
dependence of F2, decreasing with F0 for
the front vowels and increasing for the
back vowels.

Summarizing, as compared with
normal singing and professional soprano
singing, kolning seems quite special with
respect to sound level, subglottal
pressure, articulation, and formant
frequencies. Apart from this, the
intonation and the melodic patterns are
also quite characteristic. It is difficult to
realize why this particular singing style
has developed in the Swedish herding
culture. The high sound levels would
reflect the need for reaching out over
large distances. These high sound levels
of course raise certain demands on the
voice which may entail the formant
frequency behavior. However, also
operatic soprano singers need to produce
extremely loud tones in order to be heard
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Figure 6. Formant fre ' ' " '. quencres m kolmnfrom tracmgs of the X—ray profiles durinpanel shows cones ondin d t
Johansson & al., 198? [4]).g a a for

in large opera houses and therdifferent type of singing techniquee’ha:developed. Thus, keeping in mind thatkolrung attracts rather than repels thecattle, we may ask whether the specialkolning technique has developed to meetthe esthetic and auditory demands of thecattle. This question, however must beleft for further investigation. ,
Jojk

Further north in Sweden anopeculiarity can be found, the jog:[13:21;a song mostly performed by males invarious Situations, offering anotherexample of a rather special voice use Anacoustical investigation of jojk .was3:13:18 out. The material was ait re ‘ ' 'by Svenslttzlrll/isarfifmg kindly suppliedjojk contains text and meli'smatic

Formant frequen "ues wfor some vowels from a jojk. The resultis shown in Figure 7 in terms of a Fl&F2graph. The most striking difference as

ere determined
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a professional soprano singer (data from

compared with speech is that F2 remains
close to 1000 Hz for all back vowels
while for front vowels a more speech like
pattern is observed, starting around 2000
Hz for [1:] like vowels and approaching1600 Hz for the [aez] vowel. F3 isgenerally quite low, suggesting aconstantly retracted tongue tip.
. F0 patterns also are quite special. Asin most folkloristic styles of singing thereis no trace of the Western diatonic scale.In. addition, however, F0 continuallyglides upward. An example is offered inFigure 8 showing measured F0 values ofthe four scale tones contained in this jojk.the figure, the boundaries between

JOJK

250 350 450 550 650

F1 (Hz)

Figure 7. F2 (filled squares) and F3(Open circles) '' as nmeasured in a jojk. fu ction 0f F1
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verses are marked by a break in the heavy
line joining the data points for the fifth.
F0 for all scale tones are seen to increase
linearly with time. The rise for the top
pitch is almost perfectly linear; the mean
rate across all scale tones is l Hz/sec.
The greatest variability is observed for
the lowest tone, probably because of
measurement difficulties.

The tonal center of this jojk is the
fifth, the tuning of which shows a
systematic variation with melodic
structure. The tuning is gradually
sharpened during the three final tones of
each verse, and then starts somewhat
flatter at the beginning of next verse. The
dashed lines represent pure intervals
relative to the central scale tone, the fifth.
The minor sixth is almost perfectly tuned,
while the third grows increasingly flat.

F0 DRIFT IN JOJK

TIME (I)

Figure 8. Mean F0 values, determined
by means of histograms, for the scale
tones in a jojk shown as deviations from
just tuning. The unit is cent, i. e.,
hundredth of a semitone. The thin line
shows the best linear fit for the fifth of
the scale, and the heavy dashed lines
represent pure intervals for the other
scale tones.

Discussion
It is interesting to observe these very

special data on articulation, formant
frequencies and intonation in these two
folkloristic examples of Swedish voices
in music. In earlier investigations great
differences have been revealed between
speech and Western operatic singing [8].
However, these folkloristic singing styles
deviate from speech in a different way
than operatic singing. We have analyzed
only one example of kolning and one
example of jojk. Still it is interesting to
observe the very special characteristics of
these two examples of singing styles.
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They certainly invite to speculations as to
the background of these characteristics in
these two particular examples. Also, as
the two examples analyzed were
published as documentary recordings,
there seems to be no reason to doubt that
they are representative.

With respect to the special tuning of
the scale tones the differences between
kolning and jojk, on the one hand, and
operatic singing on the other, the reason
may be acoustical. The main reason
would be that, although harmonic spectra
are produced in both cases, kolning and
jojk are performed without
accompaniment. In operatic music,
singing is mostly accompanied by
instruments which also produce harmonic
spectra. Under such conditions beats will
occur in consonant intervals if the tuning
differs too much from just. The reason is
that some partials are common to the
tones produced, and these partials will
differ in frequency and thus generate
beats, if the tuning does not approach
just. In kolning and jojk the singers are
free to chose intonation as they please. It
is frequently assumed that part of the
beauty of music relies on the use of ratios
between small integers for the scale tone
frequencies. The departures from just
tuning in kolning and jojk shows that this
is by no means true.

The steady rise of the tuning reference
in the jojk is interesting. We may
speculate that the perceptual effect is an
exciting conflict between the perceived
intervals, i. e., the pitch difference
between the scale tones which rearnains
basically constant, and the perceived
tuning reference which constantly is
drifting upward. It is also interesting that
small perturbations of the change in
reference was used for marking the
structure; the drift was increased toward
the end of each verse and started with a
relatively lower pitch at the beginning of
each verse.

The reason for the differences
between speech and operatic singing
seems to be the need for a loud voice
capable of successfully competing with
the sound of a loud orchestral
accompaniment. A loud voice is needed
also in kolning. Yet, the formant
frequency strategies used in these cases
are not the same. In both cases the
principle is used that F1 is raised to a
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frequency close to F0 as soon as F0
would otherwise exceed Fl. In the front
vowels, on the other hand, F2 is lowered
with rising F0 in operatic singing while in
kolning it seems to remain close to 1700
Hz regardless of F0. The reason may be
that only front vowels seem to be used in
kolning which results in a homogenrty of
vowel timbre. Thus, there is no need to
reduce vowel quality differences between
vowels. This would be important in
operatic singing.

Loud voice production is not a
concern in jojk. Here, both back and
front vowels occur, although F2 values
lower than 1000 Hz were not observed.
It is possible that the simple melodic
structure allows a greater freedom with
regard to vowel quality.

The extremely high larynx positions
used in kolning is another interesting
finding. An elevated larynx position is
generally regarded as harmful to the
voice among singing teachers. This is
certainly true under certain conditions.
The behavior of our subject, who had
performed kolning during most of her
long life and suffered from no phonatory
problems, indicates that an elevated
larynx position does not necessarily cause
damage to the voice.

Conclusions
In conclusion, these folkloristic styles

of singing offer striking examples of
man‘s desire to decorate reality with
ornaments and patterns. The greatdifferences from operatic singing suggestthat the conditions under which music isperformed represent a factor of relevanceto the articulatory and acousticcharacteristics of vocal art. The study offolkloristic singing styles is likely towrden the views and complement ourunderstanding of both music and voicefunctlon.
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PHONETICS - A LANGUAGE SCIENCE IN ITS OWN RIGHT?

K. J. Kohler
IPDS, Kiel, Germany

ABSTRACT
This paper starts with some remarks

on the history of the ICPhS and argues
for a phonetic paradigm in two stages:
the heuristics of phonetic phonology, and
phonetic explanation. It speaks in favour
of phonetics as a language science in its
own right on the basis of this paradigm.

ON THE IIISTORY OF THE ICPIIS
This scientific meeting is the thirteenth

since its inception in Amsterdam in 1932,
and it has always been called the Intema-
tional Congress of Phonetic Sciences. At
closer inspection, two things are noticed
about this name: (a) it refers to a plurality
of phonetic sciences and (b) it views this
plurality as an open class. In this respect,
also because this plurality is meant to in-
clude parts of such subjects as psycholo-
gy, acoustics and linguistics, our Con-
gress differs in a striking way from what
is practised in representative disciplines
of the Humanities, such as history, or of
Science, such as physics. Since a scholar-
ly conference of international dimensions
mirrors the theoretical foundations of an
academic discipline and the recognition,
or absence, of a unified research para-
digm [l] constituting a science in its own
right, we would have to conclude from
the way our Congress has been conceiv-
ed that the answer to the question of this
plenary address is negative.

So I could stop here, and we could all
go for a cup of coffee instead. But let us
look into this matter more broadly and
more deeply and arrive at the proposal of
a better—reasoned answer which can at
the same time justify - or reject - that we
call ourselves phoneticians and that what
we do - namely phonetics - is something
special. Since the actual state-of-the-art
in a subject is always the result of
historical incidents and developments it

will help understanding to have a brief
look at how and under what auspices this
Congress originated.

At the First International Congress of
Linguists (The Hague 1928), de Groot
proposed that an international periodical
of Experimental Linguistics be started,
"in order to further the cooperation of
Experimental Phonetics, Experimental
Psychology and Linguistics, for the study
of Language" [2]. In the "Explanatory
memorandum" [2] he says: "Instrumental
methods are of great importance in near-
ly every chapter of Linguistic Phonetics,
but they need improvement...the phone-
tician does not always start from a defi-
nite linguistic problem; he sometimes
even confines the field of Experimental
Phonetics to what is of no interest to the
linguist at all;...his chief interest is oflen
concentrated upon instruments and
curves, instead of upon the elements and
the fiinctions of speech;..."

The type of experimental phonetics de
Groot had in mind was the one practised
at his time by such scholars as E. W.
Scripture and G. Panconcelli-Calzia. The
former saw the 'nature of speech' in
measurement-numbers and characterized
the phonetic scientist as someone that
l'might be - and preferably should be -
congenitally deaf and totally ignorant of
any notions concerning sound and
speech." [3, p.135]. The latter explicitly
incorporated phonetics into physiology
as part of the study of motion, like
walking, running, jumping, and therefore
regarded phonetics as a natural science,
noticing with great satisfaction that the
'philologus auricularius furibundus' of
late was getting rare [4, pp. 8,18].
Scripture was present at this congress
and succeeded in founding the Interna-
tional Society of Experimental Phonetics
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on 1] April, 1923, the day after de Groot
made his proposal.

As the president of the International
Society of Experimental Phonetics,
Scripture planned a first congress of
experimental phonetics, which was then
held at the Bonn Phonetics Institute in
1930 and organized by P. Menzerath [5].
The second congress of the Society was
scheduled in Amsterdam for 1932. How-

ever, the Dutch Organizing committee
under the chairmanship of the psycho-
logist van Ginneken, and with the pho-
netician Louise Kaiser as the secretary
and the linguist de Groot as a member,
decided to invite the "Internationale Ar-
beitsgemeinschafi fur Phonologie" of the
Prague Circle, which constituted itself in
1931, and the Amsterdam congress was,
therefore, to be "The Second Congress

of the International Society of Experi-

mental Phonetics and the First Meeting
of the Arbeitsgemeinschafi fiir Phonolo-
gie" as parts of an "International Con-
gress ofPhonetic Sciences".

The intentions were clear: the narrow
field of the science of experimental pho-
netics was to be broadened by bringing in
the linguistic orientation. This is in keep-
ing with de Groot's summing up [2]:
"Phonetics has up to now been too
"practical", too didactical; instrumental
Phonetics too physiological, too physical,
too materialistic; Linguistics too much
afraid of instruments." Practical phonet-

ics, of course, referred to the activities of
the International Phonetic Association

and its prime concern with transcription
and pronunciation teaching in foreign
languages. So the Dutch organizers had
three phonetics branches in mind right
from the start: practical phonetics, expe-
rimental phonetics and phonology. It was
consequently only a small step to
broaden the field even further: "After
some deliberation and in view of the
recent reorganization of the Dutch Soci-
ety of Phonetics [which in 1931 replaced
the Dutch Society of Experimental Pho-
netics, founded in 1914] we decided that
it would be wise to make the sphere of
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activity of the congress as extensive as
possible and to have phonetic sciences
treated in the widest sense. " [6] The aim
was "that all those who were interested
in any aspect of speech sounds should
meet and work together" [7].

A circular announcing the congress
and its scope was sent out at the end of
December 1931, upon which Scripture
decided not to hold a Congress of the
International Society of Experimental
Phonetics. This was the birthday of the
International Congress of Phonetic Sci-
ences for short. I think it has now be-
come obvious why the plural was used in
the Congress name. At the outset, it re-

fers to no more than a juxtaposition of
disciplines, which were still to find the
common thread uniting them. This was a
task for the future; for the 1932
Congress we are reminded of what Peter
Ladefoged said with reference to the
IPA: "[it behaves] somewhat like the
Church of England - a body whose doc-
trine is so diffuse that one can hold al-
most any kind of religious belief and still
claim to be a member of it." [8]

DEVELOPING A PARADIGM OF
PHONETICS: FIRST STAGE

Integration of phonetics and
phonology

We have now explained how the in-
felicitous name of our Congress originat-
ed (which, by the way, also shows a
linguistic oddity, no doubt due to an in-
sufiicient proficiency of English on the

part of the Dutch congress organizers,
who translated "wetenschappen" into
English, not realising that, contrary to
continental usage, English "science“ re-

fers to natural science and would nor-

mally be in the singular). Other academic

disciplines started their congresses after

they had reached a common theoretical

grounding for all their subsections, ex-

pounded in handbooks and expected of

anybody wanting to be a member of the

same academic circle. In Phonetics it
worked just the other way round, and

therefore the vital distinction - for the
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integrity of a subject - between parts of

scholarly activity areas belonging to the
same conceptual core, and cooperation

of disciplines across their boundaries in

questions of mutual concern and interest
was blurred.

The question now is whether pho-

netics has taken this great opportunity of
being embedded in an interdisciplinary

environment to develop a unifying para-

digm that allows a straightforward defin-

ition of the subject and its research ques-
tions, the setting up of teaching pro-

grammes and the publication of compre-

hensive handbooks of the subject as a
whole. The first scholar to reflect tho-
roughly on the relationship between ex-
perimental phonetics and phonology and
their integration into what he called the
"system of scientific disciplines“, was E.
Zwimer [9]. His answer was phonome—
trics [9], which established two essenti-
als: the allocation of measurements to
units of language and their statistical eva-
luation. This view that measurable speech
signals are not primarily a physical phe-
nomenon per se but a physical carrier
structured for the transmission of mean-
ing in communication has been repeated
several times and in various places.

Over the past sixty years the leading
centres of phonetic research in the world
have established the integration of instru-
mental and experimental techniques into
the context of speech communication. It
is a comer stone of modern phonetics
that both aspects of human pronunci-
ation, the physical/physiological and the
linguistic, are prerequisites of each other.
Phonology without a detailed description
of the physical manifestation of speech is
abstract, and instrumental measurements
without their projection onto categories
of human communication, linguistic cate-
gories among others, are empty and
meamngless. Under this view, phonetics
includes phonology, albeit a phononlogy
that is at least as closely linked to the
laboratory as to the scholar‘s desk.
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The linguistic view: linguistic

phonology
So we have certainly advanced since

1932 and created the outlines of a scien-
tific paradigm for phonetics. But in the
eyes of linguists, especially of phonolo-
gists that are proud of being within the
linguistic rather than the phonetic camp,
and who advocate - even during keynote
addresses at phonetics meetings - that
they are not phoneticians the dichotomy
between phonetics (conceptualized ex-
clusively as experimental phonetics) and
phonology, between Science and the Hu-
manities, persists. Linguists and linguistic
phonologists (to coin a term referring to
linguists, rather than phoneticians, doing
phonology) still regard phonetics as
nothing more than the supplier of instru-
mental data and analyses for the structur-
al slots they have established, i. e. an an-
cillary appendix to autonomous linguist-
ics, which alone is thought to be capable
of giving explanatory accounts of human
language. If phonetics is thus devoid of
this potential of explaining speech and
language phenomena, of the essential in-
gredient in a scientific discipline, it can-
not be a language science in its own
right. So, although phonetics has begun
to define its own unified basis the
attitude of the linguistic world is still that
of the thirties.

Even the institution of the Confer-
ences in Laboratory Phonology does not
contradict this statement because it is
linguistics that is to be taken into the lab
to substantiate its categories. The alter-
native procedure of phonetic measure-
ments obtained and evaluated in the lab
being taken into linguistics to confirm,
adjust or refine phonological categories
by independent assessment is not consi-
dered a possibility within this fi'amework.

I would like to buttress this contention
with an example from the phonology of
German that illustrates the type of
epiphenomena that may be created by
this 'phonetics-in-phonology' approach.
Until Mitleb's thesis of 1981 [10], it was
a basic tenet of German phonology that
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there is neutralization between word-final
voiced and voiceless obstruents. In the
interim generative phonology had provid-
ed a difi‘erent account: because of corres-
pondences in morphological paradigms
(Bund vs. Bunde, bunt vs. bume) the

opposition is postulated at an abstract
underlying level for all word positions.
Mitleb took this new systematization of
the same language phenomena into the
lab and tested it with native German
speakers who had lived in the US for
various lengths of time and who were
asked to read word lists containing such
unusual items as "Alb" vs. "Alp", but also
"weg" vs. “Week", where there is no
morphologically conditioned alternation
and "Weck" represents a regionally re-
stricted word. Mitleb being a student of
Robert Port's, who in turn learned his
phonetics from Leigh Lisker, it is natural
that the parameters of 'voicing‘ he mea—
sured were vowel and consonant dura-
tions. He found statistically significant
differences between the word pairs in the
direction expected from the generative
description and therefore concluded that
the underlying morphophonemic voice
distinctions are retained in the production
of phonetically voiceless finals through a
systematic difference in the length of the
preceding vowel: quod erat demonstran—
dum.

However, this finding is the result of a
poor methodology of data collection and
processing and does not prove anything
about the differentiation between these
classes of obstruents in the speech of
Germans in their native environment,
and, of course, says nothing at all about
the perceptual relevance of the statistic-
ally significant difl‘erences as a discrimin-
ative function in the communication with
a listener. As long as phonology is taken
to the lab in this way it will not advance
our understanding of how speech com-
munication works, but will simply con-
stitute a self-fulfilling prophecy of auto-
nomous linguistics, which might just as
well continue to work with symbolic re-
presentations at scholars' desks. That is
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what Dinnsen [11] did when he claimed
that careful phonetic studies would reveal
the non-neutralizing character of perhaps
all rules heretofore identified as neutral-
izations.

But sad to say, even phoneticians fall
into this trap set by the way the suprem-
acy of linguistics conceptualizes phono-
logical forrn and its relation to substance.
Francis Nolan [12], at the Second Con-
ference in Laboratory Phonology, having
investigated apparent assimilations of fi-
nal apical to following labial or dorsal
stops by electropalatography proposed
that differences in lexical phonological
form will always result in distinct articu—
latory gestures, even if overlapped and/or
reduced or not discernible in the instru-
mental record. Here again the questions
are as to how good the methodology of
data collection was and what these
instrumental data can teach us about
reduction processes in speech production
and their function in communication.

This influence of phonological catego-
rization on the empirical and theoretical
work phoneticians do is even more far
reaching in the case of Browman and
Goldstein's Articulatory Phonology [13].
Their postulates that gestures specified
by sets of related tract variables function
as primitives of phonological contrast
and that gestures are never changed into
other gestures, nor added, were undoubt-
edly triggered by the representation of
lexical items with the help of contrastive
invariant phonological elements, which
are set up in autonomous phonology in-
dependently of any function they might
have in varying environments of speech
communication and which consequently
remain invariant. This phonological inva-
riance is extrapolated via the gestural
score to the gestures unfolding in

articulation.

The phonetic view: phonetic
phonology

I have argued against this stand and
will do so again in the Symposium on
Speaking Styles at this Congress. In
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essence my criticism runs as follows. If
we, as phoneticians, are interested in
gaining insight into how speech com-
munication works, thus transcending the
dichotomy of competence and perform-
ance, we need to take variants at the
phonological level within the same lexical
items into account because speakers pro-
duce them and listeners successfully de-
code them. Thus in the German utterance
mm oIen wir maI kucken ("now let's
see“) from a dialogue of the Kiel Corpus
of Spontaneous Speech [14], displayed in
the spectrogram of Figure l, the phono-
logical citation form representation
would be (in IPA transcription) fnuxn
'voln 'vize 'maxl 'kukgl, but what the
speaker pronounced may be symolized as
[mix 51")" t": 1130 'khukg]. This can only
give a filtered replica of the articulatory
movements that may be deduced from
auditory and graphic evaluation of the
acoustic record as having taken place.
The apical gesture for the second /n/ as
well as the two lateral gestures of the
phonological representation of canonical
word forms have disappeared, whereas
the nasalization extends during the whole
of what remains of the first three words;
the first occurrence of the approximant
/v/ has probably lefi its trace in a labio-
dental approximation during the vowel
sequence of the first two words; the third
In/ is extremely short (37ms) and realised
as a tap, and superimposed on it seems to
be a labiodental approximation, which
may be a continuation of the preceding
lip configuration as well as an advance of
the. same feature in the following /v/,
which is not realized as a separate seg-
mental unit; the following vowel is again
very short (30ms), and the labiodental
gesture continues and tightens to aclosure for the following /m/.

I find it impossible to relate this intric-ate articulatory control to the same inva-riant gestures as they are to be deduced
from the gestural score for the citation
forms, in particular the postulate of a
gestural reorganization with regard to the
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apicals at a higher processing level than
the actual articulatory execution seems to
be inescapable. Simple temporal sliding
and amplitude variation of gestures in the
realization of the invariant score cannot
explain the empirical facts firlly and ade-
quately. 0n the other hand, separate lex-
ical entries for the words in different
communicative environments is out of
the question: they are decoded as the
same words by the listener (and are,
therefore, different from such instances
as zu dem in er [ram 211 dem Schlufl,
dafl... ("he reached the conclusion
that...") versus zum in er kam zum Schlufl
("he came to/at the end")).

Phonology as descriptive heuristics:
complementary phonology

In view of these problems with the
postulate of invariant phonological units,
e. g. phonemes, the question arises as to
whether it has contributed anything to
the study of language and speech com-
munication. The answer is: "Of course it
has!" But the linguistic categories of any
phonological model can, at best, only
firnction as heuristic devices, ’As Us in
Vaihinger's sense [15], that provide a
preprocessing of spoken language data
for them to become accessible to further
phonetic analysis [16]. Particularly in the
case of connected speech, be it read text
or Spontaneous dialogue, the phonolo-
gical categorization allows the reduction
of a large variability to a small number of
entities in canonical word forms that may
be listed in a lexicon and to which ac—
tually occurring pronunciations are refer-
red. Especially the segmental concept of
the phoneme is extremely useful here,
eg. for the labelling of acoustic data
bases and for subsequent data retrieval in
computer data banks, provided it is inte-
grated with long componential features in
a complementary phonology. So in the
Kiel Corpus of Spontaneous Speech
[14], the utterance of Figure 1 is repre-
sented in SAMPA notation as

n u: ~MA n-+ v- 0- l— @- n+ ~MA
v- i:6—6+ m a: l-+ k -h 'U k @- n-N.
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Spectrfogral
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Figure 1. Spectrogram of the German utterance "nun wollen wir ma] kucken"from the
Kiel Corpus ofSpontaneous Speech [[4]

For the use of '-' and '-MA' see my con-
tribution to the Symposium on Speaking
Styles.

PHONETIC EXPLANATION
But none of these phonological de-

vices are explanatory, they are heuristic
and descriptive (and, unfortunately, in a
large number of purely linguistic phono-
logical studies they are not even that be-
cause, as autonomous symbols on paper,
they lack the connection with the spoken
word). Bjorn Lindblom has argued on
many occasions, e.g. [l7], and will
certainly develop this point further in the
Plenary Symposium on Saturday, that the
explanatory questions about speech com-
munication are not answered by phono-
logy as we know it, because it lacks the
firnctional viewpoint with regard to the
communicative purpose of speech. It
cannot explain why sound systems are
the way they are, why speakers change
their phonetic output in different situ-
ations in the ways they do, and why
listeners are still able to decode extreme-
ly reduced speech production with great
case. To be able to provide insightful
answers to these fundamental questions
about speech and language, phonologists
would have to step outside their auto-

nomous linguistics field and set up hypo-
theses that are on the one hand inde-
pendent of the data to be explained and
that are on the other hand related to the
biological and social conditions of hu-
mans communicating by speech.

In connection with the example of
Figure 1 one decisive question is whether
any reduction could have taken place at
random, or whether the output is struc-
tured in highly constrained ways that
only allow certain types of deviations
from citation form utterances, and this
question must be seen under a perspect-
ive that goes beyond the individual lan-
guage, but relates to the physical make-
up of the human sound producing sys-
tem. So the question of language and
speech universals is intimately linked to
the explanation of individual language
data. The specific example comes under
three principles: the general instability of
apical gestures [18], the greater reduc-
tion in word-final than in word-initial po-
sition for reasons of word detectability by
a heater, and the greater reduction in
non-prominent fimction words for rhyth-
mical reasons in a stress-timed language
like German. Since apical laterals require
greater muscular coordination than apical
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closures in nasals and plosives, they are

more easily dropped than the latter in

gestural sequence, when the special con-

ditions for reduction obtain. As the

movements of the velum are more slug-

gish for physiological reasons the nasaliz-

ation between several nasal-oral-nasal se-

quences occurs as a matter of course,
particularly in fast speech. The super-

position of labiodental constriction on

tongue body and tip gestures over a

relatively large stretch of articulation is

made possible by the anatomical and phy-

siological independence of the lower lip
and by its slow execution of movements,

especially in a repetitive frame /v...v/. So

the articulatory manifestations found in

this utterance in relation to the canonical
forms can be deduced from general prin-
ciples which would also be applicable to
other languages, given the same rhythmic
structure and the same tolerance of hear-
ers under social constraints. Historical
sound change exemplifies these develop-
ments over and over again in the most di-
verse languages, as lohn Ohala has point-
ed out on several occasions, e.g. [19].

The other pertinent explanatory ques-
tions related to the utterance in Figure l
are: "How far do listeners allow degrada-
tions of this sort to go before they have
to ask for repetition because they do not
understand?" and "How do speakers ma-
nage to decode such reduced speech cor-
rectly and with such case?" No answers
are available as yet. But here is a specific
task for phonetics, which falls outside
linguistic phonology, which the latter
could not handle, and which it would not
even be interested in proposing.

A PARADIGM OF PHONETICS:
SECOND STAGE

So the paradigm of phonetics is taking
shape. The integration of phonology and
the physics of speech in a phonetic pho-
nology, as expounded above, constitutes
the first part of this paradigm: a heuristic
framework for phonetic descriptions of
languages in all their speech manifesta—
tions. Built on this is the second part of
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the paradigm: the fimctional view of
speech production and reception - the
explanation of the speech communication
process between a speaker and a listener
(and we may add, the acquisition of
language and speech) with reference to
the physics, biology and social environ-
ment of homo loquens. No other disci-
pline has or wants to have such a para-
digm. Linguistics is content within its
autonomous framework detached from
the purpose it may be put to in commu-
nication; acoustics and engineering (ex-
cept for the engineers that have adopted,
or in the case of the colleagues at KTH
even assisted in creating, the phonetic
paradigm) are only interested in the phy-
sical perspective, as is illustrated, for
example, by the way they deal with
automatic speech recognition or with
building block synthesis.

Picking up the theme of Francis
Nolan's paper on "Phonetics in the next
ten years" at the last Congress [20], I
would now venture to say that the com-
ing years will see a consolidation of this
paradigm of modern phonetics as a unit-
ary discipline of the spoken medium of
language, an essential interface between
the pure and simple signal approach of
physics and engineering and the symbolic
orientation of semantics, syntax and lin-
guistic phonology in lingistics. Phonetics
will thus occupy a key position in enqui-
ries into the functioning of speech com-
munication at the levels of pure research
as well as application. Of course, there
must and always will be interdisciplinary
cooperation with neighbouring fields that
have different paradigms, but can con-
tribute special expertise which the pho-
netician does not have, eg. acoustics,
physiology, psychology, linguistics.

This paradigm also necessitates the
training of phonetics students in symbol
as well as signal aspects of speech and
language, including analytic listening and
transcription techniques, speech signal
processing and experimental methods. A
common core curriculum will be de-
veloped and a "Handbook of Phonetic
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Science" will be written in accordance
with the paradigm. There are already

initiatives for a phonetics curriculum at

the European level of the ERASMUS

programme of Phonetics and Speech

Communication, although its compilation

of subject areas is still too encyclopedic

and juxtapositional with not enough

reference to the phonetic paradigm.

CONCLUSION
I can now go back to the title of this

talk. Yes, phonetics, in my view, is a lan-

guage science in its own right by virtue
of its subject matter, and it is well on its

way towards asserting itself as such.
There is still a good deal of hard work

ahead of us. Let's begin with an evolution
of our historical traditions and drop just

one letter and two phonemes, at the end
of the Congress name!
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THE PERCEPTION OF STOP CONSONANTS: LOCUSEQUATIONS AND SPECTRAL INTEGRATION

A. Eek and E. Meister
Laboratory ofPhonetics and Speech Technologa

Institute ofCybernetics, Tallinn, Estonia

ABSTRACT
Forrnant transitions did not provide the

primary context-independent cues for
place of articulation. Locus equations
showed relational invariance for stop
categorization in the production space but
they had not the same relevant role in
perception. The connection of the
strongest peak of the gross shape of the
spectrum sampled at the stop release and
the gravity centre of the following voweldemonstrated a reliable cue for stop
categorization in the perception space.
INTRODUCTION

Although the classical locus concept isapplicable to two-formant synthesis, itdoes not reflect adequately the reality innatural speech because it fails todocument an invariant F2 or F3 loci fordifferent vowel contexts. Anotherapproach - the concept of locus equationswas recently investigated as a potentialmetric capable of illustrating relationallnvariance for stop categorization incross—llnguistic perspective [1]. Theperceptual relevance of locus equationshas not been systematically studied.. A lot of data have been collected aboutdifferences in spectral energy distributionimmediately after the burst release orabout relative changes in distribution ofenergy. from the burst release to the onsetof VOlcmg. The gross shape of thespectrum sampled at the stop release hasshowed .an invariant shape for each placeof articulation. The gross shape

vowel nucleus provide secondary context-dependent cues linking the abrupttransient to the syllable nucleus andcreatlng a perceptual impression of thesyllable as an integral unit [2]. Below weshall test some aspects of stop perception.
SPEECH MATERIAL

The speech material consists of theEstonian cvv syllables beginning with

p, t, k (voiceless unaspirated stops with
average burst durations 18, 31, 37 ms,
resp.) and followed by 9 long vowels i, e,
a, u', 0', 6, a, o, u. Such syllables wereread as one-syllable sentences by 1 malespeaker. The speech samples weredigitized at 10 kHz and autocorrelation
LPC spectra were computed in Kay CSL
4300 system (Hamming filter, high-
frequency preemphasis, l4 coefficients).
Spectra for the vowel onset and nucleuswere computed with a 10 ms time
window by centering the window at the
last third of the first half of the vowel F0period; measurements were repeated onwideband spectrograms (the data areplotted in Fig. I). Burst spectral shapes
were computed with a 25 ms window bycentering the window at the burst release.
k in unrounded front vowel contexts hasits strongest transient peak near F3 initial
frequency of the vowel, while in backvowel contexts it lies at F2 initialfrequency (the latter is also valid for
rounded front vowel contexts). F2 and F3diverge during the transition to the vowel
nucleus, creating thus at the burst releasea 'bottle neck'-like formation. Thestrongest peak of k’s burst in
midfrequency region between1000-2900 Hz stands out dominantly
from any other peaks. Such strongcompactness of spectra is unambiguously
valid in unrounded front vowel contextswhereas in rounded front vowels andback vowels contexts there is anotheroutstanding but weaker peak at4000-4400 Hz. I shows the strongest burstpeak at high frequencies between3000—4000 Hz, while lower peaks havegradually weakened. p has the strongestburst region between 350-500 Hz in backvowel contexts. Before front vowels twofirst peaks of the burst are of equallntensity (the second peak coincides withF2 initial frequency) and higher transientpeaks have gradually damped.
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Figure 1. Formant trajectories in CVV syllables with syllable~initial stop consonants.Measurement points: 1 - stop release; 2 - vowel onset; 3 - vowel nucleus; 4 - vowelnucleus continued; 9 - the strongest peak ofk burst measured at stop release.
PERCEPTION EXPERIMENTS

Experiment I. In this experiment we
used 27 original CVV syllables + the
same syllables without burst (four-
forrnant acoustic patterns of without-
burst-stimuli were described by the data
of measurement points 2, 3 and 4 in
Fig. l). 54 different stimuli were
presented 4 times in random order to 13
listeners; their task was to identify a stop
consonant at the beginning of each
syllable.

The direction of the F2 transition is
not invariant (e.g. in Fig. 1: F2 rises in
the syllables pi, pe and ti, te, but falls in
pa, pu, to, tu and k0, ku). Presumably the
degree of movement freedom of the
tongue body is the biggest in p—syllables
and the least in t—syllables (cf. locus
equations in Fig. 2). Therefore, in the
case of without-burst-stimuli, labial
stops should receive the lowest
identification scores.

All with-burst-stimuli were correctly
recognised. But for without-burst-stimuli
we obtained the results opposite of what
we expected: only p was recognised in
all vowel contexts. Interpreting listeners'
responses we cannot ignore particularly
the relations between F2 and F3. Despite
the fact that in front vowel contexts p
transitions were moderate, a labial stop
was identified 90-100%. We suppose
that in these cases marked F3 rising
transitions to the direction of a gravity
centre of front vowels take over the
function of weakly marked F2
transitions. This can also explain why all
t-syllables in front vowel contexts were
recognised 70-93% as beginning with p.
This supposition is indirectly confirmed
by a simple test: after the removal of
frequencies higher than F2 from the
vowel spectra of with-burst pi, ti, ki
syllables, all listeners perceived the
remaining original F 1 vs. F2 spectrum of
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the syllables as if these were p12, :12, kit,

just as they had perceived the original

with-burst p12, :12, ku on the basis of F1

vs. F2 spectrum. Syllable-initial t was

perceived only in the context of back

vowels 5 and a (the biggest fall from the

highest F2 onset frequency), while t

before 0 and u was perceived ca 50% as

p (the fall from the lowest F2 onset). It

was perceived before a (the only 'bottle

neck' formation preserved afier deleting
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were perceived as long vowels (due to
preserved negligible transitions). Before

back vowels, k was mostly identified as

p (a fall from low-frequency F2 onset;

weak higher forrnants probably have no
essential role). The removal of bursts

destroyed the entirety of transitional

trajectories. Will the results improve if
we complete CVV transitions by adding

F2 changes without noise components of

the transitional part of the burst to the

the bursts), while for all other front vowel transitions (see below)?

vowel contexts without-burst—syllables
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Figure 2. Locus equations for k, p. t. The extent of consonant-vowel coarticulation in
CVVsyIlables. a - F2 measured at stop release; b - F2 measured at vowel onset.

Experiment 2. We used the same 27
without-burst—stimuli known from the
prevrous experiment as base syllables.
F2 onset frequencies of the four-formant
base syllables were altered in both
directions limited by F1 and F3
frequencies. The stimuli were generated
in Kay. CSL 4300 system using LPC
synthesis. Each stimulus was repeated 5
times in succession with 1 s pauses;
there was a 3 s pause between different
stimuli for marking responses. The
listeners‘ task was to mark a stop
consonant at the beginning of syllables;
it ‘ was also allowed to mark
unidentifiability when the syllables were
perceived as long vowels. Results have
been presented in Fig. 3.

As a rule, rising F2 transitions were
preferred for p responses, falling
transitions for t responses (in back vowel
contexts) as well as for the identification
of k (in front vowel contexts if a 'bottlc
neck' formation was created). t before
front vowels and k in back vowel
contexts (except before a) were not
identified (for probable reasons see
above). It should be noted that in the
perception space p may be represented
even by a locus equation slope of 0 (y
intercept about 500 and 900 Hz). F2
transitions did not provide the primary
context-independent cues for place of
articulation. Locus equations showed
relational invariance for stop
categorization in the production space
but they had not the same relevant role in
perception.
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Figure 3. Perception of stop consonants
in CW syllables without bursts. Each
point represents a stimulus that was
identified as p(o o), t(A A), k(¢ 0), or as
a long vowel (x) for more than 50% of
the responses. Diagonal line displays the
cases where F2 of vowel onset equals to
F2 ofvowel nucleus (no F2 transitions).

Experiment 3. 9 pVV base syllables
without bursts were used generating two—
formant vowel patterns (F 1 and its
transitions were unchanged and
corresponded to F1 of the vowel; F2' of
the corresponding vowel type was fixed
as the value of F2; for spectral
integration in vowel perception see [3]).
Two series of vowel stimuli were
generated: (a) vowels with a straight F2'
(no transitions); (b) vowels with 50 ms
transitions directed to the strongest peak
of the preceding stop bursts in
connection with the corresponding vowel
type (for p—stimuli - rising transitions;
for k-stimuli - straight transitions in front
vowel contexts and falling in back vowel
contexts; for t-stimuli - falling
transitions). The corresponding original
stop burst was added to each vowel
pattern. The listeners' task was to
identify a stop consonant at the
beginning of each syllable. Results have
been presented in Fig. 4.

Identification scores were 75-100%
for all cases. There were no essential
differences between scores given to the
intended consonant with moving and
straight transitions (only for p-syllables
10-15% higher identification scores were
registered with rising transitions). The
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Figure 4. The perception space of stop
consonants.

connection of the strongest peak of the
burst and the gravity centre of the
following vowel provides a reliable cue
for stop categorization in the perception
space. Supposedly listener's perception
mechanism fixes the gravity centre both
in the gross spectral shape of the stop
burst and in the following vowel; linking
of these centres supports listener with
sufficient information for making
decisions about syllables as a whole.
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ACOUSTIC STUDY OF VC TRANSITIONS FOR HINDI STOPS

Manjari Ohala
San Jose State University, San Jose, California, USA

ABSTRACT

Do languages like Hindi with large

segment inventories show less contextual
variation? VC transitions of stops in
different vocalic environments were
examined to see if (a) the different places
of articulation were cued similarly, and
(b) if the five places of articulation were
well-differentiated. The results show that
acoustic cues for place are highly vari-

able and context dependent - even in a
language with a large segment inventory.

INTRODUCTION
Hindi has a large and, by some

measures, a crowded segment inventory:
33 consonants and 11 vowels. If distinc-
tive geminate consonants and nasalized
vowels were included, the total number
of phonemes would be 85. Of the 33
singleton consonants, 20 are stops or
affricates, produced at 5 different places
of articulation: labial, dental, retroflex,
palatal, and velar (the palatal stops are
affricates). See Table 1 (where geminate
consonants are not indicated; see [4, 5]
for further details). This raises the
question of how well these sounds are
differentiated; how is coarticulation
managed? Following some ideas of
Lindblom [2] and Lindblom and Maddie—
son [3], one might expect Hindi with its
crowded phoneme space to permit less
allophonic variation than might be the
case with a language with a smaller pho-
neme inventory. To the extent that two
different phonemes or even two different
sequences of phonemes exhibit similar
acoustrc patterns, it would presumably
make the task of the listener more diffi-
cult. In general, the amount of variabil-
ity and thus the ambiguity inherent in the
signal should be inversely related to the
inventory of possible message units.
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Table 1. Segment inventory of Hindi
(excluding 25 geminate consonants).

To address this issue I examined VC
transitions of stops in different vocalic
environments and asked (a) are these
places cued similarly in different vocalic
environments? and, (b) are the five
places of articulation well differentiated
by formant transitions alone i.e., without
the benefit of stop or affricate releases?
Additionally, I noted whether formant
patterns characteristic of place are simi—
lar to those found in other languages.
Although it is now known that other cues
such as rate of formant movements, stop
bursts, etc., also play a role [6], they
have not been examined in this study,
and thus in this respect the study is
limited and should be treated as a pre-
liminary investigation.

METHOD
Speakers and speech corpus

I recorded three male native speakers
of Standard Hindi uttering syllables of
the form lpVC/ where V = one of the
following eight front/central/back vowels
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[i, I, e, a, u, U, D, a] and C = a voiced

or voiceless (unaspirated) stop that was
bilabial, dental, retroflex, palatal, or
velar. (The palatal stop is actually a
palato—alveolar affricate.)

The recordings were made in the Lan-
guage laboratory of the Jawahar Lal
Nehru University, Delhi, using high-
quality analog portable equipment. All
test words were read in two different
random orders in the frame vo_aya
’he came’.

Analysis Methods
The recorded speech was band-pass

filtered at 68 Hz to 7.8 kHz, digitized at
16.7 kHz and analyzed with the aid of
waveform and LPC spectral displays
produced by the CSRE speech analysis

software and related programs. The VC
formant transitions (the last 100 msec of
the vowel) was extracted from computed
spectrograms and analyzed. The results
given below are for the most part based
on 9 tokens per utterance (3 tokens X 3
speakers) (In a few cases there are fewer
tokens, but never less than 7.)

Results
Fig. 1 gives the averaged formant

tracks for three vowels /i a 11/ before 5
different places of voiced stop (or affri-
cate). (The formant tracks for voiceless
consonants are not given due to space
limitations but they were similar to those
for the voiced consonants.) The right-
most column gives a superimposition of
the formant patterns from the leftmost
three columns. This last column of
formant tracks is difficult to read for the
sake of isolating the patterns for specific
VC combinations but it does show global
patterns better, e.g., presence or absence
of a restricted range of terminal fre-
quencies for the VC transitions. Mid
vowels are not represented but, in gen-
eral, their patterns were interpolated
between those shown here, e.g., the
pattern for /e/ is approximately in
between those for Ill and /a/.
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DISCUSSION
The following patterns can be noted (I

also give the patterns for the vowels [1,
U, 5,3,6] even though they have not been
included in Fig. 1).

Characteristic differences in VCtran-
sitions: bilabials showed the characteris—
tic lowering of F2 (and/or F3) after front
vowels but not after back vowels where
F2 and F3 were essentially flat. Velars
exhibited the familiar convergence of F2
and F3 only after [i]. After other vowels
the transitions were more or less flat.
For dentals, F2 showed the typical bend-
ing toward mid-frequency terminal
values in the range 900 - 2000 Hz; F3

had an even narrower range of terminal

values, 2500-2800 Hz. Retroflexes
showed a marked convergence of F2 and
F3 and also a lowering of F4, except
after [i] and [I] (though even in these
cases there was a noticeable lowering of
F4). Palatals had a rising F2 and F3
except after [i] where the transitions
were flat; terminal values for F2 ranged
from 1000 to 2300 Hz.

Characteristic similarities in VC tran-

sitions: after [i] and [I] the bilabials

and dentals have very similar patterns—-

lowering of F2 and F3. After [6] retro-
flexes and velars were similar in their F2

and F3 patterns, however, retroflexes

had a lowered F4. After [u] and [3]

bilabials and velars had similar and

essentially flat transitions for all

formants. After [u,3 , a, a], dentals and

palatals had similar transitions except
that for palatals F2 rises higher and

starts this rise earlier.

The formant frequencies I obtained

for the VC transitions are fairly similar

to those obtained for Gujarati by Dave
[1] for the subset of the data that lent

itself to comparison.

CONCLUSIONS
These results reinforce the accumu-

lating evidence that the acoustic cues for

place are highly variable and context-
dependent — even in a language with a
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crowded segment inventory. It is also of
interest to note that velars (except after
[i] do not show the characteristic F2—F3
convergence found in other languages.
On the other hand, convergence of these
two formants is found for retroflexes in
some vocalic environments. F4, which
is not usually considered an important
cue for place, seems to exhibit a highly
consistent lowering for retroflexes (as
also noted by Stevens and Blumstein
[6]). Finally the following caveat must
be given: the VC environment (in final
position) is known for neutralizing vari—
ous distinctive features including place of
articulation. Thus the fact that the tran-
sitions in the data reported were quite
similar for a number of consonants is
perhaps not so surprising.
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LOCUS EQUATIONS AS A METRICS FOR PLACE OF
ARTICULATION IN AUTOMATIC SPEECII RECOGNITION

Eugenio M. Celdran andXavier Villa/bu

Laboratorio de Fonéfica, Universitat de Barcelona

ABSTRACT
In this communication it is showed

that locus equations are a powerful
metrics for classifying Spanish stops
regarding place of articulation. 10
subjects (5 male and 5 female) produced
a series of labial [pl-[b], dental [t]-[d],
and velar [k]-[g] tokens for 5 vowels
The resultant three locus equations nicely
characterized the three places Moreover,
a discriminant analysis using both slopes
and y intercepts and slopes alone yielded
a 100% correct classification.

INTRODUCTION
After having failed in the search of

reliable invariant cues for place of
articulation of Spanish stops, following
Blumstein and Stevens’s [1] steps, we
decided to look at Sussman's [2] and
Sussman et alii’s [3], [4] new proposal
based on locus equations. This concept
was originally conceived by B, Lindblom
[5], who sensed that, although variations
caused by coarticulation were noticeable,
there seemed to exist a close relationship
between the onset F2 values —which
would roughly correspond to the vowel
transition— and the F2 values of the
midvowcl nucleus. In order to prove it,
he calculated the correlation between
these F2 values. Thereby he obtained a
series of lineal functions such as the
following:

Hun... ; k * FZW v c

where the constants k and c stand for the
slope and the y intercept, respectively.
Lindblom found that the values of the
constants were clearly different for each

place of articulation. In other words, the
slope of the regression line varied
depending on the place of aniculation.
Therefore, the various lineal functions
obtained represented different places of
articulation, more precisely, different
locus equations.

[3] presented a particular proposal
about the basis of voiced English stops,
The results they achieved were
enormously encouraging: using locus
equations as metrics, they obtained 93%
classification rates. That is why we found
it necessary to carry out a study about the
usefiJlness of locus equations in the
discrimination of place of articulation for
Spanish stops. This would serve us to see
the universality of this method and we
would be able to study in a quantitative
manner, the effects of coaniculation of
vowels on stop consonants The degree
of success of this method has direct
consequences on the studies about
automatic speech recognition: it provides
us with a metrics to classify place of
articulation starting from a specific sound
stimulus.

METHOD

Material of study
The study was based on the speech of

five male and five female subjects of ages
20 to 30. The subjects produced the
sequence [kan'CVna], where C={[p], [b],
[I], [d], [k], 181} and V=lli1, 181. 181‘ 10],
[u1}; they repeated this sequence five
times for each vowel. We obtained 150
stimuli for each subject (6 stops x 5
vowels x 5 productions = 150) The
informants’ productions were recorded in
a soundproof booth using a “Shure
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SM58” microphone and a cassette

recorder (Marantz, model CP430).

Measurements

The stimuli were reproduced and

analyzed with the Kay CSL 4300 B. The

formant measurements were based on

measurements via cursor on a wide-band

spectrogram, with the additional LPC

derivation values of each formant.

Points of analysis

Considering that Spanish stops are

non-aspirated, we measured the first

glottal pulse after the burst (F2 onset)

and the ntidvowel nucleus (F2 vowel).
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When the vowel formant trajectory was
either ascending or descending, we took

the value ofF2 at a middle position in the
formant. In the cases in which the
formant trajectory was ascending-

descending or descending-ascending, we
took either the maximum or the minimum
value, respectively.

RESULTS
We generated thirty locus equations (3

places of articulation x 10 speakers). The

results are presented in Table 1.

Table l. Slope andy intercept valuesfor all speakers andplace ofarticulation

lpl-Ibl ltJ-ld/ lkl-Ig/ ‘
Subjects Slope Intercept Slope Intercept Slope Intercept

Ml 0.74 224.42 0.59 606.83 0.93 65.62

M2 0.79 151.06 0.69 516.53 0.95 60.7

M] 0.9 -l 0.52 803.27 1.19 -242.74

M4 0.88 45.04 0.65 545.86 1.12 -l67.64

M5 0.81 195.56 0.51 829.94 0.97 74.43

F6 0.87 71.62 0.64 706.28 0.95 149.37
F7 0.83 134.33 0.63 662.41 0.99 5.66

F8 0.82 94.96 0.53 920.51 0.99 7954

F9 0.80 241.86 0.53 966.08 1.01 42.13

F10 0.84 102.99 0.50 899.88 0.92 227.21

mean 0.83 126.08 0.58 745.76 . l 29.43

The mean labial slope was 0.83 (s.d..
0.05) and the labial y intercept mean was

126.08. The dental mean slope was 0.58

(s.d. 0.07) with a mean y intercept of

745.76. Finally, the velar mean slope was
1 (s.d. 0.09) with a mean y intercept of

29.43. In all the cases

Slope variability
To test the variability of slope values,

two ANOVAs were performed. The first
one made a comparison with respect to
gender and showed no significant
difference: F(1,28) = 0.138, p<0.7172.
The other ANOVA made a comparison
with respect to stop place and significant
difference was found: F(2,27) = 93.013,

p<0. Further comparisons between place

pairs also showed significant difference:

labial vs. dental yielded F(l,18) = 88.22,

p<0.01; labial vs. velar yielded F(1,l8) =

30.92, p<0.01; and finally dental vs. velar

yielded F(1,18) = 145.01, p<0.01. To
sum up, the variability of slopes was not

significantly affected by gender but by

place ofarticulation.

Y intercept variability

Again, in spite of the great variability

of y intercept values, ANOVAS analysis

showed non significant effects due to

gender (F(1,28) = 0.699, p<0.419), but

very significant effects due to place of

articulation (F(2,27) =88.024, p<0).
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Discriminant analysis
Following [3], we decided to set up a

discriminant analysis taking place as the

classificator and the values of all locus

equations (3 places x 10 speakers = 30
locus equations). Using only y intercepts

the correct classification rates were 70%
for labials, 100% for dentals, and 70% for

velars (an overall mean of 80%).

Nevertheless, using either slopes alone or

both slopes and y intercepts the correct
classification rates were 100% for all

three place categories. Figure 1 shows
the means plot for both slope and y
intercept values

Figure 1. Means plot of the discriminant
analysis. 1 corresponds to labial stops, 2
to dental stops, and 3 to velar stops.
Points show group centroids.
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DISCUSSION
The experiment has shown that three

clearly distinguished locus equations
describe place of articulation of Spanish
stops. Note that, as Table 2. . shows,
Spanish stops yield no slope overlarming,
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even though the minimum slope value of
velar stops and the maximum one Of
labial stops are very close. This is
consistent with the discriminant analysis
results, which offered a 100%
classification rate just using the slope
values.

Table 2. Range slope values across place
ofarticulation in Spanish stops.

labial dental velar

minimum 0.74 0.5 0.93
maximum 09 0.69 1.19

However, before raising any
conclusion, it must be taken into account
the phonetic nature of Spanish stops.
Firstly, Spanish voiceless stops show no
aspiration, unlike the English ones.
Moreover, their VOT values are quite
low (6,5 ms for [p]; 10,4 ms for [t] and
25,7 ms for [k], according to [8]), which
makes them quite similar to English
voiced stops at initial position. Spanish
voiced stops are also quite different from
their English counterparts: they only
occur at initial position and after nasals,
and they always have a negative VOT
value. Finally, we should also emphasize
that the place of articulation of [t] and [d]
in Spanish is demo-alveolar —i.e., the tip
of the tongue touches the upper teeth,
whereas the tongue blade is attached to
the alveolar ridge—, as opposed to other
languages like English, where they are
clearly alveolar. All these differences
probably explain why [l]’s method for
the establishment of invariant cues for
place of articulation of stop consonants
failed in Spanish (see [9], [10]).
Nevertheless, even though the
differences, the resultant locus equations
for Spanish stops have proved to be very
consistent cross-linguistically, as Table 3
shows.
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Table 3. Cross-linguistic comparison of

mean slope values.

labial dento- velar
alveolar

Spanish 0.83 0.58 1

Thai [4] 0.70 0.30

English [3] 0.87 0.43 0.66

Swedish [11,[7] 0.63 0.32 0.95

Arabic [4] 0.77 0.25 0.92

Urdu [4] 0,81 0.50 0.97

mean 0.77 0,39 0,9

Both labial and velar Spanish stops are

very consistent cross-linguistically. The

most important difference appears with

dental stops. However, even such a

difference can be explained by the above

mentioned fact that Spanish [t]—[d] are

clearly demo-alveolar and never alveolar,

unlike cg. English. That this might be the

reason for the difference in dental slope

values is supported by Urdu, a language

showing both dental and alveolar stops:

dental slope values were higher than the

corresponding alveolar values, and hence

closer to Spanish values.

One of our primary aims was to find
invariant cues which would allow us to

carry out automatic speech recognition

based on phonetic features. From our

statements, we believe that locus

equations give us a good basis for the
achievement of this aim.
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PROCEDURAL INFLUENCES ON THREE MEASURES
OF ARTICULATORY CONTROL
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ABSTRACT
This project was designed to study the

stability of three measures of articulatory
control: a relative timing task, the F2
slope index and locus equations. College-
age subjects were asked to read traditional
stimulus types at conversational, slow and
fast rates at two separate testing sessions.
Statistical analyses indicated that a change
in rate significantly affected two out of
the three measures while the test-retest
factor .was not significant. However,
normalization procedures revealed that
rate continued to be a factor in the F2
slope index while exerting little to no
influence on the other techniques.

INTRODUCTION
The articulatory process is indeed a

complex one that is mediated by both
central and peripheral factors. Numerous
investigators have attempted to identify
the essential components of this process in
an attempt to draw conclusions regarding
the planmng, programming and execution
of phonemes in a sequence. Three
analysrs procedures have appeared in the
recent literature on articulatory control
that merit further examination because
they_offer some support to the notion of
relational invariance. These techniques
include a relative timing task [1,2], the F2
slsoge index [3,4] and the locus equation

Relative timing refers to the inherent
temporal organization of phonetic units
across the time dimension. Several
studies have indicated that relative timing
does remain constant throughout changes
in speech rate and stress patterns [1 7].These investigators have concluded thattiming characteristics are inherent in themotor programs for speech and notsuperimposed on the signal at the level ofthe articulators. The F2 slope index, onthe other hand, has been used to

demonstrate the importance of formant
trajectories in the determination of speech
intelligibility [3,8]. It is postulated thats
flatter slope than "norma " would be
perceived as speech that was less
intelligible [4]. Finally, locus equations
are used to demonstrate relational
invariance (i.e., independent of vowel
context) of place of articulation for initial
voiced stop consonants [5]. These
equations are so robust that they even
hold across languages [6].

While all of these measures seem to be
well established, there is little information
regarding their effectiveness in conditions
where the rate of speech is either faster or
slower than normal. Since rate has been
shown to influence segment duration and
formant frequency values [9-11], it seems
important to test this factor more
carefully. Furthermore, little is known
about the stability of such measures across
times of testing. Therefore, it is the
purpose of this project to assess the
influences of rate of speech and test—retest
reliability on each of these measures of
articulatory control. Finally, as a test of
intersubject variability, the investigators
normalized the rate and formant values
obtained in their measurement procedures.
The . normalization process should
highlight the factors that may be changing
as a function of speech rate. Since timing
ratiosare presumed to reflect the central
organizmg activity of the articulatory
process, they should not be affected by
changes in rate. On the other hand, the
F2_ measures represent movement of the
articulators. Therefore, statistical
normalization of rate may affect the F2
slope measures while F2 normalization
(adjusting for vocal tract length) may
influence F2 slope and F2 regression lines.
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SUBJECTS
Twenty subjects (10 males and 10

females) participated in this study. They
ranged in age from 22-33 years of age and
were enrolled at the University of South
Carolina. All of the subjects spoke
Standard American English. They had no
known speech, voice, fluency or hearing
disorders and were screened for minimal
dialectal variation. None of the speakers
had received professional voice training;
however, the talkers were given a chance
to practice the tasks prior to
commencement of the procedure.

PROCEDURE
The voice recordings were made with a

Digital AudioTape (DAT) recorder in a
sound-treated booth. The subjects were
presented with a set of cards containing
the stimulus items. Each of the speakers
read the cards aloud into the microphone.
They were required to produce each
stimulus set, starting with the first phrase
and continuing on to the last one, before
moving on with the next repetition. The
subjects read the stimulus sets first at a
normal, conversational rate, followed by a
slow rate and finally at a fast rate. To
achieve a "slow" rate, subjects were asked
to speak at what they considered to be
half their normal rate of speaking. They
were also provided with a spoken model
by the experimenter, as well as cues to
slow down throughout the procedure.
Similarly, to achieve a fast rate, subjects
were asked to speak at twice their normal
rate, with a model again provided by the
experimenter. The entire experimental
procedure was repeated two days later as
a measure of test-retest reliability.

STIMULUS SETS
They were asked to read the following

stimulus types: three repetitions of five
sentences constructed for the ratio task
[1], three repetitions of a standard phrase
with a target word taken from the
acoustic signature literature [3] and five
repetitions of /b,d,g/ paired with four
vowels in a /Ct context [5].
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DATA ANALYSIS
All measurements were made from

computer-generated spectrograrns using
Sensimetrics SpeechStation (version 3.0)
software on an IBM-compatible 486
computer. The Sensimetrics program
allows the user to identify various
acoustic correlates, such as time (in
msecs.) and frequency corresponding to
specific points on the stimuli.

Measurement Procedures
For the relative timing ratios, the

investigator constructed a set of nine
measurements (one durational and four
sets of ratio measurements) by which each
utterance was analyzed. The ratio
measurements were based on constructs
developed by Weismer, et al. [1] and
Prosek, et al. [2]. The boundaries for
each ratio occurred at a vowel-consonant
(VC) or consonant-vowel (CV) interface.

The F2 slopes were derived by
identifying the last frequency value of F2
before the transition and the value of the
first glottal pulse of the leveling off point
of the steady state portion. The
procedure was somewhat different for
"wax" and "blend" in that the glides were
also measured as they rose into the
vowels. This procedure seemed to
include the most frequency change. Once
the starting and stopping points were
identified, the frequency and millisecond
values for each of these points were
recorded and a slope was computed by
dividing the amount of frequency change
by the duration of that change (i.e., rise
over run).

The locus equations were generated as
follows: measurements were taken at the
first glottal impulse of F2 and then during
the vowel steady state. Each stimulus
item was measured three times at each
rate and joined on a scatterplot which
represented each consonant by plotting
the F2 onset by the F2 steady state
frequencies of all four vowels. The
regression line, which results from this
procedure, is known as the locus
equation. From these scatterplots, slopes
were derived for intersubject

comparisons. Lastly, all measurements
were subjected to intra- and inter-judge
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reliability testing and all correlations
derived from these procedures were
excellent (r > 0 .85).

Normalization Procedures
Rate normalization was carried out on

the timing ratios and the F2 slope
measurements. The timing ratios were
recomputed for the fast and slow rates
with corresponding durations fiom the
normal rate serving as the denominator.
These new component fractions were
used to calculate “normalized” ratios. The
intent was to factor out the influence of
rate across the ratio portions. If speech
rate was a constant factor across the
generation of a phrase, the ratios
generated for each component should be
equal and the ratio should be equal to one.
Thus, normalized ratios that deviated
from one would indicate differential
increase (or decrease) in rate across the
sentence.

In adjusting the rate of F2 slopes, the
investigator utilized the "normal" duration
value as the denominator for all of the
slopes. This process would provide
information about F2 rise while holding
time constant. Now, one could talk about
the influences of coaniculation
independent of rate.

F2 frequency normalization was also
employed as a means of controlling for
individual differences in estimated vocal
tract length. Therefore, the extent of
frequency change noted here could
provrde insight into the process of
coarticulation while controlling for one
factor known to vary across individuals.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Two or three-way ANOVAs (stimuli x

rate-x testing time) were conducted on the
preliminary data to detemiine the effects
of rate and test-retest reliability on each of
these measures of articulatory control.
llate was noted to be a significant factor
in two out of three of these measures.
However, the test-retest factor was not
Significant. Therefore, one can conclude
that the articulatory process associated
wrtheach of these measurements is fairly
consrstent across times of testing.
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Effects of Speaker Rate
The use of a slow rate proved to be

troublesome for the relative timing ratios
in that three of the four ratios did not
remain constant in this condition.
Furthermore, one of the sentences
generated variable ratios in both the fast
and slow conditions for at least two of the
ratios. While the sentences were chosen
to represent different types of phoneme
transitions, this factor did not seem to be
the most pertinent. However, the
semantic naturalness of the sentence
seemed to dismpt relative timing. This
factor needs further investigation.

Rate, once again, was a factor in the
interpretation of the F2 slopes. The mean
slopes for each rate were significantly
different from one another. Only the
analysis of the words “wax" and "blend"
provided different results. In these cases,
the mean slope values for the normal and
fast rates were not found to be
significantly different from one another,
however, slope values for the slow rate
were distinctive fi'om the other two
speeds.

Finally, a change in rate did not affect
the derivation of a locus equation for any
of the voiced plosives tested. This finding
was to be expected since the locus
equation is not a time dependent
measurement. However, it is interesting
to note that the possible target undershoot
and overshoot that occurred in the fast
arid/or slow conditions did not
Significantly affect the slope of the
regression line for /b/, /d/ or /g/,
Furthermore, as noted in previous
research, the slope of the /d/ regression
line was significantly different from the
others.

Effects of Normalization Procedures
Rate normalization revealed that the

effects of rate on the relative timing ratios
are consistent throughout the sentence
With mean ratios for both fast and SlOW
conditions approximating 1.0. That is,
when differences attributable to talker
variation and sentence context were
removed, the ratios revealed no
differential lengthening or shortening of
sentence components on the average.
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However, specific sentences or ratios

showed some modest effects of rate.
As might be expected, rate

normalization of the F2 slope reduced

differences attributable to talker speed.

However, significant differences for the

fast and slow rates for certain words still

remained indicating the continuing
presence of articulatory over/undershoot
as a contributory factor. ‘ .

The F2 frequency normalization

procedures are currently underway and no
conclusions are available at this time. In

general, the three measures employed in

the present study appear to be useful tools

for assessing articulatory behaVior and

further refinements and enhancements of

these techniques would appear to be
justified.
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1
This work is dévgfgdatcd; the study of

the properties of the sound spectrum at
the release of Italian stop consonants in
vocalic contexts. The aim is to check if
the amplitudes of the peaks in the spec—
trum can be used as acoustic attributes
of the place of articulation of the con-
sonants. Moreover, different measure-
ments have been performed in order to
define what of measure retains more in—
formation about peak amplitudes.
Materials and procedurese recording and measurements
were made in the Research Laboratory
of Electronics, Speech Communication
Group, MIT, Cambridge, Usa. The
materials consists in VCVC utterances
produced by seven adult Italian speak-ers (three females and four males) in
a sound—treated room and recorded on
a high-quality magnetic tape record—
ing system. The speakers were selected
from different parts of Italy. The utter-
ances are embedded in a carrier phrasePrendi VCVC se vuoi (Take VCVC if(you) want). The measurements weremade for the consonant between vow—els. pata have been collected for all theOffiCial Italian vowels embedded in stocontexts. However, the results reported)in this paper come from the anal siof the stop consonants in the contix:of the vowel /i/. A more detailed de-scription of the speech materials andthe procedures can be found in Es osito and Stevens [2]. The spectral fep:

1 Supported by CNR—IIASS contratto quin-
erno University. Ac-ents goes to Maria Marinaro Car—lito and Kenneth N. Stev ’ents and suggestions.

men D’Apo
their comm Gus for

resentations used include a DFT spec
trum, a smoothed version of the DFT, a
spectral averaging method. The analy-
sis window (Hamming window) was set
to 3.1 msec for each measurement. The
spectrum at the release of each con-
sonant, the averaged spectrum during
the first 4 msec (for /b,a',g/) and 10
msec (for /p, t, k/) after the release and
the lc-averaged2 spectrum were com-
puted. All spectra are preemphasized,
i.e. spectra of the first difference of
the waveform are calculated. More
over, the spectral amplitudes were also
enhanced by changing an overall spec-
tral gain control parameter. The ani-
plitudes of the maximum peaks in the
frequency ranges of 1-3kllz, 3—5kHz, 4-
6kHz, 5—7kHz, 0—2kHz, and 0.8-1.5kHz
were measured from cursor amplitude
readouts via mouse position placed on
the spectrum display. The spectrum
display shows, superimposed, both the
smoothed spectra and the DFT spec-
trum. However the peak amplitudes
were measured only on the DFT spec-
trum.

Thle amplitude attributes. e peaks amplitudes measured
in the different frequency ranges d9-

2. ~f This spectrum was computed measuring.or each voiceless consonant, the VOT length-Then the cursor was placed on the waveformat the temporal sampling point corresponding:puthe half of the VOT length and the SPEC-
t m averaged on 5 msec to the left and 5 mseco the right of this sampling point was com-$1231. We call this spectrum the k—averagedpme ii'pmkbecause I: Is the command to coin-(Klan ; lis a parameter of the analysis tool
cones 00:5 [3]) preViously set to 150 samples.th . p n.1ng to 10 msec ofsignal duration. ate sampling rate of 16.000 Hz.
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Table 1: Amplitude feature—matching

results for velar consonants. The en-

tries give the mean percentage of utter-

ances of each consonant (based on 21

utterances of each consonant, occurring

in /i/ vowel environment, and obtained

from seven speakers) that were correctly

accepted or rejected by the set of acous-

tic features defined above.

Spectrum at release

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/k/ 57.1 /p/100 /t/95.2
/g/ 90.4 /b/100 /d/S5.7

Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/k/ 95.2 /p/100 /t/95.2
/g/ 80.9 /b/90.4 /d/76.2

k-Averaged Spectrum

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection
/k/ 95.2 /p/95.2 /t/95.2

scribed above were compared in order

to identify properties that can be useful

to discriminate the place of articulation

of each consonant. Initially averages of

the maximum peak amplitudes in dif-

ferent frequency ranges were computed.

However, even though some of these av-

erages differ significantly from one con-
sonant to another, the standard devi-

ations were high and they overlapped.

This effect is mostly due to the vari-

ability of the peak amplitudes among

the speakers. For this reason we de-

cided to exclude these measures and we

start to look to the amplitudes of the

maximum peaks in specified frequency

ranges compared to the amplitudes of

the maximum peaks in other frequency

ranges. This comparison seemed more

reasonable to us because it is possi-

ble to reduce the amplitude variability

among speakers and repetitions. We

carried out several attempts, compar—

ing the maximum peak amplitudes in
some frequency ranges with the max-

imum peak amplitudes in some other
frequency ranges or comparing the dif—
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Table 2: Template-matching results ob-

tained using the Blumstein and Stevens

compact template.

Spectrum at release

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/k/ 33.3 /p/ 95.2 /t/ 90.4
/g/ 66.6 /b/ 57.1 /d/90.4

Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/k/ 47.6 /p/ 61.9 /t/ 85.7
/g/ 52.3 /b/ 47.6 /cl/66.6

k—Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/k/ 65 /p/ 61.9 /t/ 76.2

ferences between the maximum peak

amplitudes in the different frequency

ranges examined. In each attempt we

defined a set of acoustic features based

on these comparisons and tested this

set of features on the consonants in or-

der to verify if it accepted the conso-

nant under examination and rejected

the others. The final results of this trial

and error process are the following set

of acoustic attributes for each place of

articulation:

Velar amplitude attributes: .
(11) The differences between the main-

mum peak in the 0—2kHz and the max-

imum peak in the 4—6kHz frequency

ranges must be lower than 2dB;

()1) The differences between the maxi-

mum peak in the l—7kHz and the max—

imum peak in the 0-2kHz frequency

ranges must be greater or equal to 9dB;

CI) The differences between the maxi—

mum peak in the 3-5kHz and the max-

imum peak in the 4-6kHz frequency

ranges must be greater or equal to OdB;

d1) The differences between the maxi-
mum peak in the 3-5kHz and the max-

imum peak in the 5-7kHz frequency

ranges must be greater or equal to OdB.

Labial am litude attributes: .
a2) The di erences between the man-
mum peak in the 0-2kHz and the max—
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Table 3: Amplitude feature-matching

results for labial consonants.

Spectrum at release
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/p/ 33.3 /k/ 95.2 /t/ 100

[b/ 66.6 /g/ 100 /d/95.2

Averaged Spectrum

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

[p/ 90.4 /L:/ 100 /t/ 90.4

/b/ 57.1 /g/ 100 /d/100

k-Averaged Spectrum

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/p/ 90.4 /L/ 100 /t/ 100

Table 4: Template-matching results ob-

tained using the Btumstein and Stevens
difi'use-falting template.

Spectrum at release

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection
/p/ 38.1 /L/ 95.2 /t/ 66.6
/b/ 57.1 /g/ 90.4 /d/85.7

Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/p/ 61.9 /k/ 100 /t/ 90.4
/b/ 66.6 /g/ 90.4 /d/80.9

L—Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection
/p/ 52.3 /LT/ 100 /t/ 85.7

imum peak in the 4—6kIlz frequency
ranges must be greater than MB:
6:?) The differences between the maxi-
mum peak in the 1-7kHz and the max—
imum peak in the 0—2kllz frequency
ranges must be lower than 9dB:
CI?) The differences between the maxi-
mum peak in the 1-3kIlz and the max-
imum peak in the 5—7kllz frequency
ranges must be greater than 8dB.
Alveolar amplitude attributes:
(13) [be differences between the maxi-
mum peak in the 1-3kHz and the max-
imum peak in the 5-7kllz frequency
ranges must be lower than 9dB:
63) The differences between the maxi-
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Table 5: Amptitude feature-matching

results for atveotar consonants.

Spectrum at release

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/t/ 90.4 /L:/ 80.9 /p/ 33.3

/d/ 80.9 /g/ 100 /b/90.4

Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection
/t/ 85.7 /l-.~/ 95.2 /p/ 90.4
/d/ 66.6 /g/ 90.4 /b/90.4

k-Averaged Spectrum

Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection

/t/ 95.2 /L:/ 90.4 /p/ 95.2

mum peak in the 1-7kHz and the max—
imum peak in the 0—2kllz frequency
ranges must be lower than 10dB;
c3) The differences between the maxi-
mum peak in the 3—5kHz and the max—
imum peak in the 4-6kIIz frequency
ranges must be lower than 0dl3;

(13) The differences between the maxi—
mum peak in the 3—53kllz and the max—
imum peak in the 5-7kHz frequency
ranges must. be lower than 9(lB.

The set of acoustic attributes de—
fined above are the same. both for
voiced and voiceless consonants. How-
ever, for voiced consonants we have to

changes the 0—2kllz and 4-6kHz fre—
quency ranges to 0.8—1.5kIIz and 3—
Skllz respectively. These frequency
changes can be justified considering
that in order to allow vocal~fold vibra-
tions during the production of voiced
consonants the larynx is lowered, the
pharynx is expanded and the walls of
the vocal tract are compressed. This
could cause small shifts in the vocal
tract. resonances such as a lowering in
frequency.

Results
We used the set of features de~

fined above and the templates de-
fined by Blumstein and Stevens [1] and
we tested their discrimination perfor—
mances. We obtained the results re—
ported in the tables. These preliminary
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results show that the amplitudes of the

peaks in the spectrum computed dur—

ing the first 10 msec after the release
and in the k—averaged spectrum can be

used to discriminate among the voice-

less consonants /p, t, 117/ (see tables 1. 3,

5). What is mostly useful to discrimi-

nate /p/ from /L'/ is the property (1.?
(even though also bi? plays an impor-

tant role) whereas c? is mostly useful to
discriminate /p/ from /t/. The prOp-
erties that allow to discriminate /L/
from /p/ are al, bl, d1, whereas /L‘./ is
successfully distinguished from /t/ by
M. The Opposite of a2 (a3) is mostly
used to discriminate between /t/ and
/p/ and the opposite of bf {63) is used
to discriminate between /t/ and /L/.
This information can be used to de-
fine an automatic algorithm which dis—
criminates successfully among /p, t, k/.
Using the Blumstein and Stevens tem-
plates on the same data (see tables 2, 4,
6) the discrimination performances are
less good in most of the cases. This
result is expected in the case of the
alveolars because of the different point
of constriction of Italian /t,d/ with re-
spect to American /t,d/. However, the
results for labials and velars does not
seem to be better suggesting some lan-
guage specific influences on the gross
shape of the spectrum.

In the case of voiced consonants,
the set of attributes defined above can
be used to identify /g/ and to dis*
criminate /g/ from /b,d/ (at the re-
lease). However, for /b, d/ similar infor—
mation does not identify the two conso—
nants, even though they discriminates
[b/ from /g,d/ and [d/ from /b,g/.
In such cases, information about for-
mant transitions is required. The voic-
ing, which is always present in Italian,

causes pressure fluctuations that lead
to variability in the peak amplitudes.

With regard to the particular spec—
tra computed it is possible to say that,
in the case of voiceless consonants, the
better performances of the acoustic at—
tributes defined above and the Blum-
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Table 6: Template—matching results ob-
tained using the Btumstein and Stevens
dzfluse—rising temp/ate.

Spectrum at release

Correct Correct
Acceptance Rejection
/t/ 42.8 /L/ 47.6 /p/ 38
/d/ 52.3 /g/ 61.9 /b/80.9

Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection
/t/ 71.4 /k/ 71.4 /p/ 85.7
[d/ 42.8 /g/ 57.1 /b/85.7

k—Averaged Spectrum
Correct Correct

Acceptance Rejection
/t/ 61.9 /L/ 70 /p/ 90.4

stein and Stevens template are ob—
tained when the spectra during the first
10 msec after the release and the L“ av-
eraged Spectra are used for the compar-
isons. These spectra seem more useful
to retain information about amplitude
features. The spectra at the release re—
tain more information about the ampli—
tude attributes of voiced consonants.

These results are restricted to the
consonants in the /i/ vowel environ-
ment. \Ve will test the set of acoustic
attributes defined in this paper to the

consonants in the other vowel environ—

ments. We expect that there will be

changes in their definition in order to

improve their performances in the other

vowel environments.
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axis shows F0 in Hz.

LM (wide pitch range): Ticatcndof medial lr/

ON THE PHONETIC INTERPRETATION OF THE
YORUBA TONAL SYSTEM

Akin Akinlabi Mark Liberman
Rutgers University University of Pennsylvania

the door and down the hall. Within
each recording session, the list of
phrase/pitch—range combinations was 210
randomized. ’ 200 fa“

rf"~~4_ \‘

In this paper, space does not per—
mit us to report fully on this experi—
ment or to discuss its relation to pre-
vious work. Instead, we will focus on

ABSTRACT
Yoruba is a tone language, with

three lexically contrastive levels H(igh),lVl(1d) and L(ow). Various phonolog-
ical and phonetic properties of these
tones areexplained in terms of the view
that M 18 phonologically unspecified
and that adjacent H and L join to forni“derived pitch accents.”

BACKGROUND
. Yoruba has three phonemically dis-tinctive tones—H(igh), M(id), L(ow).H occurs in word-initial position onlyin '(marked) consonant-initial wordswhich reveal an implicit initial vowelwhen. preceded by another word in agenitive construction. Most nouns andadjectives start with a vowel, which isL or M but not H. Except for these mi—nor tonotactic restrictions, any lexicalvowel can have any one of the threetonal specifications. There are no u ’derlying tone glides. “-

:a H . ra M ra Lto vanish” “to rub”
3:9 ’lVIH oko MM oko MLoe “husband“ :‘vehicle”

“opener”
palko HH kese HM pako HLp ank place-name “chewing stick"

Thus Yorub '
damentall a presents itselfas a fun-y tonal language, in which

There are several reasons to believe
tone is under] 'yin l
tonal features ([81]):

followed by a vowel-initial object, one
of the two adjacent vowels obligatorilv
deletes. The tonal consequences are
s1mple to calculate if we assume that
M is just the name for lack of tone—.
then all “real” tones remain stable un-
der vowel deletion.

(1) a. wa (H) + eko(LH) =>
look (for) education
weko (H LH)
look for education

b. mu (H) + iwe (LH =>
take book

muwe (H LH)
take a book

C- 1'9 (M) + aje(LH) :>
resemble Witch

jaje (LH)

resemble a witch

d. sin (M) + oku (LH) :>
bury dead (body)
sinku (LH)
bury the dead

SOURCE OF DATA
There have been several earlier in-strumental studies of Yoruba tone (eg-[3], [l4], [6], [4], [5]) In order to ap'ply to Yoruba the scaling techniqueprevrously applied to English in [8]and to lgbo in [9], we devised 73oruba phrases exhibiting an app”priate range of tone sequences, Withtexts that avoid consonants likely to in'terrupt or strongly affect F0. Thesephrases were read a total of 18 timesEach, Six in each of three pitch ranges.y three native Yoruba speakers. mid]range was varied by instructing the(sipeaker, in each utterance, to ad-10:61:: one of three (imaginary) inter-to thors, placed immediately adjacent6 speaker, across the room, or 0‘“

three key points and a. general conclu-
sion that is suggested by them.

TIMING OF TONE GLIDES

As was first noted in [15], Yoruba HL
and LH sequences postpone the falling
or rising F0 glide to the second sylla-
ble. By comparison, the transitional
glide for sequences involving M (IIM,
ML, MH, LM) occurs significantly ear-
lier.

Figure 1 shows the F0 tracks for the
initial LH sequences in the six narrow—
pitch-range repetitions of {)I'Linlami
lemi “lam Orunlami”1 as produced by
one male speaker.

LH (nanow pitch range): Time 0 al and of medial Irl
200

ISO

\430 . . . . .
—0.lS 0| -0.05 0 0.05 0.1 0.15

Figure 1

Figure 2 shows the initial LM se—
quences in six wide—pitch»range repeti—
tions of orunleye lémi “I am Orunl-
eye,” produced by the same speaker as
in Figure 1. In both Figure 1 and Fig—
ure 2, the x-axis presents time in sec-
onds, with zero set at the opening of
the /r/ in each utterance, while the y-

i

1All examples in this paper use the stan-
dard Yoruba tone marking convention, accord-
ing to which H is marked with an acute accent,
L with a grave accent, and M with no accent.
Vowels with a dot underneath are non-ATR.

0.15 0.! —0.05 0 005 0.1 0.l5
Figure 2

This postponement of the HL and
LH glides in Yoruba is a well-
established fact. Our contribution is to
compare it systematically to HM, ML,
MH, LM glides across pitch ranges, and
to verify the stability of the difference
under this manipulation.

TONE DISSIMILATION

In Yoruba, H is raised before L (as
opposed to before M), and L is lowered
before H (as opposed to before M). The
raising of H before L has been cited in
[2], [4], [5]. The lowering of L before H
is (we believe) a new observation.

Table 1 exemplifies the raising of II
before L, by showing the means and
standard errors of peak F0 measure-
ments in each of the three pitch range
conditions, for one of three subjects.

narrow middle wide
mean H/_ML 125 154 250
standard error 3.2 8.8 2.6

mean H/_LM 143 182 287
standard error 3.3 7.0 2.9

Table 1

For evidence of the lowering of L
before H as opposed to before M, see
Figure 3, which plots the relationship
of successive L tones in the sequences
HLHLM (plotted with squares) and
HLHLH (plotted with pluses).

When both L tones are followed by
H, the second L tone is considerably
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lower than the first. This is consistent
with the general expectation of down-
drift in such sequences; dissimilatory
lowering applies to both L tones in this
case. When the first L is followed by
an H, while the second L is followed
by an M, the expected downdrift effect
is almost completely nullified. This is
because the first L is lowered because
it is in an LH sequence, while the sec-
ond L does not experience this effect.
Thus dissimilatory lowering of the first
L, and downdrift lowering of the second
L, leave them at about the same level.

Exempliacanon of L-boiowH lowerlng

g .. . .
g a? nu . . 1
z .. , =
35 ° ..

a =3.” . :

8 °° u u
.m

”Manx-um; no

Figure3

DOWNDRIFT

Since [16] and [13] it has been un-derstood that the tendency of pitch tofall in the course of phrases in tonelanguage like Yoruba is not a sort ofphrasal wave on which tonal ripplesride, but rather is connected specif—ically with alternating high and lowtones. Sequences of like tones, espe-cially H tone se .quences remain mor less level. 1 ore

Since [2] it has been kno '', wn th ttYoruba, this downdrift does not exited:o sequences in which H o L ItWith M (HMHM. . .or MLrMLf. Simiiileast, the amount ofd. owntrend is mlower in these latter cases. “Ch
For a quantitative icture o ‘ference between the Emount :ftViiidrf-ing iii HLHL vs. HMHM or MLMLsee Figure 4. Here we show the re,lationship between adjacent F0 max:
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ima in the sequences HLHL (plotted
with squares), HMHM (plotted with
pluses) and MLML (plotted with tri-
angles). The x-axis gives the average
height of the two F0 maxima, while
the y-axis shows the difference betWeen
them. In the case of HLHL, this dif»
ference is about 15—35 Hz., showing
a healthy amount of downdrift, the
tonallywonditioned effect that has been
called “catathesis.” In the case of
HMHM and MLML, the difference is
about 5—15 Hz., perhaps reflecting the
more general downtrend sometimes dis-
tinguished as “declination.”

Downdrm (HLHL) and Declination (HMHM, MLML)

2 HM.......
1 A“

5 sm’ . . .
is ‘s'.“‘.. ".
s D I .

is .3 a a
no

a a .— .. .

n B

3

Amp MIMI-N1,
Imp—M

Figure 4

PHONOLOGICAL
REPRESENTATION

The postponement of HL and LH
tone glides in Yoruba has been treated
as a case of tone spreading: an H or L
assoc1ated with a given syllable comes
to be simultaneously associated with
the following syllable iff the following
syllable bears the opposite tone. This
account offers no motivation for the
Circumstances of the spreading: Whyshould a tone spread to the following
syllable if and only if the following Syl'
lable is already specified for (a differ-
ent) tone?

. We suggest that the motivation is
Simple. _HL and LH tone glides are
phonologically and phonetically nat-
ural entities, just as CV syllables
are. Yoruba tone spreading is exactly
analo$0118 to the re-syllabification of
a si’llable-final consonant to fill the

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

empty onset of a following onsetless syl-
lable. Thus Yoruba tone spreading is a
natural process because it forms cog«
nitively favored structures. There are
various plausible ways to express this
notion formally, for which space is lack-
ing here.

This idea says, in effect, that Yoruba
forms “derived pitch accents” out of
adjacent HL and LH tones. Although
this does not in itself explain tonal dis—
similation and the special status of HL
or LH sequences in downdrift, it sug-
gests a direction of research by connect—
ing them to comparable phenomena in
Japanese and other languages.

Japanese accent is interpreted (e.g.
by [10] as a lexically-specified HL
sequence that functions as a unit.
Catathesis is triggered only by accents
in Japanese according to [11]. Each
accentless “minor phrase” has an (un-
grouped) H and L tone pair, but ac-
centless sequences rise and fall with
only a small amount of declination.
Japanese accentual H is higher than
non—accentual H (“accentual boost”)
according to [7], even though Japanese
accent is not stress-like, does not cause
greater segment durations, and is not
considered a strong position for align-
ment with music.
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A REPRESENTATIONAL BASIS FOR MODELLING
ENGLISH VOWEL DURATION

G. N. Clements, CNRS, UA 1027, Paris
Susan R. Hertz, Eloquent Technology, Inc. and Cornell University, Ithaca, NY.

Bertrand Lauret, Universite’ de Paris 111, UA 1027, Paris

_ ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a representational

baSIS for modelling the durational
behavior of syllable nuclei in General
American English. It examines two
lengthening patterns, one in which all
portions of the nucleus are affected
uniformly, and another in which
primarily the beginning and end portions
are affected. On the basis of this distinc-
tion, a classification of nuclei into one-
phone vs. two-phone nuclei is proposed.
1. AN INTEGRATED REPR -
SENTATIONAL BASIS FOER
PHONOLOGY AND PHONETICS

Our aim in this paper is to present the
broad outlines of a working model of the
phonology-phonetics interface, with an
illustration from certain facts of GeneralAmerican English. Our approach is based
on the premise that phonetics should be
Viewed as an essential component of the
theory of grammar, and that as such it
can be studied in terms of much the saine
type of theoretical modelling that we find
elsewhere in linguistic theory. In thisVICW,.Whl‘Ch received a preliminary for-mulation in Clements and Hertz [l] thephonetic component of a grammar doesnot consist of descriptions of physicalpatterns assuch, but involves a symbolicrepresentational system defined at a levelof someabstraction from physical data.SpeCifically, we propose that the cate-5:31:21ofeirétgiri: relpresentations of theev . .
into thegacoustice pirgngiéojected directly- level wher
they DI‘OVide the b c r _ . e

acoustic para “13 for Spearfying. meter values in terms ofnlhsgeech output can be accuratelyti e e . Like phonological representa-on, acoustic representation involves

troducing new aco '
. . . ustliiuration tiers, required to accoun‘i aft}:.gnguage- and speaker-specific regular-i es in the acoustic output By allowing

acoustic units to be only partially speci-
fied, we allow rising and falling ramps
between extrema to be modelled in terms
of a target-and-interpolation model [2],
while the use of multiple tiers allows for
the description of regular patterns of
overlap within and across segments. A
fully integrated representational system
(IRS) for phonetics and phonology
incorporating these properties is in the
course of development (see [3]).

This paper illustrates aspects of this
system through a study of formant pat-
terns of selected syllable nuclei in Gen-
eral American English (GAE), a term we
use to designate a set of similar idiolecs
havmg no marked regional characteris-
tics. Linguists and phoneticians have
long disagreed on the classification of the
long gliding vowels of words like beat,
boot, bait, and boat, some treating them
as a Single segment and others as two.
Researchers have also disagreed as to
whether the liquids in words like belt and
Bart should be treated as part of the syl-
lable nucleus, or assigned to the margin.

We address these questions within the
framework of the integrated approach to
phonological and phonetic analysis jllSt
outlined. One component of this aP'
proach. is the phone-and-transition seg-
mentation strategy outlined by Hertz [2]-
This strategy is based on the view that
speech sounds (“phones”) are not neces-
sarily adjacent to each other in phonetic
representations, but may be separated
from each other by time intervals (“tran-
sitions”) during which the articulators
(llps and tongue) move from the target
configuration appropriate for one sound
to that appropriate for the next Phones
appear on spectrograms as the time inter-
vals that correspond to such targC'configurations, while transitions are the
time intervals that connect them.

Followmg these assumptions, we may
represent the acoustic structure of an
utterance as follows. The root nodes of
the phonological representation constitute

‘3 Phone tier of the acoustic represen-
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tation. Root nodes dominate duration
values on a duration tier, whose function
is to assign each phone a certain duration.
Between any two root nodes having
different oral tract places of articulation
we introduce transitions, formally repre-
sented as duration values unlinked to root
nodes. Duration values dominate appro-
priate acoustic parameter values on
further tiers (F0, F1, F2, aspiration,
voicing, etc.). These values can serve as
a basis for interpolation across segments
unspecified for these parameters.

We illustrate this model with a partial
representation of the first two syllables of
the word okapi as spoken by SRH, con-
taining a velar stop [k] with different F2
values at its left and right edges. (RT:
root tier, DT=duration tier, F2=F2 tier.)

RT: 0 k a
/ I \ l

or: 70 15 o 75 o 65 100
I I I |

F2: 1000 880 1600 1500

This graph represents a pattern with (i) a
70—msec F2 steady state at 1000 Hz char-
acterizing the [0], (ii) a 15-msec transi-
tion to the [k] during which F2 falls con-
tinuously to a target value of 880 Hz, (iii)
a 75—msec period of silence during the
[k], (iv) a 65-msec transition to the [a]
during which F2 falls from 1600 Hz to
1500 Hz, and (v) a 100-msec F2 steady
state at 1500 Hz characterizing the [a].
This representation treats this [k] as a
“contour phone”, analogous to the
contour segments of phonology.

2. DURATIONAL ASPECTS OF
ENGLISH SYLLABLE NUCLEI

With this background, we report on a
preliminary study of a variety of syllable
nucleus types in GAE. Our goal is to
find out whether their durational behavior
can help us decide whether a given
nucleus consists of a single unit or two.

It is well known that GAE syllable
nuclei are often lengthened before voiced
obstruents, especially phrase-finally [5].
What is less well understood is whether
all nuclei lengthen in a uniform manner,
or whether they show different patterns
of lengthening. Our hypothesis is that if
GAE contains a distinction between one-
segment nuclei and two-segment nuclei at
the phonological level, this distinction
might be reflected in different patterns of
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lengthening at the phonetic level. Such
differences, if they exist, might help to
answer the questions concerning the
analysis of GAE nuclei raised above.

To test this hypothesis, we collected
data on four sets of paired monosyllabic
words differing only in the voicing of the
final consonant: bit/bid, bait/bade, bite/
bide, felt/felled. One female and three
male speakers of GAE were recorded; we
report on data from one of the latter
(GNC) here. Each test word was pro—
nounced in the frame say_for me, and
the full sequence was repeated ten times.
Recordings were digitized at 16 kHz and
analyzed by means of the CSRE formant
tracker. Aberrant values were discarded,
accounting for the occasional gaps in the
formant tracks. Segmentation was car-
ried out mainly on the basis of second
formant (F2) tracks, since we have found

these to provide the most consistent basis
for analyzing the temporal properties of
vowels and diphthongs.

Representative F2 tracks are displayed
in Figure 1. All graphs are reproduced at
the same scale. Each one displays an
overlay of F2 tracks extracted from the
first five tokens of each word. The ordi-
nate represents formant frequency in Hz,
and the units of the abscissa represent 8-
msec time intervals. Overall, we see that
all items were produced with consider-
able consistency from token to token.

All pairs in Figure l have rising or
falling F2 ramps, showing that they are
phonetic diphthongs. The diphthongal
nature of the nucleus of bit/bid for this
speaker is confirmed by the fact that the
F1 track (not shown here) rises as F2
falls, showing that the nucleus ends in a
central offglide. Although discussed in
[3], the difference in formant values at
the beginnings and ends of the nuclei in
these words cannot be attributed to
coarticulation with the neighboring
consonants.

All pairs of nuclei in Figure 1 exhibit
F2 lengthening in their second member.

However, the first and second columns

show distinct patterns. The F2 tracks in
the first column resemble a straight line,

with some examples showing a sharp
drop at the very end. Disregarding these
drops, the tracks can be modelled to a fair
approximation by positing two duration-
less target points at their beginnings and
ends, and performing a straight-line inter-
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polation between them. For these diph-
thongs, lengthening does not change the
overall shape of the F2 track, although its
slope is somewhat reduced in the
lengthened form.

The diphthongs in the second column
display a different F2 lengthening pat—
tern. For these diphthongs, lengthening
visibly changes the shape of the F2 track,
especially at the ends. Comparing bite
and bide, we see that the durationlessinitial target of bite is replaced by a quasi-plateau some 80 msec long in bide; itsfinal steady state is also somewhatlonger. In contrast, the F2 transitionbetween the initial and final extrema hasabout the same duration in both cases (thesharper rise in bite can be attributed to itshigher final target value). Similar re-marks hold of the second pair. Thedurationless initial target of felt is re—placed in felled by a steady state approxi-mately 30 msec long, and the final por-tion expands similarly (in three tokens,final F2 values were too low in amplitudeto be read). The transitions betweenthese relatively stable portions have aboutthe same duration in both cases.

3. DISCUSSION
We propose that these two patternscan be analyzed as one-segment and two-segment diphthongs, respectively. Notefirst that the nucleus of bit/bid is uncon-troversially a single vowel at the phono-logical level, while that offelt/felled justas clearly constitutes a two—segment se-quence. We can explain the fact that thenucleus of bait/bade patterns with that ofbit/bid by treating them both as one-segment nuclei, and the fact that bite lbidepatterns with felt/felled by treating bothas two-segment nuclei. In addition, if we

“contour” phone [it] in oka i, obseearlier. Typical values f0? the [efivfii
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bade, for instance, are shown below:
RT:

0 o
I

F2: 1600 1850

/
DT: 01

l

The representation of [ I] differs fromthat of [e] both in its choice of F2 valuesand in the fact that its root node is linked
to one, instead of two positions on thephonological skeleton (not shown here).

The nuclei [ay] and [cl], in contrast,
are analyzed as phone sequences, asshown below for the [ay] of bide:

RT: a y

I l
DT: 80 70 20

l 1
F2: 1030 1670

Given these analyses, we may state thefollowing generalization: lengtheningbefore voiced stops affects all phones
within the syllable nucleus, but affects
the transitions between them little, if atall
(see [2], [3], [4] for fuller discussion).

e can directly explain the fact that [I]lengthens in felled by considering that it,too, belongs to the syllable nucleus.
These preliminary observations areoffered in illustration of our approach tothe study of the phonetics/ phonologyinterface. Our current project is to exa-mine a fuller set of data, involving furthernucleus types, more contexts, and otherspeakers, in order to determine thegenerality of these observations, and re-fine and improve them as necessary.
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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this contribution is

to enlighten the phenomenon of regres-
sive assimilation of voicing (RVA), re-
ferring especially to Afrikaans and
Tswana Afiikaans. The strong interre-
lationship between negative VOT val-
ues on the one hand, and RVA on the
other hand is being pointed out, using
production experiments. In conclusion,
we speculate on the possible explana-
tions of the results and the theoretical
implications thereof. We suggest aclear interrelationship between hard
core phonetic and abstract phonologi-cal conSiderations.

INTRODUCTION
The phenomenon of assimilation ofvowing has been researched extensivelyin the case of the Germanic languagesDutch '[l, 2] and Afrikaans [3,4]. Fewcross-linguistic studies (with the ex-ception of Van Dommelen [5] andElshout [6] in the case of Dutch andGerman) has been done, and not muchis known about the possible phoneticcauses either. Van Dommelen [5] im-pliesa causal role of negative voice on-set time.(:VOT) in the case of regres-srve vowing assimilation (RVA) inDutch. In this contribution we will testthis hypothesis cross-linguistically, andpresent preliminary results which couldserve as a starting point to fill this gapin our knowledge. We will concentrateon Afrikaans L1 as well as AfrikaansL2 (of Tswana speaking persons 'nBantu language of Southern Africa).. to a v '(mainly) European languages. ariety 0f. Assrmilation of the type given in (l)is very common in many languages:(DATIy'rie 1 languages:

ri aans:o/pd/aa —) b0 Dutch: a/sb/akg —> h3g2?ther lan ua e ‘ 'Russian Frenfih, in?! igglaultilffiglungananen an underlyin voic .sonant precedes a Vtficed :(lahsssorifrh

the first (C1) assimilates as to voiced-
ness to the second (C2). This is calledregressive assimilation of voice, or re
gressive voicing assimilation (hence-
forth RVA). Both English and German
are absent from this list of languages
(cf. Roach [7] for English, and Elshout
[6] for German). Instead, these lan-
guages both prefer progressive voicing
assimilation (PVA)3, as in (2):

(2) Type 2 languages:
English: it ill] —> it[s]
German: au/f d/em —) au[fi]em

It is a puzzling fact that languages
such as Afrikaans and Dutch are being
characterized by the existence of RVA
of Type 1, but that this type of assimi-
lation is absent in the related English
and German. In Figure 1 we present
some measurements of VOT in a vari-
ety of languages, serving as a starting
point for discussing the possible rela-
tionship between the presence of nega-
tive VOT values and RVA in any given
language. RVA is known to exist in
the cases of Afrikaans, Dutch, Russian,
Spanish, but not in German or English.
It was tested in this study for Tswana
Afrikaans.

S

fiw
.

°

Figure I. Comparison of VOT Values
(neg. andpos. - indicated on Y«Hi-Y)for voicedplosives in languages exhi-
biting RVA, i. e. Tswana Afrikaans, Af-
rikaans, Dutch, Russian and Spanish.In English and German RVA is absent.
The precise values are 0’rom left 10fight: -l23ms, -117ms, -88ms, -112ms, ~51ms, and German +6ms, Engmh+4ms. Measurements are ofone L1speakerper language. (n= 10+)-
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The voiced consonants of German
[5] and English [7] are strictly speaking
not voiced, but rather lenis (tense), in
contrast with voiceless consonants,
which are fortis (lax), e.g. [p t k].

In Afrikaans, RVA and. PVA (pro-
gressive voicing assimilation), some-
times alternate in a given word_ (eg.
se[zd]e / se[st]e - "sesde" (stxth)).
Voice assimilation thus is an optional
process in Afrikaans, unlike the Situa-
tion in Russian, where it is an obliga-
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tory process. This, together with the
above-mentioned hypothesis, leads to
the expectation that, even in the case of
Type 1 languages, the -VOT has to be
of a certain minimum value in order to
enforce RVA, otherwise either no as-
similation at all will take place, or C2
would be weakened with respect to
voicedness to such an extent that RVA
would be impossible. This was tested
in the following experiments.
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rgure l ' Waveforms ofapical examples ofinitial voiced (lenis) consonants ofBrit-
‘ ‘ " ’ ' ’ ‘ " ' B) with no negative VOTl h "door in Window A) and German (' Dieter In . H H .
fiii’sgclgmgared to languages with large -VOT values: Tswana Afrikaans ( bee in
C) and L1 Afrikaans ("Naa[zbjotha” in D).

THE CASE OF AFRIKAANS
One speaker of Afrikaans, known

from a previous experiment [3] to ex-
hibit RVA, was used. The phrase Naas
Botha (name and surname) was read 50
times at a fast but comfortable rate. The
words sesde, elfde and liefde were read
ten times each. In all of these words
both RVA and PVA are pOSSible,
though PVA would be expected to oc-
cur rarely in Naas Botha, and more
readily in the former three derivatives
[3]. All instances of the two types of

assimilation were registered. Naas
Botha were pronounced either as
Naa[zbjotha (RVA) or as Naa[sb]otha
(no assimilation), but .never as
Naa[sp]otha (PVA). See Figure 2 (D)
for an example of RVA. The words
sesde, elfde and liefde exhibited either
PVA or RVA, or no assrmilation at all.
C; consonants were isolated and their -
VOT durations measured, usmg the
CSL speech editing system ofKAY.
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Results

Table 2. Values in milliseconds (ms) of
negative VOT(-V07) ofC; ([b]) .n the
Afrikaansphrase Naas Botha Ranges
ofvalues are also mentioned in brack-
ets.
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(One Ll Afrikaans speaker) C; (-VOT)

RVA (C.=[z]) (33 cases) 80 (40-122)

No ass. (C,=[s]) (17 cases) 48 (15-83)

There is a statistically lughly signifi-
cant difference (p= 0,000003) between
the -VOT values involved in RVA (80
ms) and those of Cz's not involved
(48ms).

Table 3. Values in ms of negative
VOT of C; ([d]) in Afrikaans sesde.
elfde and liefde Ranges of values are
also mentioned in brackets.

(One L1 Afrikaans speaker) C; (-VOT)

RVA (C.=[z]) (14 cases) 52 (0-75)
No ass. (Cr=[s]) (2 cases) 33 (16-49)

PVA (c2=m (10 cases) 7 (0-65)
There is a statistically h ghly signifi-

cant difference (p = 0.007) between the
-VOT values involved in RVA (60ms)
and those of Cz's not involved (33ms).
In two of the RVA cases a VOT value
of 0 was found, the rest alternated be-
tween A5 and 75ms (see Discussion).
There is a definite tendency for the -
VOT's to shorten progressively from
PVA through No Assimilation to RVA
Thisalso goes for the durations of CI.
but in reversed order: ([s] in PVA =,
63ms and in No Assimilation = 60m5' in
RVA [z] = Sims). Both these tenden-
cies are conSistent with results of ex-periments on RVA so far [3]. For thesignificance of the results in broaderperspective, see Discussion.
THECASEOF'ISWANAAFRIKAANShFour male Tswana speakers all ofw om were competent speakers of Af—rikaans (their second or third language)were asked to repeatedly read a fewsintences, among others, containing thei)" ases ek dink ("I think") and mos datOcetmainly that'), at a comfortable rateR1\1, o the 320 possible instances of_ A, the subjects assimilated 247 time(either e[gd]mk or mo[zd]at) 4;phrases were not taken into account
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due. to mispronunciations, yielding only
31 instances which were in fact not as
Similated regressively Ge. 3 mean of
89% RVA's, ranging from 77% to 95%
for the four subjects). When taking into
account the fact that Tswana is charts.
tenzed by strong -VOT values (123m:
in the case of the above-mentioned sub
Ject - see also Figure 1 (C) for a wave
form example), these results clearly
support the hypothesis postulated. (See
next section for discussion)

DISCUSSION
It. is quite clear that there is a direct

relation between the presence of nega-
tive VOT‘s in C2 consonants and the ap-
pearance of regressive voicing assimila-
tion in the languages studied or referred
to in this contribution. The question is,
however, what kind of a relationship
this is. More specifically: are large -
VOT values a prerequisite for RVA to
surface in any given language? The
strong presence of RVA in Tswana Af-
rikaans certainly is an indication that this
is the case, especially when taking into
consideration the fact that RVA is noti
possrbility in Tswana itself, because of
the total non-existence of the relevant of
(:1s combinations - Tswana has
mainly a CVCV syllable structure. The
statistically significant difference be-
tween the -VOT values in the case of
Naas Botha" involved in RVA (52ms)

and those of C2's not involved (33m) in
the case of the first experiment on Afri-
kaans(see Table 2) strongly supports
this hypothesis. The same goes for the
second Afrikaans experiment (Table 3).
The magnitude of -VOT's in the latter
instance (Ss for RVA, 33ms for No
Assrmilation, and 7ms for PVA) surely
highlights the plausibility of the hy-
pothesrs that the low-level phonetic
VOT values does indeed interrelate with
the presence or absence of voice assimi-
lation in the languages under considera-
tion (and perhaps in any given lan-
guage). On the other hand, the presence
of two Oms values involved in RVA (596
Table 3 and accompanying text) sug'
gests that this explanation cannot be air
solute. A possible explanation lies on a
mental level. Speakers of languages
characterized by large negative V0T
values sometimes might not actually
Produce vorced plosives distinguish
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by -VOT's large enough to further

RVA, but such speakers might neverthe-

less be directed by the tacit knowledge
of, in this case, the presence such large

negative VOT's typically of their lan-

guage, be it actualized in particular in-

stances or not. Such an explication

implies a clear interrelationship between

hard core phonetic and abstract pho-

nological considerations. This, how-

ever, is merely a suggestion, which has

to be followed up. The optionality of

this phonological process in languages

such as Dutch and Afrikaans, as well as

the fact that males are more inclined to

assimilate regressively that females [1]

have to be accounted for in subsequent

studies of this nature.
As to the presence of RVA in Tswa-

na Afrikaans, this cannot be explained in

terms of Natural Phonology (as was

suggested by some e-mail reactions per

Linguist List). According to Stampe

[8] processes such as voicing assimila-

tion are found in the speech of children
universally and have to be unleamed for

those languages which violate them.

More in particular, Natural Phonology
(NP) posits a set of innate, vocal tract

physiology-driven phonological natural

processes, of which RVA would be one.
However, vocal tract physiology has to
be (very much) the same for all humans,

so that it is highly unlikely that the vocal

tracts of German and Dutch speakers,

for instance, would differ to such an

extent that RVA will be present in the
latter language but absent in the former.

Neither can NP explain the altema-

tion of RVA and PVS (and, in fact, no

assimilation) as is the case in the Afri-

kaans words sesde, elfde and liefde (see
Table 3).

According to Universal Grammar

[9], each language may fix the VOT pa-
rameter differently. UG, however, was,
up till now, restricted to syntax. An-
other possibility is that large negative

VOT values simply evolve in certain
languages but not in others, due to un-
known factors.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes some of the
phonetic characteristics of palatalisation
and non-palatalisation in Tundra Nenets.
I argue that palatalisation is best treated
as a prosodic property, with implications
for place and manner of articulation,
manner of release of secondary stricture,
and tongue body shapes. The categories
y and w are set up as terms contrastive
over CV structures, and exponents are
stated for them in the manner of the
Firthians [1, 2, 3].
INTRODUCTION

Tundra Nenets is a language of the
Nenets (formerly known as Yurak)
subbranch of the Samoyed branch of the
Uralic family, and is spoken by approx.
25,000 people in an area of tundra in
Arctic Russia and Siberia. There are
three dialect groups, of which the
Eastern one is exemplified here.

The material presented in this paper
was collected from Anastasia Lapsui, a
Nenets woman who comes from Nyda
rn Yamal Nenets district, part of the
Russian federation. She works as a
foreign correspondent in Helsinki.
TRADITIONAL ACCOPALATALISATION INUSENEQI‘IS

There are essentially two accounts ofpalatalisation in Nenets. The first one
typified by Décsy [4], treats

palatalisation as a property of
consonants: relevant consonants have
palatalised and non-palatalised forms.
Décsy sets up a system of seven vowels,
of which /i e o o u/ occur after
palatalised consonants and /i e a 9 0 11/
after non-palatalised consonants.

In the other account of palatalisation,
adopted by Collinder [5], two groups of
vowels are set up, one of which invokes

palatalisation. Palatalisation under this
analysis is an allophonic property of
consonants in conjunction with any one
from a set of five vowels.
PALATALISATION AS A
SYLLABIC PROPERTY

The traditional descriptions of Tundra
Nenets contain the following
weaknesses:

' they do not give any detail about
what the phonetic implications of ‘non-
palatalised’ consonants are;

° they do not describe in any detail

the relationship between the presence or
absence of palatalisation and the
accompanying off—glide as the secondary
articulation is released.

' they arbitrarily assign palatalit)’
as a Property of consonants Q! vowels.

Table 1 contains some impressionistic
records, which were checked for
accuracy by analysis of the speech With
a sound spectrograph. Particular
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attention is drawn to the resonance

properties of the syllables, and the ways

in which portions of consonantal

constriction are connected to vocalic

portions. The records were not made

with the intention of recording stress,

intonation nor duration in any detail.

Syllables can be described as overall

more front or more back; and sometimes

the frontness or backness is dynamic

rather than static, giving rise to vocalic

portions of changing qualities on the

front-back dimension (exx. 4, 9, 13).

Note also that fronter syllables

frequently contain consonants written

with palatal symbols, such as [c _]'l I( j]

(exx. 9, 16, 18), which imply
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articulations made with the tongue blade

rather than the tongue tip. Fronter

syllables also typically contain closer

vocalic portions than backer ones.

[s] is followed by vowels of rather

front quality (eg. 21), but [Si] has a very

noticeable palatal off—glide (eg. 19), and

when final in the utterance frequently

sounds ejective as the secondary

articulation is released. Other apico-

dental sounds also are followed by front

vowel qualities (exx. 2, 3).

For many of the backer items, the

degree of constriction for the

‘secondary’ velarising articulation is

quite close, sometimes even giving the

percept of complete dorso—velar closure.

Table 1. Some impressionistic records ofTundra Nenets.

l. mYooi’a his hammer 2- m¥on9§ paw
3_ mYTeQe his foodstuff 4. mWénaki‘ seems to be there

néaa

5. mYuri°699 his foodstuffs 6. nrjjeéeénqéfis broke something
7. miadaosxl present (m) 8. 190691)“? seems to fight

p'ode‘nokiI

9. [(e969'eflrg trembling 10. (g‘)1”elgh lazy

11- ”3.5991“? metal button, stud 12~ “Dyeryté bUSh)’ (tail)
13. "11.5303 his bones 14. Jlil5°3 his friend

15. pVoli sword 16. cu! sleeve

17~ lvgtvii elder wife 13- pebiee mother
19. sjanYtfij piece (in drafts) 20. €q file

21. safipe magpie 22. jakw‘lo it itches

There is a mutual dependency

between the consonantal and vocalic

articulations of Tundra Nenets syllables.

The most satisfactory approach to

dealing with palatalisation in Nenets is to

treat it as a prosodic feature contrastive

over the whole CV ‘piece’. (‘Piece’ is a

Firthian term, meaning an indeterminate

amount of phonological material, [6].)

Fig. 1 shows in graphic terms what is

proposed.
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Figure I . Proposed treatment of
palatalisation in Tundra Nenets.

0y

C V
The opposing term of y (which

stands for ‘palatalisation’) will be
labelled —.y (‘non-y’).

This statement has the advantage that
y vs. fly alternations, which are an
important part of Nenets morpho-
pholonogy [4, 7], can easily be handled.
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Furthermore, the number of C andV
terms which commute in y pieces is
different from the number which
commute in —.y pieces [7]; thusa

structural motivation for this form of

statement also exists.

PHONETIC EXPONENTS OF
PALATALISATION IN NENETS

Table 2 gives a summary of the

phonetic exponents of y and fly

according to place of articulation of the

exponents of C.

Table 2. Summary of the exponents ofy and —y.

exponents of y

overall fronter quality of the syllable

With il i n
Open approximation of tongue body inpalatal region, close and front in themouth; maximal closeness timed tocorncrdewrth any complete closure;rather qurck release of palatal gesture.Fronter subsequent vocalic portionsrelatively closer vocalic portions ’

Wi h n - n n ' nArticulations made with ton ue bladand predorsum, with the tgngue ti:down: [1 c p K]; followed by a palatal
off-glide [S’];
momentary articulations made with htongue tlp against the upper teeth, atngthe tongue body closefollowed by palatal glide and from

\
Backer subsequent vocalic portions.

exponents of fly

overall backer quality of the syllable

With bilabial ggnstn‘cfion
Open approximation of tongue dorsum
at velum, which is rather slowly
released, giving backer and generally
more open vocalic portions.

Wi_h n -fr n n "on
Aplcodental articulations accompanied
by central or back resonance; followed
by vocalic portions with generally fromquahry;
momentary articulations made with thetongue tlp against the upper teeth and
the tongue body close and back.

With dorsal articulation
Either complete dorso-velar closure
With a slow release from velarity. [k
u]; or more open articulations [Lg].
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DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES OF
TIIE PROPOSED ANALYSIS

The proposed analysis keeps

phonological and phonetic categories

separate, thus avoiding any pseudo-

phonetics in the phonology. It also

allows the phonology to be accountable

to the phonetics, since without an

accompanying statement of phonetic

exponency, the phonological categories

are meaningless.

The proposed statement gives as the

exponents of y not just ‘secondary'

tongue body gestures, but also the

tongue shapes required to produce the

exponents of the C terms in a y piece,

and correspondingly in a fly piece. This

is done without recourse to statements of

allophonic variation.

By treating y and fly as categories

applicable to CV structures, and by

stating the exponents of y and —ty over

the whole consonant-vowel stretch, the

question of whether to allot palatalisation

to the consonant and spread it to the

vowel, or whether to allot palatalisation

to the vowel and spread it to the

consonant, becomes redundant.
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DYNAMIC ARTICULATORY PHONOLOGY
AND

THE SUPERVISION OF SPEECH PRODUCTION
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ABSTRACT
Articulatory Phonology unifies the domains
of phonetics and phonology, linking utter-
ance planning and execution by common
units of control. It links with the Task Dy-
namic Model of speech production, forming
a smooth data pathway from the most abstractlevel to the physical level of articulatory con-figuration. This paper reviews the need forrefinements to the model and proposes tasksupervision to explain some data 'revrousloverlooked. P y

ARg‘ICULATORY PHONOLOGY
rticulatory Phonology was ro

Browman and Goldstein [l] panply 225:: :1):tempt to unify phonetics and phonology bytreating 'them as ‘low and high dimensionaldescriptions of a single system' [2]. Theycome together by the idea that the constraintsof the physical system underlie thephonological system, and by making the unitsof control at the planning level the same asthose at the physical level; planning and exe-cution are seen as more closely related thanin other theories of phonetics and phonologyThe plan of an utterance is formatted as agestural score (see Figs.2 and 3 forexamples)which provides an input to a physically basedmodel of speech production — the Task Dy-namic Model [3]. The gestural score graphs

tract variables.
As an example the' gestural score futterance of a Single [3:] would show thoali iii:

a certain time the tongue body constrictioni
to be in the area of the pharynx and wide, will
the velar aperture closed to prevent nasalisi
tion, and the glottis closed to promote vocal
cord vibration. Other tract variables mayor

, may not be specified depending on how cm-
ctal they are to the utterance.

The gestural score graphs the utterance
plan — an abstract representation related to
vocal tract movements. Since they are ab
stract score gestures are correctly represented
as discontinuous. Thus they capture the cog.
nitive discreteness of phonological segments
while indicating how they are to be organised
wrthin the plan.

THE TASK DYNAMIC MODEL
In the Task Dynamic Model gestures

have a functional goal, called the task and
executed by coordinative structures [41.0%
ordinative structures are groups of
articulators or their underlying musculatult
which are able to internally communicate.
The model derives its phonological perspec-tive from the expression of functionality. andits phonetic perspective from the task speci-
fication.

. Within the Task Dynamic Model the in‘
div1dual tasks are independent of each other.
though they are related functionally in the
gestural score representation. The model's
dynamic perspective is achieved through the
control of movement towards the specified
physrcal goals. The Task Dynamic Model
focuses on the task itself, rather than 0n ”15
parts of the articulatory system involved in
executing it.

PLAN'AND EXECUTION
Articulatory Phonology seeks to unifyphonetics and phonology though a commonframework and a formal statement of 10‘”level constraints on cognitive processes. "“16constraints are prior conditions on planning;the planner knows about them in a generalsense before undertaking to score a panicumutterance. The constraint knowledge base isformally static in nature.
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Tatham [5] attempted to show that pho-
netic constraints fall broadly into two types:
those which are obligatory and those which
are optionally contollable. The optionality of
a physical constraint rests in its ability to be
itself limited or enhanced. Constraints which
are not optional are not able to be manipulated
in this way. The recognition of two major
categories of physical constraint on articula-
tion had been proposed much earlier [6].

Some consequences arise from modelling
constraints in this way:

1. the planning mechanism must be aware
that a class of constraint is manipulable;
2. the manipulation takes place at a pho-
netic rather than phonological level;

3. the universal set of linguistically usable
phonetic possibilities is augmented by the
manipulative processes.
Tatham and Morton l7] claimed that the

internal behavioural properties of a phonetic
object (the Task Dynamic coordinative
structure) could be interfered with (re-tuned
in Task Dynamic terms) dynamically during
the course of an utterance. The interference is
planned into the utterance.

RE-TUNING TllE PllONETlC
OBJECT

A phonetic object has intemal properties.
That is, much of its realisation is internally
specified rather than being computed at some
higher level. This object oriented approach is
a major innovation in speech production the-
ory, proposed by Fowler [8] (Action Theory)
at the physical level and Tatham [9] (Cogni-
tive Phonetics) at the cognitive level.

Tatham’s model [10] allows for some dy—
namic adjustment of the phonetic object’s
internal properties. Two purposes:

1. phonological inventory enlargement;
2. dynamic contextual variation.
Dynamic contextual variation is the abil—

ity of the system to vary the precision of the
realisation of a phonetic object dependent on
semantic, syntactic and phonological context.
The clearest example of this is when the
context of a phonetic object significantly af-
fects the probability of perception confusion
— in which case its articulatory precision is
enhanced. There are many examples of this
kind of cognitively determined re-tuning of a
co—ordinative structure [10].

In the next section of this paper, the idea
of supervised, rather than automatic, execu-
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tion of plans is discussed within the frame-
work of Articulatory Phonology and the
Task Dynamic Model.

SUPERVISED PLAN EXECUTION
In this revision of Articulatory Phonol-

ogy speech production planning is concerned
with specifying the Dynamic Speech Sce-
nario. The variability data which formed the
basis of cognitive phonetic theory was incon-
sistent with the notion that the gestural plan
might be carried through from its abstract
level to the physical articulatory level. This
approach only allows for simple, non-cogni-
tively based coarticulatory effects to explain
why unexpected variants of gestures arise.

Although the Browman and Goldstein
theory implies that a carry through is possi-
ble, it does not adequately allow for a basis to
explain the observed articulatory and acous—
tic facts. Because Task Dynamits is not able
to dynamically modify its procedures, the
burden of explanation rests with Articula-
tory Phonology or with an additional
external component. The Task Dynamic
Model performs better if, in addition to an
underlying gestural plan. it receives an input
from an external component with a supervi-
sory role. The supervisory component is
responsible for overseeing the Dynamic
Speech Scenario which will unfold under the
control of the model.

Tatham and Morton [7] argued this point
strongly in the context of modelling the
causes of observed variations in articulatory
precision. The phonological gestural score
cannot, on its own, enable the explanation of

why precision of articulation varies during
the course of utterances. And a—linguistic
coarticulatory phenomena offer no explana-
tion. The coaniculation supervisor was
introduced to allow for predictions derived
from a model ofperception running cotempo-
raneously to detemtine areas of an utterance
requiring increased articulatory precision.

Using an example from the data presented
in [5] we note that in English word-initial [p]

is aspirated (as in a pan) whereas in French

word-initial [p] is not aspirated (as in rate

pantie). Waveforms of these two utterances

are shown in Fig.1. Articulatory Phonology
would account for these two utterances using
the gestiual scores shown in Fig.2.

But such an account resorts to explaining
the long voice onset time following English
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Fig.1. Waveforms ofFrench ‘une panne' and English 'apan’. Note the aspiration in ‘a pan’.
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Fig3. Supervised gestural scoresfor French ‘une panne’ and English ‘a pan'
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initial [p] as a deliberate and planned event.
Many researchers however have attributed
this aspiration to an involuntary coarticula—
tory effect. But if the effect is involuntary it
cannot be planned in or planned out at a
cognitive level — unless the effect falls into
our earlier optional class of low level con-
straint. And if this the way we might choose
to model we observe then we can only say that
the low level constraint exists as a universal.
but that somehow its effect is partially ne-
gated in French.

The proposal is that the basic gestural plan
for both English and French should be iden—
tical in the case of a pan and une panne in the
relevant parameter (glottal constriction), but
that the French plan be executed under super-
vision to allow for the optional limiting of the
coarticulatory constraint (Fig.3).

Notice that it is no longer necessary to
show the aspiration in the English. In the
same examples we see that likewise it is no
longer necessary to show nasalisation on the
score. A result of introducing articulatory
supervision is that we can leave phenomena
such as aspiration and nasalisation to the
Task Dynamic level — only when these
phenomena are to be manipulated for the
purposes discussed above do we need to deal
with them in the gestural score. But because

_ they are of a special nature (in traditional
terms, not properly phonological) it is neces-
sary to model them distinctly.

CONCLUSION
Articulatory Phonology and the Task

Dynamic Model of speech production con-
stitute a formidable advance in speech theory
which is able to explain much data previously
ignored. They do not handle well, though,
subtle dynamic manipulations at the physical
level during execution. This paper has argued
that there is something to be gained by adding
a cognitive supervisory component to the
planning and physical components of the
model.
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THE PHONETICS OF REDUCED VOWELS IN CHUVASH:
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PHONOLOGY OF TURKIC

Michael Dobrovolsky
University ofCalgary, Calgary, Canada

ABSTRACT
In this paper, I suggest that vowel

systems with non-high rounded vowels
provide a challenge to speaker-listeners
in both the production and perceptual
domains. This challenge seems to be
particularly marked for non-high front
rounded vowels. I then relate the problem
presented by the existence of such
vowels to morphophonemic alternation
patterns in three Turkic languages.

THE CHUVASH LANGUAGE
Chuvash is a unique Turkic language

spoken in the Chuvash Republic, Russia,
which extends inland mostly along the
south and west shores of the Volga river
where it turns southward some 600
kilometers east of Moscow. There are
about 1.7 million Chuvash speakers
(both bi- and monolingual), a number of
whom live in neighboring republics.

Certain dialect variation aside, literary
Chuvash—a composite of features of the
two principal dialects—shows a "Turkic”
underlying eight-vowel system ranged
along frent—back and high-low axes, with
unrounded and rounded pairs in each
phonological corner. The Chuvash
analogsof the non-high rounded vowels
are traditionally referred to as “reduced”
or “weak” vowels and are
typographically represented (both in
Cyrillic and Latin transcription) asunrounded vowels with superscriptbrqqls. Adapting Krueger [1], I will
lml‘ yusethe followin s * 'eiuuaaL gymbols./iye

The two “reduced" vow
Chuvash are set apart from the: 13th::vowels of the system in that they areshorter in connected speech, subject todeletion in rapid speech and metrics andyield to the full vowels with respect tostress assrgnmcnt, which is, broadly ut"stress the last full vowel of a wgrd:when there are only reduced vowels in aword, stress the first vowel”. But seeDobrovolsky [2] for a sketch of somefactual ‘ ' ‘
view and theoretical problems With this

A PHONETIC PROBLEM
Data from the vowel systems of the

world’s languages demonstrates the
relative lack of exploitation of non-high
rounded vowels, especially non-back
ones ([3] and [4]). I hypothesize that the
presence of non-high rounded vowels
creates a phonetic challenge that mustbe
resolved in some linguistically acceptable
way. This problem is multifold and
arises from the linking up ofa numberof
variables. In what follows, I coordinatea
number of facts about the nature of non-
high rounded vowels, especially front
ones

Rounding and spectral fitness
Lip spreading renders front vowels

more spectrally fit in that it serves to
reinforce the height of their second and
third formants. Conversely, lip rounding
in front vowels can be thought ofas
rendering them less spectrally fit by
lowering these same formants, thus
contradicting their frontness. This effect
appears to be particularly strong on the
non-high front rounded vowels, to judge
from the vowel inventories referred’to
above. One way to deal acoustically wrth
this lessened fitness is to create a more
distinct acoustic effect between non-high

front unrounded and non-high front
unrounded vowels by moving the latterto
an acoustically more central position in
vowel space. The ongoing conflatione
/a/ and /o:/ in Modern French and the”
continuing merger with schwa is one
example of this path. It follows thL}I
Chuvash /<‘.‘/ is a prime Candidate for this
kind of acoustic adjustment. The n0n‘
high back rounded vowel la/, howCVCL
IS already acoustically fit in that the
lowering of the upper formants by l'P
rounded serves to emphasize "5
backncss. Centralization of this vowc
might be expected to result from 0m
factors.

Articulation
Acoustic data and articulatory d3?

suggests that the term “reduccdfly '5
appropriately used to mean “raised and/0'
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centralized”. The well-known facts of
vowel neutralization in Russian illustrate
this claim; its five vowel system /i e a o u/
manifests as /i a u/ in unstressed position.
Russian unstressed /e/ neutralizes
upwards to /i/ while unstressed /0/
appears to neutralize downward to la].
But this phonemic description is
misleading, as unstressed /a/ is
manifested phonetically as central [A] and

[9] depending on the segment’s nearness
to a stressed vowel.

Wood and Pettersson [5] have made a
convincing case that reduction of open
vowels in Bulgarian is related to three
articulatory factors, (i) a lessening of jaw
lowering, (ii) a lessening of lip rounding
or spreading, and (iii) a lessening of
pharyngeal narrowing. I suggest that the
reduction of Chuvash la/ falls out of
Wood and Petterson’s factor (i), a
lessening of jaw lowering. There is no
compelling acoustic reason to
deround/ccntralize the non-high back
rounded vowel if there is no other non-
high rounded back vowel in the system.
However, it may well be that in contexts
that deliberately contrast non-high
rounded and unrounded vowels the
acoustic centralizing effect will be more
pronounced. This appears to be the case
with some preliminary analysis of a word
list containing such contrasts that l have
recently made but will not report on here.

Stress/non-stress
Lack of stress may be equated with

less precision in vowel articulation. This
lack of precision in articulation is
characterized by, among other things, a
general reduction of articulator
movement. A general centralizing
tendency for vowels in the outcome.

Thus, articulatory and acoustic
variables conspire to have an inevitable
perceptual effect, namely, a lack of
distinctiveness within respective sets of
non-high vowels. I also speculate that the
combination of greater jaw lowering and
rounding requires articulatory effort that
is non-optimal. If jaw lowering is
compromised, a reduced vowel results. If
rounding is compromised, a merger with
the unrounded non-high vowels is
threatened. Centralization of the merging
vowel maintains its distinctiveness. The
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synergy of effects demands a
phonological resolution.

SOME CHUVASH DATA
I report now on the spectrographic

analysis of Chuvash vowels reported by
Kotleev [6] for some 300 tokens of
vowels “in various combinations and
positions" from four speakers of the
literary dialect and on other material
collected by me during a two week stay
in Chuvashia in July 1994. Four
speakers—two females (ages: mid-
twenties and early forties) and two males
(ages: early thirties and mid-sixties)—
were recorded in their homes or in a
university residence using a Sony
Walkman Professional WM-D6C and
Realistic Electret tie-pin microphone 33-
1063. None of the speakers had the
literary dialect as their childhood speech,
though all were to varying extents
influenced by it. Each speaker came from
a different area of Chuvashia and showed
slightly different base dialect features:
NW (Jadrenskij Rajon), N. Central
(Cheboksarskij Rajon), E. Central
(Marbosatskij Rajon) and S. (Batyrevskij
Rajon). The data was elicited from a
prepared word list in question-answer
sessions using Chuvash and Russian. (In
some cases the speaker used a different
word in his or her dialect, so there are
some gaps in the lists). For the purposes
of this paper, some five tokens of each of
the eight vowels were analyzed for each
speaker (there are gaps in the number of
vowel tokens reported here, notably, and
inexplicably, /a/!). Spectral analysis was
carried out using the LPC method on CW
Instruments SoundScope/8 1.31 one-
channel analyzer. All attempts were made
to record formant frequencies from those
areas of the vowels that appeared to be
least affected by consonant transitions on
either side.

VOWEL FORMANTS
Figure 1 plots the F1 and F2 formant

frequency averages reported by Kotleev

op cit. It appears that the reduction of /6/
for his speaker is manifested as raising
and a slight centralization of the vowel
paralleling the centralization of /y/. The
non-high back rounded vowel appears to
be somewhat centralized as well.
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Figure 1. Average F1 IF2for Chuvash speakers reported by Kotleev 1979.
For purposes of comparison with
Kotleev, Figure 2 plots the F1 and F2
formant frequency averages for the four
speakers recorded by me. A stronger
trend towards centralization of the non-

F1
HZ

2600 2400 2200 2000

high front rounded vowel is evident. The
non-high back rounded vowel appears to
occupy the acoustic space transcnbablc
as [3], which was certainly the auditory
impression it frequently gave.

1800 1600 1400 1200 1000
F2 Hz

Figure 2. Average FI /F2 for Chuvash speakers gatheredfor this study.
RESOLUTIONS IN TURKIC

Given that the presence of non~highrounded vowels provide the germ of aperceptual/articulatory problem that willseek to find a level of resolution thatmakes its way into the linguistic systemas a whole (aka. “language change") Ipresent three "solutions" from threelanguages alon the vast 'the Turkic familg. Conllnuum Of
Chuvash: reduction

The data from Chuv a h 'above has already demons S presentedtrated what the

(Possibly under the inneighboring Uralic languages like Mari)Non-high front rounded lél—moreappropriately symbolized as underlyin/(e/, which in .my experience is itfi

centralized (or raised) and shhigh back rounded /a/ be orter.
as [a], sh , tter repres

Non-
entedows less centralization. But

these developments are far from
90mplete. In stressed position, especially
In contrastive monosyllablcs, the trio
vowels are still distinctive phonetically
from each other and from all other
vowels.

. The well-know prcdiCll'OnS .Of
L11jencrants and Lindblom [7] regarding
the shape of vowel systems are bome 0111
in Chuvash: they predict that six-"0Wel
systems exploit the high central area and
seven—vowel systems add the high 110'“
rounded area. Their predictions 10'
er ght-vowel systems do not include a '0“
front unrounded vowel. The pf0P059d
revrsion to Liljencrants and Lindblom I“
Crothers op cit still does not include 3
low front rounded vowel, but doe}!unlike Liljenerants and Lindblom, predict
a schwa. Though the Turkic eight-vowelsystem in general confounds both
predictions, it is worthwhile noting that
Chuvash reduction appears to be moving
in the direction both references expect, atleast phonetically. Crothers p- 111'
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however, lists Chuvash as a system
showing “an extreme typological
deviation” in having two “interior"
vowels, by which I assume he means /é/
and /d/. Recall, however, that the formant
data reported on earlier suggests that /a/
is not heavily ccntrali7cd.

Turkish: restriction
Modern Standard Turkish shows

another response to the presence of non-
high rounded vowels. I-Iere, these
vowels are restricted to initial syllables in
the native vocabulary. The high vowel
suffixes of Turkish participate in a four-
way harmonic alternation: /i ~ y ~Lu~ u/.
The non-high suffix vowel alternations
are restricted to /e ~ 21/, eliminating one
possibility for the non-high rounded
vowels to occur in non—initial syllables.
The presence of an anomalous suffix like
the -ijor progressive remains marked by
the /o/’s opacity: it never alternates. This
restriction of non-high rounded vowels to
initial syllables may be viewed as the
outcome of neutralization in non-stressed
position if we accept the often stated
proposal that Ur-Turkic stress was word—
initial.

Yakut: expansion
As one moves eastward in Central

Asia, there is increasing assimilation of
both consonants and vowels irrespective
of language. Yakut, spoken in the Saxa
(Yakut) Republic in NE Siberia, is no
exception to the areal pattem—rounding
harmony is endemic. Krueger [8], p. 50,
shows the high rounded vowels /y/ and
/u/ followed in the next syllable by a high
rounded vowel/diphthong or a low
unrounded vowel, but non-high rounded
/¢/ and /0/ followed only by a high
rounded vowel/diphthong or low
rounded vowel (front/back harmony
applies as well). The suffix alternations
among low vowels that are restricted to /e
~ a/ in Turkish thus show the full range
of non-high rounded vowels in Yakut: /e
~ it ~ a ~ 0/, with /o/ followed only by
W and /o/ by /0/ among the low vowels.
I suggest that the persistence of low
vowel rounding improves the perceptual
frtness of these vowels in longer forms.

CONCLUSION
There are several reasons for the
evolution of Turkic vowel sequences,
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doubtless including language contact. I
have suggest that phonetic theory
provides some explanations for patterns
of non-high rounded vowels in several
Turkic languages. It is important to
emphasize again that a phonetic
“problem” like the existence of non—high
rounded vowels is multidimensional and
that there is not an inevitable common
resolution along a teleological one-way
street. Of course, how such apparently
unattractive vowel systems arise
constitutes another problem in its own
right. Indeed, they exist, but as widely
known and cited as the Turkic eight-
vowel system is, Maddicson op cit, p.
127, notes that of the 317 languages in
the UPSID database, only 24 (7.6%)
have eight—vowel systems.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we study the acous—

tic efiects of vowel context on [c,x]
by spectral analysis of sustained and
unsustained productions by two na-
tive speakers of German. Comparisons
to non~German speakers of the same
corpus allow inference of the acoustic
mechanisms involved. [x] is more influ—
enced by vowel context than [c]. Ev-
idence exists of changes in place, in
the area of the constriction, and in the
source localization or effectiveness, due
to vowel context.

INTRODUCTION
. In formulating models of frica-

tive production, vowel context has im—portant and sometimes unexpected ef-fects, as shown by recent studies [1,2,3].Acoustic spectra of [s] have been re-ported to display the greatest effect ofvowel context in studies based on ex-tensive analysis of two speakers (one anative of French, the other, of Ameri-can English), and using spectral analy—sis primarily in the centre of the frica-tive [1,3]. Contrasting with these re-sults is an analysis of aerodynamic dataof fricatives, showing a greater efle tof ‘vovvel context on area of the corol-striction as place of constriction movesposteriorly; it was suggested that frica-tive configurations independent of thtongue body are relatively immune t:

vowel context [2]. The work presented
here therefore represents a more de-
tailed look at the acoustic effects of
vowel context on [c,x].

METHOD
The speech corpuses consisted of

the fricatives [s,f,c,x] in two environ-
ments: (1) preceded by the vowels.
respectively, [a,a,i,a], sustained for3
s, and repeated six times each, and
(2) inserted into the nonsense words
[pVis] and repeated 10 times ona
single breath, for V1, V2 chosen from
[a,i,u]. Four subjects were recorded:
the two subjects, CS and PB, rep0rled
on previously, for whom extensive artic-
ulatory and airflow data were available,
a native German man, CD, for whom
direct palatography and some airflow
data were available, and a native Ger-
man woman, EG. The inclusion of the
German native speakers was prompted
by several observations that CS and PB
produced the phonemes not native to
them more variably and with less place
consistency.

The acoustic recordings were made
under the ‘High-Fidelity conditions’ re'
1301t previously [3,4]. Time—averaged
acoustic spectra were computed for
the sustained fricatives using 8 non-
overlapping 20-ms llanning windoWS»
POSitioned in the centre 160 ms 0]
each token, and averaging the re-
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Figure 1: Spectra of sustained fricatives produced by subjects EG and CD. Each
graph shows sir curves, one for each token.

sultant Discrete Fourier Transforms
(DFT’s). Ensemble-averaged acoustic
spectra were computed for the frica-
tives in vowel context by positioning
one 20-ms llanning window at the same
position (i.e. beginning, middle or end
of the steady-state portion of the frica-
tive) in each of 8 tokens, and averaging
the resultant DFT’s. The technique is
described in more detail in ref. [1]. The
first and last tokens of an item were
omitted.

RESULTS

Figure 1 shows spectra of all six to-
kens of the sustained [9, x] as produced
by the native German speakers. The
single peak at 11 kHz in CD’S [c] oc—
curred in the first token produced and
is indicative of a slightly whistly frica-
tive — perhaps a response by the sub-
ject to the unnatural task of sustain-

ing the fricative for 3 5. After compar-

ison with the corresponding spectra of

CS and PB (not shown), spectra of the
sustained [§,X] appeared to be slightly
more variable token-to-token for the

native Germans than for the other sub-

jects, contrary to expectations. The

overall spectral shape is fairly simi‘

lar. In particular, [9] is distinguished
by low amplitude at low frequencies,

extending up to 1 kHz (males) or 2-
3 kHz (females), followed by a. broad
peak of high amplitude, made up of
many smaller peaks, extending up to

6 or 7 kllz. [x] has fairly evenly spaced
formant-like peaks, beginning at about

1 to 1.5 kHz, sometimes separated by

deep troughs, as visible in EC at 3
kHz. Clearly there is more variation in

the shape at frequencies above about

5 kllz. It is interesting to note, and
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not unexpected, that the same—sex sub-

jects show greater similarity in spectral

shape than the same-language subjects.

The spectral structure (but not am-

plitude) of sustained and unsustained

productions of a given fricative was

similar for the same vowel context, for

each subject. Within the unsustained

productions, vowel context affected the

frequencies of spectral peaks for all sub-

jects; for example, for the most part an

[u] context lowered frequencies. Fig-

ure 2 demonstrates a more extreme

effect» of vowel context, where ‘natu-

ral’ and ‘unnatural’ contexts are con-

trasted. Even though subjects com-

mented on the ‘impossibility’ of items

such as [paga, pixi], the fricatives did

retain their distinctive Spectral shapes
even in such cases. They did alter, how-

ever, as shown in the figure: the high-
amplitude region begins at a higher fre-
quency for [g] in [pigi] than [paca]; the
amplitude relationship of the first two

peaks in [x] is significantly reversed in
the two contexts, and the trough at 2.8
kHz is much deeper in [paxa].

Subject CD shows less of a difference
between [a] and [i] contexts than does
EG, but more of a difference for an
[11] context. Figure 3 contrasts [paxa]
and [paxu], showing beginning, middle
and end of the fricative steady-state for
each. While the two cases begin simi-
larly, in [paxu] the peak at 2.2 kllz has
dropped 17 dB from beginning to end
Spectrum, contrasted with a 4 dB drop
in [paxa]. Peak and trough frequencies
remain the same, except for the peak
at 1 kHz. This effect appears consis-
tently in all of CD‘s [x] Spectra with [u]
context, and appears, but to a lesser
degree, in EG’s spectra.

DISCUSSION
The lack of articulatory and much

aerodynamic data for EC and CD, and
the difficulty of gathering such data
for [c,x], make it difficult to explain
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Figure 2: Each graph contrasts
ensemble-averaged spectra from the
middle of the steady-state portion of
the fricatives [(53] in the vowel contexts
shown. Subject is BC.

the various effects of vowel context ob«
served above. However, from studies

of CS and PB, for whom more articu-

latory data are available, some useful

facts emerge. The cavity affiliations of

the formants in [g] were identified us—
ing a white noise source [4]; the lowest-
frequency high-amplitude peak corre-
sponds to the first front—cavity formant.

In [SJ] an [i] context shifts the place of
constriction slightly forward relative to

that for an [a] context. An [u] context

for PB’s [s] alters the source in a way
that affects the fricative Spectrum sig-

nificantly [3].
The increased frequency of the peaks

in EG’s [piqi] compared to [paca] indi-
cates that the place of constriction is
more anterior in [pici]. The same ap-
pears to be true for [pixi] compared to
[paxa], where the high—amplitude peaks
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Figure 3: Each graph contrasts

ensemble-averaged spectra from the be-

ginning, middle and end of the steady-

state portion of the fricative [1:] in the

vowel contexts shown. Subject is CD.

at 2 and 3.8 kHz appear to be front-

cavity affiliated. However, the trough

between these peaks deepens signifi

cantly for [paxa] and even more so for

[puxu], which cannot be so easily ex-
plained by small shifts in place. The

small peak visible in Fig. 3 at 2-2.5

kHz is a back—cavity formant, and is

more prominent in [a] contexts, possi-
bly indicating that the degree of cou—
pling of back and front cavities is in-
creased. The deepness of the trough

in [u] contexts may be partly due to
a reordering of poles and zeros due to

the effect of rounding on pole frequen—
cies, but it may also be due in part to

changes in the degree of localization or
effectiveness of the noise source. Since

the constriction shapes and ‘aims’ the
turbulent jet, such changes in Spectral
zero- may point to change: In the con-

__L_._.L_._J..L_1._L.L_.L_J.-_._L_.LL__L
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striction shape. It is clear that for both

subjects vowel context has a greater ef~
feet on [x] than on [9'].

CONCLUSIONS
The effect of vowel context on [§,x]

was investigated for two native speak-

ers of German. Place of constriction
moves anteriorly slightly in [i] con-
texts, increasing front-cavity formants,

and rounding in [u] contexts decreases
formant frequencies and bandwidths.

However, some changes in constriction
shape appear to occur as well, affecting

the relative amplitude of back cavity

formants and the significance of spec-

tral zeros. These changes, and the

fact that [x] exhibits more changes with
vowel context than [c], are consistent
with Scully’s explanation [2] of aerody—

namic data on constriction area.
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ABSTRACT

In this paper inversion of a model of
the vocal cords for vowel-fricative-vowel
transitions is presented. The robotics
approach of the inversion problem based
on the forward modelling of the plant has
already been successfully studied for the
vocal tract and for the voice source in
vocalic context. Two items (/pava/ and
lpasal) are used here to study the validity
of the inversion method with extreme
source-tract interactions.

INTRODUCTION

The articulatory synthesis takes more
and more importance in speech research
nowadays. This kind of speech synthesis
may be the only way to reflect all the
human being variability. but is also very
helpful to learn more about the speech
production process using analysis by
synthesis. Inversion of natural speech is
a crucial point in those perspectives as it
is the simplest way to provide
appropriated commands to Speech
production models.

ICP’s speech production model [I]
can be divided in three parts : two
acoustic modellings for the lungs and the
vocal tract based on the Kelly &
Lochbaum model [2] and a physical
modelling of the glottis based on the
Ishizaka & Flanagan Two-Mass model

and its environment (mainly the vocal
tract) should be taken into account in the
inversion algorithm. This inversion
method has already given encouraging
results for Vowel-Vowel transitions, but
has not be tested with more extreme
source-tract interactions like in Vowel-
Fricative-Vowel transitions.

METHOD

The robotics approach supporting this
work is based on a forward model of the
plant. The forward mode] can be defined
as a mapping of the system under
control, giving proximal to distal
relations. In this work a polynomial
(result of the analysis of a codebook) is
used as a forward model, then a simple
error backpropagation algorithm can
perform speech to articulatory inversion
(Figure 1).

In order to reduce the complexity of
the inversion algorithm the dimension of
the distal space must be as small as
possible. Recent studies on the voice
source [6]. point out that three parameters
could be enough to define the glottal flow
of a speaker. Thus, the glottal flow is
characterised by the fundamental
frequency F0, the energy of the speech
signal E, and a wave shape parameter
Rd. Using the classical LF parameters Be
and U0 (minimum derivative flow and
maximum flow) [7], the declination ratio

[3],[4]. Previous studies on the inversion Rd can be defined by :
of the vorce. source [5] have point out that U0
the interaction between the voice source Rd = E— ' F0

e

perturbation —""""’ Forward Model
Polynomial

—-—.- ® ‘— Targets

Brnaimalfinace

Error Backpmpagation Algorithm |4_|

Figure I : general description ofthe inversion method
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The proximal space is defined by the
commands of the voice source model :

- Ps, the subglottal pressure.
- Lg. the length of the vocal cords.
- Ho, the rest aperture of the vocal

cords.
Using the classical Two-Mass Model
commands [3], Lg and Ho can be

associated to Q and AgO.
Perturbation of the voice source due to

interactions with the sub and supraglottal
cavities, must be taken into account in the
inversion algorithm. Two parameters are
used to define the vocal tract influence on
the source, Ivt and t respectively the

inductance of the vocal tract and the
position of the half inductance in the tract
[5].

MEASUREMENTS

Two vowel-fricative—vowel items
recorded by a French male speaker PB
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(/pava/ and Ipa3al) are analysed. The
speech signal is first inverse filtered in
order to evaluate the glottal flow and the
three characterisation parameters are
measured on the flow.

Formants trajectories used in the
inverse filter are applied to ICP's
inversion algorithm of the vocal tract
which provides area functions and thus
parameters lvt and t.

The intra-oral pressure (recorded
simultaneously with the speech signal) is
low-pass filtered as to give a
approximation of the aerodynamic
supraglottal pressure. Thus, the
subglottal pressure Ps can be estimated in
the consonant lp/ (the glottis is Opened).
APg. the pressure drop at the glottis
during the fricative can also be estimated
by subtracting the intra—oral pressure to
the estimated subglottal pressure (Table
l).

10 ““1420 Suhglollal Pressure Hz p0

150T

5 I.

-

-
- - -I-

-

-1

o HIP

I 3 cm Length of the vocal cord: 63 E

1.2 " 50 ‘ I
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R t l1 {the «real cords Rd002 cm es ape ure 0 I i

t r‘

01m0.5 a t I:

. _ ----- ., ..
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-0.02 _, v ' o . """'' ' '

0 0.2 0.4 . 0.6 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 s

Figure 2 : results of the inversion for /pava/.
left : proximal space Ps, Lg and Ho.
right: distal space F0, E and Rd
dashed lines = targets, solid lines = estimation of the forward model

10 cmHzo Subglouul Prawn

5.

O

l 3 cm Lenah of the vocal cords

L2.

1.1

cm Rest aperture oftbe vocal cords

Hr. Po
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.0 n')

elf/k.»

o 6.2 6.4 6.6

Figure 3 : results of the inversion for /pa_';a£
left .' proximal space Ps, Lg and H0.
right : distal space F0, E and Rd
dashed lines = targets, solid lines = estimation of the forward model
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Table l .' measurements ofsubglottal _

pressure andpressure drop at the glottis

in the fricative. (cmHZO)

Ps APE
paval 9.2 3
[p332]! 7.6 2

RESULTS

The measured flow characterisation

parameters F0, E and Rd are applied as

targets to the inversion algorithm,

whereas the parameters Ivt and t are

applied as perturbations. The results of

the inversion for lpava/ and lpa3a/ are

shown on Figures 2 & 3. For both items.
the targets have been reached by the
forward model without any normalisation

of the distal space (especially for the
wave shape parameter). this outstanding
point can be explain by the specificrty of
the Rd parameter which does not reflect a
geometrical property of the flow wave
shape (like the traditional open quotien).
Thus, Rd is a more "universal" wave
shape parameter, unable to characterise
speaker's differences, but very useful in
our study to avoid speaker normalisation.

Trajectories in the proximal space are
very similar for both items : one can think
that glottis control strategies are the same
for different voiced fricatives.

Trajectories of Lg and Ho seem to be
quite realistic. There is no major actions
on the control of pitch, Lg is quite
constant during the utterance. Ho
increase slightly in both fricatives as a
way to maintain voicing [8].

On the contrary, Ps trajectory is more
doubtful. In natural speech, the subglottal
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pressure varies very slowly, which is not
the case in the result of the inversion.

The validity of the forward mode] can
be easily checked by measuring Fo, E
and Rd values on synthesised speech and
comparing this values to those predicted
by the forward model. Figure 4 shows
that the predicted values are very close to
measured ones, which means that the
error might occurs in the speech
production model. This is confirmed by
the measurement of the simulated
pressure drop at the glottis during the
fricative, when the simulation is run
using the inversion results. The simulated
value of APg (2.8 cmHzO for IV] and 2.2

cmHzO for 13/) are very close to the
measured ones (Table 1). This result
means that the two-mass model provides
the wanted [low with the right glottis
pressure drop, but those values are
obtained for lower subglottal pressures
(4.5 vs 9.2 for /v/ and 4 vs 7.6 cmHzO

for Isl).
The two-mass model is not the cause

of the error. but the modelling of the tract
aerodynamic pressure used in the plant is
not valid for small constrictions.

This problem is classical with the
Kelly & Lochbaum modelling. This
model is an acoustic modelling which is
applied to low frequencies aerodynamic
pressure by the introduction of specific
losses. Those losses are subject to
controversy because thy are based on
very simple assumptions on the air flow
through the tract that are not valid for
most consonant production.

Figure 4 : comparison of estimated and measured values of the flow characterisation

fll' 0-! .‘ MI

parameters for synthesised speech (left /pava/, right /pa3a/).
11;? each item (left to right and top to bottom) : synthesised speech. natural speech. F0. 5:

dashed lines : estimated values ,° solid lines : measured values.
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CONCLUSION

This study shows that the inversion
method proposed for the voice source is
able to deal with strong source-tract
interactions as in voiced fricatives
production. The results of the inversion
are coherent with traditional knowledge
on voiced fricative production and with
measurements made on the speaker
during the items production.

However, the aerodynamic pressure
simulated in the plant, does not
correspond to the measurement, and our
modelling must be corrected before
testing the method on other VCV,
especially with unvoiced consonants,
where there is a crucial contribution of
the source-tract interactions to devoicing.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents data on intrinsic

voice source characteristics of selected
consonants for an Italian and a French
speaker. The analytic method involved
interactive inversefrltering of the speech
pressure waveform, and measurements
were obtained bymatching the LF voice
source model [1] to the output of the in-
verse filter. Results broadly bear out
expectations that the degree of supra-
glottal constriction is the major deter-
minant of source quality. Over and
above this, differences between results
for the two speakers suggest that active
strategies may also come into play.

INTRODUCTION
Differences in the voice source were

studied for the four consonants / l(:) m(:)
y(:) b(:)/ in an intervocalic context. This
is part of a more general study on the
intrinsic voice source characteristics of
vowels and consonants.
Our initial expectation here was that

vorce source effects could be modelled asa passive consequence of the differences
in the supraglottal constriction associated
with the different manners of articulation
of these consonants.

METHODS
. The main analysis technique involvedinverse filtering of the speech pressurewaveform. In order to obtain quantifi-able results, a parametric model of differ»entrated glottal flow (the LF—model, [1])was matched to the output of the inversefilter. Both the inverse filtering and thematching procedure were carried out us—ing specially designed interactive soft-ware allowing optimisation in both thetime and frequency domains [2].

From the matched model a number of
parameters were subsequently measured
The ones we focused on particularly
were EE, RA, RK and RG. EE is the
excitation strength and is measured as the
negative amplitude of the differentiated
flow at the moment of maximum discon-
tinuity. It corresponds to the overall
intensity of the signal, so that an increase
in EE amplifies all frequency compo-
nents. RA is a measure of the return
phase (dynamic leakage), which is the
residual flow (from excitation to com-
plete closure. The acoustic consequence
of the return phase is a steeper spectral
slepe. A large RA corresponds to
greater attenuation of the higher fre-
quencies. RK is a measure of the skew
of the glottal pulse: a larger value means
a more symmetrical pulse shape. RG isa
measure that relates to the duration of
the opening branch of the glottal P11153-
RK and RG together determine the open
quotient, and they mainly affect the levels
of the lower harmonics in the source
spectrum. For a more detailed descrip-
tion of source parameters. see [3].

MATERIALS
The corpus used in this study was

taken from recordings of two infonnaflti
one French and one Italian. The materi-
als consisted of nonsense words read in
similar carrier frames. For the Itfilifln
data, disyllabic nonsense words of tilt
form 'C1V1C2V'2 were ”used in the frame
Dico ---- ancora. As Stress typically falls
on the second syllable of a French diSll'
labic word, we used 'CIVIC2 H1011“
syllables for the French nonsense words.
set in the frame Dis moi ---- aujourd'hui
Note that in the French data, the final
consonant of the monosyllabic word (C2)
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occurred intervocalically in the carrier
frame, thus providing a phonetically
similar environment to that of the Italian.

C2, the main object of our study, was
each of the consonants /l(:) m(:) v(:)
b(:)/. In Italian, C2 was a long conso~
nant. The first stressed syllable CIVl was
lba/ in both languages. The unstressed
V2 was a vowel of approximately [a]
quality in Italian. Five repetitions of each
utterance were recorded resulting in a
total of 60 utterances (2 speakers x 6
consonants X 5 repetitions).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows for both speakers the

values for BB, RA and RK for the four
consonants, and for 100 ms of V1.

The sonorants/10)! and lm(:)!
For the lateral and nasal consonants,

the differences in source parameter val-
ues (compared to the surrounding vow-
els) were relatively small. The slight in~
crease in RA suggests some increase in
the spectral 310pe for both consonants.
One difference between the nasal and lat-
eral consonants seems to lie in the ten-
dency of the nasal to have a more sym-
metrical glottal pulse shape (higher RK).
For the Italian speaker’s nasal conso-

nant. there are major perturbations at the
VIC transition in all parameters. There is
a momentary drop in the excitation
strength, along with a brief increase in
dynamic leakage (RA). Concomitantly,
the pulse becomes more symmetrical
with a longer open quotient. There is
little evidence of a similar effect for the
French speaker, other than in the return
phase.
All the perturbations observed in the

Italian nasal would be consistent with
there being a sudden reduction in the
transglottal pressure drop. In the ap~
proach to the nasal consonant, the velum
is likely to be lowered to some degree,
resulting in some anticipatory nasal flow.
However, if at the instant of oral closure,
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the outlet through the velar valve is in-
sufficient for the volume of airflow, a
momentary rise in oral pressure could
result. The brevity of the perturbations
suggests that a sudden, actively con—
trolled, increase in velic aperture may
occur soon after oral closure. It is also
possible that such a sudden increased
aperture could, at least partially, come
about passively from the heightened oral
pressure. Once the velic opening has in-
creased, the transglottal pressure drop
may resume something approaching its
previous level, resulting in more efficient
voicing.
This kind of explanation begs the

question as to why a similar effect is not
clearly found for the French speaker. We
feel that the difference may have to do
with the force of articulation used by the
two speakers: the Italian speaker spoke
with a relatively louder and more forceful
voice, whereas the French speaker had a
noticeably soft, lax voice. This is a point
we shall expand on below.

The obstruents [v(:)/ and /b(:)/
The changes to the glottal pulse

(relative to the surrounding vowels) are
much greater for the obstruents than for
the sonorants. This would of course be
expected, given the greater degree of
occlusion in the former.
For the fricative there is a gradual de-

crease in the excitation strength (EE) of
the pulse. as well as a large rise in dy-
namic leakage (RA). The open quotient
increases, and the pulse tends to become
more symmetrical (RK), although not in
every instance.
The most extreme source effects

showed up in the stop. At the time of
closure there is a sharp reduction in the
excitation strength (BE). Although the
reduction during the stop is similar for
the two speakers (about 15 dB), the
speed of the transition from the preced-
ing vowel differs. For the French
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Figure I. Source values
of VI. Values aligned to

speaker the rate of decay was fairly simi-lar to that of the fricative, whereas forthe Italian speaker the decay is muchmore abrupt than for the fricative. Notealso for the Italian speaker that after this

0 100 ms 0 100x

+I1/ —o—/b/+/m/—I—/v/

for EE, RA and RK during the four consonants andfor 1000“
Oral closure or onset ofconstriction for consonant (= 0 ms).

20\—0———————‘

sharp initial drop, EE rises somewhat
This is mirrored by a brief rise info arid
suggests that some active process is int
tiated soon after closure in the Italian
geminate, which counteracts the other
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wise expected decay in the pulse ampli-
tude. This is presumably some compen-
satory action to maintain voicing, such as
larynx lowering and/or oro-pharynx ex-
pansion. Furthermore, for the Italian
speaker, there are perturbations around
the time of closure, rather like those as-
sociated with the nasal.

We would suggest two (possibly
complementary) factors might be
responsible for these differences in the
Italian and French data. First of all, it
was mentioned earlier that the Italian
speaker spoke in a more forceful style.
One would expect a greater force of
articulation to involve a more rapid oral
closing gesture as well as greater respi-
ratory effort, and a higher rate of flow
through the vocal folds. These together
should lead to a very rapid decrease in
the transglottal pressure drop and a more
extreme disruption of the vocal folds’
vibratory pattern. This might explain the
very rapid fall in EE at closure in the
Italian stop, as weH as the perturbations
to the other parameters. Given this sharp
initial drop in EE, the potential for de-
voicing is greater. Furthermore, the
Italian stop here is a geminate: devoicing,
due to neutralisation of the transglottal
pressure drop is in any case more likely
in stops of longer duration. We are
therefore hypothesising that the length of
the stop and the force of articulation may
both conspire to make such an active
compensatory adjustment necessary. We
should make it clear however that these
features are not postulated as necessary
features of geminates: in an earlier study,
{4] fully voiced geminates of Swedish
were found to have a decay pattern more
closely resembling the French pattern.

However, in proposing a “force of
articulation" difference as being the
underlying cause for a number of the dif-
ferences in the French and Italian data, it
remains unclear as to whether this in it-
self arises out of differences in reading
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style, possible cross-speaker differences
or indeed cross-language differences.

CONCLUSIONS

Results broadly support our initial ex-
pectation that source parameters values
are directly affected by the degree of
supraglottal’ constriction. Thus, stops
show more extreme effects than frica—
tives, which in turn are more affected
than the sonorants. The latter show only
minor deviations from the values of sur-
rounding vowels. Of the two sonorants,
the lateral was the least affected.

Not all the results can be modelled
simply as “passive” source consequences
of supralaryngeal occlusion. Some of the
effects noted for the Italian speaker sug-
gested compensatory active strategies
may sometimes come into play. It is
hypothesised that some of the differences
between the two speakers may reflect
differences in force of articulation.
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Figure 1. Source values
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suggests that some active process is int
tiated soon after closure in the Italian
geminate, which counteracts the olhe“
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wise expected decay in the pulse ampli-
tude. This is presumably some compen-
satory action to maintain voicing, such as
larynx lowering and/0r oro-pharynx ex-
pansion. Furthermore, for the Italian
speaker, there are perturbations around
the time of closure, rather like those as-
sociated with the nasal.
We would suggest two (possibly

complementary) factors might be
responsible for these differences in the
Italian and French data. First of all, it
was mentioned earlier that the Italian
speaker spoke in a more forceful style.
One would expect a greater force of
articulation to involve a more rapid oral
closing gesture as well as greater respi-
ratory effort, and a higher rate of flow
through the vocal folds. These together
should lead to a very rapid decrease in
the transglottal pressure drop and a more
extreme disruption of the vocal folds’
vibratory pattern. This might explain the
very rapid fall in EE at closure in the
Italian stop, as well as the perturbations
to the other parameters. Given this sharp
initial drop in BE, the potential for de-
voicing is greater. Furthermore, the
Italian st0p here is a geminate: devoicing,
due to neutralisation of the transglottal
pressure drop is in any case more likely
in stops of longer duration. We are
therefore hypothesising that the length of
the stop and the force of articulation may
both conspire to make such an active
compensatory adjustment necessary. We
should make it clear however that these
features are not postulated as necessary
features of geminates: in an earlier study,
[4] fully voiced geminates of Swedish
were found to have a decay pattern more
closely resembling the French pattern.
However, in proposing a “force of

articulation" difference as being the
underlying cause for a number of the dif-
ferences in the French and Italian data, it
remains unclear as to whether this in it—
self arises out of differences in reading
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style, possible cross-speaker differences
or indeed cross-language differences.

CONCLUSIONS
Results broadly support our initial ex-

pectation that source parameters values
are directly affected by the degree of
supraglottal constriction. Thus, stops
show more extreme effects than frica—
tives, which in turn are more affected
than the sonorants. The latter show only
minor deviations from the values of sur-
rounding vowels. Of the two sonorants,
the lateral was the least affected.
Not all the results can be modelled

simply as “passive” source consequences
of supralaryngeal occlusion. Some of the
effects noted for the Italian speaker sug-
gested compensatory active strategies
may sometimes come into play. It is
hypothesised that some of the differences
between the two speakers may reflect
differences in force of articulation.
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Vowel-Vowel production on a Distinctive Region model.
A new command strategy

Samir Chennoukh andRené Cane.
ENSII CNRS URA 820, 46 Rue Barrault,

75634 Paris cedex 13, France.

ABSTRACT
Previous studies on the distinctive

region model emphasise the efficiency of
the longitudinal command applied
between two constriction regions to
provide a quasi-rectilinear acoustic tra-
jectory in the plane Fl-Fz [1]. In this
paper, the longitudinal command is not
only applied between two constriction
regions but also between a cavity and a
constriction and vice versa [2]. This new
command has two advantages. First, it
allows to take into account the limitation
of the tongue movements. Second, it
allows to keep the quasi-rectilinearity
acoustic property of formant trajectories.
I. DISTINCTIVE REGION MODEL-
LING OF THE VOCAL TRACT.

The distinctive region modelling of the
vocal tract has been described according
to the hypothesis that the tongue realises
a succession in time domain of single
constriction and it articulates according
to a minimum efi‘ort concept. If the
articulation targets is acoustic, then the
tongue must exploit regions of articula~tion where the fomtant frequencies arethe most sensitive [2]. But the tonguearticulates in two configurations whichhave difierent acoustic properties. If thehps are open, the configuration is aClosled—OlpeszdTube (COT). Ifthe lips areneary co , the confi ration is aClosed:Closed Tube (CC'l‘gi.1 In order todeterrmne the regions of the model forthe two configurations, the sensitivityfunctions [3] corresponding to each ofthe three first formants were calculatedfor an umform tube. The regions areobtained by dividing the tube at the zerocrossrngs of the sensitivity functions [I]These sensrtivity functions were calcu;

lated first for the configuration COT ml
eight regions were obtained (Figure l)
The region R8 represents the lip
aperture. The closure of this region give
rise to the configuration CCT. Tn:
sensitivity functions were also calculated
for this configuration and eight regions
were then obtained with different
boundaries (Figure 2).
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Figure l. Distinctive region modelling 1”
the configuration COTand matrix 0/

variation offormantfrequencm

The superposition of the model will
its two configurations on the vocal trad
gives a physiological significance to the
regions of the model (Figure 3). FOL"
regions (R3 to R6) and five regionS (R2
to R6) are considered as the tongue 0““
in, respectively, the configuration COT
and the configuration ccr. The“
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Figure 2. Distinctive region modelling in
the configuration CCTandformant

frequencies variation matrix.

regions share out the tongue fiom the
low of the pharynx up to the tongue tip.

The two configurations of the model
allow to model the area function of any
vowel by specifying its region and degree
of constriction and its corresponding lip
opening. In order to describe realistic
area functions, the constraint of the
constant volume of the tongue was
integrated. This constraint is modelled by
opposite commands on two regions
linked by the acoustic synergy property.
Namely, ifa constriction is applied to one
region among the tongue ones, a cavity is
shaped on the region with which the
constriction region shares the same
variation of the fonnant frequencies by
antisymetrical command.

The transition fiom an area fimction
toanotherisdrivenbyacommand
strategy.
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(1:) Vocal Tract and Configuration CCT

Figure 3. Distinctive region modelling of
the vocal tract.

1]. COMMAND STRATEGY OF
THE MODEL

The command strategy elaborated for
the model is built on a set of area
function prototypes that differ in the
region of constriction and the labial
aperture state, i.e., open lips or nearly
closed lips. The command strategy rules
define a command, among possible ones,
that minimises an acoustic criterion for
every transition between two area
function prototypes.
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11.1. Area function prototypes.
The regions of constriction are chosen

from the tongue region ones. Four area
function prototypes are then obtained
fi'om the configuration COT (figure 4a)
and one area function prototype is
obtained fi'om the configuration. CCT
(Figure 4b).

11.2. Two commands of the model.
A command of the model is described

by the interpolation between two area
function target parameters. If these
parameters are the areas of the model
regions, the interpolation gives rise to a
transversal command (Figure 5a) and if
these parameters describe the constric-
tion, the interpolation gives rise to a
longitudinal command (Figure 5b). This
last command is obtained by the displace-
ment of the constriction along the model.

R3 andR4 (BK) R5 andR6 (F7)
(BK -BacK-) (FT -Fron T—)

R4 (CBK) R5 (CFI)
(CBK -Central (CFI‘ -Central

BacK-) FronT-)

(a) Configuration COT

R4 (CC)

(CC - Central Constriction)

(1)) Configuration CCT

Figure 4. Prototypes ofareafimctions ofthe distinctive region model
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(b) Longitudinal command

Figure 5. Two commands ofthe
distinctive region model.

11.3. Acoustic criterion and the pri-
mary rules of the command strategy.

The acoustic criterion is based upon
an hypothesis where the best way to
move from one target to another is the
most rectilinear one. So the best
command that is chosen to execute any
transition is the one that minimises:

r

J(U)=((Fz(“(0.15)—o(F1))2dt
to

where u(t) is the command versus of
time, F2(u(t), F1) represents the formant
trajectory on the plane Fl-FZ obtained
with such a command and FZOGI) is the
straight line between the two acoustic
targets on the plane Fl-Fz.

The optimal command choice for all
possible transitions between area firnction
prototypes gave rise to the primary mm
which take into account no articulatory
constraints.

11.4. Introduction of an articulato'l
constraint and the new command
strategy rules.

The preceding command strategy
allows the longitudinal displacement of
the constriction toward or from the lOW
region of the pharynx. This behaviour 0f
the area function is not realistic [2]. W"
possibilities of representation of the at“
function have been considered to include
this constraint. A constriction on one re-
gion of the area function involves l

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

cavity on another region because of the
constant volume of the tongue. So an
area firnction can be represented either by
the place and the degree of the
constriction and the labial aperture or by
the place and the degree of the opening
of the corresponding cavity and the labial
aperture. The exploitation of this
equivalence in the configuration COT of
the model allowed to replace the
longitudinal command toward or from
the constriction on the low region of the
pharynx (R3) by the longitudinal
command toward or from the corre-
sponding cavity region (i.e., R6)
(Figure 3a). This equivalent command
allows to control the low region of the
pharynx by only a transversal command
such as it has been noticed in the last
investigations of the natural articulatory
data.

The use of this equivalent command in
order to take into account the articula-
tory constraint led to the following rules:

-A target region must be different
from R3 that represents the low region of
the pharynx.

-A target region could be either a
constriction or a cavity in the two area
functions that constitute the transition.
So the target regions of the command
can be chosen among four possible
couples. This rule derives from the use of
the equivalent command.

-In order to take into account the
concept of minimum of effort, the target
regions of the command must be
consecutive.

III. DISCUSSIONS.
Figure6 gives an example of area

firnction transitions on the model and
their corresponding tongue movements.
In this command strategy, several
possibilities of the tongue defomiation
can be proposed and be a subject of
study on the natural articulatory data
but it was showed that there is an
tnteraction between the lips motions and
the tongue mechanism So, it would be
more interesting to establish and take
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into account this interaction [2] before
studying the natural data. However, the
command strategy, as described in this
paper, was used with benefits and other
perspectives have been proposed on the
improvement of the model [2].

Figure 6. Examples of the tongue shap-
ingfi-om BK areafunction according to

the new command strategy.
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A REPRESENTATIONAL ACCOUNT FOR
APRAXIA OF SPEECH

Jarg Mayer
Institute ofNatural Language Processing, Stuttgart, Germany

ABSTRACT
The present study proposes a new in—

terpretation of the underlying distortion
in apraxia of speech. Based on the exper-
imental investigation of coarticulation it
is argued that apraxia of speech has to be
seen as a defective implementation of
phonological representations at the pho-
nology~phonetics interface. The charac-
teristic production deficits of apraxic pa-
tients are explained in terms of
overspecification of phonetic representa—
tions.

INTRODUCTION
Most of the explanatory approaches in

recent research refer to some higher cog-
nitive functions within the motor systemto describe the underlying pathomecha-nisms in apraxia of speech [I], [2]. Butsrnce pure apraxia of speech affects onlyverbal performance (cf. [1], [2]) and sincepatients suffering from apraxia of speechproduce not only phonetic errors (eg. dis-tortions) but phonemic errors as well (eg.substitutions), it is reasonable to thinkabout a more linguistically based inter-pretation of this disturbance.

_ The aim of this paper is to propose avrew on apraxia of speech which is found-ed on linguistic theory — in particular onnonlinear phonology and feature geome-try — and which is supported by experi-mental evidence.
An important point of modern phono-logical theories is the principle of under-specificatron [3]. Underspecification iscrucral for the description of many com-mon processes such as vowel harmon ,vowel—consonant asymmetries, reductionto unmarked sounds etc. Moreover, it hasbeen shown that classes of sounds caneasrly be defined on the basis of under-

remain unspecified even in phonetic rep
resentations with the corresponding artic-
ulators resting in a neutral position or
moving from one target to another with-
out affecting the actually produced
sound(s).

Now, our hypothesis is that apraxia of
speech can be descibed as the loss of the
ability of constructing underspecified
phonetic representations.

COARTICULATION IN
APRAXIA OF SPEECH

To illustrate and to support the over-
specification hypothesis we will report
some findings of experiments regarding
the coarticulatory performance of patients
with apraxia of speech.

VhV-sequences
The laryngeal fricative [h] is an ele-

ment of the class of sounds which are
maximally underspecified in phonologi-
cal representation — the laryngeals (Cf.
[4]). For laryngeals it is only necessary to
specify the features on the laryngeal tier.
all features dominated by the supralaryn-
geal tier are underspecified:

[h]
l

ROOT
/

LARYNGEAL
[+spread glottis]A [-voice]

So, aSsuming that the supralaryngeal
underspecification is preserved in phone!—
rerepresentation, [h] is expected to [9'
cerve its supralaryngeal features from "5phonetic context. Regarding formal“
structure this supralaryngeal transparency
means, that the place features (which are
primarily reponsible for the formiif1t
structure) of the surrounding vowels de-
termine the position of the noise formimI
of [h].

Figure 1 shows a wide—band SPCCUO‘gram of the first two syllables of the non-sense word gehohe. It is a part Of the U"terance Ich habe gehobe gehart (1 have

Figure I. Wide-band spectrogram and
signal display of gehobe, male control
speaker. Y-axis: frequency in kHz, x-axrs:
time in sec.

heard gehobe) by a male control speaker
(data taken from [6]).

The noise formant of [h] has no target
of itself. It moves, starting at the end of F2
of schwa, to the beginning of F2 of [o]. In
other words, the source quality of [h] is
well defined (laryngeal friction) but the
characteristic of the oral filtering depends
completely on the phonetic context. '

In figure 2, the same part of speech rs
shown, uttered by a male subject suffer-
ing from severe apraxia of speech. He
sustained a left-sided cerebrovascular tn-
farct 2 years prior to testing.

There is no indication for any interac-
tion between the vowels and the [h]. The
vowels and the fricative are completely
seperated. In terms of the overspecifica—
tion hypothesis this can be interpreted as
a full specification of each sound for all

Figure 2. Wide-band spectrogram and
signal display of gehobe, male apraxic
speaker. Y—axis: frequency in kHz, x-axis:
time in sec.

features and, as a result, in the case of [h]
as the loss of the supralaryngeal transpar-
ency.

Figure 3 illustrates the two representa-
tional qualities with a underspecrfied rep-
resentation on the left side and a maxr-
mally specified (i.e. overspecified)
representation on the right side. In the
non—redundant representation all seg—
ments are more or less underspecified. As
mentioned above [h] is most underspeci-
fied, followed by the vowels, which are
only specified for the place features (the
schwa — due to its neutrality — lacks any
further specification below the place
node). The obstruent [g] needs the great-
est amount of specification (cf. [4]).

As the dotted line indicates, formant
interpolation can take place, due to the
lack of any supralaryngeal specrficatron

[g] [6] [MW]
ROOT R

SUPRAL. s ['m]

CORONAL
-distr]mt] PERIPHERAL

L

lE

R R- R R
MR@\ \ L/ [:9] .5 [+ L{Eggc} [+sg] [+voc] [+voc] -voc] [+voc]

[-nas]

I

P SP SP
SO /LAT SP [gas] [-nas] [~nas]

S ?TSTRICTUR -|ar 4m? Hat? -|at'
[cont] EPLA E L------- -slrlid] L {-strid] L [-Stndl L 'Stndl L

LAB AL LB LB. . DO - d O [ rnd DOESaciiL raga; "”d’ t;b%3k1""d‘fgach§t [m 13:33:” + 133;,“. - . - - ' - lg ' -[1393] [(32%] High] [-Iow] {-Iowl -low]

to] [e] [h] to]
H Fl

[L91 Lsgt {-59}

0mm wow/E [wow/X monk:

C C C. C.a ‘ .d' t -d t] -dlstr]
{-gifiar] E {-alric'flr] E E—aiftlr E l-ant]/\E

LB

Figure 3. Unders eci ted, nan-redundant representation (left) and overspecified repre-
sentation (right) cgfgehobe. The dotted line indicates the abtltty offormant mterpolanon.
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of the segment [h]. Regarding the over-
specified representation, which is hypoth-
esized to be the starting point of apraxic
speech production, it is obvious that the
propensity of features to spread is com-
pletely blocked. It is impossible for adja-
cent segments to interact because their
(potential) transparency is eliminated.

Long-distance anticipatory coar-
ticulation

In the second experiment (cf. [7]) an-
ticipatory labial coarticulation at a dis-
tance has been examined. The material
consists of the two test items Spieligel and
Spielubung embeded in the carrier phrase
lch sagte _ zweimal (I said _ twice).
The syllable structure and the morhologi-
cal structure of both items are identical
(# indicates a strong morheme boundary):

'Ipizligol 'Ipizlybon
[cove] at [V] [CV01

0 o 6
However, they differ in segmental

structure: in the first item the unrounded
vowel [i] serves as the nucleus of the sec—
ond syllable, whereas in the second item
it is the rounded vowel [y]. It is expected
that these different vowel qualities in the
second syllable have a different influence
on the vowel in the first syllable (in both
cases [i]). To check whether there is any
antiCipatory coarticulation we measured
F2 and F3 of the [i] in the first syllable of
both items. If coarticulation takes place
F2 and F3 of [i] in the second item
should be lowered — due to anticipated lip
rounding — compared to F2 and F3 of [i]
in the first item. As figure 4 illustrates this
coarticulatory effect is fairly strong forcontrol speakers (norml and norm2): F2of [1] in the second item is by 30/655 Hzlower, F3 is lower even by 42.25/186.75

20
150— ’:2
100— F3

50—
, aptax1

_50_ norm1 norm2 dysarth g aprax2

-100—-
X

Figure 4. [i] in thefirst s l ’
_ . y lable tIll/lvs. 331?,” the first syllable of 35mg;can i erences offormant ' 'Y-axis: diflerence in Hz. frequencres.
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Hz (these are mean values of 4 utterances
of each item). The same effect can be seen
in a dysarthric speaker (dysarth) with a
lowering by 49.25 Hz (F2) and 89.75 Hz
(F3).

In comparison with this the apraxic
subjects (apraxl and aprax2) do not show
any lowering of formants. Apraxl is the
same subject as in the first experiment,
aprax2 is a 69 year old male with mild
apraxia of speech as a result of a large
left-sided cerebrovascular infarct 5 month
prior to testing.

The lack of formant frequency lower-
ing means that each [i] is realized identi—
cally independent of the phonetic context.
The negative value for the difference of
F3 in the case of apraxl is due to a raise
of the third formant in the context with
the rounded vowel following. This might
be interpreted as an instance of dissimila-
tion — to get a better contrast between the
target [i] and the [y] in the next syllable
the formants of [i] are raised.

DISCUSSION
Both experiments have shown that

apraxic speakers do not coarticulate, at
least as far as macro coarticulation is con-
cerned. Regarding micro coarticulation
we have found differences between sub
jects dependend on the severity of the dis-
turbance. In the speech production of
apraxl, who suffers from severe apraxia,
micro coarticulation is also absent. Spec-
trograms of his speech look like sequenc-
es of segmented steady states, with short
intervalls of low energy across the whole
spectrum between adjacent sounds. Tran-
sitions are missing. In comparison the
milder distorted aprax2 does have transt-
tions, at the edges of sounds his ability to
coarticulate seems to be preserved.

In figures 5 to 7 the phonetic represen-
tation of the sequence [ily] is shown.
which was the critical sequence in the
second experiment. The representations
are reduced to crucial gestures. We also
abstained from indicating the hierarchical
ordering to make the illustrations clearer-
The most important difference to phone
logical representations (cf. figure 3) 15
that features are represented as boxes
wrth extensions in the time domain.

The normal, partially underspeCi.fled
r(Eprs‘rSentation is shown in figure 5. Since
[1] and [l] are not specified for round-
ness (assuming non-roundness as neutral ,
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[+cont]

Tl lira-—
[+r0und]

°°

(I) {J ill

[-back] [-back]

DO I How] I How]

[+cont] [+cont]

i-iai(D -i

l—
fi

LB [-round] .m- [+r0und]

co
i-dism mum:

[-back] [-back] [-back]

0 O

[+high] [-high] [+high]

Figure 5. Reduced phonetic representa-
tion of [ily]. Underspecification allows
for the feature [+r0und] to spread for’
ward.

position for the lips) the feature [+r0und]
in the domain of [y] is able to spread for-
ward into the domains of the sounds
ahead. This spreading process is indicated
with a dotted line because the lips are sup-
posed to achieve full rounding slowly
somewhere before the [y]-domain — the
[i] is still perceived as a plain [i], the
correlation for anticipated lip rounding is
only found with the help of acoustic anal-
ysrs.

Overspecified representations as sup-
posed for apraxic speakers are illustrated
in figures 6 and 7. The representation in
figure 6, however, differs from that in fig-
ure 7 in that it is additionally ‘overspeci-
fied in the time domain'. All features of
each segment are completely time aligned
within the domain of the relevant seg-
ment. The lack of feature overlap repre-
sents the described loss of transitional
phases between adjacent sounds in severe
apraxia of speech. On the other side, fig-
ure 7 illustrates that preserved micro
coarticulation is not a contradiction to the

ST [+cont] [+cont]

Han
LB [+r0und]

co[ i-ani

[~back] [-back]

DO ‘ How]

[might
Figure 6. Reduced phonetic representa-
tion of [ily]. Overspecification blocks
spreading processes. Complete time

ill
. alignment represents the loss of micro

coarticulation.

Figure 7. Reduced phonetic representa-
tion of [i 1y]. Overspecification blocks
spreading processes, but micro coarticu-
lation (feature overlap) is intact.

overspecification approach. Feature
spreading at a distance is still blocked due
to overspecification but the possibility of
features to overlap locally is not affected.

CONCLUSION
We have explained one of the main

characteristic of apraxic speech produc-
tion — loss of coarticulation — in terms of
overspecification of phonetic representa-
tions. Furthermore, we think that also oth-
er production deficits which are claimed
to be typical in apraxia are interpretable
within this framework, though we can not
yet provide experimental evidence.
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PHONOLOGICAL UNDERSPECIFICATION IN
DEVELOPMENTAL APRAXIA OF SPEECH

I. Boers, B. Maassen and G. Ihoorren
Child Neurology Center /Medical Psychology,
University Hospital Nrjmegen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Consonant substitutions and assimilations
of two clinical groups of children (diag-
nosed with DAS or SLD) and a control
group were analysed by means of compu-
terized analysis (LIPP). Particular as-
pects of our data could be explained as
the effect of phonological underspecifica~
tion. Patterns of assimilation preference
indicated that 'alveolar' and ‘plosive' were
underspecified relative to 'labial' and 'fii-
cative' for all three groups.

1. INTRODUCTION
Developmental apraxia of speech (DAS)
as a specific clinical entity has gradually
gained support, but the disorder remains
poorly understood. In a study bij Thoon-
en et al. [2], imitations of words and
pseudowords, spoken by 11 carefully
selected 'clear cases' of DAS and 11 age-
matched control children, were phoneti-
cally transcribed. A quantitative analysis
of the consonant productions showed
that children in the DAS group produced
significantly more substitutions and
omissions than the control group, and
showed a particularly low percentage of
retention of place-of—articulation. Both
findings were strongly related to the se-
verity of the apraxia.

Also, the substitutions in DAS were
more ofien assimilatory errors (antici-
patrons, perseverations) than non-assi-
milatory errors, both for place and man-
ner of articulation. This supports the fin-ding tn the literature that substitutions in
DAS are related to context.

Ilowever, when assimilatory substi-tutions were assessed as a proportion of
the total number of substitutions, no dif-ference was found between the DASgroup and the controls. Thus, quantita-

tive but no qualitative differences were
found between the groups.

In this paper we discuss the results oft
qualitative analysis of the error profile in
DAS, to examine if the patterns in featu-
re assimilation of the DAS group canbe
explained based on the concept of pho
nological underspecification [1]. This
concept holds that for some feature va-
lues the underlying phonological repre-
sentations are not yet firlly specified, but
can be filled during the course of [angin-
ge production. It is hypothesized that
assimilations of underspecified feature
values to specified ones occur more fre-

quently than the reverse. For placeof-

articulation, the feature value 'alveolat’is

considered to be underspecified, whereas
'labial' and 'velar' are specified.

2. METHOD
2.1 Subjects and material
More subjects were added to the DAS

and control group of Thoonen et al. [2]-
Also included was a small group of chil-

dren diagnosed as 'speech/language—de'
layed‘ (SLD).

Our subject group consisted of ‘5
‘clear cases' of DAS, between 5 and 10
years of age, 5 children diagnosed as

speech/language delayed (SLD), ages
between 4 and 10 years, and a control
group of 24 age-matched children with
no reported speech, language or hearing
disorders. All subjects were native spfta'
kers of Dutch (for a detailed descriptlon
of the subject selection see [2])- .

Each child imitated 30 muttisyllab!‘
words and 36 two- and three-syllable
nonwords, spoken by the experiment“
All sessions were recorded.
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2. 2 Error analysis

All responses were phonetically trans-
cribed according to standard IPA. Broad
transcription was used. Based on the
transcriptions, errors were classified as
either a substitution, an omission, a
distortion or a disfiuency. A substitution
was defined as a phonetically accurate
production other than the intended target
phoneme. To assess reliability of the
transcriptions part of the material was
transcribed by two other transcribers.
Correlations of 0.9 and higher were ob-
tained between transcribers.

By means of a computerized analysis
[3], the transcribed substitutions were
transferred into confusion matrices, indi-
cating the relationship between con-
sonant target and realization. The sub-
stitutions were then coded as 'correct' or
'incorrect' with respect to the features ‘p-
lace' and 'manner' of articulation.

Separate confusion matrices for the
features place and manner were construc-
ted (see Table l). The values for the fea-
ture place are 'labial' , 'aIveolar/dental',
'palatal' and 'dorsal'. The feature manner
had the values 'plosive', 'frica-
tive/affiicate ', 'nasal' and 'semivowel' .
On the diagonals in Table 1a and lb the
'correct substitutions‘ with respect to this
particular feature appear, the off-diagonal
numbers represent the errors.

For example, if a /t/ was replaced by
an /s/, this was counted as a correct reali-
zation with respect to place of articula-
tion (alveolar -> alveolar) so it appears
on the diagonal of the place matrix. It is
however incorrect for manner of articula-
tion, and is counted as an error ( 'plosive
to fricative') in the manner matrix. The
totals of the columns of Tables la and b
indicate the number of substitutions (in-
cluding only the errors) towards this par-
ticular feature value.

In a subsequent analysis on the trans-
cribed substitutions, the proportion of as-
similatory substitutions was determined.
Only regressive assimilations (anticipa-
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tions) were taken into account. This ana-
lysis was done for each feature value
separately, and proportions assimilatory
substitutions were taken relative to the
total number of substitutions towards this
particular feature value. Thus, biases for
particular feature values were accounted
for.

3. RESULTS
In Table la to ld the numbers of sub-

stitutions for place and manner are sum-
marized.

Table 1a to 111 Confusion matrices of
place and manner for the substitutions
produced by the DAS and the SL0
groups.

1a) acn (DAS, n=16)
tar- realizations
gets L A P D”
L 125 128 1 46

A 100 216 11 105

P 1 9 0 2

D 29 137 l 33

tot“ 130 274 13 153
#place subst: 570
mean: 35.6 (sd 15.3)

lb) MARKER (DAS n=16)

tar- realizations
gets PL FR NA SV
PL 400 105 3 8 4 1
FR 50 77 7 3

NA 26 9 64 19
SV 13 4 0 3 1 21
tot“ 89 154 76 63
#manner subst: 382
mean: 23.9 (sd 12.8)

1’ The column totals exclude
the numbers in italics (=
substitutions that are cor-
rect with respect to place
resp. manner).

2’ Dorsal combines velar and
glottal
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- table 1 continued -
1c) PLACE (SLD, n=5)

tar- realizations
gets L A P D

L 36 18 o 5
A 30 38 1 11
P o o o o
D 6 9 o 9
tot“ 36 27 1 16
#place subst: 80
mean: 16.0 (sd 5.4)

Id) MARKER (SLD n=5)
tar- realizations
gets PL FR NA SV
PL 72 13 7 20
FR 5 8 1 0
NA 6 1 13 9
SV 1 2 4 1
tot“ 12 16 12 29
#manner subst: 69
mean: 13.8 (sd 7.0)

All groups made more substitutions
for place than for manner (means: DAS
38 vs 24, SLD 16 vs 14, controls 5 vs 4.
Results for the control group are not dis-
played since they made so few sub-
stitutions). The numbers on the diagonal
indicate the substitutions that were cor-
rect with respect to place (Table 1a and
lc) or manner (Table 1b and 1d) of
articulation. Column totals are the num-
bers of substitutions towards each parti-
cular feature value.

In Table 2a and 2b proportions of sub-
stitutions towards a particular feature
value are given.

Place. Almost half of the place substi-
tutions In the DAS group were made
towards 'alveolar‘ (.49) Proportions for
'labial' and 'dorsal' were approximately
equal ( .24 resp. .25). 'Palatal' was ex-
cluded from the table since hardly any
substitutions towards this value were ma-
de. For the control group the same pat-
tern emerged: towards alveolar the hig-
hest proportion (.43), then 'dorsal‘ (.31)
and 'labial' (.26).

The SLD group differed in their prefe-
rence: the proportion of substitutions
toward labial was highest (.44), then
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alveolar (.34) and dorsal (.20) followed.

Table 2 Proportions substitutions to
wards feature values for place (20) and
manner (2b), relative to the total number
of substitutionsfor that particularfeatu-
re.

23) feature PLACE

prop . substitutions
to feature values:

group L A D
DAS . 2 4 . 4 9 . 2 5
SLD . 4 4 . 3 4 . 2 0

CTRL . 2 6 . 4 3 . 3 1

2b) feature MANNER
prop. substitutions
to feature values:

group PL FR NA SV
DAS . 27 . 35 . 20 . 18
SLD . 22 . 22 . 21 . 36
CTRL .22 .26 .29 .23

Manner. For manner of articulation,
the proportions of substitutions towards
feature values were approximately equal-
ly spread, although the proportion substi-
tutions towards 'fricative' were slightly
higher than towards ‘plosive', for both

DAS and control group.

Assimilatory substitutions
In table 3a and 3b proportions of as-

similatory substitutions are given.
Place. For both the DAS and the SLD

group the majority of the substitutions to

labial were assimilations (.70 resp. .76)
Although both groups assimilated more
often towards labial than towards alvetr
lar (as predicted by phonological under-
speciflcation), we did not find higher pro-

portions assimilations towards 'dorsal'

than toward 'alveolar' (although PFCd‘C'
ted).

Since the control group made VCfY
few place and manner substitutions (me-
an 5.3 for place and 3.4 for manner) the
data concerning the assimilatory substi-

tutions (1 or 2 per feature value) should
be interpreted with caution

Manner. For the DAS as well as the
SLD group more assimilations were m-

‘I—_
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de in the direction of 'fricative' than to-

wards 'plosive' (DAS: .72 vs .54, SLD:
.78 vs .53). The proportion assimilations

towards 'nasal' for the DAS group was

lower than towards 'plosive' , and ap-

proximately equal for the SLD group.

Table 3 Proportions assimilatory sub-

stitutions for the feature values ofplace
(3a) and manner (3b), relative to the
total number of substitutions for that
particularfeature value.

31:) feature PLACE
prop. assimilation
to feature value

group L A D
DAS .70 .48 .35
SLD .76 .42 .37
CTRL . 3 0 . 40 . 2 5

3b) feature MANNER
prop. assimilation
to feature value

group PL FR NA SV
DAS .54 .72 .45 .30
SLD .53 .78 .55 .43
CTRL .32 .71 .37 .64

4. DISCUSSION
Stoel-Gammon and Stemberger [l]

have used the concept of 'phonological
underspecification' to explain patterns of
consonant assimilation in child speech.

Two predictions can be derived from
the concept of phonological underspe-
cification. First, if the place and manner
features remain underspecified until ulti-
mate production of the segment, an alve-
olar plosive is produced (/t/ or /d/). Se-
cond, during the production process,

underspecified feature values are vul-
nerable to intrusion from the context,
resulting in more fiequent assimilations
from underspecified to specified values
than the reverse.

Particular aspects of our data from
children with DAS can be interpreted as
the effect of underspecification. Firstly,
with regard to place of articulation, DAS
children produced a high proportion of
substitutions towards 'alveolar' -—as if in
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many instances the place feature remai-
ned underspecified. This pattern is in
contrast with the preference for 'labial' in
the children with SLD (but similar to the
the control subjects). No distinctive pat-
terns for manner were found.

- Secondly, as with regard to both place
and manner of articulation, the children
with DAS produced «as predicted-- a
higher proportion assimilations towards
the specified values 'labial' and 'fricative'
than towards the underspecified values
'alveolar' and 'plosive'. These patterns
were quite similar for all three subject
groups investigated.

These results pertain to a clinically
salient characteristic of many children
with DAS or SLD; they have a tendency

to substitute towards /t/ (known in Dutch
as "hottentottism”). Clearly, not all as-
pects of the presented data are explained;
further study of speech production pro-
cesses in DAS is needed.
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FORMANT LOCUS EQUATIONS AND COARTICULATION
IN DYSPRAXIC SPEECH
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ABSTRACT
Calculations of formant locus

equations in the production of CV
sequences were used to investigate the
hypothesis that syllables produced by
dyspraxic speakers could be
characterised as being less coaiticulated
than those produced by normal speakers.
The results give indications that some
dyspraxrc subjects can be described as
havrng less coarticulatory cohesion
between a consonant and a following
vowel.

INTRODUCTION
Speech dyspraxia is an impairment in

the volitional control and coordination of
the muscles used in speech production.
Speakers with dyspraxic speech typically
have great difficulty in articulating
words, even though they know exactly
what they want to say. Their speech is
characteristically dysfluent, marked by
struggle behaviour and many false starts
It has been hypothesised that one of the
central problems faced by dyspraxic
speakers is precisely in the area of
coarticulation. The evidence for this
however, is rather limited and is
Inconsistent. Ziegler & von Cramon [1
2] report the case of a single apraxidspeaker whose speech was marked by adelay in onset of anticipatorycoarticulatory gestures resulting in algss of segmental cohesion'. Itoh et al[ ] note the presence of anticipatorcoarticulation in their single apraxizEubject, but note some deviationsf(tjltlwgefn their speaker and the patternhanrd Iat:clan;aflospeéikers. On the other

,' un no (I 'coarticulatory patterns acifdggerdgifrilrlspeakers and those with posterior anadgreititrelréo: aphadsia (with the anterior groupon51 cred '
those labelle to be equivalent to

d in -
dyspraxic). other Studies as

This paper re 0. , rts
investigated p astu
dyspraxic spee
than normal 5

dy which hasthe hypothesis thatch is less-coarticulated'peech; 1.e. that speech

sounds in dyspraxic speech production
are produced in more discrete fashion
than is found in normal speakers.

border to measure the degree of
coarticulation present in dyspraxic
speech, formant locus equations have
been employed. The application of locus
equations to measurements of F2 was
first described by Lindblom [5]. In
calculating the equation, a straight line
regression function is fitted to a scatter
plot of F2 measured at vowel onset
(FZONSET) on the y-axis and F2
measured at the vowel midpoint
(FZMID) on the x—axis. The relationship
between these two quantities can be
captured by the following equation,

FZONSET = k * FZMID + c
where k is a coefficient relating to the
slope of the regression line, and c is the
estimated y-intercept. Sussman [6] has
reported the existence of strongly linear
relationships between FZONSET and
F2MID across different manners of
consonant articulation. Different slopes
and y:intercepts are found to correspond
to _ different places of consonant
articulation. For /g/ in English it is
necessary to calculate three equations
corresponding to cases with a following
front, back unrounded, and back
rounded vowels [6].

It has been noted [7] that locus
equations can also be used as an index of
'CV' coarticulalion. A flat slope WOUId
indicate that F2 onset varies little as 3
function of different vowel environments
Suggesting relatively low articulatory
cohesion between the C and lht
followrng V. Steeper slopes indicate thfll
F2ONSET is increasingly coming under
the _ influence of the F2MID value.
indicating greater coarticulatorl
cohesron. In the context of the presenl
study of dyspraxic speech, two
questions arise: do dyspraxic speakers
Show linear relations between FZONSET
and F2MID similar to those found in
{tormal speakers, and if so, do the sloP‘is
indicate any less articulatory cohesion
than is present in normal speakers?
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METHOD
Subjects

Two groups of subjects were

recruited for the study; 5 dyspraxic

speakers (D1 - D5) diagnosed as having

verbal dyspraxia of speech, and 4

normal control speakers (NI - N4). All

subjects were native speakers of English

from the North-East of England. Criteria

for dyspraxic subject selection were: (a)

they should be native speakers of

English; (b) they should be diagnosed as

having verbal dyspraxia by the speech &

language therapist responsible for their

case; (c) subjects should have reasonable

comprehension abilities (sufficient to

understand the elicitation task described

below) (d) subjects should be able to

read aloud real and nonsense words, or

to repeat words without the aid of a

visual cue. All subjects had suffered a

stroke resulting in non-fluent aphasia

and verbal dyspraxia to varying degrees

of severity. Four normal control subjects

were recruited broadly matched for age

and sex with the dyspraxic subjects.

Materials
Subjects were asked to read a list of

real and nonsense words with the

structure C-V-/t/ formed by all possible

combinations of lb,d,g/ and /i , i , c , a ,

A , D , o , o , u/ Each set of nine words

was repeated six times by each subject

giving a maximum of 162 single word

utterances per subject. The CVC words

were presented to both sets of subjects

orthographically stencilled onto cards.

The presentation of the cards was

randomised. No data has been obtained

relating to subject D3‘s production of

words with an initial lgl, since this

subject systematically produced these

Words with an initial /d/ (these tokens

have not formed part of the analysis

presented below).
Recordings and Measurements

Recordings were made in a recording

studio or in a quiet room at the patient's

home using a SONY Pro-Walkman D6

tape-recorder. The recordings were

subsequently digitised at a sampling rate

of IOKhz and analysed using a KAY
Elemetrics Computer Speech Lab.

In line with [6, 8], formant
measurement were cairied out using two
procedures (i) manual positioning of a
cursor in a wide-band spectrographic
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representation; (b) LPC analysis of the

same data, using the CSL's 'LPC

formant history' routine. The average

value of the two formant measurements

for each vowel was taken and used in the

subsequent statistical analysis.
For each word, two F2 formant

measurement points were taken. (i) the

value of F2 at the first identifiable glottal

pulse following the release burst of the

initial stop, as indicated by the first

vertical striation (FZONSET); (ii) the

value of F2 at the mid-point of the vowel

(the half-way point between the first and

final vertical striations for the vowel

(F2MID). Following [6, 8] the criteria

listed were below were used to identify

the measurement point for FZMID; (a) if

the formant resonance was relatively

'steady state' a mid—point value of the

steady-state portion was taken; (b) if the

F2 resonance was diagonally rising or

falling, a visually-determined mid—point

was chosen; (c) if the pattern was either

‘U-shaped‘ a measurement was taken at

the point at which the curve changed

direction (i.e. at the maximum or

minimum frequency respectively).

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the principal locus

equation parameters calculated for /b/,

/d/, /g/ with a following front unrounded

vowel and /g/ with a following back

rounded vowel, for each of the speakers

investigated. In almost every case

(exceptions are discussed below) there is

a strongly significant linear relationship

between FZONSET and F2MID (p <

.001). We now consider, in turn the

results from the normal and dyspraxic

speakers.
Control Speakers

For normal speakers, significantly

steeper slopes are found for /b/ than for

/dl. For lgl, the results are less stable,

but, on the whole, /g/ in the context of a

back rounded vowel produces a steeper

slope than /g/ in the context of a front

unrounded vowel. Consistently lower y—

intercepts are found for /b/ than for /d/,

whilst with /g/ there is a difference

depending on the following vowel

environment with a lower y-intercept

being found when a back rounded vowel

follows. These results are entirely in line

with those previously reported for

normal speakers of English [6, 8]. The
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Table 1. Parameters (slope, y—interce t)
and R-squared) for the formant lofus
equations for dyspraxic (D1 - D5) and
normal control subjects (NI - N4).

Subj Slope (s.d) Y-int (s.d.) R-sq

lb/
D1 0.607 (0.046) 485 (72) 77.2%
D2 0.891 (0.047) 98 (72) 90.7%
D3 0.924 (0.041) 52 (72) 92.4%
D4 0.612 (0.026) 680 (45) 91.8%
D5 0.849 (0.028) 214 (38) 95.6%

N1 0.682 (0.031) 394 (48) 9087
N2 0.634 (0.043) 519 (78) 82.27:
N3 0.745 (0.032) 358 (50) 92.0%
N4 0.761 (0.042) 210 (56) 87.4%

/d/
D1 0.188 (0.079) 1688(130 10 5%
m 0.508 (0.058) 976 (91; 73.7%
D3 0.569 (0.049) 1088(100) 76.9%
D4 0.309 (0.034) 1620 (65) 66.7%
D5 0.345 (0.043) 1317 (66) 61.3%

N1 0.323 (0.034) 1183 (53) 63 0‘7
N2 0.313 (0.036) 1432 (67) 63:29:
N3 0.367 (0.035) 1216 (57) 69.3%
N4 0.498 (0.034) 827 (47) 81.4%

lgf bgfgre front Vs
— . 86 (0.137) 2329(291) 0.0‘7

D2 0.577 (0.079) 1045(147) 75.67%
D3 +~+~+ no data available +-+-+
11;: 0.411 (0.072) 1623(169) 60.3%

0.521 (0.058) 1127(106) 84.4%

Nl 0.200 (0099) 1727(1. 91) 11.872% 0.480 (0.137) 1293(311) 34.9‘7:N4 8.373 (0.066) 1406(131) 57.5%
.511 (0.145) 966(239) 34.2%

lgl before back rounded Vsg; (1.240 (0.309) -539 (72) 69.4%. 15 (0.058) 593 (330) 22.3%D4 lifg-(Tgaolgaln): available +-+-+. . 262(160 72.D5 0.650 (0.190) 776 (212; 31.91;:
N1 1.138 (0134) 28. 6(154 72.
3% 8‘3??? igli‘éi 333085; 5923':. . (147N4 0.802 (0.092) 531004; i283:
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steeper slope for /b/ indicates a high;
degree of articulatory cohesion between
lb/ and a following vowel than between
/d/ and a following vowel, as mightbe
expected given the functional
independence of the bilabial and dorsal
artrculatory systems. The only exception
to. the general picture just describedis
wrth Subject N 1's results for lg/ inthe
context of a following front vowel. The
linear relationship between FZONSEl
and F2MID is only borderline significant
(p = 0.056), and the low R-squared
figure suggests that only a very low
percentage of variation in F2 onset can
be predicted by the linear relationship
wrth F2 midpoint.

Dyspraxic Speakers
With the dyspraxic speakers, too, the

general finding is that there is a strong
linear relationship between F2 onset and
F2 midpoint. Like the normal speakers,
they show steeper slopes for /b/ than for
/d/._The_slopes for /g/ show considerable
varrab1lrty but two speakers (D1 and D4)
have slopes for /g/ before back rounded
vowels which are significantly steeper
than for /g/ before front unrounded
vowels (although see further comments
on D1 below). For subjects D2 and D5
the differences in slope for /g/ as:
function of vowel environment are less
ev1dent. Overall, there is no evidence
that the dyspraxic speakers' slopes art
any flatter than those found for normal
Speakers, suggesting that all speakers are
Showlng comparable degrees of
coamculatory cohesion. The y-intercept
estimates for lb/ are lower than for M].
wh1lst for /g/, differences in y-intercept
are found as a function of the following
vowel environment. This general pattern
of a linear relationship between
FZONSET and F2MID is not found
uniformly across the dyspraxic group
however. The clearest departure from
th1s general trend is found in Subjed
Dl's lg/ productions in the context 0”
front unrounded vowel where no linear
relationship whatsoever can be fourl
between F2ONSET and F2MlD. Other
subjects show instances where, whilst
there is a linear relationship, its Stren
is considerably less than typically found
for the normal speakers; for example,
for speaker D1, or /g/ in the context 0f
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back rounded vowels for speakers D2

and D5.

DISCUSSION
The results show that locus equations

for the normal speakers investigated

conform to those previously reported in

the literature showing a significant linear

relationship between the onset of F2 at

vowel onset and the value of F2 at the

vowel midpoint, with differences in

slope and y—intercept being found as a

function of the identity of the pre-vocalic

consonant. For the dyspraxic speakers,

similar significant linear relationships are

found.
However, some dyspraxic speakers

occasionally show significant deviation

from this normal pattern indicating, in

those cases, less coarticulatory cohesion

between the consonant and the following

vowel. The results therefore suggest that

for at least some dyspraxic speakers

(such as subject D1), dyspraxia can be

partially manifested in abnormal patterns

of consonant-vowel cohesion as

reflected in formant locus equations. We

must also conclude that this impaired

cohesion need not be found across every

syllable produced by that speaker since
subject Dl's /b/ locus equation

parameters are entirely within normal
limits. It is noteworthy that the same
speaker shows a considerably less
reliable (though still significant) linear
relationship between FZONSET and
F2MID in the /d/ syllables. It seems that
difficulties for this speaker arise when

trying to coordinate consonant and
vowel articulations which involve lingual
articulations and particularly when they
involve the same part of the tongue
dorsum (as in /g/ followed by a back
rounded vowel).

This small study is the first attempt to
use formant locus equations to
investigate articulatory cohesion in
apraxia of speech. The fact that some
differences have been observed between
the dyspraxic and normal samples and
also within the dyspraxic group suggests
the need for a follow-up study with a
larger number of subjects, and looking at
a broader range of pre-vocalic
consonants. It would be particularly
interesting to investigate whether
formant locus equations permit a sub-
categorisation of dyspraxic speakers by
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virtue of the degree of articulatory
coherence which they show, and
whether any such sub-categorisation
corresponds to any other aspects of the
subjects' speech and/or oro-motor
performance.
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TIO DIFFERENT SYSTEIS FOE RHYTHI PROCESSING

AND THEIR EIERACHICAL RELATION

Morlo_lohno

Kobe City University of Foreign Studies. Kobe. Japan

ABSTRACT

Kohno (1993) already suggested

that‘the mechanism of rhythm proc-

essing consists of two neuropsycho-

logically different works. by the

examination of rhythm behavior of a

patient with an infarction involving

the corpus callosum. The present par

per is to confirm this hypothesis

with additional data. The latter

part of this paper will clarify the

neuropsychological relation between

the two mechanisms of rhythm proc-

essing by the study of rhythm behav-

ior of the patient of pure

anarthria.

TlO HECHAHlSIS 0F RHYTHM PROCESSING

Split-brain patient's rhyth-

processing

lt is often suggested that.

neurolinguistically. the processing

of prosody is one thing and the

processing of other linguistic ele-

ments such as syntactic structure is

another. Borden and Harris [1]. for

example. proposed a model of speak-

ing in which they indicated separate

processors for prosody (including

rhythm) and for word order. Matsuba-

ra et_a1.[2]. proved that prosody.

especially F0 control in speaking,is
independent of other mechanisms in-
volved in producing recurrent utter-

ances in aphasic patients. But it is
not known that rhythm is differently
processed from intonation (F0 con-
trol). Kashiwagi et_gl. [3] first
discovered that patients with in~
farction involving the forebrain
commissural fibers behave very dif-
ferently in fitting tempos ln time
with fast rhythm and slow rhythm.
Kohno [3][4] ran a follow-up survey
on the patient by requesting him to

tap the table fitting various speeds

of rhythm and found that the pa-

tient's left hand cannot follow any

slow rhythms whose inter~beat inter-

vals (1815) are more than 450ms. al—

though it can manage to follow the

fast rhythms whose 1815 are less

than 330ms. His right hand. on the

other band. could properly tap in

time to the both rhythms.

Table 1 illustrates this phenome-

non.

Table 1. Tapping by a patient with

infarction in the corpus callosus

(maleL 57 years old. right hander).

Hand Target Observed Inter-beat Intervals

Used iewpollfll) l HEAR SD r.v. r

right l000 Z? 1020 1 15.5 4.5 '0.52

500 I5 505.5 31.5 5.2 '0.25

"' no at 25L! lit 10! w.”

left 1000 52 513.5 205.7 03.5 +0.55

no 91 us: its! iii +u07

250 51 255.5 35.0 13.5 +0.15

(r.v =relative variance. r=autocor-

relations among the adjacent 1315)
Table 2 shows the comparative

data of a normal adult's behavior

on the same task.

Table 2. Tapping by a normal adult(

female. 55 years old. right hander).

Hand Target Observed inter—beat Intervals

Used 1e;pu(lBi) I HEAR SD r.v. I

right 1000 51 1022.1 52.1 5.1 -0.29

500 55 511.1 22.9 l.5 -0.11

250 09 251.5 10.! (.1 +0.l5

ielt 1000 51 1011.1 51.1 5.1 -0.10

500 11 515.3 22.2 1.! -0.11

hi it hit 1L0 L3 +t£L
The fact that the patient's left

hand moves very differently not only

from both hands of the normal 3-

dults. but from his own right hand.

and that this feature of movements
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can be seen when the tempos of sti-

muli swich from rapid rhythm to slow

suggests that the processing of slow

and rapid rhythms may be neuropsy—

chologically different from each

other. This hypothesis is supported

-by the fact that negative autocor-

relations were detected among the

adjacent lBls in the slow response

beats by the right hand of the pa-

tient and by both hands of normal

adults. but never detected in any

responses of the patient's left hand

which produced only rapid responses

even to slow stimuli and in the nor-

mal adult's reSponse beats to the

rapid stimuli (See the columns under

I in the above tables.) Let us ex-

plain the mechanism of keeping time

with slow and rapid rhythms.

With slow rhythm. if subjects are

normal. they first get a general

timing measure listening to the met—

ronome. and then hit their first

stroke on the basis of this measure.

Their stroke. however. in most

cases. misses the target. resulting

in a stroke that is too early or too

late. if the first stroke is early.

they try to lengthen the next beat-

interval to correct the tiling. This

action. however. again Iisses the

target because of the overly-long

interval. Subjects then hit their

beat earlier in the second stroke by

the same psychological reasoning.

These reciprocal actions of earlier

and later strokes produce negative

autocorrelations. Therefore. we

might call this processing 'analy-

tic’ “one by one’ or ‘prediction-

testing' processing.

With a rapid rhythm. however.

there is no time for subjects to

process each beat analytically.

They get the configuration of the

Eiven rhythm in a flash and repro-

duce it in thelr tapping. We might

call this kind of processing ‘ho-
listic' ‘all-at-once’ or 'Gestaltic'

processing. lt never produces nega-
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tive correlations among adjacent

1813.

To confirm this hypothesis. we

carried out the following experi-

ments.

Experiment 1

Subjects. materials and method: The

rhythms with 250. 300. 400. 500. 750

1000ms inter-beat intervals were

each aurally presented by the metro-

nome. SEIKO Rhythm Trainer SQM-348.

to the twenty university students

majoring English and they were re-

quested to reproduce those rhythms

in the following two modes. Mode 1:

After having listened to the stimuli

for ten seconds. the subjects were

requested to do multiplication of

two digit numbers such as 27><48.

and then to reproduce each rhythm

from memory by saying ta ta ta -"

Twenty seconds were allotted for the

calculation (If the calculation was

finished by the end of the alotted

time (signaled by a bell). the sub-

jects had to wait). Sheets of paper

were delivered on which.numerical

formula were described (e.g.5ig_) to

calculate and write the answers.

Mode 2: In place of calculation. the

subjects drew circles(()) on the pa-

per for twenty seconds. and then to

reproduce the given rhythm by saying

ta ta ta "-. All the subject's re-

sponses were tape—recorded and their

[Bis were measured by the use of 0N-

SEIKOBO NTT Advanced Technology.

Respitsz in order to know how di-

verse each response is from its tar-

get. each response beat interval was

dealt with according to the follow-

ing formula:

(response beat interval-target

interval)%-target interval><100

(absolute value).

The results about the means of

differences from the targets are

shown in Tables 3 and l.
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Table 3. Significance levels for
comparison of the means of dif-
ferences in the case of reproduc-
tion after calculation

H ”.1 ill in [H "J

I!

N=20 -
ANOVA: F(5.llt)=3.377 p<0.01
Table 4. The means of differences
in the case of re roduction of
rhythms after drawing circles

Session. 5. 4

lirxellnlamltlu) in an lm in no mo
. m n In! it: u no

ANOVA: F(5.114)=0.959 N.S.
The results about the SD values

are shown in Tables 5 and L
Table 5. Si nificance levels for
comparison of SD in the case of re-
production after calculation

llleml: m m it! 1000

150 I. Hi i. w
I,

in IS I:

N=20

Cochran's test: F=0.318 p(0.05
Table 6. SD values in the case of
reproduction of rhythms after draw-1 ng circles

mmm-mn'l-flififi'hi'ifi
Cochran's test: F=0.265 N.S

Tables 7 and 8 show the differ-ences of responses between Modes 1and 2 per each target rhythm
all the these tables show therapid rhythms whose 1815 are 250and 300ms were well-memorized :5little disturbed by the tasks 2:both drawing circles and calculation

but the memory of slow rhythms mom
lBls are more than 400ms was laneh
disturbed by the task of calculaflw
while the work of drawing circlu
did not decrease the memory so Imh
Table 1. Comparison of the meansof
differences between the cases ofre
production after drawing circlesam
after calculationH

0

0

0

ANOVA: F(11,228)=4.41 p<0.01
Cir.: the case of reproduction Mtg

drawing circles
Ca1.: the case of reproduction file

calculation
p: significance levels
Table 8. Comparison of SD betwem
the cases of reproduction after
drawing circles and after calcuh-
m.

9 05

7
1000 3.05 25.19 0.01

Cochran's test: F=0.235 p<0.01-
Discussion: .Slow rhythms with I0re
than 500ms lBls will be analytica“!
Processed. as suggested by the “UM

0f Split-brain patient, and thisa‘
nalytic processing of rhythms maybe
the same kind of active task as cu—
culation. and therefore the reter
tion of this kind was interfered
With by the calculation. The rapk
rhythm processing. which may be
holistic, however, is neuropsycho‘
logically different from the workol
multiplication. and therefore. N
was never disturbed by it. The wofl
of drawing circles is so simple ”at
it effected nothing on memory. i"“
like immediate recalling after haw
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ing heard the target rhythms (See

[4]).

BlBRARCElCAL STRUCTURE OF RBYTBI

PROCESSING

The above—mentioned experiment

about the split brain patient's

rhythm perception shows an important

fact that the right hand of the pa-

tient can do analytic processing

with slow rhythms, and at the same

time it can do holistic processing

with rapid rhythms, while his left

hand can only do holistic one (only

follow rapid rhythms). This suggests

that the analytic processing can be

carried out on the basis of holistic

processing, but not vice versa

Kohno [4] explains analytic process-
ing. and says that if some person

has no ability to make up a general

Gestaltic map of tempo about the

given rhythm, it is impossible for

the person to fit it. even if the

given rhythm is a slow one. Podor[6]
says that. in his model of listening

comprehension. the modules. fast and

holistic processing device. consti-

tute the preliminary processing

stage and the slow and analytic, but

accurate processing device, that is

so called Central Processing Mecha-
nism. makes up a primary processing

stage. All the above-mentioned in-

vestigations suggest that the analy—

tic and holistic processing act by a

hierarchical system - the holistic

may act as a basic structure. and
the analytic as a hyperstructure

Kohno et al.[5], on the other
hand. carried out series of experi-
ments using a patient of pure
anarthria, and found that the pa-
tient demonstrated too analytic idi-
osyncrasy, processing the fast
rhythms with 250ms lBls by analytic

way. in spite of this expreme analy-
tic tendency. the patient still
showed the existence of the produc-
tive sense unit (PrSU), couterpart
of perceptual sense unit. both of
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which are manifestations of human

belng's holistic ability (cf.[4]).
The patient demonstrated the PrSU by

the pitch rise at the end of each

unit. a strange way of utterance

which is seldom heard in the normal

speech in colloquial Japanese. This

abnorlal way of utterance, however

automatically disappeared. as his

very slow speech rate became faster

on acount of rehabilitation. This

phenomenon therefore shows that pure

anarthria might be caused by the

suppression of holistic processing

by analytic processing. without de—

stroying the former. This phenomenon

also suggests the hierarchical

structure of rhythm processing.

(Full information of this study will

be given by printed paper.)
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THE PECULIARITIES OF LATERALIZATION OF SYLLABLE

PERCEPTION IN STU'I'TERING AND NORMAL CHILDREN.

E.S.Dmitrieva, K.A.Zoitseva.

Sechenov Institute ofEvolutionary Physiology and Biochemistry, St. —Petersburg
Russia.

, ABSTRACT
The stuttering and normally

speaking children of 4-16 years old
have been found to show the similar
mode of cerebral specialization age
development for syllable perception,
demonstrating left- hemisphere
superiority beginning from 8 years
old. This fact allow to suppose that
one of the possible reasons of stuttering
might be in some functions deficit of
the right, but not the left hemisphere.

INTRODUCTION
The investigation of central

mechanisms underlying such
disturbance of speech as stuttering is of
great importance, and it is seen from a
growing body of research and clinical
literature of the past two decades. Some
writers have supposed that a
neurological central dysfunction might
be an etiological factor in stuttering or a
predisposing or contributing factor to
the etiology of stuttering. The
theory, that account for such
dysfunction by the specific features of
functional brain asymmetry (FBA) in
stutterers, neuropsychological theory,
proposes that stuttering is caused by
Efferrant interhemispheric relations”

_ Since stuttering usually appears in
childhood, data indicating which
disruptions in hemispheric
interrelations are present in stuttering
children take on particular importance.
The hypothesis exists, that stuttering
may be induced by an aberrance in the
formation dynamics of functional
hemispheric specialization during
ontogenesis [e. g. 2—4 and some others].

Though there are not very many
studies of FBA peculiarities in
stuttering children, they are also, as in
the case with adult stutterers, rather
contradictory. Some of the authors have
found certain differences in cerebral
laterality between groups of stutterers
and fluents both for perception of words

[2,4 ] and for perception of syllables
[e.g. 3], while others have shown that
stuttering children do not suffer any
significant abnormality in cerebral
processing [e. g. 5 ]. Though the results
of these not numerous studies are rather
controversial, a discrepancy in the data
seems to be not very dramatic. Even
the authors who reported the normal
(left hemisphere) mode of speech
lateralization for verbal perception in
stutterers also marked the specific
features of FBA for the latter, being of
mostly quantitative character. They are:
the lower magnitude of laterality degree
and the fewer significant right ear
advantages (REA) and more left ear
advantages (LEA) as compared to
nonstutterers [e.g. 3-5]. So the
consideration of ontogenetic
peculiarities of syllable hemispheric
processing appears to be useful for
further exploration of the hypothesis of
”aberrant interhemispheric relations."

METHODS
Participants.
A total of 55 stutterers and 52
nonstutterers participated in the study.
The age of subjects ranged from 4 to 16
years. and they were divided in6age
subgroups. The stuttering subjects were
selected from speech therapy programs
of the City Children Hospital and
Speech Pathology Department of St.-
Petersburg Institute of Ear, Throat,
Nose and Speech Diseases, where
.hey were receiving treatment for
their stuttering. Normal subjects
were selected from ordinary kinder
garden and ordinary school. The
stuttering severity determined by a
physician had moderate or severe
ratings. The stuttering subjects met the
following selection criteria: (1) right-
handed according a brief handedness
test based on Oldfield Handedness
Inventory [6]; (2) without traumatic
cerebral injures; (3) with normal
hearing according tonal audiometry
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for the frequencies 0,5-4 kHz (4) of

average abilities and school

achievement. (5) They had no
previous research experience of such a
kind. All stuttering children were
matched with nonstuttering of the
same age and other selection criteria.
There were approximately equal
numbers of girls and boys within each

ageleveL

Stimuli and Procedure
The dichotic listening test has been

used to reveal the interhemispheric
relations. It was composed of 60 pairs
of senseless CVC syllables. The
experimental program consisted of 5
blocks, comprised of 4 trials. In the
first block each trial consisted of one
pair of syllables; in the second block
each trial consisted of two pairs and so
on up to the fifth block, in which trial
consisted of five pairs of syllables. An
interval of 20 seconds was left between
trials for subject's response. The

subjects were tested individually in a
sound attenuated room. The audio

tape was played to subjects at 60 dB
SPL. The test items were presented to
subjects through lightweight earphones
from a reel- to—reel stereo tape
recorder. The earphones were reversed
to counteract any imbalance in the
channels after each 5 blocks. The task
of the subject was to identify the
dichotically presented pairs of

syllables.
The younger children told their

identifications to the experimenter who
put them in the response sheet and the
children of 8-16 years old wrote their
answers in the response sheet by
themselves.

Analysis
Analysis of laterality was carried

out. A lateralization degree (LD) was
measured by the coefficient of
asymmetry (Cas). Cas was derived for
each subject using the widespread
formula Cas = 100(R-L/R+L), where
R (or L) is the number of stimuli
identifications correctly reported from
the right ( or left) ear. Using this
index Cas values of less than 0 indicate
LEA in a given task, and Cas values
of greater than 0 indicate REA. Values
of 0 indicate no car difference. The
mean Cas scores for each age subgroup
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of subjects of both types were
calculated. Then to test the statistical
significance of the means T—test was
used.

RESULTS
The results obtained show the greater

magnitude of LD in normal children
as compared to stutterers, but for the
age subgroup of the 4-5-year-olds,
where significant difference in LD
between stutterers and nonstutterers
has not been found. The LD is
dependent on the age of children of
both subject groups. Normal children
in the age range of 4-7 years old
demonstrate the decrease of absolute
value of asymmetry coefficient.
Beginning from 8 years old the Cas
increases, achieving its maximal value
in the 12—year-olds. Stutterers
demonstrate the increase of absolute
value of Cas in the age range of 4—7
years, then the decrease of it between 7
and 8years and then as in normals,
beginning from the8 years one can
observe the increase of LD with its
maximum in 12—13-year—olds. Then
in 14-16 year-olds, in both normals
and stutterers, the Gas decreases until

values, similar to those, obtained for

adult subjects [7]. Thus the results
show the similarity of LD dependence
on the age both in normal and
stuttering children.

The analysis of the direction of
lateralization discovers the negative
values of Cas both for normals and
stutterers in the age range of 4-7

years. That is in this age the LEA or
right hemisphere dominance is
observed. The qualitative change of
lateralization takes place between 7-8—9

years in both subject groups. The

change of sign in the age of 8 years

demonstrates the shift of perception

advantage from left to right ear and
the REA or left hemisphere

dominance remains in all the subsequent

age subgroups both for stutterers and

fluents.
The advantage of the ear is not

absolute because the children of all age

subgroups, both normals and stutterers,

are shown to be divided in two parts:

with the REA and the LEA. The

number of children with the REA

increases in the age developmental
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course. The stuttering children of the
6~7 years old is the exception: in this
subgroup the number of children with
the REA (13%) decreases as compared
to 4-5-year—olds (30%) and the number
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The ear preferences in the subsequcii
age subgroups both in normals am
stutterers are rather stable: the REM
observed in 65-75% , and the LEA-ii
25-35 % of children.of children with the LEA increases.

25 T

20 ‘-

15 “r

10 --

-10 -_

-15 t
Figure. Changes in cerebral
(I) and stutterers (2).

DI§EUSSION.
eresults of the resent

showed that both norpmal speakingand. stuttering children evidencedsimilar character of the FBA formationin ontogenesis for perception ofsyllables. However, some differenceswere found to exist between the twogroups regarding the level of left-hemisphere dominance and the numberof children having atypical processinggzvelodmhonc fsyllables and thement ' '
age coBrse. 0 these variables in the

The results obtain
stuttering children are finsistte ‘pr'eVious literature ingganltitative differences inve opment of functional ‘ ‘ ’:f hemispheres for the verbséilegeziizlezgiiggILlave been found [2-4]. The left-emisphere superiority has b{thiswvered for stutterers beginning frierii0be age of _8 years. The heterogeneitsewed in the group of stuttereyconcerning. the number of sub' rsdemonstrating left—or righi—egat:

study

for the
ent with

which
the age

3-9 10-11 12-13 14-16

Age (years)

“WWW over age in two subject groups: nonstutterers

preferences is congruent to some extent
With the studies of some other authors
[e.g. 2,3]. The younger stutterers(6
7—yea.r~olds) manifest fewer significafll
right—ear preferences than the oldfl
ones. and they differ significantly in
this index from their nonstutterinl
counterparts. This fact is consistent will!
the above mentioned studies, but the
apprOXimately equal Tight“preferences obtained for stutterers
and nonstutterers, beginning from ll“
8§year-olds are in 50””disagreement with them. Theseauthors [2,3] reported such data only
for the older subgroup.

The present study indicate the similal
character of the formation "1
ontogenesis of interhemisphfill‘relations for syllable perception '“stutterers and normals. It allows ‘0suggest that stuttering might beconnected not only with the disturbanc.’3of the segmental analysis, that '5inherent to the left—hemisphere W0rk
strategy, but also with the activity °lthe right hemisphere. The literature
suggests that normal right-handed
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children exhibit the LEA, i.e. right
hemisphere specialization for speech

emotional information [8,9 ]. It has

been found also, that in perception of

emotional information an inversion of
dominance, (i.e. left-hemisphere

dominance for perception of emotions
in speech), in stuttering children as
compared to nonstutterers takes place
and remains as the main peculiarity of
the FBA in adult stutterers [4 ]. Thus,
the stutterers have been found to
demonstrate the qualitative difference
in cerebral processing of emotional
speech information as compared to
normals while such difference has not
been revealed for both word and
syllable cerebral processing. This may
suggest the functions deficit of right,
but not left hemisphere in stutterers.
The supposed left-hemisphere overload
[10] might be caused by this
dysfunction. Since speech is a complex
performance, composed of multiple
components, processed in different
hemispheres [4,11] such overload
might induce a disturbance in
hemispheric competition[12] and asa
result, the impaired speech
performance - stuttering.
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ABSTRACT
This study investigated the merits of

the concept of communicative suitabi-
lity, i.e. judged adequacy of speech for
use in everyday communicative
situations, for assessing the quality of
stuttered speech. General acceptability
was also judged. Stutterers, non-
stutterers, and speech therapists served
as judges. Communicative suitability
seems a promising criterion to
realistically evaluate speech quality.

INTRODUCTION
Various methods have been

developed to normalize speech fluency
of stutterers. Some therapies use so-
called fluency enhancing techniques,
which affect prosodic and temporal
aspects of speech. A widely used cri—
terion for assessing the resulting speech
quality has been judged naturalness
(e.g.. [1,2]). It appears that fluency
shaping therapy changes unnatural
sounding stuttered speech into unnatural
sounding stutter-free speech. However,
it is difficult to evaluate this finding.
How exactly should the rather abstract
and global concept of naturalness be
interpreted and translated to suitability
of speech for use in everyday life with
all its variation in communicative
settings, communicative goals, and
types of communicators? And to what
extent do judgments from "ordinary"
people, not involved in problems of
stuttering, differ from those given by
stutterers and speech therapists
specialized in stuttering?

The main goal of our study, then,
was to try and develop an alternative,
more sociolinguistically based approach
to the evaluation of stuttered speech

and explore the merits of the concept
of communicative suitability, i.e.
judged adequacy of speech for use in
everyday communicative situations.
Three questions were asked:
(1) Do suitability judgments vary as a

function of the situation?
(2) Do suitability judgments of stutter-

ers, speech therapists, and non-
stutterers differ?

(3) How do suitability judgments
relate to general acceptability?

METHOD
Speakers were 10 stutterers and 10

non-stutterers. The 10 stutterers took
part in the Dutch adaptation of the
Precision Fluency Shaping Program
[3]. They were recorded three times:
pre-treatment, immediately after
treatment ("post-treatment“) and six
months after treatment (“follow—up
treatment"). All were males, of varying
ages and from varying educational
backgrounds. Many had a regional
accent. The 10 non—stutterers, matched
for sex, age, education, and accent
with the 10 stutterers, served as
distractors and as a reference. The
stimuli for the judgment experiment
consisted of 45 sec semi—spontaneous
speech samples. They were presented
to three groups of each 17 listeners: (l)
"ordinary“, non-stuttering adults, (2)
speech therapists specialized in
stuttering, and (3) stutterers involved in
stuttering modification therapy [4]. The
51 judges rated suitability scales
(l=completely unsuitable, 10=perfect-
ly suitable) for communicative situa-
tions varying in (l) the setting (private
versus public domain), (2) the number
of persons spoken to (single versus
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multiple interlocutor), (3) the relation

to the person spoken to (known versus

unknown interlocutor). and (4) com—

municative function (social versus in—

formative). Plausible combinations of

these four factors resulted in the ten

communicative situations listed below,

ordered from most informal to most

formal. Uneven numbers refer to

situations stressing the social function,

even numbers to situations stressing the

informative function, except for 9 and
10, where the distinction could not be

made.

+ private, + single, +known

1. talking about everyday events with
a friend

2. telling a housemate about one’s
new job

+ private, - single, + known

3. chatting with housemates during a

party game
4. giving a speech at a family

celebration
- private, + single, + known

5. making conversation with a friend
in the train

6. ordering bread from the baker

around the corner
- private, + single, - known

7. getting into contact with a stranger
on the bus

8. asking a bypasser for directions
- private, — single, — known

9. instructing a group at a dancing

school
10. giving a lecture to a newly founded

professional association

After judging the suitability of the
speech sample for each situation, the
listeners rated the general acceptability
(1 =completely unacceptable, 10=per-

fectly acceptable) of each speech

sample on a separate, eleventh scale,
not tied to a specific situation.

The reliability of the ratings was
assessed, separately for the 11 scales
and the 3 listener groups, by means of
Cronbach’s alpha. All alpha’s exceeded
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.95, which shows that all three groups

of listeners agreed on the relative
suitability of the speech samples for use
in various communicative situations and
on their general acceptability.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Separate analyses of variance were

carried out for the suitability ratings

and the acceptability ratings. The level
of significance was set at 5%. We will

only present and discuss significant
effects directly bearing upon the three
questions asked in the introduction.

Do suitability judgments vary as a
function of the situation?
The factor “situation" had a significant

effect on the suitability ratings,

explaining as much as 27% of the
variance. This means that judges

strongly differentiated their judgments

depending on the specific character-

istics of the communicative situation in

which the speech was supposed to be

used. The ratings for the ten commu-

nicative situations are listed in Table 1.

The data show that the order of judged

suitability corresponds with degree of
formality: speech was judged least sui-

table for the most formal situations 9

and 10 and most suitable for the least

formal situation 1. The other situations,

with intermediate degrees of formality,

received intermediate ratings of suita—

bility. This holds for the stuttered
speech at different stages of treatment
as well as for the reference speech. So,

judges consistently place higher

demands upon the quality of speech as

the situation is more public, involves a

greater number of less well-known
interlocutors, and focusses more on

information transmission.

We think that the variation in the
height of the suitability ratings has to

do both with linguistic and extra-

linguistic factors. At the linguistic
level, intelligibility can be assumed to

play a role. That is, the typical charac-
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teristics of formal communicative situa—

tions, e.g. high information density,
1istener(s) unfamiliar with (the speech

style of) the speaker, large distance

between listener(s) and speaker, require

speech that is clearly enunciated, with-

out deviant and unpredictable proper—

ties. This would be a functional reason.

At the extralinguistic level, there are

social conventions, which dictate, for

example, a particular style of clothing
(tie, suit) but also a particular style of

speaking, represented by the standard
variety (RP, standard Dutch), without
pathological or dialectal deviations.
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Do suitability judgments of

stutterers, speech therapists, and

non—stutterers 111170?

There was a significant effect of
the factor ”type of judge", accounting
for 9% of the variance. The mean

suitability ratings, averaged over the

four types of speakers, given by the
stutterers, therapists, and ordinary
people were 5.9, 5.6, and 4.6,
respectively. So, the data reveal that
overall ordinary people are consid-
erably less tolerant in their judgments
than therapists, who in turn are some-
what stricter than stutterers. This

Table I. Mean judged suitability (I xcompletely unsuitable, I0:perfectly suitable) of

stuttered speech (pre-, post-, follow-up) and reference speech for ten communicative
situations. In the last column overall means, which have served as the basis for the
ordering from lowest to highest suitability.

No Context Pre Post Fol. Ref. All

9 group/instructions 2.4 3.0 3.5 5.7 3.6

10 association/ lecture 2.4 3.1 3 .6 5.8 3.7

4 familylspeech 3.2 4.1 4.4 6.7 4.6

7 stranger/bus 3.9 4.9 5.2 7.3 5.3

8 bypasserldirections 4.2 5.4 5.6 7.5 5.7

6 baker/bread 4.5 5.7 5.8 7.6 5.9

5 friend/train 4.8 5.7 6.0 7.7 6.0

3 housemates/party game 5.0 5.7 6.1 7.7 6.1

2 housemate/job 5,1 5,3 6,1 7_7 6.2——

1 friend/everyday events 5.4 6.0 6.4 8.0 6.:

All 4.1 4.9 5.2 7.2
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pattern emerged for each speaker group

separately as well. Perhaps therapists

and stutterers are less sensitive to

deviations in speech as a result of

repeated exposure to deviant speech.

Apparently and quite remarkably, the

differential sensitivity would hold not

only for pathological deviations such as

stutters, but for dialectal aspects of

speech as well (as mentioned under

Method, many reference speakers had

regional, non—standard accents). Also,

therapists and stutterers may be milder

because they know from experience
how difficult it is get rid of deviant

speech characteristics. The difference

between ordinary people on the one

hand and therapists and stutterers on

the other holds particularly for the less
formal situations (the interaction be—

tween "situation' and “type of listener"

accounts for 2% of the variance).

How do suitability judgments relate
to general acceptability?

The mean general acceptability ratings

closely resemble the results for the

suitability data averaged over ten

communicative situations. The accept—

ability ratings of 3.6, 4.5, 4.9, and 6.9
for the pretreatment, post-treatment,

follow—up treatment, and reference
speakers can be compared to the

suitability ratings of 4.1, 4.9, 5.2, and
7.2. The acceptability ratings of 5.6,

5.0, and 4.3 for the stutterers,

therapists, and ordinary peOple can be
compared to the suitability ratings of
5.9, 5.6, and 4.6. Also, for both types

of judgments similar patterns of

significant effects were found. The

grand mean of the general acceptability

ratings is 5.0, which constitutes the

exact midpoint of the suitability

continuum as used by the judgeS, with
the extremes 3.6 and 6.4.

CONCLUSION
Communicative suitability appears

to be a useful approach to assessing
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speech quality since it does justice to

everyday reality where different

demands are placed upon speech

depending on communicative settings,

interlocutors, and goals. It is further

shown that it is dangerous to generalize

judgments from persons used to

stuttering, such as speech therapists and

stutterers, to the type of people

stutterers will usually interact with in

everyday life. The norms of the latter

appear to be stricter. These findings

should be taken into account when

evaluating the communicative con-

sequences of stuttering and the effects

of stuttering therapy. Finally, general

acceptability appears a useful scale to

measure "average" suitability. Further

research is needed to examine the

relationship between general accept-

ability and naturalness.
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PHONOLOGICAL SIMILARITY EFFECTS

IN CANTONESE WORD RECOGNITION

Anne Cutler (MP1for Psycholinguistics, Nijmegen)

and Hsuan-Chih Chen (Dept. ofPsychology, Chinese University ofHong Kong)

ABSTRACT

Two lexical decision experiments in

Cantonese are described in which the

recognition of spoken target words as a

function of phonological similarity to a

preceding prime is investigated.

Phonological similarity in first syllables

produced inhibition, while similarity in

second syllables led to facilitation.

Differences between syllables in tonal and

segmental structure had generally similar

effects.

INTRODUCTION
The vocabulary ofa language contains

hundreds of thousands of words, all made

up of a very small number of building
blocks: phonemes. The phonemic
inventory of a language is reckoned not in
the hundreds or thousands of items but in
the tens (Maddieson [1] lists phoneme
inventory ranges from 11 to 141, with a
median of 28-29). Thus most words have
close phonological neighbours - other
words whose sound pattern is only
minimally different. The process of
spoken-word recognition involves
distinguishing a heard word from other
words it might possibly be, and recent
research in this area has supported the
proposal that recognition involves a
process of active competition between
phonologically similar words (sec
McQueen, Cutler, Briscoe and Norris [2]
for a review). Thus recognition is clearly
affected by the presence of phonologically
similar words in the vocabulary.
I lowever, whether spoken-word
recognition can be affected by prior
processing of phonologically similar
words is as yet uncertain.

Only few studies have examined the
recognition of spoken words as a function
of immediate prior auditory presentation

of another word similar in sound; from

these differing, in part apparently

incompatible, results have emerged (in

fact, cross-modal studies have also

produced conflicting results, but this large

literature is beyond the scope of the

present report). For example, Slowiaczek

and Hamburger [3], using a word

repetition task in English, found that

overlap of initial phoneme between prime

and target (e.g. smoke—still) facilitated

response latency, but overlap of three

phonemes (stifl-still) inhibited it. Radeau,

Morais and Dewier [4], also using word

repetition, but in French, found only

inhibition effects regardless of amount of

overlap. They found similar interference

also with the lexical decision task.

Emmorey [5] used lexical decision in

English and found facilitation for certain

pairs sharing the final syllable (e.g.

tango—cargo). Zhou [6] (to our knowledge

the only study of this kind in a Chinese

language) presented listeners with pairs of

bisyllabic Mandarin words, and found

(like [5]) facilitation if the pairs shared the

final syllable, but (similarly to [3] and [4])
inhibition ifthey shared the first syllable.

Mandarin is a tone language, with a

four-tone system; its phonological

inventory is small and there is very

extensive homophony. We here report
two experiments, in many respects similar

to Zhou's, examining spoken-word
recognition in Cantonese as a function of

phonological similarity between the
response target and a preceding word.
Cantonese is also a tone language, but has

a much more complex tonal inventory (a
nine-tone system, of which three
"glottalised" tones occur only on certain
syllable types), as well as a more varied

phonological structure than Mandarin.
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EXPERIMENT 1

Materials

96 pairs of bisyllables were

constructed; each pair comprised prime
plus target (response item). Halfof the 96

targets were nonwords. Of the 48
real-word targets, one quarter had a

phonologically and semantically unrelated

prime (a baseline control condition; e.g.

the words for scarf-tomato). A further
quarter had a semantically but not

phonologically related prime (e.g.

piano-guitar; a further control to ensure

that conditions for inter-word effects had

been met). The remaining 24 items had a

phonologically related (but semantically

unrelated) prime; prime and target shared

initial syllables but differed in second

syllables. In 12 items, the second syllable

differed in tone (e.g. ji6liu4 "treatment" -
ji6lin5 "feed"); in 12, it differed in rime

(e.g. to-lfal "peach flower" - toJfool

"butcher"). In all cases the overlapping

syllables were morphologically different.

Subjects and Procedure
32 students at the Chinese University

of Hong Kong were tested individually in
the experiment; all were native speakers
of Cantonese with no reported hearing

impairment. 16 subjects in the priming

group were instructed to listen to the pairs

of bisyllables and to decide, as quickly as

possible, whether or not the second was a
real word of Cantonese, and to signify

their response by pressing one of two

response keys (labelled YES and NO) in

front of them. For the remaining 16

subjects the targets occurred without

preceding primes and subjects were
instructed to make a lexical decision for
each word. The stimuli, which had been

spoken by a female native speaker of

Cantonese and digitised (at a sampling
rate of 22 kHz), were presented over
Sound MD—802A headphones at a

comfortable listening level. Prime-target
181 was 400 ms. Stimulus presentation

and response timing were controlled by a
Macintosh IIsi computer.
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Figure I. Mean differences between
experimental (priming) and control
(no-priming) group RT (measured fiom
word oflset) for the four prime conditions
ofExperiment I. U: Unrelatedprime; S:
Semantically related prime; P[T]:

Phonologically related prime (tone

difference in second syllable): P[R].'
Phonologically related prime (rime

difference in second syllable).

Results and Discussion

Each missing data point was replaced

by the mean response time (RT) for the

same subject in the same condition.

Analyses of variance across subjects and

items revealed significant differences

between the four conditions and an

interaction of the condition factor with the

priming/no-priming group factor; this

interaction was examined via t—tests (again

across subjects and items separately)

comparing groups in each condition.

Figure 1 shows the between-group

differences. In the unrelated-prime

condition, the groups differed by just 16

ms, a statistically insignificant difference

(II and t2 < 1). Thus there are no

inter-group differences per se. With

semantically related primes, there was a

highly significant facilitation for the

priming group (tl [15] = 3.62, p < 0.003;

t2 [22] = 3.16, p < 0.005). Thus the

experiment is sufficiently sensitive to

exhibit priming where this occurs.

I Iowever, neither phonologically

related-prime condition showed

facilitation effects; in contrast, in both

groups there was, rather, inhibition, i.e.
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RTs were slower than in the baseline

condition, although this effect did not

reach significance in either condition.

Thus recognition of a spoken

Cantonese word is not facilitated, and may

indeed be inhibited, by having just heard

another word beginning in the same way.

Alterations of rime and of tone between

prime and target have exactly parallel

effects. The pattern of findings parallels

reported results from English and French,

when the overlap encompasses several

phonemes, and data from Mandarin. It is

an effect which is consistent with

competition—based models of spoken-word
recognition (see [2]) in which
simultaneously activated words may
inhibit one another's recognition.

EXPERIMENT 2

Materials, Subjects and Procedure
The materials were constructed exactly

as in Experiment 1, except that in the 24
phonologically related pairs the difference
between prime and target occurred in the
first rather than the second syllable.
Again, the difference involved tone in 12
pairs (e.g. to4wa6 "picture" versus
toa6 "dialect") and rime in the other 12
pairs (si6yip6 "career" versus sue6yip6
"leaf'); the second syllables of prime and
target were always phonologically
identical and morphologically different.
32 subjects from the same population
participated in the experiment; none had
taken part in Experiment 1. The procedure
was as in Experiment 1.

Results and Discussion
The data were analysed as for

Experiment I; Figure 2 shows the
between-group differences for each
condition. Again there was a significant
main effect of condition and a significant
interaction between conditions and groups
In the analysis of variance; again, the
between-group difference in the
unrelated-prime condition (6 ms) was not
Significant (both t1 and t2 < l), but there
was a significant facilitation effect in the
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semantically related-prime condition (tl
[15] =3.27, p < 6.005; 12 [fi]= t$52, p<
0.001). For the two phonologically
related conditions, the results of
Experiment 2 differed from those of
Experiment 1; there was facilitation
instead of the inhibition observed
previously. When the first syllable
differed in rime, the difference between
groups was significant ((1 [15] = 3.12, p<

0.007; t2 [22] = 3.67, p < 0.001). For the
condition in which the first syllable
differed in tone, the difference between
groups was only half as large, and did not
reach our criterion of significance (H [15]

= 1.12; (2 [22] = 1.47).
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Figure 2. Mean diflerences between

experimental (priming) and control

(ntrpriming) group RT (measured from

word oflset) for thefour prime conditions

ofExperiment 2. U: Unrelatedprime; S:

Semantically related prime; Pm?
Phonologically related prime (tone
diference in first syllable); HR}
Phonological/y related prime (rim?
difference infirst syllable).

Thus recognition of a 5130“"
Cantonese word appears to be facilitated

by having just heard another word ending
in the same way. Again, the results from
Cantonese parallel those from English l5]
and Mandarin [6]. Again, alterations of
rime and of tone between prime and target
appear to pattern similarly, although when
the first syllable differed in tone less
robust facilitation was observed than When
the first syllable differed in rime.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION
Our two experiments on phonological

similarity in spoken-word recognition in

Cantonese motivate two general

conclusions. Firstly, effects of

phonological overlap between two

bisyllabic words differ as a function of

whether the overlap is located in the

words' first or second syllable. Secondly,

differences between syllables in tonal and

in segmental structure have in broad

outline similar effects.

Apparent contradictions between

previous studies may therefore reflect

differences between the types of

phonological overlap manipulated. In

English [3] and French [4], inhibition

occurs when successively presented words

overlap in the first few phonemes; the

same result occurs with an initial syllable

overlap in Mandarin [6] and, as the

present study shows, in Cantonese. In this

respect there may be little cross—linguistic

difference. The findings so far do not

allow us to decide whether the overlap

must involve integral syllables or merely
any word-initial portion. We suggest that
the latter is the simpler option. Certainly
it is fully compatible with our preferred
explanation of the inhibition effect,
namely that competition between
simultaneously activated word candidates
inhibits recognition of a target word.

Facilitation effects of phonological
overlap in word-final position have also
now been observed in more than one
language: English [5], Mandarin [6] and,
in the present study, Cantonese. In none

of these experiments was this facilitatory
effect due to morphological priming
(recall that, like Zhou, we exploited the
unique properties of Chinese languages to
use prime/target overlaps which were
syllabic but not morphological); however,
it would be interesting to examine whether
it might have its origin in a processing
strategy designed to exploit the
Overwhelming tendency across languages
for affixes to occur predominantly in
suffix position [7].
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In Zhsu's experiments, and in the

studies in European languages, the

non-overlapping portions of the prime and

target pairs were completely different; in

our experiments they differed only in tone

or in rime. The similarity between the

present results and those from other

languages thus suggests that either a tonal

or a segmental difference is sufficient

fully to distinguish between words, i.e.

that tone functions analogously to

segmental structure in spoken-word

recognition. The parallel effects of the

tone and rime difference manipulations

(inhibition in Experiment 1, facilitation in

Experiment 2) further support this

conclusion.
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DIFFERENTIAL USE OF TONAL AND SEGMENTAL INFORMATION
IN LEXICAL DECODING DECISIONS IN CANTONESE

Rosemary Varley, Sandra P. Whiteside & Yuet Yee Yim

Speech Science, University of Sheflield, Sheffield SI0 2TA, United Kingdom

ABSTRACT

The study investigated the perceptual

processing of tonal and segmental

information in Cantonese. The
hypothesis that the processing of tonal

information was more robust was tested
by presenting 40 young adult subjects
with stimuli masked by white noise.
Two experimental conditions were
developed: free-choice and forced-
choice. In both conditions. the results
showed a significant primacy of tonal
information over segmental information.

INTRODUCTION
The project investigated whether

speakers of a tone language (Cantonese)
show a preferential use of tonal over
segmental information in lexical
decoding. Acquisitional research
supports the early acquisition of tonal
information over segmental [l], and
anecdotal evidence from L2 learners of
Cantonese suggests that whereas
segmental errors can be assimilated by
native Cantonese speakers. tonal errors
have more profound effects on
comprehension. Specifically. where the
1.2 learner makes a tonal error, the
listener appears to make an assumption
that the tonal information is as given, but
that the segmental form is at fault.
Evrdence from brain-damaged speakers
also suggests that segmental information
is more vulnerable to disruption than
tonal [2].

.These‘ observations suggest a
pnmacy' in the processing of tonal
information over segmental. This study
subjected this hypothesis to experimental
test by placing listeners in marginal
listening conditions and observing
whether there was preferential use of
tonal or segmental information.

Thetonal system of Cantonese consists
of six contrastive tones [3]. There are
three level tones, differing in pitch
height; highvlevel (tone 1), mid-level
(tone 3). and low-level (tone 6). and

three contour tones; high-rise (tone 2),
low-rise (tone 5), and low-fall (tone 4).
There are also three clipped or entering
tones. but these are regarded as
allophonic variants of the high, mid, and
level tones as they occur only in CVC
syllables where the final consonant islp.
t, kl. Tones which share similar
contours or starting heights have been
shown to be confusable [3, 4, 5].

METHOD
In the first stage of the study, 47

triplets of words were identified. Each

triplet included a stimulus word. a tonal

minimal pair (same segmental form as

the target, but different tone) andi

segmental minimal pair (same tone,

different segmental form). For example.

for target /kun3/. tonal pair lkuntl.
segmental pair /pun3/. The minimal

pairs were all highly confusable with the
target item. The tonal pairs involved
tones 1-3, 2-4, 3-4, and 2—6. (Therm

also a further sub-set of highly
confusable tone pairs which include
tones 4-6. 3-6, and 2—5, but we were

unable to identify triplets including these
pairs). Segmental confusability norms

are not available for Cantonese andso

extrapolations were made from Engllsh

norms [6]. Segmental pairs involved“!

following contrasts: lp-k, t-p. ph-lh, Ph'
kh, th-kh, s-f. j-w, j—l, w—l/.

Stimulus Preparation
An adult female native speaker of

Cantonese (PY) read the list of tart“

stimuli in a sound proof room. T111511SI
also included an introductory phrase
and a prompting phrase (PP) The
recording was made on a SO 7CD.
D3 DAT recorder. The word stimuli-

1?. and PP were digitised using a l

Computerised Speech Lab (CSL) “1065
4300 at a sampling rate of 29 ml
amplitudes of the word stimuh were “1‘“
scaled to a mean of 53 dB usrng

CSL.
These lists were used to record 11*

test stimuli with white noise from
CSL onto a SONY DAT machine. Tl!
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white noise was sampled at 20kHz and

had an amplitude of 62 dB, to give a
mean signal to noise ratio value of -9dB.

The speech signal was output to the left

channel and the white noise to the right

channel. The two signals were then

output through a mono channel which

was then converted into a stereo channel

so that both the white noise and the

speech stimuli would be played back in
both ears. This was done to control for
any bias effects which could have

resulted from selective attention listening

strategies.
Each set of stimuli included two

practice items. An IP was included at the
start of both the practice items and the
listening items. Each stimulus was
preceded either by an IP (at the start) or

a PP. This was done to draw the
attention of the listener to the stimuli and
to familiarise the listeners with the
speaker's voice. This is particularly
important in tonal perception, where a
decision regarding the identity of atone
is relative to the speaker's indexical
pitch.

The stimuli were arranged into four
random orders. As subjects completed
two experimental conditions, each
subject received the stimuli in different
random orders across conditions, and
within conditions. half of the subjects
received stimuli in one random order,
and the other half in a second.

Subjects
Forty young adult subjects (20 male,

20 female) completed the task. Ages
ranged from 19 to 26 (mean 21.8, sd.
1.68). All subjects had Cantonese as
their L1 and their home language. They
reported no hearing problems. All
subjects were students in tertiary
education.

Procedure
Two experimental designs were

developed to test the hypothesis: free-
choice and forced-choice. In the free-
c_hoice design subjects were required to
listen to a stimulus word and to write
down what they thought they had heard.
Responses were examined for the
relationship between the stimulus and
the character written down and were
analysed into the following categories:
stimulus; tonal-response (same tone,
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different segmental form); segmental
response (same segmental form.
different tone); and 'other' (for example,

both the tone and the segmental form
differed from that of the stimulus). In
the forced-choice design, subjects were
played a distorted syllable and were
required to select from two choices the
syllable that they thought matched the
one they had heard. The two response
choices were the segmental minimal pair
and the tonal minimal pair, but the actual
stimulus word was not given as a
response choice. Preferential use of
tonal or segmental information was
noted.

All subjects were tested individually
in sound-damped booths. Test tapes
were played on a Sony Stereo Cassette-
Corder (1‘C-DSM), and subjects listened
through AKG Dynamic System (K135)
headphones. The test procedure took
approximately 30 minutes for each
subject. The order of the free and
forced-choice tasks was not
counterbalanced. The free-choice task
was presented first so that given
responses for the forced-choice task did

not influence response in the free-choice

condition.

RESULTS
Due to occasional errors in the data

collection phase, not all subjects made

decisions on all 47 stimuli. Data were

therefore converted into percentage

scores to permit comparisons.

Free-choice condition
Table 1 shows the percentages of

responses classified into each category.

Table 1. Percentage of free-choice

responses by category and sex.

Stim. Tonal Segm. Other

Male
mean 41.48 42.98 6.52 8.97

sd. 7.74 7.56 4.07 3.20

Fem.
mean 42.20 42.87 5.39 9.51

sd. 10.12 6.56 3.21 6.91

The pattern of performance between
male and female subjects was very

similar and therefore data from the two

groups were combined for subsequent
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analysis. The data show that despite the
distortion of the stimulus word. subjects
were able to decode the tonal
information of the syllable on
approximately 84 percent of trials.
Segmental information was more
vulnerable to disruption and was
accurately decoded on approximately 47
percent of trials. It was rare for
segmental information to be decoded but
for the tone not to be correctly
perceived.

Differences between response
categories were compared with
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.
Comparisons were non-significant
between target and tonal responses. All
other comparisons were significant
(target score > segmental and other
scores. p>0.0l (T = 0 and 1
respectively), tonal scores > segmental
and other scores p>0.01 (T = 0), and
other score >se mental= 160). g score p>0.01 (T

Forced-choice condition
Table 2 shows the percentages oftonal or segmental res. ponses made b

subjects on the forced choice condition.y

Table 2. Percentage of tonal andsegmental responses on th. e are -chorce task, by sex. f Ed

Tonal Se .tal
Male mean 62.65 37.g35

sd. 21.76
Female mean 68.26 31.75

s11. 20.74

inspection of the data suggests that againmefe is no obvrous difference betweenmap and female subjects and thereforeeir results were combined. Subjectspvrlege‘rentliall};i used tonal information_ _ p ace in the forced-ch ':ituation. Comparison with a Wilcoii)‘:tlglifd‘rmks test revealed the differencei: nofilgglglcaniia= 126.5,p<0.01) lt_ . a e. owever, that sub' IEltilised a segmental-decoding stralfezlsthrcirefoften than one might predict from,. d' _ree-choice Situation. Certainifrgriigdgalls'shpwcd a marked preferencea icu ar response texample 13 subjects ch ype. For
, ose thresponse on over 80% of trials;esttifiinnagl
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segmental response choices were less
evrdent, with only two subjects
producmg 70% or more segmental
responses. Spearman correlation
coefficrents were calculated between
tonal responses on the free and forced
ch0ice paradigms, and also on segmental
responses across the two paradigms.
Both figures for rho were very low and
non-Significant (tonal choice rho :
0.196, segmental rho = 0.001). The
higher segmental responses may
therefore reflect the effects of chance,
and also in the more constrained forced-
chmce task, the results of selective
attention strategies.

DISCUSSION
The results of the perceptual

experiments revealed findings consistent
With the initial hypothesis that the
decoding of tonal information showed
primacy over segmental decoding.
Subjects were able to perceive the correct
tonal information on over 80 percent of

\ trials on a free-choice task, whilst the
segmental information was correct on
less than half of the trials. Similarly.
when placed in a situation where the
listener had to choose a character which
matched a distorted stimulus, subjects
showed a preference for selecting the
response choice which matched the
target in tone. but not in segmental form.

There are a number of possibilities in
accounting for this result. The first'ts.
in line with our experimental hypothesis
that the perception of tone is in some
way primary in the recognition systems
of tone language users. But primacy
here does not mean temporal primacy
Segmental and tonal perceplual
processes are likely to happen in parallel:
one could not envisage a perceptual
system which 'held‘ on segmental
information until a tonal decision had
been made. It may be that the
processing of tonal information is2
more rapid process. On a mathematical
basrs, there are only six contrastive
tones in Cantonese, but many more
possible segments and their
combinations. As the tone paradigm '5
smaller,.then decisions will be made
more quickly. This might then suggfil
that the phonological lexicon wlll
organised around tone - the rapid tonal
deCiSion permitting a narrowing downo
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the possibilities in matching an input to a

stored representation.
A second possibility is that our

results are more simply an artefact of our

experimental design. There are two

possibilities here. The first is that our

segmental minimal pairs were more

confusable than the tonal ones. Whereas

it was possible to select or extrapolate
from English norms highly confusable
consonants, we were unable to identify

triplets including the very highly
confusable tone pairs. The absence of
such triplets may be an example of
avoidance of contrasts in a single
language which pose heavy demands on
perceptual systems.

A second explanation of the results is
that the white noise masking is more
likely to distort the acoustic information
necessary for segmental (especially
consonantal) perception than the lower
frequency information involved in tonal
discrimination. Preliminary analysis of
free-choice errors supported the idea that
some errors were an artefact of the
experimental design. Consonant errors
for example were more frequent than
vowel errors: suggesting that the lower
frequency information of vowels and
diphthongs (and also therefore tones)
was more robust in the white noise
masking used in this study. It was felt
however that all the results could not be
totally dismissed as artefacts. The
experiment used blanket masking of the
signal, but the speech signals varied
temporally in amplitude. This meant that
the vowel/ diphthong nuclei and formant
transitions in particular were most robust
to the masking than consonantal features
like frication and plosion. Given this we
would have expected listeners to use the
formant transition patterns to opt for
more segmental judgements over tonal
judgements. However as was noted
above this was not the case and listeners
tended to opt for tonal judgements.
Furthermore some of the distinctions
between the tone pairs used in this study
were signalled at the tail-end of the
vowel [3], and therefore were subject to
the same level of masking as consonant
cueing transitional information. Despite
this, listeners tended to opt for the tonal
deCisions. A study on Mandarin Chinese
tones [7] found that the perception of
tone was robust to various filter
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conditions. Here listeners were still able
to make tone-phoneme identifications
with missing acoustic information. This
lends further support to our findings
which illustrate the primacy of tone in
the perceptual systems of tone language
users. Further research is planned in this
area.
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lPWARD Fl] TRAAGI'I'ION N FAlLNG-FALLNG TOAES AllD
RlSNG Fl] PART N FAllNG-CONVEX TOAES

Ihnan In
Institute of Iinguistia, CASS, Beifing, China

ABSTRACT
The results of acoustic ana—

lysis and perceptual experi—
ment indicated that the in—
formation of tones is mainly
carried by the syllabic vowel
and its adjacent transition.
The upward F0 transition in
VCV and VV with falling—
falling tones of Standard
Chinese is not perceived
because the durations of the
upward F0 transition only have
09ms and bOms in average and
it occurs durning the non—
voiceless initial and its
adjacent transition. The dura—
tions of the rising F0 part of
F0 in VCV and VV with falling—
convex tones of the Chinese
dialect of Fuzhou have 167ms
and 140ms and it occurs durn-
ing the syllabic vowel and its
adjacent transition, therefore
it can be perceived. ‘
L NHKIXETKN
‘ The F0 transition in the
intersyllable that the second
syllable is with non~voiceless
initial was discussed in our
paper [1]. Acoustic data from
two tone languages Were
presented to demonstrated that
the perceived segmental struc
giuifieis an important factor

in er r ”pitch [2]. p etation of F0 as

In this paper,acoustic anal—

ysis and perceptual experiment
were done on falling—falling
tones in VCV(c=/m,n,l/) and VV
of Standard Chinese and
falling—convex tones in VCV
and VV of the Chinses dialect
of Fuzhou to discover why the
upward F0 transition is not
perceived and the rising F0
part in convex tone is
perceived

l.FNlNG4AUhB TGES N VCV ND

VV 0F SE.
In disyllabic utterances

with falling-falling tones and
a voiced intervocalic segment
the. F0 must change from low.
ending on the first syllable
to high(falling) on the second
syllable, the upward F0 transi
-t1on in the intersyllable
being formed
2.1 F0 and amplitude(Am)

.15 disyllabic utterances
wrth falling—falling tones in
VCV. and VV were uttered by a
native male speaker of Beijing
Mandarin. A formant transition
are formed in the inter—
syllable. The perceptual bound
—ary of the first syllable and
the second syllable with non—
volceless initial was deter-
mined with the trancation
method [2]. In the Fig. 1.1, the
perceptual boundaries were in-
dicated with ‘a—b".The second
SYllable, therefore, started
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with "6".
It can be seen in Fig. 1. 1

that the starting-point of the

upward F0 transition occurred

within "a‘b". The duration of

the upward F0 transition in

the second syllable, However

was counted from the point "b".

The magnitude of F0 in the

upward transition was about

ZSHZ. The duration of the up—

ward transition of F0 was 89ms

and bOms in average in VCV and

VV, amounting to 38% and 30%

of the whole duration of the

second syllable,respectively.

A Am curve in the second syll—

able being with flat-topped

2.2 Carrier of the information

of tones in S.C.

In this experiment, the dura

—tion of 120ms in each sti—

mulus was selected, because a

vowel duration greater than

100ms was required to optimize

movement feature perceptionlS].

It can be seen in Fig 1.2.1

that the highest sensitivity
to falling pitch in the first
syllable was stimulus 8(140-

260ms), and the stimulus was

made from the syllabic vowel
and its adjacent transition;

the highest sensitivity to the

falling—pitch in the second
syllable was stimulus 25( 480—

how, and the stimulus was

made from the syllabic vowel

and its adjacent transition.
However, the sensitivity of
the stimulus covering the
vocalic~ending in"¥fi"[tiao l]
and the nasal coda in "FE"[ n
|] were lower than that cover

~ing the syllabic vowel; the
stimulus covering the vocied
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fricative initial didn’t be

identified as falling pitch.

It can be seen in Fig 1.2.2.

that the highest sensitivity

to falling pitch in the first

syllable was stimulus 4(60-180

ms), and the stimulus was made

from the syllabic vowel and

its adjacent transition; the

highest sensitivity to falling

pitch in the second syllable

was stimulus l7(320—440ms),and

the stimulus was mainly made

from the syllabic vowel and

its adjacent transition.

However,the sensitivities of

the stimuli covering the

vocalic~ending in 'hfi"lkai l]

and"§¥"[iao [Iwere lower than

that covering the syllabic

vowel, and the stimulus cover—

ing the zero initial didn’t be

identified as falling pitch.

I.FAUhE-CUWEX TUWS N VCV

AAD VV 0F llE (lIESE DVHEXT

OF HLGKX

3.1 F0 and Am

13 disyllabic utterances

with falling—convex tones in

VCV and VV Were uttered by a

native speaker of the Chinese

dialect of Fuzhou. It can be

seen in Fig. 2. 1 that in

falling—convex tones in VCV

and VV, the starting~point of

the rising F0 part in convex

tone was synchronized with the

second syllable. A Am curve in

the second syllable being with

pinnacl. The magnitude of the

F0 rise in convex tone was

about 15Hz, and the durations

of the F0 rise in VCV and VV

were 167ms and 140ms, amount—

ing to 52% and 49% of the

whole duration of the second
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syllable, respectively.
3.2 Carrier of the information
of tones in the Chinese

dialect of Fuzhou

Here, the duration of 140ms
in each stimulus was selected.
It can be seen in Fig. 2. 2. 1
that the highest sensitivity
to falling pitch in the first
syllable was stimulus 3(40—180
ms), and the stimulus was
mainly made from the syllabic
vowel and its adjacent transi—
tion; Those that was identifi-
ed as level pitch covering the
turning—point in convex tone
was timulus 17(320—460ms), and
the stimulus was made from
the syllabic vowel and its
adjacent transition, too. How—
ever, sensitivities of the
stimuli covering the vocalic—
ending in the first and second
syllables were lower, and the
stimulus covering the nasal
consonant initial didn’t he
identifed as rising pitch.
It can be seen in Fig.2.2. 2

that the highest sensitivity
to falling pitch in the first
syllable was stimulus 4(60—200
us), and the stimulus was made
from the syllabic vowel and
its adjacent transition; Those
hat was identified as level

pitch covering the turning—
point in convex tone was stimu—lus 19(360— 500ms) , and thestimulus was made from thesyllabic vowel and its adja—
cent transition, too; However
SENSItiVitY of the stimulicovering the last part of the
final in the first syllableand the nasal code in thesecond syllable were lower,
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sensitivity of the stimuhs
covering the zero—initial ms
lower, too.

N.Carh§m ad dxuin
1.The information of tonesis

carried by the syllabic vowd
and its adjacent transitimi
but the formants in the area
of the syllabic vowel and its
adjacent transition in[ |L
[iaoJ ], [mau |] and [i |]
rapi ly change. The Am curves
in the area of the syllabic
vowel and its adjacent transr
tion in the second syllabk
rapidly change, too.
2.In VCV with falling

falling tones, the duration of
the upward F0 transition in
the second syllable was 89m
in average in which the dura-
tion of the initial /m, n,l/
was about bOms. The upward F0
transition in VCV that is not
perceived can be interpreted
by 0. House’ theory[3] . The
upward F0 transition in V1
However,can’t be interpreted
by 0. House’ theory, This is
because the duration of the
upward F0 transition was about
60ms and the complexty of the
spectrogram in the area of Um
upward F0 transition is not
more than that in the area of
the syllabic vowel and its
adjacent transition.
3.The upward F0 transitimB

in VCV and VV with falling-
falling tones of 8.0. are not
perceived, because they don't
occur durning the syllabic
vowel and its adjacent transi-
tion, and their durations jUSt
have 89ms and 60ms amounthm
to 38% and 30% of the whole
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respectively, but the
F0 parts in VCV and VV

rising
with

falling—convex tones of the

Chinese dialect of Fuzhou

occur durning not only the non
-voiceless initial, but also
the syllabic vowel and its
adjacent transition, and their
durations have 167ms and 140ms
amounting 52% and 49% of the
whole duration of the syllable
respectively. In VCV, the dura
—tion of the rising F0 part
minus that of the voiced con-
sonant initial is about 100ms,
the remaining rising F0 part
occuring durning the syllabic
vowel and its adjacent transi—
tion; In VV, the most part of
the rising F0 occur during the
syllabic vowel and its adja-

imzoom4m snow-s

us.
"ll mnm4msmw700mu
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cent transition Therefore, the
rising F0 part in convex tone
in VCV and VV is perceived
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, TONAL MOVEMENTS IN THAI

A. Tumtavitikul

Rangsii University and Kasetsari University, Thailand

ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the acoustics

of the five Thai tones with respect to the

constraints for contour tone perception
proposed by House [5]. A comparison

with the production model which
compares a tonal contour to the response
of a step-input of a second order linear

system [2], [7], [8] is given. The
phonological representation of Thai
contour tones is suggested. Finally,
'the optimal range' of tonal movements
for contour tone perception is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
House [5] finds three perception

constraints for contour tones as
movement contour features— a minimal
vowel duration of 100 ms, contour
movement onset in synchrony with
vowel onset, and contour movement
occurring during spectral stability. When
these criteria are not met, the tone is
perceived as tonal level. These
perception constraints do not apply to
tonal excursions which do not fall within
a certain 'optimal range' which is yet to
be defined. House notes that the tonal
contours in his studies range between
3-8 semitones per 100 ms. Such an
optimal rate of tonal movement serves to
distinguish the perception of contour
tone features, eg. Rise, Fall, from level
tone features, e.g., High, Low. He
further invites studies on both production
and perception of various tonal
languages for verification.
_ This paper investigates the five tones
in Thai traditionally described as three
levels, High, Mid, Low, and two
contours, Fall and Rise. The perception

and representation of the Thai contour
tones is controversial [l], [3], [4], [10],

[11] while High, Mid, and Low are well

agreed upon to be single level tones [9].
Phonetically, modern Mid and Low tones
fall slightly whereas High tone rises. The
acoustic inspection in this study focuses
on the direction and rate of F0 change,

and duration and onset of F0 change.

All were examined in synchrony with an

observation of the spectral pattern.

MEASUREMENTS
Subjects are ten native Thai speakers,

5 males and 5 females ages 19-33 years.

The recordings were made on isolated

[a] syllables in all five tones, 5 tokens

per tone, 25 tokens per subject. The F0

and time measurements were made on a

PC computer using Kay Elemetrics CSL

4300 programs.

F0 end-points for each contour

movement were measured at the

beginning and end of the rise or fall.

Such measurements define the total
interval of the tone. The velocity of F0

change was calculated fi'om the mid 75%

portion of the entire contour for each

slope [6]. This is the 'response' slope

where the maximal rate of pitch change
occurs [6]. The contour movement

onset was measured beginning at the

voicing onset of the vowel to the time

where the F0 begins to change direction,

either rising or falling. The 5317"3

measurements were applied to all tones.

A few tokens with discontinuous F0

pattern were disregarded. Both the 10131

and the response intervals W?“

normalized to semitones and the velocltll

of the response slope (AFO/Atime) 1°

semitones per second.
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RESULTS
For both males (tbl.1) and females

(tbl.2), only Low tone has the beginning

of the falling F0 within 50 ms. afier the

vowel onset, i.e., having the beginning of

the tonal contour synchronized with the

vowel onset [5]. For the vowel duration,

all tones have the tonal slope span over a

period of i 200-300 ms. during which

there is spectral stability, with an average

of i 200 ms. for Fall, Rise, and i 300

ms. for High, Mid, Low (tbls. l & 2).

Combining the contour movement onset

and interval time (this. 1 & 2), the

approximate vowel duration is 350-400

ms. for all tones.

For the tonal interval (fig. 1), High,

Nfid and Low have an average interval of

S 3 semitones whereas Fall and Rise

span an interval of 5-7 semitones.

The tones were grouped in two

groupings according to the direction of

the tonal excursions; Falling pattern with

Fall, Low and Mid, and Rising pattern

with Rise and High. A correlation was
calculated between the response interval

and response velocity of pitch change,

and between the response interval and
response duration for each tone

separately, and for each tonal group. The

velocity and the interval are found to be
highly correlated (p < .005) for each
tone, and for each tonal group (tbl. 4).

The duration and interval, however, do
not correlate for most tones for both
males and females, with an exception of
Fall (females) and Mid (males) (tbl. 3).
For the tonal groups, the duration
inversely correlates with the interval size
(tbl. 3).

DISCUSSIONS
. The only tone that meets all the three

criteria for the contour feature
Perception [5] is Low. However, Low is
categorized as a level tone in Thai. Two
possible determining factors seem to be
the rate of F0 change and the interval
size.
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The correlation between the velocity

of F0 change and the interval size for all

tones (p < .005) for both males and

females, with no correlation found for

the interval and the duration for most

tones except for Fall in females and Mid

in males (tbl. 3) seem to indicate a time

constant in the pitch control mechanism,

[2], [7], [8], [10], [11]. Such data

advocates for a directional, interval

dependent default rate of F0 transition

which is automatically generated, with

sequences of level tones as the

representations (comparable to the

step-input of a linear system). Moreover,

the correlation between the velocity and

the interval (p < .005) for both tonal

groups (tbl. 4) seems to indicate that the

same mechanism for tonal movements is

being applied to all tones with the same

direction of tonal change; Fall, Low and

Mid, and Rise and High.

Since velocity is not distinctive for

Low tone, the factor for level tone

categorization seems to be narrowed

down to the interval size. Interestingly,

High, Mid and Low have an average

interval of 3 semitones (fig. 1).

For Mid, the contour movement onset

criteria is not met. Neither is High. In

all, it seems that the level tone category

is attributed to its interval threshold of 3

semitones when the vowel duration is

350-400 ms. regardless of the contour

movement onset.

For both Fall and Rise, the contour

movement onset criteria is not met.

However, based on the production

model derived from the correlations

discussed above [10], [11], the tones are

suggested to be represented as sequences

of levels, High-Low for Fall, and

Low-High for Rise. _

Finally, the correlations found for the

tonal groups (tbls. 3 & 4), especially

with regard to duration, seem to indicate

time adjustments made between Thai

'level' and 'contour' tone productions.
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Table 1. Average Contour Movement Onset, Total Interval Size and Total Interval Time

for thefive Thai tonesfrom combined male speakers.

Tones

Mid (n=21)

Fall (n=23)

High (n=24)

Rise (n=16)

Low (n=17)

Contour Movement
Onset (ms.)

82 (s.d.=78.54)

99 (s.d.=41.38)

70 (s.d=75.83)

142 (s.d.=51.04)

48 (s.d.=24.19)

Total Interval

2.53

7.38

2.99

6.05

1.51

(S)
(s.d.=l.12)
(s.d.=2.01)
(s.d.=1.21)
(s.d.=1.17)
(s.d.=0.81)

Interval Time

(ms)
269 (S.d.=88.26)

237 (s.d.=45.23)

263 (s.d.=70.87)
203 (s.d.=48.18)
316 (s.d.=50.18)

Table 2. Average Contour Movement Onset, Total Interval Size and Total Interval Time
for thefive Thai tonesfrom combinedfemale speakers.

u
c
s
q

o
o

0
3
h

Tones

Mid (n=21)

Fall (n=25)

High (n=25)

Rise (n=25)

Low (n=21)

Contour Movement
Onset (ms.)

114

208

102

229

25

(s.d.=135.46)
(s.d.=66.21)
(s.d.=97.06)

(s.d.=54.47)

(s.d.=20.84)

Total Interval

2.46

6.88

2.99

5.22

2.71

High

(S)
(s.d.=0.74)
(s.d.=1.43)
(s.d.=0.87)
(s.d.=1.32)
(s.d.=0.81)

Rise

Interval Time

(ms.)

310 (s.d.=103.51)

200 (s.d.=41.8l)

286 (s.d.=lll.23)

190 (s.d.=36,16)

309 (s.d.=83.15)

Figure 1. Average Total Intervalfor thefive Thai tones (in Semitones).

T .

able 3' Correlation between Response Interval vs. Durationfor Thai tones (P = ~05)

M L F
females r = .23 r = .27 r = .52

n.s. ns. p < .005

males r=-.59 r=-.31 r= .33
p < .005 ns. n.s.

H

n.s.

R F,L&M H&R

r=-.20 r=-.04 r=-.42 r=-.44
n. S. p < .005 p < .005

r=-.04 r=-.ll r=-.35 r=-.39

n.s. n.s. p<.01 p<_01
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Table 4. Regression & Correlation between Response Interval and Response Velocity

of Thai tones in two groupings; Fall, Low & Mid, and Rise & High.

Tones Y = a + bX

Falling Pattern: Fall, Low & Mid

males Y = -.06 +5.72X

females Y = -2.37 +6.89X

Rising Pattern: Rise & High

males Y = -2.58 +7.36X

females Y = -5.72 +8.56X

SUMMARY

Implications from this study are: first,

the rate of F0 transition is the same,

interval dependent default rate for all

tones with the same direction of F0

movement. Second, the difference

between Thai ‘level' and 'contour' tones

is in the interval size, i 3 semitones is the

threshold for level tones. Contour tones

span an interval of 3-8 semitones. Also,

there seems to be some time adjustments

between 'level' and 'contour' tone

productions. Third, Thai Rise and Fall do

not meet House's constraints on contour

feature perception. Rather, the
correlation between the velocity and the

interval, and the time constant for each

tone favors the representation as a

sequence of levels. Finally, the 'optimal

range' of contour tone perception in

House's studies (3-8 s/ 2100 ms.)

includes a rate which is faster than the

'optimal' or ‘default' production rate
defined within this study. Whether the
contour perception 'optimal range'

contains the production rate awaits

further verification.
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THE INFLUENCE OF SILENCE ON PERCEIVING THEPRECEDING TONAL CONTOUR

David House
Dept. ofLinguistics and Phonetics, Lund University,

Helgonabacken 12, 5—223 62, Lund, Sweden.

ABSTRACT
Interactive adjustment tests were

carried out to test if a silent interval
influences the perception of the preceding
tonal contour. Results from 16 subjects
show a strong influence of silence on
tonal perception indicating that silence
increases sensitivity for the preceding
tonal endpoint with subjects showing
greatest response consistency for the
stimuli with the longest pause where
adjustment is based on endpoint
frequency before the pause.
INTRODUCTION

In both read and spontaneous speech,a prosodic phrase boundary is oftenaccompanied by a silent pause which ispreceded by a tonal contour marking theboundary. Considerable attention hasbeen directed to the respective roles ofsrlent pauses and boundary tones asmarkers of prosodic phrase and syntacticboundaries. see e.g. [l], [2], [3], [4].[5], [6], [7], [8] and [9]. The centralquestlon approached by this investigation18 whether a silent interval influences theperception of the preceding tonalcontour.
A number of general questionsconcerning boundary tones relate to thecentral issue of this investigation.Boundary tones may have severalfunctions in addition to boundarySignalling, e.g. signalling feedbackseeking or turn regulation in spontaneousdialogue [10]. Are the tones andfunctions perceived categorically and, ifso, does a silent interval facilitateperception?
In a previous study [1 1] it was shownthat m synthesized VCVCV sequenceswhere V: [a1 and C: [m], the tonal

immediately followed by a vowel. Thus
the following specific questions are
addressed by this investigation: 1. Doest
silent interval influence tonal perception?
2. Are final sonorant consonants
important tone carriers? 3. Is perception
of the tonal endpoint before a pause
sharpened by the pause, and if so, does
this sharpening increase with increased
pause duration?

METHOD

Stimuli and task
To answer these questions, a set of
adjustment tests was designed. Stimult
consisted of synthesized [amamam]
sequences in three temporal conditions:
1) no pause between segments, 2) a 100
msec pause between the fourth and fifth
segment [amam.am] and 3) a 1000 that
pause between the fourth and fifth
segment [amam .......... am]. Format“
synthesis was used to generate the
stimuli [12].

The subjects' task was to 'maICh
different tonal configurations withtn each
temporal condition. Matching was done
interactively using a mouse pomterona
computer screen (Sun workstation.
ESPS—Waves+ environment). The tonal
configurations were 1) a falling F0
contour where the fall occurred through
both the second vowel and second
consonant and 2) a falling F0 0013101"
through the second vowel only Wm”
constant F0 on the second consonant. 10
Hz steps between 140 and 60 I‘ll We“
used to create 9 different stimuli in each
tonal configuration making a total of]
different stimuli for each temporal
condition, ie a total of 54 stimuli for all
three temporal conditions and both tonald
configurations. See Figure 1 for still”
samples of stimuli. .

Where endpoint frequency 18 m0$l
salient, subjects would be expectedrllh
match tonal configurations havmg I “
same endpoint frequency regardless 0f
whether the Contour falls in the vowel]
only or in both the vowel and consonan-
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0 1 00 200 300 400 500 600 ms

Figure I. Stylized contours of some example stimuli. The apple}: panzl‘gprfiinéitttgg
temporal condition ”no pause ” while the lower panel represents s 0t (III/C-fal'l) while the
lines represent tonal contours falling in both vowel and Iconvsonlalst
solid lines represent tonal contours falling in the vowel on y( -fa .

If endpoint frequency is of less
perceptual importance, subjects would be
expected to match contour shapes. This
would result in subjects matching a lower
endpoint for a vowel-consonant fall With
a higher endpoint for a vowel only fall.

Test configuration ' .
The middle five stimuli in the

continuum of nine stimuli in eachtonal
configuration were presented as original
stimuli. This resulted in six blocks of
five stimuli each for a total of 30

sented stimuli. Stimuli were
Firidomized in each block and block

order was randomized between listeners};

Subjects were asked to match eac

original stimulus to one of the nine;

stimuli having the same temporal

conditions but the different tona

configuration. The test was presented‘ais1

an adjustment procedure astn [13] wrt

the nine choices presented in frequency

order on the computer screen. All screen

input was logged to a file.
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Each subject began the test with a
practice/calibration block in which the
original stimulus was identical to one of
the nine choices. The entire test took an
average of 33 minutes with a minimum
individual time of 13 minutes and a
maximum of 55 minutes.

Subjects
16 subjects participated in the

experiment. Subjects were mostly
students and staff at the Dept. of
Linguistics and Phonetics, Lund
University, and all but two were native
speakers of Swedish. Subjects were not
paid, but were rewarded with chocolate
and coffee after their participation in the
test.

RESULTS
Results were very consistent between

subjects: one factor ANOVA df=15,
F:0.69, p>0.05, and within subjects
dfz2, F:43.17, p<0.0001. Figure 2
shows the percentage of same endpoint
responses for the three temporal
conditions and for the two tonal
configurations within each condition.

Percent same endpoint responses

No pause Short pause Long pause

Figure 2. Graph showing percentage
same endpoint responses as original
stimulus when original is V»fall (falling
contour in vowel only) and VC-fall
(falling contour in vowel and consonant).

A strong effect of pause on endpoint
perceptual salience can be seen. In the
no—pause condition, only half the
responses were same endpoint, while the
other half were in the direction of a lower

Session. 6. 5 ICPhS 95 Stockholm

endpoint for vowel—consonant fall (VC-
fall) being matched with a higher
endpoint for the vowel fall (V-fall). Table
1 shows the response distribution where
the direction is from the vowel fall.
Endpoint salience also seems to increase
somewhat with pause duration.

Table I. Endpoint response distribution
for the three temporal conditions.
Direction isfrequency ofendpoint related
to endpoint of tonal contour falling in
vowel only.

A chi square test of independence on
the above distribution results in

12:76.54, df=4, p<0.001. One way
ANOVA shows a significant difference
comparing no pause with short pause
F(2,45)=21.13, p<0.001 and comparing
no pause with a long pause
F(2,45)=40.5, p<0.001, but not when
comparing a short pause with a long
pause F(2,45)=3.13, p>0.05.

DISCUSSION
The results demonstrate a strong effect

of silence on the perception of the tonal
contour. They also demonstrate the
Importance of a sonorant consonant as a
tone carrier particularly when followed
by silence.

In the pause stimuli, matching seems
to be based primarily on endpoint
frequency before the pause, while in
non-pause stimuli, listeners seem to be
attending more to fall gradients or to
average frequency through the fall. An‘
interpretation concerning auditory
memory may serve to help explain the
results. If short-term auditory memory
for frequency is sharpened by the
presence of a pause, then subjects should
find it more salient to match endpoint
frequency even if the final segment is not
a vowel. In the no-pause condition,
auditory memory relies more on the tonal
contour since endpoint frequency is
rendered less salient by the following
vowel.

This interpretation may be modified
by the fact that, due to test construction
constraints, there was also some

1CPhS 95 Stockholm

information after the pause which
listeners could have used as well as the
endpoint information before the pause.
The fact remains, however, that the
presence of the pause significantly
influenced perception of the tonal
contour.

This can have implications for
perception of such tonal phenomena as
boundary tones and discourse markers.
The presence of a pause may therefore
sharpen perception of a boundary tone or
discourse marker. More precision may
be called for in intonation modelling and
automatic stylization of intonation,
especially concerning tonal contours
before pauses. This would be in line with
data in [14] where automatic stylization
for recognition tended to fail most often
in prepausal positions.
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TWO KINDS OF STRESS PERCEPTION

Thomas Portele, Barbara Heuft
Institutfiir Kommunikationsforschung and Phonetik, Universita't Bonn

ABSTRACT
This paper describes some preliminary

results concerning the perception of
syllable stress as either a binary feature or
a nearly continuous parametric value. Two
experiments were set up: a perception test
where the subjects were forced to assign
stress to one of two syllables, and a
labelling experiment. Here, the subjects
had to rate the degree of stress carried by
a syllable using values between 0 and 32.

MOTIVATION
Word accent may serve as a distinctive

cue in discriminating two words that are
identical on the segmental level (in
English, for instance. <pro'cess> and
<'process> ; in German <‘umlaufen> (to
run over something) vs. <um'laufen> (to
run around something». An accented
syllable may also serve as a first guess in
segmenting the speech signal into words[1]. To perform these functions a syllablemust be perceived as either stressed orunstressed. This implies that some kind ofcategorical perception takes place.

_ On the other hand, listeners are able todistinguish between syllables regarding theamount. of stress they carry. Theperception of focus accents is anrndrcatron for this ability. Farm andKruckenberg [2] used a 30 point scale forsubjective judgements of syllable stressand obtained reliable results.
To obtain an impression about howstrong these abilities are developed in

. ut seman ‘

magmas" In the 5mm experiment this:listeners judged more than 3500 syllables

regarding their amount of stress. They
used a scale from 0 to 31. The correlations
between their ratings were evaluated as
well as possible factors guiding their
judgements.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
The pairs <voll Milch> (full of milk) -

<Vollmilch> (whole milk) and <zwei
Rader> (two wheels) - <Zweirader>
(bicycles) were embedded in short texts
and read by a male (<Vollmi1ch - voll
Milch>) and a female speaker (<Zweira'der
- zwei Rader>). A previous experiment [4]
showed that the position of an F0 peak
serves as a cue to syllable stress for these
stimuli, and that a movement of the peak
to the other syllable often leads to a
different stress assignment by listeners.

For each sentence containing one of the
syllable pairs the F0 contour was
parametrized using a method by Portele et
al. [5]. This method describes an accent by
four numerical values, the position of the
F0 maximum being one of them. This
parameter was modified and the position
of the F0 maximum was shifted towards
the other syllable in 6 steps with a
stepwidth of 50 ms (Figure 1). In the
vicinity of the position where the stress
shift was supposed to take place 10 steps
with a stepwidth of 10 ms were used.
These 15 intonation contours were
impOsed on the original sentence using the
PSOLA method. Altogether, 60 stimuli
were used. They were presented to the
Subjects (n=l3) via headphones in a q6‘
room. The subjects' task was to dfiCide
Which orthographic representation W3s
correct for a given stimulus, e.g. whether
<Vollmilch> or <voll Milch> was spoken.
The linguistic content of the Stimtflus
sentences was neutral to both interpre-
tations. Each stimulus was presented

[CPhS 95 Stockholm

twice.
280

245

'1“ 210

175

40
1 0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000

samples

Figure I. Parametrized intonation
contour for the utterance "In diesem
Keller wurden nachweislich Zweira'der
montiert." (Provable, bicycles were
assembled in this cellar). The thick line
indicates the original contour, the thin
lines show the shift of the F0 peak in steps
of50 ms to the right.

Results
The results are displayed in Figure 2.

Each picture displays in the upper half the
individual scores of those subjects where
the difference between the ratings to the
left and the right from the vertical line
(point of stress shift) is significant (t-test,
p < 0.075). In the lower half (between 0
and l) the pooled results from all subjects
are shown. Rating 2 in the upper half and
1 in the lower half stands for perceiving
the first syllable as stressed, rating I in the
upper half and 0 in the lower half for
preceiving the second syllable as stressed.
The vertical line indicates the position of
the F0 peak where the change in
perception occurs for most subjects (there
are some individual differences). The
subjects performed differently; some
subjects obtained highly significant results
for all four stimulus groups (<Vollmilch>:
10 subjects, <voll Milch>: 6 subjects,
dweiraderx 7 subjects, <zwei Rader>2
10 subjects) while others behaved
Completely erratic.

Figure 3 shows the results from one
subject. Here, the position of the F0 peak
Where the stress shift takes place, is clearly
recognizable.
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Figure 2. Results of the stress assignment
experiment. The original stimulus was
< Vollmilch), <voll Milch>, <Zweiriider>,

<zwei Roder> (from above). Funher
explanation is given in the text.

Discussion .

The results show that the identification

of the stressed syllable in suitable syllable

pairs depends on the position of the F0

peak. When this peak is moved towards
the originally unstressed syllable there IS a
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Figure 3. Judgements by one subject for
the stimuli <zwei Rader> and <voll
Milch>. Rating 2 standsfor ’first syllable
stressed", rating I for "second syllable
stressed ".
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certain point where the perception of the
stressed syllable switches from one
syllable to the other. However, not all
subjects were consistent in their
judgements. As shown in [4], for the
material used in this experiment syllable
duration is a stress cue a strong as F0.
The apparent mismatch between these two
cues might be responsible for the erratic
behaviour shown by some subjects. For
other subjects (Figure 3) the position of
stress switch can be located within 10 ms.
This interval is a little longer than one
pitch period.

These results are ony preliminary. A lot
remains to be done, i.e. identifying the
causes for the different behaviour of the
subjects, looking for a connection between
the position of the switch point and the
properties of the speech signal, checking
the discriminative ability of the subjects as
the second requirement for categorical
perception etc. However, the results show
that, in German, the exact placement of
the F0 peak is crucial for correct
perception, and, therefore, for intonation
modelling in speech synthesis [3]. Our
description of F0 contours [5] was
designed specifically to meet these
requirements.

EXPERIMENT 2

Method

The corpus used in this experiment is
part of a prosodic database [6]. More than
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300 sentences were read by one male and
two female speakers. Altogether, 8646
syllables were used. Their amount of
stress was rated by three listeners on a
scale between 0 and 31 [2]. The speech
signal and the transcription were
presented. They used a graphical scale to
indicate the prominence level. They were
allowed to listen to an utterance as often
as they liked.

l
J

Il
lll

l

R
E

E
V

-

L1;L2 L1-L3 L2;LJ
pardm

Figure 4. Correlation coejj‘icientr

between the listeners ’judgements.

Results

The correlation coefficients between

the listeners' judgements are diplayed in

Figure 4. The agreement between the
subjects is slightly lower for speaker FH.

An average correlation coefficient of 0.75

indicates the high similarity between the
ratings. The agreement between the
listeners was higher for prosodicalli’
marked utterances (orders or yes/I10

questions) than for simple statements. .

The relation between acoustic

properties of a syllable and its perceived
prominence was also investigated. Figure

5 displays the connection between syllable

duration and prominence rating.

There is a marked dependency between

the existence of an F0 peak asscociated

with a syllable and the syllable's perceived

prominence (U—test, p < 0.001). The
average difference between syllables With
and without F0 peak is 12 prominenee

grades.
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Figure 5. Relation between prominence

rating and syllable duration displayedfor

each speaker.

The relation between the height of an
F0 peak and the perceived prominence is

not very strong (but significant; Kruskal-
Wallis—test, p < 0.001).

It was found that the offset between the
start of a stressed vowel and the
asscociated F0 peak is significant for offset
values greater than zero. Larger offsets
(late peaks) induced higher prominence
values [3].

1 000

800

600

400

200

0
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28

prominence rating (median)

Figure 6. Histogram of the prominence
ratings by all listeners.

Discussion
The results show that the listeners are

able to differentiate between more than
two or four levels of syllable prominence.
How many prominence levels are
SUfficient, however, can not be deduced
from the data, because the distribution is
quite even (Figure 6). However, one can
assume that judgements were made
relative to other syllables in the utterance.
It Is unlikely that an isolated presentation
of the syllables would have led to similar
results. But this procedure would be far
away from a real communication situation.

The acoustic properties of the speech
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signal have some measurable influence on
the perceived prominence. However,
linguistic factors that could be deduced
from the transcription by the listeners
seem to play a more important role [7].

CONCLUSION
The two experiments show that stress

can be perceived as a binary feature and as
a multi-level parameter of a syllable. Both
kinds of perception are necessary for
efficient communication.
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ABSTRACT '
This is the first report on experiments

examining which acoustic properties of

coarticulated vowels (target spectral,

dynamic spectral, temporal) define vowel

identity in prelingual infants, Gennan-

learning infants were tested for
discrimination of German vowel contrasts
in the Silent Center paradigm, Results
indicate that infants derive vowel identity
from dynamic spectral information, and
that target information is not needed for
perceived vowel identity.

LVTRODL'CI'ION
Previous studies of vowel perception

by adult American English (AB) listeners
and by adult German listeners have shown
that three types of acoustic information
contained in consonant-vowel-consonant
(CVC) syllables contribute to vowel
identity: target spectral information,
dynamic spectral information of the
syllable onsets and offsets, and temporal
intormation. Strange and her collaborators
established the relative importance of
these three types of information [1], [2],
[3]. The most important finding was that
adult AE listeners and adult German
listeners identify coarticulated native
vowels highly accurately if target spectral
information has been electronically
removed from the CVC stimuli. This
indicates that vowel identity does not
depend on acoustic information on
spectral targets. Instead, the perceptually
relevant information for vowel identity
seems to resrde in the changing spectral
structure of coarticulated syllables,

Several studies by Strange and her
collaborators examined in detail thesources of dynamic information in theMEG“ ofnative coaiticulatcd vowels
by t lpl? 11mg ([1], [2]) and adultOmnf . steners ([3], [4]). These studiescord that Vowel Centers (VCS) whichcensus! only ofthe syllabic nuclei withtarga information, are not perceivedmore may than Silent Center (SC)SW6, which consist only of thedynamic portions of the syllable onsets

and offsets in their appropriate temporal
relationship Vowel identity is maintained
very well in SCs even though the vocalic
nucleus with information on formant
targets is silenced in SCs. These studies
also showed that syllable onsets alone
(INIs) or syllable offsets alone (FINs) do
not provide sufficient information on
vowel identity for adult listeners.

These findings and others on the
insufficiency of target information for
vowel perception are accounted for by
Strange‘s Dynamic Specification Theory
(DST), which states that vowels are
specified by dynamic information defined
over syllable onsets and offsets [l]. The
dynamic information reflects each vowels'
characteristic opening and closing phases
in their appropriate temporal relationship
and style of movement of the vocal tract.
DST provides an elegant solution to‘an
important problem in vowel perception
research, viz., perceptual constancy
Unlike DST, Target Models of vowel
perception have to account for the target
undershoot problem (formant targets are
often not reached in coarticulated vowels)
and for speaker normalization (formant
targets for the same vowel category
differ greatly across men, women, and
children). Context- and speaker-
dependent variation pose problems only
for those theories of vowel perception
that view formant (or gestural) targets as
objects of perception. Research motivated
by the DST, however, strongly 5113895“
that coarticulated vowels are specified by
styles of movement that are invananl
across consonant contexts [2] and across
different speakers [5].

The experiments reported here are the
first to examine the role of the three
types of acoustic information of CV?
syllables in infant vowel perception. This
was done by testing German-learning
infants' discrimination of naturally

produced German /t/—sy1lables which
were medified to manipulate the
availability of the three types of aconsuc
information. No study has ever exam“,
how target spectral information, dynfimlc

fir,
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spectral information, and temporal Infants were tested using the headtum
information contribute to perceived procedure (for details of our
vowel identity in prelingual infants. This
is somewhat surprising given the fact that

many studies of infant vowel perception
implicitly assume that spectral targets
alone specify vowel identity (e.g. [6]).

METHOD
Stimuli

Six tokens each of the German vowels
IV, /I/, /e/, Isl, lU/, /o/, /a./ were produced
in ltl-syllables by a male native

German speaker and recorded onto
DAT. The vowels were selected to be
presented in the contrasts fr/-/e/, /e/-/i/,
/I/-/e/, and /o/-/U/ because these contrasts
were confusable in the identification
experiments reported by Strange & Bohn
[3]. The maximal frl—lor/ contrast was
selected as a control contrast.
Measurements of syllable duration, voice
onset time and fundamental frequency of
multiple tokens of the seven vowels were
used to make the final selection of four
instances each of the six vowels.

To test the role of target vs. dynamic
spectral information, the original syllables
were modified as follows. SCs were
generated by attenuating to silence the
center portion of each of the original
syllables, leaving onset and offset portions
In their original temporal position. The
onset and offset portions included the
HIEJOI' part of the transitions. VCs were
generated by silencing the onset and
ofi‘set‘portions. INTs were generated by
srlencrng both center and offset portions,
and FINs were generated by silencing
both onset and center portions.
' To test the role of temporal
information, all eight tokens for a given
contrast were electronically edited so that
they had the same duration. This was done
by lteratlng or deleting fitll pitch periods
(for full syllables with neutral duration -
FNDS, and for VCS with neutral durations
' CNDS). or by adding or deleting silence
(for SCswrth neutral durations - SCNDs).
Subjects
h 80mfants served as subjects All were
ealthy, full term infants with no history of

car Infections (by parental report). The
Infants aged between 7 and l 1 months were

"3. raised in monolingual German-
Speaking families in Kiel, Germany.
Procedure

implementation, 5. [7]). In this procedure
a syllable is played from a loudspeaker
every 1.5 sec and at random intervals this
background syllable changes to a target
syllable for abtief interval. Discrimination
is assessed by first conditioning the infant
to turn his/her head in the direction of a
vrsual reinforcer above the loudspeaker
when they detect a change in the
background syllable. Correct headtums
are reinforced by the activation of a
visual reinforcer (an electronic animal
that moves) accompanied by verbal
praise. We implemented this procedure
as a category change paradigm in which
the background and the target consist of
multiple tokens of each syllable type.

Discrimination of a vowel contrast in a
given condition (e.g., /i/-/e/ as SC) was
tested in a single session. The infant was
seated on a parent's lap across a small
table from an experimenter (E1). The
loudspeaker and an array of visual
reinforcers, located behind a smoked
plexiglass panel, were arranged to one
side of the parent and infant. The parent
and E1 listened to music over
headphones to prevent them from hearing
the stimuli and influencing the infant. A
second experimenter (E2), located ouside
the test room, observed the infant
through a one-way window and operated
the computer.

The session begins with a conditioning
stage in which the infant is given an
opportunity to learn the contingency
between the vowel change and availablity
of the visual reinforcer (s. [7]). During
the testing stage, E2 initiates trials when
the infant is in a "state of readiness" (not

fussing, facing El etc). E2 is blind to the

trial type and pushes a button when she

observes a headtum during the trial

interval. The visual reinforcer is activated

automatically for a change trial when E2

records a headtum by pushing a response

button. Twenty—five trials were presented

during testing stage. .

Infant testing was conducted in an
sound-treated chamber. Custom. software

controlled stimulus delivery, activation. of

the reinforcers, and trial selection (t.e.

presentation of change vs. no—change

trial), and also recorded the. number of

trials, hits, misses, correct rejections and

false alarms.
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Design
Groups of 10 subjects each were

assigned to one of the eight listening

conditions, which were defined by the 4

vowel contrasts (/i/-/e/, /e/—/i/, II/—/e/, /o/-

/U/) and by availability of temporal

information (in unmodified syllables, SCs,

and VCs) vs. its neutralization (in FNDs,

SCNDs, and CNDs). Each subject was

first tested for discrimination of the

unmodified test contrast. Only infants who

discriminated full syllables (criterion: 7/8

consecutive correct trials and > 60 %

correct responses) were then tested on

separate days for discrimination of the

contrast tested initially in the edited

conditions. Infants were randomly

assigned to the two series of experiments.

In the first series, infants were tested for

discrimination of SCs, VCs, and Il or

FINs. In the second series, infants were

tested for discrimination of FNDs,

SCNDs, and CNDs. The vowel category

which served as the background was

counterbalanced within each group.

RESULTS
Figure 1 gives the overall results for

the eight stimulus conditions for two
vowel contrasts (fl/—/e/, /e/-/I/), expressed
as percentage of correct responses
averaged across subjects. Overall
discrimination levels for unmodified
syllables (mean % correct: 69.3), SCs
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(mean % correct: 67.0), and VCs (mean
% correct: 63.7) did not differ

significantly. Compared to the Full
condition, vowel identity was well

maintained in the SC condition, even
though the vocalic nucleus with
information on formant targets was not
presented in that condition. The mean per
cent correct values for Il (47.5) and
Fl (51.9) suggest that vowel onsets or

vowel ofi‘sets alone do not preserve
vowel identity.

The two vowel contrasts did not differ

significantly in discriminability in the Full

condition (/i/-/e/: 69.7 % correct, lei-Ill:
68.9 % correct) and in the SC condition

(/i/-/e/: 66.8 % correct, /e/-/I/: 67.1%

correct). In the VC condition, the [ll-Ir}

contrast was significantly less

discriminable (52.9 % correct) than the

/e/-/I/ contrast (74.3% correct).

Neutralization of the temporal contrast

reduced the discriminability of both

contrasts in the Full conditions (Full

syllables: 69.3 % correct; FNDs: 55.2%

correct), in the SC conditions (SC: 67.0

% correct; SCND: 56.3 % correct), and
in the VC conditions for the /el-/l/

contrast (VC: 74.3 % correct; CND:

53.0 % correct), but it did not affect the

discriminability of the frl-Ie/ contrast til

the VC conditions (VC: 52.9 correct;

CND: 53.0 % correct).
#‘1
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CONCLUSIONS
The most important finding was that

German—learning infants discn'mrn' ated two

German vowel contrasts equally well when

these contrasts were presented either as

unmodified full syllables or as SCs, which

preserve only the dynamic spectral

information of the syllable onsets and

offsets in their appropriate temporal
relationships. This suggests that infants
do not need target spectral information

to differentiate the spectrally similar high
front vowel contrasts /i/-/e/ and /e/-/I/.
Rather, trajectory information specified
over syllable onsets and offsets is a good
source of information for vowel identity

in prelingual infants, as it is in adult

native speakers of AE and of German.
The overall pattern of results for the

German infants is quite similar to that for
German adults, who discriminated the
same. contrasts in a related study [4].
Within each age group of infants and
adults, discriminabilty of Full, SC, and
VC syllables did not differ significantly,
but discrimination levels for Il and
Fl were lower than for SCs in both the
adult and the infant study.

The first results from our experiments
on the acoustic specification of vowels in
infants support Strange's Dynamic
Specification Theory, which states that
vowels . are specified by dynamic
tnforrnatron defined over syllable onsets
and offsets together. German infants
discriminated two German vowel
contrasts by'making use of the dynamic
sources of information associated with
the opemng and closing gestures at the
margins of the CVC syllables. This
Indicates that infants perceive
coartlculated vowels in terms of their
charactenstic styles of movement. We
SUggest that perceptual representations of
these styles, which seem to be invariant
agross consonant contexts [2] and across
different speakers [5], contribute
Importantly t0 perceptual constancy for
vowel categories in infants. Further
research 18 underway to establish the
generality of our first results by
d’i‘gmntng how accurately infants
co nmtnate vowels produced in varying

ntexts and by multiple speakers when
Presented only with dynamic information
”WEE? <t>ver syllable onsets and offsets.

. '1 eresnng aspect of our stud is
that Infit' discrimination abilities suffer
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considerably if contrastive temporal
information is not available. Unlike adult
German listeners, for whom the
neutralization of duration contrasts had
only a very selective effect for individual
vowel contrasts in specific experimental
conditions (unpublished data from the
study reported in [4]), German infants

discriminated both contrasts at lower

levels of performance when the contrasts

were temporally neutralized. Further

research will have to show whether

German infants‘ sensitivity to temporal

manipulations reflects Ll experience with
the German vowel system, or whether

duration differences have a universally

important function in learning to

differentiate vowel contrasts.
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ABSTRACT
A phoneme identification experiment

was carried out to investigate perception
of the word-medial voicing contrast by
Dutch four-year-old children, six-year-old
children, twelve-year-old children, and
adults. The data of this experiment are
related to an earlier production study in
which we studied word-medial closure
durations. Production and perception of
the voicing contrast are considered to
develop synchronously in young children.

INTRODUCTION
The perception and production of the

voicing contrast by children and adults
has been investigated in numerous pho.
netic studies. Several acoustic cues play
an important role depending on the posi-
tion of the phoneme in the word. This
paper will be concerned with one of the
durational features related to the distinc-
tion, namely closure duration. In English,
the Voice Onset Time (VOT) is the
major acoustic cue to distinguish initial
voiced and voiceless stops. In final posi-
tron vowel duration differences cue the
distinction. In Dutch, the intial contrast is
characterized by a negative VOT (of
approximately ~70 ms) for voiced and a
positive VOT (of 10-20 ms) for voiceless
stops [1]. In final position, the contrast is
neutralized because of a devoicing rule.

In many languages the word-medial
vorcrng contrast is characterized by a
difference in closure duration; a short
closure duration for voiced and a long
closure duration for voiceless stops. In
some classical studies on perception of
the medial voicing contrast the closure
duration was manipulated (that is, a
silent interval). Here, the same tendency
showed up: short intervals were iden-

tified as a voiced st0p, and long intervals
as a voiceless stop [1], [2].

Experimental study of production and

perception of the medial voicing contrast

in young children is scarce. In [31,[4] we

discuss a number of English production

studies, and we report on our own pro-

duction data of Dutch 4-, 6-, 12-year-old

children and adults. In our production

study the young children displayed a

large variability and, consequently.
voiced and voiceless stops were less
clearly differentiated in the younger age

groups than in the older age groups [4]-
Those results will be integrated in the

discussion section of this paper where we
will describe shortly the relationship

between the perception and production
data of the Dutch children.

Nearly all developmental studies

investigated perception of the initial

and/or final voicing contrast. Perception
of intervocalic stops by 6—year-olds and
adults was examined by [5]. They used
the naturally produced words ’petal' V5

’PCdal’ and examined the interaction of
VOT, closure duration, and preceding
vowel duration. With respect to the role

of closure duration per se the data indi-

cated a difference between children and
adults: in the children’s data the ph<t
neme boundary (50% crossover) Wis
situated at approximately 110 ms and In
the adult data at 130 ms.

The identification experiment prcSCfH'
ed in this paper deals with the perception
of intervocalic stops by Dutch childrf:n
and adults. The silent interval of natu-

rally produced words was manipulated.
0n the basis of our production data. 'a
on the basis of the literature on initial
and final stops, we expect that the PC"
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ceptual differentation of voiced and
voiceless stops develops only gradually

with age.

METHOD

Participants
Four age groups participated in the

experiment: 4-year-olds (mean age 4;6),
6-year-olds (mean age 6;4), twelve-year-

olds (12:3), and adults (age range 22-55).
In each age group 15 listeners were
tested, male and female, and all were
monolingual speakers of Dutch. There
was no known hearing deficiency in any

of the listeners.

Material
Two minimal pairs of bisyllabic non-

sense words were used, viz. the names
'Tappi’-’Tabbi’ and ’Patto’-‘Paddo‘. The
sound structure of these names did not
evoke any association with existing
words or names. The initial vowel was
always IA], and the final vowels were [i]
and /0/ since Dutch names are often

characterized by these endings. The four
words were used to construct four differ-
ent continua, henceforth the P-, B-, T—,

and D-set of words.

Task
An identification task was set up as a

game with two pairs of large puppets.
The resemblence of the names was re—
flected in the resemblence of the puppets.
The stimuli were put into carrier phrases
in which the stimulus name was repeated
at the end, such as ’Give the ball to
Tappi..to Tappi’. By actually giving a
ball to a puppet the child manifested its
response in a two-alternatives~forced-
choice labelling paradigm.

Manipulation
The four tokens were digitized on a

Digital microVAX 11 computer using a
20 kHz sampling frequency. The initial
vowel was set at a neutral value so that
listeners would not be biased by its
duration. The formant transitions were
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always unimpaired. The stop closure was
replaced by different silent intervals with
endpoints at 10 ms and 130 ms. We used
20 ms increments and created 7 different
versions of each test word. The promi-
nence of the voiceless burst was modi-
fied in order to yield consistent voiced
and voiceless responses at the end-points;
duration and intensity were modified on

the basis of independent perceptual judg-
ments.

Procedure
First, an auditory picture discrimina-

tion pre-test (ADIT) was carried out to

ensure that the young children could

discriminate the selected minimal pairs.

Next, all children were carefully trained

to learn the test words and to relate the

names to the puppets. The final training

set comprised 8 randomized trials (’Now

show me..Patto) in which the children

had to give at least 7 correct responses

out of 8. In the main experiment each

stimulus occurred twice and the children

were tested in two sessions within two

weeks; in each session 28 stimuli were

presented. The stimuli were randomized

and counter—balanced across subjects.

The sentenced were separated by an

inter-stimulus interval of 6.5 s. The 12-

year-olds and adults were tested individ—

ually and they listened to the same sen—

tences as the young children.

RESULTS
Four identification functions were

calculated for each age group. The data

were processed by a statistical analysis

which considers the identification func—

tion as a cumulative probability distribu—

tion on Z-scores. Next, a linear regres-

sion analysis was carried out to fit the

original data. Phoneme boundaries

between groups were compared by

means of a t-test. The slope of the func-

tions (phoneme boundary width) were

compared by means of a t-test on the

coefficients of regression. We refer to [4]

for a detailed description of the analyses.
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Figure 1. Identification fimctions of the lbl—lp/ continuumfrom the P-set ofwordsfor the 4-ytar-
aids and the adults.

Phoneme boundary
The group identification functions

were calculated for the four separate
continua. Phoneme boundary corresponds
to the 50% crossover, and to 2:0 in the
transformed data. The percentage of
voiceless jugments are given as a func-
tion of the silent interval. In Figure l we
illustrate the identification functions of
the 4—year—olds and the adults (P—set of
words). In the P- and B-set of words no
significant differences were found be-
tween any age group. In the T-set of
words a significant difference was found

between the 4-year-olds and 12-year-olds
(t=3.09; p<0.008). No significant differ-

ences were found in the D-set of words

The data do show that all listeners need

relatively long silent interval durations in

the BID-set of words in order to perceive

a voiceless stop (see Figure 2). This

results from the differences in formant

transition information. Moreover. the

young children’s judgments mostly range

between 10%—80% voiceless responses

probably due to their inaccurate aware-

ness of the durational characteristics of

medial voiced and voiceless stops.
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Phoneme boundary width

The phoneme boundary width corre-

sponds to the 25%-75% interval on the

fitted regression line. The comparison of

the slopes of the regression lines in the

P- and B-set of words indicated signifi-

cant differences at p=0.008 between the
groups 4-12, 4—adults and between the
groups 6-12, 6-adults. In the T-set of
words significant differences were found

between the groups 4—6, 4-adults, 6-12,

(adults. In the D—set of words, although

not significant, there is a remarkable

parallellism between the functions of the
age groups 4 and 6 on the one hand, and

6 and 12 on the other hand.
We also examined the individual

variability within each group. In short,
the older age groups mainly displayed a
continuous response mode, that is an
upward ordering of voiceless judgments
to stimuli with an ever increasing silent
interval. The younger age groups dis-
played numerous discontinuous response
modes, that is a less consistent perceptu-
al behaviour. The upward ordering of
voiceless judgments was frequently
interrupted by voiced judgments.

DISCUSSION
We have indicated that the perception

of the intervocalic stop voicing contrast
by 4- and 6-year-olds deviates from the
perception of that contrasts by 12-year-
olds and adults. In comparison with the
two latter groups, the young children
need a relatively large difference in silent
interval to perceive the distinction, and
they have difficulty in determining which
allophones come to be grouped in the
83m phonemic category. They do not
Categorize as consistently as the older
listeners.

These findings concur with those
reported by [6] who likewise concluded
that the categorical perception of 6-year-
olds rs still unlike the adult norm. Surely.
we Presented stmuli in which the medial
Slop Contrast was induced by only one
acoustic parameter (silent interval) ne-
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glecting other parameters such as voic-
ing. It is possible that younger children
rely more than adults on multiple acous-
tic cues.

The findings reported in this paper are

in agreement with our production data on
closure duration differences in the medial
voicing contrast. As in perception, the

distinction becomes more and more

atttuned with age [4]. Both developments

(production and perception) can be ex-

pressed in terms of a ’distincivity’ which
gradually increases with age. We assume

that a parallel can be drawn between

children’s perception and production of

the phonemic contrast.
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ABSTRACT
To establish how and from which age

onwards, speech perception influences the

development of vocalizations in the first

year of life, we studied the speech

production of deaf and normally hearing

infants longitudinally from 2.5 months

until 7.5 months of age. Several

differences between deaf and normally

hearing infants were observed indicating

that lack of auditory feedback influences

speech production already at this early

stage of speech development.

INTRODUCTION
Some recent studies suggest a deviant

speech production of hearing impaired

compared to normally hearing infants in

the first year of age [e.g.l]. No canonical

babbling was found in deaf infants before

the age of eleven months while most

hearing infants start babbling before that

age [2]. In several studies differences were

observed in consonantal features and

phonetic repertoire size [e.g.3].
Until now - to our knowledge - no

systematic study has been performed on

the vocalizations of deaf infants starting
within the first half year of life. The
present study reports on longitudinal data
of 6 deaf and 6 normally hearing infants
between 2.5 and 7.5 months of age. The
main question we address is: do hearing
impaired infants differ from normally
hearing infants with respect to number and

. type of vocalizations?

METHOD
Subjects

Twelve mother~infant pairs participated
in this study; six infants profoundly

hearing impaired (group HI) and six
infants with normal hearing (group NH).
All infants have normally hearing parents.
By means of developmental tests
performed when the infants were 12 and
18 months of age no clear cognitive or
motor delays were found. The HI infants
had an average hearing loss over 90 dB at
the best car, established by Auditory Brain

-stem Response audiometry (ABR) in the

first six months of life. The profound

hearing loss was confirmed by several

pure—tone audiometric tests at later ages.

Hearing aids were used by three subjects

within the studied period. Two hearing

impaired infants were raised with TC

(Total Communication)/Dutch Sign

Language, two infants by TC and two

mainly by the Oral method.

The NH infants were matched with the

HI infants on the following criteria: sex,

birth order, duration of pregnancy, mother

age, socio-economical status of the

parents, and dialect of the parents. All NH

infants were recorded from the age of 2.5

months onwards, two HI infants from the

age of 2.5 months, two from 3.5 months

and three from the age of 5.5 months

onwards.

Data collection
Audio recordings, lasting about half an

hour each, were made every two weeks.

The mothers of the infants themselves

made the recordings at home. The mothers

were asked to talk with their children in a

face-to-face situation while the children

were sitting in an upright position.

Procedure of analyses
Of every monthly audio recording, the

first 10 minutes were transcribed. TWO

trained phoneticians performed. and
verified the transcriptions. The inter—Judge

agreement based on all material (62
recordings) was 93% for the infant

utterances. An infant utterance was defined

as a sound production during one breath
cycle starting with inspiration. Laughing

crying and vegetative sounds were n0t

taken into account. The number of infant

utterances during the first 10 minutes were

counted. .

Fifty infant utterances per recording
were selected evenly out of the transcribed

ten minutes. The total of 3100 utterances
were digitized into a computer With a

sample frequency of 48 kHz and stored for
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Figure I. Mean number of utterances and standard deviations during ten minutes of

interaction presented for the two groups of infants per month, as well as the mean number

for the 6 months combined. (N is 6 in case of the NH infants at each age. N is 2, 3 and 3 at

2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 months resp. and 6 at 5.5. 6.5 and 7.5 months in case of the HI infants.)

further analysis.
Each utterance was classified in one of

three possible types of articulation 1) no
articulatory movement; 2) one articulatory
movement (e.g. gooing); 3) two or more
articulatory movements during two or
more syllables, i.e. babbling. Further—
more, each utterance was classified

according to one of five possible types of
phonation: 1) uninterrupted phonation; 2)
interrupted phonation 3) variegated
phonation (variation in the intonation,
pitch or loudness e.g. screaming and
growling) 4) a combination of interrupted
and variegated phonation 5) no phonation.
Types 4 and 5 were rarely found and
therefore left out of consideration in this
paper. The classification was derived from
an earlier study on infant speech
development [4].

RESULTS
Number of utterances

Figure 1 represents the mean number of
utterances in 10 minutes and their standard

deviations per age as well as the average
number over 6 months for both groups.

It can be observed that the mean number
of utterances for the combined 6 months is
higher in case of the HI infants (115,
sd=45) compared to the NH infants (85,

sd=37). A t-test on the data of the
combined 6 months indicates a significant

difference between the groups (t

(60)=2.95, pS.005, one-tailed). By

separating the ages in two different age

groups (from 2.5 to 4.5 months and from

5.5 to 7.5 months) we can get an

indication of a developmental effect. By

means of a Mann-Whitney U test no

significant differences between the HI and

NH infants are found at the early age. At

the later age, a Mann—Whitney U test

shows that HI infants produce significantly

more utterances than their hearing peers

(U(18,18)=79, pS.005).

Utterance duration
In figure 2 the mean utterance duration

of the 50 selected utterances is presented

,5. 2500 —: I Nil—infants

E 2000 _ HI-infants
.q

fl 1500 -

.9. -
*5 1000 '-
h H

:3 500 "
Q a

0 _

2 5 3.5 4.5 5.5 7 5 Mean

Age (months)
Figure 2. Mean utterance duration and standard deviations of the 50 selected utterances for

the Hi and the NH group per month, as well as the mean duration for the 6 months

combined. (N is 300 at each age of the NH infants. N is 100, 150 and 150 at 2.5, 3.5 and

4.5 months resp. and 300 at 5.5, 6.5 and 7.5 months in case of the HI infants.)
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per age, as well as the average duration
over the 6 months for both groups. It can
be observed that the mean utterance
duration for the 6 months combined is
somewhat longer for the HI infants (997
ms, sd=761) than for the NH infants (948
ms, sd=761). A z-test on the months
combined shows a low significant
difference (2:1.77, p505). A z-test

performed on the utterance duration per
month indicates that from 5.5 months to
7.5 months the HI infants produce longer
utterances (5.5: 2:3.72, pS.0005; 6.5:
z=2.65, ps.005; 7.5: z=2.63, pS.005). At
the age of 2.5 and 4.5 months no
significant differences between the two
groups are found. At the age of 3.5
months, however, the mean duration of
the NH infants is longer than at any other
age in the studied period. A z-test indicates
that the NH infants produce significantly
longer utterances at the age of 3.5 months
than the HI infants (z=9.45, ps.0005).

Type of utterances
In figure 3 the "articulation types" are

shown per age for both groups. A tendency
can be observed that the HI infants produce
fewer utterances with articulation
movements than NH infants in the first
months although this turned out to be not

30
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significant according to a Mann-Whitney U
test, nor in the later age period. Utterances
with 2 or more articulation movements are
produced more often by NH infants than
by HI infants in the later 3 months
(U(18,18)=lOO.5, pS.05). The total
amount of this utterance type in the HI
group is due to only one subject who
started to babble at 7.5 months of age.

The "phonation types" are presented in
figure 4. It can be seen that NH infants
produce more interruptions in the airstream
specially in the later months (U (18,18)=
85.5, pS.Ol for the data at 5.5, 6.5 and

7.5 months combined). Although a ten-
dency for more variegated phonation can
be observed by the HI infants, no

significant differences are found.

DISCUSSION
In the present study it could be observed

that, as a group, the HI infants produced
more utterances than their hearing peers in
the period between 2.5 and 7.5 months.
This was found as well in a previous study
on HI and NH infants between 5.5 and 9.5
months of age [5] These studies support
the suggestion of Locke [6] that deaf
infants vocalize more than normally
hearing infants, possibly due to extra effort
HI infants expend to get auditory
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stimulation. It seems that the often reported
reduction in number of utterances takes
place after the period we studied, namely
towards the end of the first year [e.g.7].

Furthermore, we found a longer
utterance duration of the NH infants at age
3.5 months compared to the HI infants.
After the 5th months the profile seems to
be reversed; the HI produce longer
utterances than the NH infants. The longer
utterance duration might indicate - already
in this early age - a tendency of HI
children to prolong syllable duration as
was found in a study on 6-to—10-year-old
children [8].

In the phonation domain we found
differences between the two groups in
number of utterances with interrupted
phonation, particularly in the later ages of
the studied period. We did not find
evidence for the finding of Stark [9] that
the sound types which are characteristic of
the "vocal play stage" (experimentation
with squealing, growling, friction and
other noises) are produced by HI infants to
a limited extent only. A possible
explanation for this difference in results
might be that Stark studied the utterances
of H1 infants from 15 months onwards.
Furthermore, the HI infants produced
fewer babbling utterances within the
studied age period than their NH peers.

In summary, it seems that already within
the investigated period, i.e., between 2.5
and 7.5 months of age, several differences
in the speech production between HI and
NH infants can be observed. The
differences become more clear from about
5.5 months onwards, with respect to
number of utterances, utterance duration,
interrupted phonation, and babbling. This
may be due to lack of auditory feedback on
the speech production from that age. In the
first months fewer differences between the
two groups can be observed. This may
suggest a stronger influence of biologically
determined factors (e.g. anatomical
growth) on vocalizations in these first
months compared to a later period.

CONCLUSION
Since the results of the present study are

based on a small sample size, specially in
the early months of age, caution should be
taken when making any conclusion. In the
period between 2.5 and 7.5 months,
described in this paper, we observed a
number of differences in the vocalizations
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between 6 deaf and 6 hearing infants.
These differences can be found both in a
quantitative and in a qualitative sense. Our
preliminary results suggest that a lack of
auditory feedback influences the speech
production already in this very early stage
of development.
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ABSTRACT
In normal adult-infant interaction,

adult listeners make spontaneous on-line
judgements of the infants’ vocalisations,
providing the infant with immediate
feedback. Thus, the adults’ spontaneous
judgements may influence the adult-infant
communication because, if consistent,
they implicitly assign “meaning” to the
infants’ vocalisations.

Although normal interaction is a two-
way procedure -— infant and the adult
influence each other — the goal of this
study was to assess how adults interpret
infant vocalizations, per se. Adult
listeners were requested to judge
vocalizations that had been produced by
infants living in the same or in a foreign
ambient language. The results suggest
that Opening degree is the most
consistent phonetic dimension conveyed
by infant babbling.

INTRODUCTION
. Adults do not expect pie-linguistic
infants to produce accurate and
intentional speech sounds. However, as
the infant babbles, adults tend to provide
interpretations for the vocalisations
produced by the infant. This behaviour
may generate a mutual feedback process
that, in addition to contributing to the
development of bounding between infant
and adult, can provide relevant phonetic
information to the infant. Since the
Infant’s attention is directed to the adult’s
utterances, this adult-infant interaction
offers potentially optimal conditions for
the emergence of a communication code.
To the extent that the adult is capable of
providing a consistent labelling of the
Infant vocalisations, even a quasi—random
vocalisation pattern will be suitable for
the establishment of a vocalisation-based
communicative code [1].

The issue of the adult’s interpretation
of infant vocalisations is not new. A
number of phonetic studies have

addressed this question, providing
detailed phonetic descriptions of the early

stages of infant speech development [2—
4]. From our point of view, however,
accuracy in phonetic transcription is
typically associated with a loss in the
adults’ response spontaneity. Phonetic
transcriptions of babbling are difficult to
achieve and usually demand repeated
listening of recorded utterances along
with strict inter-transcriber reliability
criteria. Thus, to investigate the nature of
the spontaneous feedback that the infant
receives from the adult, we assessed the
adult speakers’ notion of the infant’s
articulatory vocalisation gesture. In this
paper we report the main aspects of that
study.

METHOD
To assess adult-infant interaction

under controlled conditions, we extracted
infant vocalisations from natural mother—
infant interaction situations and presented
them for spontaneous adult judgements.
We assume that adult judgements
produced in a speeded response
paradigm are close to the immediate
interpretation of infant vocalisations that
the adult would provide normal
interactive setting.

The study was designed to investigate
possible cross-linguistic differences in the
adults’ perception of babbling. We do not
expect infants to produce language-
speciflc vocalisations during the early
stages of babbling. At later stages the
infant’s vocalisations will eventually
converge towards the sounds that are
used in the ambient language. Thus, our
prediction is that the adults’ judgements
of vocalisations produced during the first
stages of babbling will tend to reflect the
adults’ native language. For
vocalisations during later babbling stages
we expect more consistent adult
classifications.

l A paper with a complete procedural

descfiptiOn and extensive discussion of the
resatls is currently being prepared for
publication.
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Subjects .
A group of 12 Swedish and 11

Japanese subjects participated 1n the

experiments. The subjects were students

of phonetics who had attended an

elementary course in phonetics. Although

these subjects are regarded as “non-

expert”, some degree of phonetic

awareness was necessary to be able to

estimate the tongue position on the

arbitrary “frontness x heightness” space.

Stimuli
The infant vocalisations were

extracted digitally from recordings of
babbling made at the homes of two

Japanese2 and one Swedish infant. The

recordings cover an age range from 17 to

78 weeks. '
The stimuli for the perception test

were randomly sampled among all the

vocalisations that were free from norse or

the mother's speech.

Procedure
Two sets of stimuli were created: a set

of 107 vowel—like utterances that had

been produced by the Japanese infant and

a set of 150 utterances produced by the

Swedish infant. .
The stimuli were presentedvia AKG

K135 headphones. To familiarise the

subjects with the task, a training seSSion

was run before the test proper. The

stimuli were presented in random order,

in blocks of S stimuli and an 181 of 3.5 s;

The subjects estimated the infant s

tongue position for each vocalisation. To

reduce biasing with phonetic or

orthographic symbols, the. . responses
were marks of tongue posrtion on an

idealised 5x5 grid of heightness and

frontness.

RESULTS

Japanese infants
Swedish listeners _

The judgements of vowel height and

frontness produced by Swedish adults
when listening to Japanese infants are

displayed as contours in figures 1a and

lb. The contours define regions of the

hypothetical vowel spacew‘ithm which
the subjects agreed in their judgements.

The contours enclose areas of the vowel

2 In the following we will not distinguish

between the data from these two infants.
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space where the agreement among the

adult subjects increases in 5% steps.
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Figtire la. Swedish listeners judgements

of tongue position. Japanese infant 4-8

months old
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Figure 1 b. Same as fight but for

babbling produced at I9 months ofage.

a nese listeners

J p’flhe judgements obtained from the

Japanese listeners, when listening to the

same babbling material are shown in

figures 2a and 2b. The age groups are the

same that were used in figures la and 1b.
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Figure 2a. Japanese listeners' Figure 3a. Swedish listeners’ judgements

judgements of tongue position. Japanese

infant 4-8 months old
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Figure 2b. Same as fig. 2a but for 19-
months old Japanese infant.

Swedish infants
Swedish listeners

The distribution of non-expert
Swedish listeners’ judgements of the
babbling of a Swedish infant are
displayed in figures 33 and 3b.

of tongue position. Swedish infant 4-8

months old.
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Figure 3b. Same as in figure 3a but for
9-18 months ofage.

Japanese listeners

The distributions of the judgements of

tongue height and frontness that were

produced by the Japanese adults when

listening to the babbling of the Swedish

infant are shown in figures 4a and 4b.

Also in this case the Japanese listeners

lUdged the same stimuli that had been

presented for the Swedish listeners.
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Figure 4a. Japanese listeners ’

judgements of tongue position. Swedish

infant 4-8 months old.
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Figure 4b. Same as in figure 4a but for

9-18 months ofage.

DISCUSSION
The results above are simply counts of

the relative response frequency for each

position on the frontness x height chart.

This statistic does not reveal response

stability for specific infant utterances.

Instead it provides a general indication of

how consistent adults are. Vocalisations

equally rated by the adult listeners

increase response frequency at that

location in the grid. Following this line of

reasoning, the data suggests that adults

tend to be more consistent in tongue
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height judgements of early babbling and

that consistency in frontness tends to

appear only for later babbling, produced

between 9 and 19 months.
The response pattern of the Japanese

listeners tends to be more consistent than

that of the Swedes in the use of

frontness. This may be a reflection of the

typological differences between the

Japanese and the Swedish adult vowel

systems.
Finally, there seems to be an

indication of continuity in the judgements

produced for babbling from the early and

the later developmental stages. The

islands of consistency observed up to 8

months tend to be still present in the

later, in spite of its increased diversity.

CONCLUSIONS
This study suggests that adults may

provide consistent feedback on degree of

vowel opening for early babbling

vocalisations. Consistence in degree of

frontness appears only for later babbling.
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ABSTRACT
Infants‘ development of speech begins

with a language-universal pattern of
production that eventually becomes
language-specific. Our work focuses on
the processes underlying this
developmental change in infants'
production of speech. One important
contribution to this change is vocal
learning — the process by which infants
listen to the patterns of ambient language
and attempt to reproduce them. We here
discuss studies on 12- to 20-week-old
infants' vocalizations in response to
speech. The results show that (a) very
young infants imitate sound patterns they
hear, and (b) developmental change
occurs in the microstructure of infants'
vowel categories. We conclude that
connections between auditory and
articulatory representations of speech
exist very early in life.

INTRODUCTION
Speech production during the first two

years of life has been described by
umversal stages [1]. These changes
encompass: Reflexive Phonation (0 to 2
months), Cooing (l to 4 months),
Expansion (3 to 8 months), Canonical
Babbling (5 to 10 months), and
Meaningful Speech (10 to 18 months).
Although there is considerable consensus
on the description of successive stages,
there is less known about the processesby which change in infants' vocalizationsare induced. Two factors are critical inproducing the transition in infants,anatormcal change and vocal learning.The young infant's vocal tract is verydifferent from that of the adult, andanatomical growth must contribute, atleast in part, to the stage-like shift seen ininfants' vocalizations.

. The factor emphasized here, however,rs vocal learning. Human infants learnspeech by listening to ambient languageand attempting to produce sound patternsthat match what they hear [2]. Cross-cultural studies show that infants fromdifferent linguistic environments exhibitdifferences in their vocalizations by 1

year of age, suggesting that by this age,
ambient language has had an effect on
spontaneous speech production [3].

The question examined here is whether
there is evidence of vocal learning earlier
in life. One way to investigate this point
is to study vocal imitation. It offers a
behavioral assay of vocal learning. Vocal
imitation requires that infants recognize
the relationship between articulatory
movements and sound. Adults have an
internalized auditory-articulatory "map"
that specifies the relations between mouth
movements and sound. When do infants
acquire the auditory-articulatory map?

Experimental Evidence
Infants' vocalizations in response to

speech were recorded at three ages. 12-,
16-, and 20-weeks of age [4]. Infants (N
= 72) watched and listened to a female
producing one of three vowels, lal, Ill. 01'
llll. The vowels were produced once
every 5 see by a female talker and
presented via a video display (lIfC'SlZC
and in color). The stimuli were presented
to infants as they reclined in an infant seat
at a distance of 18" from the monitor.

All of the infants' vocalizations were
recorded. Those meeting pre-established
criteria for "vowel—like" utterances
(greater than 100 msec and fully
resonant, N = 224) were analyzed
perceptually by having them phonetically
transcribed, and analyzed instrumentally
using computerized speCITOgTKPl“c
techniques. The phonetic trztrtslctlber
used a narrow transcription to initially
code the vowels: [1,1, 2, ae, a, A, U, 11/-
Once transcribed, the vowels were
classified into one of three groups: /3/-
like vowels {/ael, /a/, /A/), /1/-lrke vowels
/1/./I/,/s/), and /u/-like vowels (/U/, /u/)-
A second individual rescored 30% of the
utterances, chosen randomly.
Transcriptional reliability for the “1106'
category coding was 92%.

Instrumental analysis was conducted
by a person who was blind to Ill;
transcriptional classification .of 53”
utterance. Infants' vocalizations w?“
analyzed using Kay Elem“
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microcomputer-based equipment (CSL,
v. 4.0). The first two formants of each
utterance were sampled at five locations:
onset, at the 1/4, 1/2. and 3/4 points, 311d
offset.

Two outcomes of the study are
noteworthy for theory. First, there was
developmental change in infants' vowel
productions. Figure 1 displays the [al—
like, [ll-like, and /u/-like vowels of 12-,
16-, and 20—week-old infants in an Fl/FZ
coordinate space. In each graph, infants'
vowel utterances are classified according
to the phonetic transcription data. The
closed circles enclose 90% of the
utterances in each category. As shown,
utterances in each of the three categories
formed clusters in acoustic space. These
clusters are, from an acoustic standpoint,
relationally consistent with productions
by adult speakers.

More intriguing from a developmental
standpoint, the areas of vowel space
occupied by infants' /a/, [1], and /u/
vowels become progressively more
separated between 12- and 20weeks of
age. Infant vowel categories were more
tightly clustered at 20 weeks than at 12
weeks. What causes the increased
separation of vowel categories over this
relatively short (8 week) period? We
suggest that infants listening to their
ambient language have begun to form
stored representations of vowels in
memory; these representations serve as
lusts" that infants try to match. Ourvrewns that the stored representations

IESultlng from infants' analysis of
ambient language influences not only
the" PerCepuon of speech [see 11 fordiscussion] . but their subsequentproductions as well.
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A second result of the study suggested
that infants' vowel productions can be
influenced by short-term exposure to
sound. Infants' vowel productions were
altered depending on what they heard.
Infants produced more /a/-like utterances
when exposed to /a/ than when exposed
to N or /u/; similarly, they produced more
fil—like utterances when exposed to ill than
when exposed to /a/ or /u/; finally, they
produced more llrl-like utterances when
exposed to /u/ than when exposed to /a/
or N. In sum, the particular vowel
stimulus infants heard influenced the type
of vowel infants produced

The total amount of exposure that
infants received to their target vowel was
only 15 minutes (5-min exposure to a
specific vowel for each of three days). If
15 minutes of laboratory exposure
influences infants' vocalintions, then
listening to the ambient language for 20
weeks would appear to provide sufficient
exposure to induce change.

How do 12 week-old-infants know
how to move their articulators in a way
that achieves a specific auditory target?
Research on visually-specified
movements shows that newborns imitate
silent movements of the articulators, such
as mouth opening and tongue protrusron
[5]. We do not know if this kind of
mapping from auditory to articulatory
events exists at birth. but it is not out of
the question, given Meltzoff and Moore's
findings of visual-motor mappings of
human mouth movements. . _

Even if primitive connections exrst
initially, they must be rapidly expanded to
create the repertoire that infants'possess
just a short time later. ‘ This rapid
expansion is gained, we believe, through

16 weeks 20 weeks

Frequency of F1 (Hz)

.Figu’e 1. The location of/a/, /i/, and /u/ vowels produced by 12-. [6-, and 20-week-oldWants. The curves were drawn by visual inspection to enclose 90% or more of the
gym" utterances. Across age, infants’ vowel productions show tighter clustering inowel Space. From Kuhl & Meltzofir (In press).
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experience as infants engage in cooing

and sound play. Infant cooing, which

begins at about 4 weeks of age, allows

extensive exploration of the nascent
auditory-articulatory "map" during which

(self-produced) auditory events are
related to the motor movements that
caused them. Presumably, infants'
accuracy in producing vowels improves
as infants relate the acoustic
consequences of their own articulatory
acts to the acoustic targets they heard.
This implies that infants not only have to
hear the sounds produced by others, but
hear the results of their own attempts to
speak. Hearing the sound patterns of
ambient language (auditory exteroception)
as well as hearing one's own attempts at
speech (auditory proprioception) are
critical to determining the course of vocal
development.

Polymodal Speech Representations
Research on adults shows that speech

perception is a polyrnodal phenomenon in
which vision plays a role. This is
indicated by auditory-visual "illusions"
that result when discrepant information is
sent to the two separate modalities
[6,7,8].

Even very young infants appear to
represent speech polymodally. We
demonstrated that 18-20-week-old infants
recognize auditory-visual connections,
akin to what we as adults do when we
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a woman pronouncing two vowels
silently and in synchrony, the vowel [a]
and the vowel /i/. Infants heard one of
the two vowels (either [a/ or N), played in
synchrony with the faces from a
loudspeaker located midway between the
two faces. The results of the test showed
that infants who heard the vowel la/
looked longer at the face pronouncing {3/
while the infants who heard N looked
longer at the vowel Ii]. The experiment
shows that by four months infants can
recognize that an [a] sound is mapped to a
face articulating [a] while an [if sound is
mapped to an N articulation. Infants'
cross-modal speech perception abilities
provide direct evidence that infants
connect sound and articulatory movement
when they observe another person speak.

Developmental Speech Theory
We would like to offer a more general

developmental model about the
connection between audition and
articulation early in infancy. We
emphasize two terms: representation and
the influence of ambient language.
Ambient language comes into play
because it provides input to the child that
shapes his or her perceptual space even
before words are understood or produced
[11,12]. Representation comes into play
because we also believe that these speech
patterns are stored in memory — that they
are represented by the child and serve as

lipread [9]. Four-month-old infants "targets" which infants try to match when
viewed two filmed faces, side by side, of they vocalize.
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Figure 2. Infants' stored representations afiect both ' ' W. . speech perception, producw
perceptual CIWNM evrdenced by the magnet efl'ect, as well as speech prodltcn'ofl,
producing the increased clustenng seen in infants' vocalizations.
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This framework is useful in interpreting
the production study reported here. The
study uncovered both long-term and
short-term changes in infants’ vocal
repertoires. Long-term changes occurred
over the eight-week period (from 12- to
20-weeks) during which infants'
vocalizations were measured); short-term
changes occurred in infants' vocalizations
with relatively short periods of laboratory
exposure that were manifest in vocal
imitation. These findings suggest that
infants' acquisition of speech is strongly
influenced by the auditory information
that surrounds them.

Two lines of research converge in
speech development. 0n the one hand,
there are the findings that linguistic
exposure alters infants' perception of
speech [11,12], and on the other hand,
the result shown here that linguistic
exposure alters infants‘ production of
speech. These can be unified by the
suggestion that stored representations of
speech alter current processing, and that
this occurs from the very earliest phases
of infancy. On this view, the tighter
clustering observed in infant vowel
production and the tighter clustering
among vowels in infant perception are
both attributable to a common underlying
mechanism — the formation of
representations that derive initially from
perception of the ambient input and then
act as targets for motor output. The
speech representational system is thus
deeply and thoroughly polymodal. Early
hstening affects both sensory perception
and motor learning.
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ABSTRACT
Phonetically transcribed

utterances for 1.) babbling, 2.) early
speech and 3.) concurrent babbling in
three normally developing infants were
analyzed to asses the ratio of labials to
alveolars in the three contexts.
Prediction based on the "Frames then
Content” hypothesis was that early
words would show a predominence of
labials indicating a return -to more
simple production patterns based on the
requirements of simultaneous lexical
and phonetic coding. Results showed
predominence of labials in first words
contrasted with a predominence of
alveolars in babbling for all three
infants.

INTRODUCTION
In contrast to Roman Jakobson’s

early theory [1] proposing discontinuity
in sound use between babbling and
speech, recent work has shown
continuity between the two [2, 3]. With
few exceptions, output patterns in
babbling seem to correspond to output
patterns in first words. Phones most
frequently used to describe canonical
babbling and early Speech output in
phonetic transcription studies are stops
lb]. [d]: nasals [m]. [n].glides U]. [W].
and [h] [4] and vowels It]. lad. [a]. In].
[3] [5, 6] in CV and CVCV forms.
Acoustic studies of early vowel
development [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] are
consistent with transcription based
studies in showing early preferences for
vowels located in the lower left
quadrant. Evidence of continuity from
prelinguistic behaviors to early words

.

m b0th sound preferences and temporal
orgamzauon increases the importance
of understanding babbling as a crucial
first phase of development toward first
word production patterns.

Some evidence suggests that an
aspect of use of babbling patterns in
first words consists of even higher
frequency of usage of certain aspects of

babbling patterns in words than in
babbling. For example, the favored
number of syllables in babbling is one,
the favored consonant is a stop
consonant and the favored mode of
consonant repetition, reduplication.
There is evidence that these preferences
actually increase in first words and
concurrent babbling. Alveolars are the
most frequent stops in babbling [12]. It
has been noted that there is a strong
trend towards favoring labials in first
words and concurrent babbling, both in
English and in other languages [13]. It
is tempting to propose that with the
onset of the demand to interface the
lexicon with the motor system, the
infant enters a conservative motor
phase in which he/she focuses mainly
on the simplest of available motor
capacities. However, a simplicitybased
hypothesis has a circular quality .as
simplicity is taken as synonymous with
frequency rather than being defined
independently. This circularity has
been a persistent problem Wlth
Markedness which is fundamental to
phonological theory, and in princrple rs
a problem for any approach that
emphasizes relative frequencies. In this
case the claim that this incidence of
labials represents regression to srmplcr
fomts is not necessarily circular. An
additional finding from babbling-to
speech studies offers a potential means
of avoiding the circularity problem for a
simplicity hypothesis.

MacNeilage & Davis [14. 15.
16] have proposed a "Frames then
Content" metaphor to describe spatto-
temporal and biomechanrcal
characteristics of babbling and
continuity in transition to early spectfh
output. Frame applies to the rhythmic
regularity of mandibular oscrllatron

CYCles resulting in listener perception of
syllable-like and therefore speech-like
output. It is claimed that close and open
phases of the cycle may often have no
associated neuromuscular activity othttI
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than movement of the mandible and
consequently no sub-syllabic
organization of Content elements. The
syllabic Frame thus constitutes the
earliest temporal envelope within which
segment specific Content elements
develop as the child gains increasing
independence of control over
articulators in speech movement
sequences. This perspective allows
testable hypotheses regarding
organization of babbling and speech
The CV — '
predicts strong associations between
labial closure and central vowel open
phase, alveolar closure and front vowel
open phase, and velar closure with back
vowel Open phase as emerging from
mandibular oscillation in the temporal
domain. The ' ' '
predicts manner changes across
successive closure (consonant) phases
and height changes over successive
open (vowel) phases. consistent with
the principle of mandibular oscillation
during output sequences. Both
hypotheses are generated from an ease
of articulation perspective suggesting
the driving force behind sound qualities
observed in pre-speech output is
production based rather than perceptual.
In a study of six normal infants [17],
tests of the CV co-occurrence
hyporhesis showed either significant
associations or expected trends for the
three consonant places of articulation.
A potential conclusion from these
results is that earliest CV relationships
represent a lack of independence in
place of articulation between close and
open phases of canonical sequences.
Tests of the variegation hypothesis
revealed highly significant trends for
herght over front back changes for
vowels and manner over place changes
for consonants for all subjects. This
result is suggested as being due to
change in tongue height based on
degree of openness of the jaw over
successive cycles.

The default mode for producing
speech like output is considered to be
found in the labial central vowel
association as no tongue presetting is
required to realize the sound qualities
Produced. A predominence of labials in
first . words would thus allow an
additional piece of evidence to confirm
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the ease of articulation hypothesis
suggested by "Frames then Content".

METHOD
Data analyzed for this study

were collected as a part of a larger
longitudinal project tracking early
normal speech development from the
onset of canonical babbling through age
3 1/2. Data for three infants were
analyzed for this study. Normal
development was established through
parent case history report. In addition,
each infant was administered the
Wag
111mm [18] and hearing screening
using sound field techniques.

Three observers collected and
analyzed data for the infants. Each
observer tracked the same infant over
the course of the study. One hour
weekly sessions were audio taped in the
subject's home. An ATW-ZO digital
audio recorder was used for both data
collection and subsequent transcription.
Each infant wore an Audiotechnika
ATW-1030 remote microphone in a
cloth vest. The micrOphone was
clipped at the shoulder to keep a
consistent mouth to micrOphone
distance and to keep the infant from
handling the microphone.

Data selected for analysis
included all speech-like canonical
babbling and word forms occurring
during the sessions. Vocalizations
analyzed were produced with an
eggressive airstream, including
minimally a consonant like closure
phase (articulatory obstruents.
sonorants, and glides). and vowel like
open phase within a single utterance
string. This criterion resulted in either
CV or VC monosyllables as minimal
units for analysis; polysyllables
included CV or VC alternations. The
non—oral closant lb! was included when
it was present in rhythmically
alternating sequences. All utterance
strings analyzed were comfort state
vocalizations produced without
simultaneous background noise or
speech. Tokens selected as single
utterance Strings were bounded by 1
second of silence, noise, or adult
vocalization.

All utterances which met these
criteria were phonetically transcribed
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by the primary transcriber using broad
phonetic transcription supplemented by
diacritics available for infant speech
[19]. All transcribed data was entered
using a phonetic keyboard and software
developed for analysis of infant data
[20]. Data analyzed for this
investigation included 8158 alveolar
and labial consonants.

RESULTS
Results for all three subjects are

displayed as ratios of alveolar
consonants to labial consonants.
Included in Table l are ratios for
prespeech babbling, concurrent
babbling and speech, and first words.

Table I. Ratiosfor prespeech babbling,
concurent babbling andfirst words

Prespeech Cancun-rem First
Babbling Babbling Words

S l 1.35 .50 .28
82 4.33 3.34 .35
S3 1.65 1.76 .40

All three subjects favored alveolar
consonants in prespeech babbling.
Ratios were 1.35, 4.33, and 1.65. In
first words, all three favored labials
strongly. Ratios were .28, .35, and .40.
One subject also favored labials in
babbling produced concurrently with
fast words (82; ratio 3.34).

DISCUSSION
The dominant perspective in the

area of early speech production has
been one of linguistic theory, which
includes the use of linguistic
formalisms to capture regularities in
early child productions. The object offormal linguistic inquiry is an abstract
system shared by members of acommunity rather than the actualphonetics of speech output. Theconsequence for study of acquisition isemphasrs on phonological contrastrather than on details of output; themessage level rather than the level ofRingoggneration. One statement ofSt on on speech develo ment 'that of Macken [21] "Phonolggy is ‘2cogmuve/lmguistic system which existsindependently of the phonetic systemon which It 15 based" (pg.436). At thesame timesthe limitations children havein productng speech correctly have
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frequently been acknowledged as being
largely motor control limitations,
without a corresponding attempt to
develop a coherent theory of speech
motor control.

A second consequence of the
formalist approach to speech
development has been a relative
emphasis on the onset of meaningful
speech as the legitimate starting point
for description, although recent work
has shown continuity between late
babbling and early speech and dramatic
similarities across languages in
babbling and early speech inventories.
A coherent theory of speech motor
control in early development thus might
more properly be seen as beginning at
the onset of canonical babbling, the
initial manifestation of speech-like
motor behavior.

Findings of this study, viewed
in the context of "Frames then Content"
as well as in the context of these infants
pre-speech babbling preferences for
alveolars support the strength of a
production-based explanation for early
speech patterns as an altemattve‘to
development of linguistic categories
based on perceptual distance;
extensions of the child's mechanical
production constraints rather than as
rule-driven cognitive operatlonS-
Prcdominance of labials in first words
related to preference for alveolarstn
babbling is viewed as use-ofbaS1c
production patterns to realize earll
lexical items. At the very least. mot:
knowledge of early motor constraints
will allow more careful evaluation of
claims related to cognitive Of
phonological factors which have been
suggested as being independent of
motor constraints. This independcncc
must develop at some pomt. T116
question then arises of how the Child
achieves this independence if it ts not!
given as a starting point.
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FINAL LENGTHENING AT PROSODIC BOUNDARIES
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E. Hoflzuis, C. Gussenlroven and A. Rietveld
Department of Language and Speech

Nijmegen University
Nijmegen, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe an

experiment that was set up to measure
segmental lengthening before five types
of prosodic boundaries, ranging from
the Prosodic Word boundary to the
Utterance boundary.

INTRODUCTION
It has been shown by several

researchers [I], [2] that segments are
longer at syntactic boundaries, and thatthe amount of lengthening increaseswith the boundary’s place in thesyntactic hierarchy. However, weassume that it is prosodic structure thatregulates the rhythm of language, andthat final lengthening therefore occursat prosodic boundaries. In earlierexperiments we have found this to betrue for boundaries below the wordlevel [3]. In the experiment describedbelow we investigated final lengtheningat boundaries ranging front the ProsodicWord boundary to the Utteranceboundary.

METHOD
Our experiment was set up to testthe influence prosodic boundaries haveon the durations of the segments thatprecede them. We based our definitionsof the relevant prosodic boundaries inDutch on [4].
We devised five carrier sentences inwhich target words could be placedbefore one of five prosodic boundaries.The lowest boundary we tested was aProsodic

Prosodic Word boundary at the end ofa morphological word. for which the

_

target word was an adjective within an
NP. In prosodic theory there is no
difference between these two
boundaries, although morpho-
syntactically there is. The next higher
boundary to be tested was the
Phonological Phrase (PPh) boundary,
which occurred at the end of an NP in
our material. The highest boundary was
the Utterance boundary.

To rule out any possible effect of
sentence length we made sure that all
carrier sentences had the same number
of words before and after the target
word position. Since it is not clear
whether the shortening effect of the
number of words following a target
word can pass the Utterance boundary,
or alternatively, whether the Utterance-
final lengthening effect is distinct from
the lengthening before the end of a
discourse, we added a small sentence
after the Utterance boundary, consisting
of the same two words that followed
the PPh-boundary. In order to be able
to answer this question we also
included the Utterance boundary
without this following sentence in our
materials.

Material
It has been pointed out by [5].

among others, that segment classes may
differ in the amount of lengthening they
show at boundaries. Therefore, we
chose target words ending in segmenls
from four consonant classes, each of
which followed a long as well as 3
short vowel. This resulted in ”1‘
following target words:

m
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1. Tar 6; words. precede. Onsets were neverTable g significantly influenced by theirliq nas fric stop boundary position.
To find out which of the boundariesV bar km pas ma: contributed to this effect we performedW bar kan pas ma a post-hoc analysis (Tukey’s HSD). To

avoid large within-group variance we
We also included bisyllabic target did separate P°5H1°° tests for long and
words in our material, but we will not
go into that part of the experiment in
this paper.

The target words were placed in
carrier sentences in the five boundary
positions described above. This led to
meaningful sentences in nearly all
cases. Our speakers received
instructions about the non—meaningful
cases to enable them to treat these
sentences as normal, meaningful
sentences. The sentences were read by
two male native speakers of Dutch.
Each item was repeated ten times by
each speaker. The sentences were
recorded in a sound—proof studio.
Durations were measured using a wave-
form segmenting program.

RESULTS
We performed ANOVA’s on each of

the four subsets (liquids, fricatives,
nasals and stops). For every subset the
variable ‘boundary‘ had a significant
effect on the vowel and the consonant
directly preceding the boundary. For
liquids and their preceding vowels this
Was F(4,l72)=lll.4, p<.001 and
F(4,172)=27.1, p<.001 respectively. For
nasals the values are F(4,l73)=143.4
p<.001 for the VOWel and F(4,173)=
161.76, p<.001 for the nasal. For
fricatives they are F(4.l76)=l79-3»p<.001 for the vowel andF(4,l76)=471.38, p<.001 for thefricative and finally for stops:
F(4,169)=7l.45, p<.001 for the vowel
and F(4,l69)=47.35, p<.001 for the
SI0P- This means that the durations of
every type of consonant and all vowels
preceding them are significantlyInfluenced by the type of boundary they

short vowels. In the four tables below
we can see the means for vowels and
following consonants, for each segment
class. The digits correspond to prosodic
boundaries, 1 is the Prosodic Word
boundary within composite words, 2
the final Prosodic Word boundary, 3
the Phonological Phrase boundary, 4
the Utterance boundary followed by a
second sentence and 5 the Utterance
boundary without this sentence. Values
that are significantly different from the
preceding values are underlined.

Table 2. Means in ms. for target words
ending in liquids.

1 2 3 4 5

145
79

149(X 119 120 122
r 40 42 44 CD

171
71

Oa 161 170 163 18
r 43 41 4S O

I

Table 3. Means in ms. for target words
ending in nasals.

1 2 3 4 5

amuse—11.1
n46481 l

139 135
n 42 40 7 L

W
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Table 4. Means in ms. for target words
ending in fricatives.

1 2 3 4 5

(1 97 103 104
s 67 71 76

H L»
)

(a
) H

I!) wl l

H
11

> Ul H CO Nl l

a 160 159 162
s 66 69 72 1

H (1
) U1 [\J O 0)

H \1 H OJl I
Table 5. Means in ms. for target words
ending in stops.

1 2 3 4 5

or 86 86 85
t 36 37 41

,_.
U

10
U'

Il—
I H

U
10 m
o

a 144 140 133 1
t 37 33 41 4
\

U1 U1 H Ch tol l
\O H

Boundaries
Looking at the tables above we find

some interesting results. To begin with,
we never found a significant difference
between boundaries 1 and 2. Since
there is no phonological difference
between 1 and 2 in the theory of
prosodic constituency we adopted, this
means that segment durations, in these
cases, reflect prosodic structure rather
than morpho-syntactic structure. In part,
this also holds for boundaries 4 and S.
In most cases there was no difference
between segment durations before these
two boundaries. The fricatives (and
their preceding vowels), however,
showed more lengthening in 5 than in 4
and so did the long vowel before the
stop. Prosodically, 4 and 5 are
identical: they are both Utterance
boundaries. But phonetically they
differ: in 5 the boundary is ‘discourse'-final, whereas in 4 another utterance
followed in the same discourse. It is
well known that the number of words
following a target word has an effect
on its duration. It is not clear, however,
whether this effect can cross the
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Utterance boundary. The results
described above suggest that it can,
especially in cases where extreme
lengthening is possible, as is the case
with fricatives.

The effect of the Phonological
Phrase boundary can only be observed
in table 3, showing the words ending in
nasals. Vowels that preceded nasals
were significantly longer before PPh-
boundaries than before word
boundaries.

Segments
As has been pointed out in [5], there

has been some discussion on the
question which part of the syllable is
lengthened, and which segments can be
lengthened before boundaries. For
example, in [6] it is said that most of
the syllable lengthening before
utterance boundaries is due to
lengthening of the vowel. It is also
assumed in [6] that only sonorant and
continuant segments can be lengthened.
In [7], however, it appears that final
lengthening largely affects the later part
of the syllable. In [5] it was found that
stops may show considerable
lengthening, even more than the
preceding vowel.

When we look at tables 2-5, we see
that in our material the largest share of
preboundary lengthening is not home
by the vowel but by the following
consonant, as was found in [5] and [7]-
This was true for all segment classes.
including stops. Fricatives W61e
lengthened most (up to 272%), but
even stops were lengthened by 192%
after long vowels. On the whole. the
values for the different classes are 110‘
as far apart as might be expected.

CONCLUSION
The experiment we described ab?“

shows that higher prosodic boundancS
trigger more final lengthening than
lower prosodic boundaries. All
interesting finding was that compound'

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

internal Prosodic Word boundaries have

the same effect as word final ones. This

means that segment duration reflects

the Prosodic Word boundary instead of

the morpho-syntactic word boundary.

The effect of the Phonological Phrase

boundary could only be observed in

words ending in nasals. Thus, at least

in some cases, this boundary affects the

duration of the segments before it.

We found a difference between a

discourse-final Utterance boundary and

an Utterance boundary that occurs

before another sentence. This suggests

that the Utterance boundary may not be

the highest boundary that needs to be
recognised, or alternatively, that the
shortening effect that following words
have on the target word may cross

Utterance boundaries.
Our experiment confirmes the

findings in [5] and [6] that final
lengthening affects the vowel as well as
the consonant following it, but that it is

the latter which is lengthened most,
even when this is a stop.
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NOTES ON SYLLABLE DURATION IN FRENCH AND SWEDISH

Anita Kruckenberg and Gunnar Fan!
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ABSTRACT
We have studied the durational

contrast of stressed and unstressed
syllables as a fiinction of the number of
phonemes per syllable. Observed
differences in regression lines for the
French and the Swedish data are
discussed with respect to the concepts of
syllable timing and stress timing. We
have also studied the effect of tempo in
French. A noteworthy observation is the
constancy of pre—pause syllable durations
with tempo variations.

INTRODUCTION
In our earlier study [1] comparing the

reading of a one minute long passage
from a Swedish novel which was
translated into English and French, we
measured average syllable durations
Within a stressed/unstressed, i.e. an
accented/unaccented, labelling and as a
function of the number of phonemes per
syllable. The smaller durational contrasts
between stressed and unstressed
syllables in French than in Swedish andEnglish gave a support for the
established notion of French as a syllabletimed language and Swedish and Englishas stress timed languages. The conceptof "stresstiming" is attributed not to aphysical rsochrony but to an overallrelative greater auditory prominence ofthe alternation between stressed andunstressed syllables.

The present study provides data onon same text for one more Frenchsubject and variations of reading speedand It. provides a more detailedcomparison of Swedish and French data.For details about the text see [1]. Aperceptual binary labelling of syllablesas stressed and unstressed performed bythree trained listeners revealed that in allthree languages about 90 “/0 of thestresses were found in content wordsincluding adverbs. Comparing syllablesof the same number of phonemes wefound about 50 ms stressed/unstressedcontrast in French and about 120 ms inSwedish. The average number of

phonemes per unstressed syllable was
2.1 in French and 2.25 in Swedish, while
stressed syllables showed a marked
difference, 3.0 in Swedish and 2.3 in
French, which contributes to the overall
greater durational contrast in Swedish. In
the present study we have investigated to
what extent the particular dominance of
phonemes of inherently long duration
should be taken into account when
comparing stressed and unstressed
syllables. We have also made a more
detailed analysis of pre-pause terminal
stress in French versus the "mirror
stresses" within a phrase and in relation
to speech tempo.

SWEDISH REFERENCE DATA
Figure 1 illustrates average syllable

duration as a firnction of the ntunber of

AJ. SYLLABLE DURATION
x . DISTINCT

40° ‘ o . NORMAL
d-98074‘n

d=67+7tn
30° sraesseo

x_____

200— "“—

d=4+61.n d--4+57.5-n

UNSTFIESSED

1 2 3" 4 n

Number of phonemes per syllable

Unstressed

Number of phonemes per syllable

Figure I. Syllable duration fio’"
Swedish prose reading.
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es in stressed and unstressed

5:323:15 of the original Swedish prose

text The two speakers in the lower graph

differ significantly in the. duration of

stressed syllables but marginally only in

terms of unstressed syllables.

A quite similalr trilliatlrlon is “inI:213:3:

' eu r w c is a co .

iiitiiur Eggs: subject A] reading the
text twice, in a distinctmode and in a

normal mode. There is an apparent

stability of the duration of unstressed

syllables whereas the stressed/unstressed

contrast is a speaker and speaking
specific feature. In 2-phoneme syllables

the stressed/unstressed difference was 98

ms and 112 ms in 3-phoneme syllables.

In the distinct reading mode the contrast
was 25 ms greater than in the normal
speaking mode. Unstressed syllables

I._|~I|-Hlllulb.i
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averaged 125 ms and stressed syllables
290 ms.

A COMPARISON OF FRENCH AND
SWEDISH . '

A typical French prosodic phrase is
illustrated in Figure 2, "Le long de trors
des murs...". The intonation contour here
marks three so called prosodic words,
i.e. three "stress groups", each containing
a content word with an F0 rise of the
order of 6 semitones in the vowel, in

non-final groups followed by a

corresponding F0 fall. The recurrent

pattern of F0 rises and falls in successrve

prosodic words within a phrase and the

associated lengthening of stress-group

final syllables produces a .rhythm1cal

regularity. The large duration of the

phrase-final syllable [myzr] is apparent.

VIS.“IH1.IIZS'ILIot.u.htnllfl.iflmll2$

Figure 2. French prosodic phrase.

Feminine»' were“hmwninmnnm—‘l

ugyfil‘cIt
utiiiiittt ' "

l

"Le Ion de trois des murs". Oscillogram,

spectrogram, 10g F0 and intensity, LP 1000 and HP I000 Hz (beloW).

Figure 3 shows average syllable
duration as a function of the number of
Phonemes per syllable comparing tWO
French speakers and our Swedish
reference speaker reading the same base
text Phrase-final syllables are excluded.

e Stressed/unstressed contrast is
apparently lower in the French than in

e Swedish data. Regression lines for

and unstressed data converge for

fhleesifrinch data but diverge for the

Swedish data. This compressron verius

expansion of the duration of comptex

syllables adds to the language specific;

contrasts and can be quantifie fwtlhe

reference to the constants o

regression equations.
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ms

350 Swedish subject/U h—x
French subjectCC A----A

300 _ French subjectPT 0-----------o

250 -

200 -

150 -

100 -

Unsucsscd
50 - 5"

I I I .

1 2 3 4
Number of phonemes per syllable

Figure 3. Syllable duration. OneSwedish and two French subjects.

Table 1. Regression e uations
syllable duration d=a+bn (its a funds;ofthe number ofphonemes per syllable.

n

' n

In Swedish the 510 e facto b 'grflatglr for dstressed than unsrtresseldsy a es an th ‘
French. e reverse is true for

Figure 4 contrasts hi h.
and lspeaking rate for the French subject Igl‘yb t‘h higher tempo reduces durations ofti? stressed and unstressed syllables toe effect that unstressed syllables of the

mately the sam d '
syllables of the hi urations as stressed. gher s eakin tSwedish the durational Idontraft ri: :1breduced but to a less extent [2].A .wellknown feature is the extrguration of phrase—final syllablzslorirgithrench [3]. A remarkable finding is thatey. stay approximately constant withgading rate. A study of pausing showedthat in addition to 8 sentence final pausesere occurred 12 pauses withinsentences at normal and high speech rateand 16 at a low speech rate. The morequent pausrng in slow speech is a wellown phenomenon [4]. The effectivreading time, pauses excluded was 16‘;=higher in the low than in the normal rate0
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msfix:—
French subject PT """"

400 High tempo Ho ,x’
Low tempo

- —————— -« ,’
350

- I Phrasefiniil

300 -

Stressed/”’1
250 . 2"

’ Stressed o

200 —

150 —

100 >

50 —

l l l I

1 2 3 4
Number of phonemes per syllable

Figure 4. Syllable duration at high and
low speech rate. French subject.

and 13% lower in the high than in the
normal speaking rate. The ratio of pause
time to effective reading time was close
to 38 % at both normal and low speaking
rate and 22% at the high speaking rate.

PHONEME DURATIONS AND
INHERENT LENGTH

These corpora are too small to allow
representative listing of the durations of
individual vowels and consonants but
there is a basis for considering certain
group data, i.e. to what extent syllable
duration is influenced by the relative
occurrence of phonemes of inherently
long durations and also how the stress
induced lengthening affects the vowel
and associated consonants. As already
stated in [1], stress in French induces
almost no lengthening of consonants
following a vowel in a non-term”1
syllable, the main effect to be observed
is in the vowel and preceding con-
sonants. In Swedish, consonants
following a short stressed vowel carry a
large part of the syllable lengthenlflggln
English preceding and followmg
consonants have about equal important“?-

An example of segment duration
profiles in French unstressed. stress
non-terminal, and stressed final syllables
is shown in Figure 5. It pertains to 3-
Phoneme syllables of type CCV and

C with segment notations C-2, C-1,
V and C-1, V, C+l.
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150 _ Pre-pause

50-

100 - Stressed

$0—

ms C4 C-l V Cl

100— U nstressed

50- a

c2 c. v c. l
Figure 5. French segment durations in
pre-pause, stressed and unstressed
syllables.

It verifies the importance of the vowel
as a primary object of stress induced
lengthening and of consonants in non-
tenninal locations. In terminal prepause
locations the final consonant adds
Significantly to the syllable duration.

An analysis of stressed versus
unstressed CV sequences in non—terminal
posrtions provided the following results.
For speaker PT the difference in vowel
duration was 28 ms and in consonant
duration 19 ms, Le. a total
stressed/unstressed contrast of 47 ms.
However, the more frequent occurrence
of consonants of a relative large duration
"1. stressed than in unstressed syllables,
fricatives and unvoiced stops and also
[b], accounted for 11 ms of the 19 ms
difference in consonant duration. The
stressed induced consonant lengthening
was thus merely 19-ll=8 ms. Similarly,
the more frequent occurrence of nasal
vowels and of the diphtong [wa] in
stressed syllables contributed to 4 ms of
the stressed/unstressed contrast. The true
stressed induced vowel lengthening was
thus 28-4=24 ms. Of the total C+V
difference of 47 ms a net of 32 ms
represented atrue lengthening associated
limb stress. Similar figures were attained
0’ Speaker CC, i.e. 4 ms for inherent

VOWel duration and 8 ms for inherent
aMt durations and a total of

V‘34+28=62 ms stressed/unstressed
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difference of which 50 ms represents a
true segment lengthening. Differences in
inherent durations may also explain a
part of the stressed/unstressed
convergence in the French data, Figure
3. In Swedish the role of phoneme
inherent durations was found to be
insignificant since the distributions were
quite similar in stressed and unstressed
syllables.

CONCLUSION
In French a part of the observable

average durational difference between
stressed and unstressed syllables of the
same number of phonemes is due to a
larger proportion of phonemes of a
relatively long inherent duration in
stressed syllables. Regression lines for
stressed and unstressed syllables
converge in French but diverge in
Swedish. These findings add to the two
basic components of durational contrast,
that of stress induced lengthening and
the dominance of 2-phoneme syllables in
French. The smaller total durational

contrast between stressed and unstressed

syllables in French supports the vrew_of
French as a syllable timed and Swedish

as a stress timed language. The rhythm

of French is, however, a more

complicated question. The sequence. of

prosodic words also carry a rhythmical

pattern.
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U'ITERANCE—FINAL LENGTHENING:
THE EFFECT OF SPEAKING RATE

F. Bell-Berti, C. E. Gelfer, and M Boyle
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ABSTRACT
The phenomenon of utterance-final

lengthening is a fairly ubiquitous one.
However, there appear to be limits to
the extent that the speech system can
slow itself and still operate under the
normal control regime. This study found
that while final lengthening occurs at fast
and comfortable speaking rates, it did
not occur when speech was slowed.
Rather, the effect of slowing speech was
to increase the relative durations of
vowels in utterance initial syllables.
INTRODUCTION

Although utterance-final lengthening
has been widely studied, the origin of
this effect has not been established. One
possibility is that final lengthening is
determined by linguistic characteristics
of an utterance (that is, the inherent seg-
ment durations and the phonetic, seman-
tic, and syntactic context in which the
segment occurs). So, for example, it has
seemed reasonable to suggest [1,2] thatfinal lengthening is a planned effect pro-vrded to listeners to help them identifysyntactic boundaries. Indeed, it has beenshown [3] that listeners expect longerdurations for words in phrase- and sen-tence-final positions. Another possibili-ty, however, is that final lengtheningarises from neurological, muscular, andmechanical characteristics of the speechsystem.

We have previously reported studiesof ataxtc dysarthric speakers [4,5] inwhose speech there was an absence ofutterance final lengthening. The questionthat arose from that result was whetherfinal lengthening failed to occur becauseutterance-final events were affected dif-ferentially by the underlying neurologicalimpairment, or simply because thesespeakers were already speaking soslowly that they could not slow theirspeech any further. We hypothesizedthat one would find the same absence offinal lengthening in unimpaired speakersif they Simply spoke slowly.

METHODS
We used four utterance types (Table

1), two five- and two seven-syllable
sentences. The target word ‘pat'
occurred either in media] or final position
at both sentence lengths. Five women
between 28 and 36 years of age, with no
history of speech or hearing difficulties,
served as subjects. At the time of
recording, all were recent graduates of a
master’s degree pro-gram in speech-
language pathology. They were unaware
of the specific purpose of .the
experiment until after the recordings
were completed. They produced a set of
sentences at three self-selected speaklng
rates: natural, fast, and slow.

Table 1. List ofsentences

Short Sentences: .
Medial: Seek a pat mustc.
Final: Seek a music pat.

Long Sentences: .
Medial: Seek a pat grand musrcal.
Final: Seek a grand musical pat.

The subjects listened to a recorded,
natural rate exemplar of each sentence
and saw a written version of the sen-
tence each time it was to berepeatefl at
each rate. The only special instruetlons
were to produce the sentences‘withloul
pauses. They were given practice trials
until they were comfortable With the
task. No subject wanted more than “”0
trials of each sentence at the slow rate,
and none at the natural and fast rate5~ .

The sentences were presented in S?
random orders; in each, the subled was
asked to repeat each of the sentences
twice at her natural, then twrce at 11“
slow, and finally, twice at her fast ”it?
In all, each subject produced 12 ”PIC 1‘
tions of each sentence at each rate (I
sentences/subject, 720 sentences in 211 in

Audio recordings were made usmg d
Marantz PMD 221 cassette recorder an
Sony unidirectional, low impede“:
dynamic microphone. The Signals, web
digitized at llkHz on a Mac‘mos
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ra 800 microcomputer, usmg

gdtfrildDesigner 11 software and a 12-bit

Digidesign audio-media. board. They

were analyzed usrng Signalyze 3.0.1

software implemented on the same

computer. Segment duratlon measure-

ments were made from synchronous

waveform and spectrographrc displays of

each sentence, expanded to provrde a

minimum resolution of 1.5 ms. .

Because it was not always posstble to

identify the onset of the initial [5] frica-

tion, the onset of [i]-formant structure in

‘seek‘ was used as the beginning of each
token. The acoustical point used as the
end of the token depended on the final
word: the end of [ER] in ‘pat’ for the two
sentences in which the target word was
in final position, and the end of [r] in
‘music’ or the end of [l] in ‘mustcal for
the sentences in which the target word
was in medial position. We also
measured the durations of [i] m ‘seek,
and of[2e] of ‘pat.’

RESULTS
As expected, the ‘slow’ utterances

have the longest, and the fast ones have
the shortest, durations (Figure 1). In
addition, there are greater differences
among subjects in the ‘slow’ than in
either the ‘natural’ or the ‘fast’
condition, and the difference between
‘slow’ and ‘natural’ speech is greater
than that between ‘natural’ and ‘fast’
speech. (This is not surprising, since
there are no necessary limits other than
respiratory capacity on how long a
sentence might last. However, the degree
of shortening must be limited-segments
have some shortest duration below
which they cannot be articulated--and,
POSSibly, perceived.)

Also as expected, a 3-factor ANOVA
revealed that, across subjects, both
Speaking rate and sentence length had
Slgntficant effects on sentence duration,
but the position of the target word did
not. There was also a significant inter-
action between rate and length.

Figure 2 presents the pooled mean
durations of the vowel [in], in the target
wold ‘pat.’ A 3-factor analysis of
variance revealed that for each subject,
Rate had a significant effect on the du-ration of the target vowel, that Position
0fthe target word was Significant for
fout of the subjects, and that the Rate x
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Position interaction between was signifi-
cant for all five subjects (Table 2).
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To examine further the relations
among [as] duration, speaking rate, and
target word position, we calculated the
ratio of [ae] duration to that of the
sentence in which it occurred. In Figure
3, we see that the medial-position ratios
(depicted by circles) are more similar
across speaking rates than final-position
ratios. Of particular interest here is that
although the ratio is generally greater for
final- than medial-position targets at the
fast rate, the ratio decreases as speaking
rate becomes slower. Thus, as sentence
duration increases as a function of
speaking rate, final syllables occupy a
smaller proportion of the total utterance
duration, compared with the same
syllables produced at natural and fast
speaking rates.

Table 2. Results of3-way repeated mea-
sures ANOVA on the eflects ofRate and
Position andhe Rate x Postion interaction
on the duration ofthe target-wordvowel.

Variable: Rate

Subject F (df) P
1 284.16 (2,143) .0001

- 2 115.62 (2,143) .0001
3 188.29 (2,143) .0001
4 1 15.67 (2,143) .0001
5 1118.99 (2,143) .0001

Variable: Position
Subject F (dt) P

1 242.38 (1,143) .0001
2 4.48 (1,143) .0400
3 34.03 (1,143) .0001
4 11.13 (1,143) .0103
5 1.50 (1,143) .2456

Variable: Rate it Position
Subject F (df) P

l 18.66 (2,143) .0001
2 4.14 (2,143) .0192
3 73.89 (2,143) .0001
4 26.28 (2,143) .0001
5 4.87 (2,143) .0177

The data shown in Figure4 are analo-
gous to those ofFigure 3, but are ratios of
the duration of [i], the first vowel in the
sentence, to overall sentence duration.We‘ had no reason to expect that theposmon of the target word would affectthe duration of [i], and so should not besurprised that the ratio patterns are thesame for the two sentence types. Thatis, that the medial-position and final-pos1tion fimctions are superimposed at
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all three speech rates for all five subjects,
showing that utterance-initial syllables .
occupy a relatively larger proportion of
the entire utterance duration as speaking
rate becomes slower. What is especially
interesting, we think, is how clearly
these [ll-ratio data, taken together with ‘
those for [a], show that as sentence
duration increases with speech rate g EH i(from left-to-right in each group), the ‘
early parts of sentences show the greater
growth in duration; that is, they occupy
a larger proportion of the sentence.

0.35
S:l

_ $8! xfi

0.05
0.35 I I I I I82

_ 52 6:43—93
0.05

0-05“W
short long

Figure 3. Ratios of[a:]—to—sentence 41W
tionfor allfive speakers. Circles repre-
sent medial-position target-word ratios 2
X’s representfinal-position target-WW
ratios. F=fast rate, N=natural raie.’ "
S=slow rate.

In summary, then, our data $18895“ i
first, that slowing down speeCh results
in longer relative durations of vowels!”
utterance-initial syllables (e.g-, the [11.1“
seek). Second, vowels in sentence—m

Position tend to occupy the saw; 5

Pf0p0rtion of a sentence across chant; 3

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

in speaking rate. Third, vowels in
sentence-final syllables are not
lengthened further at slow rates, and
thus, have shorter relative durations at
slow speaking rates.

0.25 3.1

o
0.25 3.2 K. ls

0 i I I I I0.25_ 33

C I I l I I

0.25

I I I I I S
F shhbrt S F lorrig

Figure 4. Ratios of [i]-to-sentence
duration averagedfor allfive speakers.
Circles represent medial-position target-
word sentences, X’s ratios In final-
position target-word sentences. F=fast
rate, N= natural rate: S=slow rate.

The simplest explanation for this last
result, that our speakers ran out of air,
can be rejected because if that were true,
[m] should have been shorter in long
than in short utterances, and this was
not so.

Another possibility is that, under nor-
mal circumstances, the speech system’s
natural rhythm reflects the sort of
‘winding down,’ or general declination,
across the components of the breath
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group [6,7]. However, there may be
limits to how slowly one may speak and
still be operating under the normal
regime.
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THE MAINTAINING 0F DURATIONAL RATIOS IN
QUANTITY DISTINCTIONS IN CONVERSATIONAL SPEECH

Zita McRobbie-Utasi
Department ofLinguistics. Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, Canada.

ABSTRACT
It is a well known fact that segments

may occur in a great variety of different
phonetic realizations in conversational
speech. The question addressed here is
to what extent the durational component
of linguistic quantity in conversational
speech will differ from that associated
with citation forms. Durational ratios
play a significant role in the realization
of different quantity degrees in Skolt
Stimi (a Finno—Ugric language). This
language makes lexical as well as
grammatical use of the quantity feature.
The objective of this study is to examine
the maintaining of linguistically
significant durational ratios in
conversational speech. The results of
three experiments designed to determine
the role of duration in quantity
realization point to (i) recognizing the
significance of certain durational ratios
associated with different morphological
classes in Skolt Sémi, and (ii) there
being a definite tendency to maintain
these ratios in speaking modes radically
different from those occurrences of
speech where more articulatory precision
is needed.

INTRODUCTION
Previous analyses of Sami quantity have
established that disyllabic units (stress-
groups) are to be regarded as the domain
of quantity [1]. It has generally been
accepted that within the disyllabic unit
there exists a definite durational
interdependency between the first
syllabic vowel, the consonant(s)
following it, and the second syllabic
vowe1_[3]. The results of the acoustic
analysts reported on here derive from
three‘expenments all directed toward
examimng durational interdependencies
from the perspective of the maintaining
of the characteristic durational ratios that
exrst between the first syllabic vowel
and the consonant(s) following it. These
ratios were discussed in [4, 5]. The
maintaimng of these ratios were

examined (i) in disyllabics were
compensatory lengthening occurred
(first experiment); (ii) in larger
grammatical units (second experiment);
and (iii) in disyllabics occurring in
spontaneous conversations in which the
same speakers participated as in the first
two experiments (third experiment). 0n
the basis of the result of the first
experiment it was concluded that
durational ratios rather than absolute
durational values are relevant in the
signalling of different quantity degrees
in Skolt Szimi. The second experiment
showed that the tendency to maintain the
durational ratios ovenides the apparent
tendency to keep the duration of larger
grammatical units (such as the
paragraph) constant. The third
experiment implies that there is a definite
tendency to keep the durational ratios
unchanged —- thus phonetic variations
that occur in conversational speech will
not affect durational ratios relevant in the
realization of distinctive quantity
degrees.

EXPERIMENTS
In all three experiments described

below the recording was made with a
Scully Full-Track Broadcast Machine
tape recorder in a sound-proof room.
The recording speed was 7.5" per
second. The software for making
durational measurements was the
Signalyze (Version 3.12) with a
Macintosh computer.

Durational ratios in
compensatory lengthening

In the first experiment recordings of
1,200 disyllabics belonging to the five
types of disyllabics [3,4] were made by
M0 speakers. They were asked to p130e
the test—words in the sentence {mines
cie ’lk e’pet and soar eper ‘say
again’ respectively.

Skolt Stimi has a phonological rule
that either reduces or drops word-fin
vowels (the latter being more common in
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ected s h). There are five

mtural typgseif disyllabics where this

rule may apply [3]:Type 1 (containing a

long geminate), Type 2 (containing a

long consonant cluster), Type 3

(containing a single consonant), Type 4

(containing a short geminate), and Type

5(containing a short consonant cluster).

Type 1 has two sub-groups: 1a

(containing liquids, nasals or non-

sibilant fricatives), and lb (containing

plosives, affricates or sibilant fneatives).

Similarly, Type 4 has two. sub-groups:

4a (containing voiced fncatives); 4b

(containing a plosive, affncater or

voiceless fricative). Duratronal

mcsurcments were made of the first

syllabic vowel, the consonant(s)

following and the second syllabic vowel

(when present). Table 1 summarizes the

results of these measurements when

there is a full vowel in the second

syllable; Table 2 summarizes the results

of these measurements when there is a

reduced vowel or no vowel at all word-

linally. Mean durations (x) and standard

deviations (SD) are given for each

segment in each structural type

(durational values are given in

milliseconds). These tables also show

the WC ratios.

Table l. Durational measurements of

disyllabics with a full vowel in the

second syllable
Type V C WC

)1 SD x SD
121 209 13 171 20 1.22

lb 188 16 222 16 0.84

7- 147 14 322 16 0.45

3 273 20 85 8 3.21

4a 206 15 146 10 1.41

b 206 15 207 17 0.99

229 21 163 17 1.30

The results of the durational
measurements, as presented in Table 1

and 2, show the realization of the

compensatory lengthening process. It
can clearly be seen that all these

Structural types behave similarly in terms

Of durational increase as a result of

compensatory lengthening: i.e. the

dUiation of the vowel that has become

reduced or deleted in the second syllable
15 added to the duration of both of the

Preceding segments. The durational

mCreases in the relevant segments
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average 32 msec for vowels and 38

msec for the first syllabic consonant(s).

Table 2 Durational measurements of

disyllabics with a reduced vowel or no

vowel word-finally

T V C V/C

ype x SD )1 SD

13 2A0 22 207 18 1.15

lb 220 19 265 21 0.83

2 170 13 373 21 0.45

3 349 20 89 7 3.80

4a 233 15 179 16 1.30

4b 233 15 253 20 0.92

5 269 18 198 16 1.35

he 'ttem of durational increase,

obsirvabl: in the five structural types

where compensatory‘ lengthening is

present, suggests two important trends.

(i) the durational ratios remain constant,

and (ii) the durational increase occurs If:

both the c0nsonant(s) and the vowe

segment prewding the second syllabic

vowel. The different behavior 0

disyllabics belonging to the third type

have been discussed in detail in [3%]

and its implications are not relevant in

i t.

th!§lfiicbmezibove measurements thisl

indicate the maintaimng of durational

ratios even though absolute duration

values change due to compensatory

lengthening.

The maintaining of durational

ratios in larger grammaticallun:i s f

This second experiment consists ii

the recording of six paragraphs by ‘t i:

same two speakers, each paragrl0E11

being recorded twrce; thus the 24

number of recorded paragraphs was dei

Each of the six. paragraphs un‘eS

investigation contains three seater‘rvceré

The sentences in t‘hefs:r Pilgigrmatslering.

- e, excep ‘ .

bidiresmdlctails of this experiment wseare

discussed in [5]. Suffice it here to iny

that the clearly recognizable “m;t g

strategies by the speakers that 23mm

certain durational target are as {wees

with shorter word duration in senTon)

the third (i.e. last posrr n

tly, segment durations 5

these words are also Signif‘rpan Cy:

decreased. Durational c anger;3

manifested in these segments gum

examined in relation to the con

in
Consequen
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durational ratios between the first
syllabic vowel and the consonant(s)
following it as discussed above in
connection with the compensatory
lengthening phenomenon. Thus, it was
to be expected that shorter word duration
associated with paragraph—final sentence
position will correspond with shorter
segment duration. The question I tried to
answer was whether or not absolute
durational change -- in this case,
decrease in duration -- affects the ratios
of first syllabic segment duration. In
particular, the issue addressed in this
experiment was whether there is a
tendency to keep durational ratios
between the relevant segments constant

The result of this present experiment
indicates that changes in absolute
duration indeed do not affect durational
ratio values. Table 3 shows mean
durations of the first syllabic segments
of disyllabics together with their
durational ratios; Figure 1 summarizes
the changes in absolute duration in
relation to constant durational ratios. The
paragraph—final words that contain the
segments analyzed here belong to the
first structural type, Type la and lb (see
above).

Table 3. Mean duration and durational
ratios of segments in disyllabics Types
la and lb ofparagraph—final words

Session. 8. 4

Type _ V _ C V/C
x SD x SD

1a 174 21 139 20 1.25
lb 155 19 164 18 0.94

Durational ratios

1.4 IRatio(|.)

g 1.2 flRatioUI.)
.2 1

2 0.8
a 0.6
C 0.4
g 0.2

0

1a 110
Figure I. Durational ratios of shorter
segment duration in relation to ratios of
average segment duration

. A comparison of the durational values
in the above table with those in Table I
confrrrns the Importance of durational

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

ratios. That these segmental durational
changes occur in paragraph‘fmal
positions points to the relevance of a
temporal organization strategy in
keeping the targeted duration of the
paragraph constant. These absolute
durational changes do not affect
durational ratio values, which are in
accordance with the same tendency
observed in connection with the
compensatory lengthening phenomenon
referred to above. Figure 1 illustrates the
durational patterns summarized in
Table 3.

The maintaining of durational
ratios in spontaneous
conversation

In the third experiment audio
recordings were made of spontaneous
conversation in which the same two
speakers participated. 110 utterances
were analyzed, 55 for each speaker. The
analysis here focussed on the durational
properties of disyllabic stress-groups,
and, similarly to the above two
controlled experiments, the first syllabic
vowel and the consonant(s) following it

were analyzed. According to the varying
speech tempo. the relevant segment
durations displayed a rather wrde
variety. It proved to be practical to
divide them into several groups wrthtn
each structural type on the basis of of the
apparent durational properties assocrated
with the segments under investigation in

relation to the speech tempo variations.

In this place only those disyllabics are

analyzed which showed significant

durational difference from those of the
citation form presented in Tables 1 and
2. While disyllabics in citation forms
averaged word durations between 550

and 720 msec (depending on structut'rll
types), in this fastest speech tempo that
occurred in the conversation recorde
word durations averaged between 1
and 302 msec. Tables 4 and 5
summarize the durational measurements

and the WC ratios of disylltilblcS
occuning in spontaneous speech With or

without a second syllabic vowel. The
durations of the second syllabic vowel
have a mean average of 56 msec. . ,

Tables 4 and 5 indicate a definite

tendency to keep durational rams
constant. This can be stated despitell)
the evident large standard devratlon
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values associated with varying Speech

tempo, and (ii) the noticeable different

ratio values when compared with those

presented in Table 1 and 2 representing

citation forms in controlled experiments.

It has to be noticed, however, that (i)

these differences are largest in

connection with the third type -- but
even with this difference it clearly

separates this type from the others, and

(ii) ratio values in all the other types can
clearly be related to those ratio values
characteristic of the citation forms.
Figure 2 summarizes durational ratio
values associated with spontaneous
speech and those associated with the
citation forms.

Table 4. Segment durations and WC
ratios in spontaneous speech with a full
vowel in the second syllable

Session 8.4

Type v c we
i so i so

la 124 28 103 23 1.20
lb 96 28 127 32 0.75
2 92 25 160 31 0.57
3 139 35 61 18 2.27
4a 155 23 110 27 1.40
4b 139 24 157 34 0.78
5 149 34 102 27 1.46

Table 5. Segment durations and WC
ratios in spontaneous speech with no
vowel in the second syllable

Type _ v c V/C
x so i so

la 135 31 120 26 1.12
lb 110 29 138 34 0.79
2 104 25 172 31 0.60
3 151 35 83 21 181
4a 172 30 132 29 1.30
4b 153 27 173 35 0.88

157 31 121 34 1.29

Conclusion
Articulatory simplicity associated with

Spontaneous speech, though changing
absolute durational values, will not
affect the realization of significant
durational ratios in Skolt Stimi, a
language with contrastive quantity
dc,grces. It can thus be concluded that
“Its study supports the claim that
languages with distinctive duration tend
I0 maintain characteristic durational
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patterns more consistently in
conversational speech, while in those
languages where duration is not
contrastive, characteristic durational
values tend to be less stable in a more
casual speaking mode [6].

Durational ratios in two speaking modes

. Spont.V/C(+V)

u Cit.V/C(+V)

M
ea

n
d
u
ra

tio
n
s

a n N to to
v— — v

Structural types

Figure 2. Durational ratios in

spontaneous speech in relation to ratios

ofsegment duration in Citationforms
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PROSODIC BOUNDARY STRENGTH IN SWEDISH: FINAL
LENGTHENING AND SILENT INTERVAL DURATION
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*Dept. of Linguistics & Phonetics, Lund Univ. ”Dept. of Phonetics, Umea Univ.

ABSTRACT
Production data are presented that

support the assumption of Final
Lengthening and Silent Interval duration
as parameters of prosodic boundary
strength in Swedish.

INTRODUCTION
Within the hierarchical model of pro-

sodic constituents assumed for Swedish
[1], four boundary strengths (0—3) have
been assumed: the O-boundary is thus
associated with the end of a word within
a Prosodic Word (PW), boundary
strength 1 with the end of a PW,
boundary strength 2 with the end of a
Prosodic Phrase (PPh), and boundary
strength 3 with the end of a Prosodic
Uttcrance (PU). Although we have a
good idea as to how tonal parameters are
associated with the various prosodic
categories, it is not clear how other para-
meters. in particular Final Lengthening
(FL) and Silent Interval (SI) duration are
associated with the various prosodic
constituents.

Prosodic constituents have often been
assumed to be associated with specific
degrees of FL. The domain of length-
ening is generally believed to be the
rhyme of the final syllable [2-3]. Recent
studies have also shown that the length-
ening is progressive, i.e. the final con-
sonant is lengthened to a greater extent
than the preceding vowel [4]. It is also
known that FL is influenced by the
presence of prominent accents/boundary
tones [3]. Researchers on Swedish [5-6]
have provided evidence from production
experiments that shows that segment
lengthening in final position is indeed
influenced by the presence of a focal
accent on the last word in an utterance.
Lyberg & Ekholm, basing themselves on
measurements made on the stressed
vowel rather than the final rhyme
consonant in their test words [7], do not
find any consistent evidence for the
appearance of FL as an independent
marker of the end of a phrase. Pam and
colleagues [8-9], in studies on read
prose, show that there is a negative

correlation between SI duration and FL in
their analysis of stress foot structure in
Swedish. These results prompted us to
make an investigation in order to tease out
the relation between accenting, FL and SI
duration in order to relate the findings
mentioned above to boundaries assumed
in the prosodic constituent hierarchy.

DATABASE STUDY
We made a preliminary data base study

to determine 1) whether boundaries
between the four types of prosodic
constituents we have assumed for
Swedish are associated with different
degrees of perceived boundary strength
and if so, to determine 2) if and how
these boundary strengths correlate With
segment lengthening and silent intervals
for the radio commentator style we are

modelling.
l7 broadcasts from Radio Sweden on

Stock-Market rates were studied. The

boundary strength after the Accentl

word procent ‘percent’ [pru'sent] was
chosen for analysis since this word was

uttered on the average of 5 times during

the broadcasts comprising the database.

Also the 5 different occurrences_ol
procent always had the same respective

syntactic position in each text. Th6

material was presented to 2 nail“?
listeners, who scored the strength of the

perceived boundary after procent ona
point scale, where 0 corresponds to no

boundary (O-boundary). and
corresponds to the strongest boundaryf

(PU-boundary). An example of one 0

the texts follows (subscripts after tilt?
word procent: refer to the predicts

bounda stren th:
Vid ril3-tidegn iioterades Stockholitis

fondbtjrs generalindex till 1026,]. Di?”I
en u an med 0,1 procentm jii'tnf‘m
med l:glgfdaggens slutindex. 16—i-t0pp-111dex
hade d5 gatt upp med 0.4 MG)-

Marknadsrantoma vid middagsud. (11°12

4-ariga standardobligationen lag5 da sn

5 arda ens slutranta p

Snafu 2 ,g12-manaders statsskuldvlgdsag

hade gait tillbaka 1 rantepunkt till .. am

mm, medan sexmanadersvaX
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gatt upp 5 punkter till 10,50 pmcgntm.

Preliminary results
The boundaries were given scores of

l, 2, or 3 in accordance with the
predictions. (The text contained no test
word followed by a predicted O-boundary
and there there were no O-scores either.)
A MANOVA analysis demonstrated
significant differences in the rhyme of the
stressed syllable for the scored
boundaries. The greatest differences were
found in the [t] segment which differed
Significantly between all three perceived
boundary strengths and was furthermore
positively correlated with the strength of
the boundary. The SI durations were also
posnively correlated with the strength of
the boundary, and significant differences
were found between all three boundary
strengths.

Although the results indicated a clear
correlation between type of boundary and
the phonetic correlates, there were certain
gaps in the database: the test word was
non—focal in 4 cases and focal in one
case. Furthermore, as there were no
examples of the test word followed by a
O-boundary, we decided to conduct a
{more structured lab study in order to
include all boundary types.
LAB STUDY

The study was thus undertaken in
order to include all boundaries after both
+f0cus] and [-focus] words to determine

to what extent 1) the boundary-type and
D the focal/non-focal status of a word
interacts with FL and SI duration.

O‘ne text from the database study was
modified so that in new versions procent
was followed by all 4 types of boundary,0-boundary. PW, PPh and PU-boundaries, respectively. Moreover, 2
Sllbca“natures of boundary within the PPh
grid PU were distinguished: clause-
lnal/sentence-f'inal position for PPh and

Paragraph—final/textfinal position for PU.
0 Us there were 6 boundary categories:

, PW, PPh/CaPPh/S, PU/P and PU/T.
[+f categories occurred after both

OCUS] and [~focus] percent. In this
la 6 new texts were created which were
tha 10 times by the same speaker as in
tn: database study. Altogether the
t lcrial contained 120 occurrences of theestword (10 readings x 6 boundaries x44- focus )
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Results
Figure 1 shows the SI duration for the

5 types of boundary, and Figure 2, the
duration of the entire word procent before
each boundary. The data are given
separately for +/-focus (abbreviated +/-
fa), thus giving an overview of the
general trends. Concerning SI duration,
there is a gradual increase as the rank of
the boundary becomes higher. The SI
varies between 0 (0-boundary) to more
than 900 msee (PU/T). However, only
three levels of boundary differ signi-
ficantly from each other on the basis of
the measured intervals: 0 and PW versus
PPh/C and PPh/S versus PU/P (p<.05).
The focus distinction, moreover, has no
significant effect on the SI duration. The
duration of procent, on the other hand,
differs considerably between the +/-focus
condition (p<.001). The [+focus] in-
crease in duration varies over the different
boundaries between 40 and 100 msec.
Figure 2 also demonstrates complex
effects of boundary type on word
duration, an increase in the higher-rank
end of the curve (PPh/C - PU/T and a
decrease in the lower-rank end (0 —
PPh/C). Data disentangling the complex
information in Figure 2 are presented in
Figure 3 showing in separate parts the
duration of the segments [s], [e], [n], [t].

—0—' +fa+ -fa

‘8" I

I
I
I
i
i
I
i
i
I
i

U U)

a a E
Ch 0-

Figure 1. Silent interval duration follow-
ing the test word with +/- focus accent.

700 j

650 -

6003
550‘

500 '
mseeO 3 g g g l:

D.
:3

can.

l
l
l
l
I
l
l
T

a.
o. a.

Figure 2. Duration of the test word With

+/-facus accent before each boundary.
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115 ‘ A _ [S]

105 — ° -+ +fa

135 ' ‘ ‘ _ [8]
125‘ “—0— +fa

‘ ' —f115_ _—I- a

105 O 3 U U) Q l:

msec n. E E D D
a 0‘ Q: 94

120- ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ ‘ _ [n]

100- ‘——o— +fa

80~-\'\'/'/I\'_+ -fa

60 O 3 U m a" b
msec m 2 FE 5 D

E 9‘ Ga D:

180 A _ ‘ - [t]
140: :—o—- 4:21

- -—-— -a
100- '

60 - .
O 3 U m E E:msec D4 2 E :3 D

g o. a. a.

Figure 3. Stressedfinal syllable segment
durations in +/- focus accented test word
before each boundary.

First, whether the test word is
focussed or not has significant effects on
all segments except the final [t] (p<.001).
(The first syllable of the test word is
affected similarly.) Secondly, the final [t]
as well as the preceding [a] and [n], are
Significantly (p<.001) affected by
boundary type (as is also the initial [pr]-
segment). However, the three segments
are affected in very different ways. For
[a] there seems to be a negative
correlation between segment duration and
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the rank of the boundary. For [n] thereis
also a negative correlation, but only for
the boundaries ranked lowest, 0, PW and
PPh/C. The higher ranked boundaries
appear to be unaffected. For both [2] and
[n] these adjustments primarily affect
[+focus] words. For [t] on the other
hand, there is a positive correlation
between SI duration and the boundaries
with higher ranking, PPh/C, PPh/S,
PU/P and PU/I'. The interaction between
boundary type and +l‘focus makes it
difficult to state the effects of boundary
type for 0, PW and PPh/C. Thus, the
segment duration data demonstrate where

the effects found in Figure 2 come from.

The increase of duration in the'hrgher

rank end of the curve stems primarily

from the [t], while the decrease in the

lower rank end is a combined effect of

adjustments made in [E], [n] and, to some

extent, [t].

CONCLUSIONS
We may first conclude that the

database study indicates that the

boundaries associated With the four

environments we have analysed can be

perceptually distinguished. Th8
subcategorizations of the PPh and P

categories in the present study have not

been tested perceptually yet. Thus, we
cannot be certain as to how manl’

distinguishable categories there are. th

A major adjustment affecting. e

rhyme segment durations is assoc1ate

with the focus accent, With [+focus]

associated with significantly longs;

durations than [—focus). This rs to

expected, as focus accent hastempof

correlates in additon to the primary the

correlates [6]. However, [t] as well as at

SI following the test word dobepn

conform to the general trend, bod} 1 g
unaffected by the +/-focus distinction.ems

Concerning the temporal adjustfnm

associated with the boundary types mdu
tigated we found a more or less granan

increase in the duration of the SI “Pod“
increase in the rank of the bout;lsh)

observed (see also [8,10] for SW6 '

Concerning segment durations,

increase in [t] duration assocrated walle and

higher rank end of the boundary SC tion in
the decrease in [e], [n] and [[1 d9” seen.
the lower end, together, as we havep
sum up to a v-shaped curve WI

forming the lowest pornt.
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The increase in [t] duration between
the higher ranks in the boundary
hierarchy (starting with the PPh/C) is
evidence for FL existing independent of
focus accent in Swedish (cf. also results
by Edwards & Beckman [l 1] who claim
that FL does not exist below the PPh). In
contrast, Lyberg and Ekholm [7]
measuring only the stressed rhyme
vowel, could not find any evidence of FL
as an independent marker of the end of a
phrase. (Neither could we find any
independent lengthening when measuring
the stressed [e] in the present study (see
also [4]). However, the observations on
Swedish made by Lyberg and Ekholm
may be given an alternative interpretation
in the light of the present study. The
claim they made that FL is a consequence
of focus position on the last content word
- they, like us, observed lengthening of
the [+focus] stressed vowel — may
therefore be a consequence of the
segment they chose for analysis.

We also have reported a decrease of
duration in the rhyme segments at the
lower ranks in the boundary hierarchy. In
our test word with a stressed syllable
containing a short vowel [6] followed by
two. consonants [n] and [t], it is
particularly the consonants which are
affected, though only in the [+focal]
condition. Duration is greatest at the 0boundary, less at the end of a PW andleast at the end of the PPh/C word.Combined with the silent interval data we
present, these results corroborate
preV_10us observations of a tradingrelation between FL and SI duration [8-]. In contrast to the findings of the other
33(5)::racrleiers,l hgwevedr, negative correla-

no 0 tame fthe PPh/C level. or our data above

as The trading effect may be looked upon
si :ymeans to. optimize boundary8n ling, maxrmizing segment durationCues when SI duration is at its minimum.eOwevern why is this pattern more orSSdrestncted to the [+focus] conditions?the Show does one explain the fact that
av 1gnificant +/- focus differences we

prone rt‘Iported . are much moreloweounced, especrally in the [n], at thegreatferanked boundaries; the difference isand 1 St at the lowest ranked boundary, 0,east at the PPh/C boundary. TheseCllleStions need t '0research. be answered in future
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In summary, what one can conclude
from this study is that the phenomenon of
Final Lengthening does exist in Swedish.
Its domain would appear to be PPh and
PU. It affects the final segment of the
rhyme. Silent Intervals, moreover, are
intimately tied to the higher-ranked
boundaries, PPh and PU. Further, there
appears to be a trading relation such that
at the lower-ranked boundaries, segment
and Silent Interval duration are negatively
correlated.
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The Intonational Disambiguation of Potentionally Ambiguous

Utterances in English, Italian, and Spanish
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Abstract

We investigated the role that intonation

plays in disambiguating potentially ambigu-

ous utterances in English, Italian, and Span-

ish, to see a) whether speakers employ into-

national means to disambiguate these utter-

ances, and b) whether speakers of the three

languages employed consistently different in-

tonational strategies in this disambiguation.

In a preliminary production study, speakers

of the three languages did difl‘erentiate among

some types of syntactic and scopal ambigu-

ity intonationally. Their strategies differed

among languages, with Spanish and Italian

patterning together more often than either

patterned with English.

INTRODUCTION

It is often been claimed that phenomena such

as the scope of negation and quantifiers and

the attachment of prepositional phrases and

relative clauses can be disambiguated into-

nationally (Ladd, 1980; Bolinger, 1989). In
this preliminary study, we investigated the
strategies native speakers of English, Italian,
and Spanish might use to disambiguate struc-
turally identical utterances.

METHOD

We conducted a production study to identify
intonational variations associated with difl'er-
ent readings of potentially ambiguous utter-
ances embedded in disambiguating contexts.
We focused on the following types of ambi-
guity: 1) scope of negation; 2) quantifiers; 3)
PP attachment. An Italian example of (1) is:
Nan sono scappato da case perche mia madre
mi foccva paura; an English example of (2) is:
None of the students would embarrass them; a
Spanish example of (3) is: Gone a la mujer
con los dadoa. Each sentence has two possi-
ble interpretations, a wide and a narrow scope
reading for the negation, wide vs. narrow

'and the University of Ferrel-a

scope for the quantifier, and VP vs. NP attach-

ment for the prepositional phrase. We con

structed potentially ambiguous utterances in

Italian, embedding each in two disambiguat

ing contexts, and then translated the resulting

paragraphs into English and Spanish.l We in-

tended that subjects be able to infer each of

the two interpretations of the sentences from

the surrounding context. For example, a wide

scope interpretation of negation for a sentence

like William does not drink because is unhappy

was conveyed by embedding it in the following

paragraph:z

I know William very well. Since

his girlfriend left him, he’s done

nothing but drink. Now, such a

long time since his separation, he‘s

used to living alone. Now, William

doesn’t drink because he’s unhappy.

He drinks because he’s an alcoholic.

A narrow scope was induced by embedding it

in the following context:

There’s something about William

that puzzles me. When he’s hapPY.

he has a good time with his friends,

and certainly he does’t dislike drink-

ing. I think I understand what’s

wrong. William doesn’t drink be-

cause he’s unhappy.

We recorded four native speakers of each

language (3 males and one female per 1”

guage) reading these paragraphs.

speakers (GR, CA) are speakers of northern

Italian, one (RF) of “scan, and one (R5) °f

a southern variety. Among them, only 00:]

(RS) can be said to have a strong r6510“

(southern) prosodic characterization. 0m”

Spanish speakers, one is from the Ecuadorian

Andes (JG) and the three others are-CW;

lan, speaking Castilian for this experiment

of these, one is from Murcia (JP): and two

have thrce Pei" 0‘_____—_
lOur co us is unbaIsnccd: we .

rp two for Wm‘fim
utterances for scope of negation,

and one for PP attachment. . . a.

2See the appendix for examplfl of fdd’mfiw

tence types, embedded in disambiguflmG ‘39"

Two Italian'
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from Barcelona. The English speakers are all

American, from New Jersey (AB), Missouri

(JH), and California (MK, GW).3 Record-

ing was done in a sound-proof room, results

were analysed using Entropic Research Labo-

ratory’s Waves+ speech analysis software, and

speech was transcribed using the TOBI. an-

notation conventions (Pitrelli, Beckman, and

Hirschberg, 1994).

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

English

For our English speakers, wide vs. narrow

scope of negation in sentences like ‘Wi'lliam

doesn’t drink because he’s unhappy’ was dis-

tinguished in two ways, with speakers follow-

ing one or both strategies in all cases. In the

majority of cases, speakers placed an inter—

mediate or intonational phrase boundary be
tween the material within the narrow scoped

negative (i.e., after drink, meaning “William
doesn‘t drink") and uttering the wide scope
version of the sentence (meaning “William
does drink, but not because he‘s unhappy")

as asingle intermediate phrase. Also, in about

90% of cases, speakers employed falling into-
nation (3 LL% ending) for narrow scope utter-
ances but a continuation rise (LH%) for read-
iiigs where the interpretation was wide scope.4

Quantifier scope shows no such pattern:
While two speakers (AB, JH) distinguished
wide from narrow scope for the negative quan-
tifier none in sentences like ‘The presence of
none of the students would embarrass them’ by

accenting the focus associated with the quan-
tifier (i.e., student) in the wide scope case and

deaccenting it in the narrow, the other speak-
ets produced different patterns. And for am-

bIEUQUS association of focus with only, no com-

mon intonational variations among any of the
sPeakers distinguished between readings.

Ambiguous prepositional phrase attach-
ment in sentences like ‘Hc won the woman with
the die‘ was distinguished by three speakers

(tiH‘ MK. CW) by the presence of an intona-
onal Phrase boundary setting off the PP from

the direct object to indicate VP attachment,

EOmpared to the presence of an intonational
oundary between the verb and direct object

or the absence of any internal prosodic bound-
:TY for the NP-attached reading. That is, a

Oundary was placed after woman to indicate

3The th‘ rec authors participated as speakers.
encehr‘rizne' 1);" of paragraphs an orthosr'aphic difl'cr-
cludjn "Y in uced this distinction; however, even ex-
tio re 0 cm from this pair, only one pair of Pmdu“

“5 all: to exhibit this distinction.
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VP attachment; for NP attachment readings,

either a boundary was placed after won or the
sentence was uttered as a single phrase. The
fourth speaker (AB) produced no prosodic dif-

ferences between the two readings.

So, our production studies suggest that

speakers of American English may disam-

biguate scope of negation by varying prosodic

phrasing and/or utterance-final tones (final

fall vs. continuation rise). PP attachment

ambiguities are also distinguished by three of

our speakers by differences in prosodic phras-

ing. However, productions of quantifier scope

ambiguous sentences (containing none and

only) exhibit no such clear generalities, al-

though two speakers did use accent placement

to distinguish ambiguities involving the scope

of only.

Italian

All our Italian speakers were quite consis-

tent in the way they disambiguated ambigu-

ous scope of negation. All instances of wide

scope utterances were uttered as single intona—

tional phrases, all the narrow scope utterances

were uttered as two intermediate phrases, with

a phrase boundary delimiting the scope of

negation. So, for example, in Guglielmo non

beve perche’ e’ infeli'ce, speakers placed an in—

tonational phrase boundary after bent: in to-

kens with narrow scope readings, and no in-

ternal boundaries for those uttered in wide

scope contexts. In uttering the wide scope ut-

terances all speakers associated a prominent

nuclear pitch accent with the negative verb,

deaccenting the remainder of the utterance.

In the narrow scope utterances, uttered as two

phrases, one nuclear pitch accent was associ-

ated with the verb and one nuclear pitch ac-

cent was associated with infelice. As a com-

bined effect of phrasing and accent placement,

the lexical material in the subordinate clause

was deaccented in the wide scope utterances,

accented in the narrow ones.

Speakers were also consistent in the way

they intonationally disambiguated the scope

of quantifiers. In sentences like ‘La presenza

di nessuno studente polrcbbe metterle in im-

barazzo‘, the strategy for disambiguating the

scope of the negative quantifier nessuno for all

speakers was: for narrow scope (“there Will

be no student who can embarrass them”), all

speakers produced an utterance with one in-

tonational phrase, placing the nuclear pitch

accent on the quantifier itself and deaccent—

ing the subsequent lexical material.-For wide

scope (“if no students come, they will be em-

barrassed”) two speakers (GR, CA) produced
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utterances with a single intonational phrase,

placing nuclear stress on the last content word

of the utterance (“imbarazzo”); two others

(RP, RS) produced utterances with two inter-

mediate phrases, separated by a high interme-

diate phrase accent. Note that all speakers

appeared to use same phrasing and same into-

national contour for disambiguating the nar-

row scope of the negative quantifier and the

wide scope of negation in type (1) sentences.

A different strategy was used for disam-

biguating the quantifier solo, in sentences like

‘E’ necessario che venga solo Maria’. Accent

placement and relative prominence appear to

be the relevant means employed to disam-

biguate here, but speakers were inconsistent

in their productions. One (RP) used pitch ac-
cent placement as a main prosodic cue, accent-
ing the quantifier and deaccenting the noun
(Mario) in the narrow scope utterances, while
deaccenting the quantifier and accenting the
noun in the wide scope ones. CA and GR. ac-
cented both quantifier and noun in both cases,
but assigned greater prominence to the quan-
tifier than to the noun in the narrow scope
contexts.

Intonational phrasing seemed to be the
most important cue in disambiguating VP
from NP attachment for prepositional phrases
in sentences like ‘Vinsc la donna con i dadi‘.
All speakers distinguished VP attachment by
producing two intermediate phrases, with the
phrase boundary occurring after the direct ob-
ject (la donna). NP attachment differed among
subjects: For three speakers (RP, CA, GR),
the sentence was uttered as one intonational
phrase (RP, CA, GR); for the fourth (RS),
the sentence was uttered as two intermedi—
ate phrasec, but the boundary occurred after
the verb vinsc; so, this speaker delimited the
domain of attachment using phrasing in each
case.

Summarizing, it appears that intonational
phrasing was the only means used consistently
by our Italian speakers to disambiguate the
scope of the negative quantifier and to disam-
biguate ambiguous PP attachment. In type
(1) utterances, international phrasing and nu-
clear accent placement were used by all speak-
ers to disambiguate. Accent placement and
prominence were the means through which our
speakers disambiguated the scope of the quan-
tifier solo. When speakers differ in their pro-
duction of one member of the pairs, speakers
of the northern Italian generally pattern to-
gether, as do speakers of Tuscan and southern
Italian. In only one case (NP attachment) did
northern and ’Ihscan speakers exhibit similar
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behavior among themselves, differing from the

southern Italian speaker.

Spanish

Spanish-speaking subjects used phrasing to

disambiguate ambiguous scope of negation in

utterances like ‘Guillermo no bcbc ponqiic cslii

triste. All four speakers produced wide scope

utterances as single intermediate phrases and

narrow as two intermediate phrases, with a

high phrase accent at the end of the first

phrase. For wide scope utterances, speakers

deaccented tristc, while accenting it in narrow

scope utterances.

Quantifier scope disambiguation in sen-

tences like ‘La prescncia dc ningiln esiudi-

ante podrx’a poncrlas nerviosas’ was disam-

biguated through phrasing variation. Our

Spanish speakers produced wide scope utter-

ances as two intermediate phrases, and nar-

row scope utterances as a single intermediate

phrase. However, the scope of the quanti-

fier 5610 was disambiguated by three speakers

(PP, JG, JP) though pitch accent assignment.

Wide scope utterances were produced with a

deaccented solo or a low accent (L‘), and the

narrow scope reading was uttered with a peak

(H‘ accent) on the quantifier. .

Spanish subjects were inconsistent in the

disambiguation of PP attachment. 'Whlle

speakers JG and PP did not distinguish be

tween the two readings, JS and JP (IISBIII‘

biguated the sentences through variation in

phrasing. NP attachment was indicated by

producing utterances as single intonational

phrases, and VP attachment by producmg W0

intermediate or intonational phrasfi- .

So, our Spanish speakers consistently fill?

ambiguated scope of negation by varying

prosodic phrasing and by varying accent Pl?”

ment. They disambiguated negative quantilel

scope by varying phrasing alone, and the scope

of solo by varying accent placement and type-

PP attachment was less consistently treated by

these speakers.

DISCUSSION

We found that most of our speakers used

intonational means to disambiguate the P0'

tentially ambiguous sentence types find“ “1‘

vsstigation in this study. English, SP3:

i511, and Italian speakers were most sum 3-

in their disambiguation of the scopeof "95”

“011, employing variation in prosodic Pl”

ins to distinguish wide from narrow no):

productions, with wide scope utteranm PW

duced as a single phrase and narrow P
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duced as two phrases. Italian and Spanish

speakers also differentiated wide from narrow
scope by similar variation in phrasing; how-
ever, they also placed nuclear stress on the
verb to indicate wide scope negation, while
English speakers located nuclear stress later
in the utterance. Also, English speakers fur-
ther distinguished wide from narrow scope
by utterance-final tonal variation, with con-
tinuation rise employed for wide scope read-
ings and falling intonation for narrow. While
our Italian speakers consistently used phrasing
variation to indicate differences in PP attach—
ment (between NP and VP attachment), En—
glish and Spanish subjects were inconsistent
in this regard. For quantifier disambiguation,
the picture is more complex: For Italian and
Spanish speakers, renditions of sentences con—
taining scope-ambiguous negative quantifiers
were disambiguated by variation in nuclear
stress placement and in prosodic phrasing; for
two English speakers, accent placement served
to disambiguate these utterances. However,
only/solo/so’lo was treated less consistently by
speakers of all three languages.

Inconsistencies among speakers of all three
languages could be due to regional difl'erences
inthe use of prosodic variation. Our limited
eVidence for different patterning of the Italian
speakers according to language variety sug-
gests that this may be an area worth exploring
further. A partial analysis of the present data
for difierences in pitch accent prominence and
duration also suggest that prosodic cues other
than those discussed might also contribute to
the disambiguation of ambiguous utterances.
Collection of a larger corpus with more speak-
€rs for each language and more paragraphs for
cad] ambiSUity type should shed light on both
these areas.

SAMPLE PARAGRAPHS

VP attached PP: I remember that scene in
the officers club. There were {our of them,
and they were playing dice. One of them,
”‘9 roungest, was in love with the comman—
dfint s wife. The commandant was older than
5 e was, and had a wild passion for gambling.
That “‘Sht he lost all he had. The youngest
Player Proposed the woman as a stake. The
ffiinmandant accepted. They rolled the die.

ye young Player won. He won the woman
with the die.
3;“?‘Ittrched PP: Paradiso worked in the
tar etah In the next stand, there was a
oldg :8 ooting game, where the prizes were

Paintings. Paradiso’s favorite one showed
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a woman throwing a pair of dice. Paradiso
tried and tried to win this painting, but try as
he would always failed. Finally, one night he
decided that he no longer wanted the painting.
And what do you suppose happened then? He
won the woman with the die.
wide scope negative quantifier: Usually
our university organizes at least one seminar
per year. Every student and every researcher
is supposed to attend that seminar. Next
week, Maria will give a talk with Marina on
quantifiers. The presence of none of the stu-
dents would embarrass them.
narrow scope negative quantifier: Maria
and Marina are close to getting their degrees.
Tomorrow they will rehearse their thesis de—
fenses. I’ve heard them already. They’re re-
ally good. The presence of none of the stu-
dents would embarrass them.
wide scope quantifier: Mary is organizing a
party for next weekend in her parent’s place.
I think that she wants to invite a bunch of

people I don’t really care about. It‘s really

not important to me whether they come or

not. There’s only one person I’m interested

in. All of you know who it is. For me, it is

important that only Mary comes.

narrow scope quantifier: I have a prob-

lem. Mario likes Mary but he is a little timid

about asking her out. He’s asked me in could

organize something so that the two of them

can be alone. It needs to be something ca-

sual, and, naturally, with nobody else around.

I’ve thought of organizing a party at home and

inviting the two of them, as well as some other

people. At the last minute I will explain to

everyone but Mary and Mario that the party

has to be postponed. I don’t know what else

I could do. It is important that only Mary

comes.
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PITCH VARIATIONS AND EMOTIONS IN SPEECH
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ABSTRACT
Speech of a Dutch male professional

speaker enacting seven emotions was
analysed with respect to pitch. Because
observed pitch variations could not easily
be captured in a two—component
intonation model, the perceptual
relevance of the differences observed
between natural contours analyzed and
contours as described by the model was
tested. Results showed that modelling
the departures from the model did not
result in improved recognition
performance.

INTRODUCTION
Utterances expressing different

emotions show systematic differences
with respect to pitch, temporal properties,
and voice quality [1, 2, 3]. Recent work
on speech recognition and speech
synthesis has made clear the need for
insight into the prosodic characteristics
associated with different emotions. The
work to be reported here is part of a
study of these characteristics.

It is not known exactly how the
relevant prosodic features should be
controlled to get optimal recognition ofdifferent emotions in synthetic speech.Hence, acoustic analyses and perceptualevaluations of tentative rules are needed.This involves an adequate representationof the acoustic data.

The research reported here focusesexclusively on the role of pitch. In aprevrous study [1], tentative rules forsynthestzrng utterances conveyingparticular emotions were expressed interms of a two-component model [4]. Inthis model, one component representspitch register variations, concerning howhigh or low the utterance is produced inthe speaker’s overall range. Register isoperationalized by means of a baselinewhich is anchored in the utterance-finallow pitch and which has a certain slope.The other component represents pitchrange variation, operationalized in termsof the distance between local F0 minimaand maxima (i.e., the size of pitchchanges). For sake of simplicity, the

pitch range has been held constant
throughout the utterance in formulating
tentative rules, although this is not a
necessary assumption within the model.

Comparing the output of the tentative
rules to the contours in utterances
conveying different emotions produced
by a human speaker (these last contours
will further be called natural contours).
we observed that the rule-based contours
differed in several respects from the
natural contours, for most emotions. This
observation gave rise to the questions to
be addressed in the current study: .
1. What are the detailed characteristics of
pitch contours of utterances expressing
different emotions? _
2. To what extent does the modelling of
these characteristics lead to improved
recognition of the emotions?

I. ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS

Materials and method
A male Dutch speaker enacted seven

emotions (neutrality, joy, boredom,
sadness, anger, fear, and indignation).
producing three tokens of each of five
sentences for each emotion. The five
sentences had previously been found to
have neutral semantic content (erg. He? 15
bijna negen uur "It is almost nine
o‘clock" .

Inton)ation contours .were labelled
according to the description by tHafl,
Collier and Cohen [4]. . d

Because natural contours differe
substantially from synthetic contOILtS
produced by means of rules based on t 9
outcome of preliminary research [1,5]» an
accurate description of the nattirh
contours was needed. Therefore, Rf“.
was measured at Six "anchor pomts In
each utterance: onset, two [WkS d
utterances contained tWQ accent;
words), two values in the intermcdflare
"valley" (after the first peak and be 0
the second peak), and offset.

Results and discussion . rs
The labelling of intonation contourn

revealed that the so-called 1&A pattc
(pitch rise-and-fall on a single accents
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Figure I. Results of F0 measurements averaged over successive points (so calledanchor points) in 1&A realisations offive sentences. Each anchor point is based onat most 15 tokens for each of the seven emotions N: neutrality, J: joy, B: boredom,
A? anger. S: sadness, F: fear, and I: indignation. Symbols representing successiveanchors for each emotion are connected with lines.

syllable) was used for all emotions.Indeed, for most emotions it was themost frequently used pattern. This
SUggests that the 1&A pattern is
appropriate for the expression of allemotions under study. Therefore, in orderto exclude variation due to phonologicalstructure, further acoustic analyses willrestricted to utterances realised withthe 1&A pattern.

For each emotion a "mean naturalcontour" was calculated by taking themeans for the successive "anchor points".Cy are shown in figure 1. This figureshows that pitch register and range varySl’stematically as a function of emotion.math? inspection of figure 1 indicatesde . .ere are two major sources ofwarm between the natural and rule-ased contours:
a hereas in the rule-based contoursbaseiiilnlma fall on a srngle decliningt e me, the utteranceefinal low pitch inin in: ural contours does not simply fall0 the With the minima in the earlier partpitc cutterance. Instead, the offset ofExpectegno be considerably lower thanof the comgutrhe basrs of the earlier part
the Shereas the Size of pitch changes isame throu -migbased ghoul the utterance incontours, this is not the case

in the natural contours. Instead, for
contours higher in register, the second
pitch accent becomes increasingly larger
than the first one.

In fact the only emotions for which
the natural contours compare well to the
rule-based versions are neutrality and
boredom. This is not surprising, since the
model was developed on the basrs of
neutral, uninvolved utterances. .

The question arises whether detailed
modelling of these departures from the
rule-based versions may improve
identification accuracy for different
emotions.

II. PERCEPTUAL EVALUATION

The perceptual test investigates. to
what extent modelling the detailed
aspects of contours for differentemotions
helps to improve their recognition.

Materials and method
Synthetic pitchl contoursemievrpcr:

enerated for a sin e carrier 5 .
iglijn vrienDIN kwars met her VLHIEGtuig

"His girlfriend came by plane ), With
accents on /din/ and /vlieg/. Both accents
were realized with 1&A type pitch
accents. .

For each emotion, five different
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synthetic pitch contours were produced,

representing five conditions. Condition 1

was included for comparison and

conditions 2 to 5 resulted in

approximations of the pitch contours in

figure 1. All synthetic contours had

a fixed baseline declination of 3.5

semitones / s.
Sentence duration is 1.77 s.

1. Two—component optimal perceptual

values.
Contours were generated using values for

pitch register and range that had been
obtained in a previous adjustment

experiment aiming to determine optimal

perception-based parameter values [1, 5].

The end frequency and the size of the
pitch movements vary as reported in
table 1. The slope of the baseline is
fixed.

Table 1. Parameter values per emotion
for synthetic contours of condition I.
Freq: Endfrequency in Hertz; Exc: Size
of the pitch movements in semitones; N:
neutrality, J: joy, B: boredom , A: anger,
S: sadness, F: fear, and I: indignation.

N J B A S F l

Freq 65 155 65 110 103 200 170

Exc 5 10 4 10 7 8 10

2. Two-component best matches to
natural contours.
Values for scaling of the declination line
and for the excursion size of the pitch
movements were determined to get a
close fit to the natural contours (see table
2). The declination line was anchored at
utterance onset rather than offset. Table
2 shows end frequencies instead of onset
frequencies, to allow comparison with
table 1. The distance between the second
peak and the baseline (in semitones) was
used to determine the excursion size for
both. pitch accents (this choice was
inspired by the fact that the excursion
srze of the second peak varied much
more in relation to emotion than that of
the first peak). This means that in this
condition the size of pitch movements
was equal for both peaks.
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Table 2. Parameter values per emotion
for synthetic contours of condition 2.
Freq: Endfrequency in Hertz; Exc: Size
of the pitch movements in semitones; N:
neutrality, J: joy, B: boredom, A:
anger, S: sadness, F: fear, and I: indignation

Freq 95 125 100 145 125 160180

Exc 6 12 5 8 8 9 9

3. Peak modelling.
The first peak was manipulated

independently of the size of the second

one, so as to make the relation between

peaks as shown in Figure 1.

4. Offset modelling. ‘ .
Starting from the utterances in condition

2, utterance-final low pitch for each

emotion was modelled after the contours

in Figure l.

5. Peak & oflset modelling.

Condition 5 combines the effects of

conditions 3 and 4.

Since for neutrality and joy condition

2 provided accurate offset modelling,

contours for conditions 2 and 3 were the

same as conditions 4 and 5 respectively.

Hence, there were only 31 test utterances

instead of 35. A series of 55 stimuli was

presented to the subjects; the first If

gave an idea of the kind and arnonnt‘!

pitch variations allowed in the stimuli.

the next 31 were the test—stimuli, and the

last 5 were end-of—list fillers. . ,

Sixteen subjects participated in this

experiment, which involves a sevenl;

alternative forced choice paradigm W11

the seven emotion labels. The $01318?“
performed individual interactive listening

tests. They listened only once to “Cd

stimulus and decided which ethotn ha

been expressed. The 31 test stimuli were

presented to different subJCCts ”1
different random orders.

ReSults and discussion . B
Table 3 gives the number of subjec

com/Ody identifying each emotion in

different conditions. Notice that

number of correct responses d3

“Gummy and joy in conditions 2 an
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are in parentheses. As explained, the
contours for neutrality and joy in

conditions 2 and 3 had the same

utterance-final low pitch as the natural

contours so that the contours generated
in conditions 2 and 3 for these two
emotions actually instantiated conditions
4and 5. To compare an equal number of
judgments for each condition, the results
for these stimuli were also included in
conditions 2 and 3.

Table 3. Number of correct responses

per condition (C1-C5) and per emotion

(N: neutrality, J: joy, B: boredom , A:

anger, S: sadness, F: fear, and I:
indignation. )

N J B A s F I

c1 3 3 11 2 2 6 3

C200) (7) 6 o o 5 3

C3 (9) (6) 6 1 4 7 3

C4 10 7 2 0 4 7 9

C5 9 6 5 o 3 5 5

_ The total number of correct responses
is about the same for all conditions: 30
for condition 1 (Nmax=ll2). 31 forcondition 2, 36 for condition 3, 39 for
condition 4, and 33 for condition 5
(Chance level = 16). Thus, we find that
ehmotions are recognized better than
phance on the basis of pitch alone, but
noatl inodelling of contour details does
Rec cad. to substantial improvement.
whjglgmtion performance in condition 5,
11 produces the closest match to the
atural contours, is similar to the

Perfpgnance in conditions 1 and 2.
perfon; rather low identification

at n ance is probably due to the fact
have b(zaecharacteristics other than pitch
and sadn manipulated. Especially anger
revio ness gave. poor performance.

that “S. investigations [1,5] suggested
com V01ce source was an important

u Pgrllsfnt “for sadness for example.
We obseCoking at the detailed outcome,
trade-mm that there is considerable

redom Wbetween neutrality and
or new-fl ‘ hereas the condition 1 values

Optimal . lty (ludged to be perceptually
in a prevrous study [5]) give a
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bias towards boredom, the values used
for the conditions 2 to 5 give a bias
towards neutrality. Further discussion of
detailed aspects of the data and of
confusions between emotions is beyond
the scope of this paper:

CONCLUSION
In sum, we find that, even though

there is considerable discrepancy
between contours based on a simple two-
component model and natural contours,
it does not appear necessary to extend
the two—component model in order to
capture these differences. No clear
improvement in recognition is obtained
beyond what is achieved in terms of the
two-component model.

Furthermore, it is clear that high
recognition performance of emotions
cannot be obtained through pitch
manipulation only, and that other aspects
such as duration and voice quality must

also be taken into consideration.
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ABSTRACT
In the present study, the hypothesis is tested
that voice parameters derived from clinical
measurement of pathological voices (Jitter,
Shimmer, Harmortics—To~Noise—Ratio) and
the glottal pulse shape could serve as useful
features to characterize specific emotional
contents in spoken utterances.

DATABASE
The emotionally loaded speech material was
produced by three students of acting (2 male,
1 female). It was DAT-recorded in separate
sessions in an anechoic room using a B&K
measuring microphone. The utterances are 10
short sentences frequently used in everyday
communication which could appear in all
emotional contexts without semantic
contradictions. Each utterance was spoken
several times in a neutral voice and several
times with each of the following emotions:
happmess, sadness, anger, fear, boredom and
disgust. The iriost appropriate realisation was
selected by the authors and the respective
actor for a listening test.

ISISTENING TEST
or each actor, the selected 70

were randomized. Every sentenszgtenwzzrepeated three times irt short intervals
followed bya30 second pause.A l kHztoneannounced the next triplet of sentences Theseries of stimuli were acoustically presentedVia headphones to 20 naive listeners inseparate sessions to evaluate the emotionalcontent Within 8 categories: neutral h i-ness, sadness, anger, ’ app

' fear, boredom dis stand not recognizable emotional content. Studythose sentences recognized b
.

at
all listeners were used for the)[analeyasisst 80% 0f

PARAMETERS
The sound of emotional speech differs from

that of neutral speech, which is partly due to
differing articulator movements and partly
due to differeing glottis behaviour. In clinical
measurement of pathological voices,
sustained signals of open vowels are used for
analysis. In fluent speech however, the role of
articulator movements and intonation has to
be considered. The glottal pulse signal can be
derived from the acoustic speech signal by
inverse filtering. The pulse shape contains
information about glottis movement. In this
context also voicing irregularities (Jitter [l]
and Shimmer [1]) are discussed. Another

parameter investigated in this study is the
Harmonics-To—Noise—Ratio [2]. A phoneme
based set of Energy Distribution Parameters
is developed to differentiate between specific
emotional contents in the frequency domain .

I. GLOTI‘AL PULSE SIIAPE
Theoretically the process of glottal closure
resembles an impulse. In the following
closed-glottis—interval, the acoustic speech
Signal can be interpreted as impulse response
of the vocal tract, because the subglottal
volume is decoupled from the upper tract
during this time. The filter coefficients for
inverse filtering are calculated during the
closed-glottis—interval. The actual point of
glottal closure can be determined by inverse
filtering with filter coefficients derived from a
time interval (34 times) longer than one
period duration of the acoustic signal [3]. I“
the present study, 18th order covariance LPC
and rectangular data windows are used. The
filter coefficients for inverse filtering are
calculated during the closed—glottis-interval of
the huddle period of each realisation of th6
German phoneme Ia/ in the emotional speech
database. Due to different period durations,
the length of the data window had to be
adapted With regard to reasonable spectral
Shaping 0f the inverse filter. 100 ms 0f the

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

speech signal are filtered. Only the middle

period within which the LPC coefficients

were calculated is examined further. In

emotional speech the glottal cycles vary

considerably from normal speech. So the

inverse filtered signal should be interpreted as

glottal pulse signal with great care, because

some of the premises for this theory may be

violated. For example, pulses filtered from

sad speech hardly show any obvious closed-

glottis-interval and (or because) the closure is

not abrupt. But still the shape of the inverse

filtered signal does represent important

characteristics of the glottal cycle. In general

itis more difficult to determine the exact
point where the opening begins. The relative

duration of the closing phase can be
measured more reliably. To parameterize its

shape the filtered signal is amplitude—
nonnalizied. The duration of the closed-
glottis-interval (T1), the opening—phase (T2)

and the closing-phase (T3) are measured as
fractions of the full period. ( See figure l. for
explanation.)

F’ls’nre I. Pai'mireirization of the inverse

filtered signal

will“ “W Speech database a relation

Mlle?" Specific glottal pulse shapes and
Specrfic emotions could be proved. The

general Correlations are not speaker-
dependeiit. For example in angry speech,

pulses show very abrupt closure and

rc"mmbly long closed—glottis—intcrvalls. In
contrast sad utterances show hardly any

C'05‘3d~glottis—intervals, and in anxious speech

the relativ¢ duration of glottal closing is
nearly similar to that of glottal opening. Table
1. gives the precise data.
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T1 T2 Tl+T2 T3

Neutral 0.15 0.65 0.80 0.20

Happiness 0.33 0.43 0.76 0.24

Sadness 0.0 0.72 0.72 0.28

Anger 0.47 0.40 0.87 0. I 3

Fear 0.26 0.40 0.66 0.34

Boredom 0.25 0.48 0.73 0.28

Table 1. Average duration: of closed-glottis-

interval (Tl), opening—phase (T2) and closing—

phase (T3) as fraction of the full period

It is clear that narrow pulses with short

opening and closing phases show less high

frequency damping of their harmonics.

Discussing the perceptible influence on the

speech signal the absolute amplitude and

period duration has to be taken into

consideration, too. The pulse shapes

measured in this study do not correlate with

period duration. It can rather be assumed that

pulse shapes correlate with loudness. This

could not be tested, however, because the

microphone signals for different spccn'tc

emotions were recorded at the same level.

II. VOICING IRREGULARITIES .

In clinical voice measurement, the patient

produces isolated vowels with flat .FO

contours, whereas in fluent speech .there is a

rmanent rise and fall due to the intonation

pattcm. This implies that the parameter Jitter

has to be measured taking into account such

meaningful variation of F0. This is done by

calculating a polynom approximation of the

F0 contour and subtracting this

approximation from the measured values.

The difference values are used to calculate

the absolute jitter, which has to be interpreted

taking into consideration the absolute period

’on 4 .

(11:22:; enlioiional speech database remarkably

high Jitter values were found in all anxious

utterances produced by the female actress

and in most anxious utterances produced by

one male actor. This male actor also
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laryngealized most vowels in sad utterances.

The other male actor showed no voicing
irregularities.
Shimmer was not found in the speech
database used for this study.

III. IIARMONICS-TO-NOISE-RATIO
In neutral speech the energy of ham1onics is
damped in higher frequencies, so there is very
little energy above 4 kill in vowels, whereas
in fricatives there is very little energy below
this frequency. In emotional speech, high
frequency noise can be present in vowels
which has its origin in abnormal articulation.
For example with fear, the face can be stiff,
and teeth are pressed together. This produces
fricative noise in vowels, which does not
derive from the voice source, but can be
measured with the same parameter used in
clinical measurement of pathological voices
to detect noise produced by imperfect closure
of the glottis. Especially in bored speech the
articulation is imprecise, and voiceless
fricatives in VCV clusters tend to be voiced.
This effect can also be detected with the
Hannonics-To-Noise—Ratio.

IV. SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRI-
BUTION
Discussing the Hannonics-To-Noise—Ratio
some phenomena were explained, by which
energy is shifted to different frequency
regions. Also specific glottal pulse shapes
correlate with specific spectral damping of
harmonic energy. From these considerations
a set of Energy-Distribution—Parameters isdeveloped on a phoneme basis to differentiate
between specific emotional contents in
spoken utterances. A spot check revealed
that the introduction of 4 frequency bandsleads to meaningful parameters for thecharacterization of different emotionalcontents in spoken utterances on a phonemebasts. The acoustic speech signal is Iowpassfiltered with an adaptable filter cutting allenergy above F0. This is the very-low-frequency-band (VL). A second lowpass filterwrth constant 1.5 kHz cut 0
used to produce a low-
signal. The middle-
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acoustic signal with a bandpass. The high-
frequency (H) region between 4 and 8 kHz is
filtered from the speech signal with a
highpass. The energy distribution is compared
within different emotionally loaded
realisations of the same phoneme by
measuring the energy within single bands as
fraction of the total energy of that phoneme.
As an example, the results for the vowel /a/
for one male speaker are presented in table 2.
Significant frequency shifts for specific
emotions are also apparent in fricatives. It is
clear that the energy distribution within the

frequency bands is speaker dependent; for
example, female speakers have higher
formants than male speakers. But the general

tendency of energy shifts correlating with

specific emotions is not speaker dependent.

Ratios of different frequency bands can be

calculated to discriminate specific emotions

even stronger, but for a general survey'thc

fractions of total energy are more illustratn'e.

VL L M H

Neutral 0.036 0.964 0.024 0.013

Happiness 0.069 0.879 0.045 0.0l7

Sadness 0.364 0.966 0.007 0.031

Anger 0.016 0.850 0.081 0.024

Fear 0.224 0.843 0.084 0.060

Boredom 0.170 0.988 0.006 0.007

DisEust 0.150 0.683 0.I78 0.0114

Table 2. Average distribution of energy It‘ll/t3:

frequency band; as fraction of total energy

the vowel /a/

In the vowel /a/ spoken in a neutral vow:

most energy is below 1.5 kHz. In mo:
emotionally loaded utterances some energy L
shifted to the middle and even to the hlgd

frequency region. Only in sad and with
speech there is less energy in middle and htgn

frequencies. A remarkable difference WW.“
fear and anger is that in angry vo1ce there
little energy in the very-low-frequency ban '
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-
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though F0 is often high in angry utterances,
whereas in utterances spoken with fear the
appearance of energy in high frequencies is
combined with high values in the very-low-
frequency band. In bored and sad utterances
there is also much energy in the very-low—
frequency-band, even though F0 is usually
very low in these utterances. The results of
the energy-distribution measurement confirm
very well what could be expected from the
analysis of the glottal pulse shapes.
Examining the energy distribution on a
phoneme basis leads to many interesting
results. There is also emotion specific
information in the shift of energy in vowel-
fricative transitions and in the ratio of total
vowel-to—fi‘icative energy. The emotion
specific differences in the distribution of
energy are visualized in figure 2. The
narrowband spectrogram of the preempha‘
sized signal is calculated and amplitude—
11ormz1lized. All values below a fixed
threshold are presented in white, all values
above this threshold are printed in black. In
these 'binary spectrograms’ different energy
distributions in emotionally different
realisations of the same utterance are
obvious.

SUMMARY
It could be shown that parameters derived
from clinical measurement of pathological
Voices and the glottal pulse shape are useful
to characterize specific emotions in spoken
utterances. Discrimination of these specific
emotional contents is possible from the
examination of spectral energy distributions
On a phoneme basis. The results correlate
very well with predictions from the
examination of glottal pulse shapes.
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ABSTRACT
The performance of human listeners

is the final objective of the automated
speech input systems. In speaker
recognition the need of a human-
reference to assess automated method is
a common procedure. We address the
problem of identify unfamiliar voices.
assuming that the listeners use a limited
amount of speech to create the reference
template. Our aim is to define and assess
standard procedures to evaluate listener's
capability in speaker recognition.
INTRODUCTION

The human speaker recognition
capability is based on two main
characteristics of the speech signal:
‘acouslic-phonelic' matching. ‘prosodic'
matching. In this work we are interested
in the first item, so this paper is
concerned with the following
experimental situation: a subject listen to
a pair of short utterances and then he/she
had to decide if the listened utterances
belong to the same speaker or no. This isa common situation in the experimentalevaluation of listener's ability to perform
some speaker verification task [l][2].Unfortunately in the past these tests weremainly intended to provide a basis forcomparison with performance ofautomated systems. So the test designresult substantially different time totime, and performance analyses do notallow cross comparison among theseveral experiments.
TIIE TEST DESIGN: A PROPOSALThe test consists of listening to a pairof the same word. spoken bysame/different speaker and then to give ajudge _ on the speaker identity. Thestimuli ~we use are: monosyllabic,trisyllabic, polysyllabic (more than five,less than eight syllables).

The response is gauged to a fixednumber of choices. We fixed hefollowing constrains to the listening testmaterial:

0 the same speech segment is never
presented twice to the same listener;

o the amount of speech signal
presented is the same for all
speakers used in the test; .

0 the number of same-speaker pairs IS
the same of different-speaker pairs;

0 the frequency distribution of the
used words is uniform.

If NS is the number of the speakers
available, NR is the number of repetitions
of the stimulus (for each speakers), and
NC is the numbers of pairs to'be
presented to the listener, the preks
conditions set the following rules:

NR = 4 ' (NS - 1 )
NC=2’NS‘(NS-1 ).

SO you have the following possible
solutions:

Table 1. A list of possible valuesnto be
used in order to have a "balanced test

NS NR NC

2 4 4
3 8 12

4 12 24

@= 5 1s 40
6 20 60

and so forth.
The duration of the listening [65‘

should be about 30 minutes long.
Considering that we want to use. We?
different words, the pointed solutl0n 0
NS=5 results a good choice, as the
number of pairs for listening sesston 15
3'4o=120, i.e. we consider, on the
average, a total duration of 155 for 63911
pair presentation plus user reSponse- The
definition of standard procedutes 'for
listening test in speaker recogfllllon ‘5 a
vety important point. _ d

As speaker verification an
identification technology finally seem a:
have reached a mature degree, we “13°C
a renewed and greater interest on these:
topics. The test design we propose ma)
be a good starting point.

w
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INSTRUMENTAL SET-UP
The listening tests have been executed

in Rome and in Padua. The used
hardware was the same in both
laboratories, i.e.: a personal computer
equipped with an audio OROS AU2X
board, a CD reader and a colour VGA
monitor. In addition an external
amplifier and a monitor headphone AKG
mod.Kl4l complete the required
hardware to run the experiment. As
hearing level is a crucial point in any
listening test, special attention has been
devoted to the calibration of the whole
audio instrumentation chain.

Calibration .
This problem may be split in two

parts: the digital ‘calibration’ of the
speech files; the analogue ‘calibration’ of
the electrical chain from the line out of
the audio board to the output of the
headphone. The numerical normalisation
of the speech signal is executed on line
during the restitution of the speech file.
The normalisation factor has been
computed in order to amplify to a fixed
dB value the frame (26ms) of maximum
energy of the given stimulus. So the
frame-peak energy is the same for all the
stimuli. To calibrate the electrical
equrpment a reference lkHz sinusoidal
tone is used (see CCITT G711
recommendation). A MCL (Most
Comfortable Level) strategy has been
used. A measure of the mean speech
levels after calibration, stated a value
about 80dBA, that is, according to the
measures reported in literature, a
reasonable calibration level.
EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

6 experiment is described by a test
control file that contains information onthe utterances to be played and the
relative normalisation factors, as well the
number of pairs to be presented and thefilename where the results are saved. We
build four tests: each test consists of 120pairs.

liable 2. The list ofthe utterances used in
e four tests executed in the experiment
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The speech material is part of the
SIVA database [3], and it is real
telephonic quality signal. We only usefive speakers in this experiment; the
same for all four tests. They belong to
the same regional area of the South of
Italy. The listening sessions have been
executed in Rome (central Italy), and
Padua (north Italy) where listeners have
not acquaintance with the southern
speaker behaviours. Listening session
have been executed in a silent room.
Listeners do not perform any training,
they only receive a page of written
description of the test and relative
instructions. Each laboratory contributed
with 5 sessions per test, for a total of 20
tests. In summary we have responses on
4800 pairs' presentation. The subject can
not listen more than once a pair. In fact
afier the pair presentation a menu
describing the following four choices:

l.voices are certainly different
2.voices are probably different
3.voices are probably the same
4.voices are certainly the same

is displayed, and after the subject:s
selection the relative choice is
highlighted on the monitor and the other
choices are cancelled, then a
confirmation is requested before the next
pair will be submitted, otherWise the
main menu is displayed again for a new
selection. So corrections are possible,

but the subject is not allowed to listen
more than once the same pair.

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS
The obtained results have been

analysed separately for the two groups,
and then compared. Our goal is to
measure the “human” performance in
comparing speech samples in relation to
the duration of the utterance .(fi'g.1,
fig.4); to analyse the listener variability
in performing the identification task
(fig.2, fig.5); and last to trace a relative
operating characteristic' .(ROC) of. the
‘human‘ system in solvmg the given
task. Direct measures of the obtained
performances are the ‘false acceptance
error rate ', (FA) and the ‘false rejection

error rare' (FR). The first IS also referred

as error TYPE 1° and it is the probability

that utterances of two different speakers
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are assigned to the same person, it is the
most severe error as it measures the
probability that an impostor get in your
system. The second is also referred as
error TYPE 11° and it is the probability
that utterances of the same speaker are
assigned to two different speakers, it is a
less severe error as it measures the
probability that your system do not let
you get in, although you have the
authorisation. These are ‘crude’
measures that only reflect the YES/NO
decision taken. A more interesting
measure is the ROC (fig3, fig.6) [4].
This is a standard XY dispersion plot
where on the X axes there is the
probability of listener deciding same
when samples are, in fact, by different
speaker (error), while in the Y axes there
is the probability oflistener deciding the
same when samples are, in fact, by the
same speaker (correct). If you have a
total (positive plus negative) N rating
scale the result is a set of (N-l) points on
the graph. The fitting of these points,
plus the origin point (0;0) and the
infinite point (l;l), gives you the ROC
curve. Roughly speaking, we may say
that curves approximating the diagonalline from (0;0) to (l;l) describe more
difficult tasks. If a real (automated)system measures a distance between two
samples, it will be possible to set severalthresholds and design a real ROC; incase of listening test this is simulatedusmg a rated scale. Unquestionably aROC curve gives a more detailedinformation than FA and FR values, butthe standard procedure, well described in[‘1], considers the rating scale a lineardiscriminative scale.
Rome group result

The results obtained from the FUBgroup confum the well-known fact thatthe performances in identifying speakerdo not vary meaningfully after the 1.2second duration. We see from fig.l thaterrors decrease about 20% if we movefrom monosyllabic words to trisyllabicwords, but only 5% from trisyllabic topolysyllabic words. This goes againstour intuitive belief, but it is a wellexperimental accepted fact. From fig.3we realise that the listener population hasa great variability and that some subjectalso has a strange behaviour. Forexample one subject has a total error that
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is greater than 50% (a random generator
works better!) and another has a 0% FA
error and a 32% FR error (he/she is a
good guardian!) Finally we had to
compare the fig] and fig.3. They both
report FUB listener group performance
in relation to the used word, but in the
first case we only use the binary Y/N
information, while in the second we also
utilise the degree of confidence the
listener express utilising the two rates
scale.

Padua group result
As expected the CNR results follow

the same trend of the Rome listener
group. We only find two light
differences. First the overall error
(FA+FR) is just a little bit greater, and
this may be because northern listener
may have less familiarity than central
listener with the used database. Second
the FA/FR ratio is smaller. This fact may
not be explained easily. Also for CNR
listener group we have some subject With
strange behaviours. For example we
have, again, a listener that has a 0% FA
error, and another with a total error
greater than 50%. The ROC. curves
clearly set that the speaker identification
using monosyllabic word is really ahard
task, while it makes no pamcqlaI
differences recognising people usmg
trisyllabic words or polysyllabic words.
CONCLUSION

We execute a round-robin expentnetlt
for the evaluation of human capability 121
Speaker recognition, when pairs of Shm't
utterances are submitted to the listener.
Particular attention has been devoted to
the calibration and balancing of thetest

itself, to avoid drifi effects. The obtained
results show high consistency among the
two groups, and clearly set that: listenc
belonging to a regional area farther (m a
phonetically sense) from the one of the
Speaker to be recognised, have, on the

“"386. a Worse performance of few
percent5; performance response is
relation to word length shows a threshod
effect situated between monosyllabic an
trisillabic words (other works report a
value around 1.25) for pairs of words or
short utterances. The results 81‘

Promising and although moreeffortslall;
necessary before a final solution wfl
reached, the possibility ofmm Sm”
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listening test as a reference_in speaker
recognition seems a good chorce.
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ABSTRACT
This study aimed at examining voice

identification levels in and by a relatively
large group of subjects. These subjects had
a high degree of familiarity as they lived in
the same kibbutz. We analyzed 5 modern
Hebrew vowels, 5 voiced consonants, and
the Hebrew phrase "good morning". The
results suggest differential perception and
identification processes among subjects
and among speech elements. We suggest
an explanation to the results in the
framework of the prototype model.

PROBLEM
‘ Voices of different people sound

different, and a few seconds of speech
suffice to identify a speaker without being
in direct visual contact with him/her.
Speaker identification is possible under
various detrimental circumstances, afier
long time periods, in various speech
contexts, when the speaker expresses
different attitudes, etc. These facts seem to
imply that there are some acoustic features
that ‘ do not change under different
conditions. Despite these observations the
topic is still not well understood as td the
parameters that affect speaker identifica-
tion or how much they are related to
phonetics.

Human speaker recognition has been
defined as any process of decision about
the identity of a speaking person by certainfeatures of the speech signal. A presuppo-srtion. for such a decision is previousacquaintance with the speaker.

Acoustic characteristics of voices havethus been described, inter alia, in long-

term— and short tenn—, inherent- and

leamed-, glottal source— and vocal tract-

dependent features.
Listeners' role in voice identification

has been studied so far from numerous

angles, e.g., voice recognition leamabilih’,
time effect on recognition (memory),

number of voices recognized, test type,
utterance type/length effect on recognition,
language dependence, masking effects, the

effect of various acoustic parameters on
recognition, etc. Experiments often used
small numbers of subjects and/or voices.

This paper has the following goals: 1.

testing voice identification of a large group
of speakers by a large group of listeners
well acquainted with the speakers; 2-
Phoneme-dependency of voice identifi-

cation. Reported here are results of our

psycho-acoustic tests, performed as PaIt of
a systematic study of acoustic cues impor-

tant for voice identification as described-

METHOD AND SUBJECTS

The method includes a few stages for
recording the test material and testing the
subjects.

The subjects were from a kibbutz in the
north of Israel, all native speakers 9f

Hebrew without speech or hearing imPa‘"
ments or foreign features.

In Stage I, 20 men of this kibbutz (age
range: 26-59) were recorded saying the
same test materials (see below). They were
recorded (mono-channel) on a 486 PC

computer using a voice card at 22 kHz
sampling rate.

In Stage II the listeners were men and
women from the same kibbutz (38¢ rangei
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25-55). All know the speakers well or very

well. Each listener was asked to fill in a

form grading in a 5 grade scale his/her

acquaintance with the speaker. There were

28 people's voices, 20 of which were later

used in the tests. Subjects had to grade in

a 5 grade scale the "uniqueness" of each

speaker's voice, and describe this feature in

words.

Speaker identification tests included

recognition by: 1. la, e, i, o, u/, the 5

vowels of Hebrew uttered in isolation; 2.

laCa/ syllable sequences, C being the nasals

/m,n/, based on the literature which descri-

bed them as good predictors of individual
features and I1, r, 2] which tend to have

numerous allophones; and 3. the 2-word

Hebrew utterance fboker 'tovl, i.e., 'good

moming'.
Each session lasted up to an hour and a

half, in which each listener heard a 100

vowels of 20 different speakers in random
order. The listeners were asked to identify
the speakers from a list of 28 people's

names, i.e., more speakers than actually
used in the test. After hearing the vowels,
they had to fill in another questionnaire in
Which they wrote down the speaker's name

(as they identified him), their confidence
level in it, their evaluation of this voice‘s

uniqueness and (optionally) a verbal desc-
nption of the voice. They were allowed up
to 8 times listening to each stimulus. On
the same session they were also asked to
identify speakers by the utterance "good

mOInlng". Speaker identification by laCa/
Sl’llables was tested in a separate session.

The tests were aimed to give answers
to the following questions: 1. What is the

fiverage speaker identification level by
lhdlvidual listeners? 2. Are there inter-
listener differences in speaker identifica-
tion? 3. Are there inter-listener differences
"1 Speaker identification by different pho-
nemes? 4. Does successful idenification of
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a voice by a certain phoneme imply

successful speaker identification by the

same phoneme by other listeners?

FINDINGS
1. The identification test of the

utterance /'boker 'tov/ yielded an average

correct identification rate of 60% (216

correct identifications for 360 stimuli). The

test was an open test, in the sense that the

listeners did not know which speaker out

of 28 possible people they were about to

hear. This proportion of successful identifi-

cation is much higher than reported in

previous studies (see e.g., Ladefoged &

Ladefoged, 1980, van Lancker et a,

1985). The listeners identified speakers,

except for three cases where the voices of

certain speakers were erroneously consi-

dered those of others. Thus, most errors

were of the type "cannot identify". In addi—

tion, the successful identification range by

individual listeners (45% - 85%) is smaller

than the successful identification range of

the speakers‘ voices (11% - 100%).

2. Speaker identification by voice

recognition of vowels: The results of 20

listeners (men and women) were included

in the data analysis and are summarized in

Table 1 and demonstrated as an example in

Table 3. The results show that there are

vowel-dependent significant differences in

listeners' identification abilities. The best

identification was yielded for /a/ - 37.6%.

Next come N and le/ without any

difference between them - 29%. These

three vowels are better identified than /0/

(25%) and /u/ (17%) (See Table l). The

average identification rate for the total

number of vowels was 29% (range: 16%-

51% ), which is much lower than for the

words (60%). This result may be expected

owing to the little information in isolated

vowels as compared to two-word-

utterances.
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Table I. Percentage ofspeaker idenficatian
by voweLs

vowel N correct percent

/a/ 330 124 37.6%
/e/ 295 89 30.2%
/i/ 300 87 29.1%
/o/ 285 72 253%
/u/ 189 32 16.9%

3. Speaker identification by voice
recognition of voiced consonants in /aCa/
syllables: Differences were also found for
identification of speakers in this environ-
ment. The best identified consonant in this
environment was M (63%), followed by
/n/ (62%) and /m/ (58%). The speakers of
syllables with /l/ were correctly identified
in 53% of the cases, and for /r/ - in 50%
of the stimuli (see Table 2).

Table 2. Percentage ofspeaker idenfication
by consonants

consonant N correct percent
/r/ 198 99 50.0%
/1/ 198 105 53.0%
/m/ 198 114 57.6%
In! 197 123 62.4%
/7/ 198 124 62.2%

4. Confiision matrix results revealed
that some of the speakers were more
successfully identified for certain vowels
than other speakers (See for example
Table 3). ’

5. Speakers whose voices were cor-
rectly identified by all the listeners in all
the phonemes had special vocal features.

.6.‘Most speakers had considerable pitch
vanatrons even for relatively short
utterances (<300 ms.). But as F0 ranges
were very similar for most speakers, it may
be assumed that F0 is not the most impor-
tant cue for speaker identification, at least
in isolated vowels.
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DISCUSSION
This paper presents results of a study

of speaker identification by human

listeners. The test lanaguage was Hebrew,
which to the best of our knowledge, has so

far not been studied from this respect. For

the purpose of this study both speakers and

listeners were native speakers of this
language.We are dealing here with Modem

Hebrew,a Semitic language with a phonetic
system eomprisng 5 vowels and 20

consonants (traditionally 22 consonantal

and 10 vowel phonemes). This is appa-

rently the first report on this issue based

on such a new source of database.
Another issue that this study tackles is

the number of subjects used in the tests.

Most previous experiments used very small

numbers (e.g., 3,5,7) of listeners and/or

recordings. The present experiments were

performed with a much larger group of

subjects, both speakers and listeners, and

thus results are probably more valid.

The tests can be considered of the

open—test type, in the sense that the

listeners did not know which persons of
the list were going to be heard. In this

sense, this test type is closer to the real-

world situation of speaker identification.

At least two basic models for speaker

identification by listening can be suggested:

1. All listeners use one and the same

voice identification strategy using the same

features.
2. Different listeners use different stra-

tegies to identify speakers' voices. '

The results of our tests suggest a third

model which combines the above two 10

some extent:
3. Listeners use the same strategy ff"

speaker identification but different acouSllcl

features of the speakers“ voices. This mode

is based on the protype model (11°50,h
1973, Rosch, 1976). Accordingto ““5
model, learning a new voice is aclueved by
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comparing it to a prototype voice (e.g.,

mens‘ vs. women's or children's voices) and

extracting from this comparison those

features which deviate from the prototype

pattern. Thus, voices which are less similar

to the prototype will be easier to learn and

memorize than voices similar to it. Thus,

the more a voice deviates from the proto-

type, it will also be easier to identify it

when presented as a stimulus for identifica-

tion, and vice versa: the more similar it is

to the prototype the harder it will be to

identify it. The results of our experiments

and of other experiments reported in the
literature make this a likely hypothesis.

This hypothesis is also usefiil, for it allows

predicting results of other experiments.

Further research is required to prove
whether this model is correct. Current

research in speech sciences often applies
acoustic analysis of speech signals and sys-
tematic resynthesis while controlling indivi-
dual features and observing listeners' res-
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ponses. We intend to use this method to

examine the prototype model in the next

stage of our study ofvoice identification.
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ABSTRACT
The present investigation was

designed to assess the specificity of
perceptual learning employed in the
linguistic processing of spoken language.
Two groups of subjects were trained to
identify a set of talkers from sentence-
length utterances. After training, one
group of subjects was tested with isolated
words produced by familiar or unfamiliar
talkers and the other group was tested
With sentence-length utterances. The
results showed that the ability to identify
a talker‘s voice from sentence-length
utterances only modestly improved
intelligibility of isolated words, but
Significantly improved the intelligibility
of sentence-length utterances. Listeners
appeared to focus their attention during
perceptual learning on talker information
that is specific to sentence-length
utterances. The results suggest that task-
as well as talker—specific perceptual
learning occurs during the processing of
spoken language.

INTRODUCTION
Thespeech signal simultaneously

carries information about a talker's voice
and about the linguistic content of the
intended message. Traditionally, the
unraveling of talker and linguistic
Information has been characterized as a
normalization process in which talker
information is discarded in the listener's
quest for the abstract, idealized linguisticprocessrng units thought to underliespeech perception [1,2]. Recent studieshowever, have demonstrated that theprocessing of voice and the processing oflmgurstic content are not independentNygaard, Sommers, and Pisoni [3ifound that learning a talker's voicefacilitates subsequent phonetic analysisIn their study, listeners were trained toidentify talkers' voices from isolatedwords and were then given a wordintelligibility task. Listeners who heardfamiliar talkers at test were better able toextract the linguistic content of isolated

words than those who heard unfamiliar
talkers at test. The results suggest that
perceptual learning of voice can modify
the linguistic processing of isolated
words.

The present investigation was
designed to assess the nature and extent
of this kind of perceptual learning.
Subjects in two experiments were trained
to recognize a set of ten talkers from
sentence-length utterances.

In Experiment 1, after training was

completed, intelligibility was assessed
using isolated words produced _by
familiar and unfamiliar talkers. The aim
was to determine if the information
learned about a talker's voice from
sentences generalizes to the perception of
spoken words. The assumption was that
training with sentence-length utterances
would focus listeners' attention'at 3
different level of analysis than training
with isolated words. It was hypothesrzed
that because sentences contain extensrye

prosodic and rhythmic information in
addition to the specific acoustic-phonel1c
implementation strategies uniQPe to
individual talkers, perceptual leaming.0f

voices from sentences would reql1e
attentional and encoding demands
specific to those test materials.

In Experiment 2, after training W35

completed, listeners were given an

intelligibility test consisting of sentenqe'
length utterances produced by famillilr
and unfamiliar talkers. Two issues “(CFC
addressed here. First, does specrflc

training on sentence-length utteranceS
generalize to similar test match”-
Second, are sentence-length utterances
which have higher-level semantic an

syntactic constraints susceptible to the
effects of familiarity with a talkers

voice?

EXPERIMENT 1 f
In Experiment 1, two grOUPS, 0

subjects learned to identify talkers' vorceS

from sentence-length utterances over a

three-day training period.
experimental group was then tested With
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isolated words to assess intelligibility of

talkers they had been exposed to in

training. The control group was tested
with isolated words produced by a set of
unfamiliar talkers.

METHOD

Subjects
Subjects were 33 undergraduate and

graduate students at Indiana University.
Sixteen subjects served in the
experimental condition and seventeen
subjects served in the control condition.
All subjects were native speakers of
American English and reported no history
of a speech or hearing disorder. Subjects
were paid for their participation.

Stimulus Materials
Two sets of stimuli were used in this

experiment. The sentence training stimuli
consisted of 100 Harvard sentences
produced by 10 male and 10 female
talkers. The isolated word stimuli
consisted of 100 monosyllabic words
produced by 10 of the same talkers (5
male and 5 female) that produced the
sentence materials. All stimuli were
digitized on—line at a sampling rate of 20
kHz using 16-bit resolution. The root
mean squared (RMS) amplitude levels
for all stimuli were digitally equated.

Procedure
Pretest Word Intelligibility. A pretest—

Domes! design was used in this
EXpenment to directly evaluate the effects
9f talker familiarity on word
intelligibility. In both pretest and
Posttest, 100 isolated words produced by
ten talkers (5 male and 5 female) were
Presented at either 80, 75, 70, or 65 dB

(SPL) in continuous white noise low-
PaSS filtered at 10 kHz and presented at
7093 (SPL), yielding four signal—to-
norse ratios: +10, +5, 0, -5. An equal
number of words was presented at each
0f Fhe four signal-to-noise ratios.
SUblects were asked to recognize the
Word by typing their response on a
keyboard. For subjects in the
exPeflmental condition, the words were
PFQduced by the ten talkers they heard in
”alnlfig. For subjects in the control
Condition. the talkers' voices were
Unfamiliar.

Training. Two groups of listeners
Completed three days of training to
amiliarize themselves with the voices of
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ten talkers. The experimental group of
16 subjects learned the voices of the same
ten talkers that were used for the pre— and
posttests. The control group of 17
subjects learned the voices of ten
different talkers. Both groups were

required to identify each talker's voice

and associate that voice with one of 10

common names.
On each day of training, both groups

of listeners completed three different

phases. The first was a familiarization

task in which one sentence from each

talker was presented in succession. Each

time a sentence was presented, the name

of the talker appeared on a CRT screen in

front of the listener. Subjects were asked

to listen carefully to the words presented

and to attend specifically to the talker's

voice. ‘ _

The second phase of training consisted

of a recognition task in which subjects

were asked to identify the talker who had

produced each sentence. Ten sentences

from each of ten talkers were presented in

random order to listeners who were

asked to identify each voice by pressrng

the appropriate button on a keyboard. On

each trial, after all subjects had

responded, the correct name appeared on

a CRT screen. . ~

The third phase of training was

identical to the second phase except that

feedback was iven.

n0 Pastiest W051 Intelligibility. The

posttest was identical to the pre-test.

Subjects were asked to‘identify isolated

words produced by famrliar or unfamiliar

talkers at four signal—to-nOise ratios.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

in .

THAIIIl sgubjects showed continuous

improvement over the three days of

training. Both groups of subjects

identified talkers consistently above

chance even on the first day of training

and performance rose to nearly 8517:

correct by the last day of training.

repeated measures analysis of variancq

(ANOVA) with learning and days 0

training as factors showed a Significant

main effect of day of training, {(2362) _

74.04, p<.001, and also a srgnrfrcar7it

main effect of group F(1,31) = 20.2Ci

<.001. The control group performel

significantly better than the experimenta

group learning their set of talkers.
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Isolated Word Intelligibility
Figure 1 shows the difference in

percent correct word identification from
pretest to posttest for both the
experimental and control groups averaged
across signal-to-noise ratio. Although
there is more improvement for subjects in
the experimental condition who were
hearing familiar voices at posttest than for
subjects in the control condition, the
effects of familiarity on word
intelligibility were small (p<.08). A
repeated measures ANOVA with signal-
to-noise ratio and training group as
factors showed no significant main
effects or interactions.

bu
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D Control Group

6..
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Figure 1. Percent difference is plotted
for the control and experimental groups.
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These results suggest that perceptual
learning of talkers' voices from sentence
-length utterances does not generalize to
the perception of isolated words.

EXPERIMENT 2
As in Experiment 1, two grou s of

subjects learned to identify talkers‘ vgiices
from sentenceflength utterances over a
three-day training period. However, the
experimental and control groups in this
experiment were then tested with
sentences produced either by talkers they
{read _enct;pntered in training

xpenment )or b a t ”
talkers (control). y 56 0f unfarmliar
METHOD

Sugjects
ubjects were 20 under

graduate students at Indiangrl‘llilisgsitxydEleven subjects served in theexperimental condition and nine subjectsserved in the control condition. Allsubjects were native speakers ofAmerican English and reported no history
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of a speech or hearing disorder. Subjects
were paid for their participation.

Stimulus Materials
Training and test stimuli consisted of

100 Harvard sentences produced by 10
male and 10 female talkers. All stimuli
were digitized on-line at a sampling rate
of 20 kHz using 16-bit resolution. The
root mean squared (RMS) amplitude
levels for all stimuli were digitally
equated.

Procedure
Training. Training was identical to

that used in Experiment 1 except that
subjects were trained on a set of 50
sentences rather than 100 sentences.
Again, two groups of listeners completed
the three days of training. The
experimental group of 11 subjects learned
the voices of the same ten talkers that
were used for the sentence intelligibility
test. The control group of 9 subjects
learned the voices of ten different talkers.

All other aspects of training were the
same as in Experiment 1.

Sentence Intelligibility Test. In the
sentence intelligibility test, 48 novel
sentences produced by ten talkers (5 {Dale
and 5 female) were presented at either
75, 70, or 65 dB (SPL) in continuous

white noise low-pass filtered at if) KHZ
and presented at 70 dB (SPL), yleldlng
three signal-to-noise ratios: +5, 0, - .
An equal number of words was presented
at each of the three signal-to-noise ratios.

Subjects were asked to transcribe the
sentence on a sheet of paper. ' For
subjects in the experimental condition,
the sentences were produced by we.“
familiar talkers they heard in training-
For subjects in the control condition. the

talkers' voices were unfamiliar.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Training .

All subjects showed contiuur)us

improvement over the three days 0
training. As in Experiment 1. 0

groups of subjects identified talksts
consistently above chance even on c

55‘ day Of training and performance ms?
to nearly 85% correct by the last day Of

training, A repeated measures analysts °
variance (ANOVA) with learmng an

daYs of training as factors shoe/c. a

Significant main effect of day of tramgfir

F(2.36) = 78.029, p<.001, and no 0 °
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significant effects.

Sentence Intelligibility
Subjects' performance on the sentence

intelligibility task was assessed by
determining the number of key words
correct in each test sentence, adding up
the total number of correct key words
across sentences and averaging these
totals across subjects. Each Harvard
sentence contained 5 "key" words and the
test set of 48 Harvard sentences
contained 240 key words.

Figure 2 shows the total number of
key words correct averaged across
subjects for the experimental and control
groups.

Experimental a Control

60
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c
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- S 0 + 5

Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Figure 2. Percent key words correct as a
fMHCtlon of signal—to-noise ratio for the
experimental and control groups.

. A repeated measures ANOVA with
SlgFlal-to-noise ratio and training group as
factor§ showed a significant main effect

“training group, F(l,18) = 220.378.
P<-00l, indicating that subjects in the
experimental condition who heard
setttences produced by familiar talkers
Were able to transcribe more key words
COI'rectly across all signal—to-noise ratios
than control subjects who heard
sentences produced by unfamiliar talkers.

A§1gnlficant main effect of signal—to-
me ratio. F(2,36) = 286.26, p<.001,
“’35 also found indicating better
”Flownance at the higher signal—to—noise
latloS. _Finally, there was a significant
"."efaction between training group and
Slgnal-to-noise ratio, F(2,36) = 44.41,

“001, Indicating that the effect of talker
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familiarity became larger as signal-to-
noise ratio decreased.

These results suggest that perceptual
learning of talkers' voices from sentence
—length utterances facilitates the linguistic

processing of sentence-length utterances

produced by familiar talkers.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The results of our experiments suggest

that perceptual learning in speech

perception is both talker- and task-

specific. Perceptual learning of voice

transfers to linguistic processrng of

spoken language in a task-specific

manner such that attention must be

directed to learning the specific voice

attributes that will be relevant at test. Our

findings also show that long-term talker-

specific effects on linguistic processing

occur with sentence-length materials

which contain higher-level semantic and

syntactic constraints suggesting that

talker-specific effects operate in a variety

of listening situations from isolated

words to sentence—length utterances. '

Familiarity with a talker's. vorce

involves long-term modification. of

speech and language processrng.

Listeners appear to retain talker—specrfic

information about individual articulatory

idiosyncrasies both at the level of

acoustic-phonetic implementation and at a

more global level found in sentence—

length utterances.
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SOME SOURCES OF VARIABILITY IN
SPEECH INTELLIGIBILITY

Ann R. Bradlow, Gina M. Torretta and David B. Pisoni
Speech Research Laboratory, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT
. Talker-specific correlates of
intelligibility were explored using a large,
multi—talker speech database. This
database includes both sentence
productions from multiple talkers and
intelligibility data from multiple listeners.
We examined global, talker—specific
characteristics (e.g. gender, fundamental
frequency, and overall speaking rate), as
well as individual differences in phonetic
implementation (such as vowel space
compactness and fine-grained, segmental
differences) as possible correlates of
variation in overall talker intelligibility.
Results indicated that individual
differences in segmental articulation,
rather than global characteristics,
correlated well with overall intelligibility.
INTRODUCTION

The speech signal simultaneous]
encodes both linguistic and paralinguisti:
information [1]. Thus, in response to an
utterance, a listener is made aware ofboth its content (the linguistic message)and of a host of information specific tothe instance of the utterance. Forexample, due to both inter- and intra-talker differences, the speech signalEgpveys information about the talker's

, age, geographical ori in, h siand mental state, as well asgthe lihghrisiilcl:message he or she is trying tocommunicate. As a consequence of theSimultaneous encoding of linguistic andparalinguistic information, we mightexpect an interaction between these twoaspects of the acoustic signal. This studyaddressed this issue by investigating thecorrelation between talker—specificcharacteristics and speech intelligibility.
METhHODS AND MATERIALSe materials for this stud cgogbthe Indiana Multi-Talker SZntearIixé:Ha ase. This database consists of 100talakvaxd sentences [2] produced by 20G ers (10 males and 10 females) ofeneral American English. Thesentences are all mono-clausal andcontain 5 key words. Examples of the

sentences are given below in Table 1.

Table 1. Two sample Harvard sentences
with keywords underlined.

Rice is often served in round bowls.
Two blue @ swam in the m.

Along with the audio recordings, this
database includes intelligibility data in the
form of sentence transcriptions by 10
listeners per talker. In the collection of
these transcriptions, the listeners heard
the full set of 100 sentences produced by
a single talker. The listeners heard each
sentence over headphones, and then
typed what they heard at a computer
keyboard. The sentences were presented
in the clear (no noise was added) at a
comfortable listening level. The listeners
were all students at Indiana Universrty
with no speech or hearing impairments-

The sentence transcriptions were
scored by a criterion that counted a
sentence as correctly transcribed if, and
only if, all 5 keywords were correctly
transcribed. Any error on a kcywor
resulted in the sentence being counted 35
mistranscribed. With this scoring
method, each sentence for each talkfir
received an intelligibility score out of a
possible 10. Each talker’s over
intelligibility score was then calculat 35
the average intelligibility score aCi’OSS
100 sentences. Across all 20 tfilkcisu
there was considerable variation ,1"
overall intelligibility. The intelligibl‘ty
scores ranged from 81% to 93%. With a
mean and standard deviation of 88%7 313d
3%, respectively. Thus, the materials In
this database covered a range of talk“
intelligibility and could be used as the
basis for an investigation of the effect 0
talker-specific characteristics on over
intelligibility. .

Our general approach to ”“5
investigation was to focus on tW0_ ”Peas
of talker—specific variation. FII’SL we
examined the correlation of global ”1"“
characteristics, such as gender. 0"”
speaking rate, and fundamenmr
frequency, with overall tall“

A
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intelligibility. Second, we looked at
several aspects of the acoustic signal that
provide information about the
pronunciation characteristics of the talker.
Specifically, we compared vowel space
compactness across talkers, and
performed an analysis of specific listener
errors and their correlation with fine-
grained talker variation at the acoustic-
phonetic level.

GLOBAL CHARACTERISTICS
One of the most salient paralinguistic

factors that is conveyed by the speech
Signal is the sex of the talker. Due to
physical differences between the typical
male and female vocal apparatus, as well
as due to socio-linguistically determined
differences between male and female
pronunciation patterns, the sex of the
talker is a very prominent paralinguistic
factor. Furthermore, there is evidence in
the literature that females tend to exhibit
fewer instances of reduced speech than
males [3]. Thus, we might expect female
talkers to have higher overall
intelligibility scores than male talkers.

In the Indiana Multi-Talker Sentence
Database, the overall intelligibility scores
indicated a significant sex-based
difference in sentence intelligibility. The
female talkers had a significantly higher
average intelligibility score than the male
talkers (89.4% versus 86.3%, with
standard errors of 0.67% and 1.00%,
resPt‘._ctively, t(18)=2.57, p=.02 by an
unPaired, 2-tail t-test). Furthermore, in
this database, the four talkers with the
highest intelligibility scores were female
fmd the four talkers with the lowest
intelligibility scores were male. Thus,
these? data suggest that overall speech
intelligibility is affected by the talker’s
sex. We now turn to an investigation of
Ether paralinguistic factors that might

61P to explain the acoustic‘phonetic
reasons for this sex—based difference in
intelligibility.

Overall rate of speech is a global
characteristic of speech production that
got only varies across talkers, but also

as an Impact on speech perception [4].
Mg mean sentence duration as a

.meaSUie of overall speaking rate, we
aemgated the correlation between
hVCIall rate and intelligibility. We
wypotheSized that slower speaking rates

0Uld correlate with higher overall

¥
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intelligibility scores. However, across all
20 talkers, there was no correlation
between overall rate and intelligibility.
We also hypothesized that less variance
in speaking rate would correlate with
better intelligibility. When all talkers
were included in this analysis, we found
no correlation between rate standard
deviation and mean intelligibility.
However, when the three talkers with the

lowest mean intelligibility score were
excluded from the analysis, we found a

high negative correlation (R2=-.82)
between rate standard deviation and mean
intelligibility. Thus, for a subset of
talkers, although mean speaking rate does
not predict intelligibility, the .less the

variability in speaking rate the higher the

intelligibility. With respect to rate

differences for the males and females, we

did not find that the females had generally

slower rates than the males. This

suggests that the sex-based difference in

overall intelligibility does not result from

a difference in overall speaking rate. . .

Another global talker characteristic

that we investigated as a p0551ble

correlate of overall intelligibility was

fundamental frequency. Here we

hypothesized that both the mean and

range of a talker’s fundamental frequency

might affect his or her overall

intelligibility. For the male talkers, we

found no correlation between mean

fundamental frequency and mean

intelligibility score across all 100

sentences. However, for the females, we

found a moderate, negative correlation

(R2=—.32). Thus, these dataprovrde
some suggestion that females With lower

mean fundamental frequelnCies might be

more intelligible. With regard to

fundamental frequency range, we found a

moderate positive correlation (R2=0.38)

between F0 range and. overall

intelligibility for all 20 talkers, indicating

that a wider range of pitch variation can

enhance sentence intelligibility.

From these investigations of global

talker characteristics and overall talker

intelligibility, we concluded that the

correlations are generally weak to

moderate for the twenty, normal talkers

in our database. Even though we did

find a significantly higher mean

intelligibility score for the females than

for the males in our database, we were
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unable to reliably trace this difference to
global talker characteristics, such as
overall speaking rate and fundamental
frequency characteristics. In light of this
result, we turned our attention to some of
the indicators of talker variability in
pronunciation. Our expectation here was
that inter~talker differences at the fine-
grained acoustic«phonetic level would
correlate with variance in overall
intelligibility.

PHONETIC IMPLEMENTATION
We began with an investigation of

vowel-space characteristics. Talkers
differ in the extent to which they
differentiate the vowel categories in the
F1 by F2 vowel space [5]. Thus, the
compactness of a talker’s vowel space is
an indicator of the talker’s pronunciation
characteristics. Since a relatively
expanded vowel space indicates less
reduced vowels, we hypothesized that a
more expanded vowel space would
correlate with higher overall
intelligibility.

In order to compare vowel spaces
across talkers, we selected vowels from
the. sentence materials that provided an
indication of the extremes of each talker’s
general vowel space. We selected three
tokens of each of three point vowels, /i,
u, a/. Each token came from a separate
sentence, giving us a subset of nine
sentences. First and second formant
frequencies were measured from the
steady-state portion of each of the target
vowels for each of the 20 talkers. These
measurements were then transformed
according to the perceptually motivated
me] scale, and plotted in the F1 by F2
mel space. Euclidian areas were then
calculated for the triangles formed by the
most extreme vowel tokens of each
talker's measured vowel space.

Since these vowel space areas arerepresentative of a subset of the total set
of 100 sentences, we used theintelligibility scores across this subset ofsentences in our analysis of thecorrelation between vowel space andintelligibility. A rank order correlationbetween talker vowel space area andoverall intelligibility was moderatelypositive (Spearman rho =+0.36)indicating that across all talkers a more:expanded vowel space can lead to higheroverall intelligibility. Furthermore, in a
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comparison of the vowel space area of
the male and female talkers, we found
that the area within the female vowel
spaces tended to be larger than the male
vowel space areas (p=.037 by a l-tail,
unpaired t-test). Thus, the results of this
analysis of vowel space expansion and
overall intelligibility indicate that talkers
who have more differentiated vowel
articulations tend to be more intelligible.
Furthermore, the vowel-space data
suggest that the sex-based intelligibility
difference might be related to sex—based
differences in articulatory precision.

In order to further investigate the
pronunciation characteristics that might
correlate with talker intelligibility, we
performed analyses of the acoustic-
phonetic correlates of consistent listener
errors. In these analyses we focused on
specific portions of sentences that
resulted in consistent listener errors, and
attempted to find talker pronuncmtion
differences that were responsible for the
occurrence of listener errors.

One such case occurred in the phrase
“the play seems,” which was often mis-
transcribed by listeners as “the place
seems." In order to investigate the timing
characteristics that determined the
syllabification of the medial /s/, We
measured the durations of the target /s/ as
well as of the surrounding segments for
each of the 20 talkers. We then examined
the correlations between these

measurements and the likelihood of
correct transcription by the listeners

across all talkers. Results of these

measurements showed a fairly strong

negative correlation (R2=-O.65) between
the duration of the medial /s/ 85 a
proportion of the duration of l e
preceding word /plej/, and the rate 0

correct transcription. In other words, the
shorter the [5/ relative to the preceding
word, the more likely it was to :6
syllabified by listeners as onset of [de
following word, rather than as both cob“
of the preceding word and onset 0“ 2
following word. Thus, in order t9
correctly transcribed, this phrase 1'69““
a high degree of inter-segment um“:

accuracy. Furthermore, there were few 5
listener errors for the female productitiflle

of this phrase, indicating that the fem e
talkers in our database were mot
accurate in this regard than the males. r

Another case of a consistent listene
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error across all talkers was in the phrase,

“the walled town" which was often
transcribed as “the wall town.” In order
to explore the acoustic-phonetic factors
that determined whether the word final /d/
was detected, we performed duration
measurements on various portions of the
target word sequence, “walled town.”
Results showed a positive rank-order
correlation between the absolute vowel-
to-vowel duration (i.e., the duration
from the offset of the /a/ in “walled" to
the onset of the /a“/ in “town") with the
likelihood of /d/ detection across all 20
talkers (Spearman rho =+0.702).
However, we found an even higher
correlation between rate of /d/ detection
and the absolute duration of voicing
during the /d/ closure (Spearman rho
=+0.744). In addition to investigating
the correlations of these durations in an
absolute sense, we also investigated the
correlation between rate of /d/ detection
and these durations relative to the
surrounding segment and word
durations. However, the highest
correlation was between absolute
duration of voicing during closure and
rate of /d/ detection. Since voiced stops
in this pre—stop environment are typically
not released, the only cue to the presence
of a voiced stop is voicing during the
Closure. And, as demonstrated by‘the
Consistent listener error in this example,
this normally variable cue can be crucial
in this environment. This case is another
example of talker-variation at a fine-
grained, acoustic—phonetic level that has a
direct effect on sentence intelligibility.

In addition to these examples of
Common listener errors that occurred
across all 20 talkers, there were several
“353$ 0f common listener errors for
cmfiiln individual talker’s productions of
Particular sentence portions. For these
sentences, we compared the acoustic
Characteristics of the target sentence
portion from the talker who was often
mlsheard with those of a talker who
recelVed no listener errors on that
Sentence portion. One such instance
occurred for the target phrase “ smooth
planks," which for one talker was often
transcribed as “smooth banks.” As
C(’mPfired to a talker whose utterance
PrPdUCCd no listener errors on this word,
“"5 lalker had a reduced /p/ closure
dUration, as well as a reduced lp/ VOT
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duration. Thus, for this talker, the cues
to the unvoiced consonant were reduced
in duration, resulting in listeners

perceiving a voiced initial consonant.
In general, our investigations of the

acoustic-phonetic correlates of specific
listener errors show that variation in
talker intelligibility can depend on fine-
grained variation in articulation.
Sentences spoken by talkers who are
more precise in their articulations are

more likely to be correctly transcribed.

CONCLUSIONS . _
The results of this investigation

indicate that differences in fine-grained,

articulatory-acoustic patterns correlate

with variability in overall speech

intelligibility. In contrast, global talker

characteristics (such as mean fundamental

frequency and speaking rate) are not well

correlated with differences in talker

intelligibility. Furthermore, this study

indicated that female speakers,_who tend

to have more precise articulations, also

have higher overall intelligibility scores

than males. These findings indicate that

talker-specific variations at the acoustic-

phonetic level have an impact on both the

paralinguistic inforrnation‘carried by the

utterance and on its intelligibility.
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AN INVESTIGATION OF SINGER PITCH DEVIATION
AS A FUNCTION OF PITCH AND DYNAMICS

Perry Ft. Cook
Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics, Stanford, CA, USA

ABSTRACT
Drift and jitter were measured in

singer voices, and compared across
loudness and pitch, in both vibrato and
non-vibrato productions. Jitter showed a
slight dependence on dynamic level, and
drift showed no clear dependence on
dynamic level. Results correlating jitter
and drift to produced pitch were more
consistent if absolute sung pitch, rather
than position within an individual
singer’s range, was used. Jitter and drift
showed a slight dependence on pitch.
VOCAL PITCH DEVIATION

Deviations of pitch in the voice are
important perceptual features [l][2].
Some amount of pitch deviation is
present in the voice at all times, no
matter how much the speaker/singer
endeavors to remove it. The intentional
quasi-sinusoidal modulation of the
fundamental pitch is called vibrato, and
occurs at a frequency of 5-7 Hz. in
trained western BelCanto singing voices.
Modulation components at frequencies
higher than the vibrato are called jitter orflutter. Modulation components atfrequencies lower than the vibrato ratehave commonly been called wow or drift.The author prefers the terms drift andjitter because of the negative connota-tions of wow and flutter as distortions tobe removed if possible. The productionof jitter is generally regarded as aninvoluntary process, caused by randomneural firing and a low level feedbackmechanism which, in the singing voice,can. be trained to cause the periodicoscrllation of vibrato [3]. Driftcomponents of very low frequency aredirectly related to intentional correctionsin fundamental pitch. Drift is generallyconsrdered to be consciously controllableby means of an auditory feedback loop[4][3][5], but it is not possible tocompletely remove the drift componentat will.

. Most synthesis models of singer (andinstrument) pitch deviation involve asrngle sinusoid to model the vibrato,

mixed with some random signal to model
both the drift and jitter components, such
as simple low-pass filtered noise [6].
Maher and Beauchamp [7] proposed a
more elaborate model of vocal pitch
control, involving one sinusoidal
oscillator, three sources of lowpass
filtered noise, various summing
elements, and a multiplier. The pitch
perturbation research covered in this
paper was conducted to investigate the
behavior of the jitter and drift regions of
the pitch signal spectrum as a function of
sung pitch and intensity, to formulate a
set of rules for pitch deviation control,
and to suggest a suitable set of synthesis
control parameters.

A STUDY OF SINGER JITIER AND
DRIFT

Many past studies of jitter and drift
have typically been conducted on tones
produced by singers instructed to srng
with no vibrato, because the jitter and
drift components are easier to isolate and
study when vibrato is absent, and many
pitch detection methods yield noisy pitch
estimates. Signal processing on low
amplitude components in the presence of
a large vibrato peak is difficult, because
the jitter and drift components are often
below the noise floor of the pitch
detection algorithm itself [8][9]. The
Periodic Predictor Pitch Tracker (PPPT)
[10][ll] has been shown to exhibit a
noise floor of less than -55 dB relative to
a sinusoidal modulation signal and -30
dB additive noise, and was used to
extract the fundamental frequencres in
this study. Another method [12] “'35
used to verify the results on a randomly
selected 10% of analyzed vocal tones.

Four professional singers were
selected for the study, one each of the
voice parts soprano, alto, tenor, and bass.
The singers were instructed to srng .30
long tones on the vowel /a/ (father). FlVe
notes were performed each at M6110
Forte (medium loud), Pianissirno (WI)l
50ft), and Fortissimo (very loud),_ both
With and without vibrato. The smgers
breathed between each note, and we”
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wed to re any notes which they
fillgwere unchaperitcteristic of their ability.
The frequencies produced were selected
for each individual singer to evenly span
that singer‘s comfortable range. The
sound files were digitized directly to
DAT, digitally transferred to computer
disk, down-sampled (~96 dB stop-band
rejection filter) to a sampling rate of
5512.5 Hz., then pitch signals were
extracted by filtering and sampling at
intervals of 55 samples. This 100 Hz.
pitch signal sampling rate ensures that
modulation information up to 50 Hz. was
available for analysis. Once the pitch
signals were obtained, Power Spectral
Densities (PSDs) were calculated by
performing multiple Fourier transforms
in 256 point frames on each pitch srgnal,
and averaging the magnitudes. Average
and standard deviations were calculated
across various groupings of spectra. To
aid in generalizing characteristics of
levels and rolloffs, a line was fit to the
average spectra between 1 Hz. and 4 Hz,
and another was fit to the region between
8H2. and 32 Hz.

OVERALL RESULTS
Consistent with the study of [6] was

that the overall amplitude of jitter
decreased with vocal range. That is, high
sopranos exhibit less jitter than low
basses. In the vibrato case, singers
exhibited jitter spectra of about -65 dB
(0.97 cents average) at 8 Hz, and rolled
off at about 6 dB per octave. In the non-
vibrato case, the jitter spectra were about
-70 dB (055 cents average) at 8 Hz, and
exhibited an average 8 dB per octave roll
off. The standard deviations were
consistently smaller in the drift region
than the jitter region. The drift spectrum
fell off slowly (roll off of about 1.5 dB /
octave) from -50 dB (5.5 cents average)
at 1 Hz. out to the vibrato peak at -50 dB
average in the vibrato tones, and showed
a decrease in the non-vibrato tones to ~53dB at 1 Hz. rolling off at about 2 dB per
Octave. This decrease implies that
smgers can hear their voices and control
them better in the non-vibrato case than
1n the vibrato case, and is consistent with
the model of drift as a random
mechanism with control input from
auditory feedback.

Dependance on Loudness
To investigate the dependence of jitter
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and drift on loudness, the PSD’s of all
pitch signals at a particular dynamic level
were averaged in the vibrato and non-
vibrato case. Figures 1 and 2 show plots
of the PSD's of the pitch signals of all
singers in the vibrato and non—vibrato
cases, arranged by dynamic level. The
broad dual peak nature of the aggregate
vibrato peak shows the variability of
vibrato rate between different singers.
The average PSD jitter curves show an
increase of 4 dB total from pianissimo to
fortissimo. No significant change in

Figure 1. Power spectra of vibrato pitch
signals of all singers grouped by

dynamic level.
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Figure 2. Power Spectra of non-vibrato

pitch signals of all singers grouped by

dynamic level.
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spectral slope was observed, with all
vibrato curves exhibiting a 6 dB/octave
roll-off, and all curves without vibrato
exhibiting an 8 dB/octave roll—off. The
drift regions of the spectra showed no
clear dependence on dynamic range,
implying that the singers in this study
could hear themselves and tune well at
all dynamic levels.

Dependance on Pitch
To investigate how jitter and drift depend
on sung pitch, two sets of spectral
averages were fomied. The PSD’s of all
singers at a particular region in their
vocal range were averaged in the vibrato
and non-vibrato case. Figure 3 shows the
plots of the power spectral densities of
the pitch signals of all singers for both
vibrato and non—vibrato tones, arranged
by position within the singer’s range.
The standard deviations of all of these
plots are significantly larger than the
mean spectra, indicating that grouping
spectra in this way is an unreliable
method of classification.
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Figure 3. Singer pitch spectra averagedaccording to position within eachSinger's range.

Averages were also done within 4one-octave frequency ran es; 90-179112., 180-359 Hz., 360-719 lfiz, and 720-
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1439 Hz. Figure 4 shows the PSD plots
of the pitch signals of the singers for both
vibrato and non-vibrato tones, arranged
by absolute pitch. The standard
deviations for these plots are quite small,
indicating that the grouping of spectra by
absolute pitch is a more reliable method
of classification. The jitter spectra
showed a slight dependence on pitch,
decreasing 2 dB per octave from low
pitch to high pitch. The jitter curves
exhibited a consistent slope for all ranges
of 8.5 dB per octave in the non-vibrato
case and 6 dB per octave in the vibrato
case. The drift curves showed a weak
dependence on pitch, decreasing about 1
dB per octave of increasing pitch.

Q db

is 38
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WW
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Figure 4. Singer pitch spectra averaged
according to absolute pitch in octave

i

RULES FOR SYNTHESIS
Figures 5 and 6 show the line segment

approximations to the jitter and_ dnfi
spectra, in the vibrato and non-Vibrato
cases, arranged by pitch and dyham1c
level. The data indicates that a suitable
control space for jitter must allow control
over spectral height and slope as I
function of dynamic level. phonation
PitCh. and presence/absence of vibrato._

The minimum jitter is exhibited with
no vibrato, at high pitch, and low
dynamic level. This jitteris about-7MB
(.55 cents) at s 111., rolling art arts as
per octave. The maximum. 11"“ '5
exhibited with vibrato. at low pitch. and
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Figure 5. line segmentfits to jitter and
drift spectra asfiatction ofsung pitch.

high dynamic level. This jitter is about
~60 dB (1.7 cents), rolling off at 6 dB per
octave. In both the vibrato and non
vibrato case, increases in dynamic level
account for about 4 dB increase in jitter
across the entire dynamic range, and
decreases in pitch account for about 2 dB
per octave of jitter increase. From the
data and the model of drift production,
the drift modulation component is most
strongly affected by the singer’s ability
to hear. An extremely simple but nearly
complete model of drifi is a flat spectrum
at ~50 dB (5.5 cents) extending to the
Vibrato peak. The only significant
dev1ations from this model found in this
study were in the vibrato/non-vibrato
comparison, which indicated a small
iiicrease in spectral roll—off in the non-
vrbrato case.
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TIMING AND ACCURACY OF FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
CHANGES IN SINGING

Guus de Krom and Gerrit Bloothooft
Research Institute for Language and Speech, University of Utrecht, the Netherlands

ABSTRACT
This study deals with relations

between the musical score and the
acoustic F0 pattern measured in a sung

passage. Four trained singers performed
a song in which magnitudes and

directions of pitch changes varied

systematically. The songs were recorded
on the vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/, at three
different tempi. Timing differences in the
F0 transitions and deviations from the
target values were investigated with a
Dynamic Time Warping procedure.

INTRODUCTION
For a singer, the musical score

indicates how and when vocal pitch
should be varied. However, there exists
no one-to—one relation between the
prescribed (discrete) note sequence and
the F0 pattern measured in a recorded
song, due to for instance F0 vibrato and
inertia of the organic structures involved
in phonation. Also, singers have an
expressive freedom, which allows them
to deviate to some extent from the norm.
It may be expected that discrepancies
between the pattern of note sequences
prescribed in the musical score and the
actual F0 patterns measured in a sung
passage depend on the rate at which note
sequences are sung (larger deviances at
fast tempi), as well as the magnitude of
the F0 difference between successive
notes (larger deviances on large
intervals).

METHODS

Material
The material used in this study

consisted of a song (composed by

G. Bloothooft), in which magnitudes and
directions of note transitions were
systematically varied. The transitions of
interest always followed on a particular
sequence of “leader” notes (FS-AS
[170-220 Hz] for males, and F4-A4
[340-440 Hz] for females). We chose a
fixed leader sequence in order to
minimise variations in the immediately
preceding context. Nine different

transitions were distinguished on the

basis of the interval and direction of the

steps (see Table 1).

Table I. Interval magnitude (in

semitones) and direction (- downward,

+ upward) for nine types of transitions.

12 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

interval -7 -5 -4 -2 +1 +3 +5 +7 +8

Each singer produced nine (legato)

versions of the song, using the Dutch

vowels /i/, /a/, and /u/, and a slow.

medium, and fast tempo (2, 4, and 6
notes per second, respectively).

Recordings and acoustic analyses

The recordings were made in a large.

sound treated room. The singers (two
males, two females) were standing

upright, with the musical score mounted

on a stand in front of them. The singers

had synthesised piano accompanimeht
presented over headphones at a

comfortable loudness level (SimPIC
chords at each measure). A condenser

microphone was placed at about 50 cm

from the mouth of the singer. The
microphone signal was recorded on a
DAT recorder.
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Figure 1. Example of DTW output traces (male singer, medium tempo, duration 5.0 s).

From top to bottom, the traces represent the musical score (= template Fa ), sung F0, a

truce with the optimal alignment of template F0 to sung F0 (aligned F0 ), and a trace

with the difference between sung F0 and aligned Fa (delta F0 ).

The DAT recorded songs were
transferred to a computer and
downsarnpled to 20 kHz. F0 was
measured with a time-domain algorithm
[1], yielding one value (in Hz) for every
10 ms. The musical score was translated
into a similar time-by-Fo format, yielding

six template files (3 tempi x 2 versions
[for males and females]).

Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
Relations between the template F0

traces prescribed in the musical score and

sung F0 traces were investigated by
means of a Dynamic Time Warping

(DTW) procedure [2]. DTW analyses
were performed on the entire lengths of
the traces, yielding template F0, sung F0,
and a DTW-aligned F0 trace as the
Optimal match of template F0 to sung F0
(see Figure 1).

Parameter definitions
The DTW output files were further

processed to obtain measures describing
the relative timing of the note transitions
and the accuracy of the transitions.

Deviations in the timing of transitions
were investigated by comparing

transition instants in the aligned F0 and

template F0 traces. Three parameters

were examined: (1) the transition lag,

defined as the time difference between

the transition instants in the template F0

and aligned F0 traces. Negative lag

values indicate that a transition was made

at a later instant than prescribed in the

musical score. (2) The absolute value of

lag (had) yielded another timing

parameter. (3) The transition duration

was defined as the time difference

between local maximum or minimum

values in the sung Fa tracejust before and

after the transition moment.

Parameters indicative of the accuracy

of the transitions were determined by

comparing the sung F0 and aligned. F0

traces. Because these have an identical

time basis, a subtraction of sung F0 from

aligned F0 results in a trace with the

instantaneous F0 deviation in Hz (delta

F0). The local minimum (falling

transitions) or maximum (nsrng

transitions) in the sung F0 trace shortly

following the transition moment in the

aligned F0 trace was sought. The

difference between this local mmrrnum or
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maximum and the prescribed value was
calculated and expressed in semitones
(Fodev, positive values indicating that the
singers’ F0 was too high). A second
accuracy parameter was defined as the
absolute value of Fodev ( lFodevl ).

RESULTS
Analyses-of-variance were performed

with lag, llad, duration, Fodev, and
[Fodevl as dependent variables, and

interval, tempo, vowel, and the singer's
sex as factors (SPSS procedure
MANOVA [3]). Because the levels of
the interval factor were spaced unequally
(see Table l), polynomial contrasts were
applied to these levels. Main effects and
two~way interactions were investigated.

Timing parameters
As could be expected, tempo had a

significant effect on lag (p < .001), with
values of -276, -80, and -64 ms for the
slow, medium, and fast tempo,
respectively. Sex (p = .008), tempo
(p < .001), and interval (p = .039) had a
significant effect on llad , as did the sex
x tempo interaction (p = .025). Figure 2
gives the effect of size on llad .

400

-8-6—4-202468
Figure 2. Mean llagl in ms as a function
of the transition interval in semitones.

As Figure 2 shows, llad decreased
from an interval of -7 semitones to an
interval of +3 semitones. [lad was
longest for intervals of +7 and +8
semitones, respectively. Thus, it seems
that note steps that involve large
(especially upward) F0 transitions give
rise to large deviations in the timing of
the note transitions.
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For both males and females, mean
llad decreased with increasing tempo.

For females, the largest difference was
found between the slow tempo on the
one hand, and the medium and fast tempi
on the other (384 ms, versus 176 and 154
ms). For males, these values were 370,
313, and 208 ms, respectively.

Sex, tempo, and interval had
significant effects on the duration of the
transitions (p<0.001, all factors), with
significant interactions for sex X vowel
(p: .010), sex x tempo (p: .015), and
interval X tempo (p=.001). Figure 3
gives the interval x tempo data.

400

300

200 . O.

100

0
-8-6-4~20 2468

Figure 3. Mean transition duration in
ms as a function of the transition
interval in semitones. Data are given for
slow (circles), medium (squares) andfast
tempi (triangles).

Variations in duration related to
interval size were most outspoken for the
slow tempo. Duration was not much
influenced by interval size for the
medium and fast tempi.

Overall, the duration of transitions
was shorter for females than for males»
The difference was some 30 ms in the
slow and medium tempi. No difference
was found in the fast tempo.

For the vowels /a/ and /u/, females had
a shorter mean transition duration than
males (135 versus 168, and 130 versus
169 ms). For the vowel f1/, female mean
transition duration was slightly longer
(154 versus 149 ms).
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e
Accuracy parameters

Interval had a significant effect on

mean Fodev (p<0.001). As can be

observed in Figure 4, the F0 of the note
following the transition was on average

too low for downward intervals. A less
systematic pattern was found for upward

steps, although F0 was on average
slightly too high for intervals between +1

and +5 semitones. These data suggest

that the singers exaggerated the

prescribed pitch transitions.

1

-l
Soil-202468

Figure 4. Mean Fodev in semitones as a

function of the transition interval in
semitones.

Interval also had a significant effect on

lFadevl (p<0.001), with a significant

(but not systematic) interval >< sex
interaction (p<0.001). Figure 5 gives

lFodevl data for different intervals.

0.7

-8—6-4—202468

Figure 5. Mean [Fadevl in semitones as

“function of the transition interval in
semitones.

Figure 5 shows that the largest
(absolute) deviations in F0 were found for
the largest downward or upward
intervals, indicating that these were more
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difficult to produce than sequences with
minor pitch changes. If we compare the
Fodev and lFodevl data, it appears that F0
of notes following downward transitions
was on average too low (negative Fodev
values), while F0 of notes following
upward transitions deviated in a more
random fashion from the target value
(Fodev approximately zero, lFodevl
nonzero).

CONCLUSIONS
We found that the (absolute) interval

of note transitions had an influence on
the timing of note transitions, as well as

the accuracy of the actual F0 values.

Transition timing was most variable

for note sequences that involved large
pitch transitions. In the slow tempo, the

duration of transitions was longer for
upward transitions than for downward

transitions.

Systematic F0 overshoot occurred

with downward intervals (more

overshoot for larger intervals). Upward

intervals resulted in more random F0

deviations. Tempo and vowel type had

no effect on the F0 accuracy measures.

All four singers reported having

difficulties in singing at the fast tempo.

Tempo had an effect on the timing data,

but not on the accuracy measures. We

might therefore tentatively conclude that

singers tried to compensate the

difficulties encountered in the singing of

fast note sequences by adjusting their

timing of these transitions.
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ABSTRACT
The major question addressed in this

study is, to find out to what extent

certain French vowels undergo acoustic
tranformations as a function of frequen-
cy variation from soprano voices. The
vowels investigated are /i, e, e, a, y/
and the main thrust of this research is to
verify if the nature of spectral modi-
fication is comparable for all vowels.

INTRODUCTION
Singing voice, because of its specific

demands, its complex articulatory mo-
vements, represents a particular object
of analysis. In speech, the main objec-
tive is to communicate, i.e. to render the
phonetic message comprehensible. In
singing voice, however, this intelligi-
bility does not seem to be the foremost
desired goal. The search for precision,
the aesthetic aspect, voice compass and
quality play a fundamental role, with an
aim to conserve a given homogenous
quality along the entire voice range. It is
obvious that it is more difficult to
understand a sung text than a spoken
text; the further the singer gets into the
high notes, the more problematic
phoneme distinction becomes.

The purpose of this study is thus to
examine to what extent certain French
vowels undergo acoustic transforma-
tronsas a function of frequency
variation.

METHOD

Corpus
As the purpose of the investigation is

to look at acoustic differences between
vowels in speech and in singing voice
the corpus is composed of two parts: i
' - the first part for singing voice that
IS comprised of vocal exercises: a string
of the same vowel at different frequen-
cres satisfied the conditions necessary

for our study. Ascending vocal exer-
cises were obtained for each of the

vowels cited above. Vocal exercises
carried out on the same vowel has the
advantage of excluding intervocalic
consonants, thus avoiding potential
consonantal effects on vowel spectra.
Each of the vocal exercises started with

the cluster lts/ thus avoiding the
problem of sound attack and also opti-

mizing respiration strategies during the

vocal exercises (Figure l).
- the second part for speech: to the

vocal exercises are added sentences that

contain the target vowels. The vowels

appeared in French words, embedded in

the carrier sentences. Vowel context

was varied using one of the following
consonants lb, v, z, 1, 3, 11/ that vary

constriction location. Unvoiced conso-

nants were deliberately excluded to

avoid possible vowel devoicing, so also

were nasals to avoid vowel nasalizing.

The sentences were constructed as

follows:
The carrier sentence “Je vais chanter sur

/i/, comme dans bise, vie, Suzie, lit,

magic et Paris.” means “I am going to

sing on /i/, as in kiss, life, Suzie, etc.”.

“Je vais chanter sur /e/, comme danS

bébé, privé, rusé, blé, léger et pare.”

“Je vais chanter sur /e/ comme danS

béte, vert, zebre, laide, geste et raide."

“Je vais chanter sur /a/, comme dans

bas, vase, visage, lame, jade et rat."

“Je vais chanter sur /y/, comme dans

butte, vue, zut, lutte, juste et rustrei’

Measurement zones were restricted

to the mid-portion of the vowels, thus

avoiding transitions due to adjacent
contexts.

Recordings .
Recordings were carried out usmg a
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DAT TDC-D3 recorder and a Neumann

K54 microphone. The recordings were

made in a sound proof anechoic room

for two lyrique sopranos from the

Conservatoire National of Strasbourg,

digitized and analyzed by software.

Analyses were carried out on spectro—

grammes, using wideband and narrow

band filters. Wideband spectra were

used for formant measurements whilst

narrow band spectra served for

measurements of sound pitch.

Extracts of the corpus were submit-

ted to a dozen subjects for identifica—

tion. This was not a perception test,

rather it served as a control test where

subjects had to note the quality percei—

ved and also to say if the vowel was

recognizable or not. Such a task would

served as an indicator that would

confirm or invalidate our results.

RESULTS

Speech
Measurements were carried out on

31 /i/, 28 /e/, 17 /e/, 24 la/ and 17 /y/ for
each speaker. Two values were obtained
from two points on each vowel. Typical
values were then calculated as the
means of measured values (cf. Table 1.).
These values served as reference values
in our analyses of singing voice, since
the influence of frequency variation on
the acoustic composition of vowels in
smging voice, will be determined in
relation to the acoustic properties of the
same vowels in speech.

Singing voice
10 vocal exercises on /i/, 8 on /e/, 7

on /e/, 9 on /a/ and 10 on /y/ were
analyzed for each speaker. This
amounts to 90 notes for /i/, 72 for /e/, 63
for le/, 81 for /a/ and 90 for /y/. Two
measurement points were retained, here
also, on each vocalic portion.

Determining thresholds
‘ he acoustic composition of the

dlfferent vowels in singing voice was
n0t clear along the entire frequency
éange of vocal exercises. Actually, as
disgm certain high notes, it becomes very
lficult, let impossible, to distinguish
0Fmants in a precise manner. Also. it
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was observed that in these high
frequencies, subjects could no longer

recognize the different vowels. Another
observation was that the first hamomic
and fondamental frequency were

rapidly above the first reinforcement
zone that had been detected for the

same vowel in speech. It is thus Fo that

will be reinforced to play the F1 role.

However, the F0 value will also rapidly

attain a level so high, such that the

different harmonics will not coincide

with reinforcment zones characteristic

of vowels. Formant structure of vowels

in the singing voice context will

therefore no longer ressemble that of

vowels in speech. Thresholds were

established, beneath which the formant

structure of the vowel is relatively close

to a speech-like vowel and above

which, formant detection becomes

difficult as values no longer correspond

to speech reference values (cf. Table 2).

— [5} refers to this phenomenon as

“intelligibility thresholds”, since vowel

intelligibility depends on the distincti-

veness of its formants. A mean formant

value was obtained for all vowels on

each note of the vocal exercises. These

formant values allowed us to establish

thresholds, by comparing obtained

values with reference values for speech

and by controlling our results with

observations that had been made during

the audition test. .

It was also noticed that m zones

where acoustic patterns were relatively

unclear, formant structures were close

to those of speech, on certain notes.

This, presumably, is due to F0 fre-

quency that allows harmonics to

coincide with reinforcement zones,

charactersitic of vowels.

The presence of a supplementary

reinforcement zone was also detected,

the “Singing Forrnant", as described iiy

[7]. This formant was located, for t e

two female speakers, around 360 Hz.

regardless of the vowel analyzed

uality variation .

Q Vowel quallity was also comparettll

across the singing and the speecf

conditions, using mean values (c.
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Figure 2). Two values were determined:

the first in an average pitch, not very far

from speech and the second, in a higher

pitch.
Notice the difference in formant

values between speech and singing

voice for /i/, regardless of the note on
which it was produced: Fl increases
slightly — due to the combined effect
of pitch and a slight aperture increase
— whereas F2 decreases —- due
certainly to a slight lip rounding (sic).
Actually, around 20% of listeners

hesitated in recognizing /i/ and /y/ in the
high frequencies.

For vowel /e/, the strategy is to
increase both F1 and F2 thus attaining
values for /i/ in speech. The two vowels
are confused by 70% of the listeners in
the high frequencies.

Vowel le/ has formant values diffe-
rent from those in speech as from the
onset of low frequencies, because F1 is
immediately superior while F2 starts
descending. It seems that this vowel
was slightly rounded since some
listeners perceived a timbre close to the
rounded vowel /<I:/.

F1 for /a/ remains stable for quite a
while — up to around D 4 — with an
F2 lower than in speech. This vowel is
seemingly rounded in singing voice and
is perceived, in the high frequencies, as
lol or /o/ by 86% of listeners.

For /y/ the tendency is to increase F1
— provoked certainly by pitch increase
and by jaw lowering —, while F2 starts
lowering. Apparently, jaw lowering,
that is responsible for frequency
increase, also causes the unrounding of
the vowel.

CONCLUSION
It is clear that frequency variations

provoked modifications in the acoustic
structure of sung vowels. It is possible
to determine thresholds or progressive
steps beyond which formant distinction
and vowel recognition becomes diffi-
cult. Moreover, it was noticed that
vowel quality was somewhat different
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across conditions. This is a general
tendency that is manifest on all vocal
exercises. All vowels are characterized
by an increase in F1, probably due to
the conjugated effect of pitch increase
and jaw lowering. Vowels /i, e, a/ seem
to undergo slight rounding while vowel
/y/ seems to lose some of its rounding
feature.
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Table 1. Reference valuesforformants in speech given in Hz,

F1 F2 F3

[1} 334 2627 3295

[e] 378 2317 3136

[e] 635 2109 3080

[a] 732 1727 2980

M 329 2021 2688

Table 2. Frequency thresholds

distinct acoustic imprecise acoustic

composition composition

[i] up to A sharp 3 from A sharp 3 to E4

[y] up to B3 - C4 from B3 - C4 to D4 -

D sharp 4

[e] up to G sharp 3 — A3 from A sharp 3 to D4

[8] up to A3 from A3 to C sharp 4

[a] up toCsharp4—D4 romCsharp4—D4toE4
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Figure 1. Example of vocal exercises
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VERTICAL AND SAGITTAL POSITION OF LARYNX
IN SINGING

Pertti Hurmel and Aatto Sonninenz
Department of Communication, University ofJyva’skyla', Jyva'skyla', Finlandl

Sibelius Academy, Helsinki, Finland?

ABSTRACT
Teachers of singing recommend a

comfortably low position of the larynx in
singing. Some studies have corroborated a
low vertical larynx position (VLF) in
singers, whereas others have observed that
the larynx rises with pitch. In this study,
VLP was measured from roentgenograms
of singers producing a rising pitch series.
The roentgenological method permits the
measurement of several other variables in
addition to VLP, such as the sagittal
(anterior—posterior) movement and
position (SLP) of the larynx when singing.

LARYNX POSITION
Several factors affect larynx position:

anatomical differences, vital functions such
as breathing and swallowing, habitual
position and movements during speech
and singing. It is well known that larynx
position has an effect on vocal tract
resonances and on the biomechanical
properties of the vocal folds [1, 2].

Several studies on professional singers
have concluded that during singing the
larynx is in a low position irrespective of
pitch. For instance, in a roentgenological
study of singers of the Bolshoi ballet
Dmitriev [3] observed relatively little
variation in larynx height (VLP) as a
function of pitch. He also observed a
connection between larynx height (related
to the cervical spine) and voice type. The
observations of Shipp [4] are similar. On
the other hand, Johansson, Sundberg and
Wilbrand [5] and Pabst and Sundberg [6]
report that the larynx rises with pitch at
least in some subjects, especially at higher
pitches. Measurements pertaining to this
question will be presented in this paper.

Methodical limitations often confine
the study of larynx movements to VLP
measurements. However, it is well-known
that the larynx can move in an anterior—
posterior (sagittal) direction as well. In this
paper we focus on biomechanical factors,
the. exterior forces affecting the larynx,
which is a relatively elastic structure,
mainly consisting of cartilages, muscles
and connective tissue. Laryngeal joints are

not rigidly hinged, but allow gliding in
addition to rotation, e.g. in the cricothyroid
joint [7]. We study the vertical (superior-
inferior) and sagittal (anterior—posterior)
position of the larynx in relation to the
cervical spine and to the mandible; our
subjects are singers producing a series of
vowels spanning the musical range.

PROCEDURE
This study is a reanalysis of a data

corpus collected by Aatto Sonninen [8].
The corpus consistsof 1251ngers(9 females
[sopranos and mezzo-sopranos] and3
males [tenors and baritones]) as well as a

number of nonsingers (not reported here;
see [9]. The singers were of high national
or international level. Lateral spot roentgen-
ograms were taken as the subjects sustained
the vowel /a/ on an ascending scale. The
distance of the posterior superior part of

the cricoid cartilage (point d) was measured

along x and y coordinates defined by a

vertical line connecting the 2nd and 6th

cervical vertebra (dy, vertical larynx

position or VLP) and a horizontal line at

the 6th cervical vertebra perpendicular to

the vertical line (dx, sagittal larynx posmon,

SLP). In addition, we measured thedistance

between the anterior—inferior pait ofthe
thyroid cartilage (point C), the anterior—
inferior part of the hyoid bone (porn! B)
and the mandible (point A; placed as
anterior as possible, in each subject at a
fixed distance from the 2nd CCIVlcaI

vertebra); the measurement pomts can be
seen in Figure 3.

RESULTS . .
There was considerable inten'ndiVldUfll

variation in the vertical and sagitta
measurements of singing a rismg PIE;

series (see Figure l): the medians for h:

subjects’ VLP varied up to 40 rum ”Ida: 0
medians of SLP up to 15 mm. Figure 1 P;

shows that the subjects dihrad 1" VL ‘cal
compared to the zero point (the 6d} Gem 1

vertebra): in some subjects YLP is Clem

above zero (e.g. MV, 1H), 1" somebfws
below zero (e.g. HN, AK)- 11195t”
also differed in SLP; MH in panic“ 3‘
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Figure 1. Vertical (dy) and sagittal (dx) position of larynx in female (three top rows) and
male (bottom row) singers in a rising pitch series. Arrows indicate general direction of
movement.

more anterior values than the others.
Figure 1 also shows the movement of

Iheposrtion ofVLP and SLP as the subjects
produced sustained phonation at various
pitches (shown in the figure). The three top
rows describe female singers, the bottom
r0W male Singers. The movements of the
Posterior superior part of the cricoid
Cartilage (point d) for female and male
Singersappear not to differ in any systematic
(YEW-The over~all movements can be

scribed by 4 patterns (indicated witharrows in the figure): (1) movement in theposterior—superior direction (subjects KS,
1 )1 (2) movement in the posterior—inferiorrectiontsubject EL), (3) movement in

Milagerior—superior direction (subjects
zigéa N MH, IR, LS) and (4) complex
1H, Egglng movement (subjects AK, LM,

131216 results of the measurements of the
”“0918 between the thyroid cartilage,

y01d bone and the mandible are not

described in detail here. However, by means

of selected examples (schematicized from

the roentgenograms) Figure 2 shows the

relation of the thyroid cartilage and the

hyoid bone to each other. Case A is a

textbook case. The other examples show

thatthehyoidbone andthethyroidcartilage

can assume a wide variety of posrtions in

relation to each other. Case F is very

extreme: in relation to the thyroid cartilage

the hyoid is very anterior and inferior.

Case F (subject IR) is shown in more detarl

in Figure 3, showing the production of a

vowel at D#3, D#4, D#5 and C6. With

increasing pitch the hyoid bone moves in

an anterior and inferior position: however,

it can also be seen that the thyroid cartilage

moves in a superior and slightlyanterror

direction. The extreme posrtion is

accomplished by moving both the hyoid

bone (and the mandible) and the thyrord

cartilage.
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Figure 2. Various observed positions of
hyoid bone and thyroid cartilage.

DISCUSSION

VLP and SLP in singers
Some voice pedagogues claim that in

trained singers the larynx is not raised with
pitch, implying that individuals without
training or with insufficient training raise
their larynx with pitch. In our subjects we
see much variation between individuals:
we have evidence both for larynx-raising
with pitch and for nonraising (or even
lowering) at high pitches. However, our
data show that the larynx does not move
only along one dimension, up/down. There
is another dimension, forward and
backward. Figure 1 shows thatsingers use
4‘strlategies in positioning the larynx when
srnging an ascending pitch series. One of
these strategies is mixed; the others can be
described as a result of three forces in
competition, pulling the larynx in an
anterior—superior (up and forward)
direction, in a posterior—superior direction
(up and backward) and in an inferior
direction (down). If these forces acting on
the “larynx follow the principle of motor
equivalence [10], each contributing to
achieve a common goal, good singing
results. Larynx position is determined by
these three forces within the larger context
of the singer’s body posture and artistic
expressron.
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VLP: Supported vs. Unsupported
We have recently published data on

VLP and a number of other variables in
singers producing supported and an
supported singing on a variety of tasks
(low and high pitch, messa di voce,etc;see
[11]. Our data showed that VLP was
generally lower in supported voice as
compared to unsupported voice. VLP was
invariably lower in supported voice in4
subjects out of 9, lower in the majority of
cases in 4 subjects and higher in4tasksout
of 5 in one subject. In all, VLP was lower
in supported voice than in unsupported
voice in 32 cases, about the same in2cases
and higher in 11 (n=45: 9 subjects and5
tasks). Thus, when asked to sing with
support and without support, one of the
means by which to differentiate voices is
VLP.

Hyoid Bone
Our measurements of the position of

the hyoid bone in relation to the thyroid
cartilage and mandible show that the

textbook conception (graph A in Figure 2)

is limited and overly simplified. Real

constellations of these structures show

variation even to a surprising degree. From

a biomechanical point of view such diverse
behavior on the part of these structures Is

motivated: the extreme constellations

guarantee the vital function of air flow

when singing at extreme pitches (Wth
require extreme maneuvers in the larynge

region). A comparison of the laryngeal

behavior ofsubject IR in Figures 1-35h0WS

that drastic measures have been to taken to

secure air flow: Figure 1 shows that IRS

larynx moves in an anterior—.Suptiln0r

direction when singing an ascending p116

series, and graph F (=IR) in Figur62(Wh}Ch

is a simplification of the rightmost drawlllg
in Figure 3) shows that the hyoid boners In

an extremely anterior—inferior posrtion

when singing at C6. Thus, during Singing

53“” 3- SCMflafiCized roentgenograms ofsubject IR singing at various tes‘
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the larynx can sometimes riseconsiderably,

but it is still possible to sing (the air flow is

not obstructed). This is apparently accom-

plished by the controlled balance of the
three forces described above.

Methodical Considerations

The measurement procedure used in

this study compares favorably with the

Twin-Channel Electroglottograph of
Rothenberg [6, 11]. Our roentgenological
measurements give data that cannot be
obtained by means of the Rothenberg
method: we obtained data on the SLP in
addition to the VLP. We have shown that
there is more variation in VLP (up to 40
min) titan the amount that can be registered
by the Rothenberg method (maximum 20-
25 mm). Our method allows for inter~
individual comparison, whereas the
Rothenberg device needs individual
calibration and thus does not really allow
for interindividual comparison. On the
other hand, it is true that the use of X-rays
is limited and potentially dangerous,
whereas the Rothenberg system is
noninvasive (but does not work very well
on fat necks). The Rothenberg system is
also_very accurate in registering time—
varying data, whereas roentgenological
measurements are necessarily more limited
in the time domain.

CONCLUSION
In our data the singers exhibit very

varied larynx positions when singing an
ascending pitch series. Some singers raise
the larynx with pitch, others do not — and
even more complex patterns occur. In our
Opinion, many kinds of laryngeal
maneuvers (including larynx raising) are
POSSIblewhen singing, as long as the forces
affecting thevocal folds are kept in balance.

nx posttion may be connected with
echest—falsetto transition in singing (to
discussed in aforthcoming article by the

Present'authors and Erkki Vilkman).
of tlli isl inadequate to describe the position
‘ e arynx by VLP alone. In addition to
suDermot—inferior movement, the larynx also
ses in an anterior—pOsterior direction.
c0n:fllis neededis an understanding of such
t e Picated movements: to know when
ney are harmful, and when they are
‘cessary for achievmg a certain goal (in

WC 01' Vocal quality).
Vaguirycngeal tension — which in itself is a
Cause foncept — is often regarded as a

° P00r performance [12]. To relieve
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such tension, it would be desirable to
understand the forces operating on the
larynx, both internal and external. It may
be useful to massage the neck area in
general, but a more detailed analysis of the
contribution of external muscles to
laryngeal movements would help in getting
to the root of voice problems.
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SPECTRAL MEASUREMENT OF VOICE QUALITY IN
OPERA SINGERS : THE CASE OF GRUBEROVA

Tam Johnstone and Klaus Scherer
University of Geneva

ABSTRACT
Excerpts from different recordings of

the cadenza in Ardi gli incensi from
Donizetti's opera Lucia di Lammermoor
as sung by Gruberova are acoustically
analyzed to determine the nature of higher
frequency energy and higher formant
structure (in particular the presence or ab-
sence of a singer‘s formant) particular to
this singer. In light of the results, the role
played by these acoustic features in the
expression of emotion in opera singing is
discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In a recent study, Siegwart and

Scherer (1995) acoustically analyzed two
excerpts from the cadenza in Ardi gli in-
censi from Donizetti‘s opera Lucia di
Lammemroor as sung by five famous so-
pranos (del Monte, Callas, Scotto,
Sutherland, Gruberova). The acoustic pa-
rameters measured were correlated with
preference and emotional expression
judgments, based on pairwise compar—
isons, made by a group of experienced
listener—judges. In addition to showing
major differences in the voice quality of
the five dive studied, the acoustic
parameters suggested which vocal cues
affect listener judgments. Two
component scores, based on a
dimensional analysis of the acoustic
parameters, predicted 84% of the
variance in the preference ratings.

The results showed that Gruberova‘s
rendering of the cadenza was generally
preferred and thought to express more
tender passion" and "sadness" than the

other srngers by the judges in this study.
Acoustically, Gruberova's voice was
markedly different from all the other
singers,’ showing lower energy in a pre-
dicted singer's formant band and stronger
high frequency energy components in the
spectrum, Her voice was like that of
Sutherland and Callas in being character-
ized by high energy in the F0 band and
little variation in lower frequency peaks.

Revrewers of the above study raised
the possibility that the strong higher fre-
quency energy measured for Gruberova

(which might have affected the judges
ratings) could be due to the sound engi-
neers' selective boosting of specific fre—
quency bands. To study this possibility,
we recorded the two excerpts of the ca
denza live in Gruberova's dressing room
before a performance of Lucia at the
Zurich opera, having obtained the artist's
cooperation for this study. In this paper
we compare the acoustic analyses for this
recording with several professional
recordings - a new CD recording and a
radio broadcast from a concert hall, in

addition to the cassette recording used in

the earlier study. The recording of

Sutherland (1971 CD) from the original

study is also included for comparative

purposes.
This paper reports the acoustic results

and reviews the role of the higher fre-

quency spectral energy bands and the

singer's formant for the expressron of

emotion in speech and singing

METHOD
Gruberova's rendering of the two

lines of the Lucia cadenza studied in this

research were recorded in her dressrng

room using a Sony TCD-D3 DAT

recorder. The prerecorded samples con-

sisted of a 1984 EMI cassette, a 1992

Teldec CD, and a recent live radio

recording. The recordings were digitized

using 3 Kay CSL 4300B speech station at

ZOkHz sampling rate. An optimal

recording level was chosen for each

sound recording. This did not affect the

subsequent analyses, as the spectral mea-

surements of intensity were all norm i

ized with respect to the total intensrty 0

each recording.

RESULTS ' . ,
Analysis of the digitized. recordings

paralleled that used in the original stu y

[l]. A 128 point long term average SP,“C

trum was calculated for the full duration

of each of the digitized recordings. 115

spectrum was used to calculate the re a;

tive amount of energy present in tilt} EW

frequency bands measured in the Orllgllnlhe

study (Table 1, rows 1 and 2). W1I
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exception of the CD recording, the en-

ergy in the high frequency band (3500 to

10000 Hz.) is higher in the Gruberova

recordings than in the recording of

Sutherland (Figure l). ,
The CSL LPC formant tracking pro-

gram was then applied to each recording,

yielding means and standard devrations

of the frequencies of tracked formants

(Table 1, rows 4 to 7). The figures for

the fourth tracked formant are included

for purposes of comparison with the data

from the original study. The figures per—

taining to this formant should be regarded

with some caution however, as the for-

mant was not consistently identified by

the tracking algorithm and the number of

valid samples varied substantially be-

tween the different recordings.
The forrnant figures also show general

agreement with the original study.

Specifically, the recordings of Gruberova
consistently show a third formant located
at a higher frequency than that of
Sutherland. The recordings of Gruberova
also have a higher standard deviation of
the fourth formant than the Sutherland
recording, as in [l]. Contrary to the pre-
vious study however, there was no sig-
nificant difference between the two
srngers in the mean positions of the
fourth formant.

An examination of the relationship
between the different measured parame-
ters can help determine the nature of the
measured high frequency energy.
Correlations were calculated between the
two formant frequencies and the energy
in the first two frequency bands. It was
found that the frequency of the third peak
correlates strongly with the amount of
energy in the spectrum above 3500 Hz
(Pearson‘s r: 0.97). Examination of the
long term average spectrum for the five
recordings indicates that the amplitude
d€9reases sharply above 4500 Hz., indi-
cating that energy in this region does not
contribute substantially to the high fre—
quency band measured. Thus it would
Stem that the large amount of high fre—
quency eflfirgy in the Gruberova record-
Ittgs is due to the higher frequency posi-
tion 0fthe third spectral peak. This was
gonfinned by measuring the energy in the
gl‘tuency range from 3500 to 4500 Hz.
mgblg' 1, row 3). All the Gruberova
e or ‘n were characterized by more
nergy 1n this hand than the recording of
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Sutherland. Importantly, Sutherland's
(and the other Dive studied in [1]) third
formant is located under the 3500 Hz.
cutoff for the two measured high fre—
quency bands.

An examination of spectrograms can
be used to better understand the nature of
the formant structure in the different
recordings. Figure 2 shows the spectro-
grams for the live recording of
Gruberova and the recording of
Sutherland (only one spectrogram of
Gruberova is displayed here, although
spectrograms of the other Gruberova
recordings were very similar, showing
concentrations of energy in the same re-

gions). The spectrograms reveal quite a

different spectral energy distribution for

Gruberova as compared to Sutherland.

Gruberova shows a concentration of en-

ergy in two closely spaced bands be-

tween 2900 and 4100 Hz., with relatively

low energy in the 1500 to 2500 Hz.

range. In comparison, Sutherland shows

a more constant spectral slope, with three

bands or reducing energy located be-

tween 1500 and 3900 Hz. It is also ap-

parent that the automatic formant tracking

program was not able to distinguish be-

tween the third and fourth formants of

both singers, thus compounding the two

into one measured formant track (the

third formant as given in Table 1, rows 4

and 5).

DISCUSSION
The original purpose of this study was

to determine whether or not the presence

of more high frequency energy and

higher frequency peaks in recordings of

Gruberova was due to recording artifacts

or manipulation by sound engineers. By

analyzing three new recordings, includ-

ing one taken directly in the Singers

dressing room, it has been shown that the

high frequency energy is indeed a charac-

teristic of Gruberova's srnging itself.

More specifically, long term spectra of'all

Gruberova recordings displayed a high

energy region between 2900 and 4100

Hz. This region appears due to the clus-

tering of the third and fourth formants. In

contrast, the recording of Sutherland

lacks such a high energy region and the

formants appear at lower frequencres.

An explanation of the high energy re-

gion in the recordings of .Gruberova

mightbe the presence of a srngers for-
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Table 1. Acoustic analysis results for thefive recordings . Rows 1-3 are given in dB,
normalized with respect to overall intensity. Rows 3-7 are given in Hertz.

Gruberova Sutherland

Cassette Live CD Radio CD

Singers Formant -36 —46 ~32 —36 -36

3500-10000 Hz. ~28 -32 -36 —27 —36

35004500 Hz. -29 -32 -32 -27 -38

Peak 3 Mean 3779 3618 3546 3797 3443

Peak 3 Std. Dev. 236 399 321 229 355

Peak 4 Mean 4982 4826 5427 4934 5320

Peak 4 Std. Dev. 1640 1253 1981 1427 403

P
ow
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B
)

2600 5000
Frequency (Hz.)

Figure ‘1. Average spectrafor Sutherland (broken line) and live recording ofGruberavfl
(solid line). The spectra are nonnailized to overall intensity.
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mant centred at about 3600 Hz. As dis-
cussed in [2], the singer's formant is not
a single formant as such, but rather a
clustering of forrnants around a predicted
frequency of about 3000 Hz (in sopra-

nos). When clustered sufficiently closely,

individual formants tend to reinforce each

other, leading to a spectral region with
increased overall resonance. In the case
of soprano singing, the partials are
spaced widely apart, which makes the
exact positions of the forrnants relative to
the partials crucial.

Whilst most sopranos may be able to
vary the fonnants to follow the positions
of the harmonics, the way in which this
is done may vary between singers. Thus
some singers might raise the fourth for-
mant in order to make it coincide with a
harmonic, thus separating it from the
lower formants, which typically might
drop ([2], pp. 125-129). Such a separa-
tion of third and fourth formants, which
would prevent the development of a
singer's formant, would seem to be the
case with Sutherland. In the recordings
of Gruberova, however, the fourth for-
mant drops along with the third formant,
thus maintaining a close distance and al—
lowmg the formants to reinforce. The
presence of a singer's formant will not
necessarily ensure high energy in that
region of the spectrum; the spectral drop-
off of the harmonics must also be suffi—
crently gradual.

The question of whether sopranos
possess a Singers formant has been dis-
cussed recently by Bemdtsson and
Sundberg [3]. Bemdtsson and Sundberg
tompared the classification by trained
Judges of synthesized soprano voices for
Various manipulated singer's formant
posmons. Also included in the study was
One recording rcsynthesized using the
Ofinant positions from a professional

SOprano. The study found that perceived
quality 0f the synthesized voices in-
creased as the centre frequency of the
Fingers formant increased. The record-
mg rcsynthesized from the professional
s(’l’lallO'S formant positions was, how-
Eliihilsldggd as natural as the best of the

_ IZC recordin ' ‘a Slnger‘s formant. gs, despite its lack of

[we strong correlation found in [1]
3 Ben the proportion of energy above

. and Judgments of emotional
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expressivity may well be due to the pres-
ence of a singer's formant at about
3600Hz. This would fit well with the re-
sults using synthesized recordings in [3].
As that study only examined singer's
formant positions up to 3500 Hertz, it
was unclear whether even higher posi-
tions for the singer's formant might be
judged even better. This study indicates
that perceived quality and expressivity
might continue to increase with an even
higher singer's formant. The finding in
[3] that the rcsynthesized recording with
no singer's formant was judged to be as
natural as the synthesized recordings
might have been due to the more natural
formant spacing, rather than the lack of a
singer's formant per se. The relative po—
sitions of the forrnants in relation to the
harmonic structure might be crucial to
perceived quality, and thus the synthe-
sized recordings using formant spacing
taken from baritones might have suffered
from their somewhat arbitrary relative
formant positions. As admitted by the
authors of that study, none of the
recordings in their study were judged as
being particularly natural.

Many of the conclusions drawn here
concerning higher frequency spectral re-
gions and the formant structure of sopra-
nos remains speculative. In particular, the
temporal changes to these features have
not been examined. It is clear that much

further empirical research is required in

order to better understand the processes
involved in emotional expression in

singing.
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ABSTRACT
The study analyses the effect of vowel

modification, i.e. certain ”colouring" of

the vocal sound, on the phonemic

accuracy of vowels and quantifies the

formant changes it causes for Russian

vowels. It is suggested that vowel

modification may have an impact on

palatalization of consonants. The results

of detailed experimental research show

that this hypothesis can be confirmed

with a certain degree of confidence.
However, the conclusion is that the

situation is not straightforward and study
of extensive additional material is
required to help form a more grounded
opinion.

INTRODUCTION
Vowel modification is generally

agreed to be a key feature of
professional operatic singing. It helps
achieve an even quality of vocal sound
throughout the singing registers, a
certain intensity of sound and is a means
of producing sounds with a certain
colour. Words commonly used as
synonyms of vowel modification are
"covering" or "darkening". We believe,
however, that vowel modification is not
confined to covering, i.e. making sounds
more closed. Very often in singing a
vowel modification towards more open
sound can be perceived. ‘

Phonemic accuracy is pronunciation
of a sound in such a way that it can be
identified by listeners as a realization of
the intended phoneme. Lack of phonemic
accuracy is sometimes called "vowel
migration" towards a different phoneme

and in extreme cases can lead to vowel

alteration. See [1].

The consonant system of the Russian

language is characterized by a

correlation of palatalized / non-

palatalized consonants (otherwise known

as soft and hard respectively).

Palatalization is an auxiliary articulation

in the production of consonants and is

accomplished by raising the middle of

the tongue towards the roof of the

palate. Acoustically, palatalization is

chiefly manifested within transition

sectors between sounds by an [il—like

element. (See [2].) Vowels following

palatalized consonants are more

"closed".

An analysis of Russian speech in singing

carried out by the author has identifieda

considerable number of changes in the

quality of vowels, which can be

described as vowel alteration, and cases

of loss of palatalization In

"consonant+vowel" syllables.» We

noticed that these phenomena cornerde

with vowel modification.

The purpose of this study was ‘0

investigate the relation between vowel

modification and phonemic accuracy [3f

vowels, to quantify the changes "1

migrating (altered) vowels andhto anal)!se

the effect of vowel modification on the

palatalization of consonants.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TUDY
For the subject of the stu Y we Chose

recordings of the singing _ 0f b2";
celebrated Russian opera “53'
Fyodor Shalyapin and mezzo-SOPram
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Yelena Obraztsova. The reasons for

selecting these singers’ phonations were

the internationally recognised excellence

of their performance and their (possibly

only known locally) particular attention

to the role of words in singing. It was

also considered beneficial to select a

male and a female singer in order to be

able to cover a wider range of issues.

We used recordings of Russian and West

European songs and arias performed by

Shalyapin as well as his recital of the

Nadson’s poem Fp531)! (Dreams)

selected from a collection of

12 recordings reissued by Melodia

Records in 1980 and a recording Yelena

Obraztsova. Russian Songs and

Romances copyrighted Melodia 1982.

Although we are aware of the

influence that recording techniques can

have on sound, we believe the accuracy

of conveying phonetic parameters to be
sufficient for the purposes of this study.

For the identification of cases of lack
of phonemic accuracy of vowels (first

auditors’ session) from the above
described material, 90 samples were
selected for auditors’ and spectrographic
analysis. Most of the samples were open
syllables:
- 54 of them had the

"consonant + vowel";
- 30 had the structure "a group of

consonants + vowel";
' 6 were "consonant

consonant" syllables.
The stimuli included syllables where
vowel alteration was expected and those
containing accurately conceived vowels,
0" pure" vowels presented in random
order.

For the consonant palatalization study
$50d audttors’ session) the samples

e structure "vowel + consonant/
3'0“? 0f consonants + vowel".
grog; :farnples Were presented to 3
All were auditors With 4 people in each.
them alsonative Russran speakers, 10 of
degree in Slpokelflluent English, 5 had a

‘ngurstrcs, and almost none

structure

+ vowel +
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had any advanced training in music or
singing.

In the first session, auditors were
asked to write down in ordinary Russian
letters what they heard. In the second the
assignment was to circle the appropriate
word on answer sheets.

The results can be summarized as
follows.

Alterations of vowels were perceived
in situations of vowel modification of
both types ("more open" and "more
closed"). Identification of alteration was
considered valid when more than 60% of

the auditors registered a similar

alteration. "Closing" of vowels occurred
throughout the singers’ ranges and was

used for the purposes of bridging
registers and achieving the desired
intensity and colour. “More open"

vowels were used for giving the sounds

a brighter colour. The musical and

aesthetic sides of these phenomena are

beyond the scope of this article.

Phonetically, alterations towards

"more closed" sounds identified by the

auditors can be grouped as follows.

(The phonetic symbols of Russian sounds

we use are the same as those used by G

Fant [3]):
[o]>[ou] or [u]

Shalyapin - [mnoi] > [mnoui]
in the word combination

co Maori (with me);

- [fs’o] > [fs’ou] in the

word race (all);

Obraztsova - [t’ot’] > [t’out]

in useré'r' (blooms);

- [ to] > [ tou]

in arc. (what).

[’6] > ['i] / [6] > [1]
these alterations were found only in

Obraztsova‘s singing:

- [l’e] > [l’i]

in npenecrrrbrr‘r

(charming);

- [sv’e] > [sv’i]

in caerm‘ (shines);
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—[‘z’e] > [if]
in are (a Russian

particle).

Alterations [a] > [0] were more rare.

One of the examples is:

Shalyapin - [pa] > [p01 in
Horror? (quiet).

Production of vowels of "brighter",

"more open" colour lead to the following

alterations:

[0] > [a]
Shalyapin - [d’om] > [d’oam]

in 11,1161» (we go);
- [mr’om] > [mr'oam]
in yMpé‘M (we will die).

[14] > [01
Obraztsova - [muz] > [moz]

in Myx (husband).

[‘0] > [’e]
Shalyapin - [iom] > [ioem]

in noe'M (we sing).

[e] > [a]
Obraztsova - [s’e] > [s’ea]

in CCpJIllCM (heart).
As can be noticed from the above

examples, alterations differ in their
consistency. In some of them a vowel is
simply replaced by another vowel, in
other cases the quality changes within
the duration of one vowel, thus
constituting diphthongs.

The diagram below summarizes vowel
alteration patterns:

"more closed " "more open "
[a] > [0] [o] > [a]
[0] > [u] [u] > [o]
[’e] > [‘0 [‘o] > [’e]
[e] > [t] [e] > [a]

The second auditors’ session showed that
the loss of consonants’ palatalization is
more typical of Shalyapin‘s singing.
Some examples are:
[r’e] > [re] in peBHOCTb (jealousy);
[v’e] > [ve] in nosepb (believe).

Some of the auditors perceived in
such cases as ceprr (sickle) a partial loss
of palatalization, which in Russian
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linguistic tradition is called "semi.
softness" and is indicated by the sign []:
[s’e] > [w]

It was noticed that loss of
palatalization of consonants occurred in
a position before more open (but not
altered) vowels.

Subsequently a spectrographie
analysis of all the samples was
undertaken, including syllables
containing "pure" vowels, altered

vowels, consonants retaining their
palatalization and the "new hard”
consonants.

The experiments were performed at
the Research Centre of the Moscow State

Conservatoire. The sound signals were

analyzed with a Russian developed

software package "Signal Viewer".

A brief overview of the results

follows.

Production of more closed front

vowels causes raising of the second

formant (F2):

from 1500-1950 Hz for [’e] to

1800—1950 Hz for [’i].
When front vowels are given more

open colour, the second formant lowers:

from 1500-1700 Hz for [’e] to 1350 Hz

for [’a]. .

Additional lip rounding and covering,

as in case of alteration of back vowels

[o] > [u] results in lowering of the

second fomtant: F2 = 65080031032
for a typical Russian [0] lies within the

range of 800-1000 Hz), whereas “P

spreading and increasing the degree or
mouth opening has the opposite effect 0"

the spectra of back vowels:

[o] > [a] - F2 = 1050 Hz _

(as compared with F2 for [o] mentton

above). .

The spectrograms of syllables. In

which the auditors perceived loss of, of

insufficient, palatalization, have 511011:

that the [i]-transitions are present (“'1'

the exception of the syllable [sire] 1D

Shalyapin’s recital of the 90;;
However, these spectra are chart“?!e

ed
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by two other features that are of interest:

(a) the relative duration of transition

to the whole vowel in sung

syllables is much shorter than

that in spoken ones (40msec /

570msec and 40msec / 280msec

respectively);

(b) the vowels in the selected

syllables are more open than the

vowels that are found in speech
after "soft" consonants.

It is possible to conclude from the

above that the perceived loss of

palatalization is caused by the interaction
of the shorter than in speech relative
duration of transitions and more open
quality of the vowel caused by
modification.

However, this cannot be considered
the final solution. The lack of a
transition sector that was registered in
the spectrum of the [stre] syllable from
Shalyapin’s speech makes it possible that
he simply had problems pronouncing a
palatalized [r‘] sound (70% of cases of
loss of palatalization are with sound
[r‘]). This difficulty can be attributed to
the influence of a local dialect. Indeed,
there are Russian dialects in which [r]
sounds can only be hard. Such dialects
are spoken near the borders of Byelarus
and in some Siberian areas but Shalyapin
appears to have had no exposure to those
dialects. On the other hand, the
remaining 30% of sounds that lost their
softness should not be ignored.
Moreover, loss of palatalization by soft
C‘Onsortants in pronunciation of opera
Slngers has been described in the 19505
by A Reformatsky [4] who attributed it
1° Smgers’ affected manners. Phonations
of the examples he used cannot be
Ohmned at present, which makes it
dlfllcult to argue with his conclusions. It
appears that only a considerable amount
0f additional material will allow
€0nclusions to be drawn with a high
degree of certainty.
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CONCLUSIONS
This study has confirmed that lack of

phonemic accuracy of vowels in Russian
vocalized speech (including their
alteration) is indeed in some cases
caused by vowel modification. As a
result of this research exact changes of
the formant structure of modified vowels
have been registered. It is likely that
vowel modification, together with the

shorter relative duration of transition
sectors of vowels in singing, create an
auditory effect of loss of palatalization of
preceding consonants. However, this is
still largely a hypothesis and requires
further investigation.
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ABSTRACT
An experiment dealing with the reco-

gnition of emotions in speech and in
singing for two subject populations
(opera amateurs and non-amateurs) based
on visual. auditory, and audiovisual per-
ception tests was used to assess the re-
spective roles of the singer's voice and
facial expressions in the perception of
emotions produced by a professional so-
prano, and to determine how spectators
decode these emotions.

INTRODUCTION
How do opera singers manage to pro-

duce the physiological or functional facial
movements (required for emitting a given
sound) at the same time as they produce
the facial expressions (aimed at dis-
playing the wide range of human feel~
rngs) rn order to reflect the emotions they
must transmit to the public? Do spec-
tators use a specific strategy to decode
the emotions expressed by lyrical artists?
Do. they Ignore the functional part of a
facial expression and focus their attention
solely on 'the expressive part? We de—
srgned a pilot experiment that allowed us
not only to assess the respective roles of
the voice and the face in the perception of
emotions produced by a professional
soprano, but also to determine how spec-
tators decode these emotions.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Corpus

The soprano recruited had to be both
an excellent professional singer and a
good actress. She was filmed in an ane-chorc chamber using two synchronizedcameras so as to obtain simultaneousprofile and front view videotapes of herface as she carried out a certain numberof tasks of increasing complexity. Forthe purposes of the present study, thevideofrlms were used tof the vowel [ o extract a corpus

a], spoken and sun
(262 Hz) for the lower register, (g3:125%;Hz) for the middle register, and C6 (1047Iiz) for the upper register, with four ba-src emotions : joy, sorrow, fear and an-ger (which taken two at a time, can be

opposed along the activation/Inhibition
dimension). The best sequences were
selected and the most characteristic part
of the facial expression in each was
photographed from the videotape. This
gave us a corpus composed of both
sound sequences and photographs.

Testing
Tests were administered to two popu-

lations of subjects : 20 opera lovers who
regularly watch videotapes of lyric works
and 20 subjects with no particular interest
in the lyrical arts. Using a computer-
driven projection system, the slides used
in the visual tests were presented to the
subjects for four seconds. Testing‘was

done in three phases : (l) a solely vrsual

phase where the subjects had to judge

static images only (photographS). (2):
purely auditory phase where they had to

judge sound sequences only. and (3) an
audiovisual phase which combined the
sound sequences and the stauc Images.

- Visual test. The visual test con-

sisted of two steps. In the firstnthe

subjects had to identify the emotions

expressed. In the second, they were to”
what the emotion would be and had to
assess its intensity. ,

The first step (identification of euro

tions) included two series, one contain-

ing real images where each face corre-
sponded to a given emotion and a give}!
register (vowel [a] spoken and 5a 1“
the lower, middle, and upper 113315”)
and one containing mixed Images We”:
the top and bottom of the face did 11:5

correspond to the same emotion. Joy w _
permuted with sorrow, and fear With an
ger, always within the same N815”

The second step (assessment of 6130'

tion intensity) consisted of three phases;
In the first, the subjects' task was f

choose the most expressive face oath:

two simultaneously-presenwd'naléo
tographs, each representing a given in-

tion (of which the subjects werein

formed) expressed in the lower

Upper registers. In the secogt‘ijphis"
two hoto phs represcn .
emotion (gin, of which the 511l
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were informed) expressed in the lower
and upper registers, but thrsume the two

halves of the faces were rnterchanged

across the lower and upper registers. Ifor

example, a top half (lower regis-
mybottom half (upper register) face had

tobe compared with a top half (upper

register)/bottom half (lower register)

face. The third phase dealt solely with
emotions expressed in the spoken vorce.

For each emotion, the subjects had to

select the face they felt was the most ex-
pressive among three simultaneously
presented photographs, one of a real face

and two of reconstructed faces made

from two right halves and two left
halves.

- Auditory test. The subjects' task
was to identify the emotions by listening
to two series of randomly mounted
sound sequences containing the vowel
[a] spoken and sung in the three regis-
ters.

-Audiovisual test. The subjects had to
identify the various emotions by looking
at photographs of real faces on which
each facial expression corresponded to a
given emotion and a given register
(vowel [a] spoken and sung in the lower,
middle, and upper registers) while
listening to the corresponding synchro-
nized sound sequences.

RESULTS
Soprano's Morphological Features

- Expressivity index. The soprano
who volunteered for this experiment has
arelatively symmetrical face. Because of
this, her right side was judged to be as
expressive as her left side (36% and
37%. respectively) for all emotions.

has interesting to note that, for all
emotions pooled, the real face was jud-
ECdto be expressive by only 24% of the
Suhjects. It appears as though joining
two nght halves and two left halves rein-
forces the facial symmetry, making the
mixed faces more expressive.

For sorrow, fear, and anger, the faces
made up of two left halves were consid-
"id by the greatest number of subjects
(49%) to be the most representative of
the emotion in question (compared to the
Ital face and the face made up of two
fight halves). These results are consistent
With those obtained in an experiment by
.aCiEhelm and Our [1], where the emo-

tron 1n faces composed of two left halves
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was judged to be more intense than in
faces composed of two right halves. For
joy, the right side was judged to be more
expressive by 50% of our subjects, a
findm' g which is in line with Bruyer's [2]
theory that the left hemisphere is in-
volved in the expression of pleasant erm-
tions.

- Within-register salience index. For
all subjects and emotions pooled, when
joy and sorrow or fear and anger were
mixed within a given register. the bottom
of the face clearly dominated in speech
(B = 54% and T = 32%), whereas this
effect was not as pronounced in singing
(B = 37% and T = 32%). Moreover,
the differences between the top and bot-
tom of the face gradually decreased from
the lower register to the upper register
(lower . T/B = 37/43; middle .
T/B = 33/37; upper : T/B = 27/31),
probably because emotion infomratron
becomes increasingly difficult to per-

ceive, making it necessary to use all

available cues regardless of whether they

areonthetoporbottomofthefaeez

For all subjects and all registers

pooled, the bottom of the face dominated

for joy (T = 13%, B = 58%) and

sorrow T = 16%, B = 51%), whereas

the top dominated for fear (T = 36%,

B = 18%) and anger (T = 61%,

B = 46%). These results partially cor-

roborate Bassili's [3] findings, which

showed that the top part of the face rs

used to detect anger. the bottom. Joy.
sorrow, and disgust; and both parts. SUI-

prise and fear.

Between-medium Comparisons

Regardless of the medium used

(sound, image, sound+rmage),.the emo-

tions expressed in speech were identified

the best (83% vs. 56% for smgrng). .

For all subjects, emotions, and l'cg'lS'

ters pooled, sound was found_to be the

poorest conveyor of information about

emotions (39%), whereas Images at-

tained 74% and sound accompanied by

images, 76%. The combination of Image

and sound improved the score by 7%

over images alone for the spoken vojc;

(I = 88%, 5+1 = 95%) and by-

over singing in the lower register

(I = 72% and 5+1 = 76%). In contrast,

the scores were virtually the same in th;

middle (I = 81% and 8+1 = 82%) an

upper (I = 53% and 5+1 = 54%) regis-
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. As the acoustic cues of emotion are

garriially destroyed in thesereglrsters, al-

most no additional information is provrd-

ed by the sound. In the other registers,

the acoustic cues are added tothe vrsual

cues and thereby contribute to rmprovrng

on.
1Tmzxgrir‘rlc?ng the four basic emotions, for

all subjects, registers, and media com-

bined, sorrow (73%) and joy (72%)

were recognized the best. Then came fear

(54%), with anger in last place (53%).

Comparison of Lower and Upper

Registers .
- Between-register comparison of

expressivity. When subjects had to

choose the most expressive of two real

photographs representing the same emo—

tion in the lower and upper registers, the

lower register predominated at 50%, vs.
48% for the upper register. For the emo-
tions taken separately, the upper register
was judged to be more expressrve for

joy, sorrow, and fear, while the lower
register was judged so for anger. This rs
no doubt due to the wide buccal opening
in the upper register, which gives them)-
pression of a more intense emotion.

whether it be joy, sorrow, or fear. The
small buccal opening in the lower register
is more representative of anger. whose
main visual feature is the clenching of the
teeth. .

- Between-register comparison of
salience. When for a given emotion, the
lower and upper registers were mixed to
obtain W and U/L pairs, the lower reg-
ister dominated in 55% of the cases. The
faces judged to be the most representative
of joy and sorrow were the WI. mixtures
(lower register on bottom of face). The
faces judged to be the most expressive of
fear and anger were the W mixtures
(lower register on top of face). This
confirms our previous results. The
dominance of the lower register can be
explained by the fact that, in the upper
register where all facial muscles are being
used to produce the sound, achieving
good vocal technique takes precedence
over expressrng emotions.

Auditory Identification of
Emotions

At the auditory level, for all registers
and subjects pooled, the recognition rate
for sorrow was 56%, fear 38%. joy
33%, and anger 28%.
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In the upper register, for all subjects
pooled, joy was recognized the best
(48%). In contrast, none of the subjects
recognized sorrow (0%) : 45% thought it
was joy. 30% fear, and 23% anger. This
is most likely related to extsting emotion-
al stereotypes. Joy, fear, and anger are
the three emotions which, when speak-
ing, the soprano producedhm the upper
register (sometimes even rn_the_upper-
upper register). It scents that joy lS asso-
ciated with the upper register. Inversely,

one can hypothesize that the lower regis-
ter is associated with sorrow. If thrs hy-
pothesis is valid, not only should sorrow
be recognized better in the lower regtster
(which was indeed the case : 73%) than

in the upper register (9%), but joy should

be poorly recognized in the lower register

(which was also the case : 18%). Fear

and anger seem to follow the sorrow”

pattern and are treated as "rntemalrred

versions of the traditionally accepted

emotional stereotypes, with recogmtron

rates of 28% in the lower register and 8%

in the upper register for fear,'and 38% m

the lower register and 13% in the upper

register for anger.

CONCLUSION
The face of the soprano who volun-

teered for this experiment has a mixed

salience index. This means that whether

she is speaking or singing, the part of he;

face which determines the recogmtron o

emotions depends on the emotion being

expressed : the top of the face dominates

for fear and anger, and the bottom dog:-

nates for joy and sorrow. Moreover. 5

soprano has a neutral expressrvrty index.

In other words, the right side of her huge

is judged to be as expressrve as the lfe I.

probably due to the mgularlty of her ca-

tures. .
Regardless of the medium, the 3?;

tions expressed in speech were rden .

better than those expressed 1n surging-

The visual medium was the best. when:

as sound was a poor vehicle of mono

information. The combination of mini”

and image led to a slight mwcgindid

emotion recognition in s '11. . , .

not turn out to be very effective in amuse

ing, where the partly destroyed Mimi“y

emotion cues are unable to supp y

additional information. .
Forthevisual lSpeCtOflhflsmdfi:

emotions ex in the uppd M15
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appear as a whole to be overridden by
those expressed in the lower register,
judged to be more expressive. This find-
ing is not surprising in that the entire
facial musculature is involved in upper
register emissions, which jeopardizes the
expression of emotions. However, the
upper register appears to be considered
more expressive for joy, sorrow, and
fear, most likely because of the wide
buccal opening which reinforces the in-
tensity of the emotion being expressed.
The lower register in turn is judged to be
more expressive for anger, no doubt due
to the fact that the narrower buccal open-
ing in the lower register corresponds
more closely to this emotion, generally
expressed by a set jaw.

For the auditory aspect of this study,
the emotion identified the best was sor-
row, although none of the subjects rec-
ognized it in the upper register where it
was mistaken for joy. Due to the exist-
ence of strong emotional stereotypes, joy
seems to be associated with the upper
register, and sorrow, with the lower reg-
ister. This accounts for the fact that sor-
row was not recognized in the upper reg-
ister and that joy was poorly identified in
the lower register.

In summary, for singing, the identifi-
cation of emotions and the assessment of
their intensity appears to be influenced by
parasitic phenomena related to their ex-
treme production conditions. For in-
stance, buccal opening plays a role in the
assessment of emotional intensity, which
rs judged to be greater when the mouth is
wide open (upper register) than when it
is only slightly open (lower register).
Likewrse, the fact that unconsciously,
most people associate joy with the upper
register and sorrow with the lower regis-
ter, has an impact on the recognition of
these emotions in the outer registers.

Whereas in speech. the recognition of
emotions rs not subject to any particular
production constraints, in singing the
constraints are great and are manifested
in the face by specific movements which
Interfere with the expression of emo-
tions. Due to this fact, emotions are only
correctly identified when the functional
and expressive movements are compat—
rble. In all other cases, the functional
movement takes precedence over the
emotional expression, because even
When an opera singer is an excellent actor
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or actress, he or she cannot run the risk
of jeopardizing the quality of the sound
emitted in order to express an emotion or
a feeling.
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CO-MODULATION OF F0 AND FORMANT FREQUENCIES
IN SINGING

Leo-Geert van den Berg, Christel de Brur'jn, Gerrit Bloothooft, Guns de Krom
Research Institutefor Language and Speech

Utrecht University, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
Vocal vibrato can be considered as

the result of pulsations in muscular
activity at the respiratory, laryngeal, and
supra-laryngeal levels. Sometimes, the
latter can be observed in singers as
rhythmic movements of the entire larynx
and the pharyngeal wall. This will
influence formant frequencies and hence
the timbre of the sound. We investigated
whether modulations of formant
frequencies can be observed in singing,
and how they relate to modulations of
the fundamental frequency.

INTRODUCTION
In singing, we often observe vibrato

as a modulation of the fundamental
frequency (F0), with a rate between 5
and 7 Hz. Several researchers report a
co—modulation of the activity of intrinsic
laryngeal muscles with F0, most notably
perhaps the cricothyroid muscle [1]. As
a second mechanism, rhythmic
pulsations of the reSpiratory muscles
resulting in modulations of the subglottal
sound pressure have been mentioned [2].
In addrtron, a co-modulation between F
and the activity of several supralaryngeaI
muscles‘has been found [3]. This co-
modulatron, among others, influences
laryngeal. height, as can sometimes beseen in Video-stroboscopic images of the
pharyngeal cavity: the entire larynx, as
well as the pharyngeal wall, can be in
regular movement during singing. Thesefindrnlgs indicate that vibrato is acomp ex neuromuscular henomenonthat affects all aspectsp of voicepigdvuafiron. Thle precise coordination of

ous u sate ' '
still largely lpmmowdnrnuscular actions rs

the present investi ation wconcentrated. on the acoustic? effefzts ofvrbrato as originating from a modulationof the vrbratron frequency of the vocalfolds, and from a modulation‘ of thevolume of the pharyngeal cavity. First,we. investigated whether a regularvanatron of the volume of the

pharyngeal cavity exists to an extent that
it can be measured as a modulation of
formant frequencies. Second, whether
there is a co-modulation between
formant frequencies and F0.

In a stationary situation, relations
between vertical larynx positioning and
the singer's formant have been studied
theoretically and experimentally [4]. The
main effects of a raised larynx were: (1)
a significant increase of F2 in high front
vowels, (2) a raise in F1 and F for open
vowels, (3) a raise in F3 and 4. Srnular
effects should be found during rapld
modulations of the larynx height.

METHODS
We used recordings of . four

professional male singers (With a
classification between bass and bantone)

who sang the vowels lal, lil, Inf, and 18/
at F0 = 98 Hz in three COI'ldltIlSI

straight (none to little vibrato), normal.

and exaggerated vibrato, yielding a total
of 48 recordings. The recordings were
digitized at 20 kHz. For these 511133”:
we had the audio material available, but

no information on larynx movements.

We chose the low Fo value of 98 HZ

to ensure a high accuracy of the Eu
measurement (peak picking algonthm III

the time domain). For formant frequency

measurements, we first downsarnp

the data from 20 kHz to 10 kHZ beg?
performing an LPC—12 analysrs. :

was done to increase the accuracy 0

formant frequency measurement . n

focussing on the 0-5 kHz spectral “3310 '
Still, LPC procedures tend to 'cs

sensitive to the distribution of hafiflomm

(and hence to F0). Because there no

various factors that influence the V we
of computed formant frequencrt'fS. tors

give a formal description of these :0 e

to facilitate the interpretation 0

results.
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MODELLING F AND FORMANT
FREQUENCY NIODULATION

We first make the assumption that
undulations in the activities of muscular
structures that have an effect on sound
production (respiratory, laryngeal, and
supralaryngeal structures) are
coordinated at a fairly central level, and
have identical rates. The acoustic
phenomena associated with these
centrally coordinated movements may
exhibit phase differences, however.

We combine the acoustic effects of
the pulsated activity of respiratory
muscles, influencing the subglottal
pressure, and the internal laryngeal
muscles, influencing the tension of the
vocal folds, in a modulation of the
fundamental frequency F00):

son) = P0 + APO sin(27tVt) (1)

In which F (t) is the time-varying value
of the fun amental frequency, F0 is its
average value, APO is the extent of the
frequency variation, and V is the vibrato
rates This combination may be
considered a simplification, because
interactions between modulating
SIlbglottal pressure and modulating
laryngeal muscular tension can be quite
Complex. 0n the other hand, F00)
normally shows a regular pattern dunng
vibrato.

If the laryngeal height modulates due
:0 a Vibratory activation of the supra-
alllngeal muscles, this affects the length
of the vocal tract as well as the volume
:0 the pharyngeal cavity. As a
W.IlllStiquence, the formant frequencies

1 also be modulated. There are twofifties to consider here. First, a one-
.model of the vocal tract wouldfliedlct that a raised larynx will result in

greased formant frequencies. However,
macglal effect may be more complex.
“:2 . there may be a phase difference
e en larynx herght modulation and

modulation of the vibration
all?” 0f the vocal folds. Weon med both effects into one phase

. and described the modulation ofthe center
fellows; frequency 0f a formant n as

Full) = Fn + AFn sin(2t + (p) (2)
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in which F“ is the average formant
frequency, and AFn is the maximum
deviation of F .

It follows from equations (1) and (2)
that a co-rnodulation of Fo(t) and Fn(t)
may be observed with an unknown phase
difference.

Furthermore, we have to consider the
possibility that the LPC procedure used
to estimate the formants yielded
measurement errors. Ideally, we would
like to compute formant frequencies
independent of the harmonic structure.
However, this is not possible in practice.
In an extreme situation, for instance for
high-pitched vowels with Fe > 500 Hz,
LPC analyses will result in formant
estimates that follow the frequencies of
the separate harmonics. Although this
artefact will be less outspoken for the
low F0 value of 98 Hz that we used, we

cannot exclude the possibility that
computed formant frequencies to some
extent follow the fundamental

frequency:

Fn(t) = Fn + AFn sin(21tVt) (3)

The resulting co-modulation of Fo(t)

and Fn(t) should be in phase. . .

There is an additional interaction

between F0 and harmonics underlying a

formant. That is that the amplitude of

these harmonics will show a modulation

too: in phase with F0 modulation along

the positive slope of a formant, 1n

counter-phase along a negative slope,

and with a rate that is twice the vrbrato

rate of F if the harmonic varies

symmetrically around a formant

frequency [5]. If the LPC procedure does

not model this variation properly, the

estimated formant frequencies may show

the following types of modulations:

F t = F + AF sin(2ttVt)

13:8 = F: - AF: sin(21tVt) (4)
Pa“) = Fn + AFIn sin(4rtVt)

The combined effects of larynx height

variation and formant measurement

artefacts related to F0, the combination

of Eqs. 2-4, may be rather complex: This

will have to be taken into account in the

interpretations of the results.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Vibrato rates of the 48 recordings

varied between 5 and 7 Hz. The average

extent of Fo-modulation frequencies

(maximal deviation from the average

value) for straight, normal, and

exaggerated vibrato was 1, 3. and 5.5%,

respectively. These are typical values

[6]. With exaggerated vibrato, however,

a maximum extent up to 10% (about 2

semitones) could be measured.
In several cases modulations in

formant frequencies were found, but the

results were of a highly variable nature

and difficult to generalize. There was a

tendency, however, for modulations to

be less present in the higher forrnants.
For this reason, we present a few
examples here to demonstrate several
types of co—modulation between F0 and
F .

I Figure 1 gives a clear example of
co-modulation of F0 and F1. The extent
of the modulation is 5.5% for F and
6.0 % for F1. The correlation coefficient
between F0 and F1 is .80. The close
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Figure 1. F0 and F1 for the vowel /u/,
normal vibrato.
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correspondence between the two traces,
with almost equal relative extent, may
indicate an artefact of Fl computation
that seems to follow the fourth
harmonic.

A complex pattern is shown in
Figure 2. This is an example 0f
exaggerated vibrato with an Fo-extent of
10%. Apart from modulations, there is a
gradual increase in the value of F],
which can be explained by some
variation in articulation of /i/. The
superimposed modulations in F1 have
and extent of 3%. First they are in
counter phase, later they have a double
rate. It can be seen that in the first part,
for the high F0 values (104 Hz), the F

values meet the frequency of the thirti
harmonic (312 Hz), while for the low F0

values (85 Hz), the F values meet the

fourth harmonic (340 i—lz). This gives a

strong suggestion of a computational

effect. We do not have an acceptable

interpretation for the last part with

double rate of modulation of F1.
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exaggerated vibrato.
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Figure 3. F0 and F, for the vowel fly,
exaggerated vibrato.

. Figure 3 again shows exaggerated
v1brato, with an extent of 8.5%. The F1
trace is complex and best described as
two superimposed sinusoids, one with
the same rate and phase as the F0, and
one with a double rate. There is no
Simple harmonic relationship between F0
and F1 that may provide an explanation
in terms of a computational effect for the
entire trace. We hypothesize the
following. The modulation with the
same‘rate as F may be the result of
variation in the height of the larynx. To
explain the modulation at the double
rate, we note that the fifth harmonic
vanes between 440 Hz and 500 Hz and
thus passes the actual formant frequency
in art almost symmetrical manner. Its
amplitude will therefore vary with twice
the F0 rate. As suggested earlier, the
computation of F1 may follow this rate.

CONCLUSION
Although co—modulation between F0

and F, can be measured in singing, an
interpretation of these results is difficult.
Both a movement of the larynx and the
dependency on F0 of the LPvased
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computations of F1 can explain the
results. More detailed investigations into
the latter effect are needed.
Measurement of larynx height with
multichannel electro—glottography [7]
may be of help in the interpretation of
acoustic data.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF DISABLED PHONATION IN B. BRITTEN’S

w

Sibylle Vater

Centre de phonétique expérimentale
Université de Geneve, Suisse

ABSTRACT
The purpose has been to show

by acoustical analysis the essen-
tial function of Billy Budd's (BB)
stammering in relation to the
structure, the main characters and
the intrinsic value of the opera.
Fabrice Raviola, baritone, who has
sung Donald's part in the late Ge-
nevan performance (March, 1994),
has provided us with live singing
of BB's stuttered articulation,
free of orchestral interferences.

1. THE CORE OF THE OPERA
. The very heart of the work is

given by the instrumental leitmo-
tif that appears in Vere's pro-
logue, underlined by a sustained
ppp trill. It becomes increasing-
ly strong and insisting when the
captain sings: There is always

(I I:
"I'D

Km ( T
in I9

some flaw in it,...some stamier
in the divine speech. Just on the
extended final syllable ofm
before Vere attacks speech, the
clarinets play the theme that will
illustrate all of 38's fits. The
essence of Britten's drama is com-
prised in this cell of music: that
is the ambiguity between BB's hon-
esty, his helpfulness and the evil

which assails him from outside.”

stammers whenever some outstanding

emotion is overwhelming him.
As to the trill, it is much.

more extended than the short leit-

motif. It indicates BB's acute.
sensitivity. When we hear it. i115
psychophysical coherence is split-

ting up, all his being is shaken-

Any other character or happening,
is than subordinated to the heros

climaxes. While the tremolo sounds

/\

V":
| an

- n -|Ic so",
54-14mm.

ml summer

mm. “mm".

Figure 1‘ E’ “t 1. Prologue, Vere, [1].:-S.

In the in - vine- spmh. '
21b m: Won 69: - . m.
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- even indirectly, for instance,

when Claggert is acting his accu-

sation against 88 - everything

gets uprooted and has to be reset.

Any configuration becomes possi-

ble and at the same time these shiv-

ers push BB to his fatal issue.

2. 88's DISABILITY ARTICULATES

THE OPERA
There are four crucial events

of 88's stanmering:
1. near the beginning, when the
Master-at-Arms questions 88 about
his origin (1,1) and the latter sings
They say 4— I was a.../ was a

a.../ a... a... a.../ a...

a.../ ...a/ ...a/foundling L;

2. when BB sees Squeak rummaging
in his bag (I,3):
Hi! -/-— You... a... a.../ and

- a...—/— - a..-. a.../-a...-/
Come out of that.-/;

3. when the Novice offers BB
money to set up mutiny (1.3)!
Why for/ me? -/ - Why—yl—dLE
think I'd.../ - Ah-.../ A... A...

A---—/— A... A...- / Dansker
old friend, glad - to/ see you.-/;

4. after Claggert’s false accusa-
tion, just before BB carries out
his fatal stroke (II,2):
Vere: Defend yourself! BB: 1— /
a...—/-— a... - a... a...

../ - a... -/ a...-
a... - a...—/ devil! -

By their placement, the intro-
ductory and the tragic final stam-
merings are particularly impor-
tant and more elaborate than the
other two. These intermediate
ones occur in relative proximity,
more or less half-way between the
two outstanding stutterings and
“my are characterized by a light-
er structure. Linking in a wide
Span BB's debut and his exit.
they act as half-time trials.

3- PHONETIC AND MUSICAL SIHILARI-
TIES of THE FOUR STUTTERS
e1gesuies‘ the presence of the

i bmotif in the orchestra, speech
5: Iocked more or less on the
dr’SelVowel [ea] or [a] during qua-

e D e time (4/4). This one may
Preceded (events 1 and 3) and
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followed (event 1) by 3/4timebut
it is basicly necessary, especial-
ly for Britten'svarioushandlings
of syncopation,in order to shape
the stammers to the utmost. Qua-
druple time offerstheidealframe
to dislocate syllables by contra
tempi into jerks until speech is
rehabilitated and accompanied by
action. The lower and the upper
formants of [e/a] are "frozen"in
a compact display (Fig.3,4,6).Their
neutral acoustical profile,large-
ly rendered by quavers and semi-
quavers, assures optimal flexibil—
ity for rhythmical effects, cre-
scendos and decrescendos as well
as subtle instrumental and exter-
nal vocal interspersions(s.sec-
ond event).

4. PARTICULARITIES OF THE FOUR

EVENTS OF INHIBITED SPEECH

The First Event (1,1)
BB has justjoyfullyproclaimed:

But I can sing! The timpani under-

line the significant final word

with a foretelling tremolo. Three—

four time rulesthefirstmeasures

of stammering. In the middle of

the verb say, the tremolo sounds
again and aconsiderableextenSion

of the syllable begins to unbal-

ance BB‘s speech. Then, during a

syncopated pp stammer, 3/4 time

changes into 4/4time.Therefollow

three decrescendo arsis quaver

stuttersandanothersyncopatedone.

The rests lengthen. The next two

stammers are contiguous, marking

despair by redundancy: the one is

a quaver, the other moves into a

contra tempo, stopping dead like

a hiccup. After a last crescendo

arsis stammer, 3/4 time is reset

and a quickly fired discharge on

fggngligg (s [)brings backflu-

ent s eech.

Aspto the coherence of the op-

, it is remarkable that at the

ghzak of the antepenultimate stutter,

the Second Mate starts .Singing

Vere's statement There-is alwa‘s

some flaw in them. (slight varia-

tion 5 . There is to be noticed, too,

that the recovery of speech pro-

gresses by rebounds. BB sings M— -

l_i_n_q four times, unfolding the
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notion likea precious find (Fig.5).

The Second Event (1.3)
For lack of space, we justwant

to compare the shortest and most
isolated stanmer of the previous
happening (Fig.7) to the frontal
stamner reduction and its effect
of delay we find during the second
event (Fig.8). Between this reduced
stutter and the preceding one, Red
Hhiskers and Dansker insert the
cement: He's a stammer!

The Third Event (1,3)
It is announced by a striking

expansion of the pronoun why which
breaches the usual syllabic rates.
Psychic and dramatic requirements
Justify the singing voice in trans-
gressmg phonetic boundaries.

As to the stammering itsel f, com-
pared _with the second happening, it
cOllll’rises similar frontal stutter
reduction by a preset rest, asso-
c1ated with syncopation.

The Fatal Event (11,2)
Falsely accused. BB 1'5 dumbfoun-ded: his stammer rises from completemuteness. And immediately after his

fatal stroke. he is silent again. The
stutter ‘IS projected straightforwardwithout any preliminary or subse-
quent swell of syllables and words.
oreover, it is enacted in an ex-tremely sharp-cut way: the longest
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stanrner touches directly the short-
est and strongest discharge(Fig-9)-

There is no further stutter in
the opera. The night before being
hanged, BB sings a highly melodious
part which, as it progresses, be-
comes a testimony. It ends with the
repetition of brief phrases, a sort
of phrasal stanmer, a far echo of
BB's severe inhibitions. Finally,
there is the inarticulated singing
of the choir.

5. CONCLUSION
33' 5 fits of aphasia are the fun—

damental knots of the musical drama.
They link the characters by their
acoustical , rhythmical and psychic
constituents and give the opera its
architecture and its symbolic dimen—

men.
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now DOES STUDYING INFLUENCE ONE’S VOICE QUALITY?

Allan Vunna and Tantra Pajusaar
Estonian Academy ofMusic, Tallinn, Estonia

Einar Meister
Institute of cybemetics, Tallinn, Estonia

Jaan Ross
Institute ofEstonian Language, Tallinn, Estonia

ABSTRACT
Excerpts from voices of 42 students at

the Estonian Academy of Music, with
different length of their study, were
digitally recorded and acoustically
analyzed with respect to fundamental and
formant frequencies. It was found that
objective characteristics of a student’s
voice often does not meet accepted
standards of a good-quality opera voice.
The level of the singer’s formant and the
amplitude of frequency vibrato tend to
increase systematically with the number
of years studied.

INTRODUCTION
Formants are peaks of spectral

envelope caused by the vocal tract
resonances. While the first two formants
are mostly responsible for differentiation
of different vowels, the function of
higher forrnants is believed to influence
the voice color. The so-called singer's

12345 678910

formant is a spectral peak at the
frequency region between 2500 and 3000
Hz, observed predominantly in spectra of
male voices. It enables an opera singer to
be heard 'over' the big symphony
orchestra because the spectral envelope of
orchestral sound decreases more rapidly
than that of a trained singer and also
because of higher sensitivity of the human
auditory system in the region specified
above.

The singer’s formant is considered to

be an acquired skill. Its articulatory origin

is believed to be in lowering the larynxas
well as widening the pharynx and the
Morgan cavities inside the larynx box
which results in clustering togetherthe
3rd and the 4th forrnants [l]. The singer‘s

formant is an important factor in the
perception of a singer’s voice category.
Higher voices tend to have the singer’s

formant at higher frequencies [2].

11 1213 14 1516 171319
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Figure I. The phrasefrom a song by Estonian composer Miina Hanna. '5 W ”W
vaiki olla ".

MATERIALANDMEASUREMENTS
A seven-word phrase from the

beginning of a well-known melody by
Estonian composer Miina Harma (see
Fig. 1) was recorded three times: as
sung in E minor or A minor, or as
spoken, by 42 voice students (16 male
and 26 female) from the Estonian
Academy of Music. The duration of

years studied before the recording “5

different for individual students,

varied from 1 to 9 years. 1116501451”
have been instructed by film?”
professors (total of 12). Recording!were

made with a DAT recorder (SONY TU;
D3) and a microphone ML-l9 in a 100

with small reverberation. med

All recordings were subsequently
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by 4 experts (3 professional singers and
l musicologist) on two scales. Tone

quality and intonation purity were both
rated on a five—point scale. In addition,
experts were asked to determine the
category of voice (tenor, baritone, or
bass for males, soprano or mezzo-

soprano for females) a singer should
belong to, according to the recording.

Measurements were made with a Kay
Elemetrics Company Computerized
Spwch laboratory (CSL), with a
sampling rate of 16 kHz. For each
singer, long-term average spectra
(Hamming window, 1024 points) were
computed for the whole phrases, and
LPC (filter order of 16, frame length 15
ms, autocorrelation method) formant
histories as well as fundamental
frequency fluctuations for the separate

d
.
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syllables were found.

RESULTS
For the voices studied, it was possible

to distinguish four different shapes of the
spectral envelope in the region of the
singer's formant, i.e. around 2.7 kHz (see
Fig. 2): (1)a clearly pronounced triangle,
(2) rise of the envelope which may result
either in a rather flat maximum or in two
equally strong peaks, (3) a small rise of
the envelope with 3 to 5 equally strong
peaks at the maximum (occurs mostly in
female singers), and (4) no clear level
increase. Table 1 presents the following
average data separately for 2 sexes, 2
tonalities, and 5 voice categories: singer’s

formant frequency, its level, and the

normalized frequency distance between

the 3rd and the 4th formants.

.r

. Frown-cu (Hz ) 5°"

Figure 2. Four difi’erent shapes of the singer's f0q-' 0 triangle (”31’ left), aIf;
"WWW?! (top right), with no clear level increase (bottom lefi). and With a coup
smaller peaks {bottom right)-

. Analysis of variance demonstrates
Influence on the level of the singer's

L

formant by (1) the normalized frequency

distance between the 3rd and the 4th
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formants (p<0.001), (2) the duration of

a singer‘s vocal studies (p<0.01), and

(3) the singer's sex (p<0.001). Greater
distance between the 3rd and the 4th
forrnants corresponds to smaller level of
the singer’s formant. The level increases
with the number of years studied: e.g.,
the average for female singers of l to 2
years of study is -20.5 dB with respect
to the highest peak in the spectrum, in
comparison to -15.6 dB for those of 7
and more years of study. The level is
generally 10 dB higher in male than in
female voices. Intrasex differences in the

Session. 10.10 ICPhS 95 Stockholm

level are not significant.
The frequency of the singer’s formant

is significantly different in male and
female voices (p<0.05). The singer's
formant tends to be higher in frequency,
higher is the voice, providing that a
mezzosoprano follows a tenor in
ascending rank order. Intrasex differences
in the frequency, however, are not
significant. The expert ratings of the
voice quality significantly correlates
neither with the level nor the frequency of
the singer‘s formant.

Table I. Averaged data on the singer'sformantfrequency $712, Hz), level (sfonn, dB).
and the normalized distance between the 3rd and the 4th formants [(F4-F3)/F3], with
standard deviations (a).

key 2 fm2 o sform a (F4-F3)/F3 o

fem E 26 3337 569 -18.4 3.5 38 6.2

fem A 26 3065 560 —18.4 3.7 43 6.3
male E 16 2717 338 -s.4 4.9 26 5-5

male A 13 2732 304 6.1 8.9 25 5.5

sopr E 13 3456 572 -17.7 3.4 39 6-7

sopr A 18 3165 592 -17.9 3.7 .44 i
mezzo E 8 3127 555 .20.0 3.4 36 4-3
memo A s 2340 429 -195 3.7 39 45
tenor 1-: 6 2612 339 .10.1 7.5 27 63
tenor A 6 2914 359 -6.2 12.4 26 66
barit r: 6 2734 359 -7.2 2.4 24 6-3
barit A 5 2535 154 -5.0 5.6 24 5-‘
ham E 4 2848 344 .7.8 2.4 23 23
ham A 3 2552 33 -7.5 6.3 23 0-3

I‘PC formant history anal ‘ was
NWdyinmdermycismpare
differences beta-em Voice production

mmwmmgingflowewr,

and W bis {Equity distances

between harmonics, the LPC “IVS“
results for lower mu m.”
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less in value than in speech. The most

pronounced differences between different

voice categories seem to be in F3 for

male Speech (p<0.05) and in F5 for

female singing voices (p<0.05).

For the frequency vibrato, its rate and
amplitude have so far been measured for

two notes (syllables), nos. 5 and 19 (see

Fig. l). The vibrato rate varies from 4.8
to 9.9 Hz for the investigated singers.

This variation across the singers is
considered too wide, as the normally

accepted limits of the vibrato rate are
between 5.5 and 7.5 Hz [3]. Its large

variation for our subjects can be

understood as evidence about the
untrained nature of their voices. The
amplitude of vibrato was between 9 to
113 cents which, according to [3], is
within acceptable limits of up to 200
cents. There is a significant tendency for
the vibrato rate to increase with the
higher voice category (p<0.01) as well
as a significant tendency for the vibrato
amplitude to increase with the duration
of study (p<0.001). It is interesting to
notice that in comparing vibrato of voice
students at 4 different professors, those
studying at LT had the vibrato amplitude
almost twice as much as the rest of the
students (p<0.01).

AS to experts‘ recording-based
decisions about the students' voice
Cfttegory, the analysis of variance shows
slgttificant dependence between the two
(P<0.001). Confusions may occur when
one and the same singer performs in the
10W“ (E minor) and the higher tonality
(A minor), and in the former case is
ClaSSified as a mezzosoprano but in the
latter case as a soprano.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The present data show a tendency for

the Slnger’s formant to increase in level
as one‘s Vocal studies proceed. At the
same time, however, we did not find
Correlation between experts' ratings of
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the tone quality and the level of the
singer’s formant. In many cases, the
quality of a student’s voice did not meet
the standards of a good opera voice. The
diffuse peak in the spectrum
corresponding to the singer’s formant may
indiute certain inconsistency in voice
production technique.

It must be pointed out that male and
female singers must undertake different
amount of effort to concenn‘ate energy at
the frequency of the singer’s formant.
Male voices tend to possess weaker
fundamental in their glottal signal than
female [3]. While in female singing
voices the fundamental tends to be
matched to the first formant, in male

voices there is a match rather between the

2nd or the 3rd harmonic and the first

formant. Consequently, there may be

problems of matching the singer’s formant

to a certain harmonic for female voices,

since the frequency distance between the
harmonics is more sparse there. The
strong fundamental may be characteristic

to female voices in' general: it has been
claimed [4] that tenors deliberately bypass

the production of a strong fundamental in

order to avoid the female quality of their

voice.
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ABSTRACT
This article reports on research in

progress on the Emotion in Speech
project, funded by the UK ESRC and the
Ministry of Defence (project No.
R000235285). The ToBl transcription
system is used to represent prosodic
information. Additional layers have been
created to code emotional speech
according to the emotional lexicon,
affective valence and cognitive
appraisals. The aim is to produce a
database of fully labelled emotional
speech.

INTRODUCTION: THE PROJECT
The study of prosodic function in

relation to grammar and syntax is a well-
developed field, enjoying formalisms to
represent linguistic information which are
widely agreed. The prosodic
characteristics of emotional speech are
less tractable, and there is little
agreement on the best method to analyse
emotional speech or, indeed, how best to
represent its specific features.

The Emotion In Speech project will
transcribe 20 hours of naturally occuning
emotional speech, eventually to be
available as a CD-ROM database. The
transcription system used to represent
prosody is ToBI, devised by Silverman
et. al. [1]. As ToBI is a multi-tiered
system, we have created additional tiers
to incorporate emotional infonnation.
The first four layers represent tones (tier
one), words (tier two), break indices (tier
three) and miscellaneous items, e.g.,
laughter (tier four). The fourth tier can
be used to represent a broader range of
prosodic and paralinguistic features than

has been used in "[031 so far. Our
coding system will be based on the work
of Crystal [2]. The remaining four layers
contain the emotional labels devised for
the project. The aim is to collate
multiple characterisations of the
emotional response, i,e., prosodic
features, judged emotion, lexical valency,
appraisal category and cognitive
antecedents; analysis should be consistent
across levels. The resulting multi-iayered
database will allow more formal
description of emotional speech, and
improved understanding of the
relationship between situation and
communication.

EMOTION IN SPEECH
Due to the practical difficulties in

obtaining records of naturally occurring
emotional expression, the majority of
data on emotion and its vocal correlates

comes fiom studies which have either

used actors [3], or have manipulated

speech in some way using a computer [4,

5]. While using actors to simulate

emotion may have methodological
advantages, this approach does raise
questions as to the ecological validity of
the data. Actor portrayals of emotions

may reproduce stereotypes [5] Wlufh
stress the obvious vocal cues but “miss

more subtle cues that further difi‘erentrat:

discrete emotions in natural expressron

[7]. Williams & Stevens [8] compared
contrived and natural speech andfound
the overall range of F0 to be wrder 1n

contrived speech.
This approach also suffers from 8

simplistic and ambiguous labelling
method, e.g., ‘say x as if you are feeling

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

mgry/sad/happy etc.’ which 1) neglects

individual differences in the interpretation

of verbal labels of emotion (the ‘basic

emotions’ like anger, joy orfear can take

difi‘erent fomis depending on the

situation [7]), and 2) assumes that

emotions are experienced as discrete

psychological states whereas, in reality,

they predominantly occur in complex

blends [9].
It is important, then, that research on

the vocal expression of emotion uses

samples of speech which are as close to

natural speech as possible. In our
research, the primary source of data is
television and radio (e.g., documentary

programmes, talk/debate shows and

sports commentary), though we are also

seeking other sources. It is also clear

that the coding will require a more
sophisticated model to represent the
varieties ofemotional expression. ‘

CODING EMOTIONAL SPEECH
In the psychological literature it is

possible to discern three distinct
approaches to the categorisation of
motion: 1) emotion labels (the affective
lexicon), e.g., anger, rage, grief; 2)
abstract dimensions of affect: i) valency
(pleasant/unpleasant feelings); ii) potency
(strong/weak feelings); iii) level of
activity or arousal; 3) cognitive
allmiSills/antecedents which produce the
emotional experience. Each of these
approaches is utilised in our coding
system

The first layer (tier five in the
”Milled ToBI system) is being used to
r°f$0rd the judgments of listeners. Judges
Wlll be given a list of emotion labels from
Which to select those most appropriate
Md accurate in describing the emotion(s)
exl’l'FSSfitl- (A number of recent
PUblrcations provide taxonomies of the
emotion lexicon [10]).

The second layer (tier six) is being
gsed to code lexical valence. Osgood,
mm & Nunnally [11] use a technique
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referred to as ‘evaluative assertion
analysis’ which involves rating particular
words or ‘common meaning phrases‘
according to their valency and intensity.
Extremes of valency should increase with
emotionality of the source. More
recently, Anderson & McMaster [12] and
Bestgen [13] have coded the lexical
valency of words and phrasal units to
determine the emotional tone of literary
documents. The occurrence of lexically
valenced words, along with their

frequency and intensity, provides a
measure of the emotional force of the
content.

Emotion labels can be notoriously

imprecise in representing emotional
states. It has been argued (Scherer [7])

that they are “rather unsuitable for the

scientific description of affective states,”
and that “future work should use a

conceptual system to describe emotional

states and their antecedents that is more

systematic than the natural language

taxonomy of emotions the state

referred to should be specified in mm of

its underlying process" (p.146). In this

respect, Ortony et. al. [14] provide a

model of emotional experience based

upon valenced reactions to events

(pleased/displeased), actions of agents

(approve/disapprove), or objects

(like/dislike). Whether or not the

valenced reaction is actually experienced

as an emotion depends upon how intense

the reactions are.
This model forms the basis of our

third and fourth coding layers (tiers seven

and eight). For the third layer we are

using this model to identify the general

reference category of cogrutrve

appraisals, based on reactions to events,

agents or objects. For example, if an

event has occurred which the indrvrdual

is displeased about, we have ‘distress

emotions’; if the individual disapproves

of the actions of another person, we have

‘reproach emotions’.
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FigureI. Example of the coding system used in the Emotion in Speech project.
The fourth layer (tier eight) is

adapted from Waterman’s detailed
qualitative analysis of interview data [15,
16], based on the theoretical position of
Ortony et. al. [14]. From self-reports of
emotional responses to emotionally
loaded musical extracts, Waterman has
devised a classification system to code
cognitive antecedents of emotional
responses. It can be applied to appraisal
statements (i.e., that imply some
reference to internalised representations)
that need not necessarily be emotional.
The purpose of the system is to inform
deduction about the type of emotion
being experienced by the speaker, and it
provides greater detail than the layer
above (the general reference category).
In practice, application of the coding
scheme is exhaustive for all possible
appraisal possibilities in a statement. The
system does not indicate actual emotion

type, only the possible emotions, given

the statement under examination.

An example of the coding System is
provided in Figure 1. In this examplewc

can see how the four coding tiers

combine with the ToBI system to provide

a multi-layered representation of emotion

in speech. The first coding layer (her

five) provides emotion labels from the

affective lexicon provided by judges who

have listened to the speech. .On the

second layer we have two positlve word
valences: relief: get better. The third
layer represents the speaker’s $0.2m”
appraisals (reactions that elicit the

emotional expression), inferred from the

speech content. In this case we luve‘the
potential emotional complex of: M

emotions’, i.e., pleased about an event
(lexical tokens include: daughteoslagi
heppy. pleased); ‘happy-for 63mm“
i.e., pleased about an event deslrab’lcfor
someone else; and ‘relief emotions , It.
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pleased about the disconfimlation of the

prospect of an undesirable event. Finally,
the fourth layer records every evidenced
appraisal contained within the spwch
content (and thus provides a more
detailed and comprehensive record of
appraisals than the third, which simply
targets particular valenced reactions
within the text).

The coding system will, then, provide
us with accurate emotion labels, the
valenced direction of the emotion along
with its intensity, and a sophisticated
record of the possible emotions being
crpen'eneed by the speaker, inferred from
the appraisals evident within the verbal
content.
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ABSTRACT
From a nonsense utterance produced
expressing neutral state, surprise,
sadness, enthusiasm and anger the first
200 ms of the main stress carrying
syllable were played at equal loudness
to the listeners. Surprise, sadness and
anger were especially correctly
identified. As the differences in F0 level
were artificially eliminated, neutrality,
surprise and anger were still identified
due to differences in intrasyllabic F0
change and glottal waveform.

INTRODUCTION
The aim of this experiment was to

study the perceptual relevance of
various speech variables, mainly that of
glottal variation in speech, although the
elimination of all other variables is in
practice very difficult. The speech
material was obtained from an earlier
study by Laukkanen et al. [1]. There
one male and two female subjects
produced a nonsense utterance "paappa
naanpa paappa" simulating five
emotional states: neutral, surprise,
sadness, enthusiasm and anger. The
mam stress was given to the underlinedsyllable. The utterances were 64 - 100
% correctly identified in a listening test.This utterance was chosen since oral
pressure durg'ng Ip/lwas used as anes mate 0 su g ottic ressure.Production of emphatic sentegce stressstmulatrng various emotional states wasregarded as an ideal context to studyglottal variation in speech.
The results of the previous studyshowed that the stressed syllable alwayshad a higher F0 level than the othersyllables in the utterance. Theemotional states differed from each

other in terms of F0 and SP level and
change in these parameters as the first
and the third (main stress carrying)
syllable of the utterance were compared
to each other. There was also significant
variation in the time based parameters
SQ and QOQ [2 and 3, respectively]
derived from the acoustically inverse
filtered signal. The results from a
variance analysis (GLIM) revealed that
the glottal variation was more
dependent on emotional state than on
F0 and SP level alone. Thus. the
perceptual role of these various
parameters needed to be studied further.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Test 1. The role of syllable length,

SPL and intersyllabic F0 and SPL
change was eliminated by cutting only
the first 200 ms of the main stress

Carrying (underlined) syllable of the

utterance "paappa paappa paappa to be
evaluated. Test 2. The role of F0 level
in the samples used in Test 1 'wal:
eliminated by artiftctal p110
modification. In both tests the sample;
were evaluated by five students oa
speech science. They answered 13!

forced choice test, whether the sylla css

expressed neutrality, surprise. sadnes,
enthusiasm or an er. ‘ .

Pitch was artifg'rcially modified ustlliiagt

a device specially desrgned fcg 'ce
purpose [4]. The function of the WM

is based on a digital circuitry fortr

compression/expansion of the VOflihe

speech segments. The frequency?
voiced segments of a Signal is esttttllglout
and changed in real time Mrmant
affecting the signal length. Thehfon ed
frequencies are C a g
simultaneously.
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lntrasyllabic F0 and A0 (period
amplitude) change and the success of

pitch modification were studied by
calculating F0— and A0 curves from the

samples with a microcomputer based
signal analysis system ISA (Intelligent
Speech Analyser).

Glottal airflow waveform was

estimated from the acoustic srgnal by
the IMF (Iterative Adaptive Inverse

Filtering) method [5-6]. Usrng both
synthetic and natural speech the method
has been found to yield fairly reliable
estimates for voice sources of different
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fundamental frequencies and phonation
types [6].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 1 shows intrasyllabic F0 and

A0 changes of the original samples and
Figure 2 the results of pitch
modification. Figure 3 shows examples
of inverse filtered signal waveforms
estimated from the part of the syllables
where F0 had reached its maximum
value.
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Figure 1. Changes in F0 and A0 during the firs‘. 200 "'3 of xiiimam Stress carrying syllable /pa:/. I = neutral “are, [I = surprise, I.” = sadness. [e'
enthusiasm, V = anger. Subject B is male. Time scale ts the same m ””5 “mfg;d‘fierences in the length of the FO/AO-curves is due to the function of the F 0"“ y
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Figure 2. F0 and A0 curves from the original and pitch modified syllables of Subject C
0M6) “Wetting (II) surprise and (IV) enthusiasm.
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C I

Figure 3. Inverse filtered signal in difi’erent samples of Subjects A, B (male) and C.
Horizontal axis: time, vertical axis:flow (on an arbitrary scale).

Table 1 shows the results of the listening
tests.

Table I. Number of correct
identifications in two listening tests (I.
and 2.). Number of listeners = 5. In the
first test the first 200 ms of the main
stress carrying syllable lpaa/ was used.
For the second test the same samples
were artificially modified in pitch so that
all F0 differences between the samples
were eliminated. I = neutral state, 11 =
surprise, II! = sadness, IV = enthusiasm,
V = anger. — = the sample could not be
modified.

Subiect
emotion/test A B (male) C
I 1. 4/5 2/5 3/5
2. 4/5 0 4/5

II 1. 5/5 5/5 4/5
2. US 0 5/5

Ill 1. 1/5 4/5 4/5
2. 0 3/5 1/5

IV 1. 3/5 0 O
2. 1/5 0 0

V 1. 5/5 5/5 3/5
2. 3/5 5/5 -

In the first listening test the
misidentifications were mainly due to
the fact that the neutral and sad types
were confused, likewise surprise and
enthusiasm or enthusiasm and anger.
The rmsrdentifications might be based
on F0 level, which was lowest in neutral
and sad samples and highest in the othersamples (Fig. 1). In the second test the

number of correct identifications
naturally dropped. The neutral samples
and those expressing anger were

identified best. The misidentifications

seemed to emanate from similarities in

F0 contour: For Subject A neutral, sad
and enthusiastic samples with a falling
F0 contour were all identified as neutral.
Surprised samples of Subjects A and B

as well as the enthusiastic sample of

Subject B were misidentified as angry.

This may be attributable to the strongly
and quickly rising-falling F0 contours in
the samples. For Subject B thesad
sample was misidentified as surprised.

possibly because of the slightly nsmg

contour at the beginning of the sample-
This, in turn, may be related to the fact

that Subject B seemed to expressmore

compassion than sorrow. For Subject C
the enthusiastic sample was

misidentified as surprised. 9195'
probably because of the Similarly nsmg

F0 contours. For Subject C the angry

sample could not be pitch modlflc

because of the very high F0 and_ Y“);
pressed voice quality in the origIna
sample. ther

The subjects differed from each 0

in their strategies for expressron9

emotions. For example the fact that;

the case of Subjects A and B the hum.

of correct identifications for SHIP”;

dropped drastically through P“:

modification but in the case of SubJCC

contrastively the sample was. 1 the

correctly identified desP",° A
modification suggests that Subl‘ic,“ll
and B expressed surprise 659°C” y
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through F0 level but Subject C in

contrast through intrasyllabic F0

contour.
A0 changes did not seem tohave any

independent role in expressron, they

merely reflected changes in F0. _

The most serious disadvantage in

pitch modification using this procedure

is the fact that in some cases the mice

quality becomes unnatural, since the

formant frequencies become changed

together with F0 and since the digital
time manipulation causes some
discontinuity of the signal sometimes
leading to a slightly clattering sound.
However, the results obtained in this
experiment were logical suggesting that
the quality in the samples was not too
much distorted. Furthermore, the pitch
modification related formant alteration
can be regarded as positive since it
eliminates the possible role of formant
frequencies in the expression of
emotions.

From the bases of this experiment no
conclusions can be drawn on the role of
the pure glottal airflow waveform in the
identification of emotions in speech. The
intrasyllabic F0 contour seems to have
great perceptual relevance; however, F0
contour naturally also includes dynamic
glottal waveform changes. The
observations made in this experiment
would suggest that voice quality in terms
of glottal waveform also had perceptual
relevance: In the case of Subject A the
enthusiastic sample was by some
listeners misidentified as sad, which may
be due to the very breathy voice quality
in that sample. In the case of Subject C
1h? sad sample was confused almost
Without exception with the neutral
Sfimplc, Which may be due to the very
Slmilar waveforms in both cases (in the
gEEOd of F0 maximum). In the case of
in root B the F0 contours in the sad‘and

gry samples were fairly srmilar;
owever the samples were not

Emeptually confused, which most likely
wTvgexvlamed by the very different
Since thinslm them (Fig. 3). However,
Only at gttal waveform was studied
unccn . maxrmum, it remains
Ytlcva am, Whether the posstble
smug? of vorce quality in these
Wavefo was related to the glottal
smog: 1“ general .or to a pitch

us change in it. Anyway, the
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results suggest that also in terms of
glottal variation there are individual
differences in the strategies for
expressing emotions: In these samples
Subject C seemed to use less glottal
variation and express more through F0
than Subjects A and B (see Figure 3).
The role of the glottal waveform in
conveying emotions needs to be studied
further.
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PROSODIC SIGNS OF EMOTION IN SPEECH:
PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM A NEW TECHNIQUE FOR

AUTOMATIC STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

S. McGilloway, R. Cowie & E. Douglas-Cowie
School of Psychology / School ofEnglish, Queen's University, Belfast, UK

ABSTRACT
Emotional expression has been studied

using a technique in which automatic
preprocessing extracts key speech
features and statistical descriptions of
them are generated. Five broad types of
marker are found to distinguish among
passages ~ spectral balance, range of pitch
movement, timing of pitch movement,
timing of intensity changes, and intensity
distribution.

INTRODUCTION
There are many reasons for trying to

analyse the vocal expression of emotion
in objective and quantitative terms. It is a
natural extension of research on machine
speech to explore methods of recognising
and generating speech which is not
emotionally neutral [1]. Social and
behavioural studies could benefit from
reliable methods of measuring vocal signs
related to emotion. Clinical applications
also exist. Our own interest in the area
stems from one of these. Lack of
emotional expression in speech is
diagnostically important in schizophrenia
[2], but the absence of formal measures
in the area impedes refinement and
evaluation of diagnostic practices, as well
as leaving critical decisions to depend on
the ear of someone who need have no
particular aptitude for phonetics. We
studied markers of emotion in normal
speech as a necessary part of a project
concerned with that clinical problem.

The study uses a system called
ASSESS which is described more fully
elsewhere in these Proceedings [3]. It
extends .earlier work on the statistical
description of speech [4]. The main
innovation is that statistical description is
preceded by preprocessing which extracts
key features of the speech signal and
Simple units associated with them.
ASSESS then generates an array of
apprOXimately 400 statistics specifying
the attributes and variations of these
features.

METHOD
Speech sample

Passages were constructed to suggest
four emotions - fear, anger, sadness, and
happiness. A fifth, emotionally neutral
passage was used as a baseline. The
passages were of comparable lengths,
taking about 25—30 seconds each to read.

Speakers were 40 volunteers from the
Belfast area, 20 male and 20 female, aged
between 18 and 69. There was a broad
distribution of social status, and accents
represented a range of local types. .

Subjects familiarised themselves With

the passages first and then read them

aloud using the emotional expression they

felt was appropriate. They were presented

in computer-generated random orders.

Recordings were digitised using a

CED 1401 signal capture system.

Sampling was at 20kHz, after low pass

filtering at lOkHz. System limitations

meant that files had to be entered in

sections of 7 seconds or less and rejomed

at a later stage of processing. Splits were

placed by hand within substantial pauses.

Acoustic analysis
ASSESS is based on standard

descriptors: the speech spectrum; “116
intensity contour; and the pitch contour. I

breaks these up into significant units

using techniques chosen forrobu'sttSS

rather than elegance or preCiSion,

otherwise hand correction would be

essential. Contours are smoothed heifer;

finding inflections, i.e. points at w alrcts

volume or pitch stops rising and st d

falling, or vice versa. Rises, falls, gist

plateaux (periods of relatively flat l3“Cthen
intensity flanking an inflection) are to
found. Spectral information is useeast

identify transitions which mark at are

roughly natural units. Four typelS ks

considered - silences, sound blcks’

tunes. and fricative bursts. Sound b13265

are defined by the way intenSIg nex

after a silence, peaks, and falls to 8 ay

silence. Tunes are defined by the W
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pitch rises and falls between silences long
enough to be considered pauses. Fricative
bursts are defined by the distribution and
amount of energy high in the spectrum.
Subspectra are formed for special types
of episode, fricative busts and peaks in
the intensity contour.

Properties and relationships of these
units are summarised in a battery of
statistics, primarily measures of midpoint
and spread, generally in parametric and
nonparametric forms (the latter are less
sensitive to occasional erratic data points).
Lines and curves are also fitted to specify
the shape of tunes and spectra.

ASSESS can estimate absolute
intensity by using a calibration signal with
a known dB level. However in this study
no absolute referent was available, and
level was normalised by treating the first
file in a passage as a referent and setting
its median intensity at 60dB. This seems
unlikely to confound the results.

Statistical analysis
The basic statistical procedure was

analysis of variance followed by post hoc
comparison of group means using
Duncan's range test. Characteristics were
considered distinctive only if the overall
analysis of variance was significant with
p<0.05 and the emotional passage in
question contrasted with the neutral
passage with p<0.05. Passage was
treated as a between groups variable for
both tests. This is conservative, i.e. it is
likely to conceal real differences rather
than'generate spurious ones. Sex was
90ns1dered as a third variable in analyses
involvmg pitch height, because otherwise
Variance is inflated by sex differences and
effects of emotion are swamped.

RESULTS
There was wide range of differencesbetween passages — over 1/3 of the

measures considered yielded significantdifferences. The challenge is to reducethese to a manageable set.
The largest set of differences reflect aneffect that distinguishes two broad groups0 passages: afraid, angry and happy 0“one hand, sad and neutral‘on the other.
ey involve intensity contrasts. It seemsapt to call the groups intensity marked andintensny unmarked respectively.

Effgcelbllf/[l shows the main features of the
. easures are in bold face if they
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are significantly different from the neutral
passage. The first two columns show
intensity measures for all points outside
pauses. These global measures are higher
for fear, anger and happiness than for sad
and neutral passages. However, intensity
marking is not a simple matter of
loudness. ASSESS reveals two types of
structure in it.

Table I : Selected intensity contrasts
between groups (normalised scale).

mean median peaks troughs
Anger 64.11 61.57 66.87 59.97
Fear 63.64 61.51 66.45 59.57
Happiness 63.38 61.59 66.07 59.52
Sadness 62.42 60.32 65.10 59.12
Neutral 62.33 60.73 64.87 58.83
p 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.095

First, note that intensity is normalised.
Hence the first two columns do not mean
that the first three emotions are associated
with louder speech: it means that intensity
rises after the first few phrases. This may
be called a crescendo effect.

Second, note that the effect is more
marked with means than with medians.
That suggests it involves stretching in the
top end of the intensity distribution rather
than just a global upward shift. The

inference is confirmed by the last two

columns. The contrast in the level of

peaks in the intensity contour is even

more marked than the contrast in overall

mean. However, there is much less

contrast in the level of troughs (that is,

minima). It is not significant overall, and

the Duncan test shows only anger differs

significantly from the neutral passage.

There is a trend for silences to be

longer in the intensity marked passages,

which is just short of Significance

(p=0.051) and most marked in anger.

This is consistent with the general pattern

of heightened dynamic contrast in the

intensity marked passages. _ _ .

Several other features distinguish

intensity marked passages from the

neutral passage, and to a greater or lesser

extent distinguish them from each other.

Properties involving the duration of

intensity features may tend to Signal

negative emotions: they do not affect

happiness, and they may affect sadness.

Table 2 summarises the data.
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The durations of amplitude movements

distinguish fear and anger from the

neutral passage again. Both have longer

median durations for both falls and rises.
But in contrast to the crescendo and
intensity stretching effects, this effect is
stronger in fear than anger. Protracted
intensity falls also characterise sadness.
The durations of tunes show a similar
pattern. Also broadly similar is a property
of intensity plateaux. The interquartile
range of their duration increases markedly
in fear and sadness, and less so in anger.

Table 2: Aspects ofduration associated
with negative emotions (times in ms).

rises falls tunes plateau
median median mean IQR

Fear 82.35 84.8 1265 10.8
Anger 81.66 80.5 1252 10.2
Happiness 78.03 77.4 1404 8.2
Neutral 78.50 77.2 1452 8.4
Sadness 77.28 81.4 1179 11.0
p 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.006

The passages differ in the distribution
of energy across the spectrum, but few of
the effects are easy to interpret

Most straightforwardly, all the
emotions are characterised by greater
variability in the duration of fricative
bursts (as measured by the standard
deViation) than the neutral passage.

A second clear effect involves anger.
Here'the average spectrum for non-
fricative portions of speech has a high
midpomt. This is not surprising: it
parallels a well-known effect of tension
on spectral balance [5]. Conversely, the
sad passage gives a significantly lower
spectral midpoint than any of the intensity
marked passages — it is lower even than
the neutral passage.

Fricative bursts are associated with a
number of effects which seem paradoxical
at first Sight. Anger is associated with
high average energy in fricative bursts.
but the average spectrum for slices
classed as fricative has a low mean and a
markedly negative slope. The implication
appears to be that the intensity associated
with frication is not rising as fast as the
intensity associated with the lower
spectrum. Fear and happiness are
distinctive in terms of the subspectrum
which shows variability in slices classed
as fricative. These too show markedly
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negative slopes, indicating relatively low
variability in the regions associated with
frication. The effects may be less to do
with frication than with raised variability
in the lower spectrum.

Two aspects of the pitch contour show
differences - the distribution of pitch
height and the timing of pitch movement.

Passages do not differ significantly in
pitch height per se. However, they do
differ in its distribution. Again, the
differences which are clearly significant
fall into an orderly pattern. All of them
involve interquartile intervals, which can
be thought of as measures of the ranger
measure usually occupies. When all pitch

inflections are considered together, the

passage difference in interquartile interval

just reaches significance (F 4, 185: 2.91.
p=().()23). Separating maxima and

minima shows a weak passage effect for

minima (F4, 18522.74, p=0.03) and a

much stronger one for maxima (F4, 185

23.76, p=0.()06). In all three cases.

range is widest for happiness and nearly

as wide for anger, with the lowest range

in the neutral passage. .
All the distinctive pitch duration

features are associated with happiness.

Pitch plateaux are shorter in the happy

passages than elsewhere, and their

durations generally lie Within a narrower

range (as measured by the inter quartile

range). Conversely, pitch falls last long:

in the happy passage than in the neutr

one. This feature is shared “(11.11. the sad

passage. Pitch rises are also Slgfllfi‘Cafltfi)’
faster in the happy passage than inthet

neutral passage. The overall picture is I;

happiness involves pitch moveme

which is not only wide, but constant-

The outline of the findlngS “nth:
summarised in a table. T111§ ShQWS dill
each of the passages is distingulShe
several ways from any other.

Table 3: Summary ofdistinction! among

passages

Afraid Angry Happy Sad
Intensity
- marking + + + +
0 duration . + +
Spectrum -
- midpt & slope +
Pitch movement +
0 range + + +

0 timing
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DISCUSSION

It has been pointed out that the corpus
of research on emotion in speech is not
large, and studies tend to agree only
partially among themselves [6]. Our main
claim for this study is that it demonstrates
the potential of an approach which may
be relevant to those problems.

One reason for not drawing stronger
conclusions lies in our speech sample.
The passages do generally convey the
emotions that they are meant to, but they
are of simulations of emotion, made by
people who have no expertise in
simulating it. An obvious need is to
obtain samples of genuinely emotional
speech. That presents both practical and
ethical difficulties, and it would also
aggravate a problem which is present in
this study, which is to distinguish effects
due to linguistic content from effects due
to emotion. It seems unlikely that the
strongest features we have noted are due
to linguistic content, but the possibility
should be acknowledged.

With that qualification, our data make
a Simple point. Statistics which can be
extracted automatically and conveniently
down to distinguish emotional speech
episodes. They include statistics of a
higher order than the global measures of
mean and range which have been in use
for half a century [7],[8], and it seems
likely that distinctions can be sharpened
by “Sing these higher order measures.

A significant theoretical attraction of
reducing description at this level to
numbers routinely extracted is that it frees
us to explore pattern at a different level.
Wehave noted that our passages are
distinguished by feature combinations,
and share features with each other. It is a
natural extension to conjecture that
different expressions of the same emotion
bear Similar relationShips, with some
features in common, but not all. This
Suggests a geometric picture which is
amiliar .in research on automatic

Classfiication: emotions may be thought of
ashregion‘s in a multidimensional space
of ere Pomts (corresponding to episodes

5959911) are posrtioned by the strength
0f Various attributes.
obghem’)’ apart, our approach has an

_ ious practical attraction. It pornts quite
relied), towards automatic methods of
cle gnrsrng emotion in speech. It seems

ar that there are rather complex
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linguistic cues to emotion in speech [9],
and capturing them automatically remains
a long term project. However, using
essentially simple statistical techniques
seems a reasonably immediate prospect

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT is due to Drs D
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ABSTRACT
Within the general theory of linguistics.
pragmatics is concerned with describing the

intentions, attitudes and beliefs of the

speaker. Pragmatic phonetics itself is about
how speech production interprets the re-
quirement to communicate pragmatically

determined effects, and about how the per-
ceptual system is triggered by the acoustic
signal to invoke the appropriate reaction in
the listener. This paper examines the role of
the acoustic signal in this complex chain of
processes, and discusses how the system
might usefully be modelled.

SPEECH PRODUCTION THEORY
Phonetics has been primarily con-

cerned with modelling the physical
processes of speech production. Speech
production is usually associated with mo-
tor, aerodynamic and acoustic processes.
But phonetics also models speech percep-
tion, involving physical and cognitive
processes.

Modem theories of speech production
blur the distinction between cognitive and
physical processes [1] [2]. For example,
they do this in different ways: Articulatory
Phonology uses the gestural score formal-
ism to represent requirements in both
planning and execution: Cognitive Pho-
netics introduces cognitively driven
supervision of motor processes to explain
how some of the universal physical effects
of speech vary in a linguistically sensitive
way.

The rigid distinction between phonol-
ogy and phonetics made it difficult to
understand the effects of these phenom-
ena. Integration of cognitive and physical
descriptions at both the production and
perception levels of speech modelling is
essential if we want to examine pragmatic
phenomena in smeh.

PRAGMATIC PHONETICS
Pragmatics can be thought of as an

extension of semantics [3]; linguistic se-

mantics describes meaning and within

semantics. pragmatics attempts to explain

the interpretation of meaning in terms of

attitudes and belief structures. Pragmatic

phonetics models how the set of beliefs

and intentions available to human beings

become part of spoken language. It is con-

cerned with the expression and

interpretation (or production and percep-

tion) of intention, attitude and belief,

where these properties of the languageart

not directly expressed by choice of words

or word order in sentences, but by how the

utterance is said.

This claim means that there must be

different ways of speaking a particular

sentence, and that the resulting acousttc

signals will trigger in the listener an

awareness of the emotion, attitude or be-

lief which the speaker may b6

communicating [4]. .

Additionally this communication may

not be voluntary. that is, under the con-

scious control of the speaker. Forexamplc,

a speaker might be so angry as to beunablc

to suppress communicating that tinge:

though tone of voice, or so happy that tha

emotion cannot be suppressed. t

Pragmatic phonetics is therefore tbm}
. . . ‘0 snmul

triggering a listener response '

over and above the usual phonologlcal an

phonetic content of utterances [5] [61'

TONE 0F VOICE .

Pragmatic Phonetics IS

oped for two reasons: _ '.

t to characterize and explain P139331

cally derived effects in 51"

production and perception, an .

0 to simulate the acoustic effects “WE

spwch synthesis.

being deVCl’
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It will be useful to have synthetic

speech able to convey an added dimension
of naturalness [7], but the simulation is

also being developed to test the model

itself. This rests on the assumption that it

is possible to capture the tone of voice
which triggers effects in the perceiver, and
that the information is in the acoustic sig-

nal. Two consequences of this model are
c we can link semantics and phonetics;

0 we can model the humanness of dia—
logue.
Perceived variations in tone of voice

should be obvious and detectable as depar-
tures in the acoustic waveform from an
expected norm. It should be possible in
principle to identify and quantify these
changes. But there is considerable vari-
ability in speech waveforms and it has
proved difficult to separate out the vari-
ations associated with conveying
pragmatic effects from other variability
present in the waveform [8], introduced by
properties of the vocal tract and articula—
tors.

.It is essential now to develop a compu-
tationally oriented model for synthesis. In
modelling spoken communication for dia-
logue systems, it is useful to distinguish
between two types of independently vary-
ing and independently sourced tone which
produce different types of pragmatic ef-
fect. This choice enables the explicit
execution in speech of pragmatic markers
1“ Speech. For a computational model to
Operate, this arrangement requires a hier-
archrcal rather than linear organization.
1. Global tone of voice

Tone of voice at the global level char-
acterizes what is apprOpriate for the
overall dialogue situation. Here are some
elilmples from human/machine dialogue
Situations:
' In an inquiry system about the weather

rte informant would ideally sound
. [Emily and confident of the facts.

a Situation warning of emergency the
SPeaker needs to be simultaneously
lrm, confident and reassuring.
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I In a dialogue as part of a computer
assisted teaching programme, the lis-
tener should be made to feel that the
speaker is being sympathetic as well as
insuuctive.

0 In an aircraft cockpit dialogue inforrna—
tion system the pilot would expect the

synthetic speech heard to be confident,

clear and sometimes urgent, but never
sympathetic or admonishing.

Global tones form the background tier
for the pragmatic phonetic model. At this

point global tones such as those express-
ing anger or happiness can be modelled.

But more subtle attitudes, such as firmness

and confidence, might well need to be

modelled as the dialogue unfolds. In hu-

man dialogue there is a requirement to

respond to pragmatic changes; the lis—

tener’s perception varies as the context

develops.
These changes can be characterized in

another level superimposed on the global

tone of voice, called local tone of voice.

2. Local tone of voice

Local tone of voice varies according to

specific short term requirements during

the unfolding dialogue. A speaker might

be aware of a listener’s changing levels of

understanding while something is being

explained and react accordingly with short

term changes of style. As a specific exam—

ple:

o A teacher needs to sound firm yet pa-

tient during the short term explanation

of some point within a wider context

. In the aircraft cockpit the computer’s

global firm and confident tone might be

modified by encouraging and patient

instructions if the pilot fails to under-

stand an explanation orcourse ofaction.

3. The overall model

Tone of voice execution is modelled as

a layered process. Execution begins with

a neutral tone which might never be acous-

tically realized — an abstract

representation of tone. This is the tone of

‘neutral’ phonology or the tone of a syn-

thesis system implementing only a basic
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language model, and is intended only for

conveying plain messages.

Global tone is a specific long term

modification of the abstract neutral tone.

It is contextually detemtined by general
pragmatic considerations deriving from

the speaker.
Local tone comprizes specific short

term overlays on global tone. It is contex-
tually determined either by the changing

nature of the semantics or pragmatics be—
ing communicated or by feedback
concerning listener reaction. Local tone is
superimposed on the global tone as the
dialogue develops.

Both types of tone are generated by
markers arising within the language model
framework. Global markers are generated
initially are only exceptionally updated,
whereas local markers are repeatedly gen-
erated, updated or changed.

This framework is intended to relate
observations of pragmatic effects in
speech, to provide for a source for these
effects (the pragmatic component in the
language model), and will eventually set
out the production and perceptual proc-
esses involved.

THE ACOUSTIC DATA
The acoustic data relating to pragmatic

effects in speech is extremely difficult to
obtain. It is not the intention of this paper
to list acoustic correlates of particular
pragmatic effects, but under this heading
to account for some of the difficulties re-
searchers face.

The biggest problem facing analysis of
the acoustic signal is noise, that is, un-
wanted speech signal — not background
norse against which the waveform is
heard. The point here is that the variations
imposed on the speech signal by prag-
matic effects are buried in the natural
variability associated with speech signals.
llnfortunately it is not obvious which par-
ticular variation on any one occasion
derives from the pragmatic marker ~—
variability from many different sources is
a basic characterisation of speech.
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The problem is knowing what aspects

of the variability are generated by prag-

matically derived intentions and what

aspects result from other sources. It was

for this reason, for example, that data re-

duction was attempted using an artificial

neural network paradigm [9] and a two-pa-

rameter (f0 and syllable durations)model

to determine the associative relationship

between pragmatic markers, abstract pro

sodic representations and an acoustic

signal judged by listeners to evoke the

required perceptual response. Despite the

fact that neural networks are particularly

good at tasks of this kind the results were

disappointing: variations between speak-

ers still became a confusing element in

describing the acoustic signal.

Eskenazi [4] used a traditional tech-

nique of firstly selecting eight acoustic

parameters (overall intensity, f0 maxt-

mum, dynamic range of f0, number of

pauses, speaking rate, amount of

phonological changes, F1/F2 shift and the

amount of stop bursts) and then measuring

them, but concluded that individual speak-

ers expressed speech styles in different

ways, and that not all parameters were

equally used by all speakers. 'Ihrs Phe'
nomenon is also commented on. by

O’Shaughnessy [10], who emphas‘ZCd
that the mapping between physrcal acous-

tics and perceived prosody is not one to

one.
Many researchers have tried ham to

determine the acoustic correlates of was

matic effects, and some have attempted 1°

incorporate this information in their 5:11;

thesis. So far, though, there has beenll °

success in adequately unambiguf’my “E,

turing subtle global effects like {mg

or providing sufficient contextulfl m.
mation to enable the automatic mggenng

of local effects.

CONCLUSION usc

The model most of us cumndy ‘ze

assumes that the problem is to generalla.

acoustic cues from the waveform informto

tion. The listener is seen as respondmg

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

the cues. But if looked at from the lis—

tener's point of view he/she is supplying

information in order to decode the signal.

The interpretation of the signal will vary,

but so will the acoustic cues responsible
for triggering the percept.

If we wish to simulate the dialogue
context either for practical purposes or to

test the model we might well look more
closely at modelling the listener, and how
the listener may anticipate cues from
knowledge of the dialogue context as it
unfolds.

If the acoustic signal has within it cues
for triggering an appropriate perceptual
response to the pragmatics of the spoken
utterance then that signal shows large vari-
ability and useful information is buried in
variable noise.

Rather than model the process as heav-
ily dependent on these cues, it is becoming
necessary to shift the focus of the model
away from the cues, leaving them as mini-
mal and variable, and move toward a
compensatorily oriented peceptual model.
In traditional terms, we would assume a
knowledge based system very heavily de-
pendent on a full and accurate
representation of the effects of various
tl’Pes of variability in the acoustic signal.
. .For the moment we cannot do this, but
II is to be hoped that the adopting a model
framework along the lines of what is sug-
geSled here might advance the situation.
At the moment it is discouraging to meas—
llfc acoustic data without some
Improvements to the framework within
which that measurement is carried out.
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
lntonational universals in emotional

speech were studied in reference to gen-
eral emotional colouring and expression
of particular emotions.

Comparison between emotional and
neutral texts revealed universal features

INTONATIONAL UNIVERSALS IN TEXTUAL CONTEXT “31 texts reveals a significantly greatertotal energy of most emotional texts.
. The ratio of the total energy of emo-

tional and neutral texts proves to be uni-
versal in the prosodic sh'ucturing of
emotional speech. The quantity of this
ratio depends on the type of emotion

E. A. Nushikyan

Odessa State University, Odessa, Ukraine

ABSTRACT The aim of this paper is to reveal uni-
versals in emotional speech intonation atThis paper reports the results of an

experimental research of universals in a textual level.
of general emotional colouring. Thus, in
all the five languages emotional texts

expressed in the text (see Table 1).

Table 1. The ratio of total energy ofemotional speech. Intonational univer- differed from n ' ' 'sals were studied at a textual level. in SggfiggThélATERlAL AND fundamental fiezliitéfilcym gggcsmsagg emotional and neutral texts.

refderence to generzfil eairritoticinal coloturing An experimental study of textual iange, velocny 0f fundamental frequency Emotions
Tgton2§£3f215131111136r8218 1:36: SE: 12:: prosody was carried out on emotional Cltlaflgesi eriergy 0S the WhOIC phrase 311d expressed Ratio of total energy
1 d . _ . . and corresponding neutral textsrecorded 0 it? ““0 ear sylable, "36311 syllable inthe
yse '9 a new aspect communicative by 30 native speakers of English, Ger- duration, and, more COUSPICUOUSI)’: nu— textorientation of emotional texts. man, French, Russian and Ukrainian. clearsyllable duration. E g g
INTRODUCTION Whereas our previous investigation of 5969011, PYOSOdY Of particular fl “ 5 d ‘2

For some decades contrastive studies emotional speech (Nushikyan,l987) was emotions. in the five languages was also '51; E § 3 '3
have gained much attention in linguis- based on 3 languages - English, RUSS“ characterized by 50'.“ common features. is (Do ‘7‘ £4 3tics. Contrastive studies of systems and and Ukrainian, this one involves 2 more They were: higher , fundamental 9
functions are particularly useful when languages - German and French. Here frequency, greater "Kimmy and longer -
languages with different structures are attention has been spread from the Single 3mm“: along Wlth Wider F2 , F3 and F4 JOY 1,65 1’71 1’58 1’26 1-37
compared. The results reported in litera- utterance to the longer units : texts. :"ds. and a more complicated structure
ture show that on the one hand languages These texts expressed 16 positive and Eithe“ harmomcs, the greater role 0f the sorrow 0’86 0’92 0’83 0’76 0’87can differ from each other without limit negative emotions (Nushikyan.1936)- gh frequency “015° nm 0f
and in unpredictable ways, and on the The speech signal was instrumentally ”3.50”?“ m was ”pres?“ anger, anger L78 L86 1’65 L68 1’49other hand, “The existence of deep analysed by Visi-Pitch, IBM speech pro. la“ Ignation and threat ; Wider formant
seated formal universals, implies that gram, which enabled graphical presenta- ands-of F2 ’F3 ’ E” the Shlfi 0f the f 0 75 0 91 0 74 0 86 0 89all languages are cut to the same pattern” tion of fundamental frequency and men intensity or. formant frequencies 0f ear ’ ’ ’ ’ ’
(Chomsky N., 1965). Thus among its sity. Spectrograms were made on 50!}3‘ semantically important words into higher .
other goals, contrastive typology is Graph of the Kay Elemetrics "SIGNS, smaller formant energy of despair 1,19 1,31 1,29 1,28 1,26

15%e concerned with revealing linguis— Corporation using the wide band filter “"655“ syllables, greater ”Ole of hightic universals. Various proposals have (300 Hz). _ onquengy “915° regions of afflicates, threat 2’23 1’96 1’84 1’81 1’69been put forward as to what constitutes Emotional speech PYOSOd)’ ‘5 de- e ger Laration and. greater intenSity 0f
universals. Many of them have taken the scribed as a complex of acoustic features furld an thematic WOId. .hlghef surprise 1,11 1,19 1,09 1,12 1,14
form and function of the rules of that includes features of melody},h 111131: Struciiiizllmpargequi‘ncy PltCh. ln_ 2111
grammar. ‘ i n and s ectrum. e - o communicativey

The universals that have been studied :ggptgfagfs made 13t for awholetttlI 31:11“?! ““PIances of texts expressing shame 0’95 0’98 0’84 0’79 0’81
best in phonetics refer to phone-mic andaseparate utterance. Investigationo dumgft, Joy. admiration ; longer
systems. Studies of prosodic universals textual prosody provides a deeper analy- Utter ion Of all structural parts of an offence 1,55 1,51 1,31 1,24 1,16
are relatively scarce, although intonation sis of its intonation structure and ICYC 5 Oman“, lower m‘CUSIt)’ [CVCL smaller
sYstems manifest more universal features differences in integration 0f emoilon and an; energy 0f unstressed syllables, 0mm” 1’83 1’87 1’61 1’42 1’36than other linguistic categories. tension. . Cquvelii er F3 band, greater ml" 0f highAvailable descriptions of intonational Prosodic features and intonation Pa" lowerfrcy norse regions 0f affricates, suspicion 1,56 1,58 1,41 1’02 1’09typology disregard its emotional aspect, terns of utterances in a ‘5’“ were sadnesseglhgnlciy pitch m texts expressingdesplte the fact emotionally coloured analysed and compared on a $91”: PiICh Of’aulg er fundamental frequency ' 156 165 154 142 1,51speech contains more universals than structurally important syllables. utteran the Structural P3115 Of an irony ’ ’ ’ ’
neuiral scpeclzjch; tEns evidently should be unstressed preceding the flirst 5365551; sity Sgglin’dféhneldefrease 0f tfhleir mien— Th d ta f th table show that suchexp aine e c ' ‘ c ear, ’ an ener 0 an F e a o e

y ommon biological the firSt stressed, the nu 165. All o‘f’er frequencies of fgay in texts in? emotions as anger, contempt, threat,nature of emotions. ”I hypothesized thatof the parts of the human vocal system

_ s llabunstressed post nuclear yalysed an v .
0 ““3 surpnse ; etc. irony greatly increase the total textual

tic features were an om _ .
that are used [in ' ' ' - acous . ' ' ' order10 ‘3 c0mmon featur ‘ all the studied languages. Inguisticall intonati in relative units In to , es in speech energy in . . .Y 011 compared differences an put p 50d)’ of particular emotions can also English and German a Slgmficam m-respond more closely than any other tostates .of organism. there aretendencies in the repetition ofintonational forms in the most widely
3%??t languages” (Bolinger D.,

level individual _

together data obtained from 3

speakers.

0 different ob
intensfgtved through the study of their

111 ' .
diffeieenacousnc analysls of the intensity

09- between emotional and neu-

crease of energy is observed in texts ex-

pressing offence and suspicwn. In Rus-

sian and Ukrainian the increase of total

energy is not so great. The decrease of
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textual energy is observed in texts ex-
pressing sorrow, fear, shame.

Research based on acoustic data pres-
ents evidence that for languages under
study variations in speech rate are
mainly due to variations of pauses and

the type of speech and emotion that is
being used.

Identical and non—identical elements
of prosodic systems of different lan-
guages can also be established from pho-
netic division of texts pronounced emo-
tionally and neutrally.

Extensive experimental data from the
five languages shows that phonetic divi-
sion boundaries mostly coincide with
syntactic division boundaries both in
neutral and emotional texts, and so this
feature may be considered universal.

Another regularity in phonetic
division is that pauses are more frequent
in emotional texts than in neutral. An
analysis of pauses in identical texts in
English, German, French, Russian and
Ukrainian provides their uniformity,
which indicates the universal character
of this prosodic feature.

The results of the experiment are in-
teresting from the point of view of
speech communication which is a
continuous and complex process of
transmitting not only ideas but also emo-
tions, attitudes. Communicative
approach to the study of emotions
reveals that emotional information is
often organized in larger suprasentential
units 7 texts. Each text presents a speech
act With a concrete pragmatic aim. The
components of speech act are described
in a well-known R. Jackobson’s scheme-
addressor (speaker) - message -
addressee, recipient (listner).

' The study of communicative orienta-
tion of emotional texts show that such
emotions like tenderness, sorrow, of-
fence, shame are connected with the ad-
dressor as they express the emotional
state of thejpeaker; anger, indignation,
threat, reproach are direc ed to the re;
elitism-to the listner; nsminfounation in
the message arouse surprise, delight;

leads to
feariand despair ; contempt, irony,
suspicion are connected with the

of the received message.
The data of experimental study show

that the same communicative orientationof emotional text in different languages

leads to common acoustic parameters in
them.(see Table 2).

Table 2. The comparison of acoustic
parameters of emotional and neutral
texts.

Compo- Emotions
nents of expressed Acoustic parameters

speech in speech ..................

acts acts F0 1 t

‘5 C sorrow
fig tenderness FB<FI1 I,<In t,>tI

1‘5 3 offence

.3 3 shame

u, .. anger >

a SE indignation Fe> F“ le>ll1 tc A.

s 3% threat
a a C" reproach

mg delight r,> rn i,<i.. m
ipt surprise

8;» ab fear air, 1,11. tit
2 3:11;; despair

cha- contempt Fcrn> 1cm> lo“)

racter irony a M“ to“
suspicion

Where Fxm = Fxmax, Ixm = Ixmax
txn = txnuclear syllable

The data in the table prove tits; text:

ressin emotional states

6Xp arge characterized by the decrease

0f fundamental frequency and intensg

and longer duration. Emotional rim

directed to the listner basrcally inctio

all the acoustic parameters. Emofthc

texts connected with the receipt 05

message are characterized by a ency

increase of fundamental fieqlltions’

decrease of intglnsity a2: gsreat vana

irtem r struc e .

Of ibsencepdi delay of message leficds “i

great variations of all the ace tions to

rameters. Texts, which are reac’ “m

the character of the message recel‘v’of sc-

crease all the acoustic parameters

mantically important words in them.

CONCLUSIONS
The study has attempted to elucidate

one aspect of prosody in the textual
function-universal character of emotional
expression. It shows that there are large
areas of overlap between even the most
diverse languages in the use of common
{canoes of prosodic patterning. A con-
trastive analysis of emotional and neutral
text intonation in English, German,
French, Russian and Ukrainian has re-
vealed common means of emotional ex-
pression. Emotions are expressed in
speech signal through a complex of
acoustic features. The particular set of
the features, however, depends of the
type of emotion and degree of emotional
colouring.
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PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION OF THE SINGING FORMANT

. C. Pillot
Institut de phonétique de Paris, France

_ ABSTRACT
Microphonic and glottographic

records of 7 male opera singers
confirmed the acoustic properties of the
slnging formant (SF). MRI
measurements and the use of a vocal—
tract acoustic simulation programallowed to quantify the effect of the
lowering of the larynx. Perceptualexperiments reveal that SF influences anumber of perceptual dimensions ofvotce, the phonetic quality of the vowelsand the personal vocal quality.

INTRODUCTION
. The acoustic characteristics of theSinging formant SF are well known [1,2, 4]. The purpose of this study is toinvestigate further the acoustic(spectrographic measurements and useof Maeda‘s vocal tract acousticsrmulatlon program), physiological(MRI) and perceptual aspects of SF forFrench vocal productions.

I. ACOUSTIC DESCRIPTION' e perform simultamicrophomc and glottographic r3331:of 4 male professional and 3 untrainedsingers singing isolat d '
vowels [a], [i], [0] e sustained

chosen.

In accordance with Bartholomew [l]
and Sundberg [2], our results show that
there is a significant difference of
amplitude of the region around SF
between the untrained and trained
singers (t7=7.57; p<0.02) in favour of
the latter.

Furthermore, for a given singer, SF
frequency doesn't vary whatever the
production sung. Finally, SF frequency
varies significantly according to the
vocal category of the trained singers:
for example: about 2620 Hz for the bass
singer, 2800 Hz for the baritone and
3406 Hz for the tenor (Fig. l).

The comparison of the source spectra
on the one hand, and of the acoustic

spectra on the other hand allowed us to
formulate a few hypotheses about the
origin of SF:

The intensities of the soutcc
spectrum harmonics at the frequenctes
of the SF are higher for the professronal
singers. _

Furthermore, the bandwidth of SF 15
about equal to the double (p<0.0001) 0f
the theoretical bandwidth of the
formants at the same frequencres, Fant
[3]: SF doesn't come presumably from
one, but from at least 2 formants. as

and ‘sentence extracted from a fitlrlriiliiirfiali‘egg asserted by sundbcrg [2].
of mus1c and a melody they have freely

d8

L0 1

Figure 1 Avera‘ . ge spectra a thelines) and by an untrainedfone lfiotredf’equenc s cc
spectra. y ( p tra averaged a" 8 ”‘0

ntence sung by a professional tenor sing”

zo;E

3LH1‘

(solid
lines) at the same tempo and at W ”m?. . cMS)- Left: source spectra.“ Right “was"
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[1. PRODUCTION

Wave study
We have just noticed that the source

produces more energy around 3KHz
among the singers who have SF. The
influence of the glottal flow parameters
on the higher formants in the French
vowels [i], [a] and [u] was studied using
the Klatt's synthetizer type named
Compost (Bailly).

The open quotient (0Q) is the ratio
of the opening and closing times to the
total duration of the cordal vibratory
cycle. The disymmetry quotient (DQ) is
the ratio of the opening time to the
vocal cords closing time. Our results
show that the reduction of 0Q and the
increase of DQ allow the spectra of the
resulting sounds to have more intense
high harmonics whatever the vowel
sung.

Articulatory study
The preceding source phenomena are

not sufficient to explain the emergence
of apeak like SF.

Maeda's Model
What sort of articulation can generate

SF? The hypothesis of a sinus
Morgagni's resonance combined with' a

Session 11.6 Vol. 1 Page 263

laryngeal lowering, Sundberg [4], is
checked with the Maeda's vocal tract
acoustic simulation program [5].
Laryngeal lowering simulation with the
2 tube model entails an emergence of
F3 and F4 which come closer, as the F5
amplitude decreases. The variation of
the ratio of the laryngeal to the
pharyngeal section by modification of
the laryngeal section confirms
Sundberg's theory according to which
the larynx is active as a resonator only
if the pharyngeal section is at least six
times wider than the laryngeal one.

Magnetic Resonance Imaging '
The area functions corresponding to

the French vowels [i], [a] and [u]

spoken and sung by a professional bass
singer (Fig. 2) were estimated from
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI)

midsagittal images (Magnetic field:

0,5T; Gyrex V machine; ET: .ISms; RT:

33ms; head coil; acquisition time: 85).

Fig. 2 (bottom) shows for [a] the

creation of SF (merging and

reinforcement of F3 and F4) and Fig. 2

(top) suggests a significant lowering of

the larynx (arrow 1) and _the Jaw

(arrow2), a slight labial protrusron and a

lingual posteriorisation (arrow 3).
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SFigure 2 .flreafunction and transferfunction of the vowel [a] Sp?
“”8 (5011(1 lines) by a professional bass singer (samefrequency'Maeda's vocal tract acoustic simulation program [5]-om the

ken (dotted lines) and

100Hz). Data coming
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III. PERCEPTION

To study SF perceptive significance,
2 comparative tests of pairs of words
and orchestral extracts were performed
with naive auditors.

Words
The word "solitaire" was sung by 7

singers. The SF of the 4 professional
singers was filtered, while the
corresponding SF frequency zone of the
untrained ones was amplified. In a
discrimination task, all of the 22
auditors perceive a difference between
words with and without SF. In a forced
decision task ("Quel est le mot le plus
riche?"), the word considered as "plus
riche" have the SF for the professional
singers (70%). The artificially created
SF for the untrained singers was not as
perceptually effective as the original SF
(40%).

Musical sentence (orchestral context)
We choose as stimuli an excerpt of a

CD-record (The opera Faust by
Gounod) during 15 seconds. The SF of
the _tenor voice was then filtered. 54
auditors were asked to freely judge the
perceived difference between the
original and the filtered versions.

Table 1. Distribution of the responses
for the comparison of2 musical extracts
among 54 auditors.

Sort of Result Sort of Result
res onses in % responses in %

Timbre 31,9 Pitch 7,34
Aesthetics 13,07 Others 6,62

iculation 12,4 lorchestra 4,36

Emotion 9,17 Duration 3,44
Intensity 8,49 Distance 3,21

Our results show that the SF is first
perceived _in terms of timbre ("clair,bnllant, riche"). The intensity only
intervenes 1n the fifth position ("forte").The vorce of the singer who has the SFis more 'z'articulée", "belle" (aesthetics),prochs (distance), “courte” (duration)and plus argue" (pitch). Themterpretatron of the results is complex.
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Vocalic identification
22 naive auditors were asked to

identify the original vowels of the
professional singers, and their filtered
versions, and the original vowels of
untrained singers and their SF added
versions. The singer productions were
[i], [a] and [u] vowels, and the listeners
had an open choice (15 French vowels).

100

90

a 80 [U] o~-.-
.9. 70 .
H it]

g 60‘ Ell]
E 50
O

E 40
O. 23‘ {a

[at]
‘8 -_.__.-,ta=_L--s_.-_,-..

0 l 2

Vowel

Figure 3. Average percentages of

correct identification of vowels sung if!
the professional singers. 1: Without 5 .
2.‘ with SF.

As shown in Fig. 3, the percentage:
of identification for the professrortlgi

singers are statistically smaller for9 7f

vowel [a] than for [i] and [u] 022:“ ' ,
p<0.0001). Furthermore, SF has moref

influence on the identification “”335

[i] and [u] than [a] «3:907, p<0-l m
The suppression of SF (on the ed

worsens the identification of [1]. an”

allows a better recognition of [u- re
and [u] of the untrained subjectshaul

better identified (100 %). W” 0
(original) or with added SF. . f the

The filtered vowel [I] 0 inly
professional singers rs m? the

misperceived as [y] (77.2 % SP) is

errors), while original [ul (W112) f the
often perceived like [o]_(9l.67. ° . e
errors). [a] without SF 15 perceiv

[a].
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DISCUSSION
The acoustic analysis of sung

productions allows to formulate a few
hypotheses about the origin of the SF,
which have to been confronted with
physiological data.

The study of Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) of sustained vowels
confirms the compensatory articulation
hypothesis of Sundberg & a1 [6]: MRI
shows us “supershapes” of the sung
vowels; for example, a lowered larynx
and jaw position in spite of a raised
tongue can be interpreted as
"superpalatalization" for the vowel [i],
according to Sundberg [6]. Singing
requires indeed a vocal tract free of any
constriction and, in the same time. a
high degree of flexibility of phonatory
muscles. This investigation entails
methodological problems due to the
supine position of the subject or to the
wrdth-to-area conversion.
_ The study of SF shows also the
importance of its perceptive relevance:
llS located in a frequency region where
the auditory sensitivity is maximal.
(“lethreshold of audibility is minimal
at this frequency) [7] This allows the
Singer's voice not to be masked by an
orchestral accompaniment and this
Without pathogenic vocal effort.
Trumpets have the same peak of
mtensrty at 3 KHz, and this instrument
merges in an orchestra. The
SPOnIaneous qualification of two
musrcal extracts (identical except
presence or absence of SF) showed us a
great vanability in the sort of obtained
{ESPODSCSI indeed, a physical value like

5 SF affects a multiplicity of
Perceptual values, including the timbre.
in! usrcrans have started to be
v “We? by the timbre of their
cEgallzanons only in the nineteenth
havteurglb’l'and expansion of orchestra
Wea] rged‘ Singers to develop new

Strategies to make their vorces
Effiwdlble. at a time where electric

p tfrcatron didn't exist.

C0NCLusron
00cigérxhlrch IS the real signature of the
°XiSts .8 Operating srnging, probably
Productim other. vocal and sound
is procpns. Its ongln is multifactorial :
learn duced by a srnger who have

° to face the orchestral
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accompaniment by means of phonatory
and articulatory modifications.

SF has an effect non only on the
vocalic quality, but also on the personal
vocal quality of the singer.
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AN ACOUSTIC AND PERCEPTUAL STUDY
ON THE EMOTIVE SPEECH IN KOREAN AND FRENCH

CHUNG Soo-Jin
Institut de Phone’tique, 19 rue de Bemardins Paris, France

ABSTRACT
This study presents the acoustic and

perceptual analysis of the emotive speech
loaded with anger, joy, sorrow, or
tenderness, in Korean and French.
Statistic analysis found the factors which
affected the identification of emotions,
such as emotion—type, comprehension
level of a given language, modality of
phrase, etc. Based on the acoustic
similarities, we regrouped the studied
emotions into active vs. passive emotion
group and positive vs. negative emotion
group. The perceptual confusion of the
emotions in a same group was explained
mainly by the similarity of the activity
aspect. We reported also the acoustic
filtering experience which had an effect
on the identification of emotions in
relation to the mother tongue of listeners.

1. INTRODUCTION
The emotion is a complex

phenomenon ; a given emotion is
conSidered as a result of the interaction
between acoustic, physiological, and
psychological features.

In the speech analysis, the personal
or emotional aspect was somewhat
ignored in contrast with the rich literature
of. the lexical or grammatical aspect. In
this paper, we review briefly the general
prosody and the notion of emotion, and
make a acoustic and perceptual study of
the vocal expression of emotions, such
ashanger, Joy, sorrow, and tenderness,
usmg neutral sentences as a reference.

2. GENERAL CONCEPT
Every prosodic feature seems to have

a motivated origin, ethological,
physrological or psychological, and this
p‘aralinguistic origin may explain the
Slmllal’ prosodic tendencies through non—
related languages, for example, Korean
and French.

In general, the biological necessity to
breathe at regular interval creates the
pause which can be also present for
marking different degrees of frontier.
The downward pitch contour is due to

the depression of subglottal pressure and
the gesture for a sentence or a meaning
group can be described as a set of
tension and relaxation of articulators.

Concerning the perception, one does
not hear directly physical variations.

Fraisse (1974) suggested two perceptual
organizations, "Accentual rhythm“ of

initial segment and "Temporal rhythm"
related to the final lengthening. The
coexistence of two rhythms exercises
contradictory forces on the interpretation

of rhythm.
These general tendencies can be

modified by semantic or emotional

emphasis. '

Many of terms used to describe

emotions, not being clearly defined in

the literature. Because it is imposnble to
quantify the emotion and there is no

objective rules to define emotive terms.

According to Scherer (1981), the

emotion is "the organism's interface to

the world outside", having three

principal functions ; "a) they reflect the

evaluation of the relevance an

significance of particular stimuli, b) mil),
physiologically and psychologlca 1y

prepare the organism for appr0pr111€

action, c) they communicate. t ti

organism's state and 'behaw:

intentions to other organisms my;

surroundings". He noted also‘ . a

emotion is not a steady state conditioit};

but a process of events, which a‘nselus

rapid succession following a stitlrglz) a

event ; a given emotion islthe resu " in

series of "stimulus evaluation chef

the "component patterrung model . the

Many emotion theories usher”

concept of "basic" emotions but ‘ ems a

few agreement as to what constlflzion

"basic emotion". In the'ycombinlieory"

emotion theory called‘a palette 0 uce

by Scherer, new emotions are pirnotioflS
by mixing the primary has“: :1i the
together. In terms of universre cross

basic emotion responses a onbasic

cultural, while responses to 11 ulture

emotions are learned, and hence C

dependent.
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Three aspects can be determined as
dimensions of the emotion ; "Strength"
ranging from contempt to fear or
surprise, "Valence" ranging from love or
happiness to anger, and "Activity"
ranging from sleep to tension.

Davitz (1964) found that the activity
aspect of emotional meaning is carried
by the relatively simpler elements of the
vocal symbol, such as pitch and
loudness, while both valence and
strength are communicated by subtler
and more complex vocal patterns of
inflection, rhythm, etc. His study
reported also that where erroneous
judgments were made, it was very often
rnfavor of another emotion with a
similar activity level rather than a
Similarity in terms of valence or strength.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

3.1. Procedure
The recordings were made in a

recording studio using a high quality
microphone and a DAT recorder. A male
amateur actor and a male professional
actor, about thirty years old, were
recorded in separated session, each
speaking the same sentences, five for
each emotion, anger, joy, sorrow, or
tenderness, and neutral as an unmarked
etpressmn. The actors were presented
Wlth a description of a situation causing
a given emotion and asked to repeat thesentences srx times. This procedure was
filinedfor the Korean and French
se or ings. The meaning of thentences were : "Jean invited you at his
13:11:11)] Will-you go there? You have met0 , ast night, it is so often, isn't it?

. “1E0 there, today. Let's prepare thenner for my friends coming tonight "e order to validate the expressivity oferecorded sentences and to know how
proceeetéletzitions are identified, we
Listener the tests of identification.
intendeds were asked to identify the
listenin emotion among five ones, after
questio 8 _a stimulus phrase ; the
phrasesmme consrsted of thirty stimulusinterval péesented once at five seconds
th ~ .our tests were carried out byecOmbinatio f 'Green and n 0 two kind of corpus,listener French, and two groups of

. S, ei ht _eigmmve Frincli'éour Koreans and
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In the result, the score of correct
responses of the emotions was always in
this order ; Anger > Sorrow >
Tenderness > Neutral > Joy. The
amateur expression of emotions and the
professional were not significantly
different in the listener‘s perception,
even though the latter was more typical
and obvious.

As to establish the Korean and
French corpus to be studied, we selected
ten sentences for each emotion with the
high score identification.

3.2. Statistic Analysis
On account of limited space, we

present mainly the result and the
discussion of the imperative sentences of
the corpus which were most
representative to characterize each
emotion ; the phonetic transcription of
the Korean phrase is [onin'n kasima] and
the French [nivapa osuadyi].

By means of the analysis of variance
(ANOVA) of the result, we found that
the factors influencing the identification
of emotions, such as emotion-type,
comprehension level of a given
language, and modality of the phrase,
but the length of the phrase did not. The

most identification was guaranteed when

listeners heard a imperative phrase of

anger in his mother tongue.

3.3. Acoustic Analysis ‘ _

We studied three prinCipal

parameters, pitch , duration, and

intensity, not missing the vorce quality.

The pitch contour seemed to carrya

large part of emotional information in

both languages ; espec1ally, anger was

characterized by the abrupt final chute.

The wide pitch range With dynarnic

movements of anger or joy was located

higher than the narrow range of sorrow

or tenderness. These differences were

emphasized on the important words, for

example, the negative morpheme of the

imperative negative phrase, located at the

final and the beginning of the Korean

and the French phrase respectively.

The duration of the last syllable

differed greatly according to the

emotions : it was very short in anger and

long in joy and tenderness, while the

speech rate was high for anger and Joy

but slow for sorrow and tenderness.
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Voice Quality

===> resonant

Aspirated / devoiced

l‘

te

nte

Figure l. Regrouping of the emotions according to their characteristics

The vowel lengthening occurred at
the final part of every emotion : the last
syllable was longest for tenderness and
shortest for anger. However, the
variation of consonantal duration was
less regular ; usually consonants
lengthened on important words.
. The intensity was high for anger or
joy and low for sorrow or tenderness, as
expected.

The voice quality determined on the
valance dimension was quite different
depending on the positive or negative
emotion : the joyful and the tender voice
were more resonant than that of anger
and sorrow_which were more aspirated

According to the characteristics
common to the Korean and French
sentences, we regrouped the studied
emotions in active vs. passive emotions
on the one hand, and positive vs.
negative emotions on the other hand as
described in the figure 1. Neutral
sentences were closer to the passive
emotion sentences than to the active.
Similar experiences and results were
reported by [l] and [2].

3.4. Perceptual Analysis
The preVious tests of identification ofemotions showed how the emotions areidentified and confused. By reason ofthe complex paralinguistic features of theemotion, which are not codedsystematically as linguistic features ithappens often the disjunction betweenspeaker's. coding and listener'sdecoding, interpreted as the confusion.
Pakosz (1983) noted five points ofspecial int)ersest from the literature :
. fa peakers v marke 'their ability to express gouve mgggihgvocally in controlled situations.

b) Listener‘s recognition and
interpretation of emotions from recorded
speech varies substantially.

c) Some emotions are more
readily expressed and identified than
others.

d) Misidentifications seem to
follow a regular pattern whereby
similarity on the activation dimension
between two emotions leads to
confusing one for the other.

e) Recognition of emotions is
possible under conditions of reduced
information concerning pitch variation."

These notes were revised and
validated in our analysis. For instance.
anger was quite well expressed in the

imperative phrase and easily identified,
even by foreigners, then less confused
with other emotions. While joy was
often confused, especially with anger
having high intensity at high register in

the activity dimension. In the same way,
tenderness was confused with sorrow b)’
their low intensity at the low registen

The previous regrouping is efficient

to explain the fact of confusion : a 31V?”
emotion is more often confused. wrth
emotions in the same group than in the
other group, especially in the acuVity
dimension. By the way, in View of the
direction of confusion illustrated in the

figure 2, it seems that listeners tend to

choose a negative emotion when they are
not sure to decide a positive emotion in

the same group.
In the supplement test, we asked

listeners to write adjectives evoked by
the stimulus. Diverse adjectives wett3

written for a given emotion and some 0
them were written again for the other
emotions.
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Figure 2. Direction of the confusion
between emotions and Adjectives most
frequently written in the supplement test

This figure shows the complex nature
and the similarity of emotions. In a
word, the perceptual confusion is caused
by acoustic similarities of the emotions.

3.5. Filtering Effect
For the filtering experience, we

selected the sentences of neutral and two
motions obviously contrasted, anger
and tenderness, from the original
recorded corpus.
‘ harder to deprive the corpus of
intelligibility, we eliminated the
frequencres above 250 Hz. Apart from
our intention, this operation affected the
first formant of open vowels such as [a],
then the syllabic regularity of intensity
was disturbed. And it affected also someflan of the F0 of anger exceeding 250

.2. so destroyed its fine structure of
Pitch contour, while tenderness
preserved its original pitch contour.
‘d ext. we had listeners pass the test of
1 edntification of emotions with original
innd filtered corpus, of his mother tongue
th Of a foreign language, respectively ;
erb four tests were carried out.

cm: the result, the filtering had an
wh on the identification of emotions

en listeners heard the filtered corpus
unfillstemother tongue. In most cases with

m red corpus, a listener identified
momleanger than tenderness, either of his

We‘vmngue‘or of a foreign language.
“flint ll'er', With the filtered, then

e lgible corpus, the pattern of the
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identification of emotions changed : the
listener identified still better anger than
tenderness in the filtered corpus of a
foreign language but he identified better
tenderness than anger in the filtered
corpus of his mother tongue.

In conclusion, it seems that the fine
structure of pitch contour and intensity
play a important role in the identification
of emotions and that listeners rely on

different principal criterion, depending

on the intelligibility of stimulus:
if the stimulus is intelligible with

all information, whether he knows the

language or not, he identified best anger

having great intensity as well as fine

pitch contour,
if the information is so reduced to

make stimulus of a foreign language

unintelligible, he identified still better

anger than tenderness, based entirely on

the striking intensity of anger

however, if he hears the

unintelligible corpus of .his mother

tongue, his melodic intuition prevents

him from the decision of anger which

lost the fine prosodic structures of pitch

and intensity, and he identifies better

tenderness preserving the fine structure

of pitch contour.

4. CONCLUSION .

So far, we reported the analySis of

the emotive speech in Korean and

French, concerning the universality of

emotions and the problem of perception.

This information could be used as the

basis for a set of rules to control a high

quality speech synthesrzer With

simulated emotion effects in the output

speech. As emotion forms such an

important part of human speech, its

incorporation into speech synthesrs

systems is surely imminent.
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DELAY IN ORAL PRODUCTION AND PRONUNCIATION
ACHIEVEMENT IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Dario Barrera Pw'do
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. ABSTRACT
. This paper reports on

experimental research based on the
assumption that a methodological focus
on well-founded receptive skills is
essential for the eventual development of
productive competence, and that this is
especrally relevant in the learning of
foreign language (FL) pronunciation. In
order. to test this hypothesis, an
expenment was designed in which a
control and an experimental group (N = 9
for each group) followed the same
program of instruction (L1 = Spanish, L2
= English), differing only in the method
of instruction (perception-only for the
experimental group, perception and
production for the control group). The
results of this experiment indicate an
advantage for the control group.

LINTRODUCTION
. Research into the learning of

foreign or second language pronunciation
is relatively scarce. Although progress

asbeen madein recent years, wearefor
the most part lacking substantiated
answers to questions such as which
strategies Immers employ to approximate
their spwch to the target models or
which teaching methods best contribute
to prontincragion achievement.

n is stud I tested
hypothesrs that the ydevelopment “(if
2ftdequate spwch models in perception
acihtates ' eventual attaintment in

pronuncrahon production. It has beenargued by several researchers, notablyPostovsky '[Il], and Gary [4] that alcomprehensron-t'irst approach to foreignanguage learning has a number ofadvantages over methods that require:Ii‘nmediate production. The
comm hIOgreul construct by which this
in dam ension approach is implemented
as “silent Mm“ what is known

authors claim that the umpmanm‘mcauy’ "3?:
“lent period In the beginning stages of

instruction will enhance the leamers'
acquisition of the foreign languageAs a
general teaching procedure, the silent
period has been fostered mainly by
Krashen and his associates (eg. [2]). In
the area of pronunciation teaching, some

authors have explored the effects that a
silent phase in instruction have for
phonological acquisition, with seemingly
positive results. It is perhaps the study

carried out by Neufeld [9] the one that
shows a stronger correlation between an

initial silent period and ultimate
acquisition of the target sounds. Other

researchers [12] include an initial silent

phase in their pronunciation traimng

programs. In addition, FL methods such

as Total Physical Response incorporatfia
silent period in their instruction program

There is some rather inconclusive

evidence in support of this theory Cpmlflg
from child second language studies in

natural settings [3], and more recently
other researchers have included it

perception-only stage in their

pronunciation training studies [10]-

2.I’ERCEPTIONIPRODUCTION

IN FL PIIONOLOGY

That FL teamers need to construct

adeqmte target speech models before

making attempts at production is an IM

that has gained recognition in the field

(e-g [7]). In fact, one explanation that has

been advanced for the foreign await 0h

learners is that some FL SPeec

approaches are based on the wroggl

assumption that “phonologl
representation should be eaSIIy. If no:
auwmatically, determined by ”We
language learners within a PW?)
model of phonology“ (III P- k 0%
Rather, lamers face the taxlng rats a

COnstructing their own representation:l

goal they attain in manycasesatbestolt

partial‘ I . .

)on the other hand, we“ 1:
evidence that points . ward h

Peroeption/production split in FL 599°C
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competence. Neufeld [10] found that his

subjects performed on a native-like level

in listening and phonological

discrimination tasks, although in terms of

speech production they were rated as
“poor articulators” by native judges.

These subjects’ sound knowledge of L2

phonology therefore was not matched by
equivalent productive skills.

3. EXPERIMENT

3.1. Subjects
l8 monolingual Spanish-speaking

university students who volunteered to
participate in the experiment were
assigned to a control group and an
experimental group (each group N = 9).
These subjects had no knowledge of
English, and were told that they would
acquire basic “survival" English skills.

3.2. Method
The control and experimental

groups were presented with the same
input, with a focus on the following
English phonemes: Ii: I e ae t d/,
which are typically problematic for
Spanish-speaking learners for the reasons
that follow:
1) maintaining the quality-quantity
distinction in the pair Ii: 1/, normally
merged to the Spanish high front vowel
l.

2) maintaining the quality distinction
between ls ael, which may be realized as

other /e/ or /a/ by Spanish learners.

3) realizing /t d/ as alveolar plosives,
1'alhel'than dentalizing them as is the
norm in Spanish; adjusting the Spanish
:01} for the durational values of these
[dim consonants (e.g. the aspiration of

. The rather restricted input of the
Experiment. presented learners with
Stimerous instances of words containing

f 55° Phonemes (a minimum of 20 words
(ill- each target phoneme). All main

a °Phomc variants of the target
phonemes were represented in the input

“folds (for example, [t“] [t‘] [t] for It];

[If] il'i [I] for /i:/). Both groups met
mth the instructor two hours per week
sanng a four-week period, following the

me mulling In the type of language
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situations in which these sounds were
presented, that centered around topics
such as learning about foods to order in
the US and some simple routines
regarding the pragmatics of this linguistic
task.

3.3. Procedure
The control group was instructed

with a traditional approach, in which

speaking on the pan of the learners was

encouraged from the beginning of the

training. Listen and repeat activities were

frequent in the classroom interaction, and

active oral production from the part of the

learners was also encouraged.

It must be noted, however, that a

focus on correct pronunciation was not

an aim here. In the experimental group,

on the other hand, subjects were not

required to respond orally or to talk with

any regularity until the last week of

instruction. To adapt their training to this

less orthodox methodology, active

listening was encouraged. According to

this orientation,the subjects did not limit

themselves to receive language input (in

particular oral input) passively,_since they

had to answer to questions. and

instructions directed to them (identifying

words, pictures, perforrnmg physrcal and

gestural activities, among other modes of

response).

3.4. Analysis ..
Once the four-week training

program was completed, the l8 subjects

of the study were presented With a list of

30 words to be read and tape-recorded in

the language lab (5 words for each of the

6 target sounds that were the focus of the

ex riment). _

pe This procedure yielded 30

recorded tokens for each subject. The test

words for each focus sound represent a

selection of contextual. and posrtional

variants of the sound being tested. Thus,

for the focus sound lit], the first test

word “tea” [thizl is a token of the open—

syllable variant [ii]; “beats” lbi'tsl and

“eat” [i't] both contain the voiceless

consonant syllable—closed [i'|, in which

the otherwise long vowel is significantly

shortened; finally, “cheese” [tjizz] and

“bean” [bizn] are instances of the

opposite case, that is, a voiced consonant
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syllable-closed [ii]. All the test word
recurred frequently in the input to which
the subjects were exposed.

These recordings were next
presented to three volunteering native-
speaking judges (American students with
little knowledge of Spanish), who rated
the recorded test words according to a
scale measuring degree of accented
speech with mid-points for ease of
evaluation (see Figure l). Judges listened
to the recordings in a random order in the
language lab. Therefore each of the 30
words was given a value from 0 to 5
according to how accented it was rated
by each judge.

3.5. Results and discussion
The results of the experiment are

plotted on Table 1. These show a slight
advantage for the control group (4,48 %
less accented than the experimental
group), thus refuting the perception-firsthypothesis for FL phonological learning.This performance difference is significant
[t = 1.90 (one-tailed), p < 0.05].

Our results therefore contrast withthose obtained in previous studies [4, 9,10, 11, 12] in which the group that wastreated with a delay in oral productionshowed. ' more improvement inpronuncration than learners who wereinstructed with a production approachSince the beginning of training. A fewreasons come to mind that may explainthe divergent results obtained in ourexperiment:
1) the subjects of our instruction programwere not encouraged in any explicit wayto concentrate their learning efforts onapprox1mating their s h to the ctmodels (this, for instanpeceefis an imfintEligfirence with experiments such as

2) the material used in the ro ram ofinstruction [5] and its metzodilagicalapproach had a marked communicativeorientation, and learners probablyattended _more to meaning than tophonological form (i.e. subphonemicaspects of the input such as aspiration oft/ may have been largely ignored). Thisrationale. is in consonance with someexplanations advanced for poorpmnuncration in
acquisition [6]. Second languageit may in principle seem l 'hours of instruction (2 hourglgwceagkmlttg
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weeks) should of necessity produce little
result in terms of language acquisition
and all the more in the domain of
phonological acquisition, but it must be
reminded that those FL phonology
studies in which a training period is
incorporated, it has typically a short
duration. (cf. [8]).

The hypothesis that this study has
explored is nevertheless worth being
followed up in future research. Asa
factor in phonological acquisition, the
perception/production dichotomy and'its
correspondingly different learning
strategies from the part of leameis isan
issue that has atnacted the interest of
researchers in the field from time to time;
it will undoubtedly be a center of interest
in the future as well.

4. CONCLUSION
The purpose of our study was to

asses the effect that an oral delay'in
production has for FL pronunciation

ultimate attainment. The present results
show a more positive effect for an
approach that involves students in both

perception and production smce the early
stages of instruction.
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{323foreign accent
accent

Fill“!!! I. Scale measuring degree ofaccented speech used by the emairerifllent judges

Table 1. Assessment of degree ofaccented speech

degree of

N M SD df t foreign accent

C°ntr°| group 9 293,9 17.62 16 1 90 65,3 %

Experimental group 9 314,2 26.76 693 %

P >.05
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DO Ll TRACES HELP LISTENERS IN L2?

Z.S. Bond and Thomas J. Moore

Ohio University, Athens, Ohio; Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, USA.

ABSTRACT
Four proficient Chinese speakers of

English as a second language read intelli-

gibility test materials to three groups of

listeners. Under all testing conditions,

American listeners performed best. Shar-

ing the same native language did not al-

ways prove to be an advantage to listeners

in L2.

INTRODUCTION
In the extensive literature dealing with

the intelligibility ofnon-native talkers, there
is evidence that L2 speakers understand
speakers from their own language back-
ground somewhat better than speakers with
less familiar speaking patterns.

This study was designed to examine
intelligibility ofproficient non-native talk-
ers using controlled speaking materials.
Talkers were tested in quiet and noisy
speaking conditions.

The specific questions of interest con-
cern the intelligibility of accented speech
to proficient listeners from different lan-
guage backgrounds; consistency ofdiffer-
ences among listener groups across test
materials and listening conditions; differ-
ences among talkers; and listener evalua-
tions of talkers and test conditions.

METHOD
Four talkers participated in the experi-

ment. All were male native speakers of
Mandarin Chinese. The talkers had lived
in the United States from 1 1/2 to 5 years.
All four were highly fluent in English.

Materials

Each talker recorded two Modified
Rhyme Test word lists and 20 sentences
developed by Pisoni, et al. [1]. The MRT
uses one-syllable test words in a carrier
sentence. The test sentences were six words
long. In responding to the MRT, listeners

identify a spoken word from a group of
alternatives; consequently, the MRT does
not require much memory or linguistic
knowledge. Rather, it assesses clarity of
pronunciation.

The sentence test requires listeners to
understand a statement and to judge it as
true or false. Because the sentence task
demands linguistic knowledge as well as
an acquaintance with real—world cultural
background, it may be representative of
communications situations.

Listeners heard the recordings eitherin

quiet or mixed with pink noise at SIN 3 dB.

Listeners

All listeners were students at Ohio Uni‘
versity. There were three groups, Ameri-

cans, native speakers ofChinese, and other

students from East Asia. primarily from

Korea, Japan, and Thailand. The number

of listeners in each condition is given in

Table I.

Table 1. Listeners

Clear Noise

Americans 12 20

Chinese 20 2L

Other E Asian 22 20

Listeners were tested in small groups in

a language laboratory. They heard both the

MRT and the sentences over headphones

in one listening condition. After hearing

each talker, they evaluated the talker on a

5-pointrating scale; 1 was definedas ‘Easy

and 5 as ‘Difficult.’

Data Analysis

The MRT and sentence scores were Iht

dependent variables submitted to ANOVA,
treating between—group and within-Bro”?
effects separately. The independent van-

ables were talkers, language background
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of listeners, listening conditions, and tests.
Talker and test were within-group factors;
listening condition and language back-
ground were between-group factors. Post-
hoc analyses of interactions used Cicchetti
tests. In addition, correlations were calcu-
lated between subjective ratings and intel-
ligibility scores.

RESULTS
As expected, clear speech was always

more intelligible than speech mixed with
noise. In addition, listeners from different
language back grounds performed differ—
ently, and the four talkers were not equally

intelligible.

Listening Conditions

Fig. 1 shows the percent correct re-

sponses to the MRT in both the clear and
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to the noise listening condition, American
listeners showed the greatest performance
decrement, 48%.

Fig. i also shows the percent correct
responses to the sentence test in both clear
and noise listening conditions. The ex-
pected drop in performance when listening
in noise is present. The Americans per-
formed extremely well in the clear condi-
tion, responding correctly to almost all
sentences, 95% correct. The difference
between the Americans and the other two
groups was significant and greater than in
the MRT, suggesting that both knowledge
of language and cultural background were

probably helpful.

The perfomtance of the othertwo groups

was similar to their performance on the

MRT, and not significantly different. Lis-
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Figure 1.

the noise listening conditions. In the clear
condition, American listener performance

Was best, followed by the Chinese and by
the other East Asians. In the noise condi-

tion. all groups performed considerably
less Well, and differences among the three

8r0ups were not significant. From the clear

tening in noise not only caused a drop in

overall perfonnance but also a reduction 1511

the differences among the threekgrrqtlrlpm.

The interaction of language bat: gap:

by listening condition was srgmfiean

. 6, <01).

8 8In pthe MRT, differences among the
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three groups were relatively small and

decreased in noise. Differences among the

groups were greater in the sentence test,

and the performance of the Americans

decreased more than that of the other two

groups when listening in noise. Language

background, therefore, favored the Ameri-

can listeners for all test materials. The

Chinese listeners performed better than

the other East Asians only on the MRT,

though it is possible that knowledge of

language and culture were sufficiently dif-

ferent between the two groups to account

for the differences in performance on sen-

tences. When listening to speech in noise,

differences between the groups were much

reduced. For all three listener groups, the

MRT was more difficult than the sentence

test.
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greatest in responding to Talker 4 and

small otherwise. Talker 3 was generally

the least intelligible.

In responding to sentences, Americans

are clearly superior to the other two groups.

Differences between talkers were greater

for the sentence test than in the MRT.

Americans in particular found Talker 4 to

be the most easy to understand. The lan—

guage by talker interaction was significant

(F=2.88, p < .05) as was the speaking

condition by talker interaction (F: 10.56,

p < .01). The three-way interaction was not

significant.

We can conclude that talkers tend to

vary in intelligibility somewhat, depend-

ing on the exact nature of an intelligibility

test. However, a talker who is intelligible

with one set of materials and in one speak-
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Talkers

The percent correct responses to botll
the MRT and to the sentences for each
talker are given in Fig. 2. In the MRT,
Talkers 1 and 4 are some what easier to
understand than Talkers 2 and 3. Differ-
ences between native language groups are
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ing condition will remain relatively intel-

ligible in other conditions.

Further, a talker who is relatively intel-

ligible to one group oflisteners will tend to

be intelligible to other groups of listeners.

These findings are in essential agrtxflntmt

with [2].
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Ratings

Subjective ratings ofintelligibility agreed

with the test results. When ratings were cor-

related withintelligibility scores, the correla-

tions tended to be high and significant. The
exact values of the correlation coefficient

were affectedby the test itself, languageback

ground, and listening condition. For Ameri-

cans, the correlations between ratings and

test scores ranged between .52 to .92. For

Chinese listeners, the range was .48 to .84.

The ratingsprovidedby the otherEastAsians

were lower, ranging from .25 to .78.

The Americans tended to be most critical,
judging the talkers relatively difficult to un-

der stand, an overall rating of 3.6. The East
Asians provided an over all rating almost as
unfavorable as the Americans, 3.5. The Chi-
nese rated the talkers the highest, 3. 1 overall.

DISCUSSION
Proficient listeners from different lan-

guage backgrounds differ in their ability to
understand accented speech. Americans, in
spite of little familiarity with the target ac—
cent, scored better than the other two groups,
particularly when responses to the test re-
quired knowledge of language and culture.
Sharing language background, as the Chi—
nese listeners did, was not invariably an
advantage.

Differences among listener groups were
not consistent across listening conditions.
The superior performance of the Americans
decreased substantially when the listening
conditions deteriorated both in the MRT and
la the sentence test.

Differences among talkers were not per-
ff‘filly consistent across tests materials and
l1Shilling conditions. Americans, in particu-
lar, found some talkers much more intelli-
glblc than others. All three groups found
[filter 3 difficult to understand. Differences
ill Intelligibility among talkers were rela—
"My modest, though affected somewhat
both by test and listening conditions.
tenXHhm language background groups, lis-
co reactions to talkers and test conditions

rrelated quite well with their test perfor-
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mance. That is, listeners could make relative
judgments of intelligibility with high reli-

ability. The three groups of listeners differed
in theiroverall evaluationofthe talkers. Even
though the performance of the Americans
was better than that of the other two groups,
they were most critical. The Chinese listen-
ers were least critical, even though their
performance was not nearly as good as the
Americans."I'heotherEastAsianswerealmost

as critical ofthe talkers as the Americans.

The surprising finding in this study was

the difficulty Americans experienced under-

standing non-native talkers in noisy listening

conditions. Previous work has almost invari-

ably found that non-native listeners experi-

ence much more difficulty than native listen-

ers when presented with speech mixed with

noise (see [3] and references cited there). In

this previous work, talkers have always been

native speakers of English.

Before the finding that native listeners

have proportionately greaterdifflculty under

standing non-native talkers in noisy condi-

tions is accepted, this study must be repli-

cated. It is possible that inadvertent differ-

ences in methodology, such as test item

selection, test preparation,or test administra-

tion, are responsible for the decrement in the

performance of Americans. To our knowl-

edge, no directly comparable experiments

are reported in the literature.
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NATIVE AND NON-NATIVE PERCEPTION OF DIALECTAL

VARIATION IN SWEDISH

Una Cunningham-Andaman
Dept. ofLinguistics, Stockholm University, Sweden

ABSTRACT
This study examines a single aspect of

native speaker competence. The questions
addressed here are: how well can a given non-
native speaker perceive differences between
dialects of Swedish? How well can native
speakers of Swedish perceive this kind of
variation? Does a long period of residence in
Sweden and an apparently excellent command
of the Swedish language imply that an immi—
grant’s ability to place native speakers
geographically approaches native standard? Is
there an upper limit for how good non-native
listeners can be. or can they approach native
standard?

METHOD
Fifteen native speakers and thirty-three non-

native speakers served as listeners. The listeners
were divided into 5 groups: NNO-l (9
individuals) were non-native listeners who had
spent one year or less in Sweden; NN3-9 (9
listeners) had spent between three and nine
years in Sweden; NN12-17 (9). twelve to
seventeen years in Sweden; NN23-25 (6)

nn3-9 nn12-l7

twenty-three to twenty-five years in Sweden and
native were the 15 native Swedish Speakers.

Their standard of Swedish was judged on

three dimensions: how well the listeners could

express themselves in Swedish, how well they

understood spoken Swedish and how good their

pronunciation of Swedish was. Their perception

of dialect was tested by having them attempt to

discriminate between dialects presented in pairs

and identify dialects as a forced choice between

Malmo, Gothenburg, Uppsala. Umea, Falun or

Gotland. The collection of the material used as

stimuli in these experiments is described in “I
Comprehension (as measured here) can be seen

from figure I to be a function of the length of

time spent in Sweden, and reaches native

Standard after lZ-l7 years, or for some individu-

als. even earlier. Syntax and pronunciation

appear to be much more difficult to learn, with

only a few ever reaching native or near native

standard. Those who do reach this standard may

do so as early as after 6 or 9 years. Tables 1 and

2 show correlation matrices between the
measured abilities and propenies of the non-

native and native listeners respectively. All the -

values shown are significant at the 5% level.

nn23-25 native

Figure I.lndividual language test results

Fromtablelitcanbeseenthatallthree
tested language skills, syntax, pronunciation and
comprehension are strongly correlated with
each other and also (somewhat less strongly)

comprehension --pronunciation ........... syntax

with the length of time the speakers had lived in

Sweden and with the age of the speakers-
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Table 1. Correlations between measured variables and resultsfor all 33 non-native listeners
age years in compre-

Sweden hemlon
age 1

yars In Sweden .65 l
compreherslon .50 .78
pronunciation .40 .68

syntax .46 .74
true same ns ns

false same -.36 -.55
right dlalect .50 .84

DIALECI DISCRIMINATION
For the first listening task. dialect dis-

crimination, the informants were to say whether

pairs of speech samples were spoken by
speakers from the same or different

geographical regions. The listeners were told in
advance that all the speakers came from one of
the six places used in this study: Malmo,
Gothenburg, Uppsala. Umea, Falun or Gotland.
The speech material used for this test was semi-
spontaneous speech. where all speakers describe
the same picture, so no non-phonetic
information which may have helped the
speakers identify dialects was likely to be
present. Each of the six dialects was represented
by two speakers. These were those judged as the
most authentic by a panel of dialectologists.

Two speakers from each dialect gave twelve
stimuli to be presented in 36 pairs. Previous
work has shown that this kind of judgement can
be made using short speech samples -— listeners
with to be able to make up their minds very
Qurckly about speakers (cf. cg. [2]. Each stimu-
lus was about 15 seconds long, and the two
stimuli in a pair were separated by a tone. For
each pair the listeners were to circle the words
same or different. Instructions were given both
0“ the answer sheet and orally on the stimulus
”DC in both Swedish and English.

Table 2. Correlations between measured
variables and results for 15 native listeners

age true false right
same same dialect

‘89 1
true ns 1
More

"'5‘ ns- -.52 1
Same

fight -.59 ns .
dlalect ‘45 l

a There was considerable variation in the
cc“they wrth which individuals in all groups

pro- syntax true false
nunclatlon same same

1
.85 l
.92 .91 1
ns ns ns 1

-.68 -.48 -.6l ns 1
.80 .74 .77 ns -.60

were able to pick out the six pairs of speakers
who spoke with the same dialect. The only
listener to spot all six pairs had lived in Sweden
no more than 4 years. There was overlap
between the listener groups. and although the
average score was highest for the native
listeners. all the non—native listeners performed
as well as or better than the worst native
listeners. T-tests showed no significant
difference between native and non-native
listeners.

In many cases the listeners failed to detect

dialectal differences between stimuli. Here

there was a significant difference between

native and non-native listeners (p(t)>0.0001):

the nonnative listeners more often failed to

distinguish between dialects, although some of

the non-native listeners who had been in

Sweden 12 years or more were as skilful as the

least skilful native listeners. Table 1 shows that

length of residence in Sweden or competence on

any of the three linguistic dimensions are not

correlated to the ability to detect pairs of

speakers of the same dialect. They are,

however, significantly (p(r)>0.01) negatively

correlated to the number of false same judge-

ments, with comprehension and syntax skills

having the strongest correlation to the ability to

hear a difference between dialects when there is

one.
For both native and non-native listeners, the

Malmd dialect was not often confused with any

other; the Umea dialect was confused with all

but the Malmo dialect; the Uppsala dialect was

confused with the Gothenburg and Umelt

dialects; the Gotland dialect was confused with

Falun and Umea; the Falun dialect was

confused with Gothenburg, Umea and Gotland

and the Gotland dialect was confused with

Umea and Falun. although the native listeners

had considerably fewer false same judgements

than the non-native listeners as mentioned

above.
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DIALECI‘ IDENTIFICATION
The final section of the listening test

concerns listeners' ability to identify dialects,
Semi-spontaneous speech from the four most
authentic speakers of each dialect (as judged by
the expert panel of dialectologists) was used for
this test. This gave 24 speakers. The stimuli
from each speaker were about 60 seconds long

24

2O

16

12 nnO-l nn12-l7

nn3-9

0 . - .

° 10 20

Session. 12.3 ICPhS 95 Stockholm

this time. The listeners were given a mapof
Sweden with the six places where the speakers
originate marked on it for reference. They were
also given an answer sheet for each speaker
with the six place names on. They were
instructed to circle the name of the place the
speaker came from on the answer sheet. If they
did not know. they were to guess.

nn23-25 native

il I
30 40 50

Length of time in Sweden

“3“" 2‘ ”Mb” 0fcorrect dialect identificationsfor all listeners, plotted against the length of
residence in Sweden

. Figure 2 shows this to be a task that native
listeners generally perform better than non-na-
tive listeners. A t-test shows a significant
difference between native and non-native
listeners here p(t)<0.0001. although figure 2
shows that the most accurate non-native
listeners performed as well as the least accurate
native listeners, one after as little as nine years
reSidence in Sweden. An interesting feature
which can be seen in tables 1 and 2 is that the
length of time the non-native listeners have
hved in Sweden is significantly correlated totheir proficiency in the identification of
dialects, even more strongly than their linguisticability in Swedish, while the age of the native
listeners is significantly negatively correlated to
[their degree of proficiency in this task.

Figure 3 shows how the different dialectswere identified by the different kinds of.\ listeners. Here too. the Malmb dialect seems to
t

be the easiest to place comedy, closely

followed by the Gotland dialect Umea and

Falun seem to be much more difficult to

identify accurately .

DISCUSSION . . {this

The questions posed at the beginning 1 [he

paper can now be answered. The results 0

dialect discrimination test showed that many

non-native listeners could distinguish between

dialects as well as native listeners, even after:

Very short period of residence in Sweden. No

native listeners were, however more likel)l to

miss dialectal differences between speak?“

table 1 shows this to have more to do Willie“

syntax and comprehension abilities mum

pronunciation or the length of time they m

been in Sweden. For both native and nonvna

lCPhS 95 Stockholm
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-O— nnO-I

—x- nn3-9

-O-M12-I7

—a— nn23-25

-O— native

l l
l i

gothenburg falun

Figure 3. Frequeney ofcorrect identification ofeach dialect by each listener group

listeners there is. of course, a correlation
between how many dialect distinctions the
listener missed (false sames) and the number of
speakers for whom they were able to correctly
name the dialect.

The native listeners were significantly better
than the non-native listeners at naming the six
dialects they heard in a forced choice setting,
although there was great variation between
listeners in all groups. This ability may not have
lunch to do with experience, since the older na-
tive listeners did not perform as well as the
young“ ones, and there were high scores in all
but the least experienced listener group. NNO-l.

The conclusion here must be that few
absolute differences exist between native and
“On-native listeners. The individual variation in
achlevod competence is very large regardless of
ll” length of time spent in Sweden, although the
listener’s own competence in the Swedish
language is related to sociodialectal awareness.
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APPLYING PHONETICS TO THE TEACHING OF ENGLISH

Rebecca M. Bauer
University ofMassachusetts, Amherst, MA, USA

ABSTRACT
Second language learners need both

accurate phonetic details and a way of
accessing them directly in order to im-
prove their pronunciation of English.
Examples of methods to teach tense and
lax vowels, voiced and voiceless conso-
nants, and stress and rhythm will be
described.

INTRODUCTION
Although much research has been

done on the phonetics of spoken English,
only a little of this information has been
incorporated into the teaching of English
pronunciation to non-native speakers.
Textbooks tend to use phonological
labels, such as "tense-lax," "voiced-
voiceless,” and "stress," along with two-
dimensional diagrams of "tongue posi-
tions" as explanations. Not only are
these labels generally incomprehensible
to the learner, but they may even mislead
him by ignoring the major phonetic dif~
ference involved in a contrast. Leamers
need accurate phonetic details reflecting
how English is actually spoken and pro-
cessed in continuous speech, as well as a
way of accessing this information
directly, through their own experience,
instead of merely understanding on an
intellectual level. The same articulatory
techniques used in teaching general pho-
netics to native speakers [1, 2] can be
applied to teaching pronunciation to
adult second language learners. Theseinclude becoming aware of one's ownarticulatory mechanism and being able toisolate, control, and recombine features
In new COIIICXIS.

TENSE AND LAX VOWELS
One of the most difficult contrasts fornon-native speakers to learn is the dif«ference between the so-called tense andlax English vowels, /i - l, u - o/ (as inseat-sit, suit-soot). Writers of textbooksqmte literally interpret this to mean thatthe muscles are either tense or relaxedand advrse students: "Say /i/ and theriRELAX your tongue without moving it.

This is the /i/ sound" [3]. This kind of
advice is accompanied by the typical line
drawings of a sagittal section with
tongue positions. As Ladefoged [2}
points out, the difference has to do with
the types of syllables these sounds can
occur in; diagrams of tongue positions
merely reflect the relationship of vowels
in auditory space. In addition, students
are told that /i/ and /u/ are long and /i/
and /U/ are short (often transcribed as [1.
u:/ vs /i, u/. In fact, all vowels can be
long or short; length is determined

primarily by the following consonant
and stress; /i/ in bid is longer than /i/ in
beat; /0/ in should (stressed) is longer
than /u/ in shoot.

Teaching Suggestions
Students need to first find ill and IUI

and feel how they differ from /i/ and lull
They can do this by gliding very slowly

from /i/ to /a/ (or /u/ to Isl) a few times3
both silently and aloud. Then they do it

again, but stop as soon as they more

away from li/ (/ul); they hold on to this
vowel and try some words that use it: it,

hid,... (hood, look). Or theycan in! 36"
King at these the other dll'CCll'Oll.vby
slowly saying /ai/ (/au/) and stopping JUSI

before the end. This method can also be

used to find /e/, another difficult vowel
for non—native speakers: glide from N 10

/0/ but stop about half way, before your
mouth opens completely; or glide if?"

/s/ to /o/ and stop half way, beforet e

lips start to round. ' / 0

Lip position is also important for, I. .l

9/. Students can develop both kin}?S

thetic and visual awareness of theirf 1:;

by gliding continuously back and] 0d

from /i/ to /u/, from le/to /o/, 3 0:“
while observing their lips in a mlmlioul

silently (with eyes closed). Theys sure

then alternate /i - i/, /u - 0/, making" /I
that the lips are close to neutral dun 8
and /u/. . .

Finally, they need to practice mags
all these vowels both long at“:I sway
without changing their qualify- T e the
to lengthen /i/ or /u/ 15 to move
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tongue down and towards central /a/--
[re], [ua] (hid [hiad], hood[ hoad]),
while they must keep pushing up and
forward/back for /i/ and /u/. Once they
have developed the kinesthetic
awareness and ability to say these
vowels in isolation, they are ready to do
intensive practice in words, sentences,
and longer discourse [4]. Minimal pair
practice should include not only the tra-
ditional seat—sit, heed-hid type, but also
reach-ridge, heat-hid, where short /i/
contrasts with long /i/. This is difficult
for most learners: they tend to pronounce
ltl either too long or change it to /i/ in a
vaiceless environment, and are unable to
stretch out li/ without changing it to /i/ in
a vorced environment.

For some learners, even a preceding
consonant can influence vowel quality;
Ill and /r/ can cause the tongue to retract
so that leaving-living, or reason-risen
sound alike. To overcome this, they
should try saying the words without the
initial consonant (eaving-iving), and then
tryto maintain the distinction while
adding the consonant.
VOICED AND VOICELESS
CONSONANTS

The teaching of voiced and voicelessconsonants is another area where text-ks overs1mplify and may even obfus-cate the truth. Labeling is not enough:students need to be taught how to makesounds v0iced and voiceless and given amethod for self verification. AS pho—nettCIans have known for years, themajor difference between initial andinal stops in English is not voicing 0fvoewcclirisonant, but rather aspiration andm 86 ength [2, 5]. For a learner tryingvmgfak the language, the allophonicare mions or phonetic realization rules100kegist important, yet are often over-

Teaching Suggestions
camills: like students in a phonetics class,ahernast‘can become aware of voicing by

Voiced mg back and forth between
fV‘f and veiceless fricatives /szsz;Ihisiatsgsfieseo/ [1]. They should tryCn0u h 1 erent speeds until they gainat will Control to turn on and off voicing

' BY Pumng a hand over their lar-
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ynx, they will be able to feel the voicing
and experience it directly. For most
learners, the voiceless fricatives are eas-
ier; by observing themselves in a mirror,
they can check to make sure they are
making no other changes to the tongue
or lips when they add voicing. They
need to separate what is going on in the
larynx from what is going on in their
mouths. It's also a good idea to have
them try devoicing /r, l, m, n/ to prove
they really have separate control over the
larynx. This procedure enables many
students to produce consonants (such as
/6/) which they had been unable to make
before. Of course, further practice is
needed in different environments in
words and sentences. Textbooks seem to
favor initial position, but it is not always
the easiest. For example, the voiced
fricatives are often easier to produce
between vowels so that mother is easier
to pronounce correctly than this; some
find that /e/ is easier to pronounce in
final position (math) than initial position

(thing). Students should experiment to
find the words in which they can pro-
nounce the sounds the best to use as
starting points.

Final Consonants .
Teaching the final consonants, partic-

ularly the stops and affricates, is entirely

a different matter. The most common

mistake for learners is to make them

voiceless, which besides causing confu-

sion in monosyllabic words, results in an

unpleasant choppy rhythm. If students

are told to lengthen the preceding vowel

and leave the final consonant entirely

voiceless, letting it naturally the out

before a pause, most will be able to pro-

nounce words like bed, bag, badge,

please perfectly. On the other hand, if

they strive to make the finalconsonant

fully voiced, they often make it too long,

too strong, or add an epenthetic [a].

They need put their effort into the vowel,

and weaken and shorten the consonant.

In addition, they must link final conso»

nants smoothly to fofllclilwmg worgirs‘i

res llabif in if the o owrng w.

beglins willh agvowel (find it =fin dtt),

remembering to drop unstressed /h/.

This has the added advantage of break—

ing up final consonant clusters and thus
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making them easier to pronounce
(change his = changes /tIein d3iz/).
Respelling words can counteract the
strong belief in the existence of spaces
between words.

Other techniques for teaching final
consonant clusters are to isolate and
practice them as nonsense sounds lsks,
tft, tftj‘, d3d3/ and then try them in
words, desks, watched, which channel,
orange juice. Articulating words silently
is another excellent method to help
learners get in touch with and gain con-
trol over their speech organs. It can help
them to coarticulate (link consonants
together) as in keep quiet, back door,
right time because they can verify more
easily whether they are truly beginning
the second consonant before releasing
the first one.

Aspiration
lVIany non-native speakers do distin-

guish initial voiced and voiceless stop
consonants, but they do it entirely by
vowing-voiceless unaspirated versus
fully voiced. In fact, aspiration is more
important than voicing in distinguishing
initial stops in English. Textbooks often
teach aspiration by having students try to
blow on a piece of paper to make it
move. Some students will take a breath,
tense up (1.6. make a glottal stop), then
release a very crisp, yet totally unaspi-
rated stop. The important thing is that
aspirated sounds are actually more
relaxed than unaspirated stops. In order
for there to be a delay in voice onset
time, the‘glottis must be open. This is
more eaSily achieved by having students
Sigh 'itnd sayhvzlords like a key, a tie, a pie
on a on ex ation, 'tired. g as if they were very

A fact that is usually ignored b text-
books 18 that /p, t, k/ are also aspiratedwhen followed by /l/ and /r/. Studentsneed to get the same relaxed feeling incold, crowd, cloud; pay, pray, play. Ifthey have been taught how to make anysound VOiced or voiceless, they candeVOice /r/ or III (or think of saying /h/and /r/.or /1/ at the same time), add thefollowmg vowel, and then the initialstop: [hr], [hrei], [phrei]. Aspiratingalong w1th lengthening /r/ and /l/ in theseclusters, also makes them more distin-
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guishable from each other as well as
from their voiced counterparts.
Substituting completely voiceless, but
unaspirated, stops for initial /b, d, g/ in
these clusters can help those who tend to
weaken them.

STRESS AND RHYTHM
In teaching stress and rhythm, modern

ESL textbooks tend to emphasize listen-
ing. Stress is usually treated as unpre-
dictable. Definitions of stress and reduc-
tion are often not sufficiently detailed:
stress tends to be identified with high
pitch, and reduction is simply a matter of
using the vowel /a/. The contribution of
length, linking, and pausing to rhythm is
often slighted.

Teaching Suggestions
The single most important thing thata

non—native speaker can do to improve his

comprehensibility is to slow down and

pause more often. This is in fact very

easy to teach since most students already

know where they should pause. The ne-

cessity for Slowing down becomes obvt-

ous even to naive students when they

record and listen to themselves. Not

only do pauses give the listener extra

time to process what he hears, but they

also give the speaker more time for

speech planning. When learners focus

on pausing more frequently and for a

longer time, they often discover that

other problems, such as omitting final

consonants, disappear. Slowmg down

means stretching out stressed syllablejs,

particularly monosyllabic content wolf 5;

and slowing down before an actuablo

potential pause. Unstressed sylla “is

may be pronounced as quickly as P1353!”

ble without dropping them and shop h

linked smoothly to other words in t e

phrase.

Vowel Reduction lla-

Although reducing unstressed sy

bles and function words is essentia [Ito

English, many learners have dift‘icue ii

pronouncing /a/, tending to pronounc>)

more like /a/ or /o/ (if spelled <0 c

Students usually have much more 8:"-

cess if they are told to pronounce! it

stressed vowels as /t/ (cg. qmngn‘hy'

(Qdayt can, was, that): it is inhere can

short and has no lip rounding. They
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try pronouncing function words such as
can, was, some, them, with no vowel:
[kn, wz, sm, 6m]. This keeps them from
opening their mouths too much and mak-
ing the syllable too long. In practice,
they need to concentrate on pronouncing
the function words quickly and weakly,
yet without shortening stressed syllables.
Their goal should be to maximize the
difference between stressed and
unstressed syllables.

Since stress is primarily auditory, it
doesn't lend itself as well to kinesthetic
and visual feedback. However, students
should be able to see a difference in the
degree their mouths open in minimal
pairs such as a contract, to contract, an
addict, to addict, with a mirror or on
Videotape. The mouth should be almost
closed (a hand can be put under the chin
to keep it from opening if necessary)
during reduced syllables. Noun-verb
minimal pairs such as these are very
useful in clearly pointing out to a listener
whether a student is reducing enough.

Stress
Stress is predictable in the majority of

words, and the rules are not difficult to
teach [4]. When students in a class dis—
agree or when they are unsure about
which syllable is stressed, the teacher
should say the word all possible ways
(fig. develop, de'velop, deve'lop) to see
If they can recognize which sounds right.
They should then try to develop this ca-
pacny to stress any syllable of a word
lhernselves. They also need practice
m°Vlng stress in different forms of a
word and alternating reduced and full
Vowels (academy, academic).

ords with various stress patterns
also need to be practiced when they are
"On-tonic (without sentence stress). A
90mmon error is the automatic associa-
{10n of word stress with high pitch. This
eads some students to jump up on every

Stressed syllable; as a result, their speech
may sound choppy, words are not heard
as ETOUped into larger syntactic units,
an there is no focus or continuity in dis-
course. These students need to start each
9hr“? on a low to mid pitch and delay
Jtumping up to their highest pitch until

‘3’ reach the tonic, which is typically
towards the end of a pause group. Other
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students tend to destress (shorten exces-
sively) all non—tonic stressed syllables;
thus, words are all run together, it’s hard
for the listener to establish word bound-
aries, and words at the beginning of a
sentence may be lost. These students
need to concentrate on lengthening and
clearly articulating all stressed syllables,
even when they have no pitch pronu-
nence.

CONCLUSION
Just like students in phonetics classes,

ESL students need to learn how to sepa-

rate, independently vary, and then

recombine phonetic features through

experimenting with their own vocal
tracts and moving from known to

unknown. If they are to improve their

production, they need to be given

specific articulatory strategies as well as

accurate descriptions of how fluent

English is spoken. Fonmost students,

improvements in production also lead to

better perception and comprehenSion of

oral English.
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THE ACQUISITION OF MULTILINGUAL PHONOLOGY

Eduardo D. Faingold
State University of New York at Stony Brook

ABSTRACT

I am concerned with
processes and strategies of
early phonological and
lexical development in
multilingual children-—
Spanish, Portuguese, and
Hebrew vs. English and
Hebrew. The simultaneous
acquisition of closely
related languages such as
Spanish and Portuguese vs.
that of non—related languages
such as English and Hebrew
yields different results:
The former 'prefer’ main-
tenance, while the latter
' prefer ' reduction . The
Spanish and Portuguese—
speaking children ' s high
accuracy stems from a wider
choice of target words, where
the diachronic development of
two closely related languages
provides a choice of simpli—
fied words.

INTRODUCTION
Berman’s study of the

simultaneous acquisition of
Hebrew and English phonology
and lexicon discusses her
daughter Shelli’s strategy of
reducing the number of sylla—
bles [1]. She also discusses
the universally observed
deletion of a final and
initial consonant and the
deletion of one member of a
vocalic or consonant cluster;
and she further presents a
small number of 'full’ wordsand a limited use of redupli-
cation and transposition.
Table 1 shows the breakdownof Shelli’s first 175 words.

Table l . Shelli ’ s vocabulary

(l;6;0 — 1:11;15) (Berman
1977)

number %

’Full' words 50 29

Reduction 100 57

Reduplication 10 5

Transposition 15 9

Total 175 100

Shelli ’ s phonological

development was contrasted to

that of Noam’s simultaneous

acquisition of Spanish, Por-

tuguese, and Hebrew [2]- ‘Un-
like Shelli, Noam's leXicon

shows maintenance—a. large

number of perfect replicas of

adult words, as well as other

’ full ' structures. BOP
children show: (a) the uni;

versally observed deletion 0.

final and initial consonants:

(b) the deletion of one mem

ber of the consonantal or V0—

calic clusters; and (C),a

small number of transp051:

tions in words which, We?“
ably, present difficulties-

Table 2 shows the breakdown

of Noam’s first 175 wordS-

Table 2. Noam's vocabulary

(1;1;2 - 1;9;0) (Faingo1d
1990) %

number

’Full’ words 79 ‘21;

Reduction 43 23

Reduplication 41 7

Transposition 12 _______

$35.1" 175 100
d Shelli

In sum, Noam an ies
show two opposit‘.a Strfigeir
in the construction Otenance

early lexicon--ma1n
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vs. reduction. The process
of syllable reduction is
focal in Shelli and minimal
in Noam, while the use of
syllable maintenance and re—
duplication is focal in Noam
and marginal in Shelli.
Final and initial consonant
deletion and vocalic and
consonant cluster reduction
are systematic, universal,
and language—independent in
child language in general
[4], and are also manifested
in both Noam and Shelli,
despite their different stra-
tegies and linguistic input.
There are, however, quanti-
tatively speaking, many more
ffull' words in Noam’s than
in Shelli's lexicon.

NWT COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Nurit was visited two or

three times a week from age
0:11 to l;11 in her home in
Jerusalem (Israel). Stimulus
materials included picture
books, drawings, and any ob—
]?Ct in her home. I kept a
dlary of Nurit, using the
Same transcription level as
for Noam [2], [3]. Unlike
Noam, Nurit was not tape—recorded, since this was felt
as an intrusion into the home
if Iilllrlt's parents. The prin—
lafie of. "one person, one
c gllage [5] was observedonSistently by both Noam’s
:2: Nurit’s parents and sit-
thu: Both children were
riet‘eXpOSEd to the same va-

, 195 of (La Plata) Argen—
Igmelspanish and (Sao Paulo)raZilian P‘ ortuguese.data {ls With [1] and [2], the0n in this paper refers toe—woy Nurlgi utillerances produced
and cl _Which offer a clear
terpreotnSl‘Stent semantic in—
need atloni only words pro—

Sider SPontaneously were cone
Ed as part of her active
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vocabulary, while all imita—
tions were excluded. The
quantification and analysis
of Nurit’s data, i.e. the use
of percentages, follows [1]
and [2]. The results in this
paper are thus fully com—
parable to those discussed by
these authors.

NURIT'S PROCESSES ’ Am:
STRATEGIES

Table 3 shows the
breakdown of Nurit’s first 73
words.

Table 3. Nurit's vocabulary
(1;2;15 — 1;ll;0)

number %
’Full’ words 39 54
Reduction 22 30
Reduplication 9 12
Transposition 3 4

Total 73 100

'Full' words
As with Noam, Nurit

produced a large number of

’ full ' words . Table 3

presents 39 'full’ words (54%

of the total). This set is

divided into (i) perfect

replicas (e.g. Pt. [ke]

’want', Sp. [papa] ’father’),

and (ii) replicas with subs—

titution (e.g. [mei] < Pt.

[meu] ’mine’, [tau] < Sp.

[téau] 'bye’) . Perfect

replicas are copies of adult'

words in one of the input:

languages to which the child

is exposed.

Reduction
Table 3 presents _22

words that suffer reduction

(30% of the total). This set

is divided into (i) reduction

of segments (e.g. [ki] < Sp.,

Pt. [aki] 'here’, [ma] < Sp.

[mas] ’more’) and (ii) reduc—

tion of syllables (e.g. [bo]

< Pt. [bola] ’ball’, [nana] <
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Sp. , Pt . [banana] ’banana’ ) .

Segments are consistently

deleted in all positions by

universally observed

constraints on the production

of initial and final

consonants, as well as

vocalic and consonant

clusters. As with Noam, in
(ii) syllables are deleted

only occasionally, and they

are generally maintained by

reduplication as well as by

the production of ’full’

words.
As with Noam, Nurit's

use of syllable reduction is
marginal. However, both

children present a
significant number of deleted

segments in initial and final

and cluster positions, since

this is a universal process
of child language

acquisition.

Reduplication
Table 3 presents 9 cases

of reduplication (12% of the
total). A reduplicated
structure is a segment or a
syllable that is not in
reduplicated form in the
input language. This set is
divided into reduplication of
(i) segments (e.g. [eme] <
Sp., Pt. [kome] ’eat’, [tota]
< w [toda] ’thanks’), and
(ii) syllables (e.g. [papa] <
Sp., Pt. [paula] ’Paula’,
[bobo] < Pt. [akabo] 'all
gone’). Like Noam, she makes
a creative use of
harmonization rules to match
the syllabic patterns of the
adult model [2], [4].
However, unlike Noam, she
presents a smaller number of
reduplicated segments and
syllables. The reason
appears to be that while Noam
capitalizes equally on both
’ fiil l ' W(DI d s a n d
reduplication to produce a
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higher number of words that
match the syllabic patterns
of the adult input, Nurit
uses almost exclusively

’ full ’ words——which are
mostly perfect replicas of
the adult model. Nurit seems

to be a slower and cautious

learner, yet more accurate at

hitting at adult targets,

since her vocabulary is

smaller yet more adult-like.

Both children, however, ob-

tain similar results. De—

spite the slightly different

approaches to maintenance and

the different number of items

produced by each child

(Noam’s 175 vs. Nurit’s 73)

at comparable stages in lan-

guage acquisition, their se-

lection of phonological pro-

cesses remains, in quan—

titative terms, almost iden—

tical for both children (com—

pare Table 2 vs. Table 3)-

Transpositions

Table 3 notes three

cases of transposition ([161]

< Pt. [1e] 'read', [toll f

Pt. [istorifia] ’tale', [@131]

< w. [omRi] 'Omri ).

Nurit's use of transposmions

is much lower than Noam's it}:

Shelli's). As noted. Nun—

seems to be a much more can

tious and accurate learner:

and this fact probablywl‘:I

counts for her small n11 as

of transpositions as wef 11,

for her high number of u

words.
GE-

MAINTENANCE: A mam
DEPENDEN'I.‘ smug!

The majority
No

words produced by . of

Nurit are perf?“ replécasthe
adult wordS 1“ one hthe
input languages to whigm the

Child is expDSed.o

oint of View ‘n ut

l(:‘Ognate word in another 1 P
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language, they are producing
reduced versions of the adult
word. For example, Nurit’s
Ike] '1 want’ and [sai] ’go
away’ are perfect replicas of
the Portuguese adult models,
but they are al so reduced
versions of the Spanish
cognates [kiero] and [sali] ;
Similarly, Nurit ' s [papa]
'father' is a perfect replica
of the Spanish adult model
but .11: IS also a reduced
versron of the Portuguese
cognate [papai] , all of which
Nurit understands . In
parallel fashion, as I have
shown in [2], Noam produced
adult. Spanish (e.g. [si] .
yes: [asi] ’in this manner’,

[papal ’father’, [mama]
mother’) and Portuguese

WOFdS (e.g. [sai] ’go away’)
Which might be in fact
reduced versions of the adult
Portuguese ([sim] , [asim] ,
[papai], [mamai]) and Spanish
cognates ([sali]), all of
which Noam understands. Even
Though [ke], [sai], [papa-'1],m‘flamal, [si], [asi], etc.
lght be reductions of

{hero}, [sali] , [papai].
$611161], [sim] , [asim] , etc.,
wig are all still ’full’
Ian 8 in one of the input
allguages. In this sense,
produ the perfect replicas
are (led by INoam and Nurit
items legitimate' lexical
th . Since no deviations of

e adult patterns occur.
applivar‘lation in the
and rCaition. of maintenance
and N: pction rules by Noam
SyStrlt Vs. Shelli is thus
spaniematic. The
child:h/Portuguese—speaking
phonolen' S high rate of
accur Oglcal and lexical
ChOiczcy results from a wider

e diaorfl taIfget words, where
two cl C Ionic development of

osely related languages
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provides a simplified but
legitimate model lexicon tc
the child. Thus, Nurit anc'
Noam's high number of perfect
replicas might be the result
of an exploitation strategy
or phonological preference
[6]. In contrast, the simul-
taneous acquisition of un-
related languages such as
Engl ish and Hebrew yields
different results—~a lov
number of adult replicas, as
well as little reduplicatior
and a high number of reduced
syllables.
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NATURALISTIC ELICITATION OF ACOUSTICAL PARAMETER
SHIFT OF /r/ AND /1/ IN THE SPEECH OF

JAPANESE ESL STUDENTS

S. N. Gynan and R. Weiss

Western Washington University, Bellingham, Washington, USA

ABSTRACT

This study documents the utility of
naturalistic elicitation for identifying shift
in parameters of interlanguage phonetic
variables. Pre- to post-test production of
/r/ and /1/ increased. /l/ was produced
incorrectly far more often than /r/. The
difference in accuracy between /r/ and /l/
was greater pre—vocalically than post-
vocalically. /r/ is heard as [l] and /l/ as [.i]
only pre-vocalically. For /r/, rhoticization
increases gradually over time, and for /l/,
lateralization increases gradually.

INTRODUCTION
The difficulty that speakers of

Japanese have in distinguishing between
the English liquids /r/ and /l/ is due to a
number of factors. Japanese has one
liquid phoneme, represented as /r/ and
found intervocalically and word-initially,
whereas the English liquids are found
also in consonant clusters and post-
vocalically. The Japanese /r/ has several
allophones, including [l] and [1], which
resemble the principle allophones of the
English liquids. The distribution of
allophones of /r/ is, according to Vance,
not. at all inflexible, with substantial
variationin pronunciation (see Table 1).
In word-initial position, the onset of the
articulation of Japanese /r/ is typically
characterized by the location of the blade
of the_tongue on the alveolar ridge,
producmg a sound acoustically more
similar to English [1] than [1] .
Intervocalically, Japanese /r/ is often
pronounced as a flap, [r], a allophone of
/r/ in some registers and dialects of
English. Finally, Japanese /r/ assimilates
to the following vowel, especially the
high front vowel and semiconsonant.

Dickerson and Dickerson, in a study
of Japanese accented-English, document
the influence of phonetic environment on
the articulation of /r/, noting accuracy of
articulation depends on phonetic context,
and higher accuracy before low vowels
than high vowels, a phenomenon which

reflects the assimilatory qualities of high

and especially high front vowels in

Japanese. Variability of pronunciation of
/r/ is therefore conditioned by the

phonetic context, as it is in Japanese. .

Vance reports Japanese /r/ being

labeled a variphone, a reference to the

fluid nature of the sound. In English /r/ is

also subject to variation, as are all vowel

sounds. Labov notes that the range of

variation in vowels can be represented on

two dimensional formant displays as

elliptical "envelopes" that. partially

overlap. The shape and Size of the

envelopes depend in part on the phonetic

environment, as with Japanese lrl, and

also on the sociolinguistic enVironment

The students in this study report hem
highly motivated to achieve native-like

proficiency. They are likely to expensnoe

shifts in the shape and Sizeof envelow-

It is this parameter shift which is

ultimately of interest to the authors ofthe

present study.

Table 1. Allophonic variants of/r/and/l/

identified in the interlanguage of

Japanese ESL students.

[r] voiced apico-alveolar trill

[r] voiced alveolar flap

[1] Voiced alveolar lateral approxirnant

[U voiced post-alveolar (retroflex) lateral

approxirnant

l0] omission of/r/ or/l/

[l] voiced velarized alveolar lateral

approximant

[J] Voiced alveolar frictionless continual}t

[1,1] excrescent vowel with /l/ or /r/

[4'] voiced labialized alveolar tiresome“

continuant

[3“] Vocalized /r/

[0"] vocalized /l/

[d] voiced retroflex stop
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OBJECTIVES
One goal of this study was to identify

phonetic variables that might be especially
sensitive indicators of second language
acquisition. The differentiation by native
speakers of Japanese of the English
phonemes /r/ and /1/ is a good focus for
such a study because some of the
allophones belonging to these phonemes
are continuants or approximants, and it
was felt that approximation of target-
language norms could be incremental
instead of segmental, and thus would be
an appropriate target for acoustical
analysis. A second goal was to determine
the utility of naturalistic elicitation for
carrying out second language phonetic
analySis of an experimental variety.
SpeCifically it was felt that naturalistic
data, usually considered relatively
uncontrolled, could be controlled
sufficiently to allow for identification of
the envrronments where pronunciation of
these phonemes is most frequent, a
pedagogical concern, and would allow for
identification of the allophones which
would most likely display "sensitivity“ to
the effects of target-language input to the
Phonological system.
SUBJECTS AND PROCEDURES

Subjects
This study involved 40 native Ja we

ESL students, who were part of allegiger
study (originally 80 students) designed to
measure changes in reading and speaking
Skills as well as attitudes as a result of
their tour-month study at Western
Washington University. The subjects
(ages 17 to 22) had had an average of
Seven years of English study in Japan.
Elicitation‘l’rocedures

e elicitation device required students
s velop an oral composition about a
cries of pictures which depicted the past,

Sillsent’ and future of transportation.
‘ dents were requested to talk about the

gisctures for about one minute. They were
8:;t by the experimenter and
recontints in carrying out the task of
settinmg themselves. in a laboratory
Tandbg equ1pped wrth high-quality
m4 Erg cassette recorders. The initial

0v 65:) recordings were made in
mental: 161'. 1992 and repeated three
199 ater as a post-test in February,

e recordings varied in length

to de
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between one and four minutes, with the
average just over a minute. The
complexity and sophistication of the
morphological syntactic structures and
accuracy varied considerably; however,
the picture presentations elicited a number
of repeated words, for example, virtually
all subjects used words such as: balloon,
car, airplane, railroad, train, horse,
shuttle, etc

The purpose for using such a
technique is multifold. Speaking ability,
commonly held to be the most critical
language skill and the principle reason for
students' study abroad, is not often tested.
Interviewing techniques have been

carefully refined over the years, but are

still cumbersome, requiring highly trained

personnel and a great deal of time. For

experimental purposes they are. also

problematic because the intervrewer

actually intervenes in the procedure and

contaminates the data. The current

technique, however, affords several

advantages over traditional oral

proficiency measures: 1) it 15 non-

interventionist, allowing the student to

produce the narration; 2) many students

can be tested at once; 3) vocabulary and

verb tenses can be controlled by use of

the pictures; and 4) no printed word

interferes with the student's performance.

The language thus elicited is more

systematic. . .

For the object of study, i.e., parametric

shifts of /r/ and /l/, speCific phonetic

environments ideally should be controlled

to facilitate the precise study _of the

articulatory shifts. For the experimental

phonetician the technique used may not

afford sufficient control. This objection

notwithstanding, the oral. compos1tion

technique proved to be a reliable means of

eliciting phonetic data in a variety of

significant phonetic env1ronments. and

that faithfully reflects the tranSitional

linguistic competence of the speakers

who produced it.

ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

A very broad transcription of the pre-

and post test recordings was made by the

authors. Each occurrence of /r/ and Ill

was noted with its environment. This

stage of the analysis is presented in Table

2. Once environments were identified,

phonemic distributions were tallied.

These are presented in Table 3. Finally,
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percentages of correct and incorrect
responses were calculated, and major
interlanguage allophonic variants of the
phonemes along with their frequency of
occurrence were identified. These data
are presented in Table 4 and in Table 5.

RESULTS
Evidence for the limitations of the

naturalistic elicitation method are
documented in Table 2, where the seven
of the original eleven environments are
listed. Originally it was planned to
examine the effect of the following vowel
on the articulation of the liquids, but not
enough tokens of liquids followed by
different vowels were produced to enable
a meaningful comparison. Consequently,
post-vocalic environments were identified
irrespective of phonetic features of
vowels.

[Tible 2. Phonetic environments
‘ nlifiea' in the interlanguage of
Japanese ESL students.

y
consonantal

vocalic

vocalic

In Table 3, two more environments
prove to have an insufficient number of
tokens .to allow for pre- and post-
companson of pronunciations of /rl and
IV. Very few 'mstances of either phoneme
were found in syllable-initial position
post-consonantally. Syllable and word-final consonant clusters consisting of
obstrucnt plus liquid wereunderrepresented for the phoneme Ill. A
successful analysis of /r/ and III in these
envrronments, as well as the pre-vocalicones, would require a larger database ofsounds elicited natinalistically, as many
as 5,000 tokens of Ir/ and /l/. Based onthe current study, a total of 80 completesets of data from subjects would besuffiqezit

Across-the—board, but differential
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quantitative increases in production of /r/
and /l/ are documented in Table 3. The
post test yielded 28% more tokens than
the pretest ((1474-1148)/l 148).

Table 3. Tokens ofb'/and/I/ identified in
pre- andpost—tests.

pre- pre-
test test testtest

There were 610, or 61% more Ir/ tokens

produced than /1/ tokens ((1621-

1001)/1001). The difference between /r/
and /1/ expressed as percentage of /l/ was

greater in the pre-tests than in post-tests

(pre: (736-412)/:412=79%; post: (885-

589)/S89=50%)). Finally, whereas til:r

pre- to post-test increase 111 productiono

the phoneme /r/ was 20%, the increase in

the phoneme /l/ was 43%. Qualitative

increases in and differences between

pronunciation of /r/ and Marc 1,111,503

evidence in Table 4. American iii

produced incorrectly far more often iii

/r/. The increase in correctness (if/ll te
from 8% in the pre-test to 1261113 0

post-test. For /r/ these figures were 0

and 40%, respectively. .Production e

correct /r/ and /l/ variants improved 1:13%
post-test, /1/ by 53% and III by '
Finally, the difference in

Table 4. Percentages oftarget-like /r/

and/l/ inpre- andpost-tests.

t-visagetest
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Table 5. Principal non-target-like allophones of/r/and/M

a»

.1

between /r/ and /1/ was much greater in
pre-yocalic than in post-vocalic or syllabic
envrronments.

Differential errors in pronunciation of
In and IV are illustrated Table 5. The
pronunciation of /r/ as [l] and of /l/ as [.1]
is only heard pre-vocalically. In post-
vocalic and syllabic positions, /r/ and /l/,
even when pronounced incorrectly, are
realized with articulations roughly
approx1mating the target-language norm.

Vidence for parameter shift is also
revealed in Table 5. Approximation of
’f/ appears to occur in stages: [I] > [r] >
[0] >lérl > [1"] > [.1]. Approximation
0 /|/ appears to follow this sequence: [1]
>lfl > [U > [1] > [’r].
CONCLUSIONS
Naturalistic elicitation of /r/ and /l/
PTOVided eVidence of parameter shifting in
I e English interlanguage of native
Speakers of Japanese. Sufficient numbers
0 non-target—like allophones werepr/oduced to indicate that in approximating
Liliese subjects increase rhoticization

garta WHY, and 'in approximating /l/,
woezirtlization is increased. Syllable and
off final consonant clusters consistingin 0 struent plus liquid were
succefrepresented for the phoneme /l/. A
can?“ analySis of /r/ and /l/ in these
Wouldonmc‘ms’ and pre-vocalic ones,
elicitedreqmre {:1 larger database of sounds
Bag naturalistically, as many as 5,000.
Sets: 32 the current study, a total of 80

he lFa'would be sufficient.
producedmt-anon demonstrates that /r/ is
Use “7|, .Wlth greater frequency than /l/.
to posmincreased dramatically from pre-“Voidan est, prov1ding evrdence for
“no 06 of III. Another sign that /l/ is

“3 dlfficult of the two phonemes is

the fact that /l/ is pronounced with far less
accuracy than /r/, both pro- arid post-test.

The analysis of phonetic environments
of /r/ and /1/ errors revealed that the

difference in. accuracy between the two
phonemes was greater pre-vocalically

than post-vocalically. SWitching _of [1]

and [l] was observed only pro-vocalically.

Post-vocalically, inaccurate pronunCiation

of both phonemes bore more of a
resemblance to the target allophones.

Further study should focus on

quantifying acoustic parameters of [i]

and less rhotacized variants. Similarly,

variation between [1] > [1] >. [i] should

be examined acoustically in order to
document incremental shifts away from

the rhotacized lateral to the velanzed

variety of American English.
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TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIPS IN NORWEGIAN AS A
SECOND LANGUAGE SPOKEN BY ADULT VIETNAMESE

Olaf Husby,

Department ofLinguistics, University of Trondheim, Norway

ABSTRACT
This study examines the ability of

Vietnamese speakers to reproduce stress
patterns in Norwegian words by using
reiterated speech. Norwegians produce
stress patterns where a syllable's duration
is governed by a hierarchy related to
stress degree and sequential position.
Both long- and short-term Vietnamese
residents in Norway fail to produce this
pattern. Longer stay implies mastery of
higher levels in the hierarchy.

INTRODUCTION
Research has clearly demonstrated the

influence of native language phonetic pat-
terns upon second language production.
However, there has been relatively little
research on the influence of first language
rhythmic patterns upon second language
rhythmic patterns.

Rhythmic patterns in both first and
second language speech may be heavily
influenced by differences in phonotactic
structure related both to phoneme dis—
tribution and syllable structure. This
problem is more or less avoided by using
reiterant speech as one can use syllable
structures and speech sounds which the
two languages have in common.

In studies based on this method, sub-
jects are asked to substitute a single syl-
lable for each of the original syllables in a
word or in a sentence. At the same time
the relationship between stressed and un—
stressed syllables in the original word
should be maintained. The syllables used
in reiterant speech usually have a CV—
structure, and syllables like lba/ and /ma/
are quite common. Acoustic and percep-
tual analysis of reiterant speech has
shown that the prosodic characteristics of
the original utterance is maintained [1],
[2]. Most languages contain a bilabial
consonant and an open unrounded vowel,
consequently syllables like lba/ or Ima/
will be suitable for crosslinguistic
investigations based upon reiteration.

As Vietnamese has a maximum sylla-
ble structure of C(w)V(C) and
Norwegian has (CCC)V(CCCC), the

method of reiterated speech seems
applicable. The investigation was
performed using the syllable /bo/.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Recordings '
Recordings were made in the SlUdIO'Of

Linguistic Department of Trondheim
University and at Rosenhof school, Oslo.
Three groups of speakers panicrpated In
this investigation, all of them male full-
time students aged 20-27: 5 Norwegians
studying Nordic languages at UniverSity
of Trondheim (NOR), 5 Vietnamese
with more than ten years stay in Norway
and who had completed seconday school
and high school i Norway, now students

at the technical university (VIETLONG),
and 5 Vietnamese students who had
completed about 75% of an 509 hours
introductory program in Norwegian as a
Second Language at Rosenhoff (VIET-
SHORT). In order to maintain a consis-

tent dialectal background, it was requrred
that all informants had been livm'g the

major part of their stay in Norway in the
south eastern part ( i.e. vicinity of Oslo);

A list of 24 words were used to elrcr-

tate data of the informants reiterated

speech. The words were parts of small
dialogs of questions and answers:

"What is that?" ”That's (an) X"
"What did you say? "I said X

There were four sets of common
Norwegians words with 1-4 syllables to

be reiterated. In polysyllabic words all
stress positions were exp10ited, and for

all words the stressed syllable contained
long and short vowel. For words with

final stressed syllable, both words With
open and closed final syllable were
reiterated. For open syllables only long
stressed were used as Norwegian does
not allow short stressed vowels in th18
posistion. Letting <x> represent uq-

stressed syllables and <X> stressed sy -
lables, the following stress patterns were
exploited:
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Reitreation
exam I

X / 1102/
XX / 'barbu/
xX / ba’bar/
Xxx /'baibaba/
xXx fo'rening / ba'bazba/
xxX para'ply / babu'baz/
Xxxx 'bygningene /'burbababo/
xXxx ro'manene / ba'bazbaba/
xxXx foto'grafen / bababazba/
xxxX revolu'sjon / bubaba'bar/

Figure l. Reiteration patterns

Analysis
The reiterated speech patterns were anal-
ysed using SignalyzeTM ver. 2.25 on a
Macintosh Quadra 700. Durations of
phrase, key word, stressed syllable, syl—
lable onset and nucleus were registered,
as well intensity level and F1 , F2

ANALYSIS OF ACOUSTIC CUES
Intensity level differences

An analysis of differences in intensity
between the word consisting syllables,
shows that of 105 cases of comparable
intensity level differences (35 per
informant group), only II were greater
than 2.5dB, none were greater than
3.7dB. 8 of the cases were related to
differences between stressed and
unstressed syllables for VIETSI-IORT.
‘ The Just Noticable Difference in
intensity level under favorable listening
conditions is 1 dB [3]. Here the
differences is related to natural speech
conditions, and based on the findings one
concludes that intensity level differences
LS] objectively not a cue to stress

acement or any rou thou h
VIETSHORT is makingg an Eittemptgto
cxplout this feature.

Spectrum
An analysis‘of spectrum shows that

“Ch group reiterate key words with
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significantly different vowel qualitites.
While NOR is using a back half open to
open vowel [a], VIETSI-IORT is using a
more front open [a]. VIETLONG is inter-
mediate [q]. This is regarded as an
approach to Norwegian vowel qualitites.

NOR demonstrates different formant
values for initial stressed and unstressed
syllables, but no differences is found for
non-initial syllables. This pattern is not
found for the Vietnamese informants
where formant values are stable
irrespective of stress position and degree.

i.

1400]

[200‘

Fl F2 F1 F2 Fl F2
NOR VIETLONG VIETSHORT

I Fl +STR U Fl-STR
I F2+STR I F'Z-STR

Figure 2. Formant frequencies stressed
and unstressed syllables

F0 Pattern
There are significant different F0-

patterns in stressed syllables. In
accordance with the south eastern dialect,
NOR and VIETLONG produces a low
tone on the stressed syllable for all
reiterated words. VIETSHORT, how‘
ever, is using a high tone (fig. 3).

The reason for this is not clear. In the
author's northern dialect a high tone is
used in stressed syllables, so VIET-
SHORT's pattern might have been picked
up as instructions were given. It is not
likely that the short exposure to the
northern dialect should overrule patterns
acquired during the language course.

F' i '2 3 ' i
‘Sure 3. F0 curves trisyllabic words.

#.¥
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Duration
There are significant differences in

durational patterns in the reiteration per-
formed by the three groups. All groups
produce identical duration of nucleus in
monosyllabic word (215 ms). The
stressed syllable of VIET-SHORT are
however significantly shorter (p<.001)
due to the short implosive bilabial [ 6].

There are significant differences
between NOR and both Vietnamese
groups with respect to both duration of
phrase (p=.002) and anacrusis (p=.001).
There are no differences between the
Vietnamese groups. The anacrusis consti—
tutes 49,2% of NOR‘s phrase and
66,1% and 73,1% of VIETLONG resp.
VIETSHORT. This pattern is found for
all test words.

For polysyllabic words the investiga-
tion shows that both Vietnamese groups
to some extent is able to reproduce
Norwegian reiteration patterns. The
reproduction ability is significantly
related to duration of stay in Norway.
The pattern is consistenly expressed for
all polysyllabic words, but will demon-
strated here with reference to four-
syllabic words only (fig. 4-7).

For NOR the following pattern is
found: stressed syllable is lenghtened, fi—
nal syllable is lenghtened, if this two fea-
tures co-occur, a cumulative effect is
found. Unstressed syllables following the
stressed syllable is lengthened if their
posrtion is odd-numbered (stressed
syllable given number 1). This effect is
labelled rhythmical lengthening and
reflects the claims of metrical phonology
where alternations of strong and weak
syllables is described [4]. This effect is
also cumulative in relation to final
lengthening.

ms

350

250 .
200 g.
150 ,:
100 f:
50

‘ NOR VIETLONG VlEl‘SHORT
Ftgure 4 . Reiteration pattern Xm»
words
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(In figures 4-7 duration of syllables 1-
4 is shown as columns from left to right).

For 4-syllabic words stressed on the
1. syllable NOR is using stress leng-
thening (1. syllable), rhythmical
lengthening (3. syllable) and final
lengthening (4. syllable). The unstressed
2. syllable is short. Both Vietnamese
groups fail to produce this pattern.

sooms
450A '1
400
350
300
250-
200-
150-
100-
50-o .

NOR VIETLONG VlEl‘SHORT

Figure 5 . Reiteration pattern xXxx-
words

For four—syllabic words stressed on

the 2. syllable NOR produces stress

lengthening for the 2. syllable, and the 4.
syllable undergoes both rhythmical and

final lenghtening. The cumulative effect is
shown as the duration of the final syllable

is equal to the stressed syllable.vThe final

syllable is also longer than in Xxxx-

words. Both Vietnamese groups lenglhen
the stressed syllable only.

VIETSHORT

ms
600]

500-

400-

300.

NOR VIETLONG

Figure 6. Reiteration pattern xxXX-
words

For words stressed on the 3. syllablhcé

NOR lengthens the stressed syllable}n

4. is lenghtened due to final posrtiomi

VIETLONG lengthens the stressed ifhe

final syllable, VIETSHORT onl)l
stressed.
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NOR VIETLONG VIETSHORT

Figure 7. Reiteration pattern xxxX-words

For words stressed on the last syllable
NOR lengthens this syllable which also is
final. The same is found for the
Vietnamese groups, who however
demonstrates the lacking ability to shorten
anacrustic syllables (se also fig. 5, 6).

An overall perspective (1—4 syllabic
words) demonstrates the Vietnamese
Informants varying competence in using
the lenghtening principles. In
monosyllabic words, all three groups
produce identical durations nuclei in
stressed syllables. In polysyllabic words,
stress lengthening is only found for NOR
and VIETLONG. Lengthening of final
syllable is used by the same groups,
rhythmical lengthening by NORexclusrvely as shown in fig. 5.

S-Position
in swsw

Final
Position

Stressed
syllaltle

m
ic

-4
.4

:.
“

Us
Il
la

>
A

€
‘,

NOR VIETLONG VIETSHORT

51‘5e 8' Lenghtening principles as ex-
"left." by the three informant groups.

'" lmefOr VIETSHORT illustratesa a r‘ . .tyilabrlégl ability to lenghtne stressed

C(lTTECLUSION
, ls investigation has shown that in

glégfgng Norwegian words, Norwegian
rs apply three principles ofIan -

Syfilfinlng bOIh Stressed and unstressed
lengthes- to SIgnal stress. The

em"? Effects in wnrkino
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cumulative. As a secondary effect vowel
quality is used to express differences
between stressed initial on non-initial
syllables. In accordance with the
Norwegian dialect used, the stressed
syllable is pronounced with a low tone.
Intensity is not used as a cue to signal
stress differences.

Vietnamese learners of Norwegian as
a Second Language apply different
strategies according to length of stay in
Norway. Long term residents has partial
access to the hierarchical lengthening
system as stress and final lengthening is
used, also in a cumulative way. Vowel
quality, and intensity is not used used as
cues of stress. The low tone is used on
stressed syllables.

Short term Vietnamese residents has
limited access to the hierachical
lengthening system. Spectrum is not
used as a cue to stress. Where the other
informants use low tone on the stressed
syllable, this group is signalling stress by
the use of a high tone. There is also an
attempt of using intensity differences as a
signal of stressed syllables.
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PERCEPTION OF CONTINUOUS SPEECH IN SECOND
LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

S. Komar
Department ofEnglish and German Studies, Ljubljana, Slovenia

ABSTRACT
The purpose of the study is to show the

influence of phonological and phonetic
features on perception and comprehension
of continuous speech in listeners who are
not native speakers of English, but who
have been taught the standard British
English for at least eight years. Results of
the testing show one common feature:
several successive exposures to the same
acoustic material do not improve the
perception and comprehension but they
confirm the initial impression.

SPEECH PERCEPTION IN THE
MOTHER TONGUE

The study of speech perception is
faced with two major problems: the first is
to determine the phases involved in
recogmzmg the spoken word; the second
is to identify the nature of different types
of context that influence these phases.
Phases of spoken word recognition

The process of recognizing a spoken
word begins with the 'initial contact phase'
when a listener takes the speech wave as
input from which he abstracts the
representation which contacts the
internally ‘ stored form-based
representations associated with each
lexrcal _ entry . [I]. These are not yet
linguistic units, i.e. phonemes and
syllables, but they function as mediators
between the_acoustic wave and abstractlinguistic units. They are the so-called
acoustic cues‘.

The lexical entries that match thecontact representation to some degree arethen activated - the 'activation phase'.Theories dilfer in determining the statusof activated words: some believe that alllexrcal items are equally activated, whileothers claim that their status depends ontheir frequency of occurrence in thelanguage.
Alter initial contact and activation ofthe lexrcon, the sensory input continues toBititlrigpped can: lthe chosen lexicon unite in en e exic ‘ -the 'selection phase'. al entry ls selected. The end-point of the search phase isword-recognition' , i.e. the moment when

a listener has already determined which
lexical entry he has heard. The precise
moment when this takes place is said to be
before a listener has completely heard the
word.

Context effects
Context is said to play in important

role in spoken word recognition.
Psycholinguists generally agree that
lexical processing depends on two broad
classes of information: on the one bani
there are representations computed from

the sensory input, on the other, there are

representations constructed from the

previous context using higher sources of

knowledge (cg. lexrcal, syntactic,

semantic, pragmatic). .
A very broad distinction between two

types of context is the distmction between

structural and non-structural context. .
Structural context are the constiamsts

according to which elements. can l"
combined into higher-level hnguistic units

and can be applied to the phonemefi

morpheme, phrase, utterance an

discourse levels.
Non-structural context {1085 11°:

influence the building upot higher-16;]:
representations, but rather it’mfluentfi to

recognition of one word in relation
another. _ din the

There are different Views regfif E
exact moment when different content?

influence the recognition. of WW“ 'ew
phrases In the so-called mteractivti go

contexts may intervene through"?t e that
processing, thus altering the 0110““
have already been made.

Perception of continuous speech
(1

The basic difierence between the stu if

of isolated speech sounds and $6 533%;
continuous speech. is that e

investi ation is came

artificiil circumstances, whereas [6)

of continuous speech norm . 0

conversations ' incamllgfor the

substance, where people hsten

message, not isolated sounds. ding the

There are two Views regflmmoma

perception of continuous Sp .

tongue: the passrve one, a
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which listeners try to identify each word
as if it were an isolated word, and
whenever they fail, they guess. According
to the active view, listeners use linguistic
constraints in the perception process It
looks as if they listened for some words
or phrases and ignored the others. A
reason why this View is a more appealing
one is that normal speech is in itself
unintelligible and it is only an illusion that
we think it is clear [2]. Another evidence
in favour of the view that the perception
ofcontinuous speech is not merely putting
together of isolated sounds is what Clark
& Clark wittily call 'cocktail party
phenomenon”. The idea is that although
we are surrounded by several speakers,
Speaking about different things and to
difierent people, our ears are able to pick
upfront the excess of linguistic and above
acoustic mforman'on only those items
Which belong to the speech of the person
we are talking to.
SPEECH PERCEPTION IN NON-
NATIVE SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH

The question is whether non-nativespeakers of a certain language perceive
the'spoken word in the same way as thenative speakers. At this point we can only
Imagine some points in speech perception
where problems are likely to arise.

e four phases in the recognition
Proces -. taking in of the acoustic material,
attemptmg. to organize phonological
rtitresentatioiis into constituents, building335?”? into higher representations,
a 1i] enhfymg all propositions - are not
PR ed one after another, but are all inatton'at the same time and they workwell with the native speakers.With non-native speakers the first

$0.31“! arises when they cannot succeed
‘ e[ltlfl’lllg the speech sounds correctly.
tre are several reasons for that among

0 2 e most important one is the lack
. e XPeCtation about what words are

. ‘0 sound in the foreign language.
05611113)! particularly be the problem of“Stro Oil-native speakers who are used to

spe ,“8 relationship between sounds and“1,0863: In their mother tongue, and are
e case to a language where this is notEVen if (e.g._Slovenes learning English).fillfill the mitial'phase is successfullyTECognjz: llpen-native speaker may notbecame of ti? speech sequence correctly

Sequen e grammatical nature of the
ce 0f Poor vocabulary.
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What can be expected from students of
English wrth advanced knowledge of
English, when they are exposed to spoken
Enghsh, and particularly when they are
exposed to spoken non-standard variants
of English? For that purpose an
experiment with native speakers of
Slovene, all first year students of English
at the Department of English and German
Studee at the Ljubljana University, was
carried out.

I HE EXPERIMENT
The purpose of the experiment was to

examine the perception and understanding
of spoken RP and two non-standard
British accents: popular London
(Cockney) and Scouse with regard to
phonological and phonetic diversities of
the three variants. Another purpose was to
find out how and to what extent different
contexts help informants to better
understanding

The informants were tested in listening
comprehension and in dictation. The
dictation test was to show whether
different context effects are in play
throughout the perception process, thus
correcting wrong selections
simultaneously.

The informants were divided into two
groups of fifty students of which one
group was tested in hstenmg
comprehension, while the other did the
dictation test of the same recording. They
were tested in all three varieties of British
English. Results of both tests were first
analysed individually and then compared.

ANALYSIS AND EVALUATION OF
RESULTS

Listening comprehension ’
In listening comprehensmn tests

students listened to the same recording

twice: after the first round they were

given a few very general questions, while

alter the second round the questions were

more detailed. The results, regardless of

the accent, showed one common feature:

alter the second listening. the

comprehension of the recording did not

improve; with some students the number

of correct answers afier the second

listening even fell. This brought us to the

conclusion that several successive

exposures to the same acoustic material

do not influence the pefrception‘ 21:1

understandin inthe sense 0 improvrnn .

Instead, thgey confirm the initial
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impression, rather than correct or improve

11.
The influence of the phonemic and

phonetic diflerences of Cockney and

Scouse as against RP were not essential

for success in listening comprehension.

They must have been overcome by the
help of the semantic context.

Dictation
Types of mistakes that appeared in

dictation can be roughly divided into two
groups: (a) misperceptions on the basis of
phonemic resemblance, i. e. correct words
or phrases replaced by words or phrases
that acoustically resembled the correct
words, but were completely inappropriate
in the given context; (b) omissions of
words, phrases or whole sentences. Most
interesting were mistakes under (a) which
were either single word errors or multiple
word errors. The latter we believe
resulted from the correct perception of the
stressed syllable on the one hand, and
incorrect perception of word boundaries
on the other. It looks as if the phonemic
and phonetic variations afiecting the
consonant clusters at word boundaries
were responsible for these misperceptions.
Examples:
RP: trouble getting their breaths, became,
trouble getting their best, or, the Upper
Circle, became, up in circle.
Cockney: they've all been sentenced to
the guillotine, became, they've all been
sent guilty.
Scouse: contamination source, became,
contamination sauce.

Very many multiple word errors
resulted in homphones which did not fit
the grammar or the context. This was
partimilarly frequent in Cockney and
Scouse, where a sequence containing one
or two "unfamiliar" phonemes was not
identified correctly.
Examples.
Coclmey: the second one today, became,
the second one to die, or, they became I.
Scouse: My oldfellow used tofish in that
river became My ofler was officially that
river, or, I've no fancy letters after me
name became I’ve no funny lessons, or,
intermittent dumping became intimate
Jumping.

Results like these led us to the
conchismn that in the case of dictation,
the perception process in non-native
speakers of English resembles more the
perception of isolated words than the
perception of continuous speech where
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the role of semantic context is decisive.
We believe that the non-native speakers
when they are asked to note everything
they hear, listen for sounds and words
rather than meaningful sequences. Their
eflons to catch every single word very
often result in meaningless (sometimes
completely ungrammatical or nonsense)
word sequences. This proves that the
influence of any context is absent.

Listening comprehension vs. dictation.

The comparison of the results a
listening comprehension and dictation

showed that the relationship between the

errors in dictation and incorrect answers

in listening comprehension, except in one

or two cases, did not match, In other

words, misperceptions of certain phrases

or even sentences in dictation did not have

their counterparts in false answers in
listening comprehension. Moreover, the

students answered some questions Which
were closely related to the mispercervetl

sequences in dictation correctly. ’ThJS

confirmed our above-mentioned

presumption that in hstenmg

comprehension, where the students were

primarily interested in getting the

message, the role of context is important

In dictation, where the task is to put down

every single word, the students. were

mainly in search for words and did not

pay any attention to any kind of context

CONCLUSION ' f

With respect to difl'erent types of

context that influence the perception 0

continuous speech, as well as how all

When they influence it, we may conclu e

that: . ‘31 d

(i) in listening comprehensmn lexic 3!:

semantic contexts can help 1151311915;

catch the meaning of a speech sequetlles

they are exposed to, so that obstat:ds

which "unfamiliar" sgignds andmztof

resent can often be ea ' overco ‘ ,

iii) in dictation the interest of the hstene;

is mainly to catch indrVidual wordsml

they focus their attention to nidiVl 0

sounds and words. The niflucnce .

lexical and semantic contexts is mmfihi’ch

With regard to other factors. on-

influence the perception of speech in 1110“

native speakers of English, we colw

that:
(i) the phonological difi‘erences WE'VE:

the Slovene phonological system “Emit

phonological systems of the three

accents do not interfere. The L the

neither indicate any cases What
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Slovene phonological system would help
in perception of RP, Cockney or Scouse.
Although we cannot deny the influence of
the mother tongue upon the perception of
a foreign language, we, nevertheless,
believe that at an advanced level of
knowledge the influence of the
phonological system of the mother tongue
upon the perception of the foreign
language is minimal;
(ii) phonemic and phonetic differences
among the three British accents can be
responsible for some errors in dictation,
mainly in the two non-stabdard accents;
(iii) the general knowledge that people
have about the culture, civilization,
politics, geography, etc. of the country the
language of which they learn, is also
important and is often neglected in the
evaluation of foreign learners' perception
and production skills;
(iv) the. experiment proved our initial
assumption that speech perception in
native speakers differs from that in non-
native speakers. In the former case it is a
more or. less subconscious process,
whereas in the latter a considerable
amount of effort and work is required
from hsteners.
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PRODUCTION OF SCHWA BY JAPANESE

SPEAKERS OF ENGLISH:

A CROSS-LINGUISTIC STUDY

OF COARTICULATORY STRATEGIES

Yuko Kondo
University ofEdinburgh

ABSTRACT

The present study addresses the question
of how L2 learners acquire the
coarticulatory strategies of L2. English
and Japanese manifest interesting
contrasts in their coarticulatory patterns.
The present study looks into the shift
from the L1 to L2 coarticulatory pattern
by observing the production of schwa by
Japanese speakers of English.

INTRODUCTION

There are a number of interesting
contrasts in the coarticulatory strategies
of English and Japanese. Firstly, the
reduced vowel, schwa, of English seems
to be phonetically unspecified in F2
[2][3]. That is, the rhythm of English
traditionally characterized as the
alternation of full and reduced vowels
may be described as the contrast of
targeted and targetless vowels. In other
words, different degrees of contextual
assrmilation are observed between full
and reduced vowels of English. In
Japanese, on the other hand, there is no
unspecified vowel such as schwa and
presumably all its vowels are targeted.
Secondly, acoustic studies of V-to—V
coarticulation have shown that English
has stronger carryover than anticipatory
effects in F2 [1] [5]. On the other hand,
stronger anticipatory effects have been
observed in Japanese [3] [4].

If Japanese speakers of English
successfully shift their coarticulatory
pattern from the L1 (Japanese) to the L2
(English) system, they would manifest a
contrast in context dependent variability
between schwa and full vowels. They
would also show a shift in the relative
strength from the R-to—L to L-tO—R
coarticulatory effects. As coarticulatory

strategies are closely related to prosodic

or organizational aspects of languages, 3

crosslinguistic study may yield an

interesting insight into how speech is
organized in these languages.

METHODS

Vb_bV sequences with the English

schwa, the full vowel lze/ and the

Japanese vowel /a/ as the middle vowel

were embedded in natural sentences.

The contextual vowels were /1/ and lie/

or /a/ for the English sequences and 11/

and /a/ for the Japanese sequences

resulting in 12 different sequences in all

as follows.

' The campaign for Women‘s lib

abysmally failed.

' The inspector considered the (all

abysmal.

' We found the cri'lLalzandoned in the

car park.

' The crabandoned its prey as i!

sensed something approaching.

° The 11211b National 's TV advert

wasfaid to contain turned out to be

quite legal.

' When today's students were in the

crillzbawere superstar3-

' The robbers planned to grabfibllfll

National's armoured van.

' Nostalgia fans like to graLAbbfl
records when they see them.

- MukashiiBalzi'ronia-to-iu kuni-ga

arima 'shita.

' So'to—dewa o'tsilza-Jzakari‘ karakasa—

to oto'—o ta'te-te—imasu.
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Table 1. The results of ANOVA'S for the English vowels la! and lze/ produced by
British English and Japanese speakers and the Japanese vowel la/ produced by Japanese
speakers. The symbol + shows that the main effect of the preceding or the following
vowel was Significant by p < 0.01. The symbol — means that no significant effect was
obtained.

preceding vowel
speaker vowel onset midpoint
English a + +

2e + +
Japanese 3 — —

2 _ _

a + +

' Sei‘sho-nitflahironia-no-koto'-ga
irotro ka'ite-arimasu.

' Kawa‘miwa ka‘ha-Jzakari—de—na'ku
kiken-na wa'ni-mo imasu.

Eight male British English speakers
and .five Japanese male speakers
partrcrpated. in the experiment. The
native English speakers produced the 8
sequences with the English vowels
while the Japanese speakers produced all
the 12 sequences. Each sentence was
repeated 5 times in a randomized order.
In order to make the number of
observations between native and non—
native speakers more or less equal, the
midlille three repetitions were taken from
Xthuauve speaker's production while
non e5 repetitions were used for the
r u'lltate speakers' production
(:5 tfing1n24 observations per sentence
ml: Ot native and 25 observations forseméfiitive speakers respectively. The
UNIX? were sampled at 16 kHz into a
Speech UN workstation with WAVES
value analysts facilities. FomiantF0 s were obtained by running the
with program for LPC analysis

325ms cos**4 window moving in
I21: steps. The measurements weree vriivflle onset, midpoint and offset of

value 6. Only.the second formant
obses were studied as schwa wasrved to be targetless in F2 [2] [3].

RESULTS

wimg‘way ANOVAs were performed
the Englionset’ mldpoint and offset of

sh vowels lal, /a:/ and the

following vowel
offset onset midpoint offset

+ + + +
- - — +
— + + +
— + + +
+ + + +

Japanese vowel la/ produced by English
and Japanese speakers as dependent
variables. The independent variables are
preceding vowel, following vowel and
speaker. Table 1 shows the results for
the main effects. Significant interaction
was observed between the preceding
vowel and speaker at the onset of /a/ for
the native speakers' production. For the
Japanese speakers' production,
significant interactions were observed
between the following vowel and
speaker at the three points of the
Japanese la/ and the English /6/ and at the
midpoint and offset of the English lee].
Where significant interactions were
observed, speakers showed different
degrees of V-to-V effects. One Japanese

subject had higher mean F2 for schwa in
the context of la/ than in that of /1/ at all

the three points of the segment.
A number of interesting observations

may be made from Table 1. First of all,

the reduced vowel la/ is more transparent

than the full vowel laal when they are

produced by native speakers. That is,

the effects of both the preceding and

following vowel are observed right
through the schwa Whereas the effect of

the preceding vowel is stopped at the

midpoint of lze/ and the effect of the

following vowel is stopped at the offset.

Secondly, the Japanese vowel la/ is as

transparent as the native_speakers‘/a/.

Thirdly, the Japanese subjects did not

show any difference in sensrhvrty to

context between the production of /al and

/a:/. Lastly, when the Japanese subjects

produced the non-native vowels la/ and

/aa/, their preference for antrcrpatory

effects seems to be much more

pronounced. Somehow their

coarticulatory pattern is distorted and
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different from either the L1 or the L2

pattern. There seems to be a strong

over-projection of the preferred

coarticulatory pattern of the L1 onto the

interlanguage system.
Figures 1 and 2 show the differences 7

in the mean F2 values as a function of
the preceding and following vowel at the

onset, midpoint and offset of the three

vowels Ial, la:/ and /a/. When Figures 1
and 2 are compared, the native speakers'

schwa shows stronger carryover than

anticipatory V-toV effects. Srgnrfrcant
differences are observed right through

the schwa for both carryover and

anticipatory effects. For the full vowel

he], the differences are smaller for the
carryover effects and the effects diminish

(I) on“!

In
no
no
\-

! m
m

n
a

. n
n
e

do
I m - I

[m m

(b) mldpelnt

Ian
D

m

u
! no

no
I .

u
.

I.
o
a

”I. I *I C I

(w W

(e) oft-It

b
le

e
d
“
!
!
!

Figure 1.

Japanese vowel
James: $33k“:
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The differences in F2
values as a function of the preceding
vowels N or fr! and [as] or la/ for the
English vowels Ia! and Izel produced by
Englrsh and Japanese speakers and the

la] produced by
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around the midpoint of the segment. For
anticipatory effects, the difference ,is
observed only at the offset of the vowel.

For the Japanese vowel lal,
anticipatory effects are greater in
magnitude compared to carryover
effects. Significant differences are

observed right through the segment for

both carryover and anticipatory effects.

The extent of V-to-V carryover effects

observed on the Japanese lal is

intermediate in degree between that

observed for the English speakers' lal

and /ae/. However, for anticipatory

effects, the Japanese vowel la! shows the
greatest effects among the three.- The

Japanese speakers showed hardly

any carryover effects for the English

(a) onset
"o

w
l-
0
1

NI
m

y
"I

”g
oo

n-
1

m

.e
s
a
s
ii
ii
§
§

Figure 2. .
values as a function 0

differences in p”
The f the following

vowels n/ or Iil and lad. 16/ or ’8’ ‘0’ ‘he
English vowels la/ and la:

English and Japanese speakers 32

Japanese vowel lal produce

Japanese speakers.

educed by
I pr the

by
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lal and /re/. Also, unlike the native
speakers' pattern, they showed stronger
effects for the full vowel /8/ than for
schwa in anticipatory V—to—V
coarticulation. These results seem to
suggest that the Japanese speakers in the
present study are not successfully
shifting from the L1 to L2 coarticulatory
strategies in speaking English. The
general pattern seems to be that of a
transfer, or more precisely an over-
projectron of their native coarticulatory
pattern onto the interlanguage.

DISCUSSION

The context dependent variability of
schwa In the indefinite article a is
reported m [3]. In this study, VCBCV
sequences with the consonantal contexts
of /p. t, k/ and the vocalic contexts of / I,2, U] are embedded in natural sentencessuch as You may pickukitten from the

ken. Two groups of non-native(Japanese) speakers of English producedtheselsequences. These groups may bedescribed as fluent and non-fluentgroups. ln producing schwa, non-fluentspeakers showed a coarticulatory patternPinch may be described as a transfermm the Japanese vowel /a/ in F2 andgap—systematrc variability in F t. On theexhih'lgjnd‘ fluent speakers of Englishin Ftl hilarge and systematic variabilitySpeakew 'ch rs very srmilar to the nativeto hrs pattern. . These speakers seemund ave. acqurred the phoneticurtel:'3pet‘.rf‘rcatron of schwa in F2.peak:rmore, two of the three fluent(W rs of Englrsh showed stronger V—comexfartyovcr effects in the labialapane Where most native speakers ofmid 56 Would show strongerreSUII[statory effects in Japanese. TheContradiorf the above study seem tostudy S‘fwnh the results of the presenties rferent subjects used in the twoHOWevei-mil; eXplarn this contradiction.present , e subjects participated in theSpeakers Silfldy were relatively fluentPossible 0 English as well. Anotherdifficult explanatron is the relativelivo exy 9f the sentences used in theused inpetlgllments. The content wordsabysmal <1: present study, such asto the 13.]? and crib were not familiaraffected Panese subjects. This may havethe" performance. The L2-like
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coarticulatory pattemre rted in 3 ma
not rmmediately affectPZH thelllexical
items rn the interlanguage. The L2—like
coarticulatory pattern may gradually
spread from more familiar words to less
famrlrar words.

CONCLUSION

Contrary to the prediction, Japanese
speakers of English showed less
systematic contextual variability on /a/
than on the full vowel lat-j. The pattern
of V—to—V coarticulation across /b/
observed for the Japanese speakers' Ia/
and /a:/ may be characterized as a
transfer or more adequately as an over-
pIOJection of the coarticulatory pattern of
L1 onto the interlanguage. Their
coarticulatory pattern of /a/ was more
deviant from the L1 pattern than that of
/ae/. However, instead of approaching
the L2 pattern they seem to have shifted
away from the L2 as well. On the other
hand, the coarticulatory pattern of lac]
was more Ll-like. This seems to
suggest that the Japanese subjects in the
present study had some awareness of
schwa being a unique and different
vowel, but somehow failed to produce
the correct coarticulatory pattern.
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ABSTRACT
In previous /r/-/l/ training studies that

stressed talker variability, stimuli were
blocked by talker. We compared mixed-
talker training (in which the talker
changed from trial to trial) with blocked-
talker training, to see if blocked training
gives subjects adequate experience to
adapt to talker differences. We found
that mixed training led to better talker-
adaptation, although the effect was
mitigated when the number of talkers
used in training was increased.

INTRODUCTION
Previous /r/-/1/ training paradigms for

Japanese listeners have shown that talker
variability in training is a crucial element
for post-test generalization to new
talkers and stimuli. Subjects trained
with stimuli produced by only one talker
sometimes fail to acquire generalization
ability [1], whereas subjects trained with
stimuli produced by five talkers
consistently show good post-test
generalization (e.g., [2]). When high
talker variability has been stressed,
stimuli have been blocked by talker.
Results from perceptual studies suggest
that how such training is structured may
be an important consideration.

Yamada and Tohkura [3] reported
that when untrained Japanese adults
attempt to identify English /r/ and /l/,
they appear to set criteria based on the
range of cues they hear in a series of
trials. Given the entire series of stimuli
from a synthesized /r/-/l/ continuum,
Japanese response functions were quite
similar to English speakers’. However,
given only the most /r/-like or /1/vlike
half, Japanese boundaries shifted such
that they continued to respond “R"
apprOXimately 50% of the time (as
opposed to native speakers, whose
nearly-categorical functions were not
affected by such changes). It seems that
Japanese subjects expected to hear equal
numbers of /r/ and /l/ tokens, and set
response criteria accordingly when the
range of stimuli changed.

We have found a similar range-bias
effect due to talker variability [4]. When

Japanese adults identified /r/ and /l/
stimuli produced by only one talker, they
responded “R” approximately 50% of
the time. When stimuli from five talkers
were mixed, the overall rate of “R"-
response (R-rate) was still about 50%.
However, the R-rate to particular talkers
differed significantly between blocked-

(single) and mixed-talker conditions: It

seems that subjects set a single criterion

based on the range of cues they heard

within a block, rather than evaluating

each stimulus independently.
This strategy was successful when the

stimuli were produced by onetalker.

However, when stimuli from different

talkers were mixed, some talkersk/rl's,

and [1/5 sounded “R—like” or “l.—11ke
relative to other talkers’ productions, as

was reflected in significant, talker-

specif'ic changes in bias (R-rate). .

Given that previous studies which

stressed the importance of talker

variability in /r/-/l/ training have only

presented stimuli blocked by talker [2]: 1‘
follows that trained subjects nught have

difficulty adapting to between—talker
differences, as did subjects in our

perceptual tests [4]. The experiments we

report here were deSigned to cxamme

this possibility.

EXPERIMENT 1 .
We trained two groups of subjects It;

identify English /r/ and /l/. One groglpkgt
subjects was trained in a mixed—t e

condition (i.e., the talker could chagg
on any trial), and the other was traine }:11

a blocked-talker condition. (1.6-, tke
talker remained constant within a bloc. )2

This comparison was made to determm

whether either condition betterpromote:

the ability to adapt to talker differc;

in non-native speech contrast perCCPuo '

MethOd 2 ' peakers of
MEIE- 1 native s. . .

Japanese with limited English .train‘mg

were paid to participate in Experimen -
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mm. The training stimuli were 79
minimal pairs of real English words
contrasting /r/ and /l/ in 5 phonetic
contexts: initial singleton, initial cluster,
inter-vocalic, final singleton and final
cluster. The stimuli were produced by 2
male native speakers of American
English. One of the talkers was found to
be “R-like" relative to several others
(i.e., R-rate to his productions was ~.50
in a blocked-talker condition, but in a
mixed-talker condition, increased
significantly), and the other was found to
be “L-like" [4]. The stimuli were
selected from the set used in [2].

‘The test stimuli were 25 minimal
pairs of real English words contrasting
/r/ and /l/ in initial position (selected
from the set used in [2]). The stimuli
were produced by 4 native speakers of
American English: the 2 training talkers
and 2 female talkers (one R—like and one
L-like [4]).

A set of generalization stimuli
produced by a male talker not used in
training or testing consisted of 32
minimal pairs of real English words
contrasting /r/ and /1/ in the five training
contexts, and 8 pairs of filler items
contrasting other phonemes. These
items were used in previous training
Studies [1,2] and were included to
faCilitate comparisons with those studies.
m. A 2-alternative forced-

Choice paradigm was used for allsessions. On each trial, orthographic
forms of a minimal pair of words weredlsplayed on a CRT. Then, one of the
P411“ was presented over headphones.The_ subject responded by pressing a key
Indicating the side of the screen onWhich he or she thought the word playedover the headphones was displayed. The°nh0graphic forms were randomlyaffillgned to the right or left side of the
th . - Subjects received feedback aboutthe” responses only in training trials. Ifsoc subject answered correctly, a chimesugtlded and the next trial began. If the
soujedm answered incorrectly, a buzzer
rand] 8d, the orthographic forms were
and filmy aSSigned t0 the left or right,
com‘ e WOI'd was played again. This
corrlgnued until the subject answered
idem‘guy' For every three words

1 led correctly on the first attempt,
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subjects received an additional 1 yen as a
monetary incentive.

There were 7 parts to the experiment:
pretest, training sessions 1 and 2, mid-
test, training sessions 3 and 4, and post-
test. Subjects participated in the pretest
and training session 1 on day 1, training
session 2 on day 2, mid-test and training
session 3 on day 3, training session 4 on
day 4, and the post-test on day 5.

Test sessions consisted of nine
blocks. Four were 50—trial blocks of
stimuli produced by only one of each of
the four testing talkers (blocked-talker).
The same 200 stimuli were presented in
four mixed-talker blocks. The order of
blocked and mixed blocks was
determined randomly. The ninth block
consisted of the generalization items.

Subjects were randomly assigned to
two training groups of six subjects. The
blocked-training group heard training
stimuli produced only by the “R-like”
talker in the first 2 training sessions, and
only stimuli produced by the “L-like”
talker in the last 2 training sessions.
Both groups were trained with four 948-
trial sessions (total training trials: 3792).
The mixed-training group heard equal
numbers of stimuli produced by each
talker presented in random order in each
training session.

Results and Discussion .
For this paper, we Will focus on

pretest--post-test comparisons; space
, constraints prevent us from including

mid-test results. Both groups showed
significant accuracy improvement on the
/r/-/l/ items in the generalization set
between pre- and post-tests (F( 1,10)>7,

p<.05; blocked group: .64 to .74;

mixed: .62 to .72).
Both groups also improved on test

items between pre- and post-tests, as can

be seen in Table 1. An analySIS of

simple effects showed that the post-test

difference between groups was

significant for at the blocked level of

talker condition (F(1,10)=30, p<.001).

Note that subjects in the blocked group

were significantly less accurate in the

mixed—talker portion of the post-test than

in the blocked-talker portion (F(l,5)=19,

p<.01). That there was no such

difference in the mixed group suggests

that subjects in the mixed group applied
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3 Ifalker condition in the post-test: 0 Blocked I Mixed I

5' .70 1 Blocked training a Mixed training 5-
n. .1 group ,-

22.60 3 group E L

= 50 3g —I g E :
g) 5 § 1 Q i .-
- .40 -" i '-

‘I—I ‘
_

e 1 ._
3 30 1 I

.

g ml m3 f2 f7 1111 m3 f2 f7

Talker by Training Group

Figure 1: The talker by talker condition interaction by group in the Experiment 1 post-

test. ml and m3 were training talkers; f2 andf7 were heard only in tests. m1 and f2

appeared R-like to untrained subjects and m3 and f7 appeared L-ltke [4]. Bars show

standard error.

similar response criteria in both talker
conditions in the post-test.

ANOVAs on the R—rate data confirm
that the mixed group used similar criteria
in both talker conditions. Both groups
showed interactions of talker and talker
condition in the pretest (p<.05 for the
mixed group, p=.05 for blocked). The
blocked-talker training group still
showed a strong post-test talker by talker
condition interaction (F(3,15)=16,
p<.001). In contrast, the interaction was
not significant for the mixed training
group (F(3,15)<.5, p>.7; see Figure 1).
These subjects’ responses to particular
talkers were not affected by talker
condition. Both groups of subjects
responded “R” approximately 50% of
the time in the blocked— and mixed-
talker conditions. However, in the post-
test, the blocked group showed large
talker-specific differences in R-rate,
similar to those observed previously with
untrained subjects; R-rate increased for
R-like talkers and decreased for L—like
talkers.

Table 1: Accuracy in Experiment I. All
pre-post dtfl’erences were sign ifrcant
(Tukey HSD post-hoc test, .05 level).

r

condition Pretest Post-test

trainin

It appears that the mixed training
condition promoted greater ability to
adapt to talker-specific differences in Ir!
and Ill productions, since subjects

trained in that group responded “R”
equally often to particular talkers -— even
unfamiliar ones -- in both talker
conditions in the post-test. However, the
accuracy differences between groups
suggest that there may be trade-offs
between talker variability and stability in
training: stability promoted higher
accuracy for the blocked-training group.

EXPERIlV-[ENT 2
The results of Experiment 1 indicate

that mixed-talker training may promote
better adaptation to talker differences for
even unfamiliar talkers. However, they
do not provide an adequate basis for
comparison with previous lrl-ll/ training
paradigms that have stressed talker
variability, as those studies have used 5
talkers in training [2]. In Experiment 2.
we increased the number of training
talkers to 5 and the number of testing

talkers to 7, and added a third training
condition.

Method
' 30 native Speakers of

Japanese with limited English training
were paid to participate in Experiment 2.

Stimgli. We used the same sets of
testing, training and generalization
stimuli we used in Experiment 1.
However, the test stimuli were produced
by 7 talkers (the same 4 used in
Experiment 1, with the additionbf 2
males and 1 female). The training
stimuli were produced by 5 talker?) (the 2
males used in Experiment 1 With the
addition of 1 male and 2 femalCS)- _
W. The same 2-alternat1ve

forced-choice paradigm used In
Experiment 1 was used, although the
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Figure 2. The talker by talker condition interaction by group in the post-test in
Experiment 2. Talkers ml, m5, m3, f4 and17 were training talkers; m6 andf2 were
heard only in tests. ml, m5 andf2 have appeared R-like to untrained subjects, and m3,
f4 andf7 were L-like [4I (m6 has not been tested). Bars represent standard error.

design was changed slightly. On the
first day, subjects participated in a test
with the generalization materials and a
multiple talker pretest similar to the one
used in Experiment 1, with the addition
of 50 trials in blocked and mixed
conditions for each of the 3 new talkers.
On each of the next 5 days, subjects
were trained in 158-tn'al sessions with
feedback (total training trials: 3950).
Subjects were assigned to one of three
training groups (blocked, mixed, or
combination, described below). At the
time of this writing, 5 subjects had been
assigned to the combination group, 12 to
mixed, and 18 to blocked.

The blocked group heard 1 talker on
each training day (a different talker each
day). The mixed group heard equal
numbers of stimuli produced by each of
the training talkers mixed together in
random order each day. The
combination group also heard equal
numbers of stimuli produced by each
talker, but the stimuli were blocked by
talker. On day 7, a post-test on the
generalization and test materials used in
the pretest was given.

Results and Discussion
Blocked, mixed and combination

groups all improved significantly from
pretest (.64, .65, and .63, respectively) to
post-test (.76, .76, and .73) on the [rt-Ill
generalization items (Tukey's HSD post—
h_0c test. p105 ). All groups also showed
SIgrillicant improvement on the test
materials between pretest and post-test in
both talker conditions (F>8, p<.05).
There were no significant differences
between groupg

The interaction of talker and talker
condition in the post-test R-rate results
for each group are shown in Figure 2.
The interaction was significant for
subjects in the mixed (Fl6,66)=3.1, p
<01) and blocked groups (F(6,102)=3.7,
p<.01). The interaction was not
significant for subjects in the
combination group (F(6.24)<I, p>.6). It
appears that the addition of more talkers
increases the variability in the training
set to such a degree that the mixed vs.
blocked training advantage observed in
the first experiment is diminished. This
suggests that a combination of stability
and variability may promote the ability
to adapt to differences between talkers.

CONCLUSION
Our results indicate that talker

variability, and also how it is organized,
are important considerations in non-
native speech contrast training. Further
work is required to determine the nature
of the observed trade-offs between
stability and variability in learning non-
native contrasts.
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ABSTRACT
Description of a method to identify

non-native learners' phrase-level pro-
nunciation problems. Devised to inform
efforts at automatic detection through
HMM modelizing, the method is based
on a threefold concern with: 1) pre-
paration of relevant phonetic identifiers,
through 2) robust acoustic evidence,
applied to 3) training data that is also
suggested by traditional didactic practices
Examples discussed in light of evidence
seen in preparing units for modelization.

INTRODUCTION
In a previous publication [I] a set of

informally identified pronunciation pro-
blems —commonly encountered by En-
glish—speaking learners of French— were
discussed from the point of view of po—
tential automatic detection and correction.

Formal identification and reliable de—
tection of such problems —as they occur
within speech data supplied by learning
subjects— require that they be defined
and classified according to a method that
interacts with the traditional practices
used in non-native language acquisition;
as opposed to a mere off-shoot appli-
cation of phonetic science with a distinct,
not easily related didactic module (e.g.,
SPELL Project [2]).

As it turns out, whereas some mis-
pronunciation items are easily identifiable
from the dual point of view of their res-
pective theoretical inception levels (e.g.,
articulatory, phonotactic, morpho—syn-
tactic, etc.) and of their typical acoustic
manifestations, some other items are
much more difficult to pinpoint and, even
more so, to characterize either theo-
retically or datawise. A threefold inves-
ligative method, catering to the above
consrderations, is therefore attempted.

From a corpus of 56 French phrases
(offering wide phonemic and intonative
vanety) read (under uniform technical
recording conditions) by 42 American
English-speaking learners of French, a
number of apparent pronunciation pro-
blems are selected for a multi—level

confirmation of their likely manifestation
within the acoustic signal. For each pro
blem taken up, data—analytic strategies are
sought, aiming at 1)HMM modelization
of phonetic units and 2)at relevant pho
notypical mapping into an adapted or-
ganic version of the evaluation gnds, tra-
ditionally used in testing for ’oral
proficiency -—e.g., accuracy, delivery
rate, stress, phonemic quality, etc. .

Phrase-level examples are discussed in
light of initial observations, made in pre—

paring for modelization of units that are

formal phonetic identifier candidates.

METHODOLOGY
Ultimately, identification of the spe-

cifics that constitute a language learners

problem-realization, requires a reliable

decisional process. And such a process

has better chances of succeedtng,_of

course, if it is highly predictive of vana-

bility within the test—data submitted to it.

To achieve this with our method,
training-data is prepared With two main

considerations in mind: l)select1ngtht5

training data (from a set. of leamerSS

realizations) for its efftcient' problems

oriented value and 2)ascertatmnglp_y-

sical evidence of apparent pronunctatlofl
problems.

Phonological

Acoustic 3

plausibility Psycho-
of items [inqutsttc

inception leve

\
Didactic

relevance of
identifiers

Figure 1. Three-pronged app

Iectt'on of training—data xterm

lization ofphonetic identifiers.

road! to se-
andform-
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Training-data Selection
This is a process that can begin with

informal observation of non-native
accent. However, although common
stereotypification of "foreign accents" can
initially be somewhat useful, it is prefe-
rable to turn to more informed ways,
such as long language—lab or classroom
experience.

The procedure for choosing training-
data is strictly governed by a triad of
major concerns that lies at the heart of our
method (Figure 1).

ln choosing the items, which are to be
acoustically modelized in order to ac-
knowledge and/or create useful, formal
phonetic identifiers, all observed problem
units of speech —and relevant supra-
segmental phenomena associated to
them'— have to be eventually subjected to
a decrsional process embodying:

. ' a. pertinence strategy guided by
didactic needs,

' an acoustic robustness clause
excluding speculative observation, and

' a proposal for formal classificationof candidate units within a laroer, onto-logical system . D
_ 1.The didactic area of concernInvolves:
a) the preparation of a relevant corpusdirectly dictated by the content and pur—
Pose of a given lesson,
lb)once the speech specimens are colA
Cele . the preparation of competence

EFOUPS among the learners —recoonized
Yhuman expertise, ac the selection of common learninoproblems (e.°. in readino aloud deep-herineffb‘ ° . ’- Ireading), orts vs. easy and intelligent

tneisTahie concern withacoustic robus—
ms at establishing the physicalbasis of robl ‘ 'Thisinvofvgs; ems perceived in speech.

?A;)hedprepamtion of acoustico—phonetic0 s ata: choice of subjects, collectiontatioPCCCh Specimens, manual segmen-a Stréand labelling of relevant signal dataOrm PsSaStedlon observation of wave-' ,. ec ra displa , fre uenc ana—WM and listeningl31),y q yc6”? :iassrfication of AP data files inpectPtoence groups, in general with res-tion mpelrcetved quality of pronuncia—. a so in particular with respect tomast _ .“amgg’sff Chosen difficulties (See

-L
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c..a further classification of AP data-files
With a view to retaining data that is
reliably observable, and suggesting the
use of well mastered parameters to bring
out potential candidate units or clusters to
formal phonetic status.

3.The third area of concern involves
the detection of the (most likely) incep-
tion level of problem units of realization;
whether articulatory, phonotactic, ...,
lexical, syntactic, supra-segmental (pro—
sodic), or of higher order (i.e., linguistic
and psycho-linguistic levels sharing their
competence with didactic concerns
—e.g., deciphering versus intelligent
reading, as in First Example, below).
Determination of the inception level of
problem-realizations is necessary to
clinch the formalization process of iden-
tification. It calls on the joint expertise of
teachers, phoneticians, linguists, psycho-
linguists, etc..

Summary Of Purpose
Basically, we are looking for types of

corpus realization that can be HMM-
modelized and confirmed as formal
identifiers of a non-native kind of speech.

However, given the high degree of
variability, this search cannot be a
random one and is better served by a
didactic line of progress.

An identifier does not necessarily have
to be a special interlanguage unit so long
as it can serve an interim learning strategy
[4]; it can be a known phoneme (or an
infra-phonemic unit, or a phonemic
cluster, or again a supra-segmental phe-
nomenon) that is realized in a specific
location where it should not occur (e.g.,

/t/ in First Example, below) or again that

is not realized, or hardly so, when it

should be (/p/ or [m] in Second Exam-
ple).

EXAMPLES
Two sample sets of AP datafiles are now

briefly examined and commented.

First Example
Our database contains the phrase

(actually a sentence): Et c'est. sain. (Eng:

"And it's healthy too.") With barebone

phonetic transcription /eses‘§/. This phra-

se has been selected on the followrng

grounds:
I) it involves twice the same consonant,

/s/, which is easy to realize,
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2) it uses the same vowel, /e/ twice in a
row; inducing assimilation of the third
vowel /E/ to [5], especially with American
Anglophones as such speakers are not
used to an [ ]-producing buccal aperture
concomitantly with essential nasalization,
3) its metric structure is somewhat
anapestic and it can possibly be stressed
for rhythm on the last syllable.
As a result, it should not be difficult to
choose a didactically useful phonotypical
transcription leading to comparison of
non-native realizations. Such a theoretical
templet can entail:
- no pause (minimum phrasal continuity,
reasonably demanded from learners),
0 a strictly unvoiced fricative (/s/),
0 an easily perceptible and measurable
time structure with variants quite directly
reflecting nuances in the meaning of the
phrase,
0 a strict exclusion of any diphthong,
0 some fading on the median vowel is
preferable to avoid a staccato effect.

A set of4l learners supplied the voice
data. These were divided into 3 groups
according to the perceived resemblance of
their speech to either French or (Ameri-can) English pronunciation: Grp.F (15speakers) was perceived as fairlyfrancophone, Grp.A (17 speakers) asdominantly anglophone. Speakers in thethird group were difficult to assess.

Not all speakers realized a sixthphoneme In/ but, in Table 1, figures areadjusted on the virtual presence of thisSixth phoneme.

Fr.-type Ari .-t e
eanduration: 780ms g yp1963 ms

% phrase time Ratio MeanEn./time
Franco.

metric structure, devoting nearl half ofphrase~tirne to the last syllable. Hiwever,a Wide difference is to be noted between
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the two groups in that a slight fading of
the median vowel occurs in Grp.F,
relieving the staccato effect perceived in
Grp.A. The monotone ratio figures of
mean energy to duration of units might
also account for the perception of such an
effect. The phenomenon might in fact be
owed to strenuous efforts at deciphering
each syllable as it comes up in the
reading, as opposed to a more competent.
flowing rendering of the written corpus.

Aside from these global observations,
a number of unwanted pauses were
detected. Two cases of extreme fading of
the median vowel with a resulting
centralizing to (6/ and an English type of
accentuation on the last syllable. On the
other hand, ten speakers realized this
median vowel taking anywhere between
150 and 320 ms, with five of>these
realizing a perceptible dipthong [ei]. Six
speakers realized a It] with five of them
supplying a phonetic profile Ietses ] and
one [etsetsB]. .

All such unwanted units are potential
candidates for potential modelization and
identifier status.

Second Example
The French phrase un pseudo vneux
(Eng: "a pseudo wish") was chosen for
three didactic a priori 's: .
1) the gender distinction of the Singular
indefinite adjective, _
2) the requirement to delete an English
phonological rule( initial occl.+ /s/ —>

3) the mastery of vocalic timbres for W
and final /o/.
Out of 37 learners, who read the phrase,
two different types of realizations tumed
out for the first three syllables: respecti-
vely, along a fairly francophone phonetic
scheme /&ps¢do.../ (12 speakers) and
along a quite definitely anglophone

profile [(énsyldhaon] (15 speakers)
where [yl] symbolizes a vowel that can

be perceived either as some French-ly/ or
as an English /1/ but is neither. This lyll
can be considered a good candidate to
become an interlanguage vocalic
identifier.
In Table 2, it can be seen that the
anglophone type of subjects took. _0n
average, some 45 % more time to realize
the first three syllables of the phrase.
While a more detailed examination of the
data points to, at least, three areas of dis-
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crepancy in the duration of the pheno-
mena looked at:
”francophone—type [p] and (in this spe-
cific context only) its de facto substitute
[n] ,with a possibility of treating [oep+ s]
and [rims] as clusters, for /&3[m]s¢do/ is

Fr.-type Aug-type
Meanduration: 1034 ms 1499 ms I

I % phrase time Ratio MeanEtime

Franco. Anglo. Franco Anglo

5212.2 2% 6.1 5.93 6.41
p 9.2 n 4.5 4.86 7.62
s 16.6 s 12.6 5.26 3.42
o 8.2 yl 4.2 8.52 8.59
d 6.4 dh 4.2 7.60 7.36
o 17.0 60 49.9 3.89

TableZ.

also a native francophone type of real-
nation
2)francophone—type [o] and interlan—
guage candidate identifier [yI I,
3) lrancophone~type [o] and American
English-type [60] or [63].

hereas [pl and [n],in this context.
reveal a very different ratio of meanenergy to duration —4.8 vs 7.62—
Vowel realization is not as clearlydifferented by this ratio and calls for
requential parameter definition (throughformant tracking or, more recently, noiseIn certain frequency bands [5]).

CONCLUSION
he method, presented in this article,Ofefs‘seemingly endless investigativePOSSIhilities, while it remains de factoContained by the practical and realisticemands of assisted non-native languagevUlSlllon.

tcnii: the same time, whereas a certaininherncy to sprawling investigation ISbulkxg to a thorough observation ofby the data,‘such a tendency is checkedever mnecessny IO‘JUSllfy the creation ofmust eere formal identifiers —for thesecor entually be fitted in the largerH ext of a language science.di aavivcever, as an empirical tool 'serving
pan defi‘lltggpqlsles whence it is in great
mising. , 18 method appears pro-

redOIZVlsmlythe training-database requi-c ieve automatic detection of
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mispronunciation in test-data supplied by
learners, has to be considerably enlarged
so has to enable HMM modelizing of
potential formal phonetic identifiers.
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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces a newly

initiated research project dealing with
imitation, entitled Human Imitation:
Perceptual and Productional Processes.
The project is motivated by the poor
understanding of phonetic behaviour and
ability in second language acquisition,
and voluntary adoption of non-native
dialect, accent and speaker charac-
teristics.

INTRODUCTION
At present there exists little

conclusive research to explain why
phonetic acquisitional capacity (or any
other acquisitional capacity in lin-
guistics) appears to deteriorate with age.
It is generally assumed, and has been
empirically demonstrated, that both
perceptual discrimination of unfamiliar
phonetic contrasts (eg [1]) and produc-
tional ability (accentedness in L2) (eg
[2]) do deteriorate with age, but there
have also been investigations indicating
no age effect (cf [3, 4]). Other investi-
gations have demonstrated that general
multilingual experience does not facili-
tate imitative/acquisitional ability [5],
contrary to another common belief.
Much of the published research, inclu-
ding some mentioned above, draws
powerful conclusions from comparisons
with other research in phonological
acquisition, despite often grossly diffe-
rent research methods and controls. This
research project attempts to take into
account as many of the potential influen-
crng factors as possible, and specifically
addresses the question of individual
ability — an issue ignored almost enti-
rely in phonological performance
studies.

PILOT INVESTIGATION
. The results of a pilot investigation of
imitative ability will be presented here.
The'investigation served as a test of the
eliCitation methodology and experi-
mental design to be applied in the main
investigation. Our primary interest in the
pilot investigation was the experimental
structure and the reactions of the

informants, rather than a detailed in-
vestigation of their performance. This
was necessary, as the design places
considerable demand on the speakers‘
ability and concentration, and involvesa
large amount of preparation and training.
In the following section, the investiga-
tion and its results will be described. The
structure of the main investigation will
then be described.

A text, approximately semantically

equivalent, was prepared for a number of

languages. Each text was read by at least

one native speaker at a slow speed and at

a faster casual/colloquial speed. A word

list was then read once by each speaker.

The word list contained all words'frorn

the text, each word appearing tw1ce lll

the list. Two minutes of spontaneous

speech were also recorded for each

speaker (in most cases, the speaker

described his house). Native speakers

were selected on the basis of age (2045)
and modal voice, as far as practicable, as

the imitators were to be of Similar age
(20—35), and in order to _max1mise the

number of phrases which could be

extracted as stimuli (see below).

The recordings were made on DAT at

a sampling rate of 44.1kHz. They Were

then resampled using the SoundScope

hardware/software package 0““a

Macintosh computer at 22.2kl-lz. 3

texts were examined for short phrases Ol

subphrases suitable for use in the exp;

riment. The phrases had to be synttliC .

cally whole, in that constituents cou e

be divided. For example, in the Phl‘xc

the linguist parses the sentence, is!

subphrases the linguist, the lmgu
the sentence

parses, parses the sentence, * ' uisl

would be acceptible, whilst lmgme

parses, *linguist parses the, *parslisasei

etc. would not. Furthermore, the p ‘rcirig

had to exhibit fairly modal £30m

characteristics. Syntactically cg: rs w o

creak was acceptible. bl" 5?6 e f their
exhibited strong creak as Part (in their
reading register in generate;se .

lower range for F0, were no t x“!

phrases were excerpted from the ewor

bOlh Speeds, as were the relevant
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's‘mtone (450912, 125ms) // three instances of a fast phrase
‘shott tone // three instances of the slow phrase;
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eg, the linguist parsed the sentence;

‘twrrtone signal (450Hz, 125ms; 600Hz, 125ms) // two instances of the first grammatical word in the phrase
(fromthewordist) eg, the... me;

'two-tone signal // two instances of the second grammatical word in the phrase;

'two-tone sigial // two slow 'nstmcs of the first subconstituent eg, the linguist the linguist '
'two-tone signal // two fast instances of the first subconstituent;

‘two-tone signd // two slow instances of the phrase;
‘two-tone signal // two fast instances of the phrase.

Figure I. Stimulus presentation.

from the word lists.
A battery of stimuli were prepared for

each language. For each phrase (two per
language), the informants would hear
complete phrases, and then the indivi-
dual words or subconstituents, as shown
In Figure 1. The stimuli were then
recorded to DAT again, preceded by the
fast text, the slow text, and (for some
languages) the spontaneous speech.

Two informants (one male, one
female) were chosen for the pilot
investigation, on the basis of their above
average performance in the pronuncia-
tion of some foreign languages. It was,
however, necessary to choose informants
of lesser apparent imitative ability than
those participating in the main investi-
gation, in order to maximise the number
9f good imitators remaining for the latter
investigation (informants could not
Panicipate in both the pilot and main
epiperiments). The informants were na-tive speakers of Swedish, 26 and 29
gears old respectively. The male spoke
feouthem Swedish (skdnska), whilst the

male Spoke With a mixed regionalaccent of Halland, on Sweden's west
com (halliindska) and skdnska.
theiiliiee weeks before the experiment,
comai0_rmants received an audio cassette
ous Sning the read texts and spontane-
languapzeCh for a selection of the
[0 thec‘ They were required to listen
Occasio assette twrce .on ten separate
the thrns (2 x 10:20 li'stenings) during
Came tee Weeks. The informants then

0 the Department for the experi-me -m. Recordings were made in the
Pattment's recording studio.

Infofiiiiiinsto the imitation task, the0m) h wdere fitted With a lightweightto raid aea set microphone, and askedabove (andsmafl part of the text used0w f “with which they were, by. amiliar) in a dialect other than

their own. They were also asked to read
text excerpts, in as native-like a manner
as possible, for languages in which they
had adequate competence. For all
dialects or languages they were also
asked to introduce themselves as
fictional persons, according to details
they were given on paper (eg, Johnny,
29, London, student, photography, New
York). These tasks were used to gain an
impression of each informant's a) de-
layed imitative ability (strength of ex-
isting dialect models), b) base
pronunciation performance in L25, and
c) performance in a non-reading (more
freely structured) task.

For Swedish, the texts and introduc-
tions were done with regional pronuncia-
tion for Stockholm, and Finland-
Swedish, with which all Swedes can be
said to have some familiarity. For
English, 'British English' and 'American
English' were specified. For German and
French no specific dialects were
requested.

The informant was then told of the

structure of the imitation task, and how

the stimuli would be presented. This was

done using visual information — pictu-

res of the approximate sequence of

signal-tones, texts, phrases, etc. The

stimuli were then presented over high-

quality headphones. The informant could

not see the author, but communication

was possible via a loudspeaker in the

recording studio. After each two-tone

signal, the informant heard two instances

of a stimulus and then attempted to

imitate it. Adequate time was available

for each imitation.
After completing this task (total dura-

tion: 32 mins), informants were per—

mitted to leave the studio, and were

provided with some refreshments. After

approximately 10 mm, the imitation

task was repeated.
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Canadian English (female, 24, Toronto) — TRAINING LG
have to work nights: have, to, work, nights

Japanese (female, 43, Osaka) — TRAINING LG

Sutefan wa pailotto de (Steven is a pilot): Sutefan wa, pailotto de
futari wa Nihon Kookuu de hataraite imasu (they both work for Japan Airlines):
futari wa, Nihon Kookuu de, hataraite imasu, futari was Nihon Kookuu de, Nihon

Kookuu de hataraite imasu (whole phrase not imitated, due to length)
Finland-Swedish (female, ca 40, Helsinki)

men omvaxlande arbete (but varied job): men, omvaxlande, arbete
till manga storstader runt om i varlden (to many cities all over the world): till,
ménga. storstader, till manga storstader, runt, varlden, runt om i varlden

French (male, 45, Grenoble, no strong regional accent) — TRAINING LG
au deuxieme étage (on the second floor): au, deuxieme, étage
c'est pareil pour Maria (the same is the case for Maria): c'est, pareil, pour, Maria,

c'est pareil, pour Maria
Mandarin (male, ca 50, Beijing)

d6u you giché (each has a car): d611, ydu, qiché
sange fa’ng‘ian (3 rooms): sin, ge, fa’ngjiin

Figure 2. Language and stimuli used.

RESULTS

Text Reading and Self-Introduction
_ The male informant, JE, showed
interesting behaviour for the two
Swedish dialects and two English dia-
lects elicited. The text and introduction
had been designed to highlight
allophonic differences between speakers'
native dialect and the imitated dialect.
For .lE, the clearest allophonic changes
retained for Stockholm Swedish wereIn —» [nix], [R] » ir/n. [an] »[it]. and a change in pitch accent realisa-
tions. The first allophonic change, and
the pitch accent change, were not
attempted, which was surprising as they
are considered to be highly salient
dialect cues. For Finland-Swedish, on
the other hand, JE made attempts to
produce dialect specific [r j" y: Hz],
typical breathiness and pitch accent, butnotltc] for [9]. His productions of
British English (attempted RP) sounded
non-native, primarily because of the rea-
lisation of /ai/ and /a:/ with [D] instead of
a more front a-vowel. American English
was moreacceptable, though problems
With the diphthong just mentioned were
also observed. JE's normal English pro-
ductiohp tef‘ldlf towards RP, but residencein an it 13 s akin e '
limited t5 the UpSeA. g nvrronment was

The female speaker, P0, showedmuch less resistance to pitch accentchange required for three Swedish dia-1ects_(skanska was added), but she didn'tmodify mtonational behaviour. Her

segmental production showed clear and

fairly good attempts at dialect-allophony

for all dialects. PO's productions ofboth
varieties of English were at times

characterised by typically Swedish
dental stops, but most other segmental

and prosodic requirements were we“

met. Both informants had problems with
reduction in both American and British
English. The text included the sequence

so that they can, and proved exceedingly

difficult, as they tried to produce each

syllable and fricative, rather than

reducing the second and fourth syllables,

which would normally resultll in

something resembling sau 5811(‘91'
JE‘s productions were always less native-

like and sounded more exaggerated than

PO's for all dialects.

Imitation ‘

The two informants behaved at [11118;

quite differently in this task. JE behavree-

very poorly with regard to intonation“Ii

production, even for single word 531m“:

There was slight improvement on St r

cond trial. P0 was considerably be“;

though still showed many errorsl. “a-

Weakest area, however,'was vowe gfor-

lity, contrasting with fairly good D6 ore

mance for consonants. 115 was farogld as

Variable, though generally not as g tal

PC, as he had difficulties With segmeno

production, utterance length .(temlac'

and rhythmical characteristics in FIG” in

and Japanese (especially geriunatiodish

the latter — unexpected. as SW5
makes use of gemination contrastS)-

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

0f considerable interest was the way
in which intonation in phrases was usu-
ally reproduced. Generally, the onset of
imitation was good, but the highly sali-
ent final tonal movements were not. This
is curious, considering the perceptual
salience of final tonal movements for
expressing both syntactic and pragmatic
functions, such as questions, scepticism,
sadness, etc. Similar behaviour was ob-
served for imitation of prosody only
(rather than the segmental characteristics
of an utterance) in a previous study [6].

MAIN INVESTIGATION
The main investigation takes

essentially the same form as the pilot
investigation. There are approximately
eight informants (native speakers of
Swedish), though it is hoped that further
informants may be located. All infot-
mants show near-native ability in the
pronunciation of at least one second
language (L2). It is relatively difficult to
find and recruit speakers who are this
good and are prepared to be made aware
of their imitative deficits, as language,
andlespecially phonetic, ability is a
sensrtive part of the human ego.

Speakers will be screened prior to the
training phase, so as to gain an impres-
sron of their present abilites. The
screening involves both the initial rea-
dmg and introduction task described
above, and some imitative tasks. Shortly
thereafter, half of the informants will
receive an audio tape containing training
matenal.‘This material will be different
for each informant, as it will not includeL1 or L2 dialects in which a given in-
f°rlnimt is already competent. The re-
“13mins Inforinants receive no training.

he imitation task will take a similar
Dim to the pilot investigation. The

number 0fdanguages/dialects will,
irli‘ilwer' be increased to six. Additional
madations of the same stimuli will be
prese after the first attempt, rather than
meaenting the entire battery again. This
itniteii‘s that rapid improvement for
Obsel"110:5 of the same stimulus might be
and c a le, as informant-s can monitor

e a 011;“. their productions with little
Stimzl his should. also reveal the
unidenLIISfcharacteristics which remain
inform i ied or unproduced by a given
'seco 3m. more readily than the delayed

n chance' given in the pilot
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experiment. After the phrase tasks for a
given language, informants will also be
presented with a number of extra-
contextual word stimuli, and pho-
nological contrast-pairs (eg chair~share),
for allophones or phonetic contrasts
which are known to be problematic for
speakers of Swedish (cg, alveolars, voi-
cing in fricatives, syllabic consonants).

The elicited material will be edited
and test tapes will be prepared for the
next phase of the investigation. Trained
phoneticians will assess the closeness of
the imitations, and degree of non-native
accent, auditorily (including discrimina-
tion tests — accented~unaccented) and

attempt to describe deviations. The ma—
terial will then be analysed instrumen-
tally to assess acoustic deviation and its
relationship to perceived deviation.
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AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS ON SECOND LANGUAGE
ACQUISITION

Geoffrey S. Nathan, Southern Illinois University at Carbondale

Alice Faber, Haskins Laboratories

ABSTRACT
While languages normally select VOT

values for their stop series fiom three
possible categories——long lead, short lag
and long lag, most languages prefer
adjacent pairs. English, with primarily
short and long lag stops contrasts with
Spanish (and many other languages)
which exhibit lead and short lag pairs.
Israeli Hebrew is one of a few languages
Wluch may exhibit the extreme values
Speakers of voicing lead-type languages
do not need to adjust their voiced stops
to produce comprehensible English, but
two different studies reported here show
that speakers of such languages do
indeed begin to produce a significant
number of short lag stops for velar
targets. We suggest that the increased
physrological effort required to sustain
transglottal airflow while the supraglottal
tractis obstructed relatively close to the
glottis (as With velar stops) explains the
tsplpntaraileous devoicing of velar stops by

ngu 5 ac win an ’ -
system. q 3 English type

It is generally understood thatlanguages have available three categoriesof stop vorcing'. Using the temiinologyadopted by Lisker and Abramson [l], wefind overall three possible categories:voicing lead (a relatively long period ofvoicing before release of the articulators),short lag (a relatively short period ofvoicelessness alter release of thearticulators--the lag can vary from noneat all to roughly 30 ms) and long lag, isrelatively long period of voicingfollon the release of the articulators.It is well-known that the VOT systems oflanguages difl‘er systematically withinthese qurte constrained parameters. As[1] and numerous others have shomost languages tend to belong to one oftwo possrble types—voiceless aspiratedvs. vorceless unaspirated as one choice_ rman, robabl En 'and vorceless unaspiiiited 3’s. vgilggd

(French, Italian, Russian) as the other.
This is documented extensively in [2].
We also find, of course, languages such
as Thai and Hindi with all three
categories, but this paper will be [united
to consideration of only the two-category
languages, which Maddieson, [3], shows
to be the majority of languages in his
survey '

As pointed out in various places
(e.g.[4], [5]) languages seem to prefer
the use of adjacent VOT contrasts.

' Maddieson, [3], finds that of the 162
languages in his survey which have I
two-way contrast, 72% have a lead/short
lag contrast. The vast majority of
remaining systems (exact percentages are
unavailable) consist of short lag/long lag
contrasts. Research reported in [5]
indicates that very few languages seem to
opt for a contrast between vorced and
aspirated stops without the presence 0
the intermediate category. _

One of the languages which has
been reported as belonging to the set of
lead/Ion lag languages is Israeli Hebrew:
althougl? the exact degree of ”who."
within the so—called aspirated sane-id;
somewhat in doubt. [6] 818““, ed
Israeli voiceless stops are not asllflalme
but [7], [8] says they are, at least to 5:150
extent. Recent instrumental Slum? the
show the presence of aspiration m me

voiceless stops, although there IS SO
variation in the results reported. . h _ a

On the other hand, Spams. ‘3
classic lead/short lag languageh‘“ ea
voiced stops showing long vorcingIt lag

and all voiceless stops showm8 Shoemus
(data can be found in [l] and "um
other locations . . -

Bilingugls present an mtefaksuerisg

question. What happens when slifronta

of a language with one system on

second, conflicting system?sh film"?
that speakers of Spansitem to their

transfer their Spanish sy
English, at least at the early Stags“

[10] has shown that eventuallngory.
speakers acquire the aspirated

[.91.
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although he reports that they do not
modify their voiced stops towards the
English system of short lag for ‘voiced'
stops. In a recent study ([5]) it was
found that bilingual Israeli Hebrew
speakers maintain their voiced stops at
traditional voicing lead levels, but that
their voiceless stops seem to take an
intermediate value between short and
long voicing lag.

In several studies carried out by
the authors we have investigated voicing
lead in the acquisition of English, and we
tind that the results are somewhat more
interesting. In the first study, [4], a
longitudinal examination of the initial
stops of Spanish first-language speakers
was reported. In that study speakers of
various dialects of South American
Spamsh produced English words with
initial stops twice during their period of
Study at Southern Illinois University, with
an interval of eighteen months separating
the taping. The first set of data
contained long voicing lead stops for all
three pornts of articulation, but the
second set of data showed considerable
movement at the velar point of
articulation. Here we find a significant
number of ‘g' tokens produced with short
lag values. Almost fifty percent of the
grill/fie produced with a positive value

d The second study we will report
blah With an apparently balanced
llngual speaker of Israel Hebrew andbflencan English, The subject speaksTh languages With no apparent accent.

e Hebrew values are exactly what oneWould expect from a speaker of IsraeliHebrew (see Table 1)

Table] VOT values 0
: r Hebrew sto SOfEnglrsh-Hebrew bilingual. p
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Table 2: VOT values for English stops
of English-Hebrew Bilingual

VOT Bilabial Dental Velar
Vcd -109 -116.3 -22.9
Vcl. 60.8 95.5 119.8

Dental Velar
-137.9 -73.6

54.7 99.6

fal H‘srtlalwecan see that the voiced valuesran ee Wltlllfl the normal voicing leadlittl§,}1while the_vorceless values are aut S on for vorceless aspirated values,much too long for ‘short' lag.the v50 more interesting, however, areues for English stops (Table 2):

While the voiceless values are typical
aspirated stop types, and the voiced
bilabial and dental values are almost
identical to the Hebrew set, the velar is
radically difi‘erent. And in fact we have a
case where the mean obscures a bimodal
distribution. We found the following
(Table 3):

Table 3: Individual VOT values for
English /g/ target.

36:8
4 .

Mean 40

Clearly our subject has a significant
number of short lag ‘voiced' stops, With a
mean VOT well within the short lag
value for velars (which tend in general to
have longer VOT lags than labials and
dentals).

Again we have found a. pattern
that velars do not seem to fit into the
VOT category of the other two stops in
cases where there is a conflict of systems,
Interestingly, this pattern also occurs in
looking at overall phoneme inventories.
Maddieson says [3] that among those

languages which have vorced 'stops, /g/ is
much more likely to be missmg than /b/
or /d/.

Why should the velar stops be

somehow resistant to voicing? And why

only in conditions of instability such as in

second language acqursrtion? . One

possible explanation can be given in

terms of aerodynamics. In order.e

vocal-cord vibration to take place, it is
necessary for air to flow past the vocal

cords. In order for airflow to occur,

there must be a suflicrently. large

supraglottal cavity to perrmt the auto go

there. In addition, some_change' in the
size of some air cavity is required to

produce the airflow in the first place. Of

course, the act of expiration would cause
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some airflow, but since we are dealing
with stops, unless the supraglottal cavrty
expands there is no region of reduced
pressure towards which the air can flow.
In the case of labial and dental/alveolar
stops there is the general oral cavity, and
a number of researchers have found that
there are slight gestures of oral cavity
expansion accompanying long lead stops.
Westbury, [l l], Bell—Berti, [12] and Bell-
Berti and Hirose, [13] have presented
evidence of slight openings of the jaw,
expansion of the cheeks and elevation of
the velum accompanying voicing of
stops. Westbury and Keating, [14],
present a computer model of vocal tract
aerodynamics confirming the claim that
extra efl‘ort is required to maintain
voicing during closure.

For velar stops, however, we
have only limited use of the above
supraglottal gymnastics, since most of
the oral cavity is blocked off by the velar
contact. Thus cheek expansion and jaw
opening will not increase the size of the
pharyngeal cavity (although velar raising
might). Consequently, it requires
considerably more effort to produce truly
voiced velars than voiced versions of the
other points of articulation.

If we assume that speakers are
always attempting to reduce the amount
of effort they are required to produce, we
can suggest a possible reason for the fact
that vorced stops in acquired English
would. be vulnerable to pressure for
devorctng. In English there is no contrast
between long lead and short lag stops,
and most dialects of English show
somewhat free variation between them,
With a preference for short lag versions.
Interestingly, no one has ever
mveSUgated the conditions that govern
the vanahon in voicing of ‘voiced' stops
in Enghsh in any detail.
‘ In any case, English, in a sense,
doesn't care' what kind of voiced stops it

1156s. Sparush does, and Hebrew does,
ut if we assume that speakers are under

constant pressure to do as little as
possrble, these bilinguals have apparently
succumbed to the articulatory desire to
reduce effort by modifying their English
velar stops to the easier, short lag VOT
values.
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ABSTRACT
Native speakers of American English

were trained to identify Japanese short
vowels, long vowels and special phoneme
/Q/. This laboratory training using natural
tokens was effective for generalization
into unfamiliar phonemic contexts and
unfamiliar talker. Different sets of
training stimuli had a significant effect on
the early stage of learning processes, but
not on the final stage.

1. INTRODUCTION
Native speakers of American English

(AB) have difficulty in perceiving some of
the sound contrasts in Japanese. For
example: /i/ plus lj/ versus palatalization of
the preceding consonant (e.g., /ki-ja/ vs.
/kJa/), long vowel versus short vowel
(e.g., /sa-a/ vs. /sa/), presence versus
absence of the phoneme /Q/, which makes
a geminata with the following consonant
by prolonging the following consonant
(e.g., Isa-ta/ vs. /sa—Q-ta/ or /sa-t-ta/), and
so on. Suprasegmental contour and
moraic unit play essential roles in
distinguishing these contrasts. In the
above examples, hyphens show the
moraic boundary. Note that members in
each contrast differ in the number of
morae.

Difficulties arise for adult English
speakers leaming Japanese due to the
differences in the phonological systems of
theEnglish and Japanese. It had been
believed that adult learners hardly learn
novel phonetic contrasts that do not occur
in their own language. Recently,
however, it has been experimentally
demonstrated that even adult learners can
modify their phonetic categories, if
adequate training methods are used (cf.
[1,2,31). Segmental phonetic contrasts,

such as English lb/ vs. /Hl for native

speakers of French, and English /r/ vs. /I/

for native speakers of Japanese, were

used as training items in those studies.

In this paper, we focused on the

suprasegmental contrasts rather than

segmental contrasts, and examrned

speakers' perception of Japanese short

vowel vs. long vowel, and short vowe

with /Q/ vs. short vowel Without IQ/. In

the experiment, these two contrasts were

examined together, using "short vowel/J

"long vowel" and "short vowel plus IQ

triplets. We trained adult AE speakers 3;

identify Japanese /CV-CV/, . /CV-V—C

and /CV—Q-CV/ syllables in order to

determine whether adult learners can

improve their ability to distinguish these

suprasegmental contrasts. Processes tlie

learning and generalization. and. ul'

effects of variability in the tralnlng stirn ‘

on those processes will be discussed.

2. METHODS
2.1. Subjects .

Fifieen native speakers of M63061:

English served as subjects. mediem

monolinguals whose dialect was ua e

American, and had no Japanese lang g

experience.
2.2. Stimuli

Stimulus materials 'Wtertel 13939555

s llables which constitu e .

tryipiets, /CV-CV/, /cv-v-CVI,f/Itta;/CQI

CW, where the first CV and 11156 1 (la le

were identical among the mem 1’5 ‘5 an

1). Triplets with various consonane

vowels were produced by thfgej anese

and one male native speakers 0 fagjning

(Table 2). There were two sets 01 variable

materials, the C2-variable and VC2 vari

sets. In the C2-variable set,
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Table 1. Examples of the minimal triplets

contrasting short vowel, long vowel and

/Q/ used as stimulus materials.

Session 12.14

Response Structure [Examples
Category

’shtTrt V c l v l-C2v2 /kato/
long V C W l -v l -s2 lkaato/

Q ClVl-Q-C2V2 /kaQto/

among 10 consonants whereas VI was
fixed as /o/. In contrast, in the V1-
iariable set, V1 varied among 5 vowels
whereas C2 was fixed as /k/. In order to
have the same number of triplets in these
sets, two different combinations of C1
and V2 were used in the Vl-variable set,
and only a single combination was in the
C2-variab1e set. Thus, each set consisted
of 10 triplets. The training stimuli were
produced by the three female talkers.

In addition, there were two sets of test
materials, the full-test set and mini-test
set. ‘ln the full-test set, all possible
combinations of five vowels and twelve
consonants, i.c., 60 triplets, produced by
all four talkers, were used. Three of these
talkers were those used in the training,
and the fourth was the male talker not
used in the training. The mini—test set was
asubset of the full-test set (see Table 2),
and consrsted of only the tokens produced
by the three talkers used in the training.
SYllables in the test sets were selected
among the ones which were not used in
thetr‘auning sets.
2-3~ Procedures
v ,SUbJCClS were assigned to the C2-
grill? training group, Vl-variable
add“g group or control group. In

.{non to the pretest and post-test, a
film?“ 0‘} every training day and an
ljfllmtestjust in the middle of the entire

ex ‘g Phase were administered. The
septnment c9nsrsted of eleven daily

“lolls- Farmliarization and pretest were
fourclaStered on Day 1, and followed by
test (Dys of training (Day 2-5), an interim
10) 2y 5). four days of training (Day 7-

.51“ :Post-test (Day 11). On every
V1. ari bly’ While subjects in the C2- and
Minin a elmmng groups took both one

086 E]53:12:Ialigdlone mini-test session,
. . 0mm? session group took only the

e PTCICSL interim test and st-it$633 full-test set of 720 stimuiipiw
Y 4 talkers) were tested without
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Table 2. Combinations of VI and C2.
Combinations for the V1 -variable training
were enclosed with a square, and those
for the C2-variable training were enclosed
with ellipses. Combinations marked with
"f" were used in the full-test, and those
marked with "m" were used in the mini-
test.

v1
C2 a 1 u e o

k
s r r r f @
t f r r f @

h(F) f f f f g

g f f f f

z r f r f @
d r f r f @131)
D f r f r @
p r r f f f
I f f r r @
tj' r r f f 1‘

:13 f f r r @

repetition (720 trials). In each training

session, 10 triplets by 3 talkers (i.e., f)0

stimuli) were presented randomly with

three repetitions (270 trials). In the mini-

test session, 14 triplets by 3 talkers.(i.e.,

126 stimuli) were presented Without

A forced-chorce task from three

alternatives, '

"short—V+Q", were used in all the tests

and the training. Subjects were seated in

a quiet room, and listened to the stimuh

through a headphone (Stax, SR_-A

Signature). They responded by typing

one of the keys, which corresponded to

the alternatives. In the tests, any feedback

was not given to the SUbJCCtS. In the

training, in contrast, feedbacks were

given to them immediately afterhitgi;i

responses; chime sound and grap f

coin for correct response, and buzzer or

incorrect response. Experimental everéts

and data collection were controlled y

workstation (NeXT Cube Turbo).

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSIQN

1 ect oftraimn : om ansons

r te interim SHCSt
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I. PM“! Dinterim test - posttest—l

% 50 C2-variabla

O 40

30

' control
VI-variabId;

TUTUTU
trained talkers 1 l I

vs. untrained talker ([11

. . control
;VI-variable :

TUTU ALL
phonemic context ;

trained (T) vs. untrained ([11

Figure 1. Generalization processes in
interim test and posttest. The ordinate
indicates mean percentage of errors in
sub—categories, (I) talkers used in
training vs. an unfamiliar talker
(upper) , and (2) trained phonemic
contexts vs. untrained contexts (lower).

Error rates in pretest, interim test andpost-test are shown in Figure I. Meanerror rates in the pretest were around 30-40% in all three groups, which werelower than chance level of 67%. Suchlow error rates stemmed from the fact thatAE listeners could distinguish shortvowels from long vowels without trainingin some phonemic contexts, although theyhad difficulties when the contrastsoccurred before /s/, /,i/, /tl/, or /k/.
Both the C2—variable and Vl-variabletraining groups showed significantimprovements in the interim test and post-test. These were true not only for the
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stimuli produced by trained female talkers
but also for those produced by an
untrained male talker (Figure 1, top
panel), suggesting that training efiects
generalized into the unfamiliar talker. The
equal amounts of improvements were also
observed in trained phonemic contexts
and untrained phonemic contexts in both
training groups (Figure ], bottom panel),
suggesting that training effects generalized
into unfamiliar phonemic contexts. These
results showed that, through such
training, adult AE speakers modified their
phonetic categories, so that they can
distinguish short vowel, long vowel and
short vowel plus /Q/. .
3.2. Acquisition process: Analysrs of
mini-tests. .

Error rates in mini—tests are shown. in
Figure 2. While the C2-variable naming
group showed drastic improvements in
the first three sessions, the Vl-vanahle
group needed larger number of training
sessions to generalize into both trained
and untrained phonemic contexts.

There observed a significant effect of
consonant (C2) on the error rates: The
voiceless fricatives (/s/, /h(F)/ and lil)
made the distinction oil the priceiigflg
tar et art, contrasting s ort vowe,
vogvelgmd short vowel plus /Q/, drffrcult
to distinguish. Since Japanese /Q/ is 3
geminata, in which the second consonant

is preceded by the homorganrc conSOWmL
the /Q/ mora is filled with norse When’th’e
second consonant is a fi’icative, while 1115
filled with silence for the _ 01h"
consonants. The above result implies that
the /Q/ filled with silence'is easrer for
speakers to distinguish in the contrast:
than the /Q/ filled with norse. In contras

to the effect of consonant, there wasujw

effect of vowel (Vi). . These res. is
pointed out that variation in the following
consonant affects the Perception ’39“
strongly than variation in the. PM6 "1%
vowel: Furthermore, the stimulus _55
with high variability in the {0.119mni1g1
consonant is effective for generalmngc

the early stage of learning on 5”
contrasts.

4. CONCLUSIONS d the
The native speakers of AE learne mic

distinction of the Japanese mowe
contrasts, among short vowel, long V0The
and short vowel followed by lQl‘ into
training effects generalized mt only
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training group
(CZ-var / V 1 -var)

control group

phonemic context
trained untrained
——n——°—

C2-variable group

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Minitest sessions

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Minitest sessions

Film 2. Generalization processes in the minitests. The ordinate indicates mean
cmage oferrors in each training condition, that is, (1) training group vs. confrOI
WW and (2) trainedphonemic contexts vs. untrained contexts. Constituents ofeach
Context condition in control group correspond to those in each training group.

the unharmed phonemic environments, butinto the untrained talker. Thematron processes were clarified by
'yhzrng Performance in the mini-tests,"tiriirr were 'administered afier everylisting sessron. It was found thatmum“! II} the conuasts is difficult501150 a fncatrve is the followingmmpfnL'Md that training with high
.. ”W m the. foIIOWing consonants. Fa!“ acqursrtion in the early stage of. . E. Vowever, the enough amount of. S promotes the e uivalentmature-ms m the training vihth lowS my lnthe following consonants.mp2“ perception is originally to be

tironmm an individual linguisticthat eat. Therefore, the viewpointEMS“ perception has dynamic
an acqursrtion process is also

, .. 8 paper, it was foundthe a“(lulSltJOn process is affected bymit‘medmm 0f training stimuli. It was
M is analysrs of the learningm . manual for clarifying the(cum. ‘0 acquire non-native
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SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF VOT IN PLOSIVES SPOKEN
BY ARABIC LEARNERS OF ENGLISH

Mohamed ZAHID _
Imtitut de Phonétique, Universite’ de la Sorbonne Nouvelle. CNRS, Paris

19, Rue des Bernardins, 75005, Paris, France.

ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to determine to
what extent Arabic learners of English are
able to correctly realize the Voice Onset
Time (VOT) of both Arabic and English
It! when they learn English as a second
language (L2) in adulthood. Acoustic
measurements of VOT revealed thatalthough the Arabic learners of Englishwere able to detect the acousticdifferences between Arabic and EnglishIt] and to produce /t/ with more aspirationin English than Arabic, they were unableto reach the phonetic norms of English /t/because of equivalence classification.

1. INTRODUCTION
It is generally assumed that voicingcontrasts are marked differently along theVoice Onset Time (VOT) dimension inlanguages such as English as opposed toFrench or Spanish. In English, voicelessstops /p,t.k/ are produced with a long-lagVOT accompanied by aspiration, whilstin Spanish and French, they are realizedwith a short—lag VOT. Arabic was chosenas the counterpart to English in this studybecause the phonetic contrast betweenveiced and voiceless stops in Arabicappears to differ from that of English andbecause Arabic lacks /p—b/ contrast Ill,but not that of lt—d/ and /k«g/. Thesecrosslanguage differences offered theopportunity to asses how a difference inphonological inventory as well as moresubtle differences in the phoneticimplementation of a phonological contrastwould affect production of foreignlanguage speech sounds by adultlanguage learners. Moreover, cross—Ianguage studies I2, 3, 4, 5| that wereinterested in VOT production of similar1consonants by second languaae(henceforth, L2) learners confirmed thatwhile early learners were able to match. values of native speakers ofEnglish. late learners manifested VOTvalues that Were intemiediate to those

observed in native speakers of their fiisl
language (henceforth, Ll).and in native
speakers of English. In light of these
findings, the present study IS deSigned to
test the Speech Learning lvlodel (
henceforth, SLM) hypothesis .l6‘ 7}
regarding the production of Slmllal L2
consonants. More specifically, we want
to learn whether Arabic learners of
English can accurately produce the VOT
of /t/ at the beginning of English words.

2. METHODS .
The speech material conSisted of IO

CVC words in Moroccan Arabic and
American English (Cl: /t/2 V: bland
C2: /b, d, p, t, k, q, h$,3/ inserted int:
carrier sentence "He said_ two times.
Twenty—four subjects: 8 name
Americans, 8 native Moroccans and?

Arabic learners of English produced fits
repetitions of each CVC word. Acoustic
measurements of VOT were made tn
Arabic words spoken by AME”
monolinguals, in English words spo bf:

by American monolinguals. and in Arab}c
and English words spoken by Arab;c
learners of English. The speech of Amy 5
and English speaking subjettts “35
examined to estimate the phonetic no";
of Arabic and English. Audio recordinga
(Sony TCD 5M) were 'made in“e
soundbooth with a microprgm
(Nakamichi CM 300) placed aboU ded
from the mouth. The tape—Tec9llh a
stimuli were digitized at l0 KHZ Wllvzed
l6~bits amplitude resolution and aria0)e
With the Unice speech analySiS prglrom

l8]. The VOT of /t/ was measure m
the beginning of the burst releasg ("5)“)
as a Wide—frequency vertical stnaii'tzm o
the onset of periodicity in the reign as
the second and higher formants (5
quasi-periodic striations) l9].

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

3. RESULTS

80

‘ 60

l
J
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[M AM Allil A112

\

Figure I. Mean VOT values for the three
groups of subjects: EM( En g [is h
lloflfllingualx).AM(ArabicMonolingualx)
A ”(Arabic Learners of English
Pittducing English stimuli}, ALEZ(ArabicLearners of English producing ArabicStimuli).

. The results presented in figure 1indicate that:
-The‘mean VOT values for /t/ of themerican monolinguals (69ms) issubstantially longer (42ms) than the
.rab'm monolinguals (27ms). This"“Plles that English /t/ is marked by the
“We of an appreciable interval ofasF'lreition after stop release. Arabic /t/, onhe other hand, has less aspiration and1‘.“ 5'10" VOT [10] (see figure 2).AmbeAmbieleamers of English realized(29 [CN With a slightly longer VOTm5) than the Arabic monolingualsMglslaHOVKCVer, a paired t—test analysisI etwe no Significant difference between
”,0“ c.” groups.(t(39)= 0.69; p<0.494,camilled)- This result indicates that1ntZEngJish as a second language hasn . .
os'g'l‘ficant effect on the production ofenative language,
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Fi ’ure 2. Spectrograms of the ward /Iab/
ink/Arabic (left) produced by Arabic
monolinguals and in English (right)
produced by American nionoltngimlv.

- The mean VOT values of the Arabic
learners of English vary as a function of
the target language: a long—lag VOT
(Slms) for English /t/ and a short—lag
VOT (29ms) for Arabic lt/ (see figure? ).

_,___l_i
I

in
glllittmi i

limit": =l

“V i I If I - d/tab/' 3.5 ectrogrwns ofthenor .

galhsbic (lleft) and in English (rig/lit)

produced by Arabic learners ofEnglu .

"h /t/- VOT values for the Englis
piloitlieutcrlef‘laby the American monolinguals
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are longer (69ms) than those produced by
the Arabic learners of English (51 ms). A
paired t—test analysis revealed a significant
difference between the two groups
(t(39)= 17.07; p<0,001, two—tailed). This
shows that the Arabic learners of English
have not yet reached the phonetic norms
of English. This finding is consistent
with previous studies of L2 speech
production [11, 12, 13].
The overall pattern of results obtained in
the present experiment revealed that the
Arabic learners of English produced /t/
with significantly longer VOT values in
English than Arabic. but with
significantly shorter VOT values in
English words than the American
monolinguals did. This suggests a pattern
of partial phonetic approximation rather
than of complete mastery of English by
Arabic learners of English. A comparison
of the three groups of subjects indicated
that the Arabic learners of English
realized the English It] with VOT values
intermediate between those of the Arabic
monolinguals and those of th 6
Americans

4. DISCUSSION
The discussion deals with the factors

that led the Arabic learners of English to
realize English /t/ with intermediate VOT
values.

4.1. Age of learning English
The Arabic learners of English began

learning English late (at 16 years of age)
at'a Moroccan University. Even though
this late learning helped them to detect
auditorily subtle acoustic differences
between Arabic and English It] and to
produce /t/ with more aspiration in
English than Arabic, they failed to judge
these two sounds as realisations of twodifferent phonetic categories and toestablish a new phonetic category for
English [th] to produce it correctly.According to the SLM developed byFlegeathis failure in phonetic categoryformation may be blocked by equivalenceclassd'ication. This perceptual mechanismleads 'L2 learners into "equating"(identifying) an L2 sound with anauditorily distinct sound in the L1inventory thereby rendering them unableto make effective use of sensory input inspeech learning.
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4.2. New phonetic category
Arabic learners of English in this study

produced the /t/ in English words with
VOT values that were intermediate
between short-lag and long»lag values
typically observed for Arabic and
English, respectively. This means that
they merged the phonetic properties of
similar L1 and L2 phones within a new
phonetic category [th] different from that
of the American monolinguals. To realize
lt/ accurately in English, Arabic learners
of English must, in addition to the
establishment of a new phonetic category,
either modify the realisation rules used
for outputting existing phonetic categories
(i.e. ltl); or develop new realisation rules
to be used when speaking English.

4.3. Phonetic Input
By phonetic input, we refer to the

origin of the learning conveyed to our
subjects. That is, who taught English to
them?
It is likely that our Arabic subjects were
exposed to English spoken by native
speakers of Arabic (Moroccan) in which
/t/ was realised with VOT values
intermediate to the short-lag and long-lag
values typifying Arabic and English.
respectively. Thus, the subjects examined
here may have produced the English /t/
with about the same intermediate VOT
values they heard. Perhaps our non-
native subjects would have produced

better It/ had they received better (1.9.
more accurate) English—language phonetic
input.

5. CONCLUSION
The main conclusions to be drawn

from this study are as follows: '
To improve English learning, it seems

preferable for the Arabic learners of

English to:
1— Begin learning English at an '86l age
in order to acquire sulfiClel'Il
experience and more phonetic input 6

2— Spend more time in a country W 91'

English is the dominant language. k r
3- Receive sufficient natiye-SPC" 5
(American English) phonetic inpuL' , "

4 Develop English phonetic realise}?

rules to lengthen the VOT of English .

1 A similar L2 phone is a phone will:
related to a corresponding phone in

ms 95 Stockholm

Ll yet differs acoustically from'the L1

counterpart. E.g., /t/ is found in both

French and English, but it is implemented

asa short-lag stop with dental place of

articulation in French and asa long-lag

stop with alveolar place of articulation in

English
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INDEX . . ~
Speech materials used to eliCit production
in the Arabic and English stimuli.

Arabic stimuli
tah (wandering)
tab (repented)
taS(belong)

ta (crown)
taq (believed)

English stimuli
tab

tap
tack
tad
tat
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HOW SUCCESSFULLY DOES VISUAL FEEDBACK TRAIN
LISTENERS TO PRODUCE AND PERCEIVE NON-NATIVE

PHONOLOGICAL CONTRASTS?

M. Ziolkowski and K. Landahl
University of Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA

ABSTRACT
This study evaluates the efficacy of

three techniques for teaching students of a
second language to phonologize natively
allophonic variants. Each technique—
“listen-repeat-compare” with a tape re-
corder, tutoring with a native speaker,
and computer-driven visual feedback—
was used to train ten English speakers in
producing phonemic vowel and conso-
nant length and pitch accent in Japanese.
Though results were mixed, visual feed—
back proved its utility.

THE PROBLEM
A native speaker and instructor of the

Japanese language issued a plea for help
in her effort to assist her second-year stu—
dents, native English speakers, overcome
deficiencies in producing and perceiving
properties of Japanese phonology with
even rudimentary proficiency. Particu-
larly salient were her students’ difficulties
With Japanese vowel and consonant
quantity, and pitch accent.
' All three of these phonological proper—

ties are_ phonemic in Japanese—ojiisan
(long [1]) means ‘grandfather’, ojisan
(short [1]) ‘uncle’; aka (short consonant)
denotes ‘diit’, akka (long consonant)
dirty money’; kaME (low-high pitch

pattern) refers to a ‘large—mouthed jar’,
KAme (high-low) to ‘tortoise’. So, re-
specting these properties is crucial not
just for achieving more native—like Japa-
nese pronunciation and listening skills,
but is a necessity for understanding Japa-
nese and being understood correctly
when speaking it.

What is interesting here from a lin-
gursttc pomt of view is that none of these
Japanese phonological properties is
wholly absent from the English learners’
native system. Instead, each serves a
more or less active role in English allo-
phony. Vowel length has been observed
to vary systematically with the voicing ofa followrng consonant; consonants genti-
nate when like segments meet at mor—pheme'or word boundaries. Pitch mayfigure in the realization of English stress

where it is one of the constellation of
relevant features, but it bears the func-
tional load solo in Japanese pitch accent

The challenge for native English
speakers learning Japanese appears to be
one of changing the functionality of these
properties. The challenge to the instructor
is increasing the salience of these proper-
ties, hoping they may be put towards a
phonemic end. We responded to the
challenge with visual feedback.

THE SOLUTION?
We decided that a computer-based

visual feedback system provided the ap
propriate means for increasing the sali-
ence of the acoustic cues to these proper-
ties, and selected the Visi-Pitch Model

6095/6097, manufactured by Kay Ele-

metrics of Lincoln Park, NJ. It affords

real-time display of fundamental fre-
quency and intensity contours for input

utterances, and allows these data as well

as their graphical representation to be

stored on a personal computer for later

analysis and display. Stored model utter-

ances can then be redisplayed, and. con-

tours for student renditions overlaid on

native models in real—time.
Figure 1 shows the fundamentallfre-

quency contours (fo traces) assomated

with a pair of words, uttered by a male
native speaker, which contrasts all three

Japanese properties. The upper half of the
display traces the fo contour for GAchcho

‘joint authorship’, and the lower half. the

trace for gaCHOO ‘goose’. , .
Each of the phonological pr0p€mes '5

iconically displayed in the figure, “{t
time runs horizontally and f0 vertical)’

”lSl-Pllcfl

Figure 1. GAchcho and gaCHOO.
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with greater displacements of the trace
from the baseline associated with higher

{0. In both halves of the screen there is a

break in the f0 trace for the voiceless, me-

dial consonant “ch”, and the longer drop

to the baseline in the upper half correlates

with the longer “ch” in GAchcho com-

pared to the short affricate in gaCHOO.
Consonant quantity, then, is cued by the
extent of baseline drops. The length con—
trast for [0] at the end of these two words
is depicted by the lengthier last “chunk”
of f0 trace in the lower contour, and pitch
accent patterns “high-low” versus “low—
high” by the relatively higher vertical dis-
placement of the first and second
“chunks" of f0 in the upper and lower
halves of the screen, respectively.

In Figure 2, the Visi-Pitch’s potential
for training phonological properties one at
atime becomes apparent. A female native
speaker’s f0 traces for itai ‘dead body’
and iitai ‘one body’, a minimal pair dis—
tinguished by length of the word-initial
vowels, appear in the two halves of the
(liSplay. When the two contours are more
Similar in overall appearance, as they are
here, the acoustic correlate of the feature
differentiating the two words, vowel
quantity, is more visibly transparent. The
first “chunk" of the f0 trace is clearly
Shorter in the upper half of the screen
than in the lower—the first vowel in itai
Is shorter than the first vowel in iitai.

VISI-PIICH

Figure 2. itai and iitai.

wigs Visual feedback exercises can be
Ward cted offering learners straightfor-
pro i graphical cues to the phonological
a???“ which have proven difficult for
c 0 master. Visual feedback presents

do Hafitqpetties much more saliently than
‘Stin :tlonal strategies for teaching these

force ions. The only feedback offered,
x““1316, by a Level III tape recorder

able): defCQmpromised by students‘ prob-
in the ficxency in perceiving differences

”5‘ Place. Individual instruction
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with a native speaker of the language may
be preferable, but the superior feedback
associated with the greater cost typically
is limited to a ready source of native ex-
amples and to the tutor’s “affective” sup-
port for successful productions. Neither
tape nor tutor affords salient presentation
of the properties which cue non—native
contrasts as well as visual feedback does.

But is visual feedback more effective
than these other techniques? Does ex-
tracting relevant acoustic properties hone
leamers‘ abilities to perceive and produce
non-native phonological properties?

Common sense seems to dictate visual

feedback’s superiority to a tape recorder

certainly, and to a tutor possibly, and

pedagogues [1] have encouraged its use

for fine-tuning phonetic distinctions in

second language learning under the as—

sumption that it works. Previous research

(see [2]) has found increases in the per-

ceived nativeness of utterances produced

after visual feedback training on sentential

intonation. But, to our knowledge3 no

systematic study of the extent of Visual

feedback’s efficacy in fine-tuning pho-

netic capabilities or phonologizmg the

allophonic has ever been undertaken. Nor

has visual feedback been rigorously com—

pared to instruction with a tutor. The fol—

lowing study begins to fill these gaps.

THE STUDY .

We employed the three teaching strate—

gies discussed above—tape, tutor, visual

feedback—in production—directed training

on the three Japanese phonological prop-

erties mentioned there—vowel and con-

sonant length, and pitch accent. Our goaJ

was to quantify each strategy 5 effect on

leamers’ abilities to produce these prop-

erties directly, through acoustic analySis

of their productions. Also, we wondered

whether production-directed training en-

hanced subjects’ percepuonxand exam—

ined subjects’ perceptual acuity With the

distinctions before and after treatment.

Sub'ects .
Thirty University of Chicago students

artici ated in the study. Half were com-

gletingp their first year of Japanese lag;

guage study, and thus were familiar Wlbe

the three phonological features to N

trained; half were Japanese-naive. 0

subject had studied any other language

that phonemically explons segment

quantity, pitch accent or tone. The ex-
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periment demanded about four hours over
three weeks and subjects were compen-
sated for their participation.

Stimuli
Minimal pair lists were constructed il-

lustrative of each of the three phonologi-
cal properties of interest. 9 pairs repre-
sented the vowel quantity contrast, 11
pairs constituted the list for consonant
length, and 8 pairs appeared on the pitch
accent list. Words were chosen to facili-
tate identifying segment boundaries on
the Visi~Pitch in later acoustic analyses.

These 56 words were presented to 10
native speakers of Japanese for elicita-
tion. The utterances of 2 speakers—one
male, one female—were selected as mod-
els on the criterion that they were judged
to be the best examples of the Tokyo dia—
lect by the native speaker/second-year
instructor.

Design
A third of the learners (5 Japanese-

naive, 5 experienced) were randomly as-
signed to one of three treatment groups,
each of which invoked a different training
method (tape, tutor, visual feedback).
Training lasted for one hour; twenty min-
utes spent on each of the three phonologi-
cal properties of Japanese. After
pretesting, subjects in the visual feedback
condition received a twenty minute “crash
course” in operation of the Visi-Pitch,
which served as the visual feedback tool,
before using it in training.

Subjects completed a battery of
speaking and listening tests 1) immedi-
ately before training to measure baseline
performance, 2) immediately after, 3) one
week after, and 4) three weeks following
instruction.

Within each testing session, subjectscompleted three different tasks, alwaysadministered in the following order. Aread—aloud” production test was fol-lowed by a “listen-and-repeat” mimicrytask, and the session concluded with aforced-choice perception test. In thereading task, subjects were given a ran-domized list of stimulus words and askedto pronounce them “cold" to prompts byan experimenter at a rate detemiined by alight-flashing metronome. In the mimicrytask, subjects were asked to repeat after atape conSisting of the male and femalemodel speaker utterances presented in arandomized order. In the perception test
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subjects were played a tape with another
randomization of the stimulus set and
asked to circle the member of the minimal
pair they thought each token represented.
For example, itai appeared next to iitai on
the response sheet, and subjects had to
circle which word they thought the native
speaker was saying.

A subset of the full stimulus set was
used in the training and pre-treatment
testing sessions. The stimulus sets ex-
panded from 28 words (2 x 5 vowel
length pairs, 2 x 5 consonant dyads, 2 x
4 pitch accent pairs) to 56 words from a
subject’s first session to last. We will
determine, in later analysis, if training on
a phonological property generalizes to
items not explicitly trained upon.

Analysis
All subject data in production tests

were acoustically analyzed for vowel and
consonant length, and pitch accent as
relevant. (Due to measurement difficulties

we excluded data from three subjects: one
Japanese tape, one naive tape, one naive

tutor.) For quantity, the absolute segment
durations were detemiined and used to
compute the dependent measures for
quantity described below. For pitch ac-
cent, analysis was restricted to that subset
of stimuli for which the Visi-Pitch al-
lowed word segmentation into syllables.

In these cases the average fo for the two
syllables “bearing” the pitch accent (high-
low or low-high) was measured. Since

each word must be self-normalizmg

(native speakers can determine the accent

pattern of words spoken in isolation), the
relevant value for the dependent measure
for pitch accent was the difference in av-

erage fo between the two syllables, di-
vided by whichever average was smaller].

(A two-way ANOVA on the mode
speakers utterances showed a main'cff?“
0f accent-type but not speaker identity or
this metric.) ,

The dependent measure of subJCCl PC"
forrnance in the reading and mimicry pro-
duction tasks was different for the quan-

tity and pitch accent tokens. For fig“

quantity distinction, a regressmn equati _

was fit for each subject in each test ses

sion for reading and for mimiCU" e
equation consisted of u, the ‘ “9:1:n
speaking rate, plus 0t, quantifying how
much longer long segments are an

much shorter short segments are than it.
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plusan error term, 8. (it was the depend-
ent measure for both vowel and conso-
nant length performance. For pitch accent
the dependent measure was the difference
between the average values of the metric
described above for the two accent types.

For the perception tests the percentage
correct was the dependent measure.

Results
Repeated-measures analyses of vari-

ance were run for each of the production
and perception measures with language
experience (Japanese or naive) and train-
ing type (tape, tutor, visual feedback) as
grouping factors.

For analysis of subjects’ performance
on the three phonological properties, ex-
ercise type (reading, mimicry) was an
additional grouping factor in the
ANOVA. Session (pre-, post-, week 1,
week 3) was the repeated measure.

For vowel duration three significant
values obtained: a main effect for session
(Pr>F=0.0001), a main effect for exer—
Cise type, (Pr>F=0.0376), and an inter-
action between exercise type, language
txpenence and training type (Pr>F=
0.0791). For consonants there was a
mint! effect for session (Pr>F=0.0001),
an interaction of exercise and session
(‘Pr>F=0,0351), and a marginal interac-
tion of exercise, session and treatment
WP? (Pr>F=0.0228). For pitch accent
main effects of exercise type and session
We“? Observed (Pr>F=0.0001 for both).
f For the perception data, baseline per-Ottnance‘was a covariate and the lastforce sesSions were the repeated measures
ra'two-way ANOVA with language

exPenence and training type as groupingCtztdctors’. The analysis revealed no statisti-
e elélsggfng‘lacant results, although a main

. min t di ‘ _"‘fiCanC€(Pr>FEO,}(I)%68), d approach Sig

Discussion
tsehresults for production of the con-

131618;"; been discussed in greater de-
or e w e,“ [3]. but those of relevance

Valuatn of the efficacy of visual
. -aCk "1 COmpéhrison to tape and tutor

imiiighdim. fr0m the two interactions
though mb‘nnmg tYpe is implicated. Al—
were not ESt~effeCES for training type
heymm:0 tamed, It is not surprising
subjm .n0t, glVen the small number of8 iii each of the groups and the
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extent of individual performance variation
we have observed in the data.

Our interpretation of the interactions
obtained for vowel and consonant quan—
tity performance is the following. For all
subjects, mimicry generally improves to
native—like following training, but those
trained using the tape recorder tend to ex-
aggerate the length distinctions when
reading. Visual feedback subjects, then,
more closely resemble the tutored sub-
jects by showing more or less native—like
durations when reading without a native
example.

The perception results are intriguing.
Remember that the main effect for train-
ing type approached statistical signifi-
cance for the perception data as a whole.
A robust finding for perceptual acuity is
that naive visual feedback subjects and
Japanese-experienced tutored subjects
perform best, followed by naive tape and
Japanese visual feedback subjects With
Japanese tape and naive tutored learners
performing worst. This generalization
holds for perceptual ability as a whole, as
well as for perception of each phonologi-
cal feature individually. We can think of
no principled reason why this strict ordi-

nal pair—wise ranking should have ob-

tained. We suspect the best explanation to

be “luck of the draw”—the naive Visual

feedback condition happened to be popu-

lated by subjects with exceptional per-

ceptual skills.
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ASSIMILATION OF IRISH VELARISED & PALATALISED STOPS

Ailbhe Ni Chasaide and Liam Fitzpatrick
Centre for Language and Communication Studies, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland

ABSTRACT

Assirnilatory patterns for [tytjck] in
Irish were examined for one speaker in
VC1#C2V, using EPG and limited EMA
data. All assimilations were anticipatory.
Palatalised and palatal stops were much
more prone to assimilation than velarised
and velar stops. To this extent, coronals
do not all assimilate more readily than
dorsals. Many effects may be explained
in terms of mechanical and dynamic
lingual constraints. Segments involving
contiguous articulators assimilate more
readily, and follow a different
assimilation route than the non—
contiguous. Fewer assimilations occur
when the tongue gesture required for the
cluster follows the “preferred” anti-
clockwise trajectory.

INTRODUCTION
The four way opposition of lingual

stops in Irish involves differences in
secondary articulation (palatalisation and
velarisation) as well as differences in the
primary place of articulation. As such,
they offer a rich testing ground for
theories of assimilation. As part of a
broader study, we report here on the
assimilations that occur when these stops
form clusters across a word boundary.

METHODS
The assimilation patterns for every

combination of the four lingual stops of
Irish /tt'k'k/ = [geek] across a word
boundary were examined for one female
speaker of Connemara Irish in 'VC.#'C2V
utterances where V = /a/. This yielded
four homorganic clusters as well as
twelve non-homorganic clusters. Each
stop wasalso elicited in #CV and VC#
contexts. Five randomised repetitions of
all utterances were recorded using the

Reading EPG system and audio. The
EMA illustrations below are drawn from
a separate recording which included
EMA, EPG and audio (same materials,

same speaker, 10 repetitions). The four

lingual EMA coils were positioned: (l) at

0.5 cm behind the tip; (2), (3) and (4)
respectively at about EPG row 5, row7

and 0.3 cm behind the EPG palate

(during a swallow).

As all assimilations were anticipatory.

the description of the unassimilated stops

below is based on the VC# context

However, to decide on the extent to

which a given non-homorganic cluster

(for example, / t#k‘/) had assimilated, the

temporally more comparable homoramc

Clusters (/ t#t/ and /k'#k‘/) were used as

a basis for comparison. We focused on

the dynamic patterning in the interval

from 40 ms before closure of CI to 25 ms

after. A “unique” contact template was

calculated for each EPG frame over this

interval, describing that part Of the

contact pattern which was found-m any

repetition of /t#t/, but never In any

repetition of /k‘#k'/. Simrlarll’r we
established on a frame-by-frame basrs the

“unique" pattern for/ k'#k'/ never Wise“I
in /t#t/. This interval for the non—

homorganic / t#k'/ was then compared K;

the “unique” templates. The degree 0
assimilation corresponded to the 6.w

to which it approached the “Umque
contact pattern of C2 and differed from!

that of C,. This process was CflITlCd 0“
for every combination of Cr and C2-

RESULTS

The unassimilated stops

Figure 1 presents E

patterns for the unassimrlate

VC# as well as the approxrmate

pg contact

d stops it
tongue
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closure

[3 80% contact
Figure l. Averaged EPG contact patterns and approximate
tongue contours for stops in VC#.

contours, at the timepoints of consonant
closure and maximum EPG contact The
IOugue contour outlines show where
midsagittal contact occurs, as well as
approximate tongue height in the regions
col‘responding to the EPG rows 5-8.

For coronal stops / t/ and / t'l, despiteconsrderable overlap in the area of con-
lactat the maximum time point, the dy-
namrcs at onSCt and offset suggest two
"idler different articulations. The initialand final point of contact for / t/ is in the

“1&1 region (row 1). For /t'/ the con-
tact Pattern at closure and release
sussess a more posterior, laminar
:{UCUlatron with lowered tongue-tip (see
lSCllssron of srmilar patterns in [1]). Thebl gemnt relative positions of tip and
.a efor the two stops at closure can be

visualised in Figure 2.
concerns secondary articulation.
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Coil l Coil 2

Figure 2. Average

positions ofEMA coils

(I) and (2)for/t/and

/t'/at closure.

Figure 3. Trajectory of

‘— Closure EMA coil (4) for /k’/
"' Maximum and/Id. The small

circle marks the coil

position at the time of

closure.

the greater fronting of the tongue body

for I t'/ is evident from the tongue

contours of Figure 1.

For the dorsal stops, /k/ and /k'/, one

cannot easily differentiate primary and

secondary aspects of the articulation

The main stricture for / k'/ is formed with

a raised tongue front and a more anterior

point of contact than for / kl. There was

some variability in the precise location of

the occlusion for I k'/, and this gives the

impression in Figure l of mcomplete

closure in row 7 of the EPG palate. For

lkl, much of the contact is likely to be

behind the artificial palate.

Assimilating Environments

On the whole, these data didnot

reveal large numbers of assimilations.

Under what we term assimrlatron (we

deal mainly here with the primary aspects
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of the articulation), we observed rather
different kinds of phenomena Results in
Table 1, are presented in terms of differ—
ent types of assimilation and some of
these are illustrated in Figure 4. which
shows four repetitions of the -t'#k- clus-
ter. For each repetition. EPG contact on
the two rows best representing the pri~
mary articulatory gestures for It'/ and
/kl are plotted over the interval of both
stops. This was always row 8 for /kl,
and varied as between rows 2 and 3 for
lt'I. Closure and release of both stops
are shown.
None: no/little evidence of assimilation
(repetition l in Figure 4)
Len: a partial assimilation where an ap-
propnare gesture for the first consonant
of the cluster is retained, but the stricture
never becomes a stop. Len] = fricative-
like strictures held for a relatively long
interval (e.g. repetition 2, Figure 4);
Len2 = such strictures when of very
short duration and/or of a lesser degree
of narrowing (e.g. repetition 3. figure 4).
Blend: partial assimilations where thefirst pan of the (potential) cluster hasfeatures of C. and C2, but doesn't neces-
sarily include all the features of either.
Full: no/little EPG evidence of C.
features (repetition 4 in Figure 4).

In terms of lesistance to assimilation
(based on the numbers in the None col—umn). we get the following hierarchy:k>t>k‘>t‘. lhepalatalisedstops
emerge as the Weakest”. Note that a
Elbe! analoguous phenomenon has beendlscussed for Russian, where palmafisa-

“m. precede velarised consonants in
Word~tntemal clusters [2]_

Foreach"fules‘olDS.tbrelikelihood of
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combination of coronal and dorsal
When C. and C2 involve contiguous

articulators, the assimilation route seems
to involve a blending of the C. and C.
gestures in the first part of the cluster.
When the consonants involve noncon-
tiguous articulators, the route assimilati

Table I. Number and type ofassimila—
tions foundfor all clusters.

Len] Len2 Full

I#I'—

2
l
4

3

l
5
5
5

a 11.7%?

o
e
V—J

ill ill

c
o
o

co
o

o
o
m

o
m

o
(n

o |

.3024

Figure 4. For 4 repetitiom Uf'ffl' at!
shown EPG acrimzion (0-8 electmfil‘)

in those raw: representing ‘1" r‘5‘?"
c. and czpmmmm“”8"
10 C1 CW.
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on takes would seem to involve a gradual

lenition (reduction in the amplitude of the

gesture) of C.. Generally, the C. gesture
inthemore assimilated cases has a
shorter duration and tends to overlap

more with the C2 gesture. These findings

are broadly compatible with predictions
of articulatory phonology [3].

It is also worth noting that the two
coronal stops are extremely different irl
terms of their propensity to assimilation.
Whereas It'/ bears out the frequently ob-
served high propensity to assimilation.
I ll emerges as very resistant, assimilating
much less than the palatal l k'l.

lt is striking that when either coronals
or dorsals abut. the order of occurrence
appears to matter greatly. Note that no
assimilations were found for -k#k'-.
Whereas for -k‘#k- there were 4
assimilations (in the 5 repetitions).

This asymmetrical behaviour that re—
sults from the juxtaposition of two dor-
Sals might possibly be explained in terms
of tongue dynamics. As can be seen in
figure 3. the preferred tongue body
gesture appears to follow an anti-
ClOCkWise elliptical gesture (see discus-
sron of this in [4]).

We suggest that this basic gesture may
new little modification to produce
'kW-z it might simply be a matter of al-
lowing the tongue forward movement to
be more extensive. However, the articu-
lation of -k‘#k- may require movement
that runs counter to the preferred tongue
F’Odl’ gesture. One should note that even
m the (potentially) assirnilating environ-
merits or -k'#k- we found no examples of
a clockwise gesture.

This may explain why palatalised
5“’95 generally assimilate more readily

fore V813rised stops than vice—versa lt
“mid also explain the clearly similar
phenomena discussed for Russian by
Ban [2].

Flnally, this same principle may also
Explain the somewhat greater propensity
‘0 assimilation in /t'#k'/ than in Ik'#t'/.
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CONCLUSIONS

The different propensities to mimi-
lation of the consonants may well have

their origin in mechanical and dynarnrc‘
properties of the tongue. The tendency

to assimilation is heightened where C.

employs a contiguous articulator to that

of C.. When assimilated, C. here

“blends" features of C. and C2. Where

C. and C2 involve non-conuguous

articulators. C. assimilated through a

gradual weakening of the gesture.

Palatalised consonants are much more

prone to assimilation than are the

velarised. It is hypothesised that this

asymmetry arises because tongue-body

gestures in an anti-clockwise dtrectron

are preferred to clockwise gestures. So,

for example, a sequence of velar + palatal

may represent an easy target. less hite

to assimilate, than the sequence palatal +

velar.
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THE EFFECTS OF PROSODY ON VOICELESS STOP-
RELATED GESTURES IN ENGLISH

André M. Cooper
The University ofMichigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan USA

. ABSTRACT
This study examines the contextual

variation in a number of indices ofaspiration that appear in the literature in
order to determine whether thevariation in these indices can be
accounted by phonological rules basedon syllable structure. Results suggestthat effects of both stress and wordstructure, rather than syllable-basedcategory changing rules, best describethe contextual variation in the indices.
1. INTRODUCTION

In English voiceless stops varybetween aspirated and unaspirated.Aspirated stops are said to occur wordinitially, and syllable initially in stressedsyllables. Although phonologists havedevrsed category changing rules todescribe the distribution of theseveiceless st0p allophones (e.g., [1], [2],[3]), it unclear exactly what aspect of avorceless .stop’s production correspondsto aspiration. If the category changingrules capture facts about speakers’productions of voiceless stops, thereshould be a corresponding physicalindex of aspuation (IOA) that varies as afunction of syllable structure.The goal of the present study is toexamine a number of possible IOAs thatappear in the literature, in order to test(vivihich, if any,‘ is categoricallystributed. An additional goal is to testwhether the contextual variation in thelndlCCSolS best accounted for by acategorial rule (aspiration—categoryproposal), or by continuous effects of

(c) glottal magnitude at. oral release-LbSegree to which the glottis is open at th:me of oral release [6], (d) the timing of

the onset of glottal adduction relative to
the oral release of a stop [7]. Longer
VOTs, larger glottal openings and later
onsets of glottal adduction relative to
oral release are all associated with
greater amounts of aspiration.

2. EXPERIMENT l
2.1. Methods

Two male speakers of English, ES and
KM, spoke the nonsense words /pIpip/.
tItIt, ktklk/ with primary stress on either
the initial or the final syllable in the
carrier phrase “say___again." Both
acoustic (as a measure of oral closure
and release) and transillumination (as a
measure of glottal activity) signals were
recorded synchronously.

2.2. Data Analysis
For each speaker separate ANOVAS

were performed comparing the effects of
stress and word position on each IOA
for each stop category. When there wcrc
significant interactions, $69317“c
protected t»tests were performed for
each word position to deterrmne whether
there was an effect of stress on the
IOAs. Approximately twenty four
repetitions of utterance are Included In
the analyses. The aspiration-category
proposal predicts that there should be a
significant interaction between the
effects of stress and word position such
that there is no difference between word-
initial IOAs and a significant difference
between medial IOAs. The prosody
proposal predicts there should not be an
interaction between stress and “’0’
position on the IOAs. Finally, if their:
were both a significant interaction 63 th
significant stress effect on IOAs 1" 0 t
initial and medial positions. thls res:
would be ambiguous between {dc
aspiration-category and the prolong
proposals. Probabilities less than .0
considered significant.

2.3. Results
2.3.1. Acoustic Data

The VOT data for ES_ lend strong
support for the aspiration—category
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proposal. There is a significant
interaction between stress and word
position. In addition, there is no
significant difference between
prestressed and preunstressed VOT in
initial position and a significant
difference in medial position.

The data for KM are not as uniform.
The data for /t/ support the prosody
proposal, while the data for /p, k/ are
ambiguous between the two proposals.
for /p, k/ there is a significant
interaction of stress and word position
on VOT, as the aspiration-category
predicts, but there are also significant
stress effects in word-initial and medial
posuions.

2.3.2. Transillumination Data
For. both speakers the peak glottal

magnitude data for the labial stops are
ambiguous between the aspiration-category and the prosody proposals,while the data for the lingual stopssupport the prosody proposal.
The pattern of results for glottal

magnitude at oral release are virtuallyidentical to those for the peak glottalmagnitude. Peak glottal magnitude,owever, is greater than the glottalmagnitude at oral release.
2.3.3. Interarticulator Timingere are no consistent patterns oforal-laryngeal timing across speakers oracross. stop categories within speakers.hus, it does not appear that the onset ofglottal adduction always occurs later forSlOPS Which are supposed to aspirate
than f5” St0P5 Which are supposed to be"naSpltd.
1%- Salmmary and Discussion0! the aspiration-category and the
PFOSody proposals find some support.
WUI'PFIStne, there was no single IOA,“0°56 dlsmbution (across speakers andexaléflcategories) .fll‘ either proposal
as it lf- These finding suggests thatso{)elation, however defined, is neitherno y a function of syllable structure,

ASOICI)’ a function of prosody.
reslll‘haltstrnative interpretation of these
Positis IS that both stress and word
Pro 0°“ (Prosody + word positionperl’seSal). rather than syllable structure,the Iéaffect the contextual variation in
SUbsum - his interpretation couldwere each of the prevrous proposals.

“Cally. IOAs in word-initial
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position might simply hold a unique
status.

Consider the fact that in many dialects
of English, word-initial stops are
distinguished physically by differences
in voicing lags, rather than by voicing
lead versus voicing lag. Thus, word-
initial /b, d, g/ are realized physically as
[P, t, k] and word-initial /p, t, k/ are
always realized as W, th, k“] in order to
be differentiated from their voiced
counterparts. In word-initial position the
articulators may work to minimize
stress-related differences in IOAs so that
voiced and voiceless stops will not be
confused perceptually.

Finally, these data suggest a difference
in the way that the glottal lOAs for
labial and lingual stops behave. This
difference may serve to enhance the
perceptional distinction between voiced
and voiceless labial stops. All else being
equal, voicing will begin earlier for
labial stops than for lingual stops
because it takes a longer time to build a
pressure differential across the glottis (a
physical condition necessary for vowing
to occur) for smaller caVities than for

larger ones. Consequently, in order to
insure an a voicing lag sufficient for
bilabial stops to be perceived as
voiceless, more extreme laryngeal and
oral-laryngeal timing maneuvers may be
required for labial stops than for lingual
stops.

ENTZ . . .
3g§§i§r§gm 2 seeks to distinguish

between the aspiration~category, the

prosody, and the prosody + word—

position proposalsby examining

voiceless stops in additional segmental

contexts. Two types of stimuli are used.

For both stimulus types vorceless stops

appear in contexts where aspiration

categories should not vary as a functior}

of syllable structure. The effects 0
stress on IOAs for these stimuli are then

compared with the data in Experiment 1.
According to the aspiration-category

proposal stress is predicted to have .a

large effect on IQAs only when it
produces a change in syllable structure.

For the present stimuli theaspiration-

category proposal would find furtlfir
support if stress effects on the l0f s

were small, and comparable to those or

word-initial singletons in Experiment 1
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that supported the aspiration-category
proposal.

If, however, stress effects on these
IOAs are large and comparable to those
for medial singletons in Experiment 1, it
can be argued that stress has similar
effects on IOAs regardless of the
intended aspiration categories (prosody
proposal), with the caveat that stress can
affect word-initial IOAs differently than
it affects non-word-initial IOAs
(prosody + word-position proposal).
3.1. Methods

The two males from Experiment 1
spoke the nonsense words /plspIp,
pipsip, pisip, piptip, pitpip/ in the carrierphrase “say_again.” KM did notproduce any of the final stops in the
target words or the word /pIt/. Primary
stress occurred on either the initial or thefinal syllable. Again, both acoustic andtranSillumination data were collectedsynchronously.

3.2. Data Analysis
First two-way ANOVAs wereperformed to investigate how thecombined effects of stress and utterancetype affect each IOA for the presentstimuli. Then ANOVAs were performedto examine the effects of stress andutterancetype on the stop~stop clustersvs. the initial singleton stops fromExperiment 1. Finally, ANOVAs IOAswere performed to examine the effectsof stress and utterance type on the stop-stop clusters vs. the medial singletonstops. Where there were interactionsadditional ANOVAs were performed todetermrne their source. Probabilitiesless than .01 are considered significant.

3.3. Results
3.3.1. Acoustic Data

The VOT data for stop-stop clusterssupport the prosod + wor ' 'proposal. For both )speakersdstgegssnhgrslSgnificant and equivalent effects onOT.for /pt, tp/. Furthermore themagnitude of stress effects on VOT forstop-stop clusters, for which stressshould not produce shifts in aspirationcategories, is comparable to that forsrngletons- where stress is predicted toaffect aspiration categories. Stress did701 have a significant effect on VOT forsp/ for either speaker. It was not
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appropriate to measure VOT for the
other utterances with fricatives.
3.3.2. Transillumination Data

Like the VOT data, the present results
provide support for the stress + word
position proposal. For both speakers
stress effects on peak glottal magnitude
for stop-stop clusters are comparable to
those for singletons in whatever position
stress effects are greatest.

For both speakers stress effects on
peak glottal magnitude differ for stop—
stop clusters versus the utterances with
fricatives. Stress affects all of the
utterances with fricatives in a uniforrn
fashion and there is a significant main
effect of stress.

4. General discussion and conclusions
The results for the stop-stop clusters

directly support the prosody proposal
and implicitly support the prosody +
word position proposal. In particular,
stress effects on the IOAs for stop-stop
clusters are most similar to those for
singletons which vary between aspirated
and unaspirated.

The stop—stop cluster data also have
implications for the VOT results in
Experiment 1. Recall that these data
appeared to offer support for the
aspiration-category proposal. The
present results, however, indicate that
the contextual variation in the lOAs

cannot be explained by a.need to
produce aspirated allophones 1n central

phonological environment an
unaspirated allophones in others.
Rather, it appears that stress has large
effects on nonword-initial' IOAS--
regardless of whether stress differences
cause changes in syllable structure—ah
potentially smaller effects on wot -

initial IOAs. t
The stops in /s/ stop clusters do We

aspirate. Therefore, the IOAS his

predicted to exhibit little or no SET?
effect according to the asplmmigc
category proposal. According ‘0 al
prosody + word position prOPOS ’
however, these IOAs might be expefCICIS

to show relatively large stress 55???“
since the stops are not word m'mde
Although the peak glottal magm‘"
shows significant stress effects, the
results show no stress effect forlsttédv

suggesting that the lack of stress-re 30$!

variation in VOT might be m
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economically described by an aspiration
rule that makes reference to syllable
structure.

Browman and Goldstein [8] explain
the defective distribution of stops in /s/-
stop clusters as a constraint on the
articulatory structure of English words.
They propose that English words can
begin with only one devoicing gesture.
Thus, the constituents of /s/-st0p clusters
share a single devoicing gesture rather
than each having its own. The lack of
voicing and aspiration for the stop is
then explained by a general principle
governing gestural coordination in
English. The devoicing gesture begins
at the onset of the fricative and ends at
the release of the following stop, thus,
generating a voiceless unaspirated stop.

Lisker [9] states that the problem of
the status of aspiration in voiceless stops
fOHOWihg /s/ is one of English
orthography rather than contextual
variants. Unlike some environments in
Which the phonological status of
asl’lration can be determined
Paffidigmatically, (e.g., the labial stops
"‘ . r'h-pld” and “rabid" which contrast in
“PM or the stops in “bin” and “pin”
which contrasts in aspiration), the status
of SFOPS in /s/—stop clusters cannot be
distinctively contrasted and are,
[bereft-He, phonologically ambiguous.

Us, it 18 just as plausible to attribute
‘he lack of aspiration and voicing of
“OPS-1r} word-initial /s/-stop clusters to a
devmcrng rule since /b, d, g], which
never fiSPirate, are generally voiceless
following any voiceless obstruent.

In summary, no phySical 10A was
f0Uhd whose contextual variation could
he described as a function of syllable
”ruptufe. Instead, the physical
rehhzation of nonword-initial IOAs may

e predictable largely as a function of
ifiisi The physical realization of word-
casla Stops, however, form a special
so e. The unique status of word-initial

uhds is not idiosyncratic to the present
igta. Illdhfild. word boundaries are
coffnam Junctures in speech and

eenOrtt‘ants and vowels generally have
Word .OPhd to behave differently .in
po , finitial versus non-word initial

‘1U°n(e.g..[10],[11]).
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ABSTRACT

Acoustic characteristics of the paranasal
caVities were studied by a direct mea-
surement approach. Our method eval-
uates the transmission functions of the
nasal tracts based on the sound pres—
sure gradient in the tract and the sound
pressure at the nostrils. The results
from three male subjects show that fre-
quency ranges of the zeros caused by the
paranasal cavities are from 310 to 1070
Hz for the sphenoidal sinus, 310 to 950
Hz for the maxillary sinus, and 600 to
1580 Hz for the frontal sinus. The ze—
ros are expected to affect the shaping of
nasal formants due to their stability in
the low frequency region.

INTRODUCTION

_ Early studies of the nasal cav—
ity have suggested that the acous~
tic effect of the “subsidiary cavities”
within the nose play an important role
in shaping appropriate nasal spectra
For directly measuring acoustical con:tributions of the paranasal cavitiesLinqist-Gauflin et al. (1976) used aprobe tube sound source to excite thenlasal cavity while the velum was closedL}.t’11;:iey found pole-zero pairs causedsultsb plaranasal smuses in their re-sou y c anging locations of the soundrce. Takeuchi et a1. (1977) esti-Eilated the volume of the paranasal si-s :53 and their ostia from a cadaverp men, and observed the resonancproperties of the nasal cavity whefl

the sinuses were taken into account[2].

However, some conclusions reported in

the previous studies are quite differ-

ent. For this reason, more accurate

observations are required for investi—

gating the acoustic properties of the

paranasal cavities. In the present study,

we used a method to directly measure

acoustic characteristics of the nasal and

paranasal cavities for three subjects.

METHOD

Theoretical considerations

The vocal tract can be computation-

ally represented by a cascade concate-

nation of small sections when the dis—

cussion is limited in the low frequency
region below 4 kHz. The characteris‘

tics of the sound propagation in SUCh

a tract are easily described by draw-

ing upon elementary electrical theory

and some well-known results for one

dimension waves on transmission lines-

For i’th section of l,- in length, Wllh
sending‘end sound pressure Pi—l an

volume velocity U-_1 , the receiving'end

sound pressure and velocity P.- and a

are given by
R _ cosh'yili —Z,-sinh7.-l.' [Pi—1] (1)

U1 _ Y; sinh 7,1,- cosh 7,-1; Ui—l

where '7,- is the propagation con-

stant depending on the length and
cross-sectional area of the Sect“)?

Z; and Y; denote the characteristic

impedance and admittance of the sec-

tion, respectively[3]. For a Porno“ 0
the vocal tract from Section i t0 the ra-
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diation end, the relationship is

Pr _ iii in Pi—l
lUr] ltzi tn] l Ui—l] (2)

where P, and Ur are sound pressure and

volume velocity at the radiation end.

The matrix of 2 x 2 is the transforma-

tion matrix whose elements depend on

the geometry of the portion. Solving

the ratio of the input volume velocity
to the output velocity, the transmission

characteristics T(w) from Section i to
the radiation end are given by

ll=Ur/Ui—1=tziZ¢—i+t22 (3)
where 2.4 denotes the input impedance
seen from Section i to the radiation end.
It is seen that all of the terms on the
right side of Eq. (3) are dependent only
on the geometry of the portion from
Section i to the radiation end. In other
words, the transmission characteristics
obtained from Eq. (3) are theoretically
Independent of the portion behind Sec-
tion i, and U¢_1 can be looked upon as
a continuous current source to the por-
tion.

An experimental study was conducted
to assess accuracy of the method [4].
The results showed that this method
l’lelded accuracy of about 4% error,
a ratio of difference between measure-
ment and theoretical values to the the—
oretical value, for the peaks, and 2% for
the zeros of acoustic tubes of known ge-

O‘PEEW The locations of the branches
Within acoustic tubes were measured as
Well as the frequency properties.

Experimental Procedure
In this study, we investigate acoustic
Chflracteristics of the paranasal cavities

“5mg the method described above. Fig-
ure 1 shows a schematic diagram. The
external microphone M3, a B&K—4003.
“'38 set about 15 cm in front of the

mouth of subjects. Two B&K-4128
Pmbe microphones (M1, M2) were at-
taChed to each other to form paral—
lel tUbeS, and were used for measur-

m.g SOUnd pressures within the tract

“3 tW0 flexible tubes. The flexible
tubes have an identical length of 30 cm
and a matched impedance to the micro-
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phones. Outer diameter of the tubes

was 0.165 cm, and inner diameter was

0.076 cm. Tip distance of the tubes was

adjusted to 0.6 cm. A vinyl ball with a

0.6-cm diameter marked by B in Fig. 1

was used to keep the tips out of touch

with inside surface of the nasal cavity.

Three subjects from 30 to 44 years-

old participated in this experiment.

The nasal tract of the subjects was

treated with adrenaline (naphazoline

HCI, 0.05%) in order to decongest the

nasal mucous membrane. The paired

flexible tubes were inserted through the

nasal floor of one nasal passage into the

nasopharynx about 8 cm from the nos-

trils. The other nasal passage was col-

lapsed at the nostril by a finger to en-

sure that there was only one radiation

orifice during the measurement. .Mea-

surements were taken at 0.5-cm inter-

vals in the portion of the cavity 4 to

8 cm behind the nostrils. Both nasal

passages were measured in the same ex-

perimental conditions.

The ostium of M. S. 6

The oslium of S. S.
The oslium of F. S.

0

The nasal cavity 1' '

0.6c
0.6 cm

1. Diagram of setup for men-

Figure haracteristics 0f the
swing the acoustic c

paranasal smuses.

terials used i

imserfiieillegaten Japanese NV syllables

and two nasal consonants. Subjecs

were asked to utter the speech mate?-

als twice, and instructed to prolong the

utterance of the nasal consonant in e

. t. Measure-
llables to some exten .

NV sy de in an anechOic room.

as 44.1 kHz, and the
was 3 kHz for signal

11 this exper-

Sampling rate w

cut—off frequency

analysis.

Data from a s

consonants were use

table segment of nasal

d foroanalysis. FFT
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Table 1 Locations of the openings of the
paranasal cavities from the nostrils. (cm)

Session. 13.3

Subjects S. S. M. S. F. S.
Sub.1 6.2 5.1 (4.8)* 4.3
Sub.2 6.8 4.3 4.0
Sub.3 6.0 4.5 4.0

*The‘ digit within the arentheses is theopening position on rig t side.

with a 4096-point hamming window was
applied to the selected segment, and
shifted in a 1024-p0int interval. He-
quency properties of the segment were
obtained by averaging the results from
each frame. The transmission char-
acteristics of each measurement posi-
tion were the average value of about 20
sound recordings.

Morphology of the nasal cavity
Morphologically, the paranasal cavities
consist of four kinds of sinuses: the
sphenoidal sinus (S. S.), the maxillary
sinus (M. S.), the frontal sinus (F. S.)and the ethomoidal sinus (E. S.). This
analysis was focused on the sinuses ex-cept for the ethomoidal sinus becausethe sinus has less effect on the low fre—quency region below 3 kHz. The loca-tions of the ostium opening for the threesrnuses are listed in Table 1. Those datawere obtained from volumetric MRI im-ages [5], with reference to anatomicaldata [6]. The opening location of thefrontal sinus has lower accuracy thanthe others because it could not be iden-tified exactly with the MRI data.

RESULTS

According to the theoretical considera-tions, zeros caused by the paranasal si-nuses are expected to appear in trans-1111881011 characteristics of the frontalportions which include the openings ofthe smuses. Using the method, anti-resonances pertaining to each of the si-nuses can be estimated, because theopenings of the paranasal sinuses areseparate along the nasal tract.The. results measured from the leftand right nasal passages are shown in17‘1g. 2 (a) and (b), respectively, for Sub-ject 1. There are several zero patterns
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Figure 2. Transmission characteristics the
left (a) and right (b) nasal tracts obtained
at a set of measurement positions for Sub-
ject 1. (The positions are shown in the
right side. V-arrow shows the zeros causal
by the sphenoidal sinus; black-awowfor the
maxillary sinus, and white-arrow for the
frontal sinus. )

which appear in the transmission char-
acteristics. As shown in Fig. 2 (a).
there are three zeros in the frequency
region below 2 kHz, which appear at

about 590, 890 and 1580 Hz. A zero
at 590 Hz, shown in V—arrows, appeals
in the transmission characteristics ob

tained in the measurement positionsof
7 and 8 cm from the nostrils, and dis-
appears in the measurement posltlonS

shorter than 7 cm. This implies that an

Opening of the sinus was in the frontal

portions of 7 and 8 cm, and not included
in the other frontal portions. Therefore,
the opening is estimated to be between
6 and 7 cm. From Table I, it is knew“

that the opening of the sphenoidal Sinus

Was at 6.2 cm from the nostrils for the
subject. According to the morphologl'
cal data, the opening is uniquelyluflge
to be the ostium of the sphenoidal Sinus,

and the zero at 590 Hz is determined to

be the anti—resonance frequency 0” e
sphenoidal sinus. H

Similarly, a zero at about 890 ‘ii
shown by black-arrows, appears 1'18
the transmission characteristics 0“

frontal portions longer than 5 Cm: ’3'“
becomes much weaker at 5 cm, at“
disappears in the result measured a
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Table II Estimated anti-resonance frequen-
cies of the paranasal cavities (Hz).

Session 13.3

Subs. S. S. M. S. F. S.
left right left right left right

Sub.1 595 788 895 612 1579 893
Sub.2 10471071541 453 864 762
Sub.3 314 ? 947 316 625 600

cm. With reference to the morphologi-
cal data, this zero is judged to be caused
by the maxillary cavity. There, the zero
is more or less seen in the result ob-
tained at 5 cm because the opening of
the maxillary sinus, located at 5.1 cm,
may affect the result.

A zero at about 1580 Hz, shown by
whitearrows, appears in the results of
the frontal portions of 5 to 8 cm, and
dlsappears in the results measured at 4
cm. The same consideration gives the
Idea that an opening of a sinus exists in
the region between 4 and 5 cm from the
nostrils. The MRI data listed in Ta-
ble 1 show that the ostium opening of
the frontal sinus is in this region. Ac—
cording to the nasal morphology and
the zero patterns, a conclusion can be
drawn that the opening is the ostium of
the frontal sinus, and the zero is caused
y the sinus.

‘Using the same technique, estima-
tions were made for the right side of thenasal cavity sh0wn in Fig. 2 (b) Anti-resonance frequencies of the paranasal
Cavrties are 788 Hz for the sphenoidalsmus, 612 Hz for the maxillary sinus,
and 893 for the frontal sinus.

The anti~resonance frequencies of the
Paranasal cavities are shown in Table
H for three subjects. Anti-resonance
fequencies 0f the maxillary sinus are

between 310 and 950 Hz. The ranges
0 t e anti—resonances are from 310 to
1070 Hz for the sphenoidal sinus, and
from 600 to 1580 Hz for the frontal si-
“lls- For the three subjects, individual

1 efences of the anti~resonances were
Etherally larger than the differences due
.Qt e aSymmetry of the paranasal cav-
meS Within the subjects.
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CONCLUSIONS

Acoustic properties of the paranasal
cavities were measured using a direct
method. A set of transmission char—
acteristics were obtained using sound
pressure gradients at a series of mea-
surement positions and sound pressure

at the nostrils. Anti-resonance frequen-
cies of the paranasal cavities were esti-
mated by matching zero patterns of the
transmission characteristics to morpho-

logical data for three subjects. The re-

sults showed that the paranasal sinuses,

the sphenoidal sinus, the maxillary si-

nus and the frontal sinus, contribute

zeros to acoustic characteristics of the

nasal tract, respectively. It is expected

that the zeros caused by the paranasal

cavities can affect the shaping of nasal

formants because the zeros appear in

the low frequency region stably.
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THE DOMAIN 0F ARTICULATION RATE VARIABILITY
IN CZECH

_ J. Dankoviéova
Phonetics laboratory, University ofOxford, Great Britain

ABSTRACT
An experiment using three samples of

spontaneous Czech speech from different
speakers was conducted to find out
whether variability of articulation rate
(AR) is bound to a certain domain. AR
was examined within three candidate
units: the interpause stretch, the tone unit
and the clause. In none of these units is
AR constant. However, the tone unit
manifests a regular pattern (a gradual
slow1ng down) of AR.

1. INTRODUCTION
Articulation rate, i.e. a measure of rate

of speaking in which pauses are excluded
from the calculation, has not been widelystudied. Taking into consideration onlyresearch on intra-speaker AR variabilityseveral studies show that there is a consi:derable variability throughout the speechof an indiVidual (eg. [1], [2]). Unfortu—nately, due todifferences in methodology(varying minimum pause duration mea-sures of rate used and, in particular theunit across which AR is measured), theresults across different studies are, notreadily comparable. A few other studiesgo 'beyond the quantification of ARvariability by examining what are its de-terminants. Crystal & House ([3]) for in-stance, claim that the AR of a stretch ofspeech depends on its phonological struc-ttuhre. Eefting ([l states that intentions ofle speaker With respect to the listenerplay an. important role. Kaiki et al. ([5])reiipognt out the relevance of the diffe—words. etween content and function

It should be noted hexpliCit justification for $3312;lbaftthg:31; across which AR is measured isma ninuslsmg. As Eefting ([4]) notes, thisassiimIgg y that AR Within such a unit isclarit . to remain‘ constant. Lack oflatio y in this matter indicates that articu-tio .n rate IS. a phenomenon whose func-aiing is still far from well understoodan that it is not obvious how to inco 0-rate it into linguistic theory. rp

This paper aims to investigate one as-
pect of AR variability by asking whether
AR is indeed constant within some unit of
speech or whether it follows some regular
pattern; in other words, whether there is a
fixed domain of AR variability.

2. METHOD
Three candidate units were chosen,

within each of which AR was measured:
the interpause stretch, the tone unit and
the clause. The reasons for this choice
were the following. In the case of the in-
terpause stretch (for which the minimum
criterial pause duration was 130 ms).
pause characteristics and AR are known
to be related (cg. [6]). Moreover, this IS
the unit most often used in past research
on AR variability. Tone units (defined as

in [7]) are considered to be units of both
rhythm and intonation in Czech ([8]).
these being related notions. Clauses
(syntactic stretches containing a finite
verb) were chosen to cover the possibility

of syntactic determination of AR
variability. The minimum unitacross
which measurements were carried out

was the phonological word, defined'asa
string of syllables with one stress. Within
phonological words (henceforth simply
'words') AR was expressed as the
number of syllables per second.

Three samples of Czech speech from
three native speakers (one male and two
female) were used; these were students of

Charles University, Prague, aged 22 - 25
years. All samples were two nunutes long

and consisted of unprepared monologue
on a topic chosen by the speakef- A
picture from a children’s book was
available as a catalyst in case the whim
did not know what to talk about. '

The measurements Were carried out

with SignalyzeTM 2.03 speech processmg

software using the time-amp'lmdc an
spectrograph displays.

3. RESULTS , _
Since the initial impressionistic anal n

suggested that AR variability imghl 1e
some way be bound to tone units, lhfi5
were examined first.

ysis
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The total number of tone units analysed
was 179, out of which the majority were
one word long (30.5%). In general, the
more words tone units contained, the
fewer there were of them (2—words TU:
22%; 3—words TU: 24%; 4—words TU:
145%; 5-words TU: 8% and 6-words TU:
l. %).

3.1 Is articulation rate constant
within tone units?

Comparison of the AR of the phono-
logical words in 2-word tone units
showed that these words were generally
markedly dissimilar. In 85% out of the
total of 39 tone units, the second word
was slower than the first one.

For 3—, 4- and 5-word tone units, the
coefficient of variation (i.e. deviation
from the mean expressed as a percentage)
was calculated. The values for all these
tone units together a‘ shown in the
figure below.

I; a i
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0 <5
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Coefficients of variation of articulation rate
Within tone units [%]

Speaker] B Speakcr2

Speaker 3
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of tone
[Wis “Wording to their internal AR vari-
ability

wiuflgure 1. Shows that AR variability
Va ."",l9ne. units is far from constant.

gdbll‘ty lS typically between 20% and
GaugeValues below 10% and above 50%
final described as exceptional. A similar
grouySls Was conducted separately for
numgs 0f tone units sharing the same
same“ of Words; this showed that the
iron range 0f variability holds for all
Eunli SUCh a high degree of variability
en ‘ CI)" to be due solely to phrase-final

gthenmg; it must be distributed
”gholit the whole tone unit.
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3.2 Internal structure of AR
variability within tone units

This part of the analysis focussed on
tone units consisting of 2, 3, 4 and 5
phonological words. The analysis was
based on the rank ordering of component

words according to their AR. Absolute
values of AR were not considered at this
stage.

As observed above, in the absolute
majority (85%) of 2-word tone units the

second phonological word was slower

than the first one. Taking together tone

units larger than this, in 88% of the

cases, the first or the second word was

the fastest. The number of tone units in

which the first word was the fastest was

approximately equal to the number in

which the second word was the fastest.

The last word tended to be the slowest;

only exceptionally was it the fastest word

in atone unit. _

Apart from these tendenctes, other

regularities occurred in all three speech

samples. In particular, the majority of

tone units shared a similar pattern of AR

variability - a gradual decrease throughout

the unit. I shall refer to it further as

'rallentando'. ‘ ~ .

For 3—word tone units, the prevailing

patterns, represented iconically, are given

in Table l. (dots stand for phonological

words, lines for the direction of AR

change; the distance between the dots

does not reflect the actual differences in

AR; the percentage shows how mgny

tone units of a certain pattem occurre in

the total number of tone units of the same

size):

Table I. Prevailing patterns of 3-word

tone units

A (49%! B (40%!

e units, six patterns

llentando, usmg the

t: (i) the phonolo-

For 4-word ton

were classified as ra

f 11 win diagnostic tes

gicall wogrd with the highest AR must be

‘ ' d position within
n the first or the secon .

ihe tone unit; (ii) the phonolpgzfipg313:?

'
t no -

With the slowest AR mus‘ d ...)

' ‘ he highest, an (iii
mediately that With t .

han one increase
e must be no more t_ .

igeAR between successwe phonological
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words within the tone unit. The relevant
patterns are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Prevailing patterns of 4-word
tone units

C (24%) D (20%) E (8%)

F (8%) G (4%) H (4%)

Vt‘xlffi
_In total, the percentage of tone units

With a rallentando pattern was 68%.
For 5-word tone units, the same rules

defining rallentando patterns applied.
This pattern occurred in 50% of cases.

This analysis leads to the conclusion
that AR does vary within tone units and
that the variability is systematic in the
majority of cases - it gradually decreases.
In the group of patterns that were not
classified as rallentando, a few cases
showed a gradual increase in AR within
the tone unit (an ‘accelerando' pattern)
and the others did not form a
homogeneous group and were called
'anomalous‘.

In summary, the tone unit is a plausible
candidate for the domain of AR
variability.

3.3 'Th: rl'lelation between the
srze o t e hon 'and its AR p ological word

At the next stage of the analysis, the
pos51bility of explaining anomalous and
accelerando pattern in terms of the size of
component phonological words was
consrdered. By (phonological) size is
meant the number of syllables and long
vowels in the word. Czech has distinctive
vowel quantity and long vowels are
claimed to be about twice of the duration
of their short counterparts, thus a word
With e.g. 3 syllables and no long vowel
(3. /0/) is taken as equivalent to a wordWith 2 syllables and 1 long vowel (2 / ll).The analysts did not demonstrate anycomment correlation between the size ofcomponent words of the tone units andtheir AR. Some typical examples areshown in Table 3. (AR is in syll/s).
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Table 3. The relationship between the
phonological size ofwords and theirAR

J“ 2/1/ 4/0/ 4/0/
5.00 7.51 5.73
3 /1/ 3 /1/ 2 /O/ 2/0/
7.40 5.25 8.03 5.52

4/1/ 2/0/ 3/0/ 2/0/
7.19 6.60 9.06 3.75

Phonological words of the same size

differ in their AR considerably. There is

also no consistent tendency for the

smallest words to be the slowest and the

largest words to be the fastest and Vice

versa. The patterns in Table 3. were all

classified as anomalous but the analysts

showed similar results for rallentando

patterns too. Thus, the position of a word

within a tone unit seems to be more im-

portant for the AR than the word’s Size.

An additional examination of anoma-

lous and accelerando patterns in terms Of

their linguistic structure and paustng sug-

gests that there might be someltnk

between the kind of a word (functional

vs. content), the character of a planning

process (hesitations), etc. These Specula-

tions will, however, have to be examme

in more detail in the future.

3.4 Structure of AR wrthln

interpause stretches and ‘clauses d

The first part of the analysrs suggCISle

that the tone unit is a plausiblecandldate

for the domain of AR variability. In the

second part, AR within interpause

stretches and syntactic clauses was

examined since these units may 'Covall’

with tone units or demonstrate different

systematic patterning.

3.4.1 Interpause stretches

The total number of interpausfi
stretches in the material was ”9.111;;

three speech samples, interpause stretc nt

were coextensive to a considerable ext?or

with tone units (80%, 58%‘and 59]?”

speakers 1, 2 and 3 respectively)- 0t

daries even of those interpause streIFde

in which this was not the case comcl n—

with tone unit boundaries. They 06:}
tained up to three tone units. Closefailed

mination of all interpause streIChCS ming

to reveal any consistent regulalj Pdue . use

which would involve the interP“.

stretch as a whole. Theonly .

observable was patterning WI

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

units. An illustration of this can be seen
in Figure 2. below (points represent the
AR of individual successive phonological
words; successive points/words of the
same colour - black or white - belong to
the same tone unit; vertical lines indicate
boundaries of interpause stretches).
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unit with respect to speech rhythm. Also,
they suggest that the tone unit might be a

planning unit at some stage of speech

processing. A larger—scale analysis will

be conducted in the future to test the

results in Czech and also English.

12
11-

310-

:9-
£3-
0

57-
r: 6"
.2 5-
i
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< 2_

I
llllllllllllllllIIIHIIHIIiiirirliiriiill llllllllllllllll _ NW

"'
.. moo—mwomoo meme

fi-Eflffifizmmsmmzmm sesasszcswmmmmnmwowwsws

. Phonological words 110-168

Figure 2. Interpause stretches containing words 110 - 168 (speaker 3)

3.4.2 Syntactic clauses
General findings in the analysis of

clauses were similar to those for inter-
pausestretches. Coincidence of clauses
With stngle tone units was relatively high
(69%. 52% and 55% for speakers 1, 2
311d 3_ respectively). In clauses which
contained more than one tone unit (the
boundaries normally coincided). no
systematic patterning of AR variability
was found. Again, the only patterning
detected was that within tone units.

4- CONCLUSION & DISCUSSION
h he pilot experiment described SuggeSts

l at AR does have a domain of variability
-'the tone unit. Contrary to the implica-
tions in the literature (see above), there

06s not seem to be any level at WhiCh
R is_constant if we accept that the Pho'nological word is the minimum measure-

ment unit in which it is reasonable to talk
about 'articulation rate'. There is, how—
3'6}? a recurrent pattern of variability
dll in the tone unit - a gradual slowing

QWn With the first or the second word
it ”18 the fastest. These regularities d0

01 correlate with the number of syllables
an long vowels in component words.c auseither the interpause stretchnor the
unhgfiiemonstrate any systematic intra-

patterning.
c The results are in agreement with the
21t about the importance of the tone
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ACOUSTIC PROFILING OF GLOTTAL AND GLOTTALISED
' VARIANTS OF ENGLISH STOPS

G. J. Docherty and P. Foulkes
Department ofSpeech, University ofNewcastle upon Tyne

ABSTRACT
An investigation of the acoustic

characteristics of glottal and glottalised
variants of stops in Tyneside English has
found that the patterns of phonetic
realisation which can be observed cannot
straightforwardly be matched to the
segmental categories [7] and [7p, 7t, 7k]
which are most commonly presented in
accounts of these variants based on
auditory analysis. The implications of
these findings for phonological accounts
of this aspect of English are discussed

INTRODUCTION
The consensus of work on glottal

variants of voiceless stops in British
English [1, 2, 3] is (i) that they have
become progressively more widespread,
(”)t there are two types of glottal
variant (glottaling, where the oral stop is
'replaccd' by a glottal stop, and glottal
reinforcement where the oral stop is
doubly articulated with a glottal stop),
and (iii) that there is social and
geographical variation with regard to the
frequency with which these variants
occur, the environments in which they
occur, and the extent to which stops
other than /t/ are affected. Most previous
work on this aspect of English has
focused on describing and explaining the
enVironments in which the variants are
found, but the precise phonetic nature of
these variants seems to have been taken
somewhat for granted and receives
scarecely a mention in the literature. The
View which appears to prevail [4] is that
the glottal stop produced in English
glottal variants has the features of other
stopsn namely an onset phase, an
occluSion phase with a duration similar
to that found in other stops (marked
acoustically by a silent gap), and arelease 'phase. A slightly different
account is presented in earlier work [5]referring to a 'distinct crack of the voice.a ceasmg of the vowel sound before theconsonant sets in‘. In the case of glottallyreinforced stops, in most accents thereinforcmg gesture is timed so as to

slightly precede the oral gesture [2,4].
However, this is not universally the case,
and in at least one other accent

(Tyneside English) it is timed so as to

mask the release of the oral stop
articulation [2]. .

In the context of a project which aims

to track phonological variation'and

change in British English, an auditory

and acoustic study of glottal variants in

Tyneside English has been carried out.

Our aim is to provide a descriptive
phonetic account of these variables to

test existing acounts and to provtde a
firm phonetic foundation for subsequent

phonological and socrolinguistic

analyses. This paper presents the method

used to construct an acoustic profile of

of the glottal variants, together Wllll the

principal findings of the analysis

performed to date.

METHOD . _ f
Fieldwork in the TynSidejregign 0

En land has produced recor ings

spegakers (2 social groups [WC/MCl**i

[male/female] * 2 age groups 6

Speakers in each group). Speakers W52]

recorded firstly in a dyad conversation

exchange for around St) minutes

followed by reading a word—list deSigne

to include a number of cases of stops :2

positions rendering them liabl; l

glottaling or glottaltsation. d: a

recordings have been supplemente Y

smaller number of studio recordings 0

subjects reading a wordklist and mm6

' a -descri tiontas . .

m ZIIDIiltap from 316 field recordingS h:
been analysed auditorily, With Hamlin-

attention being paid to Ip, t, k/ 1“ W‘on
medial and word-final p05itlimnsy

revealing, as expected, numerous t3 an

where /t/ is perceived as glottalisebeing

where /p, t, k/ are perceivedhas latter

glottally reinforced, With t e

occurring more frequent . the

former. Rather than conSidel’tIflfgerent

frequency with which the dlf ctorS

variants were encountered or the athafl
which led to one variant rather
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another being produced, our focus here
is on the phonetic nature of the glottal
variants which we have observed.
Acoustic analysis has been carried out so
far of the data from the 4 young UWC
male subjects, one of which will be used
to exemplify the findings below.
. With little guidance available in the

literature, the acoustic analysis set out to
track a range of spectrographic
parameters which seem relevant for
describing these variants, and which
allow identification of their salient
features.

Supralaryngeal Articulation
Following [6], as an index of

supralaryngeal articulation, F1 and F2
have been tracked into and out of the
stops. undergoing analysis. Presence of
tranSitions entering or emerging from a
stop' indicates the existence of an oral
gesture. Absence of such transitions is a
little ambiguous, since it could mean that
no oral gesture has been formed, or that
an. oral gesture is present but its
existence has been masked by a
{tinforcing glottal gesture. A further
indicator of the presence of an oral
occlusion is the existence of a stop
release burst. This indicates that there

as been a build-up of intra-oral pressure
posterior to an articulatory occlusion, but
It does not, on its own, determine
whether the occlusion has been fully
Elitfmmc or whether it has been glottally
s n orced (1.6: it.could potentially be
me form of ejective stop [2]).

Laryngeal Articulation
n this respect, the aim of the analysis

33:? bf“) to track changes in laryngeal
VOi‘fulation from the voicing during the
‘ e 6; Preceding the target stop through
son: 0P and into the following vowel or
that {ant In view_ of the observation [7]
inte a"Ytlgealisation often occurs as an
g10tIt'tatllediate stage between voicing and a
paid t stop, Particular attention has been
Voc l0f identifying intervals of irregular
ar a Old vibration. Our definition of
visl’lglgealisation is therefore based on
Capabl and acoustic criteria and is not
iffe 6 0f discriminating between the

confirem _ types of vocal fold
ar gUration which might lead to

yngealisation (cf [8].), which
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represents one of the limitations of this
study.

Presence of 'Stop Gap'
Given the conventional wisdom that

English glottal variants should be
characteristed acoustically by a stop 'gap'
in the spectrographic trace, this is a
further feature which fomis part of our
acoustic profile. Note that the

interpretation of a stop 'gap' in a

spectrographic trace is, on its own, not

entirely transparent, since it could be

produced by a glottal or oral occlusmn or

both, but it can be given a clearer

interpretation in conjunction wrth

information about any formant

transitions into and out of the stop.

RESULTS .
The acoustic analysrs confirms the

auditory impression that some stops are

produced without a supralaryngeal

gesture whilst many others are produced

with a supralaryngeal gesture, but it is

not always transparent whether that

gesture is a complete OCClUSlOn or not. It

would only be possible to .be sure about

this if a stop release burst is present, but

there are very few of these in the data In

addition, there is the possibility that

these speakers are producing incomplete

stop gestures (spirantised articulations of

this sort are common in accents of

English in exactly .the. same

environments investigated in this data).

This is clearly an area where a more

detailed articulatory analysis, possmly

with EPG, would be beneficral.

With regard to the laryngeal gestures,

there are relatively few cases where the

acoustic trace resembles a [canonicall]

glottal stop (as dcsenbed lg [:12 1,6221. t3

ases where p , , .

biogtlgttalised or in the. relatively feweir

cases of /t/ being perceived as glottaleu;

speakers produce a segment wr

laryngealised voice throughout. . 0f

With regard to the sequencrng it

laryngeal-suparalaryngeal. gestures,d

seems that in. generaldégcyTyggesih:

English there is a ell‘l behind the

laryngeal gesture to ag l d b

al esture, as revea e y

slupratlggyngtem gtransitions are often

observed entering stops but not leavmlg

them, and by the fact that laryggeat

isation has a tendency to sprea in o
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Figure 1 (AD) Exam 1 . . .
. ‘ . p es of the types 0fglottal variant observed (With 1kHz horizontal

markers), (A) put in. (B) biz—”IE: (C) MgJLit. (D) ooter. See textforfurther details.

following vowels, but is foun
frequently on vowels preceding thsei Sig?
This corresponds to the observation
rlr‘iadehy prevrous auditory studies of
. ynesrde glottalisation which note that it
is different from the patterns of pre-
glottalisation found in other accents of
English in that and it tends to mask the
release burst of the stop as opposed toSgcting the stop's onset (hence thec<imiclulty in identifying whether anot) p etc occlusron has been formed or

In general, the acoustic 'diescribed'above reveals four 31):]:5;:(gbpttal variant in Tyneside English, with(a) :nd (d) occurring most frequently;Silentftizatglapléaglhdough never entirely
icatio

glesture -- this is the variant: which? 33::2 osely matches descriptions of aVinonical [7] (Fig. 1A); (b) laryngealisedinépéntg through the stop 'slot‘ with no(c) sat ion of an oral gesture (Fig. lB)‘awaits; tithes- ‘2?”an oral articulation in ltlhelcfgons Of32:11:20?uipstp tittedstopflbut note thgi tilt:_ _ 0 en th - —harapcs‘fiions are masked by the 213:;voicinatigll (Fig. 1C); (d) laryngealisedwith 81 Ough the stop phase togetherc ear indications of an oral

articulation but with the release burst
and often the C-to-V transitions masks
by the glottal articulation (Fig. 1D)- ,

Our results suggest therefore, that, In
Tyneside English, it is relatively rare for
voiceless stops heard as glottalised or

glottaled to be produced with a glottal
stop as this has traditionally been

defined. It is much more common for c

perception of glottal articulation to be

based on the presence of laryngeahsed

voice quality, with this present
throughout the target segment. T C

phonetic symbols [7] and [p7, t7, 10] do

not in most cases capture what we have

observed. It has been reported before l9~
10] that laryngealised voice can email;
With the percept of a glottal or glottalis

stop, but the present results Stlgg‘ESI “1:;
in at least one variety of English. 310'}
variants may not involve the formalitifl

of full glottal stop at all, or at least on)’

rarely. ' this

The second principal finding or 5
study is that in glottally reinforced stop

in Tyneside English, the laryngeal
gesture tends to lag behind the orc

gesture. This is a very subtle differenc

between Tyneside English andbtt it
found in other regions of the UK. fllct
has a very significant auditor)l e e ’
namely the masking of any StOP m C
which is formed (thus confirmlng l '
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DISCUSSION
Any attempt to provide an account of

the systematic phonetic characteristics of
glottal variants of lp, t, k/ in Tyneside
English will have to account for at least
the following: (a) speakers have precise
control over the timing of laryngeal and
supralaryngeal articulations in cases of
glottal reinforcement; (b) in the
cnvrronments considered to date, there
is a degree of flexibility about the glottal
articulation which takes place, but it is
only rarely a 'full' glottal stop, the more
normal case being some form of
increased glottal tension or constriction
leading to laryngealised voice, and (c) in
these environments, /t/ is sometimes
produced with an oral gesture and
sometimes without.

Whilst space does not permit a full
exploration of these issues, it is likely
”131(8) : (c) above represent a challenge
to the View held by many phonologists,
and expressed in [11], that 'phonological
representations should be mapped
lrectly into speech output without

passmg .through a buffer level of
“HOPhonic representation'. A feature
trepresentation has insufficient resolution
diffipfllre the temporal control exercised
stomg the production of glottalised
5 PS, anda direct mapping from feature
lfccification (such as [+constricted

500ml.) to. speech output is not
in Ittlllpatible With the variability observed
inveetglottal characteristics of the stops
uni: lgated in the present study.

and elrmorc, any account of glottaling
prong ottalisation as a form of lenition
glottZl'S must account for the fact that
and noltng applies predominantly to /t/
and 8019/1} k/,. and that the linguistic
glonaleglfnltljngliiistic distribution of
Uniform [3] g ottalised variants is not

obsletw: posstble that the present
0 fine» 191-18 are part of the wide variety

accgrained yetvsystematic language-
Speech eIll-Specrfic characteristics of
governPfgduction which JUSI cannot be
represenet . a phonological
Presentegtlon (as these are typically
Undoubt (11), and yet which are
broad“: y part of the grammar in the
ist at misuse of the term .-- i.e. what it
alive ive speakers do, in order to be

Stu ie Speakers. Detailed phonetic
S such as that in which we are
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engaged in serve to highlight the need
for greater research into these aspects of
speech production and a theory of
phonetic implementation which does not
have the built-in limitations of a feature
geometry or distinctive feature matrix.
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Testing a Dynamic Model of Pharyngeal Articulation
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ABSTRACT
A dynamical model of pharyngeal

articulation was designed to account for

the mechanism underlying the use of the

pharynx in speech production and to

examine the nature of coarticulation in the

back cavity of the vocal tract. Some

aspects of the model are tested and its

ability to predict the properties of the

natural system is discussed.

INTRODUCTION
In search for the invariance units

blended in the acoustic signal of speech,
models have been constructed in order to

account for the observed behavior of
various articulators and to attempt to

predict the properties of the natural system
controlling the process of speech
production.

Speech has been proved to be a
dynamic and context-conditioned process
at all levels. Articulatory dynamics involve
co—ordinated movements of the articulators
expressed in space and time. The question
whether timing control over a speech
utterance is issued externally or internally,
i.e., included in the motor program, still a
debatable problem (cf. e.g., [1]).

A standard model of speech production
must consider activities of all parts of the
vocal tract continuum together with
activities of respiratory system. The nasal,
oral and laryngeal portions of the pharynx
constitute more than one half of the vocal
tract length. Therefore, it is important to
obtain exhaustive account on the
physiology of the pharynx during speech.
Understanding the mechanism underlying
distinctive pharyngeal speech sounds
would increase the efficiency of current
models build up mainly for languages
lacking pharyngeal phonemes and would
improve our insight into the process of
speech motor control.

Articulatory Dynamics of
Pharyngeal Segment

In Arabic, the pharynx is used to
produce distinct speech sound units both
as primary as well as secondary place of
articulation. The pharyngeal consonants,
i.e., lower pharyngeals AI, h] and upper

pharyngeals lq, rs, x/ have the pharynx as
their primary place of articulation. The
pharyngealized consonants, on the other
hand, use the pharynx as a secondary

place of articulation with a major
constriction in the oral cavity.

The production of the true pharyngeal
consonants in Egyptian Arabic is
characterized by a complex mechanism
involving the control of co-ordinatcd

activities of the pharynx, the epiglottis and

the larynx. Sphinctric contraction of

pharyngeal wall at the point of constriction

occurs simultaneously with upward

movement of the larynx and hyoid bone.

This is accompanied by a constriction in

the glottis and active bending of the

epiglottis towards the arytenoids. The

timing of the epiglottis movement rs

synchronized with a downward pull of the

velum [2].
The resulting coarticulatory effect

causes the jaw to sustain certain

mechanical constraints realized as

antagonism to the tongue movement and

temporal reorganization of the syllable

containing pharyngeal segment. That rs,

the synergies involved in controlling the

production of pharyngeal segments restrict

the jaw and the tongue from antrcrpatrng

the articulation of the upcoming segments

until the motor command is completely

executed.
As a consequence, vowels are found to

accommodate mandible position assigned

to the pharyngeal segment intervocalrcally

but not initially or finally in a word. The

degree of jaw lowering is greater for

mono-syllabic than tri-syllabic words.

Acoustic analysis showed that the

excessive degree of jaw lowering

associated with pharyngeal segment

production, compared to oral segments, 18

reflected as a compensatory effect on

vowel duration. The degree of
readjustment depends on the posrtron of

pharyngeal segment in the word and the

relative degree of jaw-height of the
consonant embracing the vowel at the
syllable margin. That is, low vowels are

longer when preceded than when followed
by a pharyngeal consonant [2].
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Eventually, vowels depart to their inherent
position right after the gestures for
pharyngeal segment are completed in
initial but not in intervocalic position.
Seemingly the articulators seek a rhythmic
pattern among successive syllables.
Furthermore, the degree of contextual
overlapping between segments in non-
pharyngeal environment is much greater.

The Structure of Arabic Language
The Arabic word is basically composed

of three consonantal elements embedded
in a finite set of vocalic patterns by which
derivational forms can be generated. A
vocalic pattern l=V1==V2=l (a "tenon") is
inserted into a given consonantal pattern
IC1—C2—C3I (a "mortise") to generate a
word. For example, the vocalic pattern
|=ze=te=l can be tenoned to the mortise lk-
t—bl so that the word /ka:ta:b/ will mean
"he wrote". Similarly, l=i=aeae=l when
tenoned to the mortise I‘i—t—bl, will yield
the noun I‘iitreaeb/ "blaming". The
inflectional constructions, on the other
hand, are paradigmatically obtained by
adding prefixes, infrxes or suffixes to the
derived forms. For instance the tri-
consonantal mortise lk—t—bl can be used to
generate lktetzeb/ "to write"; fkotib/ "it was
written"; Ikotob/ "books"; Iktettib/ "to
cause to write"; lkzeaetib/ "a writer";
lkzetetazb/ "he corresponded" etc.
_ There are five types of syllabic-pattern
in Egyptian Arabic: CV, CVV, CVC,
CVVC and CVCC in which a consonant
must begin the syllable. Syllabic
boundaries are located at the left of each
consonant starting from the rightmost side
movrng to the begining of the word, e.g.,
lhs.tik.ttea:b./. There is a strong
correlation between syllabic structure,
stress assingment and nucleus vowel
duration in Egyptian Arabic. In addition,
vowel length is phonemic in Arabic, e.g.,
lsreaad/ "to dominate" vs. Isatdd/ "to
block".

The nature of Arabic word structure and
the degree of compensatory lengthening or
shortening exerted on vowels more than
consonants strongly suggest that
consonants are more "stable" than vowels
In terms of their duration. Thus,
consonants can be considered as
landmarks" linked together by vowels.

Vowels, on the other hand, being more
flexrble articulatory events than
consonants, can tolerate greater amounts
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of compression or expansion.
Accordingly, vowels are issued to
preserve isochronical intervals between
consonants in the syllable. They also can
manage various coarticulatory effects
resulting from the overlapping of
successive segments due to inertial and
mechanical constraints.

It is appropriate, then, to take the
syllable as the basic unit of motor
programming in Arabic (see [2] for an
overview on the components gathered for
dynamic modeling of pharyngeal
articulation).

THE MODEL
Figure 1 shows schematic diagram for a

dynamic model by which a word
containing a pharyngeal segment can be
generated. The development of the model
divisions is based on current views
describing strategies controlling motor
pgpgrams of speech production (cf, e.g.,

).
If the mortise I‘i—l—ml, which bears the

basic semantic unit "knowing", is selected
from the lexicon and the tenon l=tB£B=I=l is
inserted into it, the word f‘iaezelim/ "a
scientist" will be the concept input to the
articulatory plan. The tenon is recalled
from the morpho—semantic storage since
the vocalic pattern partially provides the
grammatical meaning of the word. Notice
that I‘i—m—ll and |l~m—‘f| are permitted but
not Im—i—ll, ll—iT—ml or lmwlw‘il.

An articulatory plan must be available to
decode the phonological rules before the
motor plan can be executed. At this stage
of high—level planning, the speech sound
pattern is already designed as a series of
consonants and vowels in a specific order
comprises lexical and morpho-semantic
items. Thus, the input for the articulatory
plan takes the word as the minimal unit for
phonological parameters applications.

Pharyngeal consonants prevent the
anticipation of the ensuing segment to take
place before their execution is completed.
That, in turn, would have a perturbation
effect on the temporal pattern. Hence, two
articulatory strategies are presumably
needed to control the timing organization.

The main strategy (the default) will fail
to manage the existence of a pharyngeal
segment in the utterance since it assumes
that all consonants are apt to equally
coarticulate with the coherent vowcl(s).

Accordingly, strategy (2) is proposed to
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tackle the inevitable temporal re-

adjustments due to the constraints,
imposed on the jaw and the tongue,

characterizing the pharyngeal segment
production.

The degree of re-adjustment in vowel
duration, in case the final segment in a

CVC is a pharyngeal segment, will
depends on the degree of coarticulation
between the first consonant and the
following vowel. This is because the first
consonant (n0n~pharyngeal) will allow the
anticipation of the vowel. When the initial
consonant is a pharyngeal, the vowel
coarticulates only with the second
consonant. Hence, strategy (2) will
determine the degree of re-adjustment
according to the degree of jaw-height of
the non—pharyngeal consonant.

In both cases the value of jaw-height
for both pharyngeal and non—pharyngeal
consonants must be previously
conceptualized. This is essential in order
to maintain fixed intervals among syllables
of the word. In order to keep a unitary
syllable length, it is necessary that the
duration of each syllable is calibrated as
the combined duration of a consonant and
a vowel. Hence, jaw-height must be
determined for each consonant in the word
since the total duration of the utterance
will depend, to a great extent, on the
trajectory of the jaw moving from one
consonant constriction location to the
next. Vowels, on the other hand, will
occupy the intervals between consonants.

Thus, they serve to secure the timing

regulations needed to overcome the

coarticulatory effects.
The module responsible for "intra-

syllable timing" determines the degree of

adjustment for segment duration (mainly

for the vowel). The timing among various

syllables in a word will be controlled by

the "inter-syllable timing" module. The

temporal pattern which governs the inter-

relationship between syllables will be the

end product of this process.
Next, intonation contour and stress

assignment rules as prosodic parameters

will be applicable on the sound pattern.

Recall that stress position is correlated

with the duration of the syllable and its

position in the word. The application of

other factors effecting the rate and style of

speech also pertains to this stage of
phonological decoding. As soon as the

articulatory plan is discharged, it is fed

into an articulatory buffer before the motor

plan can be commenced.

TESTING THE MODEL
Phonotactics

The validity of the model can be attested

by examining its ability to predict the

properties of the natural system. For this

purpose the distribution patterns of

Pharyngeal consonants with respect to all
other consonants were stated as

manifested in the phonotactic rules

governing spoken Egyptian Arabic word
structure.
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It was found that the severe mechanical
constraints exerted on pharyngeal segment
production has a prevailing effect over the
construction of the entire language system.
Consonants in a given sequence are
selected according to their compatibility to
preserve the temporal aspects of syllable
structure. That is, the organization of

consonants in a sequence depends, to a
great extent, on their relative degree of
jaw-height. The co—occurrence of different
consonants in a word is based on the
consonant's inherent degree of jaw-height.
The word-length can be seen as the path
the jaw takes from one consonant to the
next along the word (cf., [2]).

The model can successfully predict the
severe restrictions on the distribution of
pharyngeal segments since it contains a
module for estimating jaw-height for each
element of the consonantal pattern. Thus,
the degree of jaw-height for each
consonant in the sequence is determined
prior to the listing of timing instructions
for the entire utterance.

Moreover, the model could provide an
explanation for the tendency observed of
pharyngeal consonants to favor initial or

final rather than medial position in a word.
The temporal specifications in the model
are highly restricted. A pharyngeal
segment in medial position will demands
that the execution of the motor plan must
be reset. This justifies the finding that two
pharyngeal consonants do not co-occur in
one and the same consonantal pattern (cf.

[2]). Recall that the pharyngeal segment
posses an extreme degree of jaw
lowering. Furthermore, the vast majority
of the vocalic pattern used in Arabic
language was found to be based on the
low back vowel feel. Low vowels are
more susceptible to coarticulate with
pharyngeal consonants.

Acquisition of Pharyngeals
The acquisition of pharyngeal segment

production takes considerably long time
compared to oral consonants and has a
gradual emergence. The acquisition stage
is correlated with the place of constriction
tn the pharynx and the relative degree of
last-displacement associated with each
consonant. That is, the greater the degree
0f jaw displacement of pharyngeal
consonant, the longer is the acquisrtion
tune [4]. This may indicate that specifying
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consonant jaw-height is a primary issue in
the acquisition process.

The model underscores the importance
of consonant‘s jaw—height as a primary
phonological parameter by which one of
the two articulatory strategies will be
chosen. The delay in the acquisition time
may be due to the availability of two
strategies operating the temporal
organization within and between the
syllables of the utterance in the mature
system .

Concluding Remarks
The proposed model presupposes that

well specified aspects of the lexical item
are available for execution from high-level
planning down to the motor commands
level. The positions permitted for the

pharyngeal segment to occupy in the

sound patterns indicate that the effect

resulting from the mechanical constraints

is considered by the central planning.

On the other hand, the selection of

temporally compatible segments to co—

occur with pharyngeal consonants in a

word indicates that "timing" is issued

internally, i.e., at high level in the brain. It

is suggested then, that long-term feedback

is essential for most of the stages of motor

control process. The model's implications

lend support to the view which considers

coarticulation as a preplaned articulatory

process. It remains, however, to test the

model's ability to account for auditory

perception and the speech motor

commands adaptation to peripheral

contexts. The model should also be re-

evaluated in the light of other models of

coarticulation to examine its validity to

account for a universal system.
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ABSTRACT

We present a part of our efforts towards an ar-

ticulatory speech synthesizer capable of learn

to produce articulatory gestures from acousti-

cal description of the tasks. We concentrated

on the problem of characterizing stop conso-
nants in the formant space. We model the
stop consonants targets as probabilistic mod-
els, which has advantages for both a quantita-
tive assessment of the principle and for appli—
cation to a model of speech motor control.

INTRODUCTION

A model was developed for obtaining the
commands of an articulatory model of the
vocal tract from acoustical targets (Labois-
siére 1993). Using this model, acceptable
vowelwvowel transitions are obtained and typ-
ical phenomena related to coarticulation and
compensation for perturbation can be repli-
cated. These satisfactory results rely on the
fact that acoustical targets (in our case the
three or four lowest formants) are well defined
for vowels. Problems arise when trying to use
the system to infer articulatory commands for
stop/vowel transitions.

Attempts to find invariant acoustical cues
for stop consonants are abundant in the liter—
ature (Stevens and Blumstein 1978; Kewley—
Port 1983; Sussman et a1. 199i). Al-
though the invariance at the acoustical level
is still a matter of debate, we are pursuing this
paradigm in order to test its validity in the con-
text of a model of motor control for speech
production.

In this paper we will describe the prelimi-

nary efforts towards our approach to vowel-

consonant-vowel articulatory synthesis, and

is organized as follows: we present first the

principles of our inversion model; second, the

technique for obtaining targets for consonants

in the acoustical space will be presented as

well as an preliminary assessment of the prin-

ciple.

THE INVERSION MODEL

The schematic of the model we are using

to invert from acoustical (distal) desired out-

comes into articulatory (proximal) commands

is shown in Fig. 1. This scheme is reminis-

cent of classical techniques in Control The-

ory, namely feedback control with learning of

a feedforward controller.

This control model drives an articulatory

model of the human vocal tract (Maeda 1988.

F(u) in Fig. l), implemented as a computer

program. The articulatory model was gen-

erated from cineradiographic data from a

speaker uttering ten phonetically—equilibrated

French sentences. From a sort principal com-

ponent analysis of the mid-sagittal tongue

contour it was possible to derive seven anio-

ulatory commands like jaw/tongue position.

lips aperture/protrusion and larynx height

(these commands compose the vector it). At
the output, after computing the area function

of the resulting configuration of the vocal
tract, we extract the first four formants (y in
Fig. 1).

As the number of inputs is greater than
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proprioception

cxteroception

Figure 1: Architecture of articulatory controller. The system to be controlled (the plant) is indi-

cated by F(u), the articulatory inputs are u and the perceptual outputs (formants) y. The inverse

model, capable of inferring the articulatory inputs from the desired outputs y‘ contains a forward

model F‘(u) that gives estimations 3} of the plant outputs from the articulatory inputs, obtained

either by proprioceptive feedback or through “backprojection.”

the number of outputs—-—i.e. the system has
degrees of freedom in excessu—there is no
unique inverse transformation from the de-
sired formants into articulatory commands.
The proposed architecture solves this problem
in two steps. First, aforward model of the ar-
ticulatory model is learned (F(u)) in order to
mimic the articulatory model [see Jordan and
Rumelhart (1992) for a thorough discussion
on forward modelling]. More precisely, F(u)
is an analytical approximation of the map-
ping F(u). To find this regression model, we
are using a mixture of linear experts trained
by the Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algo-
rithm, a technique introduce by (Jordan and
Jacobs 1994). Essentially, the forward model

implements a piecewise linear function.

The main interest of having the piecewise
linear approximation (or any simple regres—
sion) resides in obtaining a simple expression
for the controller G(u). Indeed, C(u) imple-
ments a piecewise constant matrix of trans—
formation between the vector of error in the
acoustical space (derived from both y‘ and 3’)

or y) and the changes in the articulatory com-
mands. As we use the pseudo inverse of the
lAcobian, we ensure that minimal changes
in the articulatory variables will be produced
for a given acoustical error vector (Klein and

Huang 1983). This means that our model

can produce smooth commands without any

need for planning. Another interesting feature

of this architecture is that once the forward

model has been learned, the combination of

F(u) and C(u) can act as a feedforward in-
verse model.

ACOUSTICAL TARGETS FOR STOP

CONSONANTS

Let us turn now on how the controller shown

in Fig. 1 actually works. In order to obtain ar-

ticulatory movements, we have to present tar-

gets y“ at the input. For vowel production,

this targets could be simply formant values

(F1 to F4) and the error would be some dis-

tance between y“ and either y or 3}. For the

stop consonants there is no target in the for—

mant space due to the occlusion of the vocal

tract. The cues that convey information on the

stop consonant identity are numerous, ranging

from formant transitions to burst spectra [see

Kewley-Port (1983) for a review].

In the present work, instead of concentrat-

ing on a dynamical description of stop—vowel

production, we are asking a more fundamen—

tal question: is it possible to identify place of

constriction from a kind of “intended formant

configuration" that would be produced by the

vocal tract just at the moment of occlusion re—

lease? Of course, this “formants” would not
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exist physically in the speech signal, but could

be considered as intentional target for stops.

This should relate to the locus equations

(Sussman et a1. 1991), but we are interested

in a more general result, in which stop con-

sonants targets could be associated with large

regions in the formant space. We did a thor-

ough exploration of the articulatory model,

and were able to obtain several articulatory

configurations that give the same place of con—

striction for the tongue. By computing the for-

mant values for those configurations assum—

ing a small aperture at the place of constric-

tion, it is possible to obtain sets of points in

the formant space like those shown in Fig. 2

(only F2, F3, and F4 are shown, because F1 is

systematically close to 200 Hz for all config-

urations). The big variability observed is due

to the free articulators, like lips and larynx,

as well as to compensations between jaw and

tongue positions.

The case shown in Fig. 2 is quite instruc-

tive. The clouds correspond to the same place

of constriction (about 1.5 cm behind the up-

per incisors) but produced with different parts

of the tongue: either the tongue dorsum or the

tongue tip in a retroflex articulation. We see

that the clouds are quite separable, but a more
quantitative and systematic assessment of this
assertion is called for. In order to do that, we
model the cloud of points in the 132—134 space
as a probabilistic model, namely as a mixture
of Gaussians. Given a vector y in that space
and a model M 3' related to a given position of
constriction and mode of articulation (tongue
tip or tongue dorsum), the probability of hav-
ing 3; associated to M,- is given by

P(91M3-) 2 (1)

2 9a l. |-1/2e~(y-—y,.)rc;r(,._,fl)

where 9,, are the a-priori probabilities, y” the
mean vectors and 0,5 the covariance matrices.
For each of the possible locations of constric—
tion of the articulatory model (from the alve-
olar to velar regions) Spaced by 0.5 cm we
found the best mixture of Gaussians using the
EM algorithm. We observed that 4 Gaussians
were in general sufficient for describing each
cloud.
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Figure 2: “Forrnant” values for retroflex con-

stricitons with the tongue tip (+) and ad-

vanced tongue dorsum (0).

Modelling targets as probabilistic models

offers two advantages. First, it is possible to

estimated the likelihood of each clouds being

produced by the each model M3‘. This gives

some measure of confusion between acoustie

cal results of different place of constriction.

Let us call y,- the points the in cloud related to

the model Mi- The log likelihood of having

yr: eeing produced by Mi, is

Min-Wk) :Elogwwmn. (2)

The greater C(yj IMk), the more will have

confusion at the acoustical space between the

related places of constriction. We compute

those values for 11 clouds, three for the tongue

tip articulation and 8 for the tongue dorsum.

The tongue dorsum can constrict as far as 5 cm

back from the incisors, which means the 50fI

palate region. The results are summarized
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in Fig. 3, in which the values for the likeli-

hoods are shown as gray levels. We interpo-

lated the data in order to improve the presenta—

tion. Darker regions correspond to high like-

lihoods. It is possible to see that some regions

of confusions emerge from our data: between

positions d, and d7 (which corresponds to the

hard palate), regions t1 and t2 (dental and alve-

olar) and (12 and d3 (advanced tongue dor-

sum). Velar regions and tongue tip retroflex

configurations are quite separable from the

others.
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Figure 3: Log likelihhod of production of

each cloud by each probabilistic model related

t0 a place of constriction d, stands for tongue

dorsum and t, for tongue dorsum. Darker re-

gions mean high likelihood. Spacing of con-

Strictions is 0.5 cm.

The second benefit of the probabilistic

modelling is related to the way we can com—

pute the error vector for the controller (Fig. 1).

Indeed, for a given point in formant space y.

the error vector is given simply by the gradi-

ent of the log likelihood with respect to y:

1
...___..._ t' Cr" -1” (3)

e_(,,_y,,)7'0,‘;‘(u-vulICG’w —" yell-

E:

The error vectors generate a force field in

the formant space which is transformed into

1Changes in articulatory positions by the con-

troller.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we showed how to obtain targets

in the acoustical space for the stop compo—

nents in the context of a model of motor con-

trol. We concentrated on describing the model

and on how a probabilistic approach to the de-

scription of vowel-stop—vowel sequences can

be useful. We showed that the description of

clouds by mixtures of Gaussians yields inter-

esting results, mainly related to the separabil-

ity of the target regions for the different stop

consonants produced by contact of the tongue

to the hard- and soft«palate. Extensive sim«

ulations are planned for assessing the whole

model.
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ABSTRACT
Jaw movements in phrases were stud-

ied optoelectronically (Selspot). The tra—
jectories were constantly oscillating and
quasi—regular. Most often, one oscillatory
period corresponded to a syllable, with
the dip in the vowel. This pattern was
sustained also in high vowel contexts
with oscillation amplitudes of only 1 mm.
Integrated jaw oscillations were some-
times found before speech onset, and in
silent pauses between phrases. These
never-resting jaw movements constitute
the basic syllabic speech structure. Cases
of two syllables per mandibular period
were also found. The conditions for such
reductions are an urgent reseach issue.

INTRODUCTION
The syllable is a central but poorly

understood phonetic entity. Evidently, it
is highly important in both speech pro-
duction and perception. Among other
things, speech stress and rhythm patterns
are closely connected to the syllabic
structure.

A number of different phonetic corre-
lates of the syllable have been proposed,
both auditory and articulatory: sonority,
loudness, degree of coarticulation, articu-
latory opening and closing, jaw move-
ments [1, 2, 3]. However, no one—to—
one, exceptionless correlate has been
found. Nevertheless, the connections be-
tween speech syllabicity and these vari-
ables are far-reaching and significant.

Jaw movements are obviously closely
connected with syllabic structure. These
syllable-related movements are easy to
observe with the naked eye. It is no coin-
c1dence that ventriloquists move the
dolls.jaw at a syllabic rate to give an im-
pressron of talk. Although it is possible
to speak with a clenched jaw, it is highly
unusual. Therefore, it is natural that hy-
potheses of mandibular movements as
connected to syllabicity have been pro-
posed long ago. Saussure's [2] proposal
of closmg movements (implosions) and
opening ones (explosions) in connecting
wrth syllabic boundaries is one example.

Another, more elaborated hypothesis of
the mandibular-syllabic connection was
presented by Menzerath & de Lacerda [3]
in the thirties. However, due to lack of
technical possibilities at that time, the hy-
pothesis could not be tested preperly.

Today, technical resources exist for
exploring the mandibular-syllabic con-
nection. Strain-gauge and magnetic coil
equipments, cineradiography, microbeam
X-ray and optoelectronic filming have
been used for tracking jaw movements
[4, 5, 6]. Several studies have been re-
ported since about 1980 of mandibular
amplitudes and movements in relation to
different sounds, stress, and tempo, e g
[4, 5, 6]. However, the mandibular-syl-
labic connection has not been given much
attention. The main aim of this paper is to
give some fundamental, preliminary data
on this issue.

Our main hypotheses are: (1) There is
a farwreaching but not total corresponden-
ce between oscillatory jaw movement pe—
riods and syllables in speech. (2) The
never—resting jaw movements constitute
the basic syllabic speech structure.

METHOD AND MATERIAL
To elucidate the extent and nature of the

mandibular-syllabic connection, the jaw
movements have been analysed in natural
phrases with the aid of optoelectronic fil—
ming (Selspot). This equipment consrsts
of three basic units: light-emitting diodes.
a position-sensitive detector located in
two cameras, and a computer with a cam—
era interface. For a closer description, sec
[7]. With this equipment, the three—die
mensional spatial movements of one or
more diodes can be analysed and display-
ed in calibrated curves and/or quantitative
data, giving values of displacement am-
plitudes, velocities and velocity changes;

This study was based on systematic
analysis of curves of mandibular move-
ments in the vertical dimension only. The
jaw movements were recorded at a sam-
pling rate of 500 Hz by a single diode at-
tached to the midline of the chin. Head
movements were compensated for by a
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reference system consisting of three di-
odes attached to a Spectacle frame worn
by the subject. This registration was sup-
plemented with a simultaneous micro-
phone recording of the acoustic signal.
This signal was registered in synchrony
with the movement curve as an LP filter—
ed acoustic waveform. In this curve, the
segmentation of sound segments of the
utterances were made. The acoustic sig-
nal was also perceptually analysed as
concerns the different informants' degree
of speech reduction and tempo.

Two substudies, A and B, have been

made. In study A, 12 dental students par-
ticipated, eight women and four men,

mean age 24 years, range 22-27 years.
(This study has been published [8].) In
study B, ten other subjects participated,
four women and six men, mean age 31
years, range 23-49 years. Nine of these
were also dental students. All subjects
were native speakers of Swedish with
normal hearing.

The material spoken consisted mainly
of natural phrases in Swedish, well vari-
ed as concerns vowels, consonants, con-

sonant clusters, and stresses. The ma-

terial in study A consisted of Mississippi,
[lmlSI’SIpI], Poppa tappar koppama,
[ papa ‘tapa(r) ‘koparLaL "Daddy drops
the cups", and Prinsessan sorter potatis
[prtn‘sesa(n) .seto(r) pu‘to:tls], "The
princess sets potatoes". In study B, the
phrases were Statsministerns sista tat
mdste lasas, [‘stasm(1)ln1stan(s) ’srsta
’tn:l most: ‘le:sas], "The prime minis—
ter's last Speech has to be read", and Ce-
cilia tjatade att hon mdste kila bort och
kika pd Sassas nya kjol, [sa’sizlla ‘ca:ta
(a)t (h)U(n) mosto ,ci:la bet 9 ‘ci:ka
p(o) ‘sasas ‘ny:ja ’cu21], "Cecilia kept
saying that she had to run away and look
at Sassa's new skirt". (The diacritics ’
and ‘ denote main stressed syllables, as-
sociated with Swedish tonal accent I and
II, respectively. The parentheses sur-
round segments that are often reduced.)

In study A, the three items were spo-
ken one at a time. Each item was uttered
five times by all 12 subjects. In study B,
the two phrases were uttered with a very
short pause between them. Each such se-

cluence was uttered nine times by all 10
subjects. All informants spoke with-a
normal loudness and tempo, resulting in
numerous expected reductions of con-
sonant clusters and unstressed vowels.
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RESULTS
The 22 subjects generally had similar

mandibular movement patterns, albeit
with some individual differences. Fig 1
shows a representative curve from one of
the subjects. Several features found in all
or most of the informants' curves will
now be described.

(I) The jaw was constantly moving
during the utterances. A permanent oscil—
lating pattern with peaks and valleys
characterized all utterances by all speak-
ers. The vertical movement amplitudes
were on average 5 mm and maximally 8~
12 mm. A mandibular period had a mean
duration of about 0.230 sec.

(2) The speed of the mandibular low-

erings and raisings tended to be constant,
resulting in symmetric peaks and dips in
the curves.

(3) The mandibular movement perio-
dicity showed a strong connection with
the syllabic structure. Thus, there was a
strong tendency for one dip to occur in
each vowel and one peak in the conso-
nant(s) in between. Generally, there was
no cases of a dip connected with a single
consonant or a peak with a single vowel.

However, in less than 10% in the
whole material, a VCV sequence corre—

sponded to a single curve valley. This dip
was typically deeper and longer than the
average. In most cases, this C was [n] or
[n] in phrase final VCV in kopparna

(substudy A), and [l] in various posrtions

in the two phrases in substudy B. The

durations of these consonantal segments,

measured in the waveforms, were nor-

mal.
In addition, there were a few cases of

two small curve dips in a single vowel.

These were only found in some speakers

in the stressed, long [0:] in tal and tjata.

(4) In several sequencies With high

vowels, mandibular oscillation amplitude

was very small, only 1—2 mm, of Fig 2.

This was found for several speakers 1n

Mississippi, Prinsessan sa'tter potatis,

V.- r__ tn' I

Figure I . Mandibular movement curve of

subject A reading r
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Figure 2. Mandibular movement curve of
subject H reading Erinsessan sa'tter Qata-
LIL

__'

C

Figure 3. Mandibular movement curve ofsubject D reading Poppa taQQar koggama.
and in the fat type part of Statsminis-terns sista tal mdste la‘sas. Thus, thepermanent jaw oscillation, correlated withthe syllabic structure, was sustained on avery small amplitude scale here.

(5) Most often, the mandibular move-ment pattern immediately before speechonset and in the pause between the twoconsecutive phrases was different fromthe undulating speech mode, cf Fig 2.However, in some cases an integrated os-cillation of the speech type was found al-so in these speech-outside positions. SeeFig land 3. Thus, sometimes the oscilla-ting jaw movement was started one ortwo periods before the speech onset andwas also sustained during short silentpauses.

DISCUSSION

Method
The Selspot diode placing on the chinled to an artifactual deviation in labialconsonant jaw amplitudes. Due to tissuestretching, our amplitude values were toohigh in these sounds, higher than in den—tal consonants. According to other stud-ies With no such artifact, e g [6], alveo-lar/dental consonants have somewhathigher mandibular positions than labialones. To avoid this problem, we havetested diode placings on the lower frontteeth. This position is however also un-suitable, since the diode emitted light is
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often absorbed by the lower lip. In future
investigations, we shall therefore place
the diode on a small, rigid, bent metal
stalk glued to a lower teeth.

In spite of this, our present data are
valid for an analysis of several aspects of
the close mandibular-syllabic relation.
The mandibular-syllabic connec-
tion

Obviously, speech is characterized by
a quasi-regular, continuous jaw oscilla-
tion. No mandibular steady state was
seen in 360 phrases uttered by 22 speak-
ers. The movements also tended to be
symmetric. This is unlike e g the tongue,
which moves in a more irregular way,
with intermittent steady states [9].

Furthermore, the permanent mandi—
bular undulating pattern had a very close
correspondence with the syllabic pattern
of the utterances. The jaw opening move-
ments were connected with the vowels
and the closing movements with the con-
sonants.

This undulating pattern was seen also
in several sequences with high vowels,
where oscillation amplitudes were only 1-
2 mm, cf Fig 2. This is highly signifi-
cant. The production of the individual
consonants and vowels in such sequen-
ces do not demand such mandibular pre-
cision. Obviously, the very small move-
ments have another function. Our hypo-
thesis is that the never-resting, oscillating
mandibular movements constitute the ba—
sic syllabic structure of speech.

Other articulators, e g the tongue,
sometimes display steady states [9].
Therefore, it was a priori not unreason-
able to suppose that the lower jaw should
be kept still in a sequence of sounds like
Mississippi, where [s] and [i] have simi-
lar, close jaw positions. .

According to our hypothesis, the mam
reason for these permanent, oscillating
movements of the lower jaw is its basic
role as prime mover in connection wrth
syllabic structure. It is however not a
necessary mover. The syllabic structuring
of speech is of course lead by centers In
the brain. Other articulatory tools can take
the place of the jaw. But this is unusual.
It is also true that the mandibular-syllab1C
connection is not completely one-to-one.
But for about 90% of over 4000 syllablt?s
in our material, there was a one—to-onc
connection with mandibular periOdS-
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Almost all cases of exceptions from
this general one-to-one correspondence
consisted of one opening-closing mandi-
bular movement during two consecutive
syllables. (No cases of three syllables in
one mandibular period was found.) The
duration of the consonant C in the bisyl—
labic mandibular period - VCV - was nor-
mal. Since the composition of the phrases
used was restricted, definite conclusions
cannot at this stage be drawn about the
factors that condition these reductions.
However, in almost all cases, the C was
a front tongue sonorant - [n, n] or [I],
and one or both of the Vs an open vowel
- [a] or [£2] - with very low jaw position.

Obviusly, an urgent research task is to
systematically map the conditions for
these reductions. The aim of this research
is to construct a model of speech syllabi-
city. This model must also integrate some
other data. One of these is some few ca—
ses in our material of two mandibular
oscillation periods within one syllable.
These cases were only found in [0:] in a
stressed syllable. Since [0:] has the long-
est inherent duration universally, and also
in Swedish, this is more natural than if
the double dip had been found in other
vowels.

This double-period mandibular trajec-
tory within a long vowel gives the im—
pression of the lower jaw as an oscillator,
moving within some frequency limits,
conditioned by its size and shape. Most
often, the syllable durations fit this peri-
odicity. This oscillator concept is not new
in speech articulation research [10].

Also some other of our data support
the hypothesis that the mandibulum is an
articulatory oscillator. They also indicatethat it may be the prime mover, in accord
with which the tongue and other articula-
tors move. These data are the cases of
Integrated pre-phrasal jaw oscillation.
Some of these cases consist of two pe~
HOds, with either equal amplitudes (Fig3) or a very small first dip (Fig 1), giving
the impression of an oscillator softly
Starting. Also a number of cases of per—
manent, integrated mandibular oscilla-
tions within silent pauses between phra-
ses support this view.

Syllables arise in baby babble around
e age of six months, making it more

Speecblike. The cause of this is the ap-
Pearance of regular lower jaw opening
and closing movements [1 1]. In this
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speechlike babble, mandibular move-
ments seem always to have a one~to—one
connection with the syllables [11]. In
grown—ups — and also in children aged 5-
7 years [12] - this one—to~one connection
is somewhat modified by some reduc~
tions mainly, but basically the same.
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VISIBLE ARTICULATORY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
ITALIAN STRESSED AND UNSTRESSED VOWELS

Emanuele Magno Caldognetto, Kyriaki Vagges, Claudio Zmarich
Centro di Studio per le Ricerche di Fonetica, CNR

Via Anghinoni, 10 35l21 Padova, Italy

ABSTRACT
This research focuses on the study of

the multidimensionality of the visible ar-
ticulatory movements in the production of
the Italian stressed and unstressed vowels.
Lip andjaw movements were recorded and
analysed with a fully automatic real-time
system for 3D kinematics data acquisition.
The data obtained show that jaw opening
and lower lip protrusion were the most
relevant articulatory parameters in distin-
guishing among the vowels.

INTRODUCTION
Integration of articulatory data with

acoustic and perceptual data is fundamen-
tal in deveIOping a phonetic theory ofvow-
els and can find important applications in
linguistic description [1,2] (cross-language
comparison, articulatory features system),
psycholinguistic research [3] (lip reading,
bimodal perception) or technological ap-
plications [4] (audio-visual speech synthe—
sis and recognition systems).

The Italian vowel system is considered
to be very simple [1] since it may be
described in terms of the features high 1
low andfront / back. The feature rounded
cooccurs with the feature back andprotru-
sion always cooccurs with rounding.

. The aim of this research is to define the
vrsible articulatory parameters in the pro-
duction of the Italian stressed and un-
stressed vowels, to individuate the
cooccurrence of various parameters and
finally to evaluate the relation of these
parameters to the phonetic linguistic fea—
tures.

METHOD
Lip and jaw movements were recorded

and analysed with ELITE [5], a fully auto-
matic, real-time system for 3D kinematics
data acquisition. It uses small, non obtru-
srveo, passive markers of 2mm ofdiameter,
realised by reflective paper, attached onto

the speaking subject’s face. In this study
the markers were placed on the central
points of the vermilion border of the upper
lip and of the lower lip, at the comers of the
lips, and at the centre of the chin. The
markers placed on the tip of the nose and
on the lobes of the ears served as reference
points to eliminate the effects of the head
movement. The following articulatory pa-
rameters corresponding to phonologically
significant features were analysed:

- lip height (LH), calculated as the
distance between the markers placed on
the central points of the upper and lower
lips; this parameter may be correlated with
the feature highllow.

- lip width (LW), corresponding to the
distance between the markers placed at the
corners of the lips, a parameter which
correlates with the feature rounded l
unrounded.

- jaw opening (JO), corresponding to
the distance between the markers placed at
the centre of the chin and the tip of the
nose. This distance is primarily due to the
jaw opening but it is also influenced by the
movement of the skin of the chin. This
parameter is correlated with the feature
high / low.

- anterior - posterior movement of the
upper lip (UP) and lower lip (LP), calcu-
lated as the distance between the markers
placed on the central points of either the
upper or lower lip and the line passing
from the markers placed on the lobes of the
ears. This parameter correlates with the
feature protruded / retracted.

The visible articulatory movements of
6 subjects (4 females and 2 males), speak-
ers of northern Italian, were recorded and
analysed. All the subjects were university
Students, aged between 19 and 22 and were
paid volunteers. They repeated five times.
in random order, each of the 7 stressed
lal. Isl. /e/, lil, lol, lol, /u/ and the 5
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unstressed, la/, lel, Ii], lol. lul. Italian
vowels. The vowels were in the first sylla-
ble of disyllabic ( /’tasti/, l’tEsil, l’tesil,

l’tisi/, /’tosko/, l’toskol, l’gusto/ ) or
trisyllabic Uta’starel, lte’starel, lti’sanel,
lto’skanel, /gu’stare/) words, and were
preceded by a /t/ and followed by {5/ (with
one exception, i.e. lgu’starel). They occured
within the carrier phrase “dico ____,_
chiaramente” (I say clearly).

A synchronous recording of the acous-
tic signal was also obtained.

Portions of the articulatory signal cor-
responding to the vowel to be analysed
were segmented on the basis of the acous—
tic speech signal. Since the dynamic as-
pects of the articulatory parameters were
not taken into consideration in this study, a
single point characterising the vowel was
individuated for each articulatory param-
eter. The data were normalised subtracting
the values related to the position of the lips
and jaw at rest, from each parameter ob—
tained, for each vowel and each subject.

This assured the comparability of the
results independently of the subjects vari-
ability in the shape and size of the
articulators. The so obtained data corre-
spond to the real extension of the lip and
jaw movements and may also be con-
nected to data relating to the internal bor—
ders of the lips [4].

RESULTS
The analysis of the normalised data

showed the mutual relations between all

the parameters examined: a clear correla-
tion between the upper and the lower lip
Protrusion for both stressed and unstressed
vowels, (r=.82 and r=.83 respectively),
and a negative correlation between lip width
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and upper lip protrusion ( r=-.81 and r=-
.83), as well as between lip width and
lower lip protrusion (r=-.73 and r=—.80).
Stressed vowels showed also a correlation
between lip height andjawopening (r=.85).
For both stressed and unstressed vowels
there was no significant conelation be-
tween lip height and lip width and between
lip height and upper or lower lip protru-
sion. The presence or absence of correla—
tion observed in this study is congruous
with previous results reported for English
[6,7] and French [8] independently of the
instrumentation or reperee points used in
defining the parameters.

Stressed and unstressed vowels were
analysed with two-way ANOVAs (7 or 5
vowels respectively and 6 subjects as a

between factor) to assess their effect on

each of the articulatory parameters exam—

ined. Post hoc Tukey multiple compari-

sons were carried out when the vowel

effects were significant. Only the data sig-

nificant at p<.01 will be discussed. The

normalised mean values, pooled over the 6

subjects and the 5 repetitions for each

parameter and each vowel are reported in

Table 1. The values may be either positive

or negative depending on the parameter

taken into consideration. For example, LW

values are negative when the distance be-

tween the corners of the lips decreases with

respect to their distance at rest, as is evi-

dent for both stressed and unstressed lul,

while positive LW values correspond to

an increased distance with respect to the

values at rest, as is the case ofthe unrounded

vowel [1/ in both stressed and unstressed

position. UP and LP may also show both

positive and negative normalised mean

Table l. Normalised mean values (mm) pooled over subjeCI-Y and repetitions for “Ch
articulatory parameter and each vowel.

[i] [e] la!

LH stressed 8.6 9.6 13-6

unstressed 7.6 8.7

J0 stressed 6.6 7.8 12.6

unstressed 5.3 6.7
LW stressed 0.1 0-5 1-1

unstressed 1.2 0-3
UP stressed -l.l -0.3 -2-0

unstressed -1.2 -1.0
LP stressed -1.4 ‘ -1.2 -33

unstressed 0.6 -L1

In! to! to! ’II’

15.0 15.1 8.7 7.7
10.5 8.1 7.1

14.1 112 3.3 13
91) - 2.6 2.0

0,9 -5.1 -S.l -6.1
1.2 -3.3 -5.3

«2.1 2.6 3.9 4-4
.15 3.2 3-9
.23 0.9 2.8 3.6

.1.9 2-2 3-4
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Figure 1. Hierarchical clustering of the stressed and unstressed vowels with respect to
thefive articulatory parameters.

values, while LH and JO are always posi-
tive.

The results of the ANOVA showed that
jaw opening is the articulatory parameter
that better distinguishes both stressed and
unstressed vowels since it defines 4 de—
grees ofjaw opening. In fact, Fig. 1 shows
that stressed vowels are clustered in 4
groups, /u,o/, /i,e/, le,o/, and /a/. As for the
unstressed vowels, in Fig. l, JO distin-
guishes /a/, /e/, /1/ and /u,o/.

LH, which is traditionally considered
to be parallel to jaw opening, does not
identify all the degrees of opening defined
byJ0 (see Fig. 1). Moreover, the extension
of its movement always shows greater
values than JO, cf. Table 1. It is clear that
lips not only move in synergy with thejaw,
but also in an independent specific man-
ner.

LW divides both stressed and unstressed
vowels in two groups: rounded vowels and
unrounded vowels, see Fig. 1.

As for the two protrusions, LP is the
parameter that best distinguishes both
stressed and unstressed vowels. As shown

in Fig. l, stressed and unstressed vowels
are divided into 4 groups, i.e. two degrees
of protrusion and two degrees of retrac-
tion. In particular, for stressed vowels, a
higher degree of protrusion characterises
lu/ and /o/ with respect to bl, while la! and
/E/ are more retracted than /i/ and le/, see
Table 1.

Using the parameters resulting most
significant for distinguishing the vowels
(jaw opening, lower lip protrusion and lip
width), a three dimensional representation
of the stressed and unstressed vowel space
was plotted in Figs 23 and 2b respectively.
As can be observed there is a tendency to
reduce the values of the parameters from
the stressed to the unstressed condition,
even though the trend is not systematic.

DISCUSSION
Our data confirm the cooccurrence of

rounding and protrusion for the Italian
language. In fact, all the vowels with posi-
tive values of lip width, i.e. f1,e,E,a/, 3180
have negative values for both upper, and
lower lip protrusion. That is, unrounded
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Figure 2. 3D representation of the stressed and unstressed vowel space.

vowels are always also non protruded.

Similarly, vowels with negative lip width

values, i.e. the rounded vowels l3,o,u/, are

characterised by positive values of upper

and lower lip protrusion, that is, they are

also protruded. .

Jaw opening and lower lip protrusion

are the parameters that better distinguish

the vowels. It should be noted though, that

differences in jaw opening with respect to

lip height may be due to the marker placed

on the chin: the position of this marher was

influenced not only by the jaw opentng but

also by the movement of the skin espe-

cially during the lip protrusion.
Based on the values of the parameters

analysed, the reduction of the unstressed

with respect to the stressed vowels was

confirmed. Moreover, the unstressed mid

vowels are more similar to the stressed

mid-high /e/ and [0/ rather than to the and-

low stressed /EI and bl.
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ABSTRACT
According to Stevens [1], ”quanti-

tative data must be obtained on rates
of release and closure of articulators”.
Here, we use aerodynamic data in an
orifice equation to estimate the rate of
increase in the cross-sectional constric-tion area for [t] in different vowel con-
texts for 10 English speakers. Analy-
ses of the results indicate that in mostcases, the rate of release of [t] is signif-icantly faster when an open vowel fol-lows than when a close vowel follows.
RECORDINGS

Some data were recorded in 1987/88for 10 adult speakers of Received Pro-nunciation English as part of the AlveyProject MMI 009, Speech Pattern Al-gorithmic Representation, and are re-ferred to henceforth as the SPARdatabase. The speakers are: HB, JH,SR, GB, EA (female) and JM, MA,DH, JW, MB (male).
The recording sessions were carriedout in the Department of Linguisticsand Phonetics at the University ofLeeds. Four channels of data wererecorded onto FM tape: sound pres‘sure (microphone signal), laryngographsignal, volume flowrate of air, inter-preted as oral airflow for non-nasal se-quences (measured with a Rothenbergmask) and intraoral air pressure (mea-sured with an orally-inserted polyethy-lene tube). The airflow and air pres—

sure signals were low-pass filtered hat
50H2 before being recorded onto a min-
gograph along with the other two (un-
filtered) signals.

MEASUREMENTS
The speech material analysed

formed part of Set 02F of the SPAR
database. This consisted of repeated
[paCV] sequences where C and V stand
for various consonants and vowels re-

spectively. Sequences in which C = M
and V = [i:, (1:, 0:, u:] were selected for
analysis. Repetitions 2, 3, 4, 5 and6
of each vowel context were analysed for

each speaker. Measurements of airflow

and air pressure were made at 10ms

intervals following the plosive release,
with the time of release defined from

the rapid increase in flow from zero 0!

near-zero. Using an orifice equation],
the increasing minimum cross-section?
area of the vocal tract constriction is

estimated. The equation is:
Ac = 0.00076 X Uc/Pc‘”

where A; is the minimum. cross-

sectional area of the constriction (If:

cmz)$ Uc is the volume flowrateofg:e

through it (in c1723/s), and Pa {stion
pressure drop across the co'nsu'lcdis-
(in cmH20); the orifice equation is
cussed in more detail in Scully (2]

RESULTS
. . .5,

Graphs of constriction area agai;t

time are plotted. The graphs sugg
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that the increase in constriction. area
in the initial part of a. [t] release is ap-
proximately linear, and that the release
is faster in the open vowel contexts ([oz]
and (02]) than the close vowel contexts
([i:] and [u:]). As examples, graphs for
[ti:] and [tuz] are presented for Speaker
H3 in Figure 1. . .

Based on the area increase in the ini-
tial 50ms following the release, rates of
release are calculated for each repeti-
tion. Release rates (with means and
standard deviations) are presented for
the different vowel contexts for each
subject in Table 1. . .

A one-way analysis of variance indi-
cates that there is a very highly signifi-
cant effect of vowel context on the rate
of release of [t] for all speakers except
DH and EA (P S 0.001).

DISCUSSION
Of the vowels analysed, [oz] is likely

to have most lip-rounding for Received
Pronunciation speakers. Lip-rounding
may begin during the consonant due
to processes of coarticulation and so
there may be a significant pressure drop
acress the rounded and protruded lips.
In such a case, the pressure drop across
the alveolar. constriction may be less
than the measured intraoral air preS-
sure suggests. Therefore constriction
area values calculated with the orifice
ecluation for this vowel context may be
Under-estimating the actual values.

The release rates calculated here are
generally consistent with the range of
5‘2UCm2/s estimated by Fant (3] if?!“
aCOustic analyses of formant transrtion
patterns studied from spectrograms of
plosives.

Massey [4] estimated a typical release
We of 100cm2/s for labial and alveolar
plosives (compared to 25cm2/s for velar
plosives). This value seems rather high
compared to the results here, even for
t eOpen [at] vowel context. '

easurements of X-ray data for [t
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‘Timc {rain release (ms) 50

F'gure 1‘ Graphs of release of (i) [ti:]i .
and (ii) [to:] for Speaker HB.
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for a male speaker of North-American

English have demonstrated that the ve-
locity of tongue movement following
consonant release is ”dependent on the
target configuration of the following
vowel" [5]. Those articulatory data are
consistent with our aerodynamically-
derived constriction area estimates,
which have suggested that the articula-
tory release of the English plosive [t] in
VCV sequences is faster when an open
vowel follows than when a close vowel
follows.

CONCLUSIONS

In the orifice equation, the mea~
sured intraoral air pressure is actually
the pressure drop across the constric-
tion, the teeth and the lips, and SO
the results do not necessarily indicate
an actual single constriction of the vo-
cal tract. However, the constriction
area estimates derived from the aero-
dynamic equation do indicate consis—
tent effects for a [t] release in differ-
ent vowel contexts (faster when an open
vowel follows than when a close vowel
fOllo‘ws) and these are likely to produce
Consrstent effects in the corresponding
acoustic signal.

The shape of the vocal tract con-
striction and its position along the vo-
cal tract length will also have acous-
tic effects which are manifest through-
OUl the transition to a following V0W€1
161 Both these parameters are likely to
vary for [t] in different vowel contexts.
New methods for gathering articulatory
data, Such as enhanced electropalatog-
”1t 17], COuld provide invaluable in-
0rmation about the three-dimensional

Shape of the vocal tract constriction.

LOISImUItaneous recordings of articula-
y, a’~‘F0dynamic and acoustic data

could‘help our understanding of the
mappmg betWeen all these different as-
fifths, and 0f the enormous complexi-

involved in speech.
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ARTICULATORY STRATEGIES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF /1/

A. Marchal, M Chafcouloffand S. Lapierre
CNRS URA 261 Parole et Langage

Université de Provence, Aix-en-Provence, France

ABSTRACT
The spatio-temporal organization of

lingual "gestures" for the production of /|/
is investigated in nonsense words, words
and sentences. Our data reveals important
differences across speech items and across
speakers. The phasing of the gestures
indicates that our speakers adopt different
production strategies in the various
contexts.

INTRODUCTION
Until recently, most of the studies on

speech production have relied upon
acoustic and articulatory data from
nonsense words. This type of speech
material allows for a fine control of
linguistic and prosodic variables which
interact in a speech sequence, but it is
questionable whether results obtained
from these carefully designed experiments
bear any sigriifiance for the understanding
of the process involved in the production
of other speech items such as words,
sentences... The spatio-temporal
organization of lingual "gestures" for the
production of /l/ is compared across
speech items and across speakers.

METHODOLOGY
Data for this study has been extracted

from the multilingual EURACCOR
database [1]. This database consists ofSimultaneous digital recordings of theacoustic soundwave, of the laryngographsignal, of oral and nasal airflow and oflinguo-palatal contacts. Multisensor datahas been collected for the production ofVCV-nonsense words, isolated wordsmatching phonetically the nonsensewords, and the same words embedded insentences. The speech items have beenrepeated 10 times at a normal rate. Wehave analysed here the production by twoFrench female speakers ("ad", "go"; 20 ~

25 years old; no sociogeographic marks of
pronunciation or speech defect) of the
sequence /ulu/ in the nonsense word
“ oulou ” and in “ Toulouse”, the french
town, as isolated word and “Toulouse”
embedded in the sentence: “ La cousine de
Vichy e'pousa un hippie a Toulouse ”.

The various acoustic, aerodynamic and
articulatory signals available in the
ACCOR database are annotated
independently [2]. The present study relies

on EPG data only. The following

landmarks have been identified: the onset

of the fowvard movement of the tongue,
the lateral closure, the maximum
constriction and the lateral release. They

are annotated respectively as ACE, LCE,
MCE and LRE. In addition, the beginning
and the end of lingual activity is labelled
GOE and GEE. The data from these

annotation points is used as the basis for
the subsequent spatial and temporal
analyses. EPG patterns at ACE, LCE,
MCE and LRE have been analysed as an

indication of the amplitude of the tongue

tip gesture. The temporal organization of

the gestures is given by the durations

between these marks. They cOrfeSP‘md to
the following phases: approach (ACE'
LCE); closure (LCE-MCE) and release

(MCE-LRE). EPG data has. been

statistically analyzed using the pall’Cd' t‘
test and the ANOVA linear regreSSIOH
method.

RESULTS

Spatial Organization .

0“ ‘1 hyper- to hypo-continuum and m

the framework of the H & H theorytl3h],

the following prediction can be made. 1'8

amplitude of the lingual gesture Is

eXPCCted to be larger for the nonsenie

words than for real words, and it shou

be the smallest for the sentence context
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[4]. The amplitude of the tongue gesture

can be estimated from the number of

activated electrodes. Measurements were

made at the point of maximum contact

MCE and at ACE and LCE for the three

speech types: Total number of linguo-

palatal contacts, number of contacts by

rows and by palatal areas (A=alveolar;

B=prepalatal; C=palatal; prevelar, as
shown in Fig. 1):

} area A

} area B

} area C

} area D

Figure 1. Area delimitations of the EPG
frame

As far as the general spatial
organization is concerned, two remarks

can be made: 1) There is no significant
difference between the number of linguo-
palatal contacts between nonsense words,
words and sentences for both speakers in
each context. This means that they both
reach similar spatial targets in terms of
general amplitude of the lingual gesture;
2) Conceming the contexts, the difference
which is observed between the mean
contact number for each articulatory
landmark is more important for the
nonsense words than for the other speech
contexts. For example, the mean
difference between the number of contacts
0f ACE and LCE in sentences for “gc”
sPeaker is 7.3 contacts against 11.7 in
nonsense words (23.3 cts - 16 cts against
23.1 - 11.4 cts), contrary to Fametani [5],
these differences are however not
Significant.

When we consider the number of
Contacts in the various palatal areas, the
Same tendency can be observed for the
“V6018! and prepalatal regions. We note
that the gesture amplitude for the
I{Onsense word is not significantly
different fiom the other contexts, but it is

SPSSCSted that the nonsense context
differs most fi'om the sentence context and
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suggest the following decreasing order of
gesture amplitude: nonsense
wotd/word/sentence contexts.

Temporal Organization

The first part of the temporal analysis

consisted in comparing the total duration

of /I/ as a function of the given contexts

(Fig.2). The ANOVA analysis of variance

indicates a significative difference between

the total duration of the articulation for

three contexts, F(27.2), p <.001 for "ad"

speaker, F(26.7), p <.001 for "gc"

speaker. As could have been expected, we

observe the shortest duration for /1/ in the

sentence, then by increasing order in the

real word and in the nonsense word.

m
I”
m O AD

W
h

ir
l

o
‘
B

S
‘
S

S
i
I
I

Mwad ml wold 551"“

Figure 2.‘ Mean total duration of /l/ in

French for speakers "ad" & "gc from

EPG data

The question arises to. know‘ if the

variation of the total duration which was

observed as a function of context affects

equally or not each phase. If the ratio

duration of phases / total durations of /I/ is

kept constant, this would imply thatthe

internal organisation of the. various

gestures involved in the production of /1/

is not altered as a function of the context.

The duration of each phase I:

proportionally increased or decrease

from sentences to nonsense words. Since

the amplitude is not affected (prevtous

observations), this would imply that there

exists a saturation efi‘ectand that th:

intended lingual gesture is in factmqske

by competing demands on the articu ator.

An alternative hypotheSis would Iexp at;

the observed facts as an intern
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reorganisation of the various phases. This difference in articulatory organization, we
is indeed what our analysis reveals for have adopted a phase representation. This
speaker "ad": The relative duration of representation (Fig.2 & 3) uses
phase 1 and phase 2 is primarily phase/total duration ratio. Each angle
concerned. There is a clear shortening of indicates the relative timing of each phase
the approach to constriction in the translated into degrees. The circumference
sentence context for speaker "ad" but not corresponds to the total duration of the
for speaker "gc".To illustrate this consonant.

LCE-MCE
Nonsense

109 4 ms

Woni

89.2 ms
Suntan“

“ll 3 ms

MCE-LRE ACE-LCE
00

Figure 2. Articulatory phasesfor flx’: speaker "a "

LCE-MCE

MCELRE ACELCE

0'

Figure 3. Articulatory phasesfor /’l/: speaker 'jgc"

ICPhS 95 Stockholm

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have to be extremely careful with

the interpretation of these results, since

the data presented here is based only on
the production of 2 speakers who

produced the speech items 10 times.

However the fact that they differ in the

reorganization of the lingual gestures

across speech material contexts is in itself

interesting and raises the following

questions which should be addressed in a
broader study: Does this apparent
difference of strategy in the lingual

gesture reflect a real difference in the

tongue kinematics or does the EPG

technique which shows only the contacts
biaise the data ? The production of 11/

requires not only a lateral closure, but also

a specific shape of the tongue behind the

contact area. The curvature of the tongue
is in part responsible for the turbulent

flow conditions needed for lll. The form

of the cavity behind the closure depends

also on the shape of the palate. The
plastercasts of our 2 speakers show large
morphological differences. The palate for

"gc" is more flat than the palate of "ad".
It seems very important in addition to

linguo-palatal contact patterns to obtain

data on the distance from the tongue to
the palate. As a first attempt to answer
this question, we will record
simultaneously EPG and EMMA with
coils on the tongue dorsum.

Concerning the use of nonsense word
material for the investigation of speech
production, our EPG data would suggest
a positive answer for one speaker and a
negative one for the other speaker. For
both speakers, there is a general tendency
to shorten the articulation of l]! in
sentences with respect to words and
nonsense words. However, the timing of
the various phases differ from one speaker
to the other. The decrease is

Proportionnal for "go". In that case,
results from nonsense words can be

extrapolated to 11/ in sentences. This is not

Session 13. 11 Vol. 1 Page 3 77

true for speaker "ad" where a
reorganization of the timing of the
approach to constriction phase can be
observed. Further multisensor
investigation of articulatory gestures is
still needed to indicate how real is lab
speech.
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AN ARTICULATORY DESCRIPTION OF CLICKS BY MEANS OF
ELECTROMAGNETIC ARTICULOGRAPHY
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ABSTRACT

In‘ this paper an articulatory
description of two types of clicks which
are used in the Bantu language Xhosa is
presented. Although in some utterances
the coxls caused inadequate affrication,
the main elements of the click sounds
could be traced, e.g. the backward
movement of the tongue body during the
occlusion of [i] followed by a very fast
downward movement of the tongue tip
after the anterior release attaining a
maxrmum velocity of more than three
times the velocity for the tongue tip
opening gesture of [t].

INTRODUCTION

_Previous work on Southern African
click sounds was based mainly on
perceptive and acoustic analyses. So far
there are only relatively few
physrologlcal data. Traill (cf. [1])
presents cineradiographic and
electropalatographic data which allow
for. a .detailed description of the
articulation and a corresponding
classn'icatlon of the different click types.
Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA)
has not been used before to analyse the
articulatory movements during the
production of click sounds.

In producing a click sound the tongue
has to form two closures: at the front
and at the back of the tongue so that a
body of air is enclosed in between. By adownward movement of the mid-tonguewhile _ tongue tip and dorsummaintaining contact to the roof of themouth the. air in the cavity is rarefiedand a suction effect is created. Now theforward closure is released and airrushes into the mouth, producing a clicksound. Then the backward closure isreleased . (called the click:fvclgmpanlmem, cf. [2]) which does notnoisells produce a perceptible sound or

The Bantu language Xhosa ustypes of clicks which can be cliisilfigd(according to the terminology of [2]) as

the dental click, phonetically transcribed
as [l], and the (alveo-) palatal click [!]
and the lateral click [||]. However, there
is a controversy on the exact places of
articulation. In the present study we only
examined the dental [I] and the (alveo-)
palatal click [l] because Electromagnetic
Articulography permits the registration
of movements in the mid-sagittal plane

of the oral tract only so that it was not
possible to investigate the movements
with laterals.

The present study is a first attempt to

use EMA for describing the sequencelof

events during the production of click
sounds.

METHODS

EMA allows for registration .of
movements inside the oral caVlty with
reasonable spatial and temporal
resolution. Thus the high articulatory
velocities occurring during click sound

production can be registered.

In the present experiment 5 sensor

coils were placed on the'followmg

positions: two reference coils .on the

nasion and below the lower lnclsors to

record the movements of the. head all

the jaw as well as three coils on the

tongue: 5 mm behind the tip of the
tongue (TT), in the place of al‘tlculailon
of [k] in [aka] (determined by a
colouring test) on the tongue dorsum

(TD) and in the middle betweeen TI an

TD. The kinematic recordings Were

made with a sampling rate of .200 -

Simultaneously to the articulatotal;
recordings the acoustic Signal W

digitally recorded. _ the
In addition to the click sounds [k]

alveolar stop [t] and the dorsal stop et

were used as reference. Every mg“

sound was embedded in a no???”

syllable vcv (with v = [a]) and than
be produced in a target phrase. Ten
a a ngoku (I am saying 3} now)- all)’

«lens of each stimulus Were vlsu the

presented in randomized order. ‘Slncemes

subject had some initial 'dlfficucoils

producing the palatal click With the
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attached to the tongue the sentence with
the palatal click target was produced
another 20 times. The sentences were
produced by one male subject who
learned Xhosa as a third language and
has been staying in a Xhosa speaking
area for the last 23 years (one of the
authors, J.R.).

Since in some utterances speech was
obviously disturbed by the coils leading
to inadequate affrication an auditive
assessment was carried out by the
speaker and only those tokens were
selected for further analysis which
clearly sounded like adequate click
sounds. In addition some utterances had
to be rejected because the TD coil which
obviously interfered with the click
production got loose. In the end 6 tokens
of [aka] and 7 tokens of [ata], [ala] and
[a!a] were included in the kinematic
analysis.

ARTICULATORY DESCRIPTION

The data is not sufficient for a
detailed quantitative analysis. However,
a 'close examination of the x/y-

IraJectories of the tongue sensors
together with the acoustic signal during
the production of the sequence [ala]

PtOVides the following articulatory
description: All three tongue sensors
moved simultaneously from the back,
low position for the first [a] upwards and
t0 the front and got in contact to the
anterior and posterior parts of the palate.
In the middle of the occlusion the
highest position of all three tongue
sensors was achieved. During the last
part of the closure the tongue dorsum
started moving downward while the
mid-tongue was pulled further up and
further back, moving behind the position
9f the tongue dorsum, which must be
mierpreted as a retroflex movement. For
thls WPe of click a retroflex articulation
‘as been reported elsewhere [2]. From

"5 hlghest position at the palate the

iongue tip then was released and
Performed a very fast (vertical)
dOWnWard movement attaining a peak
Velocity 0f up to 1094 min/sec. The
release allowed air rushing into the

momh Producing the characteristic click
SOUIId. After that the dorsal part of the
tongue moved downward with a
mlum velocity of 470 - 630 mm/sec.

1‘ Contrast, the stop of the dorsal ploswe

Session 13.12 Vol. 1 Page 379

[k], produced by the same subject, was
released with a peak velocity of 149 to
200 min/sec and the alveolar plosive
sound [t] with 290 to 442 mrn/sec.

DISCUSSION

By the application of Electromagnetic
Electrography for the registration of the
articulatory movements during the

production of dental and palatal click

sounds some technical problems

appeared: Some click sounds were

erroneously affricated because the

articulation was deranged by the coils

attached on the tongue. Furthermore, in

some utterances the strong friction of the

tongue against the palate removed the

posterior receiver coil so that these

recordings could not be analysed.

Besides these technical problems the

subject produced . slightly

hyperarticulated speech With slow

overall speech rate, inter-word pauses

and long stop closure times. Thus. it

might be the case that the observed click

sounds were hyperarticulated, togf

evertheless, the basic sequences.

Silents could be traced and the high

velocity peaks occcurring in click sound

production could be registered by means

of the applied method.
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CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCES 0N DEVOICING OF /Z/ IN
AMERICAN ENGLISH

Caroline L. Smith
University of Califomia, Los Angeles, USA

ABSTRACT
The devoicing of lz/ by speakers of

American English was examined in a
variety of sentence contexts using
acoustic, airflow and EGG data.
Although speakers differed in overall
frequency of devoicing, they showed
similar rank orderings for frequency of
devoicing in different contexts. Both the
immediate phonological context of /7/ and
the prosodic strength of its position in the
word influence the likelihood of
devoicing.

BACKGROUND
Speakers of English often do not fully

vmce obstruents that are phonologically
categorized as voiced. Voiced fricatives
are often considered to require particularly
preCise conditions in the vocal tract:
subglottal pressure must be higher than
oral'air pressure in order to produce
voicmg, but oral air pressure needs to be
higher than atmospheric pressure to
produce turbulence at the supralaryngeal
constriction [l]. The term “devoicing” is
used here to describe an absence of vocal
fold vibration in the production of sounds
normally categorized as voiced.

A number of previous studies have
shown that devoicing is common in
veiced fricatives in both British [2, 3, 4]
and American English [5, 6, 7]. This
experiment uses instrumental data to
investigate two questions about the
veicmg of /z/ in connected speech. (1) In
what enVironments is II] most likely to be
devoiced? (2) How does d '
differ from /s/? CVOICCd [Z]
Mechanisms of devoicing

Most previous studies have usedacoustic data to identify the presence orabsence .of voicing. The temporalcharacteristics of devoicing in fricativeshave been documented extensivelyparticularly by [3] and [7]. A greateilikelihood for devoicing a voiced fricativewhen it is adjacent to a voiceless sound orSilence‘has also been noted, suggestingthat a kind of assimilation in voicing stateis at work ([3, 4, 6, 7]). There is less

information available on the physiological
mechanisms involved in devoicing, such
as whether devoicing is the consequence
of a controlled opening movement of the
glottis or is a passive consequence of the
aerodynamic conditions that Ohala [1]
suggests make voiced fricatives difficult
to produce. .

There is some evidence that the glottis
does open during devoiced fricatives.

Haggard [2] concludes, on the 133515. of

F0 fall such as occurs followmg

voicelessness, that the glottis opens

during a voiced fricative in whichglottal

vibration ceases and then is re-initiated.

In a study using transilluminationb], the

majority of tokens of voiced fricatives

showed evidence of glottal opening,
whereas voiced stops mostly did not.

DATA COLLECTION ,
The present experiment was deSigned

to investigate the devoicing of II} Inla

variety of phonological environments In

natural speech. Speakers of American

English produced 4 to 6 repetitions of 19
sentences. In these sentences, /s/ and II}

occurred in contexts matched‘for‘type 0f
neighboring sounds and position in WOI'IJ

or phrase; the matched pairs of /s/ and/

occurred in different sentences. .

Speakers wore a pneumotachographlc
mask to measure airflow and an
electroglottograph (EGG) to measuge

vocal fold contact. These signals andt S

acoustic signal from a head—mountek

microphone were recorded directly to d15
at an 8000 Hz sampling rate. The 21.1510";
and EGG signals were low-pass filteggo
at 1000 Hz, the acoustic Signal at 3

Hz. A tape recording was also made, attic

digitized at 20000 Hz for acOUS is

analysis. Data from three speakers
reported here. , {f

The EGG signal was used [Oldel‘ 15y
Where voicing was present in fricativflé

The amplitude of one EGG cy "6
(maximum — minimum during 00
excursion) was measured at time el

maximum RMS energy In Pheloxlvas
preceding the fricative. The fricativen 0

considered voiced during the Porno
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its duration that the amplitude of the EGG
cycles exceeded one-tenth of the EGG
cycle amplitude at the time of maximum
energy in the preceding vowel. Voicing
was considered to cease when the
amplitude of an EGG cycle fell below this
criterion. For each token of lzl, the
percentage of fricative duration with
voicing was calculated by dividing the
duration of frication during which the
EGG amplitude exceeded criterion by the
totzfl duration of acoustic frication.

The tokens of /z/ were categorized
according to the percentage of their
duration during which there was voicing.
The three categories were:

0- 25% voicing devoiced
26 — 90% voicing partially devoiced

90- 100% voicing voiced
Each category was analyzed separately

and its acoustics and aerodynamics were
compared with tokens of /s/ produced in
matched phonological contexts.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IS/
AND 11]

For each speaker, each category of
tokens of /z/ was compared to an
equivalent number of tokens of /s/
matched for phonological context. Paired
tjtests show that /z/ and /s/ differ
S'Enificantly in the following ways. For
all sPeakers, the acoustic duration of
”cation is significantly shorter for /z/

than for matched /s/ for all groups of lfl.
e acoustic duration of a vowel

preceding /2/ is longer than a vowel
preceding Isl for all speakers when II] is
partly or fully devoiced. However, for

Vowels Preceding voiced /z/, only
Speaker 1 had significantly longer
duratmns; for Speakers 2 and 3 the
durations of the vowels preceding voiced
7/ Were not significantly different from
Vowels Preceding matched tokens of /s/.

Casures of airflow also differed
between ls/ and /21. For Speakers 1 and
ythe mean airflow and the maximum

“mow were lower for all groups of lzjts
an for the matched tokens of /s/. This

Was also true for Speaker 2 for partly or
lly devoiced tokens of /d; however, for

.‘5 Speaker there was no significant
‘ ference in the airflow measures
tWeen voiced /2/’s and matched /s/’s.
, he differences in airflow between

SI 3 and devoiced /z/’s could be due toa
Dal-”we" glottal constriction in [g] than in
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[51, supporting the suggestion by Laver
[4] that devoiced sounds may use a
phonation type intermediate between the
approximated vocal folds suitable for
voicing and a fully open glottis.
However, the substantial differences in
duration between /s/ and all types of'lz/

suggest that speakers are distinguishing

the two sounds not only by phonation

type and that, contra Laver, [s] and [a]

should not be regarded as synonymous.

Furthermore, given that mean airflow for

devoiced [g] is comparable to that for [2],

at least for Speakers 1 and 2, it seems

unlikely that devoicing results from active

widening of the glottis. Rather, it may be

the consequence of a lower level of

pulmonic effort.

FRE UENCY OF DEVOICING IN

DIFI‘SIERENT CONTENTS .
Of the three speakers investigated so

far, Speaker 1 was the least likely to

devoice and Speaker 2 the most likely.

Speaker 3 had the most tokens wtth

partial devoicing. In the graphs below,

the lightest shading corresponds to

devoiced tokens of /z/. The darker gray

corresponds to partially dev0iced tokens,

and the black to voiced tokens.

Speaker 1

Speaker 2

Speaker 3

20 60 80 1

Number of tokens

/z/ in
' I. The number of tokens of ' .

ftiilireof the three voicmg categoiej.

devoiced ( El ), partially devoiced( ,

and voiced ( I ). 1 ha}

or the influence of phone ogi

€03:ton the likelihood of devrlilicmgr,1 th:

known effect of the sound fo o_w1 tiis

fricative [6] was confirmed in cm

ex eriment. The likelihood of dez‘lOItthE

bypthe different speakers forthe / 2 a The

rid of “falls” is shown in Elgmedifers

likelihood of devorcmg hetlher a

considerably degggdlangoiggle; stop, or
votce .

:ilgiiile zfiollows the /z/. (Only the relevant
' the

' h sentence appears in

pomiirla‘bgliil)‘: Devoicing 15 least 1111:1113;

align the /z/ is followed by a vowe
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mp bar in the graph) and most likely at the
end of a sentence (the bottom bar).
Although the speakers differ in how often
they devoice overall, they all show a
similar rank ordering among contexts.

Speaker 1.

falls is

falls behind

falls per-

t'alls ##
l l I
I I l

0 l 2 3 4 5 6
Number of tokens

Speaker 2.

falls is

falls behind

falls per-

falls ##

0123456
Number of tokens

Speaker 3.

falls is

falls behind

falls per-

falls ##

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number of tokens

Figure 2. Number of tokens of/:/ at theend of “falls ” that speakers produced asdevoiced ( C] ), partially devoiced ( I ),and voiced ( I ).

A similar pattern was observed forproductions of word-final II] in “pause"with different following environments.This set of comparisons included theword “paused", in which the l7] is in asyllable coda but is not word~flnal. Inthis coda position, 75% of the tokens of/2/ were devoiced and 25% partiallydevoiced, compared to l00‘7c devoicedwhen “pause” was phrase~flnaL The lz/to “pause” in all other contexts was lesslikely to be devoiced.
There is also some influence from thesound preceding a fricative. Syllable and
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word-initial /z/ were more likely to
devoice when preceded by a voiced stop
than a vowel. The top graph in Figure 3
shows more tokens with full voicing for
syllable-initial Iz/ preceded by a vowel
(“degert”) than preceded by a voiced
stop (“observe"). The lower part of
Figure 3 shows more tokens with full
voicing for word-initial l2] preceded by a
vowel (“the ginc’) than preceded by a
voiced stop (“red zinc”).

unassémm‘heui‘e 1

‘fla‘irsf‘e‘i?¥observe

I I I l
0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent of tokens

the zinc

red zinc

20 40 60 80 100
Percent of tokens

Figure 3. Eflect ofpreceding vowel and
voiced stop on likelihood ofdevoicing in
syllable (top) and word (bottom) initial
AV.

All tokens of fully voiced lzl in
“observe” were produced by Speaker I,
the speaker who most often produced
voiced /z/’s. All tokens of devoiced
intervocalic I?! in “dessert” and “the zinc"
were produced by Speaker 2, the speaker
most likely to devoice. Although
devoicing was less frequent for the
syllable- and word-initial lz/‘s shown in
Figure 3 than for the word-final lz/‘s in
Figure 2, nonetheless there were
numerous tokens of initial lz/ with at least
partial devoicing. _

Stress also appears to play a role In
determining the likelihood of devoicing a
fricative, although the data are too sparse
to make firm conclusions. Figure 4
illustrates the greater frequency 0f
devoicing in word—final /2/ at the end of
an unstressed syllable in “Dodgers" than
at the end of a stressed syllable 1n
“recurs”. In both cases the target word
was followed by a stressed syllable With
initial voiced stop.
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Dodgers

reel} rs

0 20 40 60 80 100
Percent of tokens

Figure 4. Percent of word-final /2/ that
are devoiced at the end of an unstressed
syllable (top) and a stressed syllable
(bottom).

The comparisons presented here show
that devoicing is more likely in positions
that are generally the targets of lenition
processes ~—— in unstressed syllables, as
part of a syllable coda, and at the end of a
word or sentence [8]. It is not just the
voicing characteristics of the immediate
environment that condition the voicing of
the fricative. The prosodic strength of the
position in which the /z/ occurs is also
very important in determining whether or
not it will be voiced.

CONCLUSION
Different speakers vary as to how

likely they are to devoice lzl. However,
they shared similar rank ordering for
frequency of devoicing in different
phonological contexts. Speaker 2 rarely
produced 12/ with glottal vibration during
much of its duration, but nonetheless was
more likely to produce at least some
glottal vibration in those contexts that
seemed to favor voicing.

Devoicing is most prevalent in
precisely those environments where
articulatory effort tends to be weaker.
This pattern favors the interpretation that
devoicing is a passive rather than an
active process: speakers are not
generating sufficient airflow from the
lungs to maintain the trans-glottal
pressure drop needed to maintain voicing.
Much as Beckman et al. [9] model
prosodic structure for temporal effects in
production in terms of “sonority-time
Space”, the occurrence of devoicing could
be modeled in terms of the strength of a
fncative’s prosodic environment. In
Weaker prosodic environments, speakers
may use lower airflow, resulting in a
greater likelihood of devoicing. Faced
with the voiced fricative ‘dilemma’ of
maintaining a pressure drop across the
suPl’alaryngeal constriction to preserve the
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frication and a pressure drop across the
glottis to preserve voicing, speakers ofAmerican English apparently prefer to
maintain the frication.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this investigation is to

analyze, for French, the behaviour of
single as opposed to double (abutted)
consonants, from X-ray and acoustic
data, for two speakers (one female and
one male) with increase of speech rate.
If configurational constraints have been
proposed for articulatory modelling of
vowels [1]; [2]; [3], those related to
consonant production are lacking in the
literature.

INTRODUCTION
X-ray data for consonant productions

[4] is rare compared with those
available for vowels in the literature. So
also is work on the influence of speech
rate on vocal tract configurations. The
present investigation attemps,
hopefully, to contribute, albeit
modestly, to reducing this scarcity and
also shed some light on articulatory-
acoustic consonantal constraints.

METHOD
The corpus consisted of 58 sentences

(of 4 to 6 syllables) that embedded the
target words. These words were chosen
to vary consonantal length /l, p, t, k, b,
d, g/ vs. (11, pp, tt, kk, bb, dd, gg/. The
present investigation focussed on the
the following sentences:
II a pas mal vs. [1 zappe pas mal

Iapa vs. appa/
Les attabler vs.

lata vs. atta/
Tres acariatre vs.

laka vs. akka/
Des abat-jour vs.

laba vs. abha/
ll l’a date vs.

lada vs. adda/
Crabes bagarreurs vs.

laga vs. aggal

La chatte tachetée

Trois sacs carrés

Crabes bagarreurs

Pas de date precise

Blagues garanties

Note that all pairs of sentences had
the same number of syllables. The data
reported here is thus based on 14 out of
the 58 sentences, produced by two
speakers (51 and 82) at a normal
(conversational) speaking rate and at a
self-selected fast rate. Thus there were
56 conditions in all: 2 speakers X 7
consonant types X 2 speech rates x two
durational contrasts.
Recordings and measurements

X-ray films, together with a

simultaneous audio recording of the

speakers’ productions were obtained.

With the help of a grid [5],
measurement parameters for vocal tract

configurations were determined related

to lip-lip and tongue-palate (apex, body)

contact—extents (mm); jaw opening
(mm) and constriction width (mm).
related to the preceding vowel were also
measured. Temporal events were

detected on the audio signal and
specific timing relations between these

events allowed determining, in the VC

domain, acoustic durations (ms) that
correspond to articulatory opening and

closing gestures. Speech rate was van6d
as a perturbing factor of measures

obtained from the different lmgurSIlc

categories, thus allowing to test the

resistivity of these patterns observed on

both the geometric vocal tract and the

acoustic timing levels.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results presented here are based on

raw data and rarely on statistics as It

was not possible to acqurre d“:

sufficient enough —— due )2
6Xperimental conditions (exposure to to

rays) —— to carry out detailed statishls

analyses. However, general tendencrqc

will be distinguished from system“
w

observations, where the latter Sho
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clear-cut differences across linguistic
categories, rate conditions and speakers.

Measurements obtained from mid
sagittal profiles, at normal speech rate,
show that contact-extents (maximum
value for contact) for lip-to—lip and
tongue—to-palate (apex and body)
productions are longer for double
(abutted) consonants than for their
single counterparts. This remark is
valid, in an intraspeaker pairwise
comparison, for all linguistic categories
examined, i.e. bilabials, apicals and
velars, and for both speakers. This
difference in contact-extent is shown on
Figure l. of midsagittal tracings for laka
vs. akka/ and /ada vs. addal. Table 1
(below) illustrates this fact.
Table I. Contact—extents (mm) for single vs.
double (abutted) consonants at a normal speech
rate or S] and 52.

Sin le consonants Double consonants
vcv SI 52 vccv SI 52
a a 8 IO appa ll l2
ma 3 8 atta 7 10
aka 7 l0 akka l7 l4
aha 8 9 ahha 9 l0
ada 6 3 adda 7 7
aua 9 10 agga I2 12
Although differences, in rare

instances, may seem too minimal to be
significant (1 m), it should be noted
that this obstruent strategy is always
systematic (across several images) and
in the same direction. Moreover, the
global tendency for abutted consonants
to have a longer contact-extent than
their shorter counterpans is maintained
in fast speech rate, thus showing the
relevance of this parameter in
differentiating the two categories, Le.
even when the linguistic system has
been Pcnurbed by speech rate increase.
Table 2 (below) confirms this claim.
able 2. Contact-extents (mm) for single vs.

double (abutted consonant: at a fast speechWe 1 s2.

VCV vccv S l 82

4
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Such differences are more or less
maintained in fast speech. Increasing
speech rate, leads to an increase in
contact-extent for single and double
consonants (compare values in Tables 1
& 2). This is especially true for the
lingual consonants. The difference in
behaviour between lingual consonants
and bilabials as to their contact-extents
has been reported elsewhere [6] for
these two speakers, in an entire corpus
of 58 sentences embedding varied
consonants and vowels, at the two
speech rates; the tendency is for
contact—extent to increase with speech
rate increase for lingual consonants and
to remain relatively stable for bilabials.
It can be hypothesized that this
parameter does not only correspond to
the obstruent phase of the plosive; it
may also reflect, in cases where the
linguistic system is perturbed, an
“articulatory overshoot" phenomenon in
terms of speed of lingual muscular
tissue impact on the hard palate. If
contact-extent does, however, reflect

the obstruent phase of the consonant,

then there should be some relationship
between this anicultory parameter and
closure duration on the acoustic level
(cf. infra). The other two articulatory

parameters, jaw opening and
constriction width, did not show any

systematic coarticulatory behaviour.

These parameters, exploited in terms of

area measurements, should certainly

give pertinent information in

distinguishing single from double

abutted consonants.
0n the acoustic level, in both speech

rates, mean values for closure duration

for all double consonants are

systematically longer than that of their

single counterparts (210 ms vs. 90 ms

respectively in normal rate; 120 ms vs.

70 ms respectively in fast rate). These

are all clear—cut differences, indicating

that closure duration is a more robust

measurement than contact-extent in

distinguishing single from. double

consonants. With speech rate increase,

both single and double consonants

reduce their closure duration, but it IS
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the double consonants that undergo a
higher reduction (around 90 ms) than
the singles (around 20 ms). It has been
reported that under speech rate increase,
long elements (vocalic or consonantal)
tend to resist less to syllable
compression than the already short
elements even when the short element is
a vowel [7]. This has been explained in
terms of linguistic constraints for
identity preservation, as further
compression of short elements would
affect their identification [8].

Is there an explicit relationship
between contact—extent and closure
duration? Figure 2 (left) shows that
there is no strict intra-class or inter-
class correlation between the two
parameters. However, when all
conditions are collapsed, and at a
normal speech rate, double consonants
with markedly longer closure durations,
tend to have longer contact-extents than
single consonants. This tendency is
maintained in fast speech (Figure 2,
right).

As concerns vowel duration of V1,
mean values obtained are comparable
for both classes in normal speech rate
(110 ms); when speech rate is increased
the vowel for the double class is
reduced by 50 ms, whilst that for the
singles is reduced by only 25 ms. It
seems, indeed, that the longer categories
are less resitant to compression
provoked by speech rate.

CONCLUSION
Data for consonantal single and

double (abutted) consonants have been
analyzed and a relevant measure hasbeen unveiled: articulator contact-extent. This is a robust parameter since
it is also valid in distinguishing the twolinguistic classes, even when speechrate is increased. Moreover, therelationship between contact—extent andclosure duration has been demonstrated.Such regularities are useful inevaluating the non linear relationshipbetween geometric parameters and theacoustic output. Thus, if contact-extentis related to closure duration, it also
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carries information on articulator speed
and resulting impact; these factors,
however, call for a more thorough
analysis. Although articulatory
parameters related to the preceding
vowel did not show any consistent
behaviour, converting the midsagittal
measures we obtained to area functions
should furnish relevant information for
modelling.
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Figure 1. Vocal tract sagittal profilesfor /aka/ (bold lines) vs. /akka/ (a'otteti lines) in
normal speech rate (left) andfor /ada/ (bold lines) vs. /adda/ (dotted lines) in normal
speech rate (right), for Speaker 1.
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‘ s aFigure 2. Scattergrams of tongue-palate (apicals and veIarS) contact-extents (mm) a
final.” of closure duration (ms) for single (V) vs. double (+) abutted consonants in
normal (left) andfast (right) speech rates. Speakers 1 and 2.
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KINEMATIC AND ACOUSTIC ANALYSIS OF
ARTICULATORY GESTURE PHASING
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ABSTRACT
Kinematic and acoustic measures were

made to explore the relationship between
the two. Results indicate that measures of
F2 onset and offset, previously
hypothesized to be likely indices of extent
of gesture overlap, can in some cases be
predicted with good reliability from
kinematic measures.

INTRODUCTION
In two recent papers (Weismer, Tjaden,

& Kent, in press a,b) we have argued that
acoustic measures can serve as indices of
articulatory gesture overlap. Measures of
onset and offset frequencies of the second
formant (FZ) in CV and VC sequences
have, in certain situations, been shown to
vary in a manner consistent with a logical
analysis of gesture overlap. However, in
the absence of data relating aspects of
actual articulatory gestures to the acoustic
output of the vocal tract, the relative
goodness of these inferences will remain
unknown. The purpose of this paper is
therefore to report some exploratory
coanalysis of x-ray rnicrobeam data and
speech acoustic measures from selected
speakers and utterances. In particular, we
were interested in the extent to which
certain kinematic measures could be used
to predict F2 onset and offset measures.
The relative goodness of these predictions
should point to some guidelines for the
inference of articulatory behavior from
acoustic measures.

METHODS
Kinematic and acoustic data were

collected as part of the x-ray microbeam
data base project (Westbury, 1994). The
data base consists of over fifly speakers

who produced a common speech sample of
material ranging fi'om simple syllables tot

relatively lengthy reading passage.

Subjects

The completed analysis will be based on

ten speakers. In the present report, data

are presented for two speakers, includinga

male aged 28 years (W7) and a female

aged 20 years (JW31). Both subjects had

normal orofacial structures, spoke a dialect

generally described as Greater American

Midwest (one speaker grew up in Iowa, the

other Wisconsin), and reported no history

of speech or language problems.

Speech Sample
Kinematic and acoustic measures were

obtained from the sequence lubIg/ in the

utterance, The other one is tat—1112

Between 15 and 20 repetitions of this

utterance were produced by each subject,

these repetitions including several at

slower-than-normal and faster-than-nomtal

speaking rates. The rate variation was

desirable for the present analyses, becaUSe

ofthe presumed effect of rate on the extent

0f gesture overlap (see, for example,

Munhall & Lofqvist, 1992; Tjaden,

Weismer, & Kent, 1994) and thus on

variation in F2 onset and offset.
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Data Collection

X-ray microbearn data for the two
subjects reported herein were collected
using the standard array of 11 pellet
locations used throughout the data base

project. For the purposes of the present
project, attention was focussed on the three
pellets attached at the mid-ventral, mid-

dorsal, and dorsal tongue locations (see

Westbury, 1994, p. 39). The approximate

distances of these pellets from the tongue
apex (measured along the surface of the
extended tongue) were 25, 44, and 60 mm,
respectively (the dorsal pellet was not

tracked in subject JW7 due to technical
problems at the time of data collection).
The speech acoustic signal was digitized

and stored synchronously with the pellet
position histories. Complete technical
details concerning data collection for the x-
ray microbeam data base project are
provided in Westbury (1994).

Measures
The measures taken in the current

investigation are summarized in Fig. l,
which shows pellet time histories in the x

L__ .. w-

Figure ]. Grqohic summary ofmeasures

dimension (antero-posterior) for the mid-
Ventral (Tl), mid-dorsal (TBZX), and
dorsal ('I'Dx) markers, as well as the
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synchronized acoustic waveform of the
lubIg/ sequence. Downward pellet time
histories reflect posterior tongue
movement, and upward histories forward
tongue movements. The pattern shown in
Fig. 1, where all pellets describe a U-
shaped path throughout the sequence of
interest, characterized each utterance
analyzed for the present report. This
pattern is consistent with the phonetic
expectation of tongue backing for the /u/
and then fronting for the /I/. The point in
time at which the movement began to be

directed forward usually occurred within
the /b/ closure interval, but sometimes

occurred prior to the acoustic evidence of

the onset ofthe closure interval. Using this
point in time, we defined DTl, DTB2x,

and D'I'Dx as the temporal interval between
the onset of the forward-directed motion
and the first glottal pulse of the vowel /I/ in

big. The first glottal pulse for /I/ was

chosen as the termination point for this

temporal measure because it serves as the

location of the F20n measure we have

evaluated as an index of gesture overlap.

We reasoned that variations in the duration

of this interval of tongue movement might

be correlated with F20n, if earlier onsets of

the forward~directed tongue movement

could be interpreted as greater overlap

between the lingual and labial gestures for

this phonetic sequence.
We also measured the amount of

forward movement throughout these

temporal intervals, indicated in Fig. 1 as

ATB bg ATBZx, and ATDx. We reasoned

that variations of extent of forward

movement may also be correlated with

variations in F20n.

The acoustic measures taken included

the F20n value measured above, the F203

value of /u/, measured at the last glottal

pulse preceding the closure interval, the /b/

closure duration and the /b/ VOT. Formant
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— frame 78

----- frame 83

Figure 3. Two profiles from /k/ in /aki
(kackikakor), comparing the nonpalatal—
ised implosion (filmframe 78, finalframe
in /a/ vocoid before /k/ occlusion) with
the palatalised release (filmframe 83, first
frame of /i/ vocoid after the /k/ occlu-
sion). The centre of the linguo-palatal
contact shifted anteriorly from (I) to (R).
The tongue body gestures (a.b,c) are
explained in the text.

— 1cm

segment. The uvular tongue body onset
for /o/ (a) and the palatal tongue body
withdrawal from le/ (a,b) did not
commence until after the /t/ implosion. In
thls particular instance there is also a velar
tongue body onset for the dorsovelar
frlcative /x/ of xodi (c) that commenced
together with the palatal withdrawal and
velar onset during the It] occlusion.

The palatal tongue body gesture of a
front vowel in Bulgarian is thus phased in
two different ways relative to the
occlusion of an adjacent alveolar stop. To
palatalise the implosive flank the palatal
posture of the assimilating vowel is held
mm] the end of the pre«st0p vocoid
segment before being withdrawn. To
palatallse the release flank, the palatal
onset of the post-stop vowel is activatedalready during the pre-stop vocoid seg-ment and continues during the alveolar
occluSlon in order to be in place at therelease. The palatal gesture of the vowelis not only locked to its own vocoidsegment. 1t is also locked to the respectiveflank of an adjacent alveolar stop. Thetwo different phasings point to pre-plannlng of this assimilation.

Fant reports X—ray and acoustic dataon palatallsation in Russian [16]. Thevocal tract posteriorly to palatalised alve-
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—- frame 92

----- frame 99
— 1cm

Figure 4. Two profiles from /k/ in /ika.'/
(kakikakor), compariing the palatalised
implosion (film frame 92, final frame in
/i/ vocoid before /k/ occlusion) with the
nonpalatalised release (film frame 99,
first frame of /a.'/ vocoid after the /k/
occlusion). The centre of the lingua-
palatal contact shiftedposteriorly from (I)
to (R). The tongue body gestures (a,b,c)
are explained in the text.

olar occlusion is more narrowly tapered.
with consequently greater coupling of the
turbulence source to high frequency back
cavity resonances, producing a burst

spectrum with more energy in the 89000
Hz region. The F2 locus is about 200 Hz
higher. The narrower tapering can be
seen in Figs. 3 and 4.

Swedish dorsovelar stops
Figure 3 shows an example of}!

palatalised release (/k/ in /ak1/_ ln
kackikakor), comparing the imploswn
and the release. The profiles are selected
as before. Figure 4 shows an example 0
a palatalised implosion (/k/ in /1ka1/_).
Here again, the gestures were timed dlf-
ferently for each situation. . ,

For the palatalised release in Fig. 3.
the pharyngeal tongue body wuhdrawal
from /a/ (a), the palatal tongue body onset
for /i/ (a,b) and the velar tongue body
onset for/kl (c) all commenced during the
pre—stop vocoid segment of /a/, contin-

uing during the occlusion (shifting 11-9
centre about 5 mm from I to R). . _ 4

For the palatalised implosion ln Flg. -
the palatal tongue body gesture of /l/ was
held almost until the end of its pre-stoP
vocoid segment. The the velar tong“:
body onset for /k/ (a) and the palata

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

tongue body withdrawal from /i/ (b,c)
commenced simultaneously just before /1</
occlusion. The retraction from I to R
during the occlusion was so slight that the
release was almost as palatalised as the
onset, which is surprising considering
that the post-stop vowel is a dark [a]-like
allophone of /a/ (compare this release
with the more retracted implosion after /a/
in Fig. 3). The pharyngeal tongue body
onset for pre-stop /a:/ (c) did not com—
mence until after the /k/ release, which is
later than the activity in Fig. 4, and did
not have any effect on the vocal tract
configuration for the /k/ occlusion.

CONCLUSIONS
The timing of articulator gestures for

palatalisation is best described as copro-
duction rather than feature-spreading.

The different phasing patterns of the
palatal tongue body gesture for palatal-
isation of implosions and releases, for
alveolar stops in Bulgarian and for dorso-
velar stops in Swedish point to specific
gestural reorganisation for this assim-
ilation that is different from the regular
interweaving of gestures for coarti—
culation. They are an example of how
assimilation is a preplanned process that
applies to specific phonemes in defined
Sltuations distinct from the coarticulatory
adjustments of all phonemes to their
neighbours.
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EMERGENT SYLLABLE USING ARTICULATORY AND
ACOUSTIC PRINCIPLES

AR. Berrah, LJ. 805 and J.L Schwartz
Institut de la Communication Parle’e, Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT
Speech sequences can be regarded as

a succession of syllable gestures
composed of consonants and vowels.
The choice of these basic units is not
arbitrary: languages have a tendency to
optimize their sound structures. This
paper deals with the prediction of CV
syllables. In order to bring about these
gestures, we have suggested syllabic
prototypes defined acoustically and
articulatorily. Then, we have defined
new optimization criteria.
1. INTRODUCTION

"Where do phonological universals
such as segments and features come
from?" In 1984, Lindblom et al. [1]
addressed this ambitious question by
trying to simulate the emergence of a
self-organized model of phonological
structure. They have restricted theirattention to articulation involvingtransitions from a closed (stoplike) to an
open (vowellike) state, in other words,CV syllables: the most frequent in thelanguages of the world [2].

'With a 7D articulatory space (lipheight and protrusion; jaw; body,dorsum and apex of the tongue; heightof the'larynx), and a 4D acoustic—perceptive space (Fl-F4 in barks) ourresearch has consisted in predicting therank of "efficiency" of CV syllablesamong all the 20 possible combinationsstoplike [b d g c] (with [c] an hypotheticbut not observed pharyngeal stop) andw1th vowellike [i 'e' a ‘o' u]. The CVprototypes have been designed withMaeda's articulatory model [3]. Fordestgmng CV prototypic transitions, wehave taken into account X-Ray data forcoarticulation [4], and Sussman's locusvalues for formant transitions [5]. Eachsyllable is characterized by a globaleffiCiency: ratio of acoustic efficiencyand articulatory cost. We define acriterion of maximization ofintersyllabic distances by using F2 (inBarkstevaluation in the perception oftranSitions. For a given system ofsyllables. we propose a global criterion

taking into account intersyllabic
distances and efficiency of each syllable.
The emergence of a syllable in a set of
syllables is then simulated and its rank is
discussed.

As a by-product a 3D space is
proposed for the 20 syllables; it has been
derived from a Kruskal analysis [6] on
intersyllabic acoustic distances of our
prototypes.

2. PROBLEM SOLVING
A great number of questions still

remain to try to explain how linguistic
sounds are made up. Topological studies
have shown the occurrence in the
systems of a group of phonetic
properties which are found in most
languages of the world.

The first questions asked in the face
of the universal tendencies in the
systems are notably:

0 Which factors entail these
restrictions?

° What are the causes which provoke
the tendency to use only one little set of
sound qualities for communication? .

Assumptions are made by examining
universals from a phonetic point of View
and point towards the notion of
functional efficiency. The system
nature of sounds is shown: a sound 15
examined as the constituent of a system.

Two very important fields of research
will stem from these hypotheses in the
seventies: The Quantal Theory Of
Stevens [7] and the Dispersion Theory
of Liljencrants & Lindblom [8].

The initial hypothesis is based on. two
principal ideas: articulatory SImPhCl‘Y
and perceptive distinction.

3. SYLLABIC PROTOTYPES
We have restricted our research to the

twenty syllables obtained by combining
the following 4 consonants: [b d 9 G]
and the 5 vowels [i 'e' a '0' 11]: Th?
choice of these vowels is not arbitraryf
Typology reveals that most languages 0
the world with 5 vowels have a vowel
system with [i ‘e' a 'o' u]. We want to
obtain an articulatory and an acoustlca]
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@
Figure I. From left to right: X—Ray photography, vocal tract shape and the
formant transitions from [d] to [a].

target for every syllable to determine
which configurations are typical for
syllabic systems.

In fact, to select syllabic standards in
the acoustic and articulatory space, we
must characterize a typical form of the
vocal tract for a certain number of
acoustic parameters (the formants).
Implementation

The articulatory and the acoustic
targets of every syllable are obtained
from the prototype of the vowel and the
coarticulated occlusion of the consonant.

(i) We have used the Vallée et al.'s
vowel prototypes [9].

(ii) Thanks to Maeda‘s model, we
have generated a syllabic prototype from
the vowel prototype by adjusting the

parameters of some articulators [10]
until occlusion is reached.

Prototypic syllables
Thanks to the X-Ray data of Bothorel

et al., we have proposed [10] a typical
form of the vocal tract for the fifteen
most frequent syllables CV [b d g] x
[i 'e a 'o' u] and five hypothetical CV
syllables [c] x [i ‘e' a 'o' u] [11].

Locus notion
To validate the syllabic prototypes,

we have computed the locus of
consonants [b], [d], [g] and [c], [9]

presents two loci associated to front and
back vowels. Figure 2 presents the locus
for our prototypic syllables in, a 3D
space in agreement with Sussman 5 data.

3500

F3 ,i.
9%

3000 Q

2500

2000

2000 1500
1000 500

F2

Figure 2. Consonantal locus ofour CV syllables i" a 3D space F214.
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4. THE PREDICTION MODEL
Our syllable model consists in

predicting the most frequent syllables
used in languages. We hypothesize that
they are the most efficient for
communication. The general postulate of
this study is that phonetic signals evolve
in such a way that their production and
perception is more easy for training,
production and perception.

Acoustic efficiency
The acoustic space considered is 4D

which represents the first 4 resonances
of the vocal tract. Our predictive model
is inspired of Liljencrants' & Lindblom's
model [8] and the DFT model [12]. This
model is based on a bidimensional
vowel space defined by the first (F1) and
the second effective formant (F'2). In
order to take into account physiological
and perceptual constraints [13], The
contribution of F1 is increased.

Intrasyllabic efi‘iciency
Intrasyllabic efficiency (or perceptual

salience) is a characteristic of individual
transitions. It is defined in terms of the
extent of syllable trajectory, i.e., the
distance between the initial and the final
auditory spectra. A syllable is more
salient if the resonance frequencies of
the consonant and the vowel are
different. The acoustic efficiency,
Acoust~Effcv, is given by:

(Ii-1:1,)2 +12 «11—n):

x2; pondcration between F] et F'2_
Intersyllabic efficiency

. Intersyllabic efficiency (or perceptualdistance) of two arbitrary CV transitions18 a dimension used to rank all possiblepairs'of CV events in order to minimizethe risk of confusion between the itemsof the lexicon.
The intersyllabic distance ds 5(Si=C1V1, Sz=C2V2 ) is described by:l 2
(m—nnzwneye )2
+01. “Fr. )2 +112 * (Fl, -F; >2

Articulatory cost
The preference for less extremearticulations introduces a ranking ofboth static configurations andmovements. The articulators can have
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not the same weight [12] in the
evaluation of the articulatory cost.

The expression of the articulatory
cost of a CV syllable produced by m
articulatory parameters P is given by:

Art_CostCV =1l2w: ‘(c — P“)2
Ill

System and energy
The contrast properties are

determined by the relations between the
syllables inside a system, and not the
own acoustic and articulatory
characteristics of each one. The
prediction principle of syllabic systems
consists to accomplish a research of all
optimal systems.

Global efliciency
Each syllable is identified by its

acoustic and articulatory characteristics.
The emergence of a syllable depends, in
part, on the ratio of the acoustic
efficiency and the articulatory cost. This
ratio constitutes the global efficiency
described by: f

rGlob_ Eff” = —-AC°“S‘-E "
Art_Costc,

Maddieson & Precoda [2] have done
the observation according to that there is
as many occurrences of [di] as of [du].
The computed global efficiency of [di]
and [du] are roughly the same. Thus. our
model has been adjusted to verify this
strong observation basis.

Energy _
The stability of a system is

appreciated in the acoustic level by a
criterion of minimal energy. The optimal
systems minimize the followmg
expression:

n—l n 1 n l

2 2 W+B§[Giob_eml]i=l j=i+l s s

n: number of system syllables.
The parameter [5 weights the

intrasystemic values with regard to the
intersystemic values.

5. RESULTS

Acoustic criterion
The emergence order of the twenty

syllables according to the acoustic
criterion is: [ba ga da be bo oi do 96 63
de go ce bi du co bu gi di gu GU].
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It is not strange that salient syllables
as [ba] and [da] are in the top of the list.

Articulatory criterion
The emergence rank according to the

articulatory criterion is: [bu b0 gi gu de
digebibego duga GO ba daca doou
ce oi]. We have penalized the
pharyngeal syllables by an important
weight for the backward displacement of
the tongue body.

Global efficiency
Once, the perceptive and articulatory

characteristics computed, we can
evaluate the global efficiency. The list of
the syllables according to their value is:
[bobudegebebagago dagibigu du
di ca do (:0 Ci Ge cu].

Syllable space
We have applied Kruskal's analysis

[6] on intersyllabic acoustic distances of
the prototypes to obtain a 3D space [10].
We have noted a predominance of the
vowel qualities on the location of the
syllables.

System energy
At this step, we want to select among

the twenty syllables, a lexicon of nine
syllables highly discriminable and easy
to produce. For this purpose, we must
generate the optimal syllable lexicon,
i.c., the system of nine syllables
presenting the minimum of energy. After
different simulations, allowing to adjust.
the intrasyllabic weight ([3), the system
[bu ba ga da gi bi gu du di] has
emerged,

6. CONCLUSION
Our substance-based approach can be

used to predict the main tendancies of
emergence of lexicons. This first step
has allowed to predict the universally
favoured syllables taking into account
constraints of production and perception.
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DAF EFFECTS ON STU'I'I'ERERS VOICE QUALITIES
AND VOWELS SYSTEMS

B. Harmegnies, M. Bruyninckx
University of Mons—Hainaut, Mons, Belgium

D. Poch—Olivé
Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain

ABSTRACT
Five Frenchspeaking normal subjects

and five Frenchspeaking stutterers
have been recorded in two conditions
(reading task and map task), under
four DAF delays. The formants
frequencies of vowels [i], [a] and [u]
have been measured. Their statistical
treatment suggests important
articulatory changes in stutterers
between the two conditions under the
80 ms delay.

INTRODUCTION
In 1950, Lee found out that a

delayed auditory feed—back (DAF) can
induce a speech trouble ("artificial
stuttering") in normal subjects. This
effect is now known as the Lee-effect.
On the other hand, other studies
showed that DAF can improve
stammerers'fluency [1,2,3]. Some
authors suggested that the delay
inducing the maximal trouble in
normal subjects'speech is within the
120—160 ms range. It is generally
estimated that a DAF delay of ca. 80
ms causes the most spectacular
effects on stammerers' speech.

It has been argued that these
beneficial effects might be related to
speech modifications induced by DAF,
such as extension of the production
length, slackening of speech, and
increase of the fundamental fre
[1.23.4.5]. quencyMost research in this field havenevertheless involved Englishlanguage; very few information istherefore available about French.Moreover, topics like influence of thespeaking style, or variations in thevowels systems structures have notbeen extensively investigated in thisfield.

In this paper we therefore study therepercussions of speaking styles

changes and DAF delay variations on
the vowels systems of Frenchspeaking
subjects.

EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
Ten Frenchspeaking male subjects

have been recorded. Five were normal,
although the other five suffered from
stuttering.

Two kinds of tasks were presented
to the subjects. In the first one
("reading task"), the experimenter had
the speakers read an extract drawn
from a modern French novel. In the
second one ("map task"), the subjects
were asked to explain to a remote
interlocutor how to travel from a
given city to another. For this

purpose, they were given a map
indicating the names of the cities to

go through, the types of roads, the
special details (bridges, rivers,..), etc..
The imaginary travel and the map
were specially conceived to have the
subject speak as much as possible.

Each task was carried out under
varying conditions of auditory
feedback: normal (condition 1) and
delayed auditory feedback (DAF
conditions). Three delays were used,
Le, 80 ms (condition 2), 120 ms
(condition 3), and 160 ms (condition 4).

Each subject had therefore to read
4 texts and to describe 4 journeys.

The delay was obtained by means of

the Kay CSL 4300 DAF routine.'All
the recordings were performed In 3
sound proof room at the Phonetics

Laboratory of the University of Mons,

by means of a Neumann U87 P 48
microphone, connected to a Sony 501
ES PCM coder. The digitized sounds
were stocked on a Panasonic VHS

video recorder.
A sample of 240 vowels was

extracted from the recorded COFPUS'
Only the French vowels /l/, /a/ and All
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are taken into consideration in this
paper. For each subject, each task,
each condition, one vowel was
analyzed. They were selected in order
to minimize context effects: the only
common anterior context was /k/ for
the collected [i], and /p/ for [a] and
[u].

RESULTS

We measured, for each vowel, its
first and second formants at its
center, by means of a Kay 5500 DSP
sonagraph.

As suggested by figure 1, the
formants values tend to be more
central in the reading task than in the
map task. This could be due to the
fact that, in the reading task, speakers
behave in more a humdrum way, since
the speech act can, in this case,
appear as rather useless; for the map
task, on the contrary, they have to
communicate information perceived as
usefull to an interlocutor, who,
moreover, is believed to be far from
the place where the speakers are. The
map task could, therefore, provoke
hyperarticulated speech movements
although the reading task could
provoke hypoarticulation.

F, (H2)
2000 1600 1200

Figure I. A verage formants frequencies of
the Vowels in the reading- (circles) and the
maps (triangles) tasks.

In order to evaluate the centralizing
tendencies, and to assess their
dependances upon the speakers types
(normal vs stutters) and the DAF
durations (0 ms, 80 ms, 120 ms, 160
ms), we processed them in a way
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inspired of Harmegnies and Poch [6,7].
Each vowel from the reading task was
paired with the same vowel from the
map task, drawn from the same
subject, under the same DAF
condition. We therefore obtained 120
pairs of vowels (10 speakers x 3 vowels
X 4 DAF delays), each pair beeing
characterized by two first formants
frequencies and two second formants
frequencies.

The formants values were converted
to mels, prior to the statistical
processing, by means of formula (1):

f =2595(1+m) (1)meLr

HZ

where fHz is the frequency in Hertz,

and fmels is the frequency in mels.
We thereafter computed a

centralization index, 6, following

equations (2) to (4):

El)m=,/(F1-$1)1+(F2-$2)2 (2)

EDnad= (fl—$1)2+(f2_$2)2 (3)

5 =EDW—Eom, (4)

where ED stands for Euclidean

Distance, 4) I and d) 2 are the grand

means of the first and second

formants across the whole data base,

F symbolizes formants values for the

map task, f for the reading task, and

overlining denotes averaging. ,

As can be observed in table 1, which

gives a statistical summary of the

computed values, 6 is positive in all

cases, confirming an overall tendency

of the formants values to centralize in

reading speech, relative to speech

the map tas .

unfizxck vowels seem, on the whole,

less affected than front- and medium

vowels. In normal speakers, [11] average

6 value is close to zero, suggesting the

existence of quasi invariant
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articulatory gestures, whatever the
speaking style. For stutterers, [u] 6
value is nevertheless hardly 6 times as
great as the one for normal speakers;
it seems therefore that articulation of
the back vowels can be affected by
speaking style in stutterers, although
it is not the case in normal subjects.
This could be related to efforts
involving the pharyngo-laryngeal area,
that stutterers mobilize in their
attempts to compensate for
difficulties encountered in controlling
laryngeal production.

Table 1. Values (means: "m" and standard
deviations: '19") of the d centralization
index in normal speakers ("norm") and
stutterers ("star").

[1] [U] [a]
O 5 I 8 I S

«3134.4 45.7 3.5 94.7 58.6 45.4

shut 47.9 64.9 24.1261.0 43.1 49.9

both41.2 55.8 13.8194.1 50.9 47.8

The open vowel [a] is the most
influenced in normal speakers, but not
in stutterers. In order to try to
interprete those findings, it is
important to notice that inter style
differences in formants values of [a]
involve Fl (average difference of 65
Hz) quite more than F2 (average
difference of 12 Hz). Greater
centralization of [a], relative to the
other vowels, could therefore be
interpreted in terms of more
important differences in aperture
degrees. In other words, normal
subjects seem able to change their
degrees of [a] aperture more than the
stutterers, under the effect of varying
speaking styles.

As figure 2 shows, DAF in normal
speakers does not sensibly affect the
overall variation profile of 6. In
stutters, on the contrary, a striking
difference between centralization
profiles under various DAF conditions
is to be found. The 80 ms delay seems
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200' DAFd-lay
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[i] [U] [a]
VOYELLE

200 _ DAF delay

Clam

150‘
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50"

[H [U] [a]
VOYELLE

Figure 2. Average values of the 6
centralization index in normal speakers
(up) and stutterers (down), by vowel and
DAF delay.
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to arouse spectacular differences,
specially involving vowel [u]. This
finding could be in agreement with
previous research on DAF usefulness in
stammer treatment: it is generally
found that a DAF delay in the 50 ms —
100 ms range improves stutterers
fluency. In the case of this research,
inter style increased variablity of the
centralization of [u] might be
associated with more variable
articulatory gestures in the pharyngo-
laryngeal region.

CONCLUSION
The data presented in this paper

confirm previous observations [6,7]
about the effects of speaking styles on
the speech signal. As in those works,
the characteristics of formants spaces
suggest variations along an hyper-
hypoarticulated speech axis,
correlated with functionnal aspects of
speech in the communication situation.

Here, reduction of the Fl/FZ space
is associated with the reading task,
although Speech under the conative
task is characterized by increased
spreading of the formants values.

In normal subjects, the variation in
DAF delays does not change the
overall inter style variation profile. In
stutterers, on the contrary, the
relationship between centralization
values is modified by the delay. The 80
ms delay provokes phenomena that are
not to be found with other delays.

Further reseach should investigate
the reasons for that specific effect
and try to relate the findings with
claims that 50—100 ms DAF delays
help stutterers improve their speech
production.
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NUNIBER OF POSSIBLE BASIC VOWEL QUALITIES AND THEIR
PSYCHOACOUSTICAL DISTANCE MEASURE

Antti livonen

University ofHelsinki, Department ofPhonetics

ABSTRACT
Spatial representation for the psycho-

acoustical vowel space and vowel reso-
lution are discussed. A simple, but proper
spatial approximation for the vowel space
of the basic (major) vowel types is an
F2lF1 vowel chart with Bark scales in
which the F1 dimension is enlarged 60% in
relation to F2. For other vowel types
additional parameters are needed. If we
want to display the spatial vowel resolu-
tion, a good approximation is achieved by
a Critical Band Window (CBW—F1=1 Bark
sized circle according to the F1 scale).

PSYCIIOACOUSTICAL VOWEL
SPACE (PVS)

Several suggestions have been presented
in the literature for a simulation of
listener’s psychoacoustical vowel space
(PVS). Psychoacoustical scales used in-
clude musical, Koenig, full logarithmic,
me], and Bark scale. The most usual
parameter combination applied is F2/F1,
but additionally several modifications of
the F2/F1 space have been suggested:
F2’IF1, F2-F1/F1, F2—-FllF1—F0. Some
suggestions involve a three—dimensional
vowel space (Fl/F2/F3).

A successful spatial simulation of a PVS
implies that every equal spatial distance
corresponds to an equidistant psychoacous-
tical distance. This issue concerns the scale
problem. The perceptual role of F3 in some
vowel types should be discussed. Some
parameter combinations (e.g. F2—FllFl—
F0) involve the question, whether compu-
tations are really carried out in the
perceptual processing. One problem con-
cerns the vowel resolution.

THE SCALE PROBLEM
In order to elucidate the scale problem, I

made some experiments with the set of
vowels proposed by Lindblom [5]. He
calculated the first four formant values of
19 “quasi—cardinal vowels” representing
psychoacoustically equal quantization
steps. Lindblom used among other things
the whole spectrum approach and Plomp's

auditory distance metrics for calculations.
For [i] and [y], Lindblom has the same F2
value probably due to the natural Swedish
vowel formants. Many other languages like
Finnish, French, and German have separate
F2 values for those vowels. It seems to be
plausible to add an hypothetical [i] to the
set (of. Fig. 3 below).

The 19 vowels are presented in Fig. 1
according to full Bark scales. They are
connected with lines. Equal psycho-
acoustical distances would imply that the
nearest three vowels should in all cases
form spatially equilateral triangles. Fig. 1
shows that this is not the case. The major
observation is that the distances are on the
average longer concerning F2. There are
additionally some minor irregularities.

The conclusion is that F1 must be
enlarged in relation to F2 in order to get a
better spatial representation for (averaged)
equal distances. The F1 dimension of an
F2—F1/F1 space has been enlarged 100% in
relation to F2 in [4] in order to achieve a
better correspondence between the display
and the phonetic experience. The calcu-
lations of the average distance needed for
the enlargement in F2lF2 space showed
that the proper enlargement should be

approx. 60%. The corresponding medl-
fication of the vowel space has been
carried out in Fig. 2.

Additional criteria for a PVS are the
number of qualitative degrees in IPA
vowel set. The maximal number of “hon-
zontal” vowels is three which corresponds
acoustically to six because of the_effect_ of
rounding on F2. The “vertical” dimensmn
is problematic. There are four mam
degrees in IPA, but the intermediate
degrees confuse the interpretation. Fig. 3
(below) seems to suggest that there exlsts
room for 6 horizontal and 5 vertical

(psychoacoustical) degrees.
It must be noticed, however, that the

influence of F3 has been neglected so far.
Its perceptual contribution is that the front

vowels become brighter by means of the
combined effect of F2 and F3 (9f. the
discussion of perceptual integration in [7])-
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Figure l. Lindblom’s (1986) I9 quasi-cardinal vowels presented in a FZ/Fl
space according to full Bark scales. (The figures are produced by means of
Intelligent Speech Analyser (ISA) developed by Raimo Toivonen. )
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Figure 2. The same vowels as in Fig. I presented in an FZ/FI space according tofall

Bark scales with the enlarged FI dimension After the enlargement (60%)._ the spatial
distances correspond on the average better the psychoacousncal equt-distancres

berween the vowel points.
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a I I. 2 I I I . . .

:i'ooo z'soo 2000 1500 low F2
Hz

DATA: OUASI—CARDINAL VOWELS (Lindblom 1966)
F1 DIMENSION ENLARGED 603 IN RELATION TO F2

Figure 3. The same vowel set as in Fig. 1—2 presented as I Bark sized circles
(Critical Band Windows according to F1 dimension). A hypothetical [i] added. Note
the overlapping of[i] and [e] with [y] and [a].

ill-9 40°

agtrc-rqi'rw-‘eonis/rsAi i E -9oo
3000 2500 2'ooo I'soo pz'ooo

Hz
FINNISH VOWELS IN VARIABLE CONSONANT CONTEXT
6 Finnish vowel qualities indicated by different colours

Figure 4. A scattergram ofFinnish stressed vowel occurrences (N=352) representing
8 phonemic qualities produced by a male speakerAA in two and three syllable word-‘-
The vowels occurred in I1 different symmetrical consonant contexts. A Critical 3
Window (CBW-F1) is drawn on the densest accumulation of the single occurrences 0
each phoneme.
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If the F3 is not taken into consideration,
the spatial distances between [e] and [9)]
(cf. Fig. l and 2) as well as between [i] and
[y] become too short (these effects can
been seen also below in Fig. 3).

The conclusion is that F2/Fl repre-
sentation (with enlarged Fl) can be charac-
terized as an approximate framework for
basic or major vowel types (cf. the notion
in [4]), but it cannot be a proper psycho-
acoustical framework for all possible
vowel qualities. For [i], [e], [y], and [rat] F2'
could be used for display. Besides, the
F2/Fl charts must be understood as relative
maps, because the absolute vowel positions
depend on the vocal tract length. Other
articulatory factors should be discussed,
too. It is, however, another issue.

PHONETIC VOWEL RESOLUTION
According to Flanagan's experiments

[1], the difference limen (DL) for formant
perception of synthetic vowels 1 some 3-
5%. That small DL would imply that there
exist more than 400 perceptually different
vowel qualities in the F2/F1 space [2]. The
number of possible phonetic major vowel
types must be much smaller. Flanagan's
result [1] seems to reflect more the dis-
crimination of vowels than their phonetic
perception. Besides, the perception of
natural vowels is another issue. Nagakawa
er al. [6] observed 6—I3% DLs in the
perception of the F2 differences.

Instead of the 3—5% resolution, I
Sliggested [2] that the Critical Band of the
car could be a proper measure for phonetic
vowel resolution. If the whole F2/F1 vowel
space (with full Bark scales) is filled with
one-Bark-sized windows (= Critical Band
Window, CBW; each comprising one
critical band, i.e. 1 Bark), we get about 45
different vowel points [2]. If we fill the
Vowel space, which has an enlarged F1
dimension, we get the illustration of Fig. 3.
It shows the 19 vowel points discussed
above, which comprise l Bark each
(CBW-Fl), according to the F1 scale. A
hYPOthetical vowel [i] has been added.
There remains empty space for some
additional CB windows. A fronted [a] and
a back [a] could be added. The number of

B Windows is near that of the IPA vowels
(the new IPA vowel chart in JIPA 23 (1)
1993 contains 28 basic vowel symbols)-
The Suggested representation implies that

1 resolution is better than that of F2.
A Critical Band Window (specifically.
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CBW-Fl) can be understood as an area
that scans its surrounding space to check, if
there exists a perceptually distinct psycho-
acousucal distance from other vowels. If
two CBWs overlap, it can be assumed that
the listener may have difficulty distin-
guishing the vowels considered.

The relationship of speech production
and speech perception is a complicated
issue. An example of the CBW application
is shown in Fig. 4. The scattergram of
Finnish vowels and a CBW-F1 on each

' vowel phoneme show that the major part of
single occurrences of a phoneme are
covered by a CBW-Fl window, but the
distribution is larger especially in ml and in
lo/ (data from [3]). The [u] and [o] variants
to the left of the CBW-F1 represent mainly
short vowels and dental contexts.
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A DYNAMIC APPROACH 0F VOWELS SYSTEMS IN ITALIAN

D. Poch-01.ivé
Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
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University of Mons—Hainaut, Mons, Belgium

ABSTRACT
A native speaker of Italian was first

recorded on the occasion of a natural
conversation. After transcription of
the whole corpus, 210 words, each
containing one token of a given vowel,
were selected. They were read in
laboratory conditions by the speaker.
A preliminary statistical treatment,
focused both on the [el/[e] and the
[OI/b] differences, confirms that
whereas tendencies to merge those
categories exist in Italy, the recorded
informant does use a 7—vowel system.
The formants frequencies are further
processed both by means of the 6
index and of discriminant analysis. The
statistical treatment confirms the
existence of phenomena similar to
those observed in other languages of
the Romance group, from both
qualitative and quantitative points of
view.

INTRODUCTION
Harmegnies and Poch have been

carrying out a joint study project
focused on the dynamics of vowels
systems under the effect of speaking
style. Their experiments have dealt
with languages of the Romance group,i.e., Castilian Spanish [1], Catalan [2],Belgian French [3] and EuropeanPortuguese [4]. Languages in this groupare very interesting, because whereasthey derive from the same origin, theyare characterized by vowel systemsdiffering one from another in quite alarge variety of ways, i.e., I. by thenumber of units in the system (from 5:Spanish, up to 14: French); 2. by the

presence of phonological reduction inthe system (Catalan and Portuguese)or its absence (Spanish and French); 3.

by the existence of central vowel(s) in
several of them (Catalan, French and
Portuguese) although Spanish has no
such vowel.

Laboratory speech (words lists
reading) and spontaneous speech
(spontaneous conversation), at least,
have been considered in all those
languages. When compared to
laboratory speech, spontaneous speech
may be characterized by l.schwa-like
tendency (not in all the languages);
2.reinforced timbres variability (not in
all the languages); 3.1ncreased
overlapping of the vowels clusters (in
all the languages).

Further research requires to use
other languages both in order to
evaluate the universality of the
phenomena observed, and to seek a
wider understanding of them.

Particularly, among the languages
involved up to now, Spanish is the only
one without central vowel; the study
of another language characterized by
the same feature therefore appears
quite desirable.

In this paper, we apply the
previously developped methodology to
Italian, which possesses a seven-unit
system, without central vowel, and
free of phonological reduction.

EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
The spontaneous speech sample was

drawn from a natural conversation
held with a male Italian speaker. This
was born and lived in Napoli, and
spoke standard Italian. The talk lasted
about one hour and took the form of 8
semi—directive interview led by an
experimenter, where the subject was
suggested to evoke various themes,
such as Italian food, his birth place, or
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current occupation.

0n the basis of an exhaustive
transcription of the whole recording, a
set of 210 vowels (i.e., 30 samples 0f
each of the 7 Italian vowels) was
randomly selected. Each word

containing a selected vowel was
randomly put in a list that the speaker
was afterwards asked to read, in order
to produce the laboratory speech
sample.

RESULTS

The sampled vowels

Finally, 420 vowels, organized in
pairs with invariant status in
spontaneous- and lab speech, were
retained. Their first and second
formants frequencies were measured
both in spontaneous- and laboratory
speech by means of a DSP 5500 KAY
analyzer, which provided a 20 Hz
resolution on the whole frequency
span. These frequency values are
summarized in tables 1 and 2.

Table l. Averages (m) and standard
deviations (s) of the first formants
frequencies in laboratory‘ ("Lab") 811d
spontaneous ('Spt") speech.

[e] 396.40 34.21 439.23 51.83
[2] 442.50 33.14 505.76 34.20
[a] 591.26 65.52 595.33 69.71
[1] 459.50 21.10 510.13 36.21
to] 429.30 40.17 457.60 59.09
In] 347.46 44.05 394.73 52.40
M

Table 2. Averages (m) and standard
deviations (s) of the second formants
frequencies in laboratory ("Lab") and
spontaneous ('Spt") speech.

'I _ . _ .
[e]1697.60100.65 1651.30 99.18
[e]1717.33 73.75 1603.13 96.22
la] 1305.66 109.45 1326.70 104.39
[x] 931.36 75.33 1092.03158.00
[cl 988.86150.47 1103.9614o.23
[u] 916.43180.47 980.16179.32
MM
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The vowel system
Our procedure of vowel selection

was based upon the idea that the
Italian vowel system is composed of
the 7 open vowels [i], [e], [e], [a], [3],
lol and [11]. Nevertheless, as speakers
of Italian tend nowadays to merge the
realizations of /e/ and /e/, as well as
the ones of /)/ and /o/, we tried to
determine whether the realizations of
the corresponding vowels by our
informant were to be considered as
belonging to different categories.

The 30 presumed [e] were compared
to the 30 presumed [e] in both styles.
The comparison revealed significant

differences along the first formant
axis (laboratory speech: Mann-
Whitney's U = 151, p<.0001;
spontaneous speech: Mann-Whitney's U

= 126, p<.0001), but not along the
second formant axis (laboratory

speech: Mann-Whitney's U = 405, p=.5;
spontaneous speech: Mann-Whitney's U

= 333, p=.0845).
The 30 presumed [)l were, in turn,

compared to the 30 presumed [o]. The

comparison revealed significant

differences along the first formant

axis, as well, (laboratory speech:

Mann-Whitney's U = 232, p=.0()12;

spontaneous speech: Mann—Whitney s U

.—. 205, p=.0003), but not along the

second formant axis (laboratory

speech: Mann-Whitney's U = 395,

p=.4155; spontaneous speech: Mann-

Whitney's U = 394, D=-4113)'

In other words, it seems reasonable

to consider that our informant uses a

7-vowel system, since the /e/—/e/ and

the /J/-/0/ pairs. appear 35
significantly differencxated, at least

relative to the aperture dimension.

amics of the system

Thlgr‘z:)1:rilous research “-41 has showed

that vowels tend to centralizeé ”is:

appear closer to the. Fl/F p ODS

center, when uttered in spontane _

In order to test this

we computed, for each

pair of vowel, a

speech.
hypothesis,

inter style
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centralization index, 6 [1]. This one is
defined as the difference between the
Euclidean distance from the observed
vowel to schwa in laboratory speech
and the Euclidean distance from the
observed vowel to schwa in
spontaneous speech, i.e., the amount
of displacement towards schwa:

31-7012): (5-1—5oo)2+(172—1500)2

(1)

EDSPE (fl-500)2+(f2-1soo)2

(2)

6=EDLab- D510: (3)

where ED stands for Euclidean
Distance, F symbolizes formants
values for the laboratory speech
sample, and f for the spontaneous
speech sample. As can be predicted
from equation 3, positive values only
of 5 denote centralization, the
magnitude of which is measured by 6.
Moreover, as 6 is a difference index,
its significance can be tested by
means of paired two-sample
inferential procedures; in this case,
the null hypothesis is that the
difference between EDLab and EDS t
does not significantly differ from zero.

Values of the 6 index are presented
in table 3, together with the results of
inferential tests. The paired Student t
test has been used, as well as the
Wilcoxon matched pairs T test. As canbe seen from table 3, centralization
turns out to be significant for allvowels, but [a]. It is to be noticed thatsince both the parametic and the non—parametric procedures deliver thesame conclusions, possible artifactscaused by the shapes of the 45distributions should be considered veryunlikely. Also, the results of theranked—based procedure would be heldconstant under any monotonictransform of the frequencies (such as
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mel transform, e.g.).
The centralizing tendency revealed

by our treatment goes together with
increase of the surface occupied by
the vowels in the F1/F2 plane, in
spontaneous speech, relative to
laboratory speech. This can be
observed from the relationships
between the formant variabilities. As
shown in tables 1 and 2, the standard
deviations of the first formants values
are systematically greater in
spontaneous speech than in laboratory
speech. The tendency is less obvious in
F2, where the standard deviations are
less different one from another.

Table 3. 6 values, student paired t-test
statistic ("t") with probability under the
null hypothesis (”p"), and Wilcoxon
matched pairs test normal approximation
("2W") with probability under the null
hypothesis ("p").

5 t p 2w 0

[1'] 158.6885 8.58 (.001 4.72 <.000r
[e] 47.0357 2.99 .006 2.56 .0104
[6] 102.6575 7.45 (.001 4.65 <.0001
[3] 11.5071 .68 .499 .54 .5857
[3] 152.3713 6.52 <.001 4.62 <.0001
[0] 115.7178 4.29 (.001 3.43 .0006
[u] 72.1478 2.80 .009 2.48 .0132

The combination of the decreased
formants differences caused by
centralization, together with the
increased formant variability within

each vocalic category decreases
differenciations in the whole Fl/FZ
spontaneous speech system: not only
are the vocalic clusters closer one to

another in the Fl/FZ space, they are
moreover less homogeneous. The
spontaneous speech system therefore
seems to have reached a more
pronounced degree of disorganization
than the laboratory speech one.

As a general rule, increased entropy
in any system implies that the system
is less informant: one may therefore
expect the lab speech F1/F2 system to
convey more information than the

sDontaneous speech one. Recognizing
the elements of the system should
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therefore be more a hazardous task in
the spontaneous- than in the lab
speech sample.

In order to test this hypothesis, we
performed 2 discriminant analyses (one
in spontaneous speech and one in lab
speech), with the vowels as a pri0ri
categories and the formant values as
discriminant variables. Once computed
the discriminant functions, a
recognition task was simulated in each
subsample. Their results are presented
in tables 4 and 6.

Table 4. Confusion matrix from the
simulated vowel recognition task in
laboratory speech. Actual groups are in
rows, and predicted group membership in
columns.

/1'/ /e/ /e/ /a/ />/ /o/ /u/

/1/ 93.3 3.3 3.3 0 o 0 0
/e/ 6.7 70.0 23.3 0 0 0 0
le/ 0 16.7 83.3 o 0 o o
/a/ o o 3.3 90.0 o 6.7 o
b/ o o o 0 86.7 13.3 o
/o/ o 0 o o 40.0 46.7 13.3
M o o 0 o 3.3 6.7 90.0

Table 5. Confusion matrix from the
simulated vowel recognition task in
spontaneous speech. Actual groups are in
rows, and predicted group membership in
columns.

/1'/ /e/ /e/ /a/ h/ /0/ /u/

/1/ 75.7 16.7 6.7 o o o o
/e/ 16.7 60.0 23.3 o o 0 0
/€/ 0 10.0 86.7 o 0 3.3 o
/a/ o o 6.7 30.0 5.7 6.7 o
h/ o o 3.3 5.7 73.3 13.3 3.3
W 0 o 3.3 3.3 33.3 33.3 25.7
/M/ o 3.3 o o 3.3 20.0 73.3

The recognition procedure clearly
aDpears safer when performed on the
basis of laboratory speech samples.
The overall correct recognition is. in
this case, 80%, although it decreases
t0 69% in spontaneous speech. This
observation thus confirms that vowels
in the Fill-“2 plane are more
differenciated in laboratory- than in
Spontaneous speech.

CONCLUSlONS
This study confirms, for Italian,

tendencies already pointed out for
Other languages of the Romance group-
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Vowels in spontaneous speech are
realized closer to the Fl/F2 plane
center; they moreover are better
differenciated one from another in
laboratory- than in spontaneous
speech. Although drawn from a single—
speaker experiment, those findings
constitute an interresting account to
the study of the universality of the
reported phenomena. Further research
should nevertheless seek to confirm
the findings, and to refer observed
variabilities to the ones caused by
interindividual differences and

sociolinguistic factors.
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TESTING THE DISPERSION-FOCALIZATION THEORY:
PHASE SPACES FOR VOWEL SYSTEMS

J.L Schwartz, LJ. Boe‘, N. Vallée
Institut de la Communication Parlée, Grenoble, France

ABSTRACT
The Dispersion—Focalization Theory

(DF'I‘) attempts to predict vowel systems
thanks to a competition between two
perceptual costs, namely global
dispersion vs local focalization. The
competition is controlled by two
parameters, at and k. We describe a new
methodology for testing the DFT
predictions: for a given number of
vowels, phase spaces allow to determine
the DFT winner in the (a, K) space. We
derive an (01, 1) region for which the
theory predictions fit quite well with the
phonological inventories.

1. INTRODUCTION
Substance-based theories of linguistic

systems propose a deductive approach,
which looks at the primary language-
specific facts from an external point of
view by considering non-linguistic
constraints on possible speech sounds.
Stevens [1] and Liljencrants and
Lindblom [2] introduced the basic
categories of arguments about the nature
of the listener-speaker interaction and its
role in shaping phonological systems,
namely Lindblom’s Dispersion Theory
(DT) and Stevens’ Quantal Theory (QT).
The principle of the Dispersion-
Focalization Theory (DFI‘) is to set a
competition between a structural
dispersion cost based on inter-vowel
perceptual distances and a local
focalization cost based on intra-vowel
perceptual salience [3].

2. IMPLEMENTING THE DFT

2.1. Cost of a vowel system
The DFT assumes that for a given

number of vowels, namely n. the
preferred system (i.e. the most frequent
in. phonological bases) is obtained by
minimizing a global cost summing two
components, namely a structural
DisperSion cost and a local Focalization
cost, both applied on acoustic parameters
characterizing each vowel. Vowels are
described in our work by four formants

(F1, F2, F3, F4), with F4 fixed at 3560
Hz, and all values expressed in bark, as
computed by the formula proposed in [4]:
bark = 7 ArgSh (Hz / 650)

The energy function of a given system
with n vowels V‘, i e {1, .., n}, is given
by:

ED}: = E13 + E}:

with ED a dispersion cost and E]: a
focalization cost. ED is defined, as in the
DT, by :

ED = 2 (1/d,j)2
i=1..(n—l)

j = (i+l) .. n

with di. the perceptual distance
between vowels VI and VJ. To compute
this distance, we use an Euclidian

distance in the (F1, F’z) space, where the
“second perceptual formant" P2 is

computed from F2, F3 and F4 on the

basis of a model we have developed in

the 80s [5]. In order to deal with the

excessive number of high non—peripheral
vowels in the DT predictions, we

introduce Lindblom‘s proposal of a
“stretching” of the acoustic space in the

F1 dimension [6] by using an (F1, F 2)
weighted Euclidian distance, namely:

dij =[(Fij — Fri)2 + (AF’zj _ W202] 1/2

where A. can be chosen at any value

lower than 1, assuming that higher
formants play a lesser part in vowe

phonetic quality than do lower ones.

The DF'I‘ discards from the DT by the
introduction of a second energy term,

called focalization cost, diminishing the

energy of configurations With vowels
with close F1 and F2, F2 and F3 01' F3
and F4 (“focal vowels", [7]) and hence

making such configurations more stable.
This cost is defined by:

with
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E12 =_2 1/(i=2i — F152

1323 = - Z 1/(i=3i — F252
l

E34 = — Z 1/(F4i — F352

where on is a second free parameter.
We thus obtain an energy function
depending respectively on the parameter
k, which sets the weighting between F]
and FL and the parameter (1, which
determines the weighting of the additional
focalization cost.

2.2. Selection criterion '
Various criteria have been proposed in

the literature for selecting vowel
configurations. Whatever the criterion, a
crucial methodological point concerns the

way one deals with the well-known
impossibility to analytically derive the
solution of a non-linear minimization
process (namely with non-quadratic
energy landscapes, resulting in local
minima). The original solution we have
adopted here is based on what we callhthe
“phase space” in reference to a classwal
procedure in Chemistry. In this method,
we a-priori define a number N of
“prototypes" covering all the vowel
space, and for each number n we attempt
to determine, according to the values of

the free parameters 7t and (X, which is the

sl’stem, made of n vowels selected
among the N prototypes, which
minimizes the total energy EDF- Hence
{he problem becomes tractable: it consists
in choosing one between a finite number
(in theory, CN“) of systems, thanks to an
associated variable EDP. We use”33

Prototypes with positions as “regular as

Possible, in terms of distances in the (FL
F’Z) Space. The methodology may be
Summarized in the following WallZ For
each value of n, determine the “phase

Space ", namely the regions in the 0», 01)
Space in which a given system of n
vowels chosen among our 33 prototypes

"wins", in the sense that it has the
minimal ED}: cost in respect to all his
Concurrents. These “phase spaces are

Ihen compared with phonologlcal
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inventories, derived from the UPSID
Database [8].

3. PHASES SPACES FOR
SYSTEMS FROM 3 T0 7
VOWELS

3.1. Simulation results
The methodology described in Section

2 allowed us systematically determine the
“phase spaces” for all values of n
between 3 and 9. We shall concentrate the
discussion on values of n from 3 to 7,

which provide the most significant trends

in the UPSID basis. The results are given

in Fig. l to 5, which display, respectively

for n = 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, the best system

for a given value of the pair 0», a) in the

square region [0, 1] x'[0, 1]. These

results provide the followrng trends.

Decreasing 7t favours peripheral

systems, which is exactly what we

expected, since it results in vertically

shrinking the vowel space. A more

unexpected consequence is that a too

small value of 2» leads to eitherreduced

(Fig. l, 2) or asymmetrical (Fig. 3, S)

peripheral configurations, Since the

interactions between the front and the

back side of the peripheral systems

ome im rtant.

beeIncreasiirmg a favours focal vowels,

namely first [i] and ‘[y], then‘front

unrounded ‘vowels wrth the highest

focalization benefit for the highest

vowels, and finally back rounded

vowels, which have all the. same Ep cost.

This mainly results in‘switching from a

central high vowel (be ll [*l 01: lull) ‘0 an

[y] . It may also produpela swttch from a

‘ vowel to an y . . ,

flagging n increases the disperSior:

cost of peripheral systems. hencefér

decreases the A boundary necessary al

making these systems opttim r

Conversely, large n values avou_

systems with one or even—6two7pon

peripheral high vowels (for n— or .

arison with UPSID data

3JIJIESOIIII)‘p inventories _prov1d'e the

[i, 'e', a, 'o', u] folrfS—

' a o, o, u or
s stems and [1, e, e, ,

7Oxiilsysystems. For It—vowels systems

the dominant acoustic structure is

vowels systems,
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[i,‘e',a,u], while for 6-vowels systems, if
we discard systems including schwa,
which is according to us a “special”
vowel [9], the situation is balanced
between [i, e. a, a, '0', u] and [i, 'e‘, a, '0',
u, i].

If one considers all these constraints
together, the correct 0», a) region is
roughly defined by:

0.2ShS03 and OSaSOA

Additional constraints based on the
stability for systems which contain an [y]
as the single non-peripheral high vowel,
namely an unbalanced [i, y, u] structure
for high vowels, provide a floor value for
a higher than 0 (see [3, IO, 11]), namely:

0.251303 and 0.3StO.4

4. CONCLUSION
This study shows that we are able to

define a region for the two DFT
parameters for which theoretical
predictions are quite in line with
experimental data coming from the
UPSID database.

The DF Theory provides some kind of
generalization of the D Theory. Indeed,
the first simulations by Liljencrants and
Lindblom (1972) should correspond
more or less to the results displayed in
Fig. 1 to 5 for a value 7» equal to 1 (same
weighting for FI and P2, or M1 and M’2
in their terms, with fonnants expressed in
mels) and a value or equal to 0 (no
focalization). However, our simulations
clearly show that A must be much lower
than 1 in order to solve the problem of
peripheral vowels and at higher than 0 in
order to solve the problem of front
rounded vowels. This second point is
crucial. It confirms that the focalization
term is necessary for understanding the
[1, y, u] structure for high vowels,
which is not negligeable in the UPSID
base, since it represents 4.5 % of the
whole base, and more than 25 % of the
structures with three high vowels (namely
two peripheral and one non-peripheral).
Therefore the DFT provides a good basis
for understanding vowel systems in
detail.
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PHONETIC EVIDENCE FOR THE GREAT MONGOLIAN
VOWEL SHIFT

Jan-Olaf Svantesson
Dept. of Linguistics, Lund University

ABSTRACT
This paper presents acoustic phonetic

evidence for the phonological shift that
restructured the vowel and vowel harmo-
ny systems of East Mongolian.

BACKGROUND
In previous work [1] I have shown

that East Mongolian (Khalkha and
various Inner Mongolian dialects) has
gone through a vowel shift resulting in a
change of the vowel harmony system:
while Old Mongolian had palatal (front-
back) harmony, East Mongolian has
pharyngeal (ATR) harmony.

The evidence in [l] for this vowel shift
was acoustic data on the vowels of
K_halkha and some other Mongolian
dialects, as well as available descriptions
of other Mongolian languages. Some un-
certainty remains about the exact quality
of the Old Mongolian vowels, however.
The modern language whose vowel
system is closest to Old Mongolian is
Kalmuck (West Mongolian), but acoustic
evrdence for the Kalmuck vowel qualities
was not available in [l].

PROCEDURE
_ During a visit to the Kalmuck republic
in 1992 I recorded speakers of the two
main Kalmuck dialects, Dorbed and
Torgud, and I have also made further
recordings of Khalkha and other East
Mongolian dialects. Here I will present
formant measurements for two Dorbed
(Elst, Ovata) and two Torgud (Jaskul’,
Astraxan’) speakers as well as for four
Khalkha speakers (two from Ulaanbaatar,
one from Bajanxongor and one from
Zawxan), and for one speaker each of the
Cahar and Baarin dialects, spoken in
Inner Mongolia in China.
_ Each speaker read a list of words
illustrating the vowels of his dialect (only
male speakers were recorded). The words
were read five times in isolation. The
recordings were made on an analogue
cassette recorder with fairly high quality.
There is contrasting vowel length in
Mongolian, but only long vowels were
analyzed (except for Cahar and Baarin [i]

which only occurs short). The relevant
words are given in Table 1. The first
three forrnants were measured using the
automatic formant tracking facility of the
Soundscope program. The results are
shown in Table 2, and Fl-F2 diagrams
for some of the speakers are given in
Figure 2.

Table I. Wordlists (the vowel in the
initial syllable was analyzed).

Kalmuck Khalkha Cahar Baarin
biir bizrte pirr pirr
yrl yil

bir bir
Yilox iiil

eirx deilte
err
errg 811 5311

can 5:1

bailx bailtai dsail d3azl
dozl dsil

nil suzlte suil suil

dwzitai uzl oil

boxdg borrte orld orld
borltoi bail boil

THE VOWEL SHIFT .
The Mongolian vowel shift is

illustrated in Figure I, an F1-F2 diagram

showing simultaneously the vowels of
(Dorbed) Kalmuck and Cahar. The

Kalmuck vowels are encircled,_ and
arrows point towards the etymologically

corresponding Cahar vowels. The
Kalmuck vowel system is unchanged
compared to Old Mongolian, except that a

vowel phoneme le/ has developed by
palatalization. Figure 1 thus illustrates the

diachronic change from Old Mongolian to
East Mongolian. Two different processes

have reshaped the vowel system, backlng
(y>u, o>o, e>9) and pharyngeahzallon
(u>u, o>o), exemplified by:

OldM Kalm Khalkha InnerM

yge yo no “9 1”?"
ml kol xol xol ‘fooit
degere derr deir dair t0P

ula ul Ul til :80”,

tomo tom tom tom 81w
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The main acoustic effects are F2
decrease and F1 increase, respectively.
These processes are less consistent in
Khalkha, where backing has not affected
e. Vowel harmony in Old Mongolian and
Kalmuck is manifested by the vowel
alternation pairs y~u, o~o, e~a, which
differ in the front—back (palatal) dimen-
sion. In Inner Mongolian, these vowel
pairs have become u~u, o~o, o—a, still
alternating in the same way in vowel
harmony, which has thus become based
on the feature pharyngeal (or ATR),
which distinguishes the vowels of these
pairs in East Mongolian [1].

2000 1500 1000

'300

-400

-500

—600

—700

raoo
V

Figure 1. The Mongolian vowel shift.

The vowel iwas neutral in Old Mon-

golian, in the sense that it could cooccur

more or less freely with both front and
back vowels in the same word. It has

remained neutral in Kalmuck and Khal—
kha, but in Inner Mongolian it has split

into two phonemes: it became i in words
containing a back vowel (which may have

been lost, as in e< Dim ‘strength'h and
has remained i elsewhere. In this way, a

f0“IT-h alternation pair i'~i was created and
the neutral vowel was eliminated.

l’ALA'I'ALIZATION

East Mongolian lost the front rounded
vowels by the vowel shift, but some

dialects, including Baarin, have reintro‘

duced them through palatalization [2l~
Two different palatalization processes
have affected the vowels in East Mongo-

lian_ One is due to old i-diphthon_8s
(written e in the Classical Mongolian
script), and the second is the result of the
development of old VCi groups:
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OldM Khalkha Baarin
ajil ail eil ‘family’
ujila uil Yzl ‘cry’
ojira air can ‘near’
yjile uil yil ‘act’

saGali sailj sail ‘milk’
uouli i‘iilj i’iil ‘owl’
oooli i511j 5:1 ‘adze'

The two palatalization processes pro-

duced different results in Khalkha: the

first one resulted in diphthongs. and in

the second one, the original 1' palatalized

the consonant and disappeared, resulting

in a number of palatalized consonant

phonemes contrasting with plain conso-

nants (e.g. blar ‘strength’; bar ‘tiger ),

The palatalized consonant affected the

preceding vowel phonetically, indicated

by an umlaut in the table above (see [2]

for phonetic data), but because of. the

contrasting consonants, the palatalized

vowels a, 6, 5 can be regarded as and

phones of a, u, 9. . _ _

The situation is different in Baarin,

where consonant palatalization was lost,

creating a contrast between umlauted and

plain vowel phonemes. It also appears

that the umlauted vowels merged With the

vowels which developed from old diph-

thongs in this dialect so that, for instance,

i‘iil ‘owl’ and vii ‘cry’ became homo-

phones. This was tested by comparing F1

and F2 simultaneously usrng Mahalanrr

bis’ D2 test with the formant frequencres

converted to the incl scale. This test was

performed for the three pairs c~a. oc~b

and Y-t‘i with the result that there was no

significant difference for the first two

pairs (F(2,7)=2.06 and 0.74), while there

was a significant difference between .Y

and i3 (F(2,7)=19.29, “0.001).. Itf is

necessary to investigate this question gr-

tlier before a final analysrs can be ma ei

but it is clear that at least four new vowe

phonemes, /e/, Incl, [VI and /y/, have

ap ared in Baarin as a consequence o

the palatalization processes (cf. Figure 2).
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Table I. Formant values. For each vowel, the mean and standa (1 de ' '

and F3 are given, based on 5 tokens of each voweL r wanon 0f”, F2AII'zIoIopI I1I5I00I I10IooI . 2000 1500 1000

i y -300 000

e o -400 i .u . e y u 400

0 .

«500 0 o .500

4-600 .600
8 . e .

a -700 a -700

raoo .000

V V

Dorbed (Ovata) Torgud (Jafkul ’)

2000 1500 1000 A..'*’.°.°.°. .‘.5.°9. .1°.°°. I I

. --aoo -300

l _ i ll '

e 0 U --400 e 0 400

.-500 U -500

a «1500 9 -6°°
-

a -

--700 .700
a -_

.

..300 .000

v V

Khalkha ( Ulaanbaatar Sp 2) Khalkha (Bajam'ongor)

2000 1500 1000 2000 1500 1000

.300 “300

i ' ”W "«400 .400

- 'Y‘flGD -
I u ~soo «509

3 0 . e (B ‘-

U -600 \@ 0500

3 -700 "7”

a .000 ® ..000
v V

Call!" Baarin

Figure 2. F1 -F2 diagrams. Each vowel symbol represents the mean offive token-Y-

Dfirbed (Elst):
F1 F2 F

i 347 0 2016 24 271 1
y 347 0 1686 155 2242
e 434 3 1 1790 71 2503

0 478 O 1460 24 21 12

e 642 19 1660 20 2373
a 669 24 12 17 3 1 2486
u 349 26 661 38 2588
0 504 24 773 36 2625

Targud (Jaskul ’):
i 382 20 2103 50 2634
y 400 19 1790 71 2329
c 434 3 1 1999 0 2521
0 495 24 1677 24 2443
e 65 1 3 1 1660 36 2390
a 712 39 122 19 2008
u 417 24 825 31 2607
o 495 24 930 24 2 164

Khalkha (Ulaanbaatar Sp 1 :
i 382 23 2 1 12 50 3042
e 460 24 1973 121 3008
a 782 0 1295 57 2668
U 391 0 1 156 129 2503
U 5 12 19 1017 24 2934
0 487 19 947 48 2625
0 617 19 964 36 2216

Khalkha (Bajanxongor): ‘
i 347 36 2010 22 2379
e 417 24 1973 50 2616
a 65 1 0 1303 3 1 2625
U 347 0 1020 41 23 12
U 469 20 869 69 2495

0 408 24 1 147 24 2338
9 574 19 938 24 2329

l 356 20 2347 8 1 3016

1 539 39 1842 66 2755
a 825 0 1329 24 2851
9 547 24 1269 36 2738

u 486 36 930 50 2712
U 573 36 842 39 2886
0 556 48 947 78 2929

0 704 19 982 24 2268

Diirbed (Ovata):

3 F1 F2 F3

39 i 321 24 2381 22 2972 39
66 y 295 20 1921 78 2503 24

129 e 400 19 2347 31 2938 73
66 ¢ 391 31 1992 78 2659 36
39 s 642 19 1947 71 2973 109
36 a 717 25 1195 25 2846 202

129 u 426 48 751 62 2694 61
132 o 469 20 860 71 2834 48

Torgud (Astraxan ’.')

79 i 347 0 1921 40 2755 39
79 y 313 19 1521 97 2147 24

31 e 434 0 1756 39 2382 36

19 0 443 20 1512 36 2216 31

97 e 591 24 1512 20 2225 78

128 a 625 24 1130 44 2356 19

126 u 340 16 618 31 2378 47

78 o 452 24 851 73 2155 100

Khalkha (Ulaanbaatar Sp 2):

82 i 33819 201650 2920 84

64 e 425 19 1825 134 2694 69

95 a 747 20 1347 31 2642 191

66 u 373 24 886 39 2356 158

128 u 452 24 878 48 2069 175

109 o 417 24 1121 142 2407 314

53 a 573 47 973 39 2190 117

Khalkha (Zawxan):

182 i 3113 19 2129 0 3268 84

57 e 443 20 2008 19 2877 57

50 a 695 31 1225 36 2295 155

94 u 330 24 799 24 2329 39

109 u 460 24 790 48 2094 84

36 o 426 36 956 31 2312 57

113 o 547 39 930 59 2094 113

Baarin:

73 i 347 O 1981 39 2746 36

24 y 338 19 1938 73 2295 57

90 1 425 19 1869 44 2651 31

43 Y 443 20 1686 37 2329 39

58 1“) 425 48 1808 24 2408 66

143 e 548 39 1764 50 2582 90

133 i 582 24 1719 69 2686 56

57 (e 539 39 1425 128 2443 99

5 513 36 1434 0 2416 58

a 773 36 1295 47 3068 58

a 452 24 1321 58 2295 36

u 382 20 895 50 2399 78

u 443 20 808 66 2416 117

o 452 24 930 24 2295 178

a 617 19 940 10 2129 107
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ON THE LEXICAL ASPECTS OF VOWEL DISPERSION
THEORY: DUTCH CASE

Louis ten Bosch

Inst Phonetic Sciences, University ofAmsterdam, Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Abstract
The ’vowel disperion theory’ states that

the structure of the vowel inventory in a lan—
guage can be explained by optimization of
acoustic inter—vowel contrast, given articu—
latory boundary conditions for each vowel.
In this paper, the primacy of the acoustic
pr0perties is questioned by considering the
possible effect of the lexicon on vowel dis-
persion. Here, the need for acoustic contrast
between two vowels is assumed to be deter-
mined by the functional load of the vowe
Opposition in the lexicon. The results for
Dutch indicate that the functional ‘load’ ex—
plams a part of the acoustic structure of
the Dutch vowel inventory. Since the model
is tested for one language only, we empha-
size the used methodology, rather than the
language-specific results.

1 Introduction

The set of phonemes in a language shows
a large variety across languages. Universal
trends in the structure of phoneme inven-
tories (known as ’phonological universals’)
have been observed for a long time and at-
tempts have been made to formulate them
explicitly (e.g. Ruhlen, 1976; Crothers,
1978; Maddieson, 1984, 1991; Liljencrants &
Lindblom, 1972; Lindblom, 1986 and later;
Quanta] Theory: Stevens, 1989; c.f. Ten
Bosch & P015, 1989). In general, the pho—
netic models of the structure of vowel sys-
tems start from two principles: (a) the re-
duction of articulatory effort, and (b) the
optimization of inter-vowel acoustic con-
trast. There is much debate about the ad—
equacy of these pr1nc1ples and then rela-
tive weighting. It is well known (see e.g.
Ten Bosch, 1991) that a specification of
the weighting is essential for the outcome
of the Optimization, but also less attention
has been paid to the relation between the
principle of acoustic vowel contrast and the
functionality of this contrast (see Lindblorn,
1972, 1986; Ten Bosch, 1991, chapter 4;
Vallee, 1990). Moreover, with respect to the
implementation of the contrast and effort
principle, more elaborate models are avail-
able now and the vowel dispersion model as
well as a general segment inventory model
could now be based on articulatory Synthesis
models and advanced auditory models (An
example of the use of more elaborate mod-

els is given by the SPEECH MAPS project,
1994)

In this paper, we want to address the
point that the principle of ’acoustic con-
trast’ is not based on the ’functional load’
of vowel opposmons. For example, 1 a an-
guage has three vowels /a/, /i/ and /u/ that
are spectrally Specified by three target po—
sitions and many minimally pairing words
with /i/ and /u/ and only a few with /a/,
the need for acoustic contrast between /a/
and both other vowels is less t at the need
for contrast between /i/ and u . The ’need
for acoustic contrast. between two vowels is
(also) related to the structure of the lexi-
con and the frequency of words. Important
spects of the model are focussed onto in the
three following sections. Next, results Wlll
be presented for the Dutch case. The results

are discussed in the concluding section.

2 Influence of lexical struc-

ture

Let us assume here are N vowels. For
each vowel pair v1,u2) we can select those
words from the lexicon that form phoneml-
cally minimal pairs with respect to '01 and

'02, resulting in a list L1 consisting of words
containing v1 that each has one correspond
ing minimal opposing word containing as,» 111
the list L2. Additionally, the lists L1 and
L2 are constructed so as to contam words
with the same grammatical category to al-
low word confusion that is syntactically pos»

sible. Our basic assumption here is that the
need for contrast between 1:; and 13n de-
termined by the probability of confusmn be-
tween L1 and L2, in other words, by the
(token) frequency of each word in L1 and In
L2. Denote the token frequency of word at

by f(w). The probability of word confusron
due to vowel confusion is given by

P
[Mm—W

lexicon sin

P denoting the probability of confusing
a word with a minimal pair. TlllS can be
rewritten as

2 (PW! '_’ ’02) Z f(u’1).f(w2))/JNF

”It”? 1”] iw2
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where the word lists L1 and L2 correspond
to the distinct vowel pair (v1,v2) and NF
denotes a normalisation factor depending on
the size of the lexicon. The above expression
is symmetric in 121 and '02, since the ’donor’
word to] and the ’receiver’ word wz play an
equal role. The psycho-linguistic interpreta~
tion of this equal role is that the confusion
between a certain given word containing in
and a minimal pair containing v2 depends
on the token frequency of tog. It is known
that, broadly Speaking, the ’accessability’ of

- words increases with its token frequency; in
the above expression it is assumed that this
relation is linear.

The consequence is that the former ex-
pressions for D are exchanged by the new
expressron

D = Z Ali-Po.- -—~> vi) (1)
1:; ,vi

where 11,-]- are constants that are entirely
determined by the structure of the lexicon:

AU 2 Z
wl—infiLhwg—in—LJ

f(wi )-f(u-'2)/NF

Writing A,jP(vz' *9 vj) = Bij, D = :61}

can be approximated by 1 — (1 .... e12)(1 —
613)...(1 «w e(N_1)‘N) in other words D 2
Hum] (1 — e”) is to be maximized. This lat-
ter expression is approximated by

11((1 — Pm —» vow)
13,11)

which reveals a lexically-determined
weighing of the expression

1‘10““e 13))
Vi ,UJ'

which returns the probability of v, not
being confused by any other vowel from
v1, . . . , 1w, given the confusion probabilities
P(vi -> vi) and uniform distribution of the
vowels. The exponents 21,,- that are deter~
mined by the lexicon modify the unbiased
case into the lexically-balanced case.

1 Inter-vowel confusion

The second aspect of the model is the re-
latmn between inter-yowel confusion and
inter-vowel acoustic distanceThis aspect IS
a common feature of each vowel disper-
sion model. Many models have been pro
Posed (Lindblom, 1972; psychological cate-
gorization models, c.f. Smits 8.5 ten Bosch,
1994, statistical models). Here we will use
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P(vl —§ v2) 2 exp(-C.d12). By substi—
tution in (1) this implies that the follow-
ing expression is to be minimized: D =
2%”). Ag exp(—C.d,—,—), in which C denotes
a constant that is related to the overall scal-
ing of the acoustic space.

2 The definition of acoustic

distance

The distance d,,- between vowels v,- and ”1'
is here determined by the Euclidean dis-
tance between the first two formant frequen-
cies in ERB. The EBB-transformation is
performed in order to agree With the he
quency selectivity of the human auditory
system (Patterson, 1976; Glasberg & Moore,
1990). The formant representation is cho-
sen for two reasons:_ to allow a match be-
tween model predlctions and phonologically
specified vowel systems, and the findings
(e.g. by Kewley—Port 8.: Atal, 1989) that Eu-
clidean distances based on bark~transformed
formants may highly correlate Wlth Judged
dissimilarities between vowels.

3 Experimental set-up and

results

On the basis of the previous sections, the
experiment was set-up as follows. Lists of
all lexical items of the same grammatical
category in Dutch have been extracted from
the CELEX database (CELEX, 1990). The
twelve Dutch monophthongs (denoted a, i,
u, e, o, E, O, I, A, y, U, OE, the last
two vowels figuring in ‘put' and ‘peut‘) in
Dutch were selected for comparison. Diph-
thongs were not taken into account. For
each vowel pair (113,112), two list where con-
structed with corresponding phonematically
minimal word pairs with the same grammat-
ical category. For example, the two vow-
els [0/ and [15/ yield two lists with /b0t/
(Eng. ‘bone’) and /bEt/ (‘bed’) figuring in
it. The minimal pair frOt/ .. /rEt/ (‘rotten‘
~— ‘save‘) is not included since they differ in
grammatical category.

On the basis of expression (1), all coef-
ficients 21,; were determined. Next, Opti-
mal vowel positions were looked for that
minimized expression (1). This was done
by Kruskal‘s algorithm, by searching posi~
tions in a twodimensional space, such that

P(v; —+ vi) = eIp(—Cd,j). For the appli-
cation of Kruskal’s algorithm, 0' m 1 was
taken. The optimal systems were found by
minimization of the ’stress’ which cpuld be
defined in a linear or monotonic ashion.
Vowel systems were determined for eight
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combinations of three binary factors (stress:
linear versus monotonic; receiver freq.: to-
ken versus lexical; lexical lists: nouns +
pronomina only versus all categories). The
latter factor refers to the construction of
the lists L;, whether these consrst of nouns
and pronomina only, or of all categories.
This exception is based on the following ta-
ble presenting relative lexical and token fre-
quencies for 10 syntactical categories (1n«
dicated in the first column). Among the
PREP, there are hardly any minimal pairs.
The VERB category is excluded since it only
contains infinitives.

CATEG. rel. lex. fr. rel. token fr.

A 13.8 9.5
ADV 1.4 8.2

ART 0.0 10.7

C 0.1 6.6
EXP 0.1 0.0
N 72.3 19.1
NUM 0.2 1.0
PREP 0.1 13.1
PRON 0.1 13.3
V 11.6 18.0

In the following table, the results obtained
from Kruskal’s algorithm are summarized.
For each combination, these results were
rank correlated (Spearman) with the actual
formant data (derived from Koopmans—van
Beinum, 1980 and from Van Son & P013,
1990)

combi Spearman

l mtn 0.75

2 mtf 0.70

3 mln 0.68

4 mlf 0.66
5 ltn 0.63
6 ltf 0.64
7 lln 0.53
8 llf 0.54

Combinations are indicated by a three—
letter combination, referring to the combi-
nation monotonous —~ linear, token — lexical,
and (noun+pronomina) (’noun’) — all cate—
gories (‘full’). The difference between com—
bination number 6 and 7 is significant, as
well as is the difference between 1 and 4, 2
and 5, 3 and 6, and larger differences. The
results are optimized across many (> 200)
random start configurations.
Among the monotonic options, the ‘mtn’
Option yields the optimal Spearman corre-
lation with actual data (token frequency,
nouns + pronomina). The corresponding
vowel system is shown in figure 1. The
contour lines connect the formant positions
corresponding to ’equal articulatory effort’

as proposed in ten Bosch (1991). The 12
monophtongs are plotted in the figure in
such a way that the resulting configuration
resembles the actual situation (Kruskal’s
data are specified up to an overall factor,
up to rotations, and up to line reflections in
the formant space). Among the linear 0p
tions, the ’ltf’ combination yields the high-
est Spearman correlation. In this setting,
Kruskal’s algorithm attempts to optimally
match the inter-vowel distances on the _ba-
sis of the inter-vowel confusron probabilities,
based on token frequencies and all syntac-
tical categories. The corresponding optimal
vowel system in the ’ltf’-case is shown in fig—
ure 2.

4 Discussion.

The table presented above shows that the
match between predicted and actual vowel
system is larger in the monotonous case than
it is in the linear case. In fact, the condition
in the linear_case is_harder to meet. Given
the monotonic and linear Option, the results
for the token frequency (slightly) outper-
form the results pbtained with the lexical
frequency. This 13 in line With our expec-
tation. The differences between the options
(noun+pronomina) (‘noun’) — all categories
(’full’) are small and in fact not significant.

Both figure 1 and 2 show that the lex-
ical structure of Dutch explains a part of
the structure of the Dutch vowel system.
There are, however, a few remarkable er-
rors. In the monotonic Option (figure 1),
the position of the short /I/ and /A/ are re-
markable. Globally, the triangle—like struc-
ture is preserved, but especially the short
vowels are not located in coherence with
their known acoustic Spec1ficat10n. T e dis-
tance between /A/ and /0/ is larger than
expected. This is related to the fact that
the number of minimally opposing words for
these vowels is large (ten Bosch, 1991). Also
in figure 2 (referring to the linear option),
the /i/, /a/ and /u/ do not span the vowel
triangle any more. The short /A/ lies fur-
ther from the center than /a/ does. Also
here, the distance between /A/ and /0/ IS
larger than expected.
In general, the localisation of the vowels /U,/
from DutCh ’put’) and /OE/ (from :peut)
is not precise. Nevertheless, the triangle-
like structure of the vowel system, at least
for the monophthongs, is clearly Visible.
Apart from the question how to integrate
diphthongs (that are excuded entirely here),
there is another issue to be addressed here,
viz. the distinction between long and short.
In fact, we studied the 12 monophthongs
without any reference to length differences.

The integration of the length opposition into
an acoustic contrast measure based on spec-
ral and durational contrasts is troublesome(see e.g. ten Bosch, 1991). How duration is

to be included remains unclear.
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VOWEL PROTOTYPES FOR UPSID'S 33 PHONEMES
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ABSTRACT
UPSII) is a phonological database made up
of 33 primary vowel symbols. In this
paper we propose 33 vowel prototypes at
articulatory and acoustic levels. We can
generate them with an anthropomorphic
articulatory model. A wide—ranging
bibliographic study has enabled us to (i)
establish a classification of values for
articulatory input parameters, geometrical
values of the midsagittal section and
crucial values of the area functions; and
(ii) specify F1-F2-F3 formant values.
These prototypes have been used for a
prediction model of the sound systems of
world languages.

1. INTRODUCTION
The research of vowel prototypes has
been done in the frame of a substance-
oriented phonology. Tradionally, the
functional efficiency hypothesis, which is
looked for at the substance level, is
Widely used to explain the contents of
phonological systems. In this hypothesis,
distinctiveness plays a fundamental part:
each component is defined in relation to
the other components of the system. In
advocating a"subsrance-based" analysis,
Liljencrants & Lindblom [1] have
proposed to reverse the trend by stressing
the importance of the "lower levels" in the
emergence of systems. The selection of
sound units would rest on articulatory
and perceptive physiological constraints,
which would allow us to explain and
predict system structures. The theory of
mammal contrast and therefore the design
OfDPTOdlCllVC models both rely on the
prinCIple of sound discrimination. To
improve modelization, Schwartz & a1. [2]
have proposed the DFT model
(Drspersion- Focalizorion Theory): They
have added auditory pregnancy criteria to
distinctiveness [3] (see Schwartz, Boe,
Abry & Vallée in these Proceedings). To
Simulate typical vowel configurations in
an acoustic space with a model, we need
prototypes, specified both by articulatory
and acoustic characteristics [4].

Consequently, we will switch from form
to substance by establishing a relationship
between some linguistic units of a
representative sample of the phonological
inventory of world languages (UPSID [5]),
and their physical shape (articulatory and
acoustic parameters). In a typological
study [4], we have listed 33 vowel
qualities which permit to describe the set
of symbolic constituant elements of
UPSID's 317 systems. From a
normalization of the acoustic vowel space
[6], we have surveyed and estimated the
corresponding values for articulatory
input parameters and vocal tract geometry
(e.g. location and dimension of the
constriction, upper point of the tongue
body, furthest back point of the tongue
root in the pharynx). For this task, we

have used macro-variations [7],
— interface functions between articulatory
input and acoustic output —, which allow

to provide for (i) the acoustic

consequences of gestures, (relationship

between formants and articulators); (ii)

the influence of crucial geometrical

parameters [8] (location and dimension of

the constriction, and lips area) on the

acoustic output. The task has been

executed with SMIP, software developed

at the ICP within the framework of a

European project (ESPRIT/BR N°6975)
whose central core is made up of Maeda’s

articulatory model [9].

2. PROBLEMS TO SOLVE
The traditional description [10]. Whi‘fh
provides a position for each vowel in

terms of height and advancing tongue
arching in the buccal cavity, is
inadequate. The highest point of the

tongue is an operational descriptive

parameter whereas the location of the
constriction can be directly linked to the

acoustic output. Recently, Boe & al. [11]
have attempted to unify the traditional
description "lips, tongue arching" and
the acoustic oriented description ”troat-

tongue~lips".
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2.1. INVERSION:
It consists in deriving the vocal tract

shape from the acoustic output. Several

static articulatory configurations of the

vocal tract constitute what is called "a

fiber" of the articulatory space, i.e. they

make up a set of configurations which

supply the same acoustic output [12] [13].

We then need to select a single

configuration of the vocal tract and get rid

of the rest of the fiber by imposing

articulatory and acoustic constraints on

these prototypes with the help of

experimental and theoretical publications

available.

2.2. ARTICULATORYoACOUTIC
RELATIONSHIP:

Secondly, we have to deal with the non-

linear and discontinuous relationship

between articulation and acoustics.

Thanks to the study of macro-variations

we are able to foresee the relationship

between formants and articulators (Boe,

Badin & Perrier, in these Proceedings).

2.3. VARIABILITY:
Different strategies of tongue and jaw

allow to produce acoustically identical

vowels. Experiments such as "bite-block"

[14] show that the vocal tract is capable of

using articulatory compensations to
produce the same vowel under different

conditions.
However, research on invariance [8] [13]

[15] has shown an important regularity of

the location of the constriction in vowel

articulation, whatever the language.

These 3 fundamental issues have led us to

collect results of acoustic surveys as well

as data on articulatory descriptions [4].

3. METHOD

3.1. VOWEL SPACE: .
There are two fundamental constraints: (1)

any prototype must be included into
maximal vowel space [6]; (1i) the
COnfiguration proposed in that Space must

not fall into the “gap" observed in natural

language systems around 300 Hz for F1

and 1.000 Hz for F2, which corresponds to

formant area linked to the nasal-

Pharyngeal tract [16][l7].

3.2. PROTOTYPES FOR FRENCH:

A11 prototypes have been elaborated by

calculating dispersion ellipsmds, at the

acoustic level, of the to oral vowels. of

French [i e e a a o u y e tie] for which

numerous data were available [4]. Thanks
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to 60,000 sagittal views of the vocal tract,
generated by Maeda's articulatory model
[9], we have looked for the ones which

fitted our dispersion ellipsoids. With

sagittal views, the model supplies as with

the values of 7 control parameters

determining the position of articulators:

lips (retracted and protruded), tongue

(dorsum, body and tip), jaw and larynx.

Thanks to a sagittal section, we can

calculate with SMIP: (i) the area functions

whose crucial zones are: Xc the position

of the narrowing, its aperture Ac, and At

the lips area; (ii) the transfer function of

the vocal tract and forrnants.

In the same way as Majid & a1. [7], and

thanks to SMIP, we can infer articulatory

data from acoustic targets.

3.2. OTHER PROTOTYPES:
Acoustic targets of the remaining 23

vowels have been positioned in vowel

space thanks to surveys of formant data

from work done on modelling (synthetic

vowels), and various acoustic studies on

over 30 languages [4]. A database has thus

been constituted. It contains vowel

systems of various sizes. .

For choosing the value of articulatory

parameters, we have also worked with

macro-variations of French oral vowels

and a wide bibliographic survey.

Comparing the various data has enabled

us to find a coherence between

articulatory control parameters, crucral

values of the area function and posrtion in

the space formant, even though. the

variability of sources has sometimes

forced us to make compromises in

adjusting parameters (Figures I & 2).

The 33 acoustic prototypes retained can be

synthetized, allowing an auditory control.

4. PUTTING PROTOTYPES T0

GOOD USE
More than a stage between form and

substance to evaluate predictions,

prototypes are the raw material for a

whole field of research:

- First, vowel prototypes remind us of the

first definitions of "standard vowel

quality" of phoneticians [10] or the

Jones's cardinal vowels [18], whose

rimary objectives were to be a reference

for the IPA user.

- The hierarchical classification of

articulators for all prototypes allow to

address again the issue of traditional
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articulatory description of vowel and its
relationship with acoustic production [11].

- Prototypes are used as a preliminary
phase in any attempt at predicting vowel
systems. It is now common knowledge
that psycho-acoustic parameters are not
sufficient for all types of prediction and
we must look into articulatory production
process for criteria that could improve
simulations. Results of this type of
research look promising in order to
associate articulatory dimension to
acoustic and perceptive criteria of
distinctiveness — e.g. a description of the
articulatory distance (Berrah & al., in
these proceedings).
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OPTIMIZING ARTICULATION: THE CASE OF ARABIC
PHARYNGEALS

Raquel Willerman
University of Washington, Seattle, WA

ABSTRACT
Jaw position in Arabic pharyngeals is

investigated to determine whether the
open jaw observed by Ghazeli (1977) [1]
was due to coarticulation with the
folloWing low vowel or to an intrinsic
open jaw target for pharyngeals. Both
factors were found to contribute to the
anomalous Open jaw position (jaw
position is typically closed for
consonants). The data are discussed in
terms Of biomechanical principles which
suggest that pharyngeal consonants are
articulatorily complex.

INTRODUCTION
Ghazeli's (1977) [1] x-ray tracing of

the vocal tract during production of the
Arabic pharyngeal frlcative in the word
/S‘acli/ revealed an open jaw. This seems
anomalous given that jaws are typically
open for vowels and closed for
consonants. However, it is unclearwhether the open jaw seen in Ghazeli'stracing was due to coarticulation with thefollowing low vowel or to an intrinsically
open jaw target for pharyngeals. Thefollowing study investigates jaw position
in Arabic pharyngeals.

SPEAKERS
Five male native Arabic speakers

participated in the study: two Egyptians,two Moroccans, and one Lebanese.
SPEECH MATERIALS

Two pharyngeal consonants and twocoronal consonants: /s, n, s, I], were
combined with the vowels, /a:, i:, u:/
into the twelve possible CV pairs. Each

sequence is the beginning of a realArabic word The phonetic transcriptionsand English glosses of these words areprovided in Table 1.

Arabic English gloss
[sad 3/ "he returned"
/fia:6a/ "he goaded"
[s aId/ "predominated"
[Iatdan/ "laudanum"
/€i:d/ " oliday"
/fii:n/ "time"
/si:na:/ "Sinai"
/li:n/ "softness"
/su:d/ "lute"
/fiu:t/ "whale"
[suzd/ "blacks"
flu:5a/ "weakness"

Table I . Arabic speech materials and their
English glosses.

The twelve words in Table 1 constitute
one trial, the words in each trial appearing
in random order. There were three trials
of normal speech and three trials of loud
speech which were at least fifteen dB
louder than the normal speech trials.
Speakers monitored their amplitude by
looking at a sound pressure meter. .

The words were presented in Arabic
script. Speakers were instructed to
clench their teeth together before reading
each word. All jaw measurements refer
to a displacement from clench position.

EQUIPMENT

Jaw movements were tracked with a
head-mounted strain-gauge cantilever
system (Barlow, Cole, & Abbs, 1983)
[2]. Jaw movement was sampled in two
channels at 1kHz each, and an audio
channel was sampled at IOkHz. The
principal direction of movement in an x-y
plane was determined and a rotation. was
performed on the signals. The smgle
channel representing jaw movement 1n
this principal direction is used in all
further analyses.
ANALYSIS

Jaw position was measured at two
points in each word: the midpoint of the
first consonant and the midpoint of the
following vowel. Midpoints were

—‘—
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determined acoustically, using only
waveform and spectrographic displays.
No special attempt was made to get the
lowest jaw position for either segment.
RESULTS

Pharyngeal jaw positions were highly
dependent on jaw positions of the
following vowel. Jaw positions for /I/
were significantly less dependent on the
following vowel and jaw positions for
/s/ were the least dependent. There
appear to be consonant-specific
tendencies to coarticulate. In addition,
the tendency for pharyngeal consonants
to coarticulate with a following vowel
suggests that Ghazeli's tracing of an open
jaw is at least partially due to
coarliculation with the following low
vowel /ae/.

However, we can also ask whether
pharyngeal jaw positions are even more
open than jaw positions of following
vowels. To answer this question, vowel
jaw positions were subtracted from
consonant jaw positions. These jaw(C) -
jaw(V) differences are given in Table 2.
A positive jaw(C) - jaw(V) difference
means that the consonant jaw position is
more open (more displaced from clench)
than the jaw position of the following
vowel. A negative jaw(C) - jaW(V)
difference means that the consonant jaw
position is higher (less displaced from
clench) than the following vowel.

Loud
mean

Normal
mean

C

. <. .
Table 2. Mean jaw(C)-jaw(V) values in
mm and p values averaged for five
Speakers and three vowels in normal and
loud speech.

Table 2 gives mean jaw(C) - jaw(V)
values in mm for five subjects across
three vowels. Positive numbers in the
Pharyngeal rows, fit, 5/, indicate that
Pharyngeal jaw positions were more Open

an jaw positions of the followrng
vowel. Negative numbers for the n, 3/
rows indicate that jaw positions for these
consonants were more closed than the
following vowels. The p values are the
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results of one-tailed t-tests which ask
whether the mean jaw(C) - jaw(V) values
are significantly different from zero. In
every case they are. Normal and loud
speech pattern similarly, though jaw(C) -
jaw(V) differences for /s/ and /I/ show a
marked increase in loud speech.

The relationship between pharyngeal
jaw position and each vowel is shown b
the average jaw(C) — jaw(V) value of both
pharyngeal consonants in each vowel
context (Table 3). The pharyngeal
consonants have significantly lower jaw
positions than [i/ and /u/ vowels for
both normal and loud speech. Pharyngeal
jaw position is also lower than the jaw
position of normal speech /a/.
However, loud speech jaw positions for
/a/ are virtually identical to loud Speech
pharyngeal jaw positions! In sum, the
open jaw position during a pharyngeal
consonant seen in Ghazeli's (1977) [l]
tracings seems to be due to at least two
factors: coarticulation with a following
low vowel and a consonant- specific Open
jaw position which is at least as Open as
any following vowel.

Normal Loud
mean (p) mean (p)

”I .70 (<05) -.02 (NS)
IV 1.50 (<.01) 2.17 (<.00)
/U/ 2.04 (<00) 2.5 (<.00)

Table 3. Mean jaw(C)~jaw(V) in mm and
p values from five speakers for
pharyngeal consonants in each vowel
contextfor normal and loud speech.

Formant frequencies of these
pharyngeal consonants are typical: 3 high
Fl which is close to F2 (Klatt & Stevens,
1969) [3]. For every [9V] pair, the
pharyngeal consonants have a higher F 1
than the vowel that follows, a high. F1
being conelated with a low jaw. ms 18
illustrated in Figure l Wth shows
averaged formant data from all five
subjects for loud speech. The first and
second formants of each vowel are
graphed in an Fl-F2 plane, yielding the
familiar vowel triangle. Average formant
values for the voiced pharyngeal fncatrve
fit] in each vowel context are plotted in
the same Fl-F2 plane. Notice that the
context-bound pharyngeals forrn a
triangle around the [a] vowel, as if [a]
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formant values coincided with the ideal,
context-free pharyngeal. Thus, both jaw
targets and formant frequencies of
pharyngeal consonants resemble those of
the low vowel [a].
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DISCUSSION
Extreme displacements of the

articulators may be biomechanically
costly. Nelson (1983) [4] and Nelson,
Perkell, and Westbury (1984) [5]
observed that jaw movements are
constrained by an economy of effort that
can be quantified by peak velocity. In
other words, as jaw movement times got
shorter, movement distances also became
smaller. This tradeoff between distance
and time indicates a resistance to large
increases in peak velocity. So why do
Arabic speakers displace their jaws to
such an extent during production of
pharyngeal consonants?

The benefit of Opening the jaw during
pharyngeal consonants lies in the synergy
between tongue and jaw movements. In
addition to downward displacement in the
vertical plane, jaw lowering is
accompanied by rotation around the
temporo—mandibular joint. This means
that Opening the jaw will displace the
mandible in the dorsal direction as well.
If the tongue remains in a neutral resting
position with respect to the jaw, lowering
the jaw will also back the tongue. This
seems to be less costly than extreme
displacements of the tongue alone.
Arabic speakers may lower their jaws in
order to reduce the extent of tongue
displacement required for pharyngeals.

If pharyngeal jaw and tongue targets
are similar to those of /a/, shouldn't
pharyngeals be as biomechanically costly
as the vowel [at/'2 The answer is no.
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Despite nearly identical articulatory
topography, pharyngeal consonants and
/a/ are produced under different timing

constraints. For a given speaking rate,
consonants are generally shorter than
vowels (Crystal & House, 1982) [6].
Although jaw targets for pharyngeals and
[a] are nearly identical, the jaw has less

time to reach its consonant target than its
vowel target. More severe timing
constraints on consonants means an
increase in peak velocity for pharyngeals
vis a vis [a].

CONCLUSION
This leaves Arabic speakers two

choices for producing a pharyngeal
consonant. One articulatory strategy is to
exploit the synergy between tongue and
jaw; that is, the speaker lowers the jaw
during the consonant to bring the tongue
closer to its pharyngeal target. In this
case, the jaw must move fast in order to

reach the pharyngeal jaw position in the
relatively short amount of time that is
allotted to consonants. This strategy. rs
biomechanically costly in terms of havrng
to apply more force to the jaw in order to
achieve a faster rate.

On the other hand, the speaker can
forgo tongue-jaw synergy. In this case,
the speaker must "superpharyngealrze"
the tongue to reach the back and low

constriction without help from the jaw.
With a relatively high jaw, the tongue
must move a greater distance from its
resting position with respect to the jaw in
order to reach the pharyngeal target. This
is biomechanically more costly in terms

of extreme displacement of the tongue
from neutral.

Both scenarios were used by the
Arabic speakers in this study.

Articulatory strategies are inferred from
the individual jaw(C)—jaw(V) values.

Four out of five speakers had pharyngeal
jaw positions which were consrstently

lower than the following vowel. .Thls
indicates that these Speakers exploit the
synergy between tongue and jaw. at I116
supposed biomechanic cost of increased
rate of jaw movement. One speaker had

pharyngeal jaw positions which were

consistently higher than the followrng

vowel. This indicates that the speaker

uses a "superpharyngealiz " shape of
the tongue, at the biomechanic cost of

increased displacement from neutral.
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Yet, acoustic measurements from the
pharyngeal consonant portions of the
spectrograms showed that all five
subjects attained the high F1 and closely
hovering F2 that is correlated with
pharyngeal constriction. Thus, phonetic
reduction can be ruled out as an
explanation for the singular speaker's
not-so—low pharyngeal jaw position; and,
superpharyngealization seems more
likely.

Is it significant that four out of five
speakers increased extent and possibly
rate of jaw diSplacement in order to
decrease extent of tongue displacement;
whereas, only one speaker minimized jaw
displacement at the cost of increased
tongue displacement? For now, the fact
that extreme displacements of the tongue
are more often avoided through
synergistic movements of the jaw seems
to suggest that jaw displacement is
relatively cheaper than tongue
displacement. The idea that jaw
movement may be virtually free of charge
biomechanically seems more plausible
upon considering the primary function of
the jaw: to grind food between the teeth.
The mandible has powerful masticatory
muscles capable of delivering great force,
much more force than is required for
speech movements. Thus, the mandible is
in a sense overpowered for speech
purposes. This leads to the following
asymmetry: tongue movements are
biomechanically more costly than jaw
movements. Further support for
asymmetrical treatment ofjaw and tongue
comes from comparing the range of
displacement used for speech to the total
anatomically possible range of
diSplacement. Jaw displacements used in

SPOCCh range between 5—15mm from
clench; whereas, displacements are much
greater for loud speech and yawning. In
contrast, the range of tongue
displacements used in speech is near the
total range of possible displacement.
_ By either articulatory strategy, tongue-
jaw synergy or "superpharyngealizatron"
0f the tongue, pharyngeals are
biomechanically costly and should be
avoided in the world's languages.
Indeed, Maddieson's (1984) [7] survey
of 317 languages reveals that pharyngeals
arerelatively rare in phonetic inventones;
they occurinonly three tofour percent of
the languages which have fricatrves. Yet,
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the results of this investigation show that
Speakers have ways of minimizing the
effort required in pharyngeal production.
Furthermore, this study indicates that
different articulators may be weighted
differently with respect to constraints on
peak velocity and economy of effort. It is
hoped that non-data—driven measures
such as peak velocity can be used to
construct a metric of articulatory
complexity in order to assess the
complexity of phonetic sound systems.
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TEACHING PHONETICS

Peter ladefoged
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ABSTRACT
A brief overview of the origins of

contemporary phonetic teaching is
followed by an outline of the general
format of the symposium.

GENERAL PHONETICS
A large proportion of the people who

attend phonetics congresses are
concerned with teaching phonetics.
Accordingly, in this session, we will both
present and seek ideas on what we should
teach, and how we should teach it. There
is no way in which we will be able to
discuss all aspects of phonetics. Ours is
an active field in which new discoveries
are always being made, so that no one
can ever be completely up to date. No
doubt the presentations at this congress
will provide material for many hours of
future instruction, but most of this will be
for advanced students. What we will
attempt to do here is to consider the needs
of students of general phonetics. What do
they need to know, and how are they
going to learn it?

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
We should begin by noting that

organized teaching of general phonetics is
fairly new. There were several great
phoneticians at the end of the nineteenth
century, but very little teaching of the
subject. Alexander Melville Bell was a
university lecturer in elocution, a subject
which included only part of phonetics as
we now know it. Henry Sweet eventually
became a university Reader in Phonetics,
but, according to Daniel Jones, Sweet did
not teach classes in general phonetics
(Daniel Jones has noted (p.c.) that he was
not Sweet’s pupil but met him on a
number of occasions). Paul Passy held a
chair of General and Comparative
Phonetics, but his main academic
interests were in modern language
teaching. Otto Jespersen was a professor
of English Language and Literature, and
devoted most of his time to non-phonetic
issues. Perhaps the closest to general
phoneticians were Wilhelm Victor, who
was a Professor of Linguistics, and

l’abbé Rousselot, who established the
first university phonetics laboratory as
well as working in dialect geography. But
neither of them presented an overview of
the field as a whole in regular organized
classes of the kind that are now available.

Most of the European phoneticians of
the first half of the twentieth century were
concerned with teaching pronunciation,
usually in connection with teaching a
foreign language, although sometimes as
teachers of the deaf or others with
pathological problems. As David
Abercrombie [1] has reported, even
Daniel Jones, the most well known
Professor of Phonetics throughout the
first half of the present century, did not
teach general phonetics. His students
learnt about the subject only through
studying the phonetics of English, the
phonetics of French, and so on.
Substantial teaching of general phonetics
did not begin until the 1940’s, with
scholars such as Malmberg in Sweden,
Fischer-Jorgensen in Denmark and
Abercrombie in Scotland. There were
older Departments of Phonetics, such as
that at London, but they were concerned
with teaching phonetic skills rather than
with presenting a general overview of the
field.

In the early part of the century,
American scholars such as Sapir were
also emphasizing practical phonetic skills
in their training of anthropology students
(Emeneau, p.c.). But the situation was

slightly different from that in Europe in
that the main impetus for phonetic
training came from the study of American
Indian languages rather than from
studying languages such as French and
German. Towards the end of the first half

of the century Pike, a professor'of
Anthropology, formulated the first
contemporary synthesis of phonetic
issues [2] while being concerned wlth
training missionaries and bible
translators.

Thus in neither Europe nor the US
was there a subject, general phonetics,
that was taught until the 1940 S-
Abercrombie’s course at Edinburgh
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University in 1949 is one of the earliest
year-long courses in general phonetics.
Since then the subject has developed
different emphases, but the basic tepics
that all students of phonetics should
know remain much the same as those
taught in Abercrombie’s course:
articulatory and acoustic phonetics,
speech perception, experimental phonetic
techniques, phonetic performance skills
and the classification and symbolization
of speech sounds.

Times are changing rapidly, and the
impetus for much phonetic work is now
coming from those needing to know more
about speech communication, rather than
from those studying foreign languages.
Nowadays it is appropriate to add a
knowledge of computer speech
processing to those listed above.
However, it is still true that the other
areas—articulatory and acoustic
phonetics, speech perception,
experimental techniques, the classification
and symbolization of speech sounds, and
performance skills-v—remain (together
with computer speech processing) the
basis of the subject today. Anyone who
hopes to solve current problems in speech
communication needs a good grounding
in all these areas.

A SYMPOSIUM ON TEACHING
PHONETICS

It is possible to study phonetics in
different ways in many institutions. This
Symposium will begin with an account by
Gerrit Bloothooft of some of the possible
ways of studying phonetics in Europe.
with particular regard to the relation
between phonetics and speech
communication. We will then consider
some fundamental aspects of the subject:
teaching acoustic phonetics, which
Jacqueline Vaissiere will discuss,
problems of intonation, which Mary
Beckman will present, and the
development of phonetic skills, which I
will consider. As we have seen, there are
many other topics that are of importance
to phoneticians, including fundamental
notions of articulatory phonetics, the
anatomy and physiology of speech.
Speech perception, speech synthesis and
recognition, and phonetic transcription.
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These and other similar topics are all
important matters, and we do not wish to
seem neglectful of them. We hope that
some of them will be dealt with in the
general discussion.

Part of the delight of studying
phonetics is that it has connections with
so many different disciplines. In this
Congress we have a very wide range of
pe0ple, nearly all of whom think of
themselves as phoneticians of some sort.
What holds us all together? What is the
core of the subject? How should we
teach it? How should we help newcomers
have as much fun as we all have?
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TRAINING OF PHONETICS AND SPEECH COMMUNICATION

IN EUROPE
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ABSTRACT
The benefits of international

cooperation in training are presented for
the European Erasmus programme
'Phonetics and Speech Communication'
in which 29 institutes from 13 countries
participate. The exchange of students
and lecturers, summer schools, and

information dissemination are discussed.
Further developments will be directed
towards distribution of teaching
material, discussions on course contents
and curricula, and broadening of the
network.

INTRODUCTION
The day before the start of the

XII International Congress of Phonetic
Sciences in Aix-en—Provence in 1991,

22 people met to discuss opportunities
for cooperation in training and mobility
of students in Europe within the
framework of the European Erasmus
programme. This programme provides
financial support for exchange of
students and lecturers, for development

of new curricula and study materials,
and for intensive programmes such as
summer schools. There proved to be a
broad support for initiatives in this area
(also exemplified by the warm support
of ESCA, the European Speech
Communication Association), and in the
next four years the initial network of 11
sites grew to an almost full—coverage of
29 sites in 13 countries of the European
Union [Sweden, Finland, Norway,
Danmark, Germany, the Netherlands, the
United Kingdom, Belgium, France,
Spain, Portugal, Italy, Greece]. Starting
with the exchange of students, the
network has been successful in getting
support for an annual European summer
school (organized in cooperation with
ELSNET, the EurOpean Network of
Excellence in Language and Speech),
and a programme for the exchange of
lecturers. Furthermore, the network has
encouraged thinking about future
developments in education of students

by means of cooperation in study
programs. The annual information book
of the network has been praised as an
excellent example of distribution of
information. And we did even better.
With the help of a great many colleagues
from inside and outside the network, we

were able to publish the handbook
'European Studies in Phonetics and
Speech Communication' at this
XIII International Congress of Phonetic
Sciences in Stockholm. Although we are
a relatively small research community,
or just because we are small, active and
involved, we have proven to be able to
stand in the frontiers of developments in

training.
The organizers of this congress

decided to schedule a plenary session on
training. To my knowledge, this is the

first time that this happens at a Phonetics

Congress. There could be no better sign

of recognition of the importance of

training for the future of Phonetics.

Besides, a lot of things are changing

these days that have influenced and will

influence the study of Phonetics.

A NETWORK FOR TRAINING
Before I give a more detailed account

of the achievements and possibilities of

our Erasmus programme 'Phonetics and

Speech Communication', I want to give

some general thoughts on the benefits of

cooperation in training.
Phonetics is a discipline that is small

in size but complex in contents. In a

single department, Phonetics is mostly

taught by a few people that color the
curriculum according to their own

specialization in research. Sometimes.
local links to education in Linguistics.
Speech Therapy, Psycholinguistics.

Hearing Science, Computer Science. and
Speech Technology are used to enrich
the contents of a study in Phonetics. Yet.
most departments will face practical
limits to their possibilities in education.

On the other hand, we have a great

resource of expert lecturers in all fields
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of specialization in Phonetics in Europe
as a whole. It would be great if there
were opportunities to share this resource.

A network can be an excellent
instrument to share knowledge and
expertise in training. A network can also
be a fine way to get to know each other
and to learn from each other by
discussions. There is a lot of freedom
too. Every partner is free to decide
whether to use the opportunities or not.

On the basis of these types of
observations, we made two important

decisions in the early days of our
Erasmus network. The first was that we
aimed at a single network for the whole
of the European Union, and the second
was that, in order to maximize
opportunities, we did not want to be too
restrictive in the definition of Phonetics
and Speech Communication. To put it
simply, we did not want to make a
distinction between the major areas
Phonetics, Speech Technology, and
Speech Therapy, as far as the latter
involved research and no professional
treatment of patients.

These choices have worked out
excellently. In other areas of study
various partial networks exists, each
with a limited number of partners. In
case of exchange, this reduces the
possibilities for students to find the host
university of their choice. Our network
now comprises 29 departments in 13
different countries, including both
curricula in Phonetics and in Speech
Technology, and specializations in
Speech Therapy.

Students in Phonetics can choose out

Of several Speech Technology
departments to learn more about
algorithms, speech processing and
speech systems, while reversely, speech
technology students can go to Phonetics
departments to follow courses in basic
and advanced knowledge of Phonetics.
And, of course, Phonetics students can
also go to other Phonetics departments
that specializes in the area of the
students' interest. The same holds for

Speech Therapy and Speech Technology
students.
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THE ERASMUS PROGRAMME
Organization
- An Erasmus programme may come
into existence if a number of
departments express the wish to
cooperate in training. The signature of
the rector of a university on a letter of
endorsement is sufficient for
participation, and commits the university
to support the actions of the network.
Since internationalization is high on the
agenda of universities nowadays, we did
not experience any difficulties in getting
this signature for our programme. Most
universities have an international office
that takes care of the registration of
visitors, their accommodation, and the
payments of grants to students. To my
knowledge, these international offices

are very capable and helpful, and they
provide the basis for the success of the
programme. They are a vital infra—
structure that takes away a lot of work
from the staff members in departments.

Because we have an Erasmus network
with many partners, the coordination is
in the hands of a steering committee of

three people, Joaquim Llisterri, Valerie

Hazan and myself. We are responsible

for the continuity of the network and the

gradual widening of its activities. Every

year there is a general meeting of all

local coordinators to discuss the ongoing

exchanges, and to decide on new

activities and the budget. These general

meetings have a special flavor that will

be remembered by the participants, are

very important for personal contacts

between coordinators.
The Erasmus programme has four

chapters: (1) the exchange of students,

(2) the exchange of lecturers, (3) the

organization of intensive programmes,

and (4) the development of new

curricula. We have been active in the

first three chapters.

Exchange of students
The number of student exchanges

have to be estimated by a local

coordinator more than one year in

advance. This causes difficulties because

students tend to change their minds

rather easily. Once our programme has

been approved for continuation, further

arrangements between home and host

universities can be made with respect to
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the study pr0gramme, and practical
matters like accommodation.

The student will get (very) moderate
funding in addition to a basic bursary,
but the student does not have to pay the
fee for the host university, and the

accommodation is arranged (although
not for free). So, once a student has

arrived, he/she will get a room, some

extra money, and has access to all
student facilities of the host university.
The study programme may take between
three months and a full year. The study
may involve taught courses and/or thesis
work and is open for students up to the
PhD degree. Most students are going
abroad during a later stage of their
studies in which there is a freedom to
choose optional courses. This avoids
problems with the acknowledgement of
study credits for obligatory courses.
Although most teaching material is in
English and English is spoken by most
members of departments, students are

encouraged to follow language courses
to improve (social) contacts inside and
outside the department. Language
courses are funded by the Erasmus
programme.

We are a small community and
figures for exchange students are not
impressive, about 25-30 students a year,
which equals to about one exchange per
institute per year. Still, this is not bad if
we consider that the number of students
that graduate each year in Phonetics
rarely exceeds five students per institute.
Most of the exchange students report
very positively about their stay abroad.
They learned a lot, made useful contacts,
and also found the experience of being
in a new social environment for a long
time both difficult in the beginning but
very rewarding in the end. Many wanted
to stay longer!

Exchange of teaching staff
Traveling students or traveling

lecturers? Both are possibilities to
distribute knowledge, but the old,
historical practice of traveling scholars
does not fit well into present day
teaching practice. Now and then,
someone will get the opportunity to go
abroad for a long period as a visiting
scholar, do research and perhaps some
teaching, but a regular exchange of
teachers for a longer period faces many
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practical obstacles. There are financial
an organizational barriers that make it
difficult to visit another institute during
more than a few weeks. Consequently,
lectures do not fit in the normal teaching
schedules, unless they are part of

existing courses, or given as intensive
courses that do not clash with other
courses or exams. Since the third year of
our network we have asked and got
support for the exchange of lecturers.
The financial support is modest,
however, and covers travel costs only.

Still, between five and ten exchanges of
lecturers are supported each year, several
of which are bilateral. The general
meeting of the programme decides on
what exchanges can be supported.

Summer schools
In summer schools and intensive

courses, lecturers and students can be
brought together around a certain topic
during a few weeks in a stimulating
atmosphere. Since three years, our
Erasmus programme has organized the
European Summer School on Language
and Speech Communication, in
cooperation with ELSNET. The summer
schools are topic-oriented with 'Prosody'
in London 1993, 'Corpus-Based
Methods' in Utrecht 1994, and 'Multi—

Linguality' this year in Edinburgh.
Between 60 and 90 participants
(students, staff, industry employees)
attend the summer school. There is a
technological orientation and an
ELSNET flavor because of the attempt
to bring Speech and Language
(technology) students together. The high
quality of the courses, the many

practicals, and the social programme are
highly appreciated by the participants.
The difficulties in the annual

organization are related to the financial
uncertainties and the availability of a
host department.

Information dissemination
Although spread of information is no

separate chapter in an Erasmus

programme, it is a prerequisite for an
effective network. Students and staff
have to know which courses are offered

at what site in order to decide on the host

university and the study programme for
an exchange. we have published an

annual information book that presents
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(1) general information on the
programme, (2) descriptions of the
participating departments, and (3) a
description of all courses presented
within the network. The latter involves
the impressive number of more than five
hundred courses. The information book
has been mentioned in several places as
an excellent example for other Erasmus
networks.

The success of the information book
has been the basis for the project to
transform the book into a handbook on
studies of Phonetics and Speech
Communication in Europe. The aim of
the handbook is to raise interest for our
field with prospective students, to widen
the horizon for advanced students, and to
stimulate exchange and further
cooperation. We have asked experts
from all over the world to give their
views on past, present and future of their
field of interest. With 25 contributions,
this chapter gives a unique, most
interesting and stimulating entry to
Phonetics and Speech Communication.
Because we did not want to limit our
book to the Europe of the European
Union, we have asked colleagues from
all countries between the Atlantic and
the Ural for help. This resulted in a
board of 25 country—editors who made a
general text for each country, including
interesting stories on historical
developments, explanation of university
systems and other general information.
They also organized the collection of
descriptive texts for the different
departments in each country. Finally, we
made an attempt to give an overview of
the contents of elements of studies in
Phonetics and Speech Communication. I
will come to that later.

With the publication of the handbook
‘European Studies in Phonetics and
Speech Communication', we have laid a
solid foundation for further thoughts on
education. The handbook excellently fits
into the philosophy of the next phase of
European cooperation in training, the
Socrates programme. in which the
Erasmus programme will be continued.
For the next four years, we may expect
consolidation of existing exchange
programmes without much extra funding
for new initiatives, and certainly not for
annual meetings of coordinators. What is
new is the possibility to organize think-
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tank conferences on the future of
education. It rs my hope that we will get
the support to continue along that line
too.

DEVELOPMENTS
After having given an overview of

what has been done within our Erasmus
programme during the last four years, I
would like to look into the years to
come. Although we have been very
active in many areas of training and
mobility, there are still several aspects
that need our attention. These aspects
concern questions on (1) how to teach,
(2) what‘to teach, and (3) how to extend
c00peratron.

Teaching Phonetics
It is of great importance that we share

experiences in training of our students.
In the following contributions of Mary
Beckman, Jacqueline Vaissiere, and
Peter Ladefoged, you will experience
fine examples of teaching styles that
may inspire all of us for our own
courses. You will also note that they all
use example materials and
demonstrations that we would like to use
ourselves. We should work on ways to
establish a wide-spread distribution of
sound demonstrations, audio-visuals,
and software. This software may vary
between simple direct demonstrations
and very complex programs for
computer-aided instruction. At this
congress, you may have seen an example
of computer-aided instruction for main
chapters in Phonetics, developed with
contributions from many experts. All
this can be used in addition to the many
excellent books that we have to teach the
basics of Phonetics. And besides all the
materials and computer-based
demonstrations, it would also be very
stimulating if lecturers were recorded on
video during presentation of courses to
bring our students into contact with the
personalities of the great instructors in
our field.

The curriculum in Phonetics
Apart from learning from each other

how to teach. there is the big question of
what to teach. With this question we

immediately stumble on a definition of

Phonetics and on the qualifications we

think that graduate students in Phonetics

should have. To be clear, there is no one
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who can prescribe how departments

have to set up the curriculum. This is the

responsibility of the departments

themselves, the board of examiners and

the head of the department. This is the

domain of the academic freedom. But

still, it is my opinion that it would be

wise to approach the contents of a

curriculum in Phonetics with an open

mind, because there is a lot to gain if we
could agree on aspects of education.

These advantages concern practical
matters like easier exchange of students

and easier acknowledgement of study

credits, but we can also envisage help to

maintain the quality of education in
order to keep in pace with the rapid
developments in research and
applications.

I think it will be very difficult to get a
full agreement on a curriculum in
Phonetics in all its aspects, but I also

believe that this is not necessary. We
should respect and cherish the existing
different angles towards Phonetics, and
have an Open eye for local limitations.
But exchange programmes for students
and staff can widen the possibilities.
Above that, electronic networks allow

for virtual exchange: there have been
demonstrations of courses presented
over intemet, while the first electronic
class rooms now come into existence. In
these cases, there is no need for the

lecturer and the student to be in the same
room, they may have remote locations.

Within the Erasmus network, we have
not yet discussed the structure of
curricula. We have chosen for a stepwise
process, starting with a description of the

elementary contents of a study, whether
this concerns Phonetics, Speech
Technology or Speech Therapy. Of
course, such a description as a whole by
far surpasses the contents of a single
curriculum. We hope, however, that the
collection of elements can be complete
in such a way that for all existing
curricula it can be shown what choices
have been made for its contents. The
results of our first attempt can be seen in
the last chapter of our book 'European
Studies in Phonetics and Speech
Communication'. Even in this first
phase, there is still a lot of work to do.
The completeness of the set can be
criticized, textual explanations of the
contents of elements can be elaborated,
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an element can be enriched with more
information on key books and key
papers, links between elements can be
established better, and so on. Ideally, the
elements should also point to related
courses throughout Europe. In all, this
approach asks for an information system
with hypercard-like properties, to be
built on World Wide Web, which can be

browsed by students to pick the courses
that fit their interests and needs.

It may be that by discussing and
working on the elements of study, more
agreement will emerge on obligatory
basics and optional advanced topics than
we now anticipate. The step towards a
challenging cooperation in terms of a
European Degree in Phonetics, which is
an option under the Socrates programme,
may then prove not too difficult. Such a
European Degree would imply

agreement on the end-qualifications of
students. It should be formalized what
set of courses constitute the degree, with

the flexibility that (some of the) courses

may be presented at various universities

in different countries. Exchangeability of

courses and/or course contents should be

accepted by the responsible boards at all

departments involved. It is difficult to

say how far away in time this vision of

European cooperation is, because there

are practical barriers as well. We have

made an overview of all degrees in

Phonetics and Speech Communication

that can be obtained in the various

countries in Europe. This shows that, in

order to arrive at a European Degree we

also have to overcome the differences in

university systems and the place of the

eduction of Phonetics in these systems.

These formal difficulties in

comparability of studies are beyond our

scope and worked on at governmental

levels.

Interactions between curricula
Our Erasmus network presents

opportunities to share. For that reason

we are open to departments that have the

main orientation in Phonetics, in Speech

Technology, or in Speech Therapy.

These are not three independent main
streams in the field. Several links exist

between them. I would like to discuss

two interactions: between Phonetics and

Speech Technology. and between
Language and Speech.
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Phonetics and Speech Technology
Speech Technology has always been

important to Phonetics in that it provides
the tools that support phonetic
experimentation. But since a few
decades, Speech Technology has
become a discipline on its own with the
development of speech communication
systems that have a considerable
economic potential. Funding of research
and consequently, jobs for students are
now largely to be found in Speech
Technology, whether we like it or not. In
parallel, new curricula and
specializations in Speech Technology
have been developed. At Technical
Universities or Computer Science
departments, Speech Technology
curricula tend to have little input from
Phonetics. It would provide an
interesting discussion whether this is
optimal.

On the other hand, developments in

Speech Technology have had an impact

on studies of Phonetics. Most curricula

in Phonetics have at least a few courses

on Speech synthesis, automatic speech

recognition, and speech processing. In

some of the larger departments of

Phonetics, Speech Technology is a

graduate specialization, or presented as a

separate MSc course. These options are

certainly in the interest of the careers of

Phonetics students who also have an

interest in technology.
In both cases, the opportunities

provided by exchange within the

Erasmus programme can enrich the

study programme for students. For
example, several students in the Utrecht

Phonetics department specializing in

Speech Technology, have had valuable

exchange periods to technology-oriented
departments in Sheffield, Aalborg, and

Stockholm.

Language and Speech
Phonetics is often a part of a

Department of Linguistics and students

generally have easy access to courses in

linguistics. It depends on the character of

the individual institute whether these

courses are incorporated as obligatory-or

Optional components in the Phonetics

curriculum. Far more complicated are

the relations to the technological
counterparts in linguistics:

Computational Linguistics and Natural
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Language Processing. Driven by
technological developments like in
spoken dialogue systems and speech-to-
speech translation systems, these areas
now interact with Speech Technology,
and we may think about their place in
the education of speech students.
Although this type of integration is the
major priority of the EurOpean Network
of Excellence in Language and Speech
(ELSNET), it is not immediately

obvious in what studies, at what level,

and to what extent this integration
should be realized in education and
formalized in curricula. As could be
expected, the first initiatives and
experiments towards integration were
taken at departments where
specializations in both Speech
Technology and Computational
Linguistics already existed. In some of
these cases, it is possible for a student to

get an MA or to follow a one-year MSc

course in Language and Speech

Processing. I mention these

developments to illustrate the continuous

and important activities in areas that may

be considered remote to Phonetics.

Cooperation on a global scale
I have discussed cooperation in

training within the reference of the

European Union. This by no means

implies a limitation of our interests in

cooperation to the borders of the

European Union, but these processes

need time and proper funding. The

European Tempus programme offers

support for mobility from and to Central

and Eastern EurOpe, much like the

Erasmus programme, but we do not yet

have a joint programme for Phonetics

and Speech Communication. I gladly

refer to the support we have had from

our colleagues from Central and Eastern

Europe for the 'European Studies' book.

There is a strong wish to cooperate at all

levels, but the financial obstacles are

enormous. More initiatives from our side

are needed here in the near future.

Cooperation with countries outside

EurOpe, with a special interest of

students for the US and Japan, largely

exists on an individual basis _wrth

support from bilateral cultural treaties or

other sources. A regular contact on

training issues is wholeheartedly

welcomed and easily realized now that
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world-wide communication facilities are
at the desk of most colleagues.

However, enlarging the scale of
cooperation evokes the dangers that the
organization becomes too complex, that
the active involvement of partners
decreases, and that general agreement is
difficult to reach. Up to now, the
Erasmus progranune did well, and I am
most grateful to my helpful friends in the
steering committee, Valerie Hazan and
Joaquim Llisterri, and all other partners
who gave an exemplary demonstration
of the possibilities of distribution of
labour during the preparation of our
'European Studies' book. This gives
great expectations for the future.
Nevertheless, I believe that training
matters with a global dimension should
be anchored in the international
organizations in Phonetics and Speech
Communication. This would best ensure
the broad basis needed for continuous
developments in training in order to
bring our knowledge to the next
generation.
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TEACHING ACOUSTIC PHONETICS

J. Vaissiere

CNRS-URA 102 7, Institut de Phonétique,
19 rue de Bemardins, 75005 Paris, France

1. INTRODUCTION

. Ladefoged [I] stated in the
Introduction to this symposium that we
should think of a good phonetician as
someone who has a good grasp of
phonetic principles and understands the
issues in speech production, perception
and acoustics.

Since the acoustic signal is the central
element in the speech communication
chain, a rather deep knowledge of
speech sounds, how to characterise
them acoustically, how such
characteristics can be produced in an
human vocal tract, how they are
perceived, plays a dominant role in a
unified understanding of speech.
Acoustic phonetic knowledge permits an
understanding of the interdependence of
issues in speech production, perception
and acoustics. A solid understanding of
the complexity of human speech relies
on appropriate knowledge of the
acoustic phonetics field.

_My talk is addressed to teachers faced
With the problem of teaching acoustic
phonetics in very large class rooms. At
my institution, undergraduate linguistics
students obligatorily attend year-long
phonetics courses three hours a week
for the first two years and a minimum of
1 1/2 hour during the third year. The
degree. of motivation for studying
phonetics is not uniform among the
students. It is important that they must
all accept that they have to learn a series
of notions that they may perceive at first
as too technical.

The talk is also addressed to teachers
of phonetics who are seeking ideas for
how_to transmit in the most efficient
poss1ble way the necessary background
to _students and professionals from
various disciplines (linguists, engineers,
professors from foreign universities,
medical doctors, physiologists,
computer scientists, speech
pathologists, etc.) Those students are
motivated, they have access to phonetic
laboratory facilities, and they will soon

be engaging in multidisciplinary
research involving phonetics. Intensive
courses in acoustic phonetics allow them
to find phonetic problems for
themselves and to solve the problems
using a limited mathematical background
(see for example, a paper on Arabic
fricatives [2] and on the singer’s
formant [3], presented in this congress).
This sort of acoustic knowledge is like
mathematics for an engineer. The
demand of intensive phonetics courses
is expanding globally.

2. WHAT TO TEACH?

All students should be given the
necessary background to understand the
links between

—basic acoustic laws underlying
generation and propagation of sounds,

- articulatory manoeuvres for
producing the speech sounds in an
human vocal tract,

- acoustic characteristics of the
resulting sounds, and

- the interpretation of such acoustic
characteristics by the perceptual
mechanism.

In other words.
1) Students should be given the

background to understand the
characteristics of the spectrographic
representation of speech in relation to
articulation.

2) To do so, students must

understand how speech sounds are
created by talkers.

3) So, students should know about
the control of airflow (sound source

generation) and of vocal tract shapes
(acoustic characteristics of speech
sounds)

4) Consequently, they need to
understand the relationship between the
vocal tract shapes (VT) and the acoustics
(Fri) without or with only simple

mathematics (computer programs can be
helpful for the acoustic calculations).
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To summarise, there are five basic

topics:
1) — what is a wave?

Periodic, quasi-periodic and non-

periodic waves (noise).
A sinusoidal wave is a periodic wave

having a single frequency.
Periodic waves (vowels, nasals, etc.)

are composed of ‘harmonics’. They are

the sum of sinusoidal waves, with their

frequencies n * F0, where n = l, 2, 3,

..., n, and F0 is the fundamental

frequency in Hz.
Vowels are quasi—periodic and

fricatives non—periodic.

2) - What is resonance?

A resonance manifests itself as a

damped oscillation of a wave . It is

characterised by its natural frequency

and damping.
The vocal tract acts as a set of

resonators. The resonance frequencies

depend on the shape (area function) of

the vocal tract.

3) Simple acoustic tube, and their

relation to resonances:

Resonance modes like the quarter

wave length resonances, half wave

length resonances, and Helmholtz

resonance.

4) Vocal tract acoustics calculations
using connected simple tubes

representing vowels.
Comparison of acoustic and

perceptual calculations and that using a

simulation program.
In order to obtain the "simple tubes"

representation of the vocal tract, X-ray

pictures (or MRIs) in the midsaggital

plane are used.

5) About sources:
Vocal~fold vibration (measurements

using the glottograms, EGG) etc. _

Aerodynamics principles underlying

noise generation.

3. HOW TO TEACH

In the following text are listed a set of

traditional and less traditional “tools" for

teaching acoustic phonetics.
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a) Tuning fork, pendulum and

anecdotes
Most of the available introductory

books contain valuable information on

how the courses can start by using

traditional tools.
Sounds are acoustic vibrations

propagated to the car through air. What

is a vibration, and what propagation

means? A pendulum, such as the one

that I will ask Mary Beckman to set up

gently into motion, is a mass attached to

a string pulled into oscillation. A simple

watch or chronometer may be profitably

used to introduce in front of the students

the notions of movement, amplitude of

movement, periodicity, influence of the

length of the string on periodicity, cycle,

frequency, sinusoidal oscillations,

damped oscillations, representation of

the displacement on a g rap li

(displacement versus time, the

magnitude of displacement versus

frequency or resonance curve), etc.

Tuning forks allow students to hear

sounds differing by pitch only, or by

loudness. Two identical tuning forks

can be used in a very effective manner

for an introduction of the notion of

natural frequency and resonance, as I

will ask Peter Ladefoged to demonstrate

in front of you. All demonstrations with

tuning forks can be even made more

fruitful by systematically providing “the

students with waveforms, spectral slices

and spectrogroms of the sounds. ‘

A useful way to attract the attention of

the class is to start a section with one of

the traditional anecdotes (the resonant

Tocama Narrows Bridge [4], the glass

broken by the voice of a singer, etc.)

and to let them find by themselves

various examples of resonances in daily

life: child swing, grandfather’s clock,
s

undesirable car vibrations at a certain

speed, etc..
Peter Ladefoged’s book ‘Elements

of acoustic phonetics‘ first published in

1962 and this year to be re—tssued in a

revised version with additional material

on digital Speech processing [5], offers

a coherent ‘parcours pedagogique for

teaching the basic notions at the most

elementary stage.

b) Spectrogram decoding as a

basic complementary course
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The best way I found to prepare the
students for a unified understanding of
speech is extensive practice in
spectrogram decoding. At the very
beginning, the students learn to
characterise non speech, familiar
sounds, and synthesised sounds, with
varying intensity, pitch, formant
frequencies. Then they are taught how
to recognise the five vowels /oe/, /i/,
la], /u/, /y/ and nasal /a/ in connected
speech. The perturbation theory is then
used to introduce the influence of the
consonants on the neutral vowel [oe],
and the formant directions in the
transitions in /peop/n, /toet/, /koek/ and
Iroerl, etc. At the end of the second year
of progressive learning, most of the
students become decent spectrogram
readers. The student is taught to
address, at the very beginning, the same
detailed attention to how each French
sound is produced, its pertinent acoustic
characteristics and its corresponding
perceptual sensations, using a speech
editor to extract the sound from
connected speech. Needless to say,
teaching the basics of Fant’s theory is
facilitated when addressing fairly good
spectrogram readers.

c) Easy access to speech analysis
facilities for the teacher and the
student.

Computer speech analysis allows
phonetics teachers to do a quick printing
of high quality spectrographic
representations, waveforms and spectra,
which are distributed to the
undergraduate students who don’t have
direct access to speech analysis
faCilities.

The availability of an inexpensive
analysrs software (such as SNORRI) [6]
producing very high quality
spectrograms and affordable Audio
Cards may allow in the near future to
equip a number of PCs outside of our
laboratory, giving to some
undergraduate students access to speech
analysis facilities.

e) Speech analysis programs as
pedagogical tools

Demonstrations with analog
Sonagraph, pitch detector and filter
banks have a strong pedagogical impact
on students, and should be used
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whenever possible in parallel. Video
recordings of the demonstrations using
the analog devices can be displayed in
the classroom.

Since analysis of the speech signals
employs digital techniques, the
acquisition of knowledge of digital
signal processing, in particular
filtering and sampling, has become
necessary for all students. One way of
teaching is to let them perform first
inadequate filtering and sampling, and
then to teach the basic knowledge
necessary to do the right thing.

e) Pencil, paper and eraser for
the students

Needless to say, a very important pan
of the teaching should be done with
pencil, paper and eraser:
- hand measurement of the fundamental
frequency directly from the signal in the
time domain, or using the tenth
harmonics in the frequency domain,
- estimation of the area function from a
few typical VT sagittal profiles,
- modelling of simplified VT
configurations corresponding to [i], [a],
[u] and [y] by a small number of
connected tubes, hand calculation of the
natural resonances of each isolated tube,
identifying the resonance mode,'and
determination of the assoc1ations
between resonance cavities and
formants.
- hand calculations of natural
frequencies in coupled resonators
representing different place of
constriction along the vocal tract for
consonants,
-etc.

A VT acoustics simulation should be
used only after the students have a good

understanding of what is going on, for
example, _
- listening to the sounds corresponding
to the hand calculations they have done.
- estimating the effect of radiation
impedance and yielding walls, and
- comparing modelling with Simple
tubes with a more realistic model of VT
shapes,
—etc. .

Too early use of computer simulation
(a source of fun, indeed) may hinder
correct understanding.

i
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This card is an elaboration otthe card that
calculated a complex wave bg adding two
sine waves. As before, begin bg setting the
frequencies ofthe two components.

Set Frequencies

(l) (2) phase

+

1400

1000

600 g.

200 2:: 8
Hz 3))

6 Ed 2(1)EShow previous wave? 0

I

"(h Ipreviouscardlifl 0

2.4 Phase differences when adding waves
Clicking in the phase box alters the phase ofcompone
(2), determining whether it starts with a positive or
negative amplitude. Clicking in the box below the pha:
box determines whether the previouslg calculated
wave is also shown. Click the mouse to stop. Click in
reset to exit graph drawing mode.
The ear is insensitive to such differences in phase.

5

time 005 .01 second

Figure 1: One of the sHyperCard tsack “Acoustic Phonetics ”, illustrating the efi’ects of
adding waves and ofphase differences. It is possible to set the frequenczes of the two
components, sine wave P1 and P2, to listen to each component separately, and to
observe the complex wanves and to listen to the resulting sound. It is then possible I;
alter the phase of component P2 in relation to P1, and to compare the resulting soun
with the previous sound.

f) “Acoustics Phonetics”
.HYPGI'Card teaching stack for the
instructor and the students

Not all the necessary notions are
”5“)! taught to beginners. Let us take
some examples.

A Critical point is to let the
Undergraduate students understand how
any waveform can be analysed as the
Slim of two or a greater number of sine
Waves (Fourier analysis). One way is to
let them add pure tones (sine waves) on
graph paper to draw a complex wave
Shape, and then to propose to the
students the reverse problem: the
ecOrtiposition by hand of a complex

Wave into its two sine components.
have recently tested with success

one Of the lesson in ‘Acoustic
honetics’ HyperCard stack [7]. The

Card allows the learners to hear two sine
Waves separately and the corresponding
sou"<18 (see Figure l). A short

demonstration will be done in front of

you by the author of the program, Peter

Ladefoged: selecting. particular

frequency for the first sme wave P1,

hearing Pl, choosrng particular

frequency for the second wave P2,

listening to P2, combining both P1 and

P2, observing the resulting complex

waveform and listening to it.

This kind of demonstration seems to

be very effective as a first approach (8

Fourier analysis. Let us take a secon

example. Intuitively, the students

assume that two waves that are very

different on paper should sound very

different, and have trouble accepting that

the human ear is not particularly

sensitive to (constant) phase. The

previous HyperCard program allows

one to change the phase relation between

P1 and P2, to listen to the resulting

sound, and then to compare it git.

previous soun ..
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Figure 2: The vowel [i] synthesised with two (9 cm long and 12 cm2 in area, and 5 cm
long. and 1 cm2 in area) or three tubes. By clicking on the appropriate box, it is possible
to listen to the synthesised sounds, or to observe the corresponding signals and
spectrograms .The demonstration aims to show the improvement by adding a third tube
(3 cm long, and 2 cm2 in area) simulating the laryngeal cavity.

The comparison done by the ear speaks
for itself. Practical experience helps one
to believe what the books say.

(1) Synthesis and simulation
programs

A course on acoustic phonetics
should provide a good understanding of
the links between (i) production and the
acoustic properties of the signal, and
(ii), the acoustic properties of the signal
and perception.

Fortunately, the first link, i.e. the link
between VT configurations and acoustic
properties of the signal is rather well
tinderstood. Fant’s famous book
Acoustic Theory of speech production"

[8] is an authoritative. guideline for the
teacher of phonetics. Note that much of
the mathematical specification contained
in Fant’s. book cannot be acquired by
average linguistic students (and luckily,
it is not strictly necessary). Lehiste’s
Readings in Acoustic Phonetics" is also

an excellent source of inspiration for
setting up the content of the courses [9].
Our research students are invited to usealso intensively Stevens’s many articles
([10] for example).

The other link, i.e. between the
acoustic characteristics of the sounds
and what is effectively perceived by

the listener(s) is less well understood.
Of particular interest are the acoustic
explanations of
- compensating and reinforcing
movements (two simultaneous changes

in VT, such as lip rounding and larynx
height can reduce or enhance acoustic

effect,

- sound confusions, and
- sound changes.

Both links can be studied in parallel,
thanks to modern computer technologies

WhiCh provide quick calculations and
sound facilities. Vocal tract acoustics

Simulation programs make it feasible to

manipulate one articulatory parameter at

a time (tongue position, jaw position, lip
height and width, lip protrusion, etc.).

Formant synthesisers make it feaSible to

manipulate one acoustic parameter at a

time (formant frequency, bandWidth,
CIC.) Thanks to both type of these

programs, it is pOssible to investigate

the links between VT (articulation) an

Fn (acoustics) and the auditory
responses (perception) altogether.
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To summarise, the programs I used
most frequently in acoustic phonetics
courses are:

a) a version of Klatt’s formant
synthesiser [11] on PC

b) Two-tube model, Fant’s
model, a variable number of tubes
model, with optional on/off radiation
load, and optional rigid/yielding walls
(programs written by Maeda, for PCs).
The insertion of a noise source is under
development.

c) Maeda’s vocal tract acoustics
simulation program on PC (with nasal
cavities)

d) and recently “Acoustic Phonetics"
HyperCard Stack from Ladefoged [7],
on Macintosh.

In addition, vocal tract acoustic
simulation programs developed at ICP at
Grenoble [12] have been implemented
on Macintosh and there is also an UCLA
vocal tract model available (also on
Macintosh). Note that we still lack at
our institute a good simulation program
on aerodynamics, and on the glottal
source. Suggestions and eventual offers
from the audience are really welcome.

It is important to note that the same
programs are used:
- for demonstration in front of the class-
room for all students,
- for a series of assignments given to the
students having access to the lab
facilities (some of the exercises are
Inspired by the excellent course initially
set up by Dennis Klatt at MIT) [13] and
- as a research tool (cf [2] and [3]).

If there is enough time, I would like
to show you four other demonstrations
of what can be done with simulation
programs.

First, any formula becomes
attractive and easier to intemalise if each
of its variables can be changed at a time
In front of the students. For example,
COnceming with the quarter wave length
resonance equation, we can change the
sound velocity of the air simulating
Speech in helium, and manipulate the
lCngth of the tube simulating the neutral
V9Wel loe/ produced by an infant or
giant vocal tracts.
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Second, what is the perceptual effect
on formant patterns of a laryngeal
cavity to the specification of a transfer
function of a vowel calculated by
computer simulation? This can be
demonstrated by synthesizing sounds
with and without the laryngeal cavity
(Fig. 2). The students can observe the
appearance of a supplementary formant
around 2800 Hz on [i] spectrum and
they can hear the differences. As you
can judge by yourself, the new [i] (with
added “laryngeal cavity") sounds nicer,
more clear than the sound corresponding
to a two tubes representation.

Third, simulation may help the
students to understand the basic idea
underlying most of a theory, which
may seem, as first, rather abstract. The

following ‘figure parlance’ serves as an
introduction to Stevens 's quantal theory
of speech [10]. You are invited to listen
to simulated /al sounds with two-tubes
model and transcribe what you hear on a

sheet of paper. In the critical region

where the change in formant-cavrty

affiliation occurs, a stability in the

sound quality is perceived but in the two

outside regions, the same amount of

displacement leads to a change in the

quality of the vowels. _

Fourth, the followrng card

demonstrates the relation between the

degree of velar lowering and the degree

of perceived nasality for the vowels /i/,

la] and /u/ [14]. Such demonstration can

be used to draw a link with the

phonology course on_ the distinctive

use of nasalisation in the vocalic

systems.

g) Portable computer for the

cher
t“in Rousselot‘s time,‘the very few

students of phonetics in Paris were

acquiring the necessary notionsllbty

doing experiments'in the phonetic a ,

under the supervision of their teacher.

Thanks now to availability of portable

computers, such as the. one I am_ usmg

now in front of you, it IS. pos51ble to

bring part of the lab into larger

classrooms. A small portable computer;

can quickly become your Enos

comprehensive assistant for teac mi

and offer you technical asststance w1

rapidity, patience, precrous memory,

and constancy.
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A portable computer can
advantageusly replace in many cases a
tape-recorder. Any sound can be
stored in the computer, quickly
accessed, segmented using a simple
speech editor such as SoundEdit on
Macintosh, and repeated at will,
allowing one to set up spontaneous
identification and discrimination
experiments in the class-room. Note that
the speech files can now be easily
transferred between PC and Macintosh
computers and stored on disquettes
eventually distributed to the students as
a complement to the written version of
their courses.

New technics allows also to project
the display of the computer onto a large
screen via a transparency projector.
Traditional silent pictures can be
advantageously replaced with
transparencies with sound possibilities.

k) The use of the French vocalic
systems

Finally, the use of the French vocalic
system seems pedagogically well
adapted for acoustic phonetics courses.

According to my own experience
decoding French spectrograms is easier
than decoding English spectrograms (at
least in carefully spoken isolated
sentences). The use of rich French and
well tempered vocalic system makes it
possible to illustrate distinctive
labialisation and nasalisation.

Two vowels are particularly precious
{y/ and nasal open back vowel /5/. The
inadequacy of an F1 versus F2-Fl
representation for the vowels is easily
demonstrated to the students: /i/ and /y/
can have about the same F1 and F2, but
still sound very different and are almost
never confused on spectrograms.
Exchange of cavity affiliation for
a formant is also easily understood by
the [1]-[y] pair. Nasal vowels are useful
to illustrate the acoustic and perceptual
consequences of side cavities. The
exrstence of the nasal vowel ['5], which
is [+nasal] and [+round] is particularly
adapted for studying co-ordinated
anticipatory coarticulation the Ii 5
and the velum). ( p
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3. CONCLUSION

A number of good standard phonetics
books, Fant’s book, classical articles,
traditional pendulum and tuning forks,
paper, pencil and eraser, speech analysis
facilities, a portable computer, the
availability of pedagogical multimedia
computer programs, extensive use of
computer simulation, etc. seem to
facilitate the task of teaching acoustic
phonetics to all types of students.
Furthermore the use of synthesis and
vocal tract acoustic simulation programs
seem indispensable for teaching the link
between articulation, acoustics and
speech perception. The attempt by Peter
Ladefoged setting up a multimedia
course on Acoustic Phonetics on
HyperCard, with self-training and
sound facilities seems to me a new way
of teaching that should be pursued:
listening is very important for
phoneticians, and traditional books are
too silent for allowing a deep
understanding of certain aspects they
describe. Transforming classical figures
taken from the literature as “speaking
pictures” and systematically attaching
speech files to the Word versron of

research reports seems to me very

useful.
It is important to make the bestluse of

technological potential. The continuous

technical progress, data base on CD-

ROM, multimedia (text + sound +
images), extended network possibilities.
broadcast and interactive televisron. will

probably change the way of teaching

and of learning in the years to come. In

particular, a complete platform for
improving the teaching of all aspects of

phonetics has become technologically

feasible. It has still to be done. It may be
very difficult to obtain funding for such
a project. It is also difficult to find the

necessary time to collect all thefree data

available. If a collaboration Via e—mall
and Interet between enthusiastic teachers
of phonetics and engineers Wllllng ‘0
share their talents and resources cou d

be established, some progress can be

made before the next congress of
phonetic sciences.

But already now, and thanks to

generous donors, it is poss1ble, wrthotlt
any expense or with a moderate expenSe

to improve teaching environment for the
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large mass of students who don’t have
access to laboratories facilities. It seems
also possible to provide the students
who want to engage in multidisciplinary
research involving acoustic phonetics
with the tools they need to solve the
problems, using a limited mathematical
background.
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PROBLEMS OF INTONATION

Mary E. Beckman
Department ofLinguistics, Ohio State University, Columbus, OH, USA

and ATR Interpreting Telecommunications Research Laboratories, Kyoto, Japan

DELIMITING THE PROBLEM
My advertised role in this symposium

is to talk about “problems of intonation"
in teaching phonetics. The first step is to
delimit what we mean by intonation, and
to understand why there are problems.
So, to repeat my earlier definition, let me
delimit the object of study as: “all aspects
of the perceived pitch pattern that the
speaker intends for the hearer to use in
understanding the utterance, or that the
hearer does use whether intentionally
controlled by the speaker or not” [1].
Intonation is one of the most difficult
aspects of speech to teach about, for the
same reasons that it is one of the most
difficult aspects of language sound
structure to model.

The problem of meaning
One difficulty stems from the kinds of

meaning that many intonational categories
have, which are like the meanings of such
words as the versus a in English, or the
meaning of choosing the indicative versus
subjunctive form in Portugese. They can
Signal often very subtle facts about the
relationship between an utterance and its
larger discourse context.
' For example, in the American English
intonation system, there is a categorical
contrast between high tone (H*) and low
tone (L*) pitch accents which in differentdiscourse contexts can be interpreted asthe difference between a statement and ayes-no question, between an imparting ofnew_rnformation and a gentle reminder ofold Information, between an affirmativerepeating and an incredulous echoing ofwhat the other speaker has just said, orbetween the literal use of a word such asnow‘and its use as a discourse marker fora shift in discourse topic. What do allthese usages have in common?Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg [2] havesuggested that H* means commitment —the speaker intends the hearer to add apamcular proposition or entity to thebackground of mutually believedinformation at that point in the discourse~ whereas L* means lack ofcommitment, either because the speaker

intends the hearer to provide the correct
information (yes-no question), or because
the speaker knows that the hearer already
has the information (gentle reminder), or
because the speaker questions the other
speaker‘s intent to add the information
(incredulous echo), or because the
speaker intends that the word should not
be taken as part of the substantive
information content of the narrative
(discourse marker usage).

This is a meaning difference that is
inherently more difficult to characterize
than many of the lexical differences that
we use to support our analyses of the
consonants and vowels of a language. A
speaker of English need only point to
exemplar objects to characterize the
meanings of mat and bat, and thus get
across that these are different
morphemes. And it is not difficult to find
a slew of other morphemes such as mitt
versus bit or moat versus boat to
support an analysis that localizes the
difference to the beginnings of the
morphemes in order to claim that [m] and
[b] are discretely different consonant
sounds that are differentiated in onset
position in English.

By contrast, there is fervent argument
among experts concerning the analogous
questions in the analysis of the
intonational morphology of English. and
even those ultimate experts -- children
acquiring English as their native language
— apparently find these kinds of meaning

differences more difficult to learn to
control (see [3], [4]). It is hard to get the
phonetic skills relevant to studylhg
intonation without also giving oneself at
least a nodding acquaintance With the
related literature in semantics, pragmatics,
and discourse structure.

The alphabetic (dis)advantage
Intonation is difficult to teach also

because our modeling of it begins from
scratch. We do not start with an already

highly practiced phonological theory, as
we do when teaching our students how to
analyze consonant and vowel contrasts.
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Perhaps because the onhographies of
English, French, and German are
conservative, we tend to concentrate on
the difficulties that our students’ literacy
imposes, to bemoan how difficult it is to
get students to transcribe a form how they
hear it and not how they know it is
spelled. However, research on speakers
who have learned only a logographic
writing system [5] (or who find it
difficult to learn to read an alphabetic one
[6]) makes it clear that learning to read in
an alphabetic writing system imparts (or
requires) a very sophisticated meta-
linguistic phonological awareness, an
awareness that we take full advantage of
in our standard method for teaching about
vowel and consonant contrasts. We
simply assume the linear segmental
phonological analysis of the lntemational
Phonetic Alphabet, and concentrate on
teaching other things — on developing
the ability to hear and mimic consonant
and vowel contrasts not in our students’
native repertoires, and on imparting basic
facts and physical principles that our
students need to know in order to
understand how the contrasts are
produced and perceived.

However, this method is not without
cost. Our blithe assumption of the
alphabetic model creates the Platonist
illusion that consonants and vowels exist
in nature already segmented that way, that
there are countable “sounds" out there for
the phonetician to study independent of
the phonological analysis. We imagine
that we can get all the skills that we need
in order to know about how structure IS
transmitted in the speech stream without
developing our ability to imagine and
evaluate alternative models of the
Structure transmitted. This self-delusion
then handicaps us when we try to teach
about “suprasegmentals” — about any
feature of language sound structure that
defies this particular phonological model,
as intonation so clearly does. So we
teach our students about the physiology
0f the larynx and the physical relationship
between vocal fold tension and
fundamental frequency, and we are
afflstd that it is so difficult to make them

Understand the dimensions of intonational
Variation available to them in their native
languages or to seewhy ostensibly the
5film? pitch contour can function so
dlfferently in different parts of an
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utterance or in utterances from another
language.

The difficulty of prosody
This difficulty is compounded by the

fact that 50 many aspects of intonation are
crucially linked to prosodic constructs
such as the syllable, stress, and phrasing.
For example, we cannot explore such
intonational constructs as pitch accents
and boundary tones without recourse to
prosodic units such as the syllable and the
intonational phrase, and we cannot
explore the different functions of pitch
accents in English versus Japanese
without recourse to the prosodic construct
of stress. These prosodic constructs are
themselves difficult to model for our
students, again because they do not fit the
alphabetic model, but also for a more
fundamental reason. I think prosody is
difficult by its very nature, because
prosody is all about the organizational
structure of speech (as opposed to its
contrastive structure), and I think
organizational features are harder for the
human mind to grasp.

Let me try to explain this idea witha
metaphor. Think of a jacquard weave in
which the design is made not just by
varying whether the warp or the woof rs
the surface thread, but also by varying the
thickness along the length of each thread
and the saturation and color of the dye.
These are all features that can be modeled
to some extent without specifying how
any particular variation functions at any
place in the weave. To predict the effect
of some change in the dye, for example,
the expert weavers need to know about

the physical characteristlcs of the dye and

how color is perceived and so on. But

now consider the shapes that the weavers

are trying to build in the surface of the

cloth. To model these, the weavers Will

need to know about such things as edge

detection and so on, but also they need to

Specify what aspects of_ the thread they

can vary at any place in the weave to

define the desired edge.
Features of vowel timbre, consonant

place and manner, phonation type, pitch

level, and so on, are easrer because they

are all thread features. We can talk‘aboul
them to a first approxrmatron without
thinking about how they function If] any

particular part of the organizational

structure of a given language. For
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example, we can talk about segmental
effects on the pitch contour and the
psychoacoustics of pitch perception and
even the categorical intonational features
H (“high tone”) versus L (“low tone”)
without specifying whether these features
function to differentiate monosyllabic
verb morphemes (as in Yoruba) or
differentiate single-tone pitch accents (as
in English).

Prosodic constructs such as the
syllable, stress, and phrasing, on the
other hand, are like the shapes in the cloth
that the weavers make by alternating
woof and warp, thick and thin, or dark
and light colored thread. They are
features of the organization itself which
depend crucially on what thread features
can alternate where. They are about that
difficult question precluded by the
Platonist illusion: What are the possible
units of counting for a particular
language? What are the segmentations
that the speaker can intend for the listener
to parse in the signal?

OVERCOMING THE PROBLEM
Of course many other aspects of

language sound structure are also very
difficult. The standard acoustic mode] of
vowel contrasts is extremely difficult for
the unfortunately large number of our
students who lack the background in
phySics and the necessary mathematicalskills to grasp the basic principles of
resonance. But (as Vassiere points out inher paper) there are dramatic examples —
such as the film clip of the TacomaNarrows Bridge bouncing rhythmically inthe breeze as it gets ready to break apart— to give an initial intuitive feeling forthe phenomenon, which then can be usedto motivate a more precise handwaving.

An important element to success inteaching the skills relevant to intonation,then, is to exercise just this kind ofShowmanship. In the rest of this paper,then, I will try to give a few of theexamples from English and otherlanguages that have worked for me indeveloping strategies for overcomingeach of the three main sources ofdifficulty for intonation.
Start with some easier meaningsOne common strategy for overcomingthe problem of meaning is to first teachabout a language in which different tonepatterns differentiate ordinary lexemes,
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before teaching about the difficult-to-
characterize pragmatic morphemes that
tone patterns differentiate in English,
German, or Italian. If the language
chosen for this purpose has an
intonational system such as that of
Swedish [7] or Osaka Japanese [8], a
system which allows a relatively easy
progression from hearing the differences
in short citation forms to decomposing
longer forms into aspects that are part of
the lexical specification of the words and
aspects marking more elusive discourse
functions, this method can provide a
more gentle introduction into the terrain.
It allows the students to concentrate first
on some of the other skills that they will
need in order to overcome the alphabetic
disadvantage, before venturing into the
crags and crevices of pragmatics and
discourse structure. The method only
works, however, if the teacher is a fluent
speaker of the language, or if the teacher
can bring into the classroom native
speaker consultants who have strong
intuitions about pragmatic felicity and
about any relevant prosodic constructs.

The alternative strategy is to choose to
teach first the intonational system of a
language which all of the students must
know very well to be in the class — the
language of instruction — and to choose
the initial examples to be as vivid and
salient as possible. In some places, such
as the linguistics department of the Ohio
State University, where I teach, many of
the students will even be native speakers
of the language. The first examples then
can be situations in which failing to
differentiate two intonation patterns can
have an embarrasingly funny effect, as in
the two utterances:

(1) Mary does intonation.
L+H* L- L%

(2) Mary does intonation.
L*+H L- H%

which I have used to illustrate the
difference between the L+H* and L*+H
accents in English. I offer the'two as
alternative responses to the claim that.‘Only crazy people do intonation. The
students in the class who are native
speakers of English laugh at the second
response (which implies that the teacher

is crazy), and those who are not become
very motivated to learn to control the
contrast between the two tunes.
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Sometimes the most salient examples
involve a difference in interpretation that
might be signaled also by a syntactic
difference. The L* H- H% pattern in
American English, for example, is often
called the “yes-no question contour” in
differentiation to the “declarative contour”
H* L— L%. It is convenient to use a yes-
no question and a declarative sentence
with these tunes, in order to build two
parallel series of utterances showing how
the H- versus L- phrase accents extend
over longer and longer regions as the
nuclear pitch accent is moved earlier and
earlier. However, the teacher must be
careful also to provide examples of
utterances where H* L- L% occurs on a
yes-no question and where L* H- H% is
used as a statement (eg. the statement of
incredulous disbelief), lest some students
get the mistaken impression that some
tunes are “syntactic” and therefore more
worthy of their attention (or less worthy,
depending on their feelings about areas of
grammar other than phonology and
phonetics). The example I like to use is
the joke about the man forced to read a
public confession, who renders the
confession with great feeling, dividing he
sentences into many intonational phrases:

(3) I II was wrong, ll and Stalin II was
right. II I II should be vilified. ||

and putting a L* H- H% pattem on each.
It will be obvious from the context of the
story that the man cannot be asking his
audience a series of yes-no questions. .

Because jokes and funny stories in
general have this advantage of building an
explicit fixed context into the performance
of the example, they can also be used to
help get across an important lesson. In
order to investigate intonational form, one
must carefully observe (or even actively
manipulate) the discourse context for the
Speaker. As part of inculcating good
observational habits, students will need to
be debunked of the notion that asking the
Speaker to recite a particular sentence or
Phrase for the field linguist somehow
Provides a “neutral" context, and that the
prosodic organizations and assoCiated
intonation contours produced in this
Context have special status as “neutral or
“default” patterns. We need to make it
clear that all this method accomplishes is
to make it impossible to observe the
context which the speaker then impliCitly
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imagines in order to be able to recite the
form. If this makes the students feel a bit
daunted at the prospect of having to learn
how to judge discourse contexts as well
as to hear tunes and stresses and
phrasings, better to have them feel
daunted than to send them into the field
thinking that they will be able to model
intonation in a new language without
acquiring all of the requisite observational
skills.

Use the F0 contour as the narrow
phonetic representation

When teaching an introductory general
course in phonetics, one may be tempted
to try to shoehom intonation into the
alphabetic model by teaching the IPA
symbols for “high tone", “falling word
accent", “global rise”, “downstep”, and
so on. I think this is a mistake.

Of course. students specializing in a
particular language or language area may
want to learn some of these symbols in
order to have access to the literature and
fieldwork notes of other linguists. For
example, students specializing in Chinese
or Tibeto-Burman linguistics may want to
learn the nicely iconic Chao tone letters
[9], which are the basis for the current

[PA symbols for “tones & word accents .
On the other hand, they will also need to
learn the less iconic superscript numbers
transliterating the tone letters, Since this is
the transcription that they Will encounter

in reading this literature, and students

specializing in Bantu languages Will need

to learn the even less iconic non-IPA

diacritics that many Africanists use [10].

But such specialist reading knowledge is

quite different from the phonetic skills

that one needs to teach to. enable the

students to observe intonation plattems

and analyze intonational systems in VIVO.

Since the segmentations imposed by the

alphabetic analysis are so wrong for

intonation, I think it isbetter toavotd any

symbolic transcription .lll’ltll one_ is

confident of the phonological categories.

I think it is far better to Sidestep the IPA

entirely and expend the same effort :33

teaching students .to look at raw.

contours while making stylized drawmgrsl

of the pitch contours that they heag. t

other words, we should train the stu en 51

to use the F0 contour in lieu of an initia

“narrow transcription in dOing

fieldwork.
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Since this may be construed as a
radically anti-IPA stance, let me explain it
further by considering where the narrow
transcription fits in a standard strategy for
teaching observational skills relevant to
analyzing consonant and vowel systems,
the strategy that structures the sequence
of chapters and topics in Peter
Ladefoged‘s textbook [1 l], which we use
in our introductory course at Ohio State
University. The first step in the sequence
is analogous to the second strategy I
suggested above for overcoming the
problem of intonational meaning. We
begin by teaching the students to
transcribe the consonant and vowel
phonemes of the language of instruction,
which for many students will be the
native language. Then we make them
produce narrow transcriptions of that
language, before we go on to teach them
about other languages. We use that
intervening step of narrow transcription
to reduce the phonological interference
from the first language that will otherwise
hinder their observations when they go to
do fieldwork. We do this because it is far
less threatening than simply putting them
into the field, where they would have to
wony about the meanings of forms and ahost of other things (such as the cultural
norms about eye contact and so on), atthe same time as they are trying to learn tohear contrasts not found in the nativelanguage. In other words, by treatingallophonic variation in consonant andyowel quality in the native language as ifit were alphabetic contrast, we give thestudents a Zen exercise to help them turnoff the attentional skills built up over alifetime of learning to perceive thephonemes of the native language. Thisworks because we assume that for anylanguage they will encounter in the field,it would not be disastrously wrong toposrt as a first working hypothesis, alinear segmental analysis of thelanguage’s system of consonant andvowel contrasts.

Applying the same strategy to theanalySis of intonation is a recipe formaking blindfolds. It may be safe toassume that an alphabetic tone-sequenceanalysrs Will work for any new intonationsystem encountered in the field, but apriori we cannot assume any of the otherfacts we need to have in order to uncoverthe tonal analysis, answers to questions
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such as: Do the different tones contrast
paradigmatically in composing pragmatic
morphemes (as in English) or lexical
specifications (as in Cantonese), or is
their primary role the syntagmatic
marking of prosodic constructs such as
stress (as in Danish) and accentual phrase
edges (as in most dialects of Korean)?
What are the relevant prosodic constructs
for anchoring the tones to the consonant
and vowel features in an utterance, and
are there contrasts in temporal alignment
between the tones and the anchor site?
How do these facts about the relationship
between tone contrasts and meanings and
about the anchoring of tones to other
features of contrastive structure translate
into density of tonal specification? Are
some tone sequences or some prosodic
constructs associated with a systematic
manipulation of the more global pitch
pattern, such as downstep or pitch range
reset, which can obscure the local tonal
values? Intonation systems can differ so
markedly along all of these dimensions
that prematurely adopting any symbolic
transcription obstructs the observation of
variation in pitch necessary to getting the
phonological analysis. To give just one
example, if Janet Pierrehumbert and Ihad
not decided to use a nonsymbolic
phonetic representation, the F0 contour,
we would not have been able to observe
the relationship between F0 slope and
phrase length, and so on, observations
that challenged the traditional narrow
phonetic transcription with its mora-by-
mora specification of high versus 10W
tone and suggested the analysrs of the
Japanese intonation system proposed In
[12].

This is not to say that I do not
advocate teaching symbolic labels for
intonational categories. Far from it. I
use the T08] labels H*, L*, L+H*. and
so on, every time I teach about English
intonation, because the literature from the
past half century of work on the
intonational categories and meaningsof
American and Southern British Engll§h
makes me confident that this analysrs Will
work for the dialects spoken by the
majority of my students. My confidence
is bolstered by the high degree of
intertranscriber agreement documented
for this transcription system [13], and by
the fact that the system has been taught
successfully to non—native speakers
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employed to label spontaneous dialogue
[14] and has even been used by a non-
native speaker to teach about English in a
graduate phonetics seminar on intonation
[IS]. A phonetician teaching intonation
to a class of Swedish speakers or
Japanese speakers or Spanish speakers or
Mandarin Chinese speakers similarly
would be justified in teaching a symbolic
transcription of the intonation patterns,
because we know what the categories are.
But when there is no established body of
research on intonational form and
meaning for a language, we would do
better not to use that language as the
obvious first extended example even if all
the sudents in the class are native
speakers. In such a case, we might teach
the students first about a language that
does have an established phonological
analysis. We might give them the
necessary fieldwork skills to control the
pragmatic context in eliciting forms and to
interpret the F0 track, and encourage
them to embark on the research toward
such an analysis for their own language.
But we should not fudge by offering
them a symbolic “narrow phonetic
transcription” of intonation to stand in
until the real work is done.

What skills do our students need in
order to use the F0 track in lieu of a
narrow transcription? The most
important thing at first is that they Will
need to learn about microprosody. One
might be tempted to “doctor" F0 contours
for the students at early stages by digitally
smoothing and manually whiting out any
apparent “perturbation" remaining after
the smoothing, but I think this is a
mistake. No non-intelligent smoothing
procedure can do what the human mind
d068, and the students need to train their
6Yes to do what their ears' minds do: to
Parse over the effects on intonation of
Consonant and vowel features when they
are “listening" for tonal contrasts. We d0

tter to start this training immediately,
bl’ giving them examples of the same tone
pattern anchored to different consonants
and vowels. When they have mastered
the art of visually “listening” through the
microprosody, then we can tell them
a ut the places where F0 is not a good
measure of pitch. They need to know to
00k for the manifestation of vocal fry

and other non-modal phonation typeS- At
‘3 Point it is good to set them to
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designing little experiments. We can ask
them how they might go about comparing
slopes of two different kinds of F0 rise in
the language being studied, or how they
might test competing hyptheses about the
timing of a tone relative to some prosodic
landmark.

Grapple with prosody
Which brings us to the most difficult

area of all. There is no way to tackle
intonational analysis without grappling
with the problem of prosody. We must
teach our students about the nature of
prosody and give them the skills to
uncover the prosodic constructs that
native speakers of a language use to
structure the intonational categories and
other contrastive features.

Again, the best strategy here follows
the same lines as the best strategy for
teaching about tone features. We can
start with a language that all of the
students know fluently, where we can tap
their intuitions about relevant prosodic
constructs such as how many syllables
are in a word or how many intonational
phrases are in a longer utterance. For
each prosodic construct, it 15 good to start
with clear cases, where native speakers
(and linguists) tend to agree on the

number or location of relevant prosodic
landmarks, before proceeding to cases
where the analysis is more unsure or
simply unknowablez For example, in

teaching about stress in English, it is best

not to start with words such as thirteen

and Malay, where different students may

produce different nuclear accent

placements in the Citation form, and

which would lead us directly into the

nettles patch of stress shift. (Note that

these are the words that some

pronunciation dictionaries transcribe as

having two primary stresses.) On the

other hand, we also should not gloss over

the difficulty of prosody, but atteréipt

from the beginning to get across the 1 er:

that it prosody about organizationa

structure. It is a mistake to think ige can

make it easier for them by-first o ems}?

misleading definitions in terms we
contrastive structure.J [10:56:31nt be

wise to say: “ us . _

32%;; in terms of relative pitch,bsltle§s 2

m. trims that: 2....s l a e ma

iélfisesflmyan unstressed syllable at any
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level of the stress hierarchy, but this
phonetic equation will lead the students
straight down the dead-end track of
looking for stress in the RMS amplitude
contour.

I find that it is easiest to grapple with
prosody if I first cover the phenomena of
“coarticulation”. That is, I place prosody
in the pedagogical sequence where I can
more easily show how prosodic structure
is realized substantively by often very
subtle differences in coordination among
different contrastive features. I then can
relate questions about prosodic constructs
to questions that have already come up in
the discussion of segmental features and
coarticulation, such as: “What is the
difference between an affricate and a
cluster of stop plus fricative, anyway,
and why isn’t the [ts] at the end of cats
an affricate?” In answering these
questions I will already have stressed a
point that is crucial for understanding
higher levels of structural organization —
namely, that what we transcribe as
ostensibly the same set of contrastive
features organized in ostensibly the same
sequence can constitute different
structures in different prosodic positions
within a language and across languages.
So in English [tl] is an affricate when the
fricative is performed as the release phase
of the postalveolar stop (as in the phrase
catch it), but it is a sequence of stop and
fricative when the [l] is phased later to
allow the [t] to have its own alveolar
target. This is a good example for talking
about syllable boundaries, too, and leads
them to look for the distributional cues
that support the structural analysis of [ts]
as an affricate in German.

With examples like this, one canemphasize that segments are not Platonicentities existing out there in natureseparate from the phonologies of actualspeakers of a language, and that thestudents cannot go about finding out
whether [II] is an affricate or a cluster in
the same way that they might go aboutfinding out whether initial voiceless stopsmlndran English are aspirated or not. Atthis pomt they will be ready to be told thesame fact about syllables, stresses,phrases, and so on. If there are nativespeakers of both English and Japanese inthe class, for example, one can
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demonstrate that [ski] is a single syllable
for the English speakers, but definitely
two for the Japanese speakers. This then
can lead into difficult cases in English,
where reduction makes the syllable count
difficult. For example, we can get them
to design experiments to see how much a
native speaker can reduce the first vowel
in supports be before the word comes to
be indistinguishable from sports. This in
turn can illuminate one’s definition of the
lowest level of stress contrast in English.

In teaching about stress, I find it also
helpful to give examples of languages
where this most basic level of prominence
contrast is marked by rather different
phonotactic constraints. For example,
since the language of class instruction is
usually English for me, I can tell them
about Swedish, where stress can be
defined at the lowest level in terms of
phonemic length contrasts (a stressed
syllable has a phonemically long vowel or
is closed by a long consonant), and about
Mandarin Chinese, where it can be
defined in terms of the tonal specification
(i.e. an unstressed syllable is one with the
so-called “neutral tone”). Then I can
show how the seemingly very different
phonological hallmarks for English and
Mandarin are associated with nearly
identical facts about phonetic coordination
and undershoot, with unaspirated stops
being voiced foot internally in both
languages, and unstressed vowels often
being reduced to a syllabic realization of a
neighboring consonant, and so on. Also.
this lets me make the important point that
in English, as in Swedish, pitch accents
can be anchored only to syllables that are
stressed at this more basic segmentally
defined level, and that pitch accent then
defines another level of stress contrast
above the basic level.

If the class includes many students
who are taking phonetics as part Of a
program in speech pathology, another
way to get across some of these pomts 18
to assign them to transcribe the
productions of the very young children
whom they see in the speech clInlC-
Since this is a standard part of the
diagnosis for phonological disorder. they
will see the relevance of this exercise
immediately. The productions of very
young children are often very difficult to
transcribe because they have not yet
achieved the precision in temPoral
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coordination that supports a segmental
analysis for adult speech. Pointing out
this source of difficulty makes it easier to
highlight the link between segmentation at
all levels of the prosodic hierarchy and
timing control.

Once the students have more
background in phonetics and phonology,
one can also have them exercise their
analytic imaginations in a similar way by
reading about nonsegmental analyses of
consonant and vowel contrasts, such as
Browman and Goldstein’s Articulatory
Phonology (e.g., [16]) and the Neo—
Firthians (e.g. [17]) and the arguments
about the segment in Steriade’s recent
work [18].

Above all, I think we must be humble
about our current state of knowledge
about the phonetics of prosody._ The
most helpful answer often will be Simply:
“We don’t know, yet.” But let us be sure
to phrase it that way, to make the “we”
inclusive, inviting the students into this
grand enterprise.
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DEVELOPING PHONETIC SKILLS

Peter Ladefoged
Phonetics Lab, Linguistics Department, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA 90095-1543

In popular usage, when someone is
said to be a good phonetician, it usually
means that they can hear and describe
small differences among speech sounds,
and that they can produce a large number
of different articulatory gestures. This is
rather like saying that a good biologist is
someone who is skilled at using a
microscope. It would be better to think of
a good phonetician as someone who has a
good grasp of phonetic principles and
understands the issues in speech
production, perception and acoustics.
But, be that as it may, it is undoubtedly
useful for anyone in the field to have at
least the basic phonetic skills in this
popular sense, just as it is useful for most
(but not all) biologists to be proficient
users of microscopes.

What are the sounds that a student of
phonetics should be able to produce and
distinguish? There is an easy answer for
those aspiring to be known as fully
competent general phoneticians. They
should be able to produce and distinguish
all the sounds represented by the symbols
of the International Phonetic Alphabet.
There are two advantages in this answer.
Firstly, the IPA symbols and their
associated diacritics can be used to
describe the vast majority of sounds in
every known language and every known
dialect. Secondly the organization of the
symbols on the set of IPA charts
constitutes, on a single page, a complete
theory of phonetic description. It is not a
theory with which I entirely agree, but it
is a working, and fairly universally
accepted, set of classificatory terms,
arranged in a hierarchical structure. Each
symbol stands for a certain combinationof these terms. Knowing the soundsrepresented by all these symbols enablesone . to communicate to the widestpos51ble phonetically trained audience.

Learning all the sounds represented byIPA symbols is probably anunnecessarily exotic goal for those whoare,.or hope to be, concerned with a moreparticular aspect of phonetics, such as thepronunCiation or synthesis of a particularlanguage. A suitable goal for students of

phonetics of this kind (and a first goal for
more general phoneticians) is to become
skilled observers of their own language.
This might well begin by their being
taught to make a broad transcription of
their own speech. Instructors might begin
by asking students to transcribe lists of
words that present points for discussion
(Chocolate. ‘Do you have three vowels or
two? What is the quality of the last
vowel?’). Then move on to short phrases
with possible assimilations (In this shop.
‘Do you have a dental nasal in the first
word? Does anything happen to the
consonant at the end of the second
word?’). The next step is to transcribe

other voices; and from a pedagogical
point of view it is best to try to transcribe
an instructor’s speech rather than. a
recorded utterance. An instructor can give

instant feedback, peering over what the

student has written and making comments

such as: ‘You wrote ['Inpot] whereasl

said ['imput]; can you hear the difference?

How do you say the word input? The
aim is always to get people to become
good observers, first of their own

speech, and then of others._
In general, as instruction proceeds,

students should be asked to to? a
progressively more narrow transcription.

But there are many difficult dCClSlOl'IS to

be made concerning the level of detail
required. Students transcribing field tapes

need different preparation from thOSe
transcribing mother/child‘speech. Those

evaluating speech syntheSis systems have

yet another task. d t
Whenever possible, students nee .0

be told to look as well as to listen While
transcribing speech. The importancehoI

visual clues can be demonstratedby W 3

happens when observers see a pictn: 0a

a person saying one thing. Wlil ed‘
recording of another utterance is p dl’h .

for some utterances they report that 11:1);

heard what they saw rather than Whig In
sound that was actually reproduce . le

normal utterances, watching what WEE“!

say gives information not onlllha are
simple things, such as whethert elybout

saying ['inpot] or ['impUllv bl" 315° d
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the substitution of velar consonants for
alveolar consonants in phrases such as I
can go pronounced as ['31 kl] 'gou].

Part of teaching is a matter of breaking
presuppositions. People expect to hear
words pronounced more or less as they
know they themselves would say them,
and they are often influenced by the way
they are spelled. One way of avoiding
both these sources of expectations is to
use nonsense words in dictation
exercises. Asking students to write down
a form which is a possible English word
such as [skonZIm] trains them to listen in
an objective fashion. It can also lead to
interesting discussions of why people
tend to write down [skonztn], and of the
voicing status of the velar stop.

Another way of highlighting aspects
of utterances that often go unremarked is
by asking students to say a phrase
backwards. Many ways of recording an
utterance onto a computer include a
provision for playing back the recorded
utterance either forwards as normal, or
backwards. If an utterance that has been
said backwards is recorded and then
played backwards, it should come out
forwards. But as students quickly find
out, reversing ‘Mary had a little lamb
['mcoii haed o 'litl 'laem] and saying

['mael l'til o daeh i'iaem] does not work

out. The differences between initial and
final allophones, the allophonic duration
differences, and the stress and intonation
all have to be taken into account. .

Implicit in much of what has been said

above is the notion that a student of

phonetics must be able to produce as well

as to hear small differences among speech
sounds. The links betweerr: perqle‘pjlglsl
and roduction are very tig t, so a ,

Johngon, Ladefoged and Lindau (1993)
have noted, we need an auditory theory
of speech production just as much as a

motor theory of speech perception.

Training students to produce sounds is an
important part of getting people to lie
good phonetic observers. It is certain y

true that if you can produce a difference
between two similar sounds, then You
find it easier to hear the difference. .

As part of their listening teChmqulfv
many phoneticians try_ to rePeat fl ct
utterance they are listening to. On (l’S‘t
hearing a new phrase, I personally fl," ls
useful to try to say as much of it a
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possible immediately afterwards.
Similarly, in fieldwork situations, when
one cannot quite decide between two
alternative possibilities, it is often
advisable to repeat them both, asking the
language consultant, for example, ‘Did

you say [klha] or [k!a]?' (The English
phrase can often be avoided by simply
holding up one finger and saying the first

P055ibility, and then two fingers and
saying the second, while looking
questioning.)

This leads us to consider how to teach
people to make sounds that are not in
their normal repertoire. When teaching
phonetic performance skills, the first
thing to remember is that some people are

naturally good phonetic performers and
others are not; but everyone can get better
with practice. It is probably like singing.
Some people say that they can‘thsing at
all, and that they never sing to
themselves, even when alone in the

shower or bathtub. These are likely to be

people who were brought up in non-

musical households, in which singing

was never considered a necessary or even

an appropriate thing to do. But Wllh lots

of practice (and encouragement) they

could still learn to sing, perhaps not like

Pavarotti, but with the possibility of

performing ”Happy birthday to you

without embarrassment. .

Learning to be an accomplished

phonetician is like learning to sing

professionally; it takes a great deal of

work. Most beginning students of

phonetics need to spend at least an hour a

day for a year or two, listening to sounds

and producing them. In addition. they

need to work for as much time as

possible with a teacher who can correct

them. If a skilled teacher is not available,

then working with another’student is the

next best thing. An outside observer,

even one with no more skills than one s

own, will often be able to spit

performance errors and offer feedbac h

Another good technique |S to work lit/12d

speakers of another language, provr ’1

that they are willing to be sharply CHllCd

f one’s attempts to produce the sou}?!Ls
8f their language. In fieldwork situations

I have often found working With 'lccn

‘ be es eially profitable.
aged children to p6 . 1' tin

They enjoy the role reversal imp 1C1
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their being the strict teacher and the
outsider being the student.

There is no simple way of Ieaming to
produce a set of articulatory gestures that
are not part of one’s native tongue. Often
one just has to try things such as moving
the tongue a little bit closer or further
from the roof of the mouth, adding more
voicing, or removing nasalization. This is
where an experienced teacher is
invaluable in being able to direct one
appropriately. Speakers of other
languages can often do little more than
shake their heads in despair as one vainly
tries to imitate them. Then one has to
remember all the phonetic possibilities,
and ask one’s self ‘Is the degree of
voicing correct? Have I got exactly the
right place of articulation? Does this
speaker distinguish between apical and
laminal sounds? Should it be more or less
fricative? And so on. through the whole
set of features in one’s phonetic theory
(including, of course, suprasegmental
features such as tone and length to which
the speaker might be sensitive).

When it comes to learning to produce
what are (for most speakers of Indo-
European languages) more exotic sounds
such as ejectives, implosives and clicks,
help from an instructor is particularly
valuable. But teachers have to learn to
moderate their own performance. For
example, when teaching ejectives I have
heard instructors produce loud, ringing.
examples of [p’a, t’a, k‘a] which their
students find confusing. Unskilled
students who hear these sounds and try toproduce something that sounds to themsimilar often produce an energeticallypronounced stop with a great deal ofaspiration. It is far better for the instructorto proceed more gently, making lessforceful ejectives. A good technique is tostart from a glottal stop in a known wordsuch as butter [bA?9] in some forms ofBritish English, or button [bAi’an] in mostforms of American English, and thensuperimpose an alveolar stop articulation,wrthout building up much oral pressure.Once students get the idea of making andreleasxng a stop closure while making anintervocalic glottal stop, they can usuallyextend this gesture into one in which theglottis moves upwards (even if onlyslightly) and compresses the air in theoral cavity.
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Similar problems arise in teaching
people to make voiced implosives. When
instructors make a too emphatic voiced
implosive, students often respond by
producing a prenasalized stop, which
sounds similar to them. In this case I
usually begin by trying to get students to
feel the downward movement of the
glottis that occurs in a fully voiced stop,
and then move on to the implosive. It also
helps to show them the pressure changes
that occur. An ordinary drinking straw
can be held with one end between the lips
and the other just below the surface ofa
colored soft drink. It is then possible to
see the pressure in the mouth decreasing
and sucking liquid up into the straw when
an implosive is produced.

Producing clicks in real words
provides further challenges, which will
be considered in the oral presentation of
this paper. Most people can pronounce
clicks in isolation—they are used as non»
linguistic vocal gestures in a wide variety
of cultures. The first difficulty that most
people have in using these sounds Ill 3
language is in integrating them Into the
stream of speech. Next, and what IS
probably more difficult for many people.
is to ensure that each click has what 15
technically known as the cone“
accompaniment. To understand this pomt
it is necessary to realize that all clicks
involve multiple articulations. As IS
shown in figure 1, there is a velar closure
and another closure further forward in the
mouth (on the alveolar ridge in the click

illustrated). The release of the forward
closure produces the sound of the click-
Accompanying it is the sound assoctated
with the velar closure, which may be.
among other things, voiced or voiceless,
oral or nasal, and plosive or affricate. In
the oral presentation of this paper I Will
try to teach people to produce the Xhosa
words shown in Table 1 below. . .

Of course, spending a few minutes In
a Congress session is not enough mm H:

learn to become a good pracllCa
phonetician. But I hope 1 hi”;
encouraged all of you to go home mic
spend some time every day, llstemlflghe
recordings and producmg each 0 l
sounds on the IPA chart.
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Table I . Words illustrating contrasting clicks in Xhosa.

DENTAL

VOICELESS “k"klola

‘to grind fine’

ASPIRA'I’ED fikuklhéla
‘to pick up’

BREATHY VOICED fikuglofia
‘to be joyful’

VOICED NASAL "kfinloma
‘to admire’

BREATHY VOICED NASAL "km“?
‘to be dirty’

l. Tongue tip up
to form front
closure

3. Tongue tip lowered
so that air rushes into
the mouth

ALVEOLAR LATERAL

ukuklofia likllolo

‘to break ‘peacc'

stones’

uktikll'ola ukliklll'ofia
‘perfume’ ‘to arm oneself

ukugloba ukiiglloba

‘to scoop’ ‘to stir up mud’

ukunlola ukugllifia
‘to climb up’ ‘to put on clothes‘

ukunlala ukunlloglla
)‘to go straight ‘to lie on back knees up‘

1. Back of tongue
raised to form velar
closure

4. Velar closure
released

2. While both the anterior and
the velar closure are maintained,
the body of the tongue moves
down decreasing the pressure of

the air in the front part of the

mouth

Figure l. The actions requiredfor producing a click
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A VIEW OF THE FUTURE OF PHONETICS

Bjorn Lindblom

Department ofLinguistics, Stockholm University,

S-1069l Stockholm Sweden

ABSTRACT
To produce new knowledge and promote

applications sewing practical needs

fundamental research is necessary.

However, as hard times strike and research

funding is cut, sponsors in government and

other sectors tend to demand useful results

without expensive "digressions" into basic

science. Should the future of phonetics be

entrusted to applied areas? Will

phoneticians succeed in convincing

sponsors of the intrinsic merits and practical

necessity of their own research? The future
of phonetics is in whose hands?
Phoneticians still have a choice.

INTRODUCTION
Phonetician - a jack of all trades, a

master of none? Or a person holding the
key to a more profound understanding not
only of speech, but of human language as a
whole. Phonetics - a science in its own
right? lntellectually, yes. There are plenty
of good questions around from which to
build a future phonetics. But will there be
anybody to ask them in the future? For, no
matter how forcefully articulated, the long-
term priorities of fundamental research
continually face the threat of being
overruled by short-term definitions of social
"needs" and of being replaced by the short—
sighted agenda of "immediate usefulness".
However, since answers to the core
questions of phonetics have timeless and
cross-cultural intrinsic value and provide
the knowledge resources without which
future practical applications will not be
possible, prospects are good that, armed
with good questions, good methods and a
critical awareness of the role of external
"market forces“, phoneticians of the next
century will be ready to meet the challenges

and will find themselves contributing to one
of the most central and dynamic of
scientific enterprises: Understanding

human language.

"WHAT IS A PHONETICIAN?"
At the opening of the XIlth ICPhS at

Tallinn, that question was raised by

Ladefoged [1 ] who noted that

"communication engineering, physical

acoustics, psychology, anatomy,

physiology, linguistics, applied linguistics,

computer science and poetry" are part of

our lives as phoneticians.

" we are phoneticians, we, the

people who come to phonetics

congresses, and know something

about some of these diverse

disciplines. None of us can know

enough about all of them, which is

why being a complete phonetician is

an impossible task. But every four

years we can get together and pool

our knowledge. This is phonetics."

(Ladefoged 1988; italics ours) .

Ladefoged is right in saying that a

Complete mastery of all the disciplines that

overlap with phonetics is an impossible task

for any single individual. But is such broad

knowledge really a relevant goal? Is it not

the case that our interest in adjacent fields 15

limited to those aspects that help us answer

the questions we ask? Phoneticians seek

facts and insights about how speech 15

produced, perceived and acquired. And

about how the world's sound patterns are

related to the on—line phenomena 0f

speaking, listening and learning. It seems

clear that those and other questions are

highly interdisciplinary presupposing bits 0f
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knowledge coming from anthropology,
biology, cognitive science, computer
science and engineering, linguistics,
literature and music theory, mathematics,

neuroscience, philosophy, physics,
sociology and several other fields. The
student of sign language is in an analogous
sitation.

Is a phonetician a jack of all those trades,

but a master of none of them? Or a person

with an agenda defined by the questions

(s)he asks? Somone who makes selective

use of information from a variety of

sources? Who uses only what helps explain

certain facts and makes certain

measurements possible?

According to the second possibility, a

phonetician is a person seeking an

understanding of the issues most relevant to

developing phonetic theory and who aims at
acquiring enough knowledge about other

fields to be able to extract relevant

information from them and put it to

productive use. "Being a complete

phonetician" would still be a remote goal

and a forbidding task for the individual, but

not one that we could not easily cope with,

given good questions, good methods and
lots of colleagues to argue and interact with.

If we opt for the latter definition, what

are the questions? That, of course, is one of

the issues to be debated at the ICPhS 95. I

would like to offer here a short sketch of

my own line of reasoning and the priorities
that it gives rise to.

WHY PHONETICS BELONGS IN A

BIOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK

To structuralists like Saussure, the form

0f language was a set of social conventions

Shared by the members of a speech

COMunity. During the second half of the

20th century, a significant event was the

appearance of Chomsky's syntactic

Structures which made explaning why

children acquire their mother tongues the

Ultimate goal of linguistics. Chomsky's
writings have undoubtedly been major
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factors in turning the focus of linguistic
theory from the descriptive to the

explanatory, from the group to the
individual and, thus, from the social to the
biological.

Seeing language as a fundamentally
biological phenomenon is particularly
compelling in the light of language

WPOIOE)’ and language acquisition.
Language is unique to our species. There is
no known human culture without language.

On the surface, the world's languages vary

greatly in terms of their grammar and

phonetics, but behind all the geographical,

historical and seemingly diverse facts, a

great many structural similarities have been
identified. Looking at acquisition we note

that children learn to speak (or to use sign)

spontaneously without conscious effort or

explicit instruction. They do so in a period

of time which is remarkably short in view

of the complexity of what they acquire and

considering the incomplete and often

degraded input that reaches their ears (the

"poverty of input" argument). Children who

grow up in linguistically deprived

give especially vivid

examples of the alleged "information-poor"

input and the "spontaneity" of the process.

For instance, children surrounded by

speakers of "pidgin", lack normal adult

models. Nevertheless they develop "creole"

languages that are more complex and more

similar to normal adult languages. Also,

there are reports on deaf children whose

hearing parents do not master sign language

well. On their own these children

apparently acquire a sign grammar that 15

more elaborate than that of the input and

closer to the normal adult model.

Facts such as these inevitably lead to the

conclusion that human language could IIOt

possibly be something thata few of our

ancestors thought of, and which then caught

on and spread across the globe. Language 15

not a "cultural invention". It must be seen

rather as a biologically based behavror

unique to man.
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IF BIOLOGY, WHAT KIND OF
BIOLOGY?

To many syntacticians and
psychologists, language form is complex
and arbitrary, and, although all languages
appear to be cut from the same cloth, their
formal idiosyncracies, so the argument
goes, defy functional explanation.

Leading phonologists [2] concur with
this "View from syntax". Briefly stated,
their claim about sound patterns is that,
when everything associated with language
use (production, perception, learning,
memory, social factors etc) has been
accounted for, there will remain a large core
of phenomena, "...'Language per se'...", the
innate language faculty, "which is not
reducible to features of other kinds... It is
exactly this area that ought to occupy the
central concern of linguists if they wish to
arrive at an adequate conception of the
essential and special nature of human
Language" (Anderson 19811495).

While fully accepting that learning
language is a biological process, many
behavioral scientists have not embraced the
notion that language form is beyond
functional explanation. Among them are
phoneticians like ourselves. Our perspective
on sound structure brings out the obvious -
but by no means trivial - facts that all
phonetic forms must be pronounceable, and
that phonetic forms that differ in meaning
must meet the condition of perceptual
distinctiveness. Less obvious, but
nevertheless true, is the fact that as these
conditions, pronounceablitity and
distinctiveness, interact during the
development of a lexical system, they are
capable of giving rise to structures of
considerable complexity in completely
unsupervised, self-organized ways.

The 'formalist' and the 'functionalist'
views contrasted here both attribute a strong
biological component to language learning.
Both views share the assumption that
language acquisition results from an
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interaction between two components: innate
"predispositions" on the one hand, and
experience of the ambient language, on the
other. What exactly is the nature of these
two components? This is where the two
approaches differ in two major ways: They
disagree on how the linguistic facts should
be interpreted (the arbitrary vs natural
issue), and on the nature of the innate
"predispositions" (the modular vs non-
modular issue, that is "specific to
language", or "not specific to language").

To the formalist, languages are
underlyingly similar but built in arbitrary
and basically unnatural ways. The reason
children learn language, despite its formal
idiosyncracies, is that they are equipped
with a 'language organ', a specialized

"module" in their brains. In Chomskyan

terminology: Universal Grammar, a

prespecification of possible grammars from

which children select their native languages

by 'parameter setting'.

To the functionalist, on the other hand,

language form, especially phonology, is

natural, and hence normal children learn it

effortlessly. As shown by a huge literature
on speech development and child

phonology, children develop sound

structure as a result of an interaction

between the linguistic input and "innate

behavioral predispositions".

What is the difference, then, between the

two approaches? Are Universal Grammar

and "innate behavioral predispositions" two

different names for the same thing? The

answer is provided by how the [W0

approaches take their stance on the
naturalness and the modularity issues.

While the formalist says no ‘0
naturalness and yes to modularity, the

functionalist's responses are the oppOSIle-

The functionalist assumes that, on the path

to the adult phonological system, the child
gets significant help from what she finds

pronounceable (neuro-motoric constraints

on the production of speech), what appears

salient and distinctive in the Speed‘

1
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stimulus (auditory and perceptual
constraints). Clearly, the mechanisms of
hearing and the respiratory, phonatory and
articulatory apparatus, are products of man's
"innate endowment". But, importantly for
functionalist methodology, those
mechanisms are not "modular" (specific to
language), since they subserve a number of
other functions as well (listening to non-
speech, breathing, processing food etc).
(The analogous argument applies to the
production and perception of sign). It is
precisely at this point that the "view from
syntax" diverges drastically from the "view
from phonetics“.

Accordingly, the functionalist hypothesis
says that, by making natural movements
and sounds that are adapted to production
constraints, the child "fortuitously"
stumbles over aspects of the adult
phonology from which further, more
differentiated development can then occur.

An illustration: At about six months of

age children begin to produce "canonical
babbling": [bababa], [dadada] etc. A
simplified, but instructive account of this
behavior might be given as follows. (It
might be termed the easy-way—sounds-OK
approach, or, in Swedish, gors-latt-hors—
nit! modellen). The child who hears others
Communicate tries to participate by making
articulatory gestures that are as motorically

"natural" (=biomechanically low—cost) and
as acoustically "salient" as possible.

Result: A vocalization with articulators
in near-neutral positions combined with a
mandibular open-close oscillatory
movement. By doing this, the child ends up

With an utterance that is not yet language,
but Which resembles it very strongly:
[bababa], [dadada] etc. The syllable-like
aspects of canonical babbling are
"emergents", that is novel features arising

as fortuitous consequences of a search
matn set up to scan the space of motoric
Possibilities from low to greater production
"Complexity" [3].
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The point is that, in this case, children
appear to get significant help, not from
preSpCClllCd, "specific-to-language"
information in Universal Grammar, but
from general behavioral processes such as
"adaptation" and "emergence". According
to this interpretation the striking thing about
canonical babbling is not that it shows the
child coming closer to language, but rather
language (phonology) being of a form that
is close to the child. From the child‘s point
of view is, in a sense, located "just around
the comer".

Restating and generalizing: ls language
as a whole learnable because it is eminently
natural and reachable via processes of
"adaptation" and "emergence"? Or is adult

linguistic competence so hopelessly remote

from where the child starts that it needs

help from "specific-to-language"

specializations in our genetic endowment

(cf Universal Grammar)? Broadening the

perspective further: To what extent should

the contents of the phonetic systems that are

found in the world's languages, and that are

acquired by the world's children, be seen as

"formal, largely prespecified,

idiosyncracies". Alternatively, to what

extent should they be seen as natural,

behaviorally derived "adaptive emergents"?

The case for Universal Grammar rests

largely on arguments from syntax. More

familiar with speech processes and sound

structures, phoneticians view things

differently: Presumably, most of us believe

that it is no accident that, in the world's

languages, we find close matches between

the facts of sound structure on the one hand

and the phenomena of on—line speech on the

other. A parsimonious (and an, in pnnctple,

uncontroversial) interpretation of such

Observations would be that phonological

units and processes are adapted to thenuse

in speaking, listening and learmnbg.

Implication: Why should syntax e

dflzrent? '
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WHY PHONETICS
PRIVILEGED ROLE

Phonetics is in a particularly good
position for applying the program of
contemporary biology to language. If it
does, prospects are favorable for arriving at
a more complete and profound explanatory
theory not only of speech, but eventually of
human language as a whole. Phonetics
could lead the way in such an undertaking,
because phoneticians have more direct
access to the stuff that explanations are
made of, namely facts and principles whose
empirical motivation is independent of the
data to be explained. Phonetics can invoke
knowledge which is relevant to speech but
which was acquired independently of it,
often in adjacent fields, such as information
on the general mechanisms of hearing and
motor control, a circumstance that gives
phonetics a situation that is unique
compared with that of other domains of
linguistic inquiry (cf syntax), and perhaps
also that of many areas of biology. From
that perspective being a jack of all trades
turns out to be an asset, not a handicap.

HAS A

THE INFLUENCE OF "MARKET
FORCES" 0N RESEARCH
PRIORITIES

In his opening plenary address of this
congress, Kohler asks: Is phonetics a
language science in its own right? Indeed it
is, he concludes, by virtue of the paradigm
of phonetic phonology and phonetic
explanation [4]. The present remarks are
compatible with his views. In fact, they go
further in suggesting that phonetics may
even hold the key to tomorrow's linguistics.

Both Kohler's discussion and our own
have a strong programmatic touch. They are
as it were in-principle scenarios for
phonetics. How viable would those (and
other possible) scenarios be
confronted with the real world?

We, the people who get together at
phonetics congresses, ask the questions that
define our field! That may indeed be so, but

when
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what determines the questions we ask?
Purely intellectual, intra-disciplinary
reasons? In principle, yes, but, in practice,
only to some extent. We are all shaped by
the niches where we find it possible to
survive academically and otherwise. Hence,
even the most idealistic thinkers among us
must continually adapt to a broad range of
academic, economic, sociological and
political factors. Internationally for many
phoneticians, survival today means work
oriented towards practical needs. On
teachers of phonetics, there is increasing
pressure to adapt curricula to the current
needs of the students who are more likely to

become active in applied areas than in

fundamental research - that is, of course, if
they get jobs at all.

So while we are free in principle to ask

whatever questions we want and to give

phonetics the directions that we ourselves

favor, we are reminded that, in practice, it

is ultimately society at all levels that

significantly influences how we ask our

questions. The contents of our subject

matter is shaped by local and global

"market forces" whether we like it or not. If

there is no demand for fundamental

knowledge, it is unlikely to emerge, or, if it

does emerge despite all odds, it will do so

much more slowly.

What is wrong with that? Why not

entrust the future of phonetics to applied

areas and let our fundamental understanding

of speech processes develop as a spin-off

from various applications, reaching us, as It

were like crumbs from the rich man's table?

Our answer must be no. The following

three objections should be borne in mind.

First, working in applied areas we are

under absolutely no obligation to promote

basic science, to solve problems so that we

learn more about human speech. There 15 no

such constraint as "basic knowledge and

theoretically solid science first, the“

practical applications". The only objectlve

in applications is that of solving limited and
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well-defined practical problems in a manner

satisfying all performance criteria.
Consider an example from speech

technology. Finding out how speech is

produced, structured acoustically and

perceived is relevant both to the phonetician

and the speech technologist. However,

phoneticians study human behavior,

whereas speech technologists construct

machines. Are these tasks basically the

same? Yes and no.

Suppose we were to study birds and

airplanes rather than humans and speaking

machines. Obviously jumbo jets do not flap

their wings. Consequently, birds and planes

are built according to entirely different

performance criteria. There is a parallel here

with human and machine speech

production. If human ears cannot tell the

iifference between synthetic and natural

speech, but the resulting signals are made in

totally different ways, should we refuse to

have a certain telephone service installed

that sounds all right, but happens to use

speech produced by totally ad hoc and non-

biological rules? Clearly that would be like
waiting to fly until jumbo jets begin to flap

their wings. If the telephone service is good

enough from the customer's point of view,

Sommercial forces will most certainly

impose it on us whether it represents a good

nodel of human speech or not.
Despite the possibility of potentially

fruitful interactions with technology and
other areas, the overall conclusion is clear:

In applied phonetics, we never dig deeper

than necessary to solve practical problems.

In applied projects the long-term task 0f

SXPlaining speech represents an irrelevant

:letour. Shortcuts are acceptable and
welcome.

Our second objection derives from those
zonclusions: Using applied phonetics to

increase fundamental knowledge offers

neither the most direct or fastest route nor

my guarantees. .

The third and most important objection
soncerns a fact that is ofien overlooked in
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current discussions of research and
development. Most technical applications of

today were made possible by fundamental

research begun a very long time ago.

In that context, our previous

metaphorical use of birds and airplanes is

somewhat misleading. It gives the

justification for the fact that, in applied

work, the first priority is solving practical

problems, not contributing to basic science.

However, before we accept that

conclusion we must stop to consider how

practical problems get solved at all. The

knowledge that goes into a solution must

never be taken for granted nor trivialized.

The much more significant implication

of the bird-airplane metaphor is therefore

this: Although planes are heavier than birds

and fly faster, engineers could not have

built them successfully without a thorough

understanding of aerodynamics.

We do not need to be experts on the

history of physics to realize .that

aerodynamics was not invented ovemlght.

Normally, the knowledge that is being put

to various practical use today took centuries

to accumulate. In our own time, Gunnar

Fant and others developed a theory of

speech and showed how to apply it to make

synthetic speech. Without wanting to

detract from the considerable achievements

of these pioneers, we should recognize that

their efforts were anchored in a thorough

understanding of acoustics, a branch of

physics with a long history and With a body

of knowledge to which Sir Isaac Newton

(1642-1727), Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier

(1760-1830), Lord Rayleigh and many

others made significant contributions [5]..

The formation of knowledge embodied

in scientific theories can be compared-to the

formation of fossil fuels. They need time to

develop. We know that burning fossrl fuels

leads to a depletion of resoitrces and poses

a serious growing threat to life on this earth.

Many people are therefore hard at work to

promote the use of renewable energy
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sources and advocate a society based on the

philosophy of recycling.

Analogously, research funding policies
that favor applied over basic research
represent a kind of "depletion of resources"

which must be balanced by the long-term
support of general and fundamental science.
On paper, that would seem to be an obvious
responsibility of both state and private
organizations. However, as we all know, in

practice, maintaining the balance between
"depletion" and "renewal" in scientific
research is not achieved automatically. It
presupposes a strong and active
participation by the researchers themselves.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The future strength of phonetics rests on

the recognition of two main facts:
First, understanding human spoken

language is understanding an important part
of ourselves and of our place in nature and
society. Pursuing such an undertaking
successfully within the framework of
general science will result in a rational
account of language and speech and will
show how man is to some extent unique,
but basically a product of the same
processes of continuous biological
evolution that made all other organisms.
The impact of such an account will
eventually be enormous as education and
communications technology spread it across
the globe and to all the cultures of the
world. The fact that phonetics has a
privileged position in that undertaking
makes phonetic research a priority of high
timeless and cross-cultural intrinsic value.

Second, technological, educational,
clinical and other applications cannot do
without a fundamental understanding of
human spoken language. Some of our
colleagues would no doubt disagree.
Numerous proceedings from speech
technology conferences convey a strong
sense of optimism about the power of
computational and statistical methods that
should provide shortcuts to the much
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slower, step-by step and experimentally
based search for insights about the way
humans process spoken language. The tacit
hope seems to be that, before long, we will
see systems that achieve speaker
independent recognition of connected
speech and that do so successfully although
they make minimal use of phonetic,
linguistic and other behavioral knowledge.

What is probability of success of such
efforts? Given the complexity of spoken
language, we can safely assume that such
systems may score impressively on limited
tasks, but are extremely unlikely to ever

come near complete success in emulating

human performance unless they are based

on comprehensive models of human

behavior. Assuming otherwise would seem

to severely underestimate the immensity

and complexity of human language. It

resembles betting against other events of

infinitesimally low probability, e.g. life

having arisen several times in several places

in the universe.

Favored by sponsors, gambling on

shortcuts will no doubt continue to attract

people and cost a lot of money, although it

appears singularly untempting to the

informed phonetician. Supporting, and

doing, fundamental research seems like a

much safer strategy in making phonetlcs
useful.
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A REALIST PERSPECTIVE ON SOME RELATIONS AMONG
SPEAKING, LISTENING AND SPEECH LEARNING

Carol A. Fowler
Has/tins Laboratories, New Haven CT USA

ABSTRACT
In a realist theory of speech

perception, listeners perceive gestures
of the vocal tract. These gestures can be
shown to b e the phonological
components of utterances. Accordingly,
by perceiving gestures, listeners
perceive the talker’s phonological
message. I suggest that this tight
coupling between what talkers do and
what listeners perceive fosters listeners’
imitation of talker’s gestures and that
this, in turn, fosters phonetic learning.

‘ A REALIST PROGRAM OF
RESEARCH ON SPEECH
_ In a realist theory of speech, speaking
is a true expression of the phonological
message that a talker intends to convey
to a listener. That is, the phonological
structures that a listener must perceive in
order to recognize the speakers' words
are the linguistically significant actions
of the vocal tract that constitute
speaking.

For their part, realist listeners hear the
phonological message. They use
structure in the acoustic signal, and
sometimes in the optic array, not as
structures to be perceived in themselves,
but as information for their causal source
in the world. In speech, the causal
source of structure in the acoustic speech
signal, and sometimes in the optic array,
is, at bottom, the articulating vocal tract.
As noted, however, appropriately
described, the articulations of the vocal
tract . achieve the phonological
constituents of spoken utterances.
Accordingly, when listeners perceive
what speakers do, they hear the talker’s
phonological message.

Studying the relation of speaking to
listening

In any theory of speech, the relation
of speakingto listening is an intimate
one. Speaking and listening to speechjOIl'IIly constitute the primary means by
which linguistic communication can take
place. However, the nature of the
intimate relation of speaking to listening
is different in a realist theory than in

other theories, and that difference fosters
a difference in the research programs
that the different theoretical approaches
are disposed to develop.

In most alternatives to a realist
theory, phonological elements of spoken
messages have their primary reality as
covert, mental categories. Although
these mental categories may be referred
to as “phonological representations,”
they are not, in fact, considered to
represent anything themselves. To the
contrary, speakers represent
phonological categories to listeners by
moving their articulators so as to
structure acoustic speech signals
appropriately. In these views,
articulation is a flawed vehicle for
representing phonological segments,
because coarticulation prevents iconic
representation of their discrete, context-
free character. _

From this theoretical perspective,
there is little to learn about listeningby
studying speaking aside from studying
the acoustic signal that speaking creates,
and speaking has, in fact, not been a
central topic of investigation among
most perception researchers. However,
in the same way that the realist theorist.
James Gibson devoted the first major

section of his final book, The ecological
approach to visual perception [1],}0 a
description of the to-be-perceived
ecological niche of a visual perceiver, so

the realist investigator of speech must
study what speakers do in order to

understand what speaking makes
available to be perceived. Therefore,
studying speech production constitutes

one important part of a realist research
program the ultimate goal of which is to

understand speech perception. .
Research on speech production over

the last approximately 15 years has
provided an important new perspective

on speaking that, however, has not

changed the way that many perCCPFIO“
researchers write about .production.
Investigators still cite With .approyal
Hockett‘s striking metaphor in which
coarticulated phonemes are likened to
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smashed Easter eggs having passed
through a wringer [2], or they refer to
coarticulation as distortion [3].
However, in my opinion, findings on
speech production show clearly that
these characterizations are mistaken.
Indeed, the recent findings make a

central claim of a realist theory of
speech perception plausible. It is that

phonological primitives of spoken

utterances are linguistically-Significant

actions of the vocal tract.
The major findings are these. Just as

other components of the body do for

every action that we perform,

articulators of the vocal tract form
transient coalitions during speech.

These “synergies” are physrologically
implemented couplings of articulators
that are organized to achieve a task [:1]

or goal. Synergies are best detected in

experiments in which an articulator is

unexpectedly perturbedOWhrle it is
moving in some direction. If the

articulator is the jaw, and '1! is tugged

down unexpectedly while it is raising. for

a bilabial closure [5], extra actrvrty in a

muscle of the upper lip can be detected
within 20-30 ms of the perturbation,

with the result that the upper hp lowers
more on perturbed than on unperturbed
trials, and the extra lowering

compensates for the unexpectedly low

pOSition of the jaw. Biliabial closure is

achieved despite the perturbation.
Responses to perturbations are

functional-~that is, they are specifically

responses that compensate for the

perturbation [6~9]. That the latency 0
the responses is so short indicates that

TCSponses cannot arise far from the Siltc
of the perturbation. Synt'argles are

h siolo ‘cals stems. ,

p )Of coilrse, the function of synergies

cannot be to counteract unexpeclh.

externally applied tugs .011 _t e
articulators. A plausible function is tr;

compensate for internally apphed mg
on the articulators aristng "i
COarticulated speech. A low vowc

coarticulated with a /b/ may {us the 1”
down as it is raising for bilabial closiirc.

The closure synergy ensures oil-1nc

cOmpensation for that perturbation. din

Synergies have two 009151”? g
functional aspects. The“ Piling!
function is to achieve a lingiiisticmfiyt

Significant gesture. In dorng '
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however, in addition, they compensate
for perturbing actions of coarticulating
gestures. This second aspect can be

elaborated further, thanks to the work on
“coarticulation resistance” conducted

largely by Daniel Recasens [10-13].
Recasens’ work shows that synergies

provide selective barriers to some
coarticulatory actions. A consonants]

gesture that requires a constriction to be

made by the tongue dorsum will prevent

or considerably reduce coarticulation by

vowel gestures that also use the tongue

dorsum. A consonantal gesture that

does not require the tongue Will not

block vocalic gestures of the tongue

dorsum. In short, synergies prevent

coarticulation from being the destructive

or distorting force that it_has been

characterized as being in the hterature.

The import of these findings for a

realist theory of speech perception has to

do with the realist claim that

phonological constituents of utterances

are public actions of the vocal tract, not

covert categories in the nund that those

actions imperfectly represent. If we

describe vocal-tract actions, not at the

level at which we track movements of

individual articulators, but at . thg

hysiologically real, coarser—graine

level at which gestures are achieved t(lor,

for some phonological segments, suc :81

[ml or /p/, the level at which gestutrh

constellations are achieved), we see he

context-independence required of t te

commutable phonological componen st

of spoken words. Except in the mos

casual speech, bilabial 6105““:l

invariantly achieved when a spe e:

intends to produce a bilabial stop despi

variation in the contributions to closure

by the jaw, the lower lip and theupper

1i Coarticulation does not ehnunfateu

indeed, synergies prevent it Rh“;

' ’ ting—context-mdependencea

elimrna tron of vocal-

gestural 1“c Ofpigsc‘hnp'lhese findings
actions or s .

irllaifstuate the importance forda rams;

speech perception of un er

speech production.

Studying acoustic speech signals and

' ’ cation to them.

“£2235; to the realist thecgy;

rception has a universal function 6:11

i): must, therefore, serve the :d’ifory

perceiver as well as the mad, at ,
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haptic, gustatory and olfactory perceiver.
The function is to acquaint
perceiver/actors with components of
their ecological niche. This is an
evolved function that natural selection
has shaped perceptual systems to serve.
Universally, then, perceivers use the
structure in media that stimulate their
sense organs-—light for seeing, air for
hearing, etc.--not as objects of
perception, but as information for the
part of the niche that caused the
structure. Therefore, the second
component of a realist research program
is to discover how structure, largely in
air, can specify gestures to perceivers.

This component of the research
program, currently neglected, has to lag
that on speech production, because we
can only look for informative structure
in the acoustic signal once we have
identified the gestures and can determine
how they should causally structure the
air.

A final component of the realist
research program is to study the
perceiver’s use of the acoustic speech
signal. Realist perceivers should betray
their use of the signal to recover gestures
in two complementary ways. They
should “parse” such unitary dimensions
of the signal as its fundamental
frequency (F0) into parts if distinct
linguistic gestures have had converging
effects on them. Complementarily, they
should_ count the constellation of
sometimes diverse acoustic
consequences of a single gesture as a
constellation that specifies the gesture.

In fact, listeners exhibit both
symptoms of realist perceiving. For
example, listeners judge intonational
accents on high vowels (with high
intrinSic F0) as lower or less prominent
than accents, having the same F0, on
low vowels (with low intrinsic F0) [14].
That is, they behave as if they have
parsed F0 due to vowel intrinsic F0 from
that due to production of the intonational
melody. In turn, listeners hear the F0
that they ascribe to vowel intrinsic F0,
not as pitch on the vowel, but as vowel
height [15]. That is, vowel intrinsic F0
serves .as part of the constellation ofacoustic consequences of vowel
production that provides information for
the vowel.
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Listeners' use of constellations to
specify gestures is further indexed by
their very poor discrimination, under
some conditions, of syllables that differ
in two ways as compared to their
discrimination of syllables that differ in
just one of those two ways [16]. This
occurs, for example, when two syllables
differ in the duration of a silent interval
between [s] and [Mt] and/or in the
presence or absence of labial transitions
before the [IR] sequence. Syllables with
transitions are identified as “split” if the
duration of silence is sufficiently long
and as “‘slit" if it is not. In the absence
of transitions, more silence is required to
shift the percept from “slit" to “split.” If
one syllable of a pair has a long silent
interval, but no transitions whereas the
second syllable of the pair has a shorter
silence and transitions, listeners can fail
to discriminate the pair members even
though syllables differing only in
presence or absence of transitions are
highly discriminable. Out of context, of
course, an interval of silence and
transitions are highly discriminable.
However, when they specify the same
gesture (in the example, labial closure)
in the context of a syllable, perceivers of
gestures discriminate them poorly.
Studying the relation of speaking and
listening to learning ‘

There is a kind of symmetry in
communicative events at the phonetic or
phonological level of description; To
speak is to engage in a kind of actiVity
having linguistic significance that
speakers share with members of their
language community, and to listen is to
perceive that activity by a speaker arid to
detect its significance. To lisleg
successfully, then, is to achieve "parity
[17] in communication.

In this final section of the paper. I
will suggest tentatively that some
phonetic learning, which happens
throughout a speaker’s life, occurs due
to this tight coupling between speaking
and listening, which engenders a
dispositon of listeners to imitate the
speech they hear. _ _

There is a striking set of findings in

the literature that the discovers of the
findings and I agree implies that specc’h
listeners hear the actions of a speaker S
vocal tract [18-20]. I am refemng to
findings by Kozhevnikov and colleagues
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and by Porter and colleagues regarding
the latency with which listeners can
imitate speakers. I will use these
findings as foundations for drawing
some inferences about a possible role for
imitation in speech learning.

In general, in the literature on
reaction time, it is well-known that
“simple” reaction times are shorter than
“choice" reaction times by 100 ms or
more [21]. A simple reaction time
procedure involves detection. For
example, a subject might be instructed to
press a button any time that a light
flashes whether the light is red or blue or
green. The subject merely has to detect
the light and hit his or her one response
button. In a comparable choice response
task, the subject must hit a different
button depending on the color of the
light that flashes. Accordingly, the
choice task involves not only detection,
but also a mapping between the color of
the light and the appropriate response
button. It is not surprising that tOice
response times are longer than Simple
response times.

However, they are not always

significantly longer. They were longer
by a statistically nonsignificant 12 ms in
the research of Porter and Lubker. In
that research, the simple response task
was to shift from producing the vowel
[a] to another vowel [0] whenever a
model speaker’s vowel shifted from [a]
to any of three vowels including [o]. In
the choice task, listeners shifted from [a]
to whatever vowel the model speaker
had shifted to. Average simple response
times for an [a] to [0] shift were 168 ms;
corresponding average ChOlCC- times
were 180 ms, a nonsignificant
difference.

I draw two inferences from these
findings. One, following Porter and
colleagues, I infer that listeners pctcCIVC
vocal tract actions. The chorce task
involves almost no choice at all If
listeners perceive the gestures of the
talker. because perceiving the talk? 5
gestures is, essentially. TCCCIVm
instructions for the required rcsPOflSC- . .
instead, listeners hear the acoustic
signal, the task is still a chOice task.
Listeners have to determine Wth
gcsmnes of their vocal tract Will Pmdu“e
an acoustic signal corresponding '0 the
One they heard.
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The other inference is not warranted
by these findings alone, but it is, i think,
suggested by these findings considered
in the context of relevant others. The
inference is that imitation is
dlspositional, and this disposition to
imitate, I propose, leads to some speech
learning.

Consider two findings. one on infants
and one on adults that suggest a
disposition to imitate. Meltzoff and
colleagues [22, 23] find that newborn
infants imitate the facial expressions of
adults. For example, infants will
protrude their own tongue in the
presence an adult protruding his or her
tongue. This, of course, is especially
remarkable, because the newborn cannot
see its own imitation. The tendency to
imitate does not go away. McHugo and
colleagues [24] recorded from muscles

of the face of subjects viewmg a
videotape of Ronald Reagan on the
presidential campaign trail. Regardless
of the viewers’ opinion of Reagan, pro

or con, when Reagan frowned on film,

the conugator muscle of the forehead,

which is associated with frowning, was

active. When Reagan smiled, the

zygomaticus muscle at the lips was

active. . .

Are listeners likeWise disposed to

imitate speakers? There is, to my

knowledge, no strong eVidence on this

point. There is, however, cVidence of

vocal “accommodatign'TZSl where:

0 le s aking toge er may conver

Edgar 35ml intensity, speaking rate or

of ausin . .

militia); respearch gby Michele Sancrer

and me is in its preliminary stages.

However, it has prov1ded_ a striking

outcome that suggests disposmonal

vocal imitation leading to speech

learning in a speaker well. past the

critical stage of languagehacquisnon-
Our research was inspired both by the

foregoing evidence that humans are:

disposed to imitate _and anecdottcad

evidence that geographically 51181068 d
adults may show dialectal drifttowar

the ambient speech of their nelw

language community. A sairfi‘pmcl

anecdote involves a young woman .

Tennessee who attended a college in

New England. Returning argon;

Tennessee after the Chrisrmas grew ht;

her freshman year, she announc
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New England friends, in what sounded
to them as a marked southern accent,
that her family and friends back home
had told her that she had lost her
southern accent. Another example is of
a colleague of Michele and mine at
Haskins Laboratories who is a native
British English speaker. He reported to
me that his relatives in English consider
him to speak with a “ghastly American
accent." However, in reporting this to
me, he pronounced the adjective [gastlil,
using a vowel that sounded British to riiy
ears, rather than the American [ae]. In
both of these cases, and many others that
colleagues have reported to us, it is
apparent that some drift toward the
ambient speech of the language
community must be occurring well after
the end of the ostensible critical period
for language acquisition

When this drift occurs in speakers of
a different dialect of a common
language, there may be more than one
source of the drift. It may occur, as we
suppose, because listeners are disposed
to imitate the gestures they hear. Or,
instead or in addition, it may occur for
social reasons. Fitting in vocally may
facilitate fitting in socially.

To avoid that second possible source
of gestural drift, we have been looking at
the speech of a bilingual speaker. She is
a native speaker of Brazilian Portuguese
who attends the University of
Connecticut. She is a fluent, but
accented, speaker of English. She spends
the academic year in Connecticut, where
she speaks English almost exclusively
and the summer and occasional
Christmas breaks in Brazil where she
speaks Portuguese almost exclusively.
If this individual shows drift of her
gestures in Portuguese toward the
gestures of her linglish‘speaking
language community when she is in
Connecticut, the reason is unlikely to be
socral. It is no social advangate for her
to produce Americanvaccented
Portuguese. Accordingly, we interpret
crosslinguistic gestural drift as evidence
of speech learning based on a disposition
of listeners to imitate perceived gestures.

The speaker had her own anecdote
that led us to focus first (and, so far,
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only) on the voice onset times (VOTs)
of her voiceless consonants. When she
goes home to Brazil, her father accuses
her (not in these words) of producing
excessively aspirated voiceless stops. If
her father is correct. then her unaspirated
Portuguese voiceless stops are drifting in
the direction of the aspirated voiceless
stops of English.

To look for evidence of drift, we
recorded the speaker on six occasions.
First, we recorded her twice.
approximately 24 hours apart, after she
had been in Connecticut for five months
and just before she left for a visit to
Brazil. Next, we recorded her in two
sessions one within hours of her return
to Connecticut after her two month stay
in Brazil and a second session one day
after that. Finally, we recorded her in
two sessions after she had been in
Connecticut for four months.

In each session, a speaker of English
read 12 sentences to her. After each
sentence, our subject produced its

Portuguese translation. This procedure
was repeated four times so that tour
translations of each sentence were
obtained. Compatibly, a speaker of
Portuguese read 12 sentences four times

each to our subject. who provided their

English translations. Figure l prov1des

the data on her Portuguese and English

/p/s and /t/s. In the displays, findings
are collapsed over each pair of sessions

recorded 24 hours apart. (Generally.

these sessions did not provtde‘

Statistically distinguishable measures of

VOT.) ..
Two findings are notable. .l‘ll'SI,

analogous to some findings of other

studies of the speech of bilinguals 129].
when the speaker produces Engllsh
voiceless stops, her VOTs are longer

than those of her Portuguese stops.

(Notice that the vertical scales for tht‘

graphs of the speaker's Portuguese and

English speech both span 3() ms 01

VOT; however, the graph of Portuguese

speech displays VOTs between () and '30

ms in duration, whereas that of English

speech displays VOTs between 35 and
65 riis in duration.)
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In Flege’s terms, the voiceless stops

of this speaker’s Portuguese and English

speech are similar, but the categories of

the two languages have not merged.

Even so, however, stops in both the
Portuguese and the English categories
show gestural drift. When the speaker
has been in Connecticut for several
months, her VOTs in both languages are
longer than when she has just returned
from a two month stay in Brazil. In eight
comparisons, all but one (English /t/s in
the final sessions of the experiment)
show evidence of gestural drift toward
the gestures of the ambient language
community. Although these effects are
small in magnitude, they are highly
statistically significant.

We infer that this speaker shows
evidence of phonetic learning based on a
disposition to imitate perceived gestures
of the ambient language community.

CONCLUSIONS
The evidence is good that

coarticulation in speaking is not
destructive or even distorting of
speakers’ intentions to produce phonetic
gestures. In addition, the evidence is
good that listeners attend to the acoustic
speech signal in such a way that they
extract information about those gestures
from the signal. A consequence of
gesture perception, is that listeners can
imitate gestures very rapidly. Possibly a
related consequence is a disposition to
imitate that fosters phonetic learning
beyond the ostensible critical period for
language acquisition.
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TOWARD A NEURODEVELOPMENTAL MODEL OF PHONETICS

R. ken:
University of Wiscomin—Madison, Madison, Wisconsin

The papers presented at this Congress
give strong witness to the diversification
and expansion of the phonetic sciences.
These are signs that the phonetic
sciences are thriving and growing. But
diversification and expansion also come
with a certain risk to the unity of the
phonetic sciences. Unity is important not
only for scholarly collegiality, but also
for the larger and deeper insights that a
wide embrace of knowledge permits.

Where do the phonetic sciences stand
as we approach the close of both a
century and a millenium? My comments
are necessarily selective as the field is
too large to be satisfactorily summarized
in a few pages. The areas of research to
be addressed here are: cross-language
comparisons, speech disorders, speech
development, and the relation between
production and perception. The objective
is to show the interrelationship among
these areas in a general theory.

CROSS-LANGUAGE STUDIES
One powerful leverage in phonetic

research is the cross-language
investigation, which has been used quite
profitably to study proclivities in
production and perception. One
objective in these studies is to determine
universal patterns or tendencies. Another
is the study of two or more languages
that are selected according to a specific
criterion, such as presence or absence of
a phonetic feature. The compilation of
data from a large number of languages is
perhaps the phonetic sciences’ equivalent
to "big science," such as the human
genome study in molecular biology. In
both cross-language research and
genome research, one important long-
range goal is a characterization of
essential human traits. Large-scale cross-

language studies of the ln'nd that explore
universal patterns have been a patchwork
of smaller studies conducted by
individual investigators or research
teams working in different nations.
There is nothing wrong with this
enterprise, but it is likely that
international coordination of some kind
would facilitate the effort. There are,
after all, several thousand languages to
be studied. Successful models of cross-
language research include the UPSID
database [1] and a recent report on
Long-Term-Average Speech Spectra
(LTASS) for 17 languages [2].
Quantitative studies such as the latter
could address several acoustic and
physiologic aspects of speech to define
the universal parameters of phonation
and articulation. The phonetic properties
of individual languages could be
described within these universal
boundaries.

In the aggregate, studies of speakers
of different languages reveal universal
patterns in the phonetic structure of
speech. Some recent studies give shape
to a tentative conclusion, namely that
acoustic properties of speech show some
evidence of universal organization, but
the congruence among languages is not
sufficient to suggest a universal template
of acoustic-phonetic patterns. One form
of acoustic data available for several
languages is the formant~frequency
pattern for vowels. Krull and Lindblom
[3] reported that vowels labeled with the
same IPA symbol are to some degree
tuned to individual languages. If so, then
the IPA symbols are only generally
indicative of acoustic similarity among
sounds from different languages. Tuning

for individual languages is not
necessarily evidence against the baSIC
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principles of Stevens' [4] quantal theory

of smeh production, which holds that

nonlinearitiesinthearticulalory-aooustic

relation determine preferences in

phonetic selection. But it does argue

against the hardest version oflsuch'a

theory in which quantal relations in

themselves would determine universal

selections. It appears that the formant

frequencies for individual vowels in a

language are adjusted to reflect the

structure of the vowel system for that

language. Additional evidence for a

languagetuning effect “as reported by

Sussman et al. [5] in their denvanon of

locus equations for bilabial, alveolar,

and velar stops in five different

languages. Although the locus equations

were generally similar across languages,

the differences were large enough to

discourage a conclusion of universal

determinism.
A unifying hypothests for further

research is that different languages

divide the amustic space for vowels into

similar, but not identical, phonetic

regions. Languages leave a subtle

iInprint on the otherwise universal

articulatory-acoustic relations identified

in quantal theory and similar appmaehes

[4. 61. This idea is consistent wuh

evidence showing the permstenoe 'Of
foreign accent on vowels [7] and With

accounts of the influence 0f dl'fl)’
language exposure on vowel 961175900“
in infants [8]. Early language esposuf:

WIS to be a powerful determmani 0

We organization.

DISORDERS n1) DEVEIq-xr
One test of a thorny;s Wag;

‘ address ems 1" .
m mm%efic Mn”
generally have been {01mm to
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fine variations in spwch motor behavior.
Similar objections have been raised

against some traditional perceptual
analyses of neurogenic communication
disorders such as verbal apraxia,
dysarthria, and aphasia. Verbal apraxia
is an object lesson in the misuse of
perceptual techniques of speech analysis.
The early influential descriptions of this
disorder emphasized the predominance
of phonemic substitution errors. These
errors were interpreted to mean that the
disorder was one of phonology or of
phonemic selection. But subsequent
studies, carried out with more refined
acoustic, physiologic, and perceptual
methods, have shown that the earlier
analyses missed important errors at the
phonetic or motoric levels [10,11,12].

The closer examination of errors in
normal spwch and neurogenic speech
disorders points to a conceptualization in
terms of gestures. These component
movements are vulnerable to errors in
timing and coordination. Some of these
errors may give rise to apparent
phonemic errors such as substitution or
addition. But more subtle problems
affecting individual movements and their
combination may be the best focus for
understanding the full range of errors in
speech. Gestures offer an economical
description of the multi-articulate nature
of spwch and can account for a variety
of errors. The next phase in the study of
neurogenic speech disorders may reflect
a shift from reliance on global phonetic
descriptors (such as broad transcription)
to movement—based accounts (such as
derivations of gestural scores).

Development of Speech
“There is overwhelming evidence that
the emergence of coordinated
movements is intimately tied both to the
growth of the musculoskeletal system
and to the development of the brain"
[13, p. 966].

The foregoing quotation summarizes a
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developmental perspective on skilled
movement. Speech is one form of skilled
movement. As such, a central task in the
understanding of speech production is to
show how the coordinated movements of
speech relate to the growth of the
physiological system of speech and to
the development of the neural systems
that regulate speech movements. Seen in
this way, the understanding of spwch
development is key to speech production
and perception as a human faculty.
Knowing how speech develops may be

the fundamental discovery that unifies
the various facets of phonetic study. The
child who is developing speech is faced
with two problems: (a) learning to

perceive the phonetic code of the
languages, and (b) learning to produce

the motor patterns of the language in

accord with the perceptual code.

Action theory has been highly
influential in recent formulations of
motor control in both developing and
mature organisms. Action theory applied
to speech has in the main addressed the

adult speaker [14]. Action theory has
found widespread application to virtually
every ldnd of motion performed by

muscular systems, including locomotion,

reaching, and prehension. Action theory

has emphasized particularly (a) the use
of coordinative structures to solve the

degrees of freedom problem common to

multi-articulate systems, and (b) the
biomechanical task specificity of motor

responses. Action theory succeeds qurte
well in these two domains but it has had

much less to say about the neural
systems that regulate behavior. ‘

A neurodevelopmental altematrve to

action theory is Edelman’s theory 0f
neuronal group selection [15,1647]-
Briefly, this theory states that repertolrfis
of interconnected neuronal groups are

established developmentally. synaptic

strengths are modified as the result 0f
experiences including learning. Initially,

large repertoires of variant neural
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circuits are established by selectional
mechanisms in the developing embyro.
These are called primary remrtgires.
Continuing selectional events serve to
enhance neuronal responses that have
adaptive value for the organism. These
are called mondary remngires. An
important concept in Edelman’s theory is
"re-entrant signalling," an exchange of
signals along parallel and reciprocal

connections among neuronal groups. The
theory of neuronal group selection has
been used to account for perception,
motor responses, language, and
consciousness. This theory places an
emphasis on neural processes that is
either lacking or vaguely described in

accounts of action theory. The

selectionist account offers a promising

framework for a neural theory of

phonetics, some aspects of which will be

addressed in the balance of this paper.

PRODUCTION AND PERCEPTION

One of the most recalcitrant problems
in the phonetic sciences is the unification
of production and perception. But there
is little agreement on how unity can be
acheived. One indication of the sluggish

progress is the nearly separate
development of theories of Speech

Perception and speech production. There

are some notable attempts to bring

Perception and production under the

same theoretical umbrella, especially the

motor theory of spwch perception

[18,19]. Another attempt at unification

is the theory of event perception applied

‘0 Speech [20], which found theoretical
resonance with action theory [14].

Ultimately, the integration of

Production and perception should be

evident in the same neural mechamsms

that explain phonetic development. One

Possibility for sensory-motor interaction

is the proximity of motor and sensory
neurons in the CNS representation of

Various parts of the body. Huang et a1.

[21] found that the auditory area 0f CNS
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II of the cerebellar hemisphere in both
rat and cat is surrounded by orofacial
somatosensory receptive fields.
Furthermore, the cerebellar granule cells
in the posterior vennis and the
hemispheres exhibited phasic responses
to auditory stimuli. This could mean that
the cerebellum is involved in event
timing, a possibility supported by
clinical studies showing that a primary
feature of the speech of persons with

cerebellar disease is disordered timing.
The speech disorder, known as ataxic

dysarthria, is commonly described as

having altered patterns of syllable timing

or stress [22,23]. Moreover, an

hypothesis of cerebellar regulation of
event timing has been advanced by Keele

and Ivry [24] who proposed that a major

cerebellar function is to provide

temporal computations that underlie a

variety of perceptual and motor tasks.

One role of the cerebellum in speech

may be as a neural timekeeper for the

registration of sensory and motor

information.

Some cortical neurons also respond to

more than one type of stimulation.

Bruce, Desimone, and Gross [25]

reported that the majority of neurons in

the superior temporal sulcus of

macaques were sensitive to more than

one modality. Only 41% were

exclusively visual. The remainder

responded to visual-auditory, visual-

somesthetic, or visual—auditory-

somesthetic stimulation. Neurons that

respond to more titan one modality may

be the means for a convergence of

bisensory or multisensory peripheral

stimulation. Separate sensory channels

can dissociate stimuli by modality, but

multisensory wnvergence m the CNS

allows integration across modalities [26].

This convergence is highly relevant to

speech, which has a plurimodal sensory

foundation of audition, tactron,

kinesthesia, and bamreceptlon [27l-

Sensory-motor integration also could
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be based on neural representations
formed in a complex neural circuitry.
Song birds are a good animal model for
speech for several reasons, especially in
that many avian species learn their songs
through exposure and practice. Song
learning apparently involves a
comparison of the young bird's calls
with those of the adult conspecific birds.
Williams [28] described the neural
circuitry underlying birdsong
development as having multiple loops,
multiple modalities, multiple
representations of song, and multiple
neural mechanisms. She identified two
primary branches of the control system.
The first branch descended from the
control center to the motoneurons for
respiration and vocalization. The nuclei
of this branch continue to grow during
song development and seem to be
indispensable for adult song. The nuclei
of this branch have long and variable
latencies. The second branch forms a
recursive loop between two nuclei of the
descending branch. It contains one
nucleus that reaches its maximum size in
early song learning and then declines.
This branch has short latencies with little
variability. Auditory activity can be
recorded in both branches, including the
motoneurones controlling the vocal
organ. Williams proposed that the short-
latency recurrent branch allows for
comparisons of different song
representations. If these results can be
extended to speech development, the
implications include the following.

(1) Different parts of the neural
circuitry reach their maximum sizes at
different ages. This maturational
variation could be related to the concept
of a "sensitive period" for speech
development [29,30]. Potential for
language learning may be related to the
maturational gradients of the complex
neural circuitry.

(2) The neural circuitry that supports
speech sound learning may contain
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auditory, motor, tactile, and kinesthetic
representations. The existence of these
different representations may explain the
robustness of speech production in the
face of various attempts to reduce or
modify sensory feedback [27,31].

(3) Recurrent branches provide a
means for the comparison of these
different representations of speech,
although the use of these comparative
mechanisms varies with stage of
development and task demands. Sensory
disruption is more damaging to the
speech of children than to the speech of
adults [27], which may reflect the adults‘
capability to switch easily and effectively
between various representations. Speech
development may involve the acquisition
of different neural representations and
the facility to select among them as task
conditions change.

This perspective is consistent with
Edelman’s [15,16,17] theory of neuronal
group selection, and particularly with his
idea of re-entrant signaling. Speech may
be represented as a number of neuronal
"maps" that combine different kinds of
sensory and motor information. In its
global nature, speech is defined by the
totality of these maps and their
interactions. More narrowly, spwch can
be defined by interactions among
selected maps. Therefore, speech is
auditory-visual (as the McGurk effect
[32] demonstrates), and tactuo—motor (as

in the haptic communication system
employed by users of Tadoma, who can
understand speech from tactile cues
gathered from a hand placed over the
talker’s face and neck [33]). This idea
also accords with models of auditory
processing that emphasize the temporal

properties of the global neural response
[34]. A primary advantage of re-entrant
signaling is that it provides a temporal
coherence of related sensory and motor
information. This coherence is .a
fundamental neural correlate of phonetic

events. It also offers a useful
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interpretation of speech rhythm as the
basic temporal plan for the coordination
of sensory and motor information in
speech production and perception.

POINTS OF CONVERGENCE
Principles that apply to different

domains in the phonetic sciences have
good potential for the delineation of
universal tendencies. One important
convergence is that the sounds prominent
in babbling also are prominent in the
world’s languages [30,35]. Furthermore,

these sounds also tend to be preserved in
neurogenic speech disorders [36,37].
These universal patterns can be
explained by a combination of factors
including: the developmental anatomy of
the vocal tract, nonlinearities in the
articulatory-acoustic relation,
evolutionary influences expressed as
primary movement repertoires, and

perceptual contrast.
Another property of speech that is

evident from several vantage points 18
what Fujimura [38] referred to as the

"inherently multidimensional principle of

Speech coordination“ (p. 218). This

Principle is a kernel concept in theories
of spwch production [14] but is. also
recognized in various nonlinear
phonologies [38] and articulatory
phonology [39]. This property of the
motor speech system appears to offer
valuable insights into speech
development [40] and spwch disorders

[41], and may help to resolve some the
problems that have been described wrth
corpora of segment errors in normal and
disordered speech [9,12].
Multidimensionality can be expressed 35
the regulation of component gestures.
The concept of gesture is becoming
increasingly central in discussrons of

Spwch motor control, phonology, speech
development in children, and speech

disorders. Smith [31] noted. “The
convergence of theories onto the notion
of a basic artiCulatory gesture $13335“
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that it is an idea with intrinsic merit" (p.
261). But she added: "Despite the
general appeal of the idea, a
disproportionate amount of theory
development has occurred in relation to
the data available that clearly support the
notion“ (p. 261). This lack of proportion
between theory and data has been a
handicap, but the new technologies and
the increasing availability of databases

[38] may help to strike the balance in the

next millcnium.
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SPEECH RECOGNITION BY MACHINES

Bishnu S. Atal
AT&TBell Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ, USA.

ABSTRACT

Voice communication with machines is
no longer a dream but a reality. The
tremendous progress that has been
accomplished has come about as a result
of solving successfully some of the fun—
damental problems caused by the
immense variability present in the speech
signal. This paper will discuss important
issues in automatic recognition of
speech, the major advances made in this
field, the current state of the technology,
and future developments.

INTRODUCTION

Speech is a natural form of communica-
tion for humans and thus the problem of
understanding or “recognizing” speech
by machines has challenged scientists for
many years. We do not yet understand in
any detail how humans understand
speech. But, considerable advances in
automatic speech recognition and under-
standing by machines have taken place
[1-2].

Research in automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) since the 19705 has produced
solutions for increasingly difficult tasks,
from the correct recognition of a few iso-
lated words from a single speaker to
recognition of fluent speech from virtu—
ally any speaker. Progress in automatic
recognition of speech is continuing and
the research frontiers are shifting towards
the solution of an even harder problem --
unconstrained dialogue with machines.
The availability of high-speed processors
and high density memories at reasonable
cost in digital computers, along with
large databases of recorded speech, has
made it possible to develop sophisticated
signal representations, pattem-matching
techniques, and language models in

support of automatic speech recognition.

COPING WITH ACOUSTIC VARI-
ABILITY

Speech is the acoustic form of language.
Speech recognition is essentially a pro-
cess of recognizing acoustic patterns of
the spoken language. Human communi-
cation by voice appears to be so simple
that we often forget how variable these
acoustic patterns are. Vast differences
occur in the spoken utterance dependent
on context, speaking style, speaker,
dialect, speaking environment, micro-
phone characteristics, etc. The major
obstacle to achieving high accuracy in
speech recognition is the large variability
present in the speech signal, with only a
small part that is important for carrying
the linguistic information. A large part
of this variability is due to various redun-
dancies introduced by the human speech
production process to achieve reliable
speech communication in noisy and
reverberant acoustic environments.
Other sources of variability are intro-
duced by differences in the vocal systems
of speakers, differences in speaking
rates, and the influence of neighboring
sounds on the acoustic realization of a
particular sound due to sluggish articula-
tory movements. Automatic methods of
speech recognition must be able to han-
dle this large variability in a proper man-
ner. We illustrate here a few examples
of the variability inherent in the speech
signal.

Consider a simple case of the same
word spoken by the same speaker on two
different occasions. Acoustics realiza—
tions of the two utterances are in general
not identical due to variations in the
speaking rate or the speaking style. The
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SPCCCh recognition procedure must be

able to compare the two utterances and

conclude that they are same. Variations

in Speaking rate cause nonlinear distor-

tions of the time axis of speech .pattems.

Linear scaling of the time axis 15 gener-

ally not sufficient to cope with

sPeaking-rate variability. Nonlinear time

nOmlalization using dynamicoprogr‘am-

ming is necessary to achieve time align-

ment between unknown and reference

l1tterances. '

The same word spoken by two differ-

ent speakers will in general have differ-

ent acoustic characteristics, due to the

differences in their vocal tracts and

Speaking styles. A speaker—dependerlrt

recognizer uses the utterance of a Sing:

Speaker to learn the speech patterns 0.
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Figure 2. A block diagram showing the basic steps of the pattern recognition approach.

ASR algorithms [5]. The introduction of
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) tech-
niques [6] in early l980s was a giant step
that set the stage for big success in ASR.
Recognition of continuous fluent speech
was made possible by breaking words
into phone-like subword units, use of
bigrarn and higher—order language mod-
els, and the development of efficient
beam search techniques [7]. Finally,
introduction of concept spotting [8] and
robust parsing techniques moved ASR
from simple recognition of words to
understanding meaning conveyed by a
group of words.

AUTOMATIC SPEECH RECOGNI-
TION PROCESS
There are at present three principal
approaches to speech recognition: The
first is based on statistical techniques of
pattern recognition [6] that utilizes a
training set of speech data to learn
important information about the speech
signal. The second approach, commonly
known as acoustic-phonetic approach,
uses knowledge of the relationship
between acoustic and phonetic structures
of the language. The third approach uses
artificial neural networks. Best results in
speech recognition have so far been
achieved by using the statistical pattern
recognition approach supplemented by
the knowledge of acoustic-phonetic rela-
tionships in speech.

The basic steps of the pattern recogni-
tion approach are illustrated in the block
diagram of Fig. 2. The speech signal is

analyzed to provide a parametric repre-
sentation at the acoustic level. These
parameters (“features") are then com-
pared to a stored set of patterns derived
from a large collection of speech utter-
ances from many speakers using a
HMM-based training procedure. This
comparison provides a set of scores rep-
resenting the similarity between the
unknown pattern and each of the stored
patterns. The last step augments these
scores with other knowledge about the
speech utterance, such as the language,
the context, and semantics, to yield the
best recognition results.

Acoustic Features of Speech

The selection of proper acoustic or spec-
tral features is crucial for achieving high
performance in speech recognition. The
short-time spectral envelope of speech,
obtained either by filtering or linear pre-
diction analysis, is still considered to be
the most effective representation for
speech recognition, especially if rendered
on a critical-band (“Bark”) scale. The
spectra are computed sequentially in time
at intervals of 10 to 20 ms and are usu-
ally converted into cepstral coefficients.

The cepstrum is defined as the inverse
Fourier transform of the logarithm of the
power spectrum.

The cepstral coefficients are instanta-
neous (static) features. One of the most
important advances in the acoustic repre-
sentation of speech has been the intro-
duction of dynamic features [9], such as
first- and second-order derivatives of the
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Figure 3. Reduction in the word error rate for different automatic speech recognition tasks

between 1980 and 1995.

cepstrum. The static and dynamic fea-

tures are generally combined to form a

larger feature set; a smaller set can then

be obtained by proper “pruning” from

the larger set.

Training and Pattern Matching

Because of its statistical nature and its

simple algorithmic structure for handling

the large variability in speech signals, the

HMM approach has found widespread

use for automatic speech recognition

[10]. Most of the successful systems

today are based on this approach. An

HMM representation can be used to

model a sound, a word, a phrase, or a

long utterance. During the training phase,

the HMMs are trained from an ensemble

0f observation vectors coming from spo-

ken utterances and stored for each of the

basic pattern to be recognized. IDunng

recognition, the unknown acoustic pat-

terns are compared with a set of stored

reference patterns (“templates") estab-

lished from the training data to provrde a

Set of similarity scores between the test

and reference patterns.

Pattern Selection

In the recognition phase, the utterance is

decoded by determining the optimal

Sequence of HMM states and the

corresponding speech units based on the

observed sequence of acoustic feature

vectors in the utterance. Search proce-

dures based on dynamic programming

methods are used to find the sequence of

states with the maximum likelihood.

Additional information based on the syn-

tax and semantics of the source language

is included in the recognition process to

produce admissible outputs.

CURRENT CAPABILITIES

The performance of ASR systems contin-

ues to improve steadily. Figure 3 shows

the word error rate for various test mate-

rials and the steady decrease in the error

rate achieved since 1980. The perfor-

mance of cunent ASR systems degrades

considerably in the presence of noise,

reverberation, or distortion and for con-

versational speech.

There are many factors that. influence

the performance of automatic speech

recognition systems. The most important

of these are the size of the vocabulary

and the speaking style. Figure 4 shows

examples of ASR tasks that can be han-

dled by automatic methods for different

vocabulary sizes and speaking stylfijs.

Generally, the number of confused wo s

increases with the vocabulary srze. .Cur-

rent systems can properly recognize a
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and size ofvocabulary. Tasks that can be handled by current technology are shown to the left of

the diagonal line. Items to the right of the line need more research to bring performance to a use-

ful level.

vocabulary of as many as a several thou-
sand words. while the speaking style can
vary over a wide range, from distinct iso-
lated words to spontaneous running
speech.

Examples of speech recognition appli-
cations that can be handled by the current
technology are shown on the left side of
the diagonal line in Fig. 4. These include
recognition of voice commands for com-
puters, names, digit strings, and keyword
spotting. The items on the right of the
diagonal line in Fig. 4 are examples of
the speech recognition tasks that work
well in laboratory environments but
which need more research to become
useful for real~wor1d applications. Auto-
matic recognition of fluent speech with a
large vocabulary is not feasible unless
constraints on syntax and semantics are
introduced. The present capability in
handling natural languages and in fol-
lowing a dialogue is limited because we
do not understand how to model the vari-
ety of expressions that natural languages
use to convey concepts and meanings.

CHALLENGING ISSUES IN
SPEECH RESEARCH

For speech technology to be used widely,

it is necessary that the major roadblocks

faced by the current technology be

removed. Some of the key issues that

pose major challenges in speech research

are listed below:

0 Robust performance. Can the recog-

nizer work well for different speakers

and in the presence of the noise, rever-

beration, and spectral distortion that are

often present in real communication

channels?

0 Automatic learning of new words and

sounds. In real applications, the users

will often speak words or sounds that

are not in the vocabulary of the recog-

nizer. Can it learn to recognize such new

words or sounds automatically?

0 Grammar for spoken language. The
grammar for spoken language is quite

different from that which is used in care-

fully constructed written text. How does

the system learn this grammar?

0 Flexibility. Unless it is flexible, speech

technology will have limited

lCPhS 95 Stockholm

applications. What restrictions are there

on the vocabulary? Can it handle spon-

taneous speech and natural spoken lan-

guage?

A number of methods have been pro-

posed to deal with the problem of robust-

ness. The proposed methods include sig-

nal enhancement, noise compensation,

spectral equalization, robust distortion

measures, and novel speech representa-

tions. These methods provide partial

answers valid for specific situations, but

do not provide a satisfactory answer to

the problem. Clean, carefully articu-

lated, fluent speech is highly redundant,

with the signal carrying significantly

more information than is necessary to

recognize words with high accuracy.

However, the challenge is to realize the

highest possible accuracy when the sig-

nal is corrupted with noise or other dis-

tortions and part of the information is

lost

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The advances in digital technology is

rapidly changing the fabric of telecom-

munications and the way we access

information. A new mode of interacting

with computers through voice is emerg-

ing. When combined with video, the

voice mode offers an easy natural com-

munication interface with computers.

Speech recognition technology is a key

component of such an interface. Human

speech communication is a complex pro-

cess and it will require scientific under-

standing of many other issues beyond

acoustics and pattern recognition to

mimic this process in computers. Speech

science is expanding its frontiers to

answer the basic question of how we put

Wol‘ds together to express ideas in the

Spoken language.
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